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BRACEBRIDGE HALL;
OB,

\

THE HUMOURISTS
A MEDLEY.

By GEOFFREY CRAYON, Gent.

Under this cloud I walk. Gentlemen
;
pardon my rude assault. I am a traveller.

who, having surveyed most of the terrestrial angles of this globe, am hither ar-

rived, to peruse this little spot.—Christmas Oedikary.

THE AUTHOR.

Worthy Reader!

On again taking pen in hand, I would fain make a few ob-

servations at the outset, by way of bespeaking a right under-

standing. The volumes which I have already published have
metwith a reception far beyondmy most sanguine expectations.

Iwould wiUingly attribute this to their intrinsic merits; but, in

spite of the vanity of authorship, I cannot but be sensible that,

their success has, in a great measure, been owing to a less flat-

tering cause. It has been a matter of marvel, to my European
readers, that a man from the wilds of America should express

himself in tolerable English. I was looked upon as something
new and strange in Mterature ; a kind of demi-savage, with a
feather in his hand, instead of on his head ; and there was a

curiosity to hear what such a being had to say about civilized

society.

This novelty is now at an end, and of course the feeMng of

indulgence which it produced. I must now expect to bear the

scrutiny of sterner criticism, and to be measured by the same
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standard -with contemporary -writers ; and the very fa-^^or -which

has been sho-wn to my pre-vious writings, wUl cause these to be

treated -with the greater rigour; as there is nothing for -which.

the -world is apt to punish a man more severely, than for ha-viug

been over-praised. On this head, therefore, I wish to forestall

the censoriousness of the reader; and I entreat he -wiU not

think the worse of me for the many injudicious thiags that may
have been said in my commendation.

I am aware that I often travel over beaten groimd, and treat

of subjects that have already been discussed by abler pens.

Indeed, various authors have been mentioned as my models, to

whom I should feel flattered if I thought I bore the slightest

resemblance; but in truth I write after no model that I, am
conscious of, and I write -with no idea of imitation or competi-

tion. In venturing occasionally on topics that have already

been almost exhausted by English authors, I do it, not -with the

presumption of challenging a comparison, but -with the hope

that some new interest may be given to such topics, when dis-

cussed by the pen of a stranger.

If, therefore, I should sometimes be found dwelling -with

fondness on subjects that are trite and commonplace -with the

reader, I beg that the circumstances under which I -write may
be kept in recollection. Having been bom and brought up ia a

new country, yet educated from infancy ia the hterature of an
old one, my mind was early filled -with historical and poetical

associations, connected -with places, and manners, and customs
of Europe ; but which could rarely be applied to those of my
o-wn country. To a mind thus peculiarly prepared, the most
ordinary objects and scenes, on arri-Ting in Europe, are full of

strange matter and interesting novelty. England is as classic

groimd to an American as Italy is to an Englishman; and 'old

London teems with as much historical association as mighty
Eome.

Indeed, it is difficult to describe the whimsical medley of

ideas that throng upon his mind, on landing among English

scenes. He, for the first time, sees a world about which he has
been reading and thinking in every stage of his existence. The
recollected ideas of infancy, youth, andmanhood; of the nursery,

the school, and the study, come swarming at once upon biTn
;

and his attention is distracted between great and Mttle objects

;

each of which, perhaps, awakens an equally dehghtful train of

remembrances.
But what more especially attracts his notice, are those peeu-
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liarities which distinguish an old country and an old state of

society from a new one. I have never yet grown familiar

enough with the crumbling monuments of past ages, to blunt

the intense interest with which I at first beheld them. Accus-
tomed always to scenes where history was, in a manner, in

anticipation ; where every thing in art was new and progressive,

and pointed to the future rather than to the past ; where, in

short, the works of man gave no ideas but those of young exis-

tence, and prospective improvement; there was something
inexpressibly touching in the sight of enormous piles of archi-

tecture, gray with antiquity, and sinking into decay. I cannot
describe the mute but deep-felt enthusiasm with which I have
contemplated a vast monastic ruin, like Tintem Abbey, buried

in the bosom of a quiet vaUey, and shut up from the world, as

though it had existed merely for itself; or a warrior pUe, like

Conway Castle, standing in stern loneliness on its rocky height,

a mere hoUow yet threatening phantom, of departed power.

They spread a grand, and melancholy, and, to me, an unusual
charm over the landscape ; I, for the first time, beheld signs of

national old age, and empire's decay, and proofs of the tran-

sient and perishing glories of art, amidst the ever-springingand
reviving fertihty of nature.

But, in fact, to me every thing was full of matter ; the foot-

steps of history were every where to be traced ; and poetry had
breathed over and sanctified the land. I experienced the de-

lightful freshness of feeling of a child, to whom every thing is

new. I pictured to myself a set of inhabitants and a mode^of
life for every habitation that I saw, from the aristocratical

mansion, amidst the lordly repose of stately groves and solitary

parts, to the straw-thatched cottage, with its scanty garden
and its cherished woodbine. I thought I never could be sated

with the sweetness and freshness of a country so completely

carpeted with verdure ; where every air breathed of the bakny
pasture, and the honey-suckled hedge. I was continually

coming upon some little document of poetry, in the blossomed
hawthorn, the daisy, the cowslip, the primrose, or some other

simple object that has received a supernatural value from the

muse. The first time that I heard the song of the nightingale,

I was intoxicated more by the delicious crowd of remembered
associations than by the melody of its notes ; and I shall never
forget the thriU of ecstasy with which I first saw the lark rise,

almost from beneath my feet, and wing its musical flight up
into the morning sky.
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In this way I traversed England, a grown-up child, delighted

by every object, great and small ; and betraying a wondering

ignorance, and simple enjoyment, that provoked m.any a stai-e

and a smile from my wiser and more experienced fellow-tra-

vellers. Such too was the odd confusion of associations that

kept breaking upon me, as I first approached London. One of

my earliest wishes had been to see this great metropohs. I had
read so much about it in the earhest books that had been put
into my iafant hands ; and I had heard so much about it from
those around me who had come from the " old countries." I

was familiar with the names of its streets, and squares, and
pubhc places, before I knew those of my native city. It.was,

to me, the great centre of the world, round which every thing
seemed to revolve. I recoUect contemplating so wistfully, when
a boy, a paltry little print of the Thames, and London Bridge,

and St. Paul's, that was in front of an old magazine ; and a pic-

ture of Kensington Gardens, with gentlemen in three-cornered
hats and broad skirts, and ladies in hoops and lappets, that
hung up in my bed-room; even the venerable cut of St.

John's Gate, that has stood, time out of mind, in front of the
Gentleman's Magaziae, was not without its charms to me ; and
I envied the odd-lookiug little men that appeared to be loitering

about its arches.

How then did my heart warm when the towers of West-
minster Abbey were pointed out to me, rising above the rich
groves of St. James's Park, with a thin blue haze about then-
gray piimacles ! I could not behold this great mausoleum of
what is most illustrious ia our paternal history, without feeling
my enthusiasm in a glow. With what eagerness did I explore
every part of the metropohs ! I was not content with those
matters which occupy the dignified research of the learned
traveller; I delighted to call up all the feelings of childhood, and
to seek after those objects which had been the wonders of my
infancy. London Bridge, so famous ia nursery songs ; the far-
famed Monument ; Gog and Magog, and the Lions in the Tower,
all brought back many a recollection of infantile delight, and
of good old beings, now no more, who had gossiped about
them ^0 mywondering ear. Nor was it without a recurrence of
childish interest, that I first peeped into Mr. Newberry's shop,
in St. Paul's Church-yard, that fountain-head of literature.'
Mr. Newberry was the first that ever filled my infant mind
with the idea of a great and good man. He published all the
picture-books of the day; and, out of his abundant love for
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children, he charged "nothing for cither paper or print, and
only a penny-halfpenny for the binding!"

I have mentioned these circumstances, worthy reader, to

show you the whimsicEil crowd of associations that are apt to

beset my mind onmingUng among English scenes. I hope they
may, ia some measure, pleaxi my apology, should I be found
harping upon stale and trivial themes, or indulging an over-

fondness for any thing antique and obsolete. I know it is the

humour, not to say cant of the day, to run riot about old times,

old books, old customs, and old buildings; with myself, how-
ever, as far as I have caught the contagion, the feeling is

genuine. To a man from a young country, all old things are

in a manner new ; and he may siu-ely be excused in being a
little curious about antiquities, whose native land, unfortun-

ately, cannot boast of a single ruin.

Having been brought up, also, in the comparative simpUcity
of a republic, I am apt to be struck mth even the ordinary
circiunstances incident to an aiistocratical state of society.

If, however, I should at any time amuse myself by pointing

out some of the eccentricities, and some of the poetical charac-

teristics of the latter, I would not be understood as pretending

to decide upon its political merits. My only aim is to paint

characters and manners. I am no politician. Themore I have
considered the study of politics, the more I have found it full

of perplexity; and I have contented myself, as I have in my
religion, with the faith in which I was brought up, regulating

my own conduct by its precepts ; but leaving to abler heads

the task of maMng converts.

I shall continue on, therefore, in the course I have hitherto

piirsued-; looking at things poetically, rather than poHtically

;

describing them as they are, rather than pretending to point

out how they shoTild be; and endeavom±ig to see the world in

as pleasant a light as circumstances will permit.

I have always had an opinion that much good might be done

by keeping mankind in good-humour with one another. I may
be wrong in my philosophy, but I shall continue to practise it

until convinced of its fallacy. When I discover the world to

be all that it has been represented by sneering cjTiics and

whining poets, I wiU turn to and abuse it alsoj in the mean-

while, worthy reader, I hope you will not think lightly of me,

because I cannot believe this to be so very bad a world as \t is

represented.

Thine truly, Geoffrey Ceayon.
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TBTE HALL.

The ancient house, and the best for h:!isekeeping in this county or the next; and
though the master of it write but squire, I linow no lord Ulie lata.—Merry Beggars.

The reader, if he has perused the volximes, of the Sketch-
Book, will probably recollect something of the Bracebridge
family, with which I once passed a Christmas. I am now on
another visit to the HaU, having been invited to a wedding
which is shortly to take place. The Squire's second son, Guy,
a fine, spirited young captain in the array, is about to be mar-
ried to his father's ward, the fair Julia Templeton. A gather-

ing of relations and friends has already commenced, to celebrate

the joyful occasion; for the old gentleman is an enemy to quiet,

private weddings. " There is nothing," he says, "like launch-
ing a young couple gayly, and cheering them from the shore

;

a good outset is half the voyage."

Before proceeding any farther, I would beg that the Squire
might not be confounded with that class of hard-riding, fox-

himting gentlemen so often described, and, in fact, so nearly
extinct in England. I use this rural title partly because it is

his universal appellation throughout the neighbourhood, and
partly because it saves me the frequent repetition of his name,
which is one of those rough old Enghsh names at which.

Frenchmen exclaim in despair.

The Squire is, in fact, a lingering specimen of the old EngKsh
country gentleman ; rusticated a httle by hving almost entirely

on his estate, and something of a hinnourist, as EngHshmen are

apt to become when they have an opportunity of living in their

own way. I like his hobby passing well, however, which is, a
bigoted devotion to old English manners and customs ; it jumps
a httle with my own hmnor, having as yet a lively and unsated
curiosity about the ancient and genuine characteristics of my
"fatherland."
There are some traits aboiit the Squire's family, also, which

appear to me to be national. It is one of those old aristocrati-

cal families, which, I believe, are peculiar to England, and
scarcely understood in other countries ; that is to say, famihes
of the ancient gentry, who, though destitute of titled rank-,

maintain a high ancestral pride; who look down upon all

nobility of recent creation, and would consider it a sacrifice of
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dignity to merge the venerable name of their house in a
m.odeiii title.

This feeling is very much fostered by the importance which
they enjoy on their hereditary domains. The family mansion
is an old manor-house, standing in a retired and beautifnl part

of Yorkshire. Its inhabitants have been always regarded,

through the surroimding country, as " the great ones of the

earth;" and the little village near the Hall looks up to the
Squire with almost feudal homage. An old manor-house, and
an old family of this kind, are rarely to be met with at the

present day ; and it is probably the peculiar humour of the
Squire that has retained this secluded specimen of English

housekeeping in something Uke the genuine old style.

I am again quartered in the paneUed chamber, in the antique

wing of the house. The prospect from, the window, however,
has quite a difEerent aspect from that which it wore on my
winter visit. Though early in the month of AprU, yet a few
warm, sunshiny days have drawn forth the beauties of the
spring, which, I think, are always most captivating on their

first opening. The parterres of the old-fashioned garden are

gay with flowers; and the gardener hasbrought outhis exotics,

and placed them along the stone balustrades. The trees are

clothed with green buds and tender leaves. When I throw
open my jingling casement, I smeU the odour of mignonette,
and hear the hum of the bees from the flowers against the
sunny wall, with the varied song of the throstle, and the cheer-

ful notes of the tunefiil Httle wren.
While sojourning in this strong-hold of old fashions, it is my

intention to make occasional sketches of the scenes and charac-

ters before me. I would have it imderstood, however, that I

am not writing a novel, and have nothing of intricate plot, or

marvellous adventure, to promise the reader. The Hall of

which I treat, has, for aught I know, neither trap-door, nor
shding-panel, nor donjon-keep ; and indeed appears to have no
mystery about it. The family is a worthy, weU-meaning
family, that, in aU probability, will eat and drink, and go to

bed, and get up regularly, from one end of my work to the

other; and the Squire is so kind-hearted an old gentleman, that

I see no hkehhood of his throwing any kind of distress in the

way of the approaching nuptials. In a word, I cannot fore-

see a single extraordinary event that is likely to occur in the

whole term of my sojourn at the Hall.

I tell this honestly to the reader, lest, when he finds me
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dallying along, through every-day English scenes, he may
hurry ahead, in hopes of meeting with some marvellous adven-

ture further on. I invite him, on the contrary, to ramble

gently on with me, as he would saunter out into the fields,

stopping occasionally to gather a flower, or listen to a bird, or

admire a prospect, without any anxiety to arrive at the end of

bis career. Should I, however, in the course of my loiterings

about this old mansion, see or hear anything curious, th^t

might serve to vary the monotony of this every-day life, I

shall not fail to report it for the reader's entertainment:

For freshest wits I know will soon be wearie

Of any book, how grave so e'er it be,

Excepti it have odd matter, strange and merrie,

"Well sauc'd with lies and glared all with giee.*

THE BUSY MAN.

A decayed gentleman, who Uves most upon his own mirth and my master's

means, and much good do him with it. He does hold my master up with his

stories, and songs, and catches, and such tricks and jigs, you would admire—^he Li

with him now.

—

Jovial Crew.

By no one has my return to the Hall been more heartily

greeted than by Mr. Simon Bracebridge, or Master Simon, as

the Squire most commonly calls him. I encountered him just

as I entered the park, where he was breaking a pointer, and he
received me with all the hospitable cordiality with which a
man welcomes a friend to another one's house. I have already

introduced him to the reader as a brisk old bachelor-looking

Ettle man ; the wit and superannuated beau of a large family
connection, and the Squire's factotum. I found him, as usual,

full of bustle ; with a thousand petty things to do, and persons
to attend to, and in chirping good-humour ; for there are few
happier beings than a busy idler; that is to say, a man who is

eternally busy about nothing.

I visited him, the morning after my arrival, in his chamber,
which is in a remote corner of the mansion, as he says he hkes
to be to himself, and out of the way. He has fitted it up in his

own taste, so that it is a perfect epitome of an old bachelor's
notions of convenience and arrangement. The furniture is

— .^ —

—

_ ^
* Mirror for Magistrates.
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made up of odd pieces from all parts of the house, chosen on
axjcount of their suiting his notions, or fitting some comer of

his apartment ; and he is very eloquent in praise of an ancient

elbow-chair, from which he takes occasion to digress into a
censm-e on modem chairs, as having degenerated from the
dignity and comfort of high-backed antiquity.

Adjoining to his room is a small cabinet, which he calls his

study. Here are some hanging shelves, of his own construc-

tion, on which are several old works on hawking, hunting, and
farriery, and a collection or two of poems and songs of the
reign of Elizabeth, which he studies out of compliment to the
Squire; together with the Novelist's Magazine, the Sporting
Magazine, the Eacing Calendar, a volume or two of the New-
gate Calendar, a book of peerage, and another of heraldry.

His sporting dresses hang on pegs in a small closet; and
about the walls of his apartment are hooks to hold his fishing-

tackle, whips, spixps, and a favourite fowhng-piece, curiously

wrought and inlaid, which he inherits from his grandfather.

He has, also, a couple of old single-keyed flutes, and a fiddle

which he has repeatedly patched and mended himself, afllrming

it to be a veritable Cremona, though I have never heard him
extract a single note from it thatwas not enough to make one's

blood run cold.

From this little nest his fiddle will often be heard, in the

stillness of mid-day, drowsilysawing some long-forgotten tune

;

for he prides himself on having a choice collection of good old

English music, and wiU scarcely have any thing to do with
' modem composers. The time, however, at which his musical
powers are of most use, is now and then of an evening, when
he plays for the children to dance in the hall, and he passes

among them and the servants for a perfect Orpheus.
His chamber also bears evidence of his various avocations

:

there are half-copied sheets of music ; designs for needle-work

;

sketciies of landscapes, very indifferently executed ; a camera
lucida ; a magic lantern, for which he is endeavoring to paint

glasses; in a word, it is the cabioet of a man of many accom-

plishments, who knows a little of everything, and does nothing

well.

After I had spent some time in his apartment, admiring the

ingenuity of his small inventions, he took me about the estab-

lishment, to visit the stables, dog-kennel, and other dependen-

cies, in which he appeared like a general visiting the different

quarters of his camp; as the Squire leaves the control of all
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these matters to him, when he is at the Hall. He inquired

into the state of the horses; examined their feet; prescribed a
drench for one, and bleeding for another ; and then took me to

look at his own horse, on the merits of which he dwelt with

great proUxity, and which, I noticed, had the best stall ia the

stable.

After this I was taken to a new toy of his and the Squire's,

which he termed the falconry, where there were several un-

happy birds in durance, completing their education. Among
the number was a fine falcon, which Master Simon had in

especial training, and he told me that he would show me, in a
few days, some rare sport of the good old-fashioned kind. In
the course of our round, I noticed that the grooms, game-keep-

er, whippers-in, and other retainers, seemed all to be on some-
what of a familiar footing with Master Simon, and fond of

having a joke with him, though it was evident they had great

deference for his opinion in matters relating to their functions.

There was one exception, however, in a testy old huntsman,
as hot as a pepper-corn ; a meagre, wiry old fellow, in a thread-

bare velvet jockey cap, and a pair of leather breeches, that,

from much wear, shone, as though they had been japanned.
He was very contradictory and pragmatical, and apt, as I

thought, to differ from Master Simon now and then, out of
mere captiousness. This was particularly the case with respect
to the treatment of the hawk, which the old man seemed to
have imder his pecuhar care, and, according to Master Simon,
was in a fair way to ruin : the latter had a vast deal to say
about casting, and imping, and gleaming, and enseaming, and
giving the hawk the rangle, which I saw was aU heathen
Greek to old Christy; but he maintained his point notwith-
standing, and seemed to hold all this technical lore in utter
disrespect.

I was surprised with the good-humour with which Master
Simon bore his contradictions, till he explained the matter to
me afterwards. Old Christy is the most ancient servant in the
place, having lived among dogs and horses the greater part of
a century, and been in the service of Mr. Bracebridge's father.
He Ifnows the pedigree of every horse on the place, and has
bestrode the great-great-grandsires of most of them. He can
give a circumstantial detail of every fox-hunt for the last sixty
or seventy years, and has a history for every stag's head about
the house, and every hunting trophy nailed to the door of tha
dog-kennel.
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All the present race have grown up under his eye, and humour
him in his old age. He once attended the Squire to Oxford,
when he was a student there, and enlightened the whole univer-
sity with his hunting lore. All this is enough to make the old

man opinionated, since he finds, on all these matters of first-
' rate importance, he knows more than the rest of the world.
Indeed, Master Simon had been his pupil, and acknowledges
that he derived his first knowledge in hunting from the in-

structions of Christy; and I much question whether the old
man does not still look upon him rather as a greenhorn.
On our return homewards, as we were crossing the lawn in

front of the house, we heard the porter's bell ling at the lodge,

and shortly afterwards, a kind of cavalcade advanced slowly
up the avenue. At sight of it my companion paused, consid-

ered it for a moment, and then, making a sudden exclamation,
hurried away to meet it. As it approached, I discovered a fair,

fresh-looking elderly lady, dressed in an old-fashioned riding-

habit, with a broad-biimmed white beaver hat, such as may be
seen in Sir Joshua Reynolds' paintings. She rode a sleek white
pony, and was followed by a footman in rich hvery, mounted
on an over-fed hunter. At a Httle distance in the rear caine an
ancient cumbrous chariot, drawn by two very corpulent horses,

driven by as corpulent a coachman, beside whom sat a page
dressed in a fanciful green livery. Inside of the chariot was a
starched prim personage, with a look somewhat between a
lady's companion and a lady's maid ; and two pampered curs,

that showed their ugly faces, and barked out of each window.
There was a general turning out of the garrison, to receive

this new comer. The Squire assisted her to alight, and saluted

her affectionately ; the fair Juha flew into her arms, and they
embraced with the romantic fervour of boarding-school friends

:

she was escorted into the house by Julia's lover, towards whom
she showed distLoguished favour ; and a hne of the old servants,

who had collected in the Hall, bowed most profoundly as she

passed.

I observed that Master Simon was most assiduous and devout
in his attentionsupon this old lady. He walked by the side of her
pony, up the avenue ; and, while she was receiving the saluta-

tions of the rest of the family, he took occasion to notice the fat

coachman ; to pat the sleek carriage horses, and, above all, to

say a civil word to my lady's gentlewoman, the. prim, sour-

looking vestal in the chariot.

I had no more of his company for the rest of the morning.
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He was swept off in the vortex that followed in the wake of

this lady. Once indeed he paused for a moment, as he was
hurrying on some errand of the good lady's, to let me know
that this was Lady LiUycraft, a sister of the Squire's, of large

fortune, which the captain would inherit, and that her estate

lay in one of the best sporting counties in aU England.

FAMILY SERVANTS.

Verily old servants are the vouchers of worthy housekeeping. They are like rata

in a mansion, or mites in a cheese, bespeaking the antiquity and fatness of their

abode.

In my casual anecdotes of the Hall, I may often be tempted
to dwell on circumstances of a trite and ordinary nature, from
their appearing to me illustrative of genuine national character.

It seems to be the study of the Squire to adhere, as much as

possible, to what he considers the old landmarks of English
manners. His servants all imderstand his ways, and for the
most part have been accustomed to thera from infancy; so
that, upon the whole, his household presents one of the few
tolerable specimens that can now be met with, of the establish-

ment of an English country gentleman of the old school.

By the by, the servants are not the least characteristic part
of the household : the housekeeper, for instance, has been bom
and brought up at the Hall, and has never been twenty mUes
from it; yet she has a stately air, that would not disgrace a
lady that had figured at the court of Queen Ehzabeth.

I am half inclined to think that she has caught it from living
so much among the old family pictures. It may, however, be
Giving to a consciousness of her importance in the sphere in
which she has always moved ; for she is greatly respected in
the neighbouring village, and among the farmers' wives, and
has high authority in the household, ruling over the servants
with quiet, but undisputed sway.
She is a thin old lady, with blue eyes and pointed nose and

chin. Her dress is always the same as to fashion. She wears
a small, weU-starched ruff, a laced stomacher, full petticoats,

and a gown festooned and open in front, which, on particular
occasions, is of ancient silk, the legacy of some former dame of
the famUy, or an inheritance from her mother, who was house-
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keeper before her. I have a reverence for these old garments,

as I make no doubt they have figured about these apartments

in days long past, when they have set ofE the charms of some
peerless family beauty ; and I have sometimes looked from the

old housekeeper to the neighbouring portraits, to see whether I

could not recognize her antiquated brocade in the dress of

someone of those long-waisted dames that smile on me from
the walls.

Her hair, which is quite white, is frizzed out in front, and
she wears over it a small cap, nicely plaited, and brought down
under the chin. Her manners are simple and primitive, height-

ened a httle by a proper dignity of station.

The HaU is her world, and the history of the family the only

history she knows, excepting that which she has read in the

Bible. She can give a biography of every portrait in the pic-

ture gallery, and is a complete family chronicle.

She is treated with great consideration by the Squire. In-

deed, Master Simon teUs me that there is a traditional anecdote

current among the servants, of the Squire's having been seen

kissing her in the picture gallery, when they were both young.

As, however, nothing further was ever noticed between them,

the circumstance caused no great scandal; only she was ob-

served to take to reading Pamela shortly afterwards, and
refused the hand of the village inn-keeper, whom she had pre-

viously smiled on.

The old butler, who was formerly footman, and a rejected

admirer of hers, used to teU the anecdote now and then, at those

little cabals that wiU occasionally take place among the most
orderly servants, arising from the common propensity of the

governed to talk against administration; but he has left it off,

of late years, since he has risen into place, and shakes his head
rebukingly when it is mentioned.

It is certain that the old lady will, to this day, dwell on the

looks of the Squire when he was a young man at college ; and
she maintains that none of his sons can compare with their

father when he was of their age, and was dressed out in his

full suit of scarlet, with his hair craped and powdered, and his

three-cornered hat.

She has an orphan niece, a pretty, soft-hearted baggage,

named Phoebe Wilkins, who has been transplanted to the Hall

within a year or two, and been nearly spoiled for any condition

of life. She is a kind of attendant and companion of the fair

Julia's; and from loitering about the young lady's apartments,
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reading scraps of novels, and inheriting second-hand finery,

has become something between a waiting-maid and a sKpsbod

fine lady.

She is considered a kind of heiress among the servants, as

she will inherit all her aunt's property; which, if reportbe true,

must be a round sum of good golden guineas, the accumulated

wealth of two housekeepers' savings ; not to mention the haredi-

tary wardrobe, and the many Uttle valuables and knick-knacks,

treasured up in the housekeepers' room. Indeed, the old

housekeeper has the reputation, among the servants and the

villagers, of being passing rich; and there is a japanned chest

of drawers, and a large iron-bound coffer in her room, which

are supposed, by the house-maids, to hold treasures of wealth.

The old lady is a great friend of Master Simon, who, indeed,

pays a httle court to her, as to a person high in authority ; and

they have many discussions on points of family history, in

which, notwithstanding his extensive information, and pride ai

knowledge, he commonly admits her superior accuracy. He
seldom returns to the HaH, after one of his visits to the other

branches of the family, without bringing Mrs. Wilkins some
remembrance from the ladies of the house where he has been

staying.

Indeed, all the children of the house look up to the old lady

with habitual respect and attaciunent, and she seems almost to

consider them as her own, from their having grown up under
her eye. The Oxonian, however, is her favourite, probably from
being the youngest, though he is the most mischievous, and has

been apt to play tricks upon her from boyhood.
I cannot help mentioning one httle ceremony, which, I be-

lieve, is peculiar to the Hall. After the cloth is removed at

dinner, the old housekeeper sails into the room and stands be-

hind the Squire's chair, when he fills her a glass of wine with
his own hands, in which she drinks the health of the company
in a truly respectful yet dignified manner, and then retires.

The Squire received the custom from his father, and has always
continued it.

There is a pecuhar character about the servants of old Eng-
lish families that reside principally in the country. They have
a quiet, orderly, respectful mode of doing their duties. They
are always neat in their persons, and appropriately, and if I
may use the phrase, technically dressed; they move about the
house without hurry or noise ; there is nothing of the bustle of
employment, or the voice of command ; nothing of that obtrusive
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housewifery that amounts to a torment. You are not persecu-

ted by the process of making you comfortable; yet every thing

is done, and is done welL The work of the house is performed
as if by magic, but it is the magic of system. Nothing is done
by fits and stajrts, nor at awkward seasons ; the whole goes on
like well-oiled clock-work, where there is no noise nor jarring

in its operations.

English servants, in general, are not treated with great in-

dulgence, nor rewarded by many commendations; for the
Enghsh are laconic and reserved toward their domestics ; but
an approving nod and a kind word from master or mistress,

goes as far here, as an excess of praise or indulgence elsewhere.

Neither do servants often exhibit any animated marks of affec-

tion to their employers; yet, though quiet, they are strong in

their attachments; and tiie reciprocal regard of masters and
servants, though not ardently expressed, is powerful and last-

ing in old English families.

The title of " an old familyservant" carrirawith it a thousand
kind associations, in all parts of the world; and there is no
claim upon the home-bred charities of the heart more irresisti-

ble than that of having been "bom in the house." It is com-
mon to see gray-headed domestics of this kind attached to an
English femily of the " old school," who continue in it to the
day of their death, in the enjoyment of steady, unaffected
kiudnras, and the performance of faithful, unofflcious duty. I

think such instance of attachment speak well for both master
and servant, and the frequency of them speaks well for national
character.

Th^e observations, however, hold good only with families of
the description I have mentioned; and with such as are some-
what retired, and pass the greater part of their time in the
country. As to the powdered menials that throng the ballH

of fashionable town residences, they equally reflect the charac-
ter of the establishments to which they belong; and I know no
more complete epitomes of dissolute heartl^sness and pam-
pered inutihty.

But, the good '

' old family servant !"—the onewho has always
been linked, in idea, with the home of our heart; who has led

us to school ia the days of prattling childhood; who has been
the confidant of om- boyish cares, and schemes, and enterprises

;

who has hailed lis as we came home at vacations, and been the
promoter of all our holiday sports; who, when we, in wander-
ing manhood, have left the paternal roof, and only return
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thither at intervals—will welcome us with a joy inferior only to

that of our parents ; who, now grown gray and iaflrm with age,

stiil totters about the house of our fathers, in fond and faithful

servitude ; who claims us, in a manner, as his own ; and hastens

with querulous eagerness to anticipate his fellow-domestics in

waiting upon us at table ; and who, when we retire at night to

the chamber that still goes by our name, will hnger about the

room to have one more kind look, and one more pleasant word
about times that are past—who does not experience towards

such a being a feehng of almost fihal affection?

I have met with several instances of epitaphs on the grave-

stones of such valuable domestics, recorded with the sim-

ple truth of natural feeling. I have two before me at this

moment; one copied from a tombstone of a church-yard in

Warwickshire

:

"Here Ueth the body of Joseph Batte, confidential servant to

George Birch, Esq., of Hamstead Hall. His grateful friend

and master caused this inscription to be written in memory of

his discretion, fidehty, diligence, and continence. He died (a

bachelor) aged 84, having Mved 44 years in the same family."

The other was taken from a tombstone in Mtham church-

yard:

"Here lie the remains of Mr. James Tappy, who departed
this hfe on the 8th of September, 1818, aged 84, after a faithful

service of 60 years in one family ; by each individual of which
he Mved respected, and died lamented by the sole survivor."
Few monuments, even of the illustrious, have given me the

glow about the heart that I felt while copying this honest epi-

taph in the church-yard of Eltham. I sympathized with this
"sole survivor" of a family mourning over the grave of the
faithful follower of his race, who had been, no doubt, a Mving
memento of times and friends that had passed away; and in
considering this record of long and devoted service, I called to
mind the touching speech of Old Adam, in "As Tou Like It,"
when tottering after the youthful son of his ancient master:

" Master, go on, and I will follow thee
To the last gasp, with love and loyalty 1"

Note.—I cannot but mention a tablet which I have seen somewhere in the chapel
of Windsor Castle, put up by the late kmg to the memory ot a family servant, who
had been a faithful attendant of his lamented daughter, the Princess Amelia
George m. possessed much of the strong domestic feeling of the old English coim-
try gentleman; and it is an incident curious in monumental history, and creditable
to the human heart, a monarch erectme amonument in honourof the humble virtues
of a menial.
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THE WIDOW.

She was so charitable and pitlous

She would weep if that she saw a mens
CaQght in a trap, if it were dead or bled:

Of small hounds had she, that she fed

With rost flesh, milke, and wastel bread.

But sore wept she if any of them were dead.

Or if man smote them with a yard smart.—Chauceb.

NOTWITHSTASDIXG the wMmsical psaade made l)y Lady Lilly-

craft on her Einival, she has none of the petty statehness that I

had imagmed; hut, on the contrary, she has a degree of natuie

and simple-heartedness, if I may use the phrase, that mingles

well -witii her old-fashioned manners and harmless ostentation.

She dresses in rich silks, with long waist ; she rouges consider-

ably, and her hair, which is nearly white, is frizzed out, and
put up with pins. Her face is pitted with "the small-pox, but

the ddicacy of her features shows that she may once have been
beautiful; and she has a very fair and well-shaped hand and
arm, of which, if I mistake not, the good lady is stiH a UtUe
vain.

I have had the curiosity to gather a few particulars concern^

ing her. She was a great beUe in town, between thirty and
forty years since, and reigned for two seasons with all the inso-

lence of beauty, refusing several excellent offers; when, un-
fortunately, she was robbed of her charms and her lovers by
an attack of the small-pox. She retired immediately into the
country, where she some time after inherited an estate, and
married a baronet, a former admirer, whose passion had sud-

denly revived ; "having," as he said, "always loved her mind
rather than her person.

"

The baronet did not enjoy her mind and fortune above six

months, and had scarcely grown very tired of her, when he
broke his neck in a fox-chase, and left her free, rich, and dis-

consolate. She has remained on her estate in the country ever
smce, and has never shown any desire to return to town, and
revisit the scene of her early triumphs and fatal malady. All

her favourite recollections, however, revert to that short period

of her youthful beauty. She has no idea of town but as it was
at that time; and continually forgets that the place and people

must have changed materially in the course of nearly half a
century. She will often speak of the toasts of those days as if
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still reigning; and, until very recently, used to talk with delight

of the royal family, and the beauty of the young princes and

princesses. She cannot be brought to think of the present king

otherwise than as an elegant young man, rather wild, but who
danced a minuet divinely ; and before he came to the crown,

woidd often mention him. as the "sweet young prince."

She talks also of the walks in Kensington Garden, where the

gentlemen appeared in gold-laced coats, and cocked hats, and

the ladies ia hoops, and swept so proudly along the grassy

avenues; and she thinks the ladies let themselves 'sadly down
in their dignity, when they gave up cushioned head-dresses,

and high-heeled shoes. She has much to say too of the officers

who were in the train of hei; admirers ; and speaks familiarly

of many wild young blades, that are now, perhaps, hobbling

about watering-places with crutches and gouty shoes.

Whether the taste the good lady had of matrimony discour-

aged her or not, I cannot say ; but though her merits and her
riches have attracted many suitors, she has never been tempted
to venture again into the happy state. This is singular, too,

for she seems of a most soft and susceptible heart ; is always
talking of love and connubial felicity, and is a great stickler for

old-fashioned gallantry, devoted attentions, and eternal con-

stancy, on the part of the gentlemen. She Hves, however, after

her own taste. Her house, I am told, must have been built and
furnished about the time of Sir Charles Grandison: every thing
about it is somewhat formal and stately ; but has been softened

down into a degree of voluptuousness, characteristic of an old

lady, very tender-hearted and romantic, and that loves her
ease. The cushions of the great arm-chairs, and wide sofas,

almost bury you when you sit down on them. Flowers of the
most rare and delicate Idnd are placed about the rooms, and on
Mttle japanned stands ; and sweet bags lie about the tables and
mantel-pieces. The house is full of pet dogs, Angora cats, and
singing birds, who are as carefully waited upon as she is her-

self.

She is dainty in her living, and a little of an epicure, living on
white meats, and little lady-like dishes, though her servants
have substantial old Enghsh fare, as their looks bear witness.
Indeed, they are so indulged, that they are all spoiled; and
when they lose their present place, they will be fit for no other.
Her ladyship is one of those easy-tempered beings that are
always doomed to be much liked, but ill served by their domes-
"acB, and cheated by all the world.
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Much of her time is passed in reading novels, of which she

has a most extensive Hbrary, and has a constant supply from
the publishers in town. Her erudition in this Une of hterature

is immense ; she has kept pace with the press for half a century.
Her mind is stuffed with love-tales of all Muds, from, the stately
amours of the old books of chivahy, down to the last blue-

covered romance, reeking from the press ; though she evidently

gives the preference to those that came out in. the days of her
youth, and when she was first in love. She maintains that

there are no novels written now-a-days equal to Pamela and Sir

Charles Grandison; and she places the Castle of Otranto at the

head of all romances.

She do^ a vast deal of good in her neighbourhood, and is

imposed upon by every beggar in the county. She is the bene-

factress of avillageadjoining to her estate, and takes anespecial

interest in all its love-affairs. She knows of every courtship

that is going on ; every lovelorn damsel is sure to find a patient

listener and a sage adviser in her ladyship. She takes great

pains to reconcile all love-quarrels, and should any faithless

swain persist in his inconstancy, he is sure to draw on himself

the good lady's violent indignation.

I have learned these particulars partly from Frank Brace-

bridge, and partly from Master Simon. I am now able to

account for the assiduous attention of the latter to her lady-

ship. Her house is one of his favourite resorts, where he is a
very important personage. He makes her a visit of business

once a year, when he looks into aU her affairs; which, as she is

no manager, are apt to get into confusion. He examines the

books of the overseer, and shoots about the estate, which, he
says, is well stocked with game, notwithstanding that it is

poached by aU the vagabonds in the neighbourhood.

It is thought, as I before hinted, that the captain will inherit

the greater part of her property, having always been her chief

favomite ; for, in fact, she is partial to a red coat. She has now
come to the Hall to be present at his nuptiaJs, having a great

disposition to interest herself in all matters of love and miatri-

mony.
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THE LOVEES.

Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come away; for, lo, the winter is past, the rain

is over and gone; the flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds

is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in the iand.

—

Song op Solomon.

To a man who is a little of a phdlosoplier, and a bachelor to

boot ; and who, by dint of some experience in the follies of life,

begins to look with a learned eye upon the ways «f man, and
eke of woman; to such a man, I say, there is something very

entertaining in noticing the conduct of a pair of young lovers.

It may not be as grave and scientific a study as the loves of the

plants, but it is certainly as interesting.

I have, therefore, derived much pleasure, since my arrival at

the Hall, from observing the fair Julia and her lover. She has
all the dehghtful, blushing consciousness of an artless girl, inex-

perienced in coquetry, who has made her first conquest ; while
the captain regards her with that mixture of fondness and exul-

tation with which a youthful lover is apt to contemplate so
beauteous a prize.

I observed them yesterday in the garden, advancing along
one of the retired walks. Tlie sim was shining with delicious

warmth, making great masses of bright verdure, and deep blue

shade. The cuckoo, that "harbinger of spring," was faintly

heard from a distance ; the thrush piped from the hawthorn;
and the yeUow butterflies sported, and toyed, and coquetted in

the air.

The fair Julia was leaning on her lover's arm, listening to his

conversation, with her eyes cast down, a soft blush on her
cheek, and a quiet smile on her lips, while in the hand that
hung neghgantly by her side was a bunch of flowers. In this

way they were sauntering slowly along ; and when I considered
them and the scene in which they were moving, I could not but
think it a thousand pities that the season should ever change,
or that young people should ever grow older, or that blossoms
should give way to fruit, or that lovers should ever get mar-
ried.

From what I have gathered of family anecdote, I tmderstand
that the fair Julia is the daughter of a favourite college friend
of the Squire ; who, after leaving Oxford, had entered the army
and served for many years in India, where he was mortally
wounded in a skirmish with the natives. In his last moments
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he had, -with a faltering pen, recommended his wife and daugh-

ter to the kindness of his early friend.

The widow and her child returned to England helpless and
almost hopeless. When Mr. Bracehridge received accounts of

their situation, he hastened to their relief. He reached them
just in time to soothe the last moments of the mother, whowas
dying of a consumption, and to make her happy iu the assur-

ance that her child should never want a protector.

The good Squire returned with his pratthng charge to his

strong-hold, where he had brought her up with a tenderness

truly paternal. As he has taken some pains to superintend her

education, and form her taste, she has grown up with many of

his notions, and considers him the wisest, as well as the best of

men. Much of her time, too, has been passed with Lady LiUy-
craft, who has instructed her in the manners of the old school,

and enriched her mind with all kinds of novels and romances.
Indeed, her ladyship has had a great hand in promoting the

match between Juliaand the captain, having had themtogether
at her country-seat, themoment she found there was an attach-

ment growing up between them; the good lady being never so

happy as when she has a pair of turtles cooing about her.

I have been pleased to see the fondness with which the fair

Julia is regarded by the old servants at the HaU. She has been
a i)et with them from childhood, and every one seems to lay

some claim to her education ; so that it is no wonder that she

should be extremely accomplished. The gardener taught her
to rear flowers, of which she is extremely fond. Old Christy,

the pragmatical huntsman, softens when she approaches ; and
as she sits lightly and gracefully in her saddle, claims the merit
of having taught her to ride ; while thehousekeeper, who almost
looks upon her as a daughter, intimates that she first gave her
an insight into the mysteries of the toilet, having been dressing-

maid, in her young days, to the late Mrs. Bracehridge. I am
inclined to credit this last claim, asIhave noticed that the dress

of the young lady had an air of the old school, thoughmanaged
with native taste, and that her hair was put up very much in

the style of Sir Peter Lely's portraits in the picture gallery.

Her very musical attainments partake of this old-fashioned

character, and most of her songs are such as are not at the

present day to be found on the piano of a modem performer.

I have, however, seen so much of modern fashions, modem
accomplishments, and modem fine ladies, that I relish this tinge

of antiquated style in so young and lovely a girl ; and I have
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had as much pleasure in hearing herwarbleone of the old songs

of Herrick, or Carew, or SuckMng, adapted to some simple old

melody, as I have iiad from, hstening to a lady amateur sky-

lark it up and down through the finest bravura of Rossini or

Mozart.

We have very pretty music in the evenings, occasionally,

between her and the captain, assisted sometimes by Master

Simon, who scrapes, dubiously, on his vioHn ; being very apt to

get out, and to halt a note or two in the rear. Sometimes he
even thrums a little on the piano, and takes a part in a trio, in

which his voice can generally be distinguished by a certain

quavering tone, and an occasional false note.

I was praising the fair Julia's performance to him, after one
of her songs, when I found he took to himself the whole credit

of having formed her musical taste, assuring me that she was
very apt ; and, indeed, summing up her whole character in his

knowing way, by adding, that " she was a very nice girl, and
had no nonsense about her."

FAMILY EELIQUES.

My Infelice's face, her brow, her eye,

The dimple on her cheek: and such sweet skill

Hath from the cunning workman's pencil flown.

These lips look fresh and lively as her own.
False colours last after the true be dead.
Of all the roses grafted on her cheeks.
Of all the graces dancing in her eyes,
Of all the music set upon her tongue,
Of all that was past woman's excellence
In her white bosom; look, a painted board
Circumscribes alll—Dekker.

An old English famUy mansion is a fertUe subject for study.
It abounds with illustrations of former times, and traces of the
tastes, and humours, and manners of successive generations.
The alterations and additions, in different styles of architecture;
the furniture, plate, pictures, hangings; the warlike and sport-
ing implements of different ages and fancies; all furnish food
for curious and amusing speculation. As the Squire is very
careful in collecting and preserving all family reUques, theHaU
is fuH of remembrances of the kind. In looking about the estab-
lishment, I can picture to myself the characters and habits that
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have prevail'Hi at different eras of the family history. I have
mentioned, on a former occasion, the armour of the crusader

which hangs up in the Hall. There are also several jack-hoots,

with enormouslythick soles andh^h heels, thatbelonged to a set

of cavaliers, who filled the Hall with the din and stir of arms
during the time of the Covenanters. A number of enormous
drinking vessels of antique fashion, with huge Venice glasses,

and green-hock-glasses, with the apostles in rehef on them,
remain as monuments of a generation or two of hard livers,

that led a life of roaring revelry, and first introduced the gout
into the family.

I shall pass over several more such indications of temporary
tastes of the Squire's predecessors; but I cannot forbear to

notice a pair of antlers in the great hall, which is one of the
trophies of a hard-riding squire of former times, who was the

Nimrod of these parts. There are many traditions of his won-
derful feats in hunting still existing, which are related by old

Christy, the huntsman, who gets exceedingly nettled if they
are in the least doubted. Indeed, there is a frightful chasm,

a few miles frora the Hall, which goes by the name of the

Squire's Leap, from his having cleared it in the ardour of the

chase ; there can be no doubt of the fact, for old Christy shows
the very dints of the horse's hoofs on the rocks on each side of

the chasm.
MasterSimonholds the memory of this squire in great venera-

tion, and has a number of extraordinary stories to teU concern-

ing him, which he repeats at all hunting dinners; and I am
told that they wax more and more marvellous the older they
grow. He has also a pair of Rippon spurs which belonged to

this mighty hunter of yore, and which he only wears on par-

ticular occasions.

The place, however, which abounds most with mementos of

past times, is the picture gallery; and there is something
strangely pleasing, though melancholy, in considering the long

rows of portraits which compose the greater part of the cSllec-

tion. They furnish a kind ofnarrative oftheMves of the family

worthies, which I am enabled to read with the assistance of the

venerable housekeeper, who is the family chronicler, prompted
occasionally by Master Simon. There is the progress of a fine

lady, for instance, through a variety of portraits. One repre-

sents her as a little girl, with a long waist and hoop, holding a

kitten, in her armS; and ogling the spectator out of the comers

of her eyes, as if she could not turn her head. In another, we
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find her in the freshness of youthful beauty, when she was a

celebrated beUe, and so hard-hearted as to cause several unfor-

tunate gentlemen to run desperate and write bad poetry. In

another, she is depicted as a stately dame, in the maturity of

her charms; next to the portrait of her husband, a gallant

' colonel in full-bottomed wig and gold-laced hat, who was killed

abroad; and, finally, her monimient is in the church, the spire

of which may be seen from the window, whore her efiigy is

carved in marble, and represents her as a venerable deime of

seventy-six.

In like manner, I have followed some of the family great men
through a series of pictures, from early boyhood to the robe of

dignity, or truncheon of command;' and so on by degrees,

THitil they were garnered up in the common repository, the

neighbouring church.

There is one group that particularly interested me. It con-

sisted of four sisters, of nearly the same age, who flourished

about a century since, and, if I may judge from their portraits,

were extremely beautiful. I can imagine what a scene of

gayety and romance this old mansion must have been, when
they were in the heyday of their charms ; when they passed
like beautiful visions through its halls, or stepped daintily to

music in the revels and dances of the cedar gallery ; or priated,

with dehcate feet, the velvet verdure of these lawns. How
must they have been looked up to with mingled love, and
pride, and reverence by the old family servants ; and followed
with almost painful admiration by the aching eyes of rival

admirers! How must melody, and song, and tender serenade,

have breathed about these courts, and their echoes whispered
to the loitering tread of lovers ! How must these very turrets
have made the hearts of the young galUards thriU, as they first

discerned them from afar, rising from among the trees, and
pictured to themselves the beauties casketed like gems within
these walls ! Indeed, I have discovered about the place several
faint records of this reig-n of love and romance, when the Hall
was a kind of Court of Beauty.
Several of the old romances in the hbrary have marginal

notes expressing sympathy and approbation, where there are
long speeches extolling ladies' charms, or protesting eternal
fidelity, or bewaUing the cruelty of some tyrannical fair one.
The interviews, and declarations, and parting scenes of tender
lovers, also bear the marks of having been frequently read
and are scored and marked with notes of admiration, and have
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im'tinTg -writteii on the margins; most of which, annotations

have the day of the month and year annexed to them. Several

of the windows, too, have scraps of poetry engraved on them
with diamonds, taken from the writings of the fair Mrs.

Philips, the once celebrated Orinda. Some of these seem to

have been inscribed by lovers ; and others, in a delicate and
unsteady hand, and a little inaccurate in the speUing, have
evidently been written by the young ladies themselves, or by
female friends, who have been on visits to the HaU. Mrs.

PhilixH seems tohave been their favourite author, and they have
distributed the names of her heroes and heroines among their

circle of intunacy. Sometimes, in a male hand, the verse

bewails the cruelty of beauty, and the sufferings of constant

love; while in. a female hand it prudishly confines itself to

lamenting the parting of female friends. The bow-wiadow of

my bed-room, which has, doubtless, been inhabited by one of

these beauties, has several of these inscriptions. I have one at

this moment before my eyes, called " Camilla parting with
Leonora:"

•' How perished is the joy that^s past,

The present how unsteady

!

What comfort can be great and last.

When this is gone already."

And close by it. is another, written, perhaps, by some adven-
turous lover, who had stolen into the lady's chamber during

her absence

:

" THEODOSItTS TO r-AWTT.T.A.

I'd rather in your favour live.

Than in a lasting name;
And much a greater rate would give
For happiness than fame.

THEODOSIUS. 1700."

When I look at these faint records of gallantry and tender-

ness; when I contemplate the fading portraits of these beauti-

ful girls, and think, too, that they have long since bloomed,

reigned, grown old, died, and passed away, and with them aU
their graces, their triumphs, their rivalries, their admirers ; the

whole empire of love and pleasure in which they rxded—"all

dead, aU buried, all forgotten," I find a cloud of melancholy

stealing over the present gayeties around me. I was gazing,

in a musing mood, this very morning, at the portrait of the

lady whose husband was killed abroad, when the fair Julia

entered the gallery, leaning on the arm of the captain. The
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sun shone through the row of windows on her as she passed

along, and she seemed to beam out each time into brightness,

and relapse into shade, until the door at the bottom of the

gallery closed after her. I felt a sadness of heart at the idea,

that this was an emblem of her lot: a few more years of sun-

shine and shade, and all thishfe and loveliness, and enjoyment,

will have ceased, and nothing be left to commemorate this

beautiful being but one more perishable portrait ; to awaken,

perhaps, the trite speculations of some future loiterer, like

myself, when I and my scribblings shall have lived through

oiir brief existence, and been forgotten.

AN OLD SOLDIEE.

I've worn some leather out abroad; let out a heathen soul or two; fed this good

sivord with the black blood of pagan Christians; converted a few iofldels with it.—

But let that pass.—rA« Ordinary.

The HaU was thrown into some little agitation, a few days

since, by the arrival of General Harbottle. He had been

expected for several days, and had been looked for, rather

impatiently, by several of the family. Master Simon assured

me that I would Kke the general hugely, for he was a blade of

the old school, and an excellent table companion. Lady LUly-

craft, also, appeared to be somewhat fluttered, on the morning
of the general's arrival, for he had been one of her early admi-

rers ; and she recollected him only as a dashing young ensign,

just come upon the town. She actually spent an hour longer

at her toilette, and made her appearance with her hair uncom-
monly frizzed and powdered, and an additional quantity of

rouge. She was evidently a little surprised and shocked, there-

fore, at finding the hthe, dashing ensign transformed into a
corpulent old general, with a double chin; though it was a
perfect picture to witness their salutations; the graciousness
of her profound curtsy, and the air of the old school with which
the general took off his hat, swayed it gently in his hand, and
bowed his powdered head.

All this bustle and anticipation has caused me to study the
general with a little more attention than, perhaps, I shoidd
otherwise have done ; and the few days that he has already
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passed at the Hall have enabled me, I think, to furnish a toler-

able likeness of him to the reader.

He is, a» Master Simon observed, a soldier of the old school,

with powdered head, side locks, and pigtail. His face is shaped

Eke the stem of a Dutch man-of-war, narrow at top and wide

at bottom, with full rosy cheeks and a double chin ; so that, to

use the cant of the day, his organs of eating may be said to be

powerfully developed.

The general, though a veteran, has seen very Httle active

service, except the taking of Seringapatam, which forms an
era in his history. He wears a large emerald in his bosom,
and a diamond on his finger, which he got on that occasion,

and whoever is unlucky enough to notice either, is sure to

involve himself in the whole history of the siege. To judge
from the general's conversation, the taking of Seringapatam is

the most important affair that has occurred for the last

century.

On the approach of warlike times on the continent, he was
rapidly promoted to get him out of the way of younger officers

of merit ; until, having been hoisted to the rank of general, he
was quietly laid on the shelf. Since that time, his campaigns
have been principaEy confined to watering-places; where he
drinks the waters for a shght touch of the hver which he got

in India ; and plays whist with old dowagers, with whom he
has fiirted in his younger days. Indeed, he talks of aU the fine

women of the last half century, and, according to hints which
he now and then drops, has enjoyed the particular smiles of

many of them.

He has seen considerable garrison duty, and cam speak of

almost every place famous for good quarters, and where the

inhabitants give good dinners. He is a diner out of first-rate

currency, when in town; being invited to one place, because

he has been seen at another. In the same way he is invited

about the country-seats, and can describe half the seats in the

kingdom, from actual observation ; nor is any one better versed

in court gossip, and the pedigrees and intermarriages of the

nobility.

As the general is an old bachelor, and an old beau, and there

are several ladies at the Hall, especially his quondam flame

Lady Jocelyne, he is put rather upon his gallantry. He com-
monly passes some time, therefore, at his toilette, and takes

the field at a late hour every morning, with his hair dressed

out and powdered, and a rose in his button-hole. After he has
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breakfasted, he walks up and down the terrace in the sunshine,

humming an air, and hemming between every stave, carrying

one hand behind his back, and with the other touching his cane

to the ground, and then raising it up to his shoulder. Should

he, in these morning promenades, meet any of the elder ladies

of the family, as he frequently does Lady Lallycraft, his hat is

immediately in his hand, and it is enough to remind one of

those courtly groups of ladies and gentlemen, in old prints of

Windsor terrace, or Kensington garden.

Ho talks frequently about "the service," and is fond of hum-

ming the old song,

Why, soldiers, why,
Should we be melancholy, boys?

Why, soldiers, why.
Whose business 't is to diel

I cannot discover, however, that the general has ever run any
great risk of dying, excepting from an apoplexy or an indiges-

tion. He criticises all the battles on the continent, and discusses

the merits of the commanders, but never fails to bring the

conversation, ultimately, to Tippoo Saib and Seringapatam. I

am told that the general was a perfect champion at drawing-

rooms, parades, and watering-places, during the late war, and
was looked to with hope and confidence by many an old lady,

when labouring mider the terror of Buonaparte's invasion.

He is thoroughly loyal, and attends punctually on levees

when in town. He has treasured up many remarkable sayings
of the late king, particularly one which the king made to him
on a field-day, comphmenting him on the excellence of his

horse. He extols the whole royal family, but especially the
present king, whom he pronounces the most perfect gentleman
and best whist-player in Europe. The general swears rather
more than is the fashion of the present day ; but it was the
mode in the old school. He is, however, very strict in religious

matters, and a staunch chm-chman. He repeats the responses
very loudly in church, and is emphatical in praying for the
king and royal family.

At table, his loj^alty waxes very fervent with his second
bottle, and the song of "G-od save the King" puts him into a
perfect ecstasy. He is amazingly well contented with the
present state of things, and apt to get a Httle impatient at any
talk about national ruin and agricultural distress. He says he
has travelled about the country as much as any man, and has
met with nothing but prosperity; and to confess the truth, a
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great part of his time is spent in visiting from one coimtry-seat

to another, and riding about the parks of his friends. "They
talk of pubMc distress," said the general this day to me, at

dinner, as he smacked a glass of rich burgundy, and cast his

eyes about the ample board; "they talk of pubhc distress, but

where do we find it, sir? I see none. I see no reason why any
one has to complain. Take miy word for it, sir, this talk about

public distress is all humbug !" '

THE WIDOW'S EETINTJE,

Little dogs and all \—Lear.

In giving an account of the arrival of Lady LiUycraft at the

Hall, I ought to have mentioned the entertainment which I

derived from witnessing the unpacking of her carriage, and the

disposing of her retinue. There is something extremely amus-
ing to me in the number of factitious wants, the loads of

imaginary conveniences, but real encumbrances, with which
the luxurious are apt to burthen themselves. I hke to watch
the whimsical stir and display about one of these petty pro-

gresses. The number of robustious footmen and retainers of

all kinds busthng about, with looks of infinite gravity and im-
portance, to do almost nothing. The number of heavy trunks,

and parcels, and bandboxes belonging to my lady; and the
solicitude exhibited about some humble, odd-looking box, by.

my lady's maid ; the cushions piled in the carriage to make a
soft seat stOl softer, and to prevent the dreaded possibility of a
jolt; the smelling-bottles, the cordials, the baskets of biscuit

and fruit ; the new pubhcations ; all provided to guard against

hunger, fatigue, or ennui ; the led horses, to vary the mode of

travelling ; and all this preparation and parade to move, per-

haps, some very good-for-nothing personage about a httle space

of earth

!

I do not mean to apply the latter part of these observations

to Lady Lillycraft, for whose simple kind-heartedness I have a
very great respect, andwho is really a most amiable and worthy
being. I cannot refrain, however, from mentioning some of

the motley retinue she has brought with her; and which, in-

deed, bespeak the overflowing kindness of her nature, which
requires her to be surrounded with objects on which to lavish it.
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In the first place, her ladyship has a pampered coachman,

with a red face, and cheeks that hang down Hke dew-laps. He
evidently domineers over her a Uttle with respect to the fat

horses; and only drives out when he thinks proper, and when
he thinks it will be "good for the cattle."

She has a favourite page, to attend upon her person ; a hand'

some boy of about twelve years of age, but a mischievous var-

let, very much spoiled, and in a fair way to be good for nothing.

He is dressed in green, with a profusion of gold cord and gilt

buttons about his clothes. She always has one or two attend-

ants of the kind, who are replaced by others as soon as they

gTOw to fourteen years of age. She has brought two dogs with

her, also, out of a munber of pets which she maintains at home.

One is a fat spaniel, called Zephyr—though heaven defend me
from such a zephyr ! He is fed out of all shape and comfort

;

his eyes are nearly strained out of his head ; he wheezes with

corpulency, and cannot walk without great difficulty. The
other is a little, old, gray-muzzled curmudgeon, with an xax-

happy eye, that Idndles hke a coal i£ you enly look at him ; his

nose turns up ; his mouth is drawn into wrinkles, so as to show
his teeth ; in short, he has altogether the look of a dog far gone
in misanthropy, and totally siok of the world. When he
walks, he has his tail curled up so tight that it seems to hft his

feet from the ground ; and he seldom makes use of more than
three legs at a time, keeping the other drawn up as a reserve.

This last wretch is'called Beauty.

These dogs are fuU of elegant ailments, imknown to vulgar
dogs ; and are petted and nursed by Lady LiUycraft with the
tenderest kindness. They are pampered and fed with delica-

cies by their feUow-niinion, the page ; but their stomachs are
often weak and out of order, so that they cannot eat ; though I

have now and then seen the page give them a mischievous
pinch, or thwack over the head, when his mistress was not by.
They have cushions for their express use, on which they lie

before the fire, and yet are apt to shiver and moan if there is

the least draught of air. When any one enters the room, they
make a most tyrannical barking that is absolutely deafening.
They are insolent to all the other dogs of the estabhshment.
There is a noble stag-hound, a great favourite of the Squire's,

who is a privileged visitor to the parlour; but the moment he
makes his appearance, these intruders fly at him with furious
rage; and I have admired the sovereiga indifference and con-
tempt with which he seems to look down upon his puny assail-
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ants. When her ladyship drives out, these dogs are generally

cajried with her to take the air ; when they look out of each
window of the carriage, and bark at all vulgar pedestrian dogs.

These dogs are a continual source of misery to the household:

as they are always in the way, they every now and then get
their toes trod on, and then there is a yelping on their part, and
a loud lamentation on the part of their mistress, that fills the
room with clamour and confusion.

Lastly, there is her ladyship's waiting-gentlewoman. Mrs.
Hannah, a prim, pragmatical old maid; one of the most
intolerable and intolerant vii^ins that ever lived. She has
kept her virtue by her imtil it has turned sour, and now every
word and look smacks of verjuice. She is the very opposite to
her mistress, for one hates, and the other loves, all nlankini
How they first came together I cannot imagine ; but they have
Kved together for many years; and the abigail's temper being
tart and encroaching, and her ladyship's eeisy and yielding, the
former has got the' complete upper hand, and tyrannizes over
the good lady in secret.

Lady Idllycraft now and then complains of it, in great con-
fidence, to her friends, but hushes up the subject inamediately,

if Mrs. Hanriah makes her appearance. Indeed, she has been
so accustomed to be attended by her, that she thinks she could
not do without her; though one great study of her life, is to
keep Mrs. Hannah in good-humour, by little presents and kind-
nesses.

Master Simon has a most devout abhorrence, mingled with
awe, for this ancient spinster. He told me the other day, in a
whisper, that she was a cursed brimstone—^in fact, he added
another epithet, which I would not repeat for the world. I
have remarked, however, that he is always extremely civil to
her when they meet.
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EEADY-MONEY JACK,

My purse, it is my privy wyfe,

This song I dare both syng and say,

It keepeth men from grievous stryfe

When every man for himself shall pay.

As I ryde in ryche array

For gold and silver men wyll me floryshe;

But thys matter I dare well saye,

Every gramercy myne own purse.—Boofc of Hunting

On the skirts ofthe neighbouring village, there lives a kind of

small potentate, who, for aught I know, is a representative of

one of the most ancient legitimate hues of the present day ; for

the empire over which he reigns has belonged to his family-

time out of mind. His territories comprise a considerable

number of good fat acres ; and his seat of power is in an old

farm-house, where he enjoys, unmolested, the stout oaken
chair of his ancestors. The personage to whom I allude is a
sturdy old yeoman of the name of John Tibbets, or rather,

Ready-Money Jack Tibbets, as he is called throughout the

neighbourhood.
The first place where he attracted my attention was in the

church-yard on Sunday ; where he sat on a tombstone after the
service, with his hat a Uttle on one side, holding forth to a
small circle of auditors; and, as I presumed, expounding the
law and the prophets ; until, on drawing a little nearer, I found
he was only expatiating on the merits of a brown horse. He
presented so faithfid a picture of a substantial EngMsh yeoman,
such as he is often described in books, heightened, indeed, by
some little finery, peculiar to himself, that I coiild not but take
note of his whole appearance.

He was between fifty and sixty, oi a strong, muscular frame,
and at least six feet high, with a physiognomy as grave as a
lion's, and set ofE with short, curhng, iron-gray locks. His
shirt-coUar was turned down, and displayed a neck covered
with the same short, curhng, gray hair; and he wore a coloured
silk neckcloth, tied very loosely, and tucked in at the bosom,
with a green paste brooch on the knot. His coat was of dark
green cloth, with silver buttons, on each of which was engraved
a stag, with his own name, John Tibbets, imdemeath. He had
an inner waistcoat of figured chintz, between which and his
coat was another of scarlet cloth, unbuttoned. His breeches
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were also left unbuttoned at the knees, not from any sloven-

liness, but to show a broad pair of scarlet garters. His stock-

ings were blue, with white clocks ; he wore large silver shoe-

buckles ; a broad paste buckle in his hatband ; his sleeve-buttons

were gold seven-shilling pieces ; and he had two or three guineas
hanging as ornaments to his watch-chain.

On making some inquiries about him, I gathered that he was
descended from a line of farmers, that had always hved on the
same spot, and owned the same property ; and that half of the
chiu'ch-yard was taken up with the tombstones of his race. He
has all his life been an imiwrtant character in the place. When
a youngster, he was one of the most roaring blades of the
neighbourhood. No one could match him atwrestling, pitching

the bar, cudgel play, and other athletic exercises. like the
renowned Firmer of Wakefield, he was the village champion

;

carried off the prize at all the fairs, and threw his gauntlet at
the country roimd. Even to this day, the old people talk of his

prowess, and undervalue, in comparison, all heroes of the green
that have succeeded him ; nay, they say, that if Epady-Money
Jack were to take the field even now, there is no one could

stand before him.
When Jack's father died, the neighbours shook their heads,

and predicted that young hopeful would soon make way with
the old homestead ; but Jack falsified all their predictions. The
moment he succeeded to the paternal farm, he assumed a new
character; took a wife; attended resolutely to his affairs, and
became an industrious, thrifty farmer. With the family pro-

perty, he inherited a set of old family maxims, to which he
steadily adhered. He saw to everything himself; put his own
hand to the plough; worked hard; ate heartily; slept soundly;

paid for every thing in cash down ; and never danced, except

he could do it to the music of his own money in both pockets.

He has never been without a himdred or two pounds in gold by
him, and never allows a debt to stand unpaid. This has gained
him his current name, of which, by the by, he is a little proud;
and has caused him to be looked upon as a very wealthy man
by all the village.

Notwithstanding his thrift, however, he has never denied
himself the amusements of hfe, but has taken a share in every
passing pleasure. It is his maxim that '

' he that works hard
can aiTord to play." He is, therefore, an attendant at all the

country fairs and wakes, and has signalized himself by feats of

strength and prowess on eveiy village green in the shire. He
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often makes his appearance at horse-races, and sports his half-

guinea, and even his guinea at a time ; keeps a good horse for

his own riding, and to this day is fond of following the hounds,

and is generally in at the death. He keeps up the rustic

revels, and hospitalities too, for which his paternal farm-house
has always been noted ; has plenty of good cheer and dancing

at harvest-home, and, above all, keeps the "merry night," * as

it is termed, at Christmas.

With all his love of amusement, however. Jack is by no
means a boisterous, jovial companion. He is seldom known to

laugh even in the midst of his gayety; but maintains the

same grave, hon-like demeanour. He is very slow at compre-
hending a joke ; and is apt to sit puzzling at it with a perplexed
look, while the rest of the company is in a roar. This gravity

has, perhaps, grown on him with the growing weight of his

ehaxacter ; for he is gradually rising into patriarchal dignity

in. his native place. Though he no longer takes an active part

in athletic sports, yet he always presides at them, and is ap-

pealed to on aU occasions as umpire. He maintains the peace
on the village green at hohday games, and quells all brawls
and quarrels by collaring the parties and shaking them heartily,

if refractory. No one ever pretends to raise a hand against
him, or to contend against his decisions; the young men
having grown up in habitual awe of his prowess, and in impli-
cit deference to him as the champion and lord of the green.
He is a regular frequenter of the village inn, the landlady

having been a sweetheart of his in early Ufe, and he having
always continued on kind terms with her. He seldom, how-
ever, drinks any thing but a draught of ale; smokes his pipe,
and pays his reckoning before leaving the tap-room. Here he
"gives his Mttle senate laws;" decides bets, which are very gen-
eraUy referred to him; deternunes upon the characters and
q-::aKties of horses; and, indeed, plays now and then the part
of a judge in settling petty disputes between neighbours, which
otherwise might have been nursed by country attorneys into
tolerable law-suits. Jack is very candid and impartial in his
decisions, but he has not a head to carry a long argument,
and is very apt to get perplexed and out of patience if there is
much pleading. He generally breaks through the argument

* Merry Night—a rustic meny-making in a farm-house about Christmas com-
mon in some parts of Yorkshire. There is abundance of homely fare, tea, cakes
fruit, and ale; various feats of agility, amusing games, romping, dancing, and kiss-
ing withaJ. They commonly break up at midnight.

,
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•with a strong voice, and brings matters to a summary conclu-

sion, by pronouncing what he calls the "upshot of the busi-

ness," or, in other words, "the long and the short of the

matter."

Jack once made a journey to London, a great many years

siuce, which has furnished him with topics of conversation

ever since. He saw the old king on the terrace at Windsor,
who stopped, and pointed him. out to one of the princesses,

being probably struck with Jack's truly yeoman-hke appear-

ance. This is a favourite anecdote with him, and has no doubt
had a great effect in making him a most loyal subject ever

since, in spite of taxes and poors' rates. He was also at Bar-

tholomew fair, where he had half the buttons cut off his coat

;

and a gang of pick-pockets, attracted by his external show of

gold and silver, made a regular attempt to hustle him as he was
gazing at a show; but for once they found that they had
caught a tartar ; for Jack enacted as great wonders among the
_gang as Samson did among the Philistines. One of his neigh-

bours, who had accompanied him to town, and was with him at

the fair, brought back an account of his exploits, which raised

the pride of the whole viUage ; who considered their champion
as having subdued all London, and ecHpsed the achievements

of Friar Tuck, or even the renowned Robin Hood himself.

Of late years, the old fellow has begun to take the world
easily; he works less, and indiHges in greater leisure, his son
having grown up, and succeeded to him both in the labours of

the farm, and the exploits of the green. Like aU sons of dis-

tinguished men, however, his father's renown is a disadvantage

to him, for he can never come up to public expectation.

Though a fine active fellow of three-and-twenty, and quite the

"cock of the walk," yet the old people declare he is nothing

like what Eeady-Money Jack was at his time of life. The
youngster himself acknowledges his inferiority, and has a won-
derful opinion of the old man, who indeed taught him aU his

athletic accomplishments, and holds such a sway over him,

that I am told, even to this day, he would have no hesitation

to take him in hands, if he rebelled against paternal govem-
m.ent.

The Squire holds Jack in very "high esteem, and shows him
to an his visitors, as a specimen of old English "heart of oak."

He frequently calls at his house, and tastes some of his home-
brewed, which is excellent. He made Jack a present of old

Tusser's "Hundred Points of good Husbandrie," which has
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furnished him with reading ever since, and is his text-book

and manual in all agricultural and domestic concerns. He has

made dog's ears-at the most favourite passages, and knows
many of the poetical maxims by heart.

Tibbets, though not a man to be daunted or flattered by high
acquaintances ; and though he cherishes a sturdy independence

of mind and manner, yet is evidently gratified by the atten-

tions of the Squire, whom he has known irom boyhood, and
pronounces '

' a truegentleman every inch of him. " He is also on
excellent terms with Master Simon, who is a kind of privy
counsellor to the family ; but his great favourite is the Oxonian,
whom he taught to wrestle and play at quarter-staff when a
boy, and considers the most promising young gentleman in

the whole coimtry.

BACHELOES.

The Bachelor most joyfully

In pleasant plight doth pass his daies,

GoodfeUowehip and companie
He doth maintain and keep alwaies.—Even's Old Ballads.

Theek is no character in the comedy of human life that is

more difficult to play well, than that of an old Bachelor. When
a single gentleman, therefore, arrives at that critical period
when he begins to consider it an impertinent question to be
asked his age, I would advise him to look weU to his ways.
This period, it is true, is much later with some men than with
others ; I have witnessed more than once the meeting of two
wrinkled old lads of this kind, who had not seen each other for
several years, and have been amused by the amicable exchange
of comphments on each other's appearance, that takes place on
such occasions. There is always one invariable observation:
" Why, bless my soul ! you look younger than when I last saw
you !" Whenever a man's friends begin to compliment him
about looking young, he may be sure that they think he is

growing old.

I am led to make these remarks by the conduct of Master
Simon and the general, who have become great cronies. As
the former is the younger by many years, he is regarded as
quite a youthful blade by the general, who moreover looks
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upon Tiim as a man of great wit and prodigious acquirements.

I have already hinted that Master Simon is a family beau, and
considered rather a young fellow by all the elderly ladies of the

connexion; for an old bachelor, in an old family connexion, is

something like an actor ina regular dramatic coi^s, who seems

to "flourish in immortal youth," and will continue to play the

Eomeos and Eangers for half a century together.

Master Simon, too, is a little of the chemieleon, and takes a
different hue with every different companion : he is very atten-

tive and officious, and somewhat sentimental, with Lady LiUy-

craft; copies out little namby-pamby ditties and love-songs for

her, and draws quivers, and doves, and darts, and Cupids, to

be worked on the comers of her pocket-handkerchiefs. He
indulges, however, in very considerable latitude with the other

married ladies of the family; and has many sly pleasantries to

whisper to them, that provoke an equivocal laugh and a tap of

the fan. But when he gets among young company, such as

Frank Bracebridge, the Oxonian, and the general, he is apt to

put on the mad wag, and to talk in a very bachelor-Kke strain

about the sex.

In this he has been encouraged by the example of the general,

whom he looks up to as a man who has seen the world. The
general, in fact, teUs shocking stories after dimiei", when the

ladies have retired, which he gives as some of the choice things

that are served up at the MuUigatawney club ; a knot of boon
companions in London. He also repeats the fat jokes of old

Major Pendergast, the wit of the club, and which, though the

general can hardly repeat them for laughing, always make
Mr. Bracebridge look grave, he having a great antipathy to an
indecent jest. In a word, the general is a complete instance of

the declension in gay Ufe, by which a young man of pleasure is

apt to cool down into an obscene old gentleman.

I saw him and Master Simon, an evening or two since, con-

versing with a buxom milkmaid in a meadow ; and from their

elbowing each other now and then, and the general's shaking
his shoulders, blowing up his cheeks, and breaking out into a
short fit of irrepressible laughter, I had no doubt they were
playing the mischief with the girl.

As I looked at them through a hedge, I could not but think

they would have made a tolerable group for a modern picture

of Susannah and the two elders. It is true, the girl seemed in

nowise alarmed at the force of the enemy ; and I question, had
eithei* of them been alone, whether she would not have been

V
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more than they would have ventured to encounter. Such vete-

ran roysters are daring wags when together, and will put any
female to the blush with their jokes; but they are as quiet as

lambs when they fall singly into the clutches of a fine woman.
In spite of the general's years, he evidently is a little vain of

his person, and ambitious of conquests. I have observed him
on Sunday in church, eyeing the country girls most suspiciously

;

and have seen him leer upon them with a downrigbt amorous

look, even when he has been gallanting Lady LilIyeraft, with

great ceremony, through the church-yard. The generg,!, in

fact, is a veteran in the service of Cupid, rather than of Mars,

having signalized himself in all the garrison towns and country

quarters, and seen service in every ball-room of England. Not
a celebrated beauty but he has laid siege to ; and if his word
may be taken in a matter wherein no man is apt to be over-

veracious, it is incredible the success he has had with the fair.

At present he is like a worn-out warrior, retired from service

;

but who still cocks his beaver with a military air, and talks

stoutly of fighting whenever he comes within the smell of gun-
powder.

I have heard him speak his mind very freely over his bottle,

about the folly of the captain in taking a wife ; as he thinlcs a

young soldier should care for nothing but his " bottle and kind
landlady." But, in fact, he says the service on the continent

has had a sad effect upon the young men; they have been
ruined by Hght wines and French quadrilles. " They've noth-

ing," he says, "oj; the spirit of the old service. There are none
of your six-bottle men left, that were the souls of a mess dinner,

and used to play the very deuce among the women."
As to a bachelor, the general affirms that he is a free and easy

man, with no baggage to take care of but his portmanteau; but
a married man, with his wife hanging on his arm, always puts
him in mind of a chamber candlestick, with its extinguisher
hitched to it. I should not mind all this, if it were merely con-
fined to the general ; but I fear he will be the ruin of my friend,

Master Simon, who already be^ns to echo his heresies, and to
talk in the style of a gentleman that has seen life, and lived
upon the town. Indeed, the general seems to have taken
Master Simon in hand, and talks of showing him the hons
when he comes to town, and of introducing him to a knot of
choice spirits a,t the MuUigatawney club; which, I tmderstand,
is composed of old nabobs, officers in the Company's employ, and
other "men of Ind," that have seen service in the East, and
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returned home burnt out with curry, and touched with the

hver complaint. They have their regular club, where they eat

MuUigatawney soup, smoke the hookah, talk about Tippoo

Saib, Seringapatam, and tiger-hunting; and are tediously

agreeable in each other's company.

WIVES.

Believe me, man, there is no greater blisse

Than is the quiet joy of loving wife;

Which whoso wants, half of himselfe doth misse.

Friend without change, playfellow without strife,

Food without fulnesse, counsaile without pride,

Is this sweet douhling of our single life.—Sir P. Sidney.

There is so much talk about matrimony going on around me,
in consequence of the approaching event for which we are as-

sembled at the HaU, that I confess I findmy thoughts singularly

exercised on the subject. Indeed, ail the bachelors of the

establishment seem to be passing through a kind of fiery

ordeal ; for Lady LiUycraft is one of those tender, romance-
read dames of the old school, whose mind is filled with flames

and darts, and who breathe nothing but constancy and wedlock.

She is for ever immersed in the concerns of the heart ; and, to

use a poetical phrase, is perfectly surrounded by "the purple

hght of love." The very general seems to feel the influence of

this sentimental atmosphere; to melt as he approaches her

ladyship, and, for the time, to forget all his heresies about

matrimony and the sex.

The good lady is generally surrounded by httle documents of

her prevalent taste ; novels of a tender nature ; richly bound
Httle books of poetry, that are filled with sonnets and love

tales, and perfumed with rose-leaves ; and she has always an
album at hand, for which she claims the contributions of aU
her friends. On looking over this last repository, the other

day, I found a series of poetical extracts, in the Squire's hand-
writing, which might have been intended as matrimonial hints

to his ward. I was so much struck with several of them, that

I took the Uberty of copying them out. They are from the old

play of Thomas Davenport, pubhshed in 1661, entitled "The
City Night-Cap ;" in which is drawn oi^t and exemphfied, in

the part of Abstemia, the character of a patient and faithful
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wife, which, I think, might vie with that of the renowned

Griselda.

I have often thought it a pity that plays and novela should

always end at the wedding, and should not give us another act,

and another volume, to let us know how the hero and heroine

conducted themselves when married. Their main object seems

to be merely to instruct young ladies how to get husbands, but

not how to keep them: now this last, I speak it with aU due

diffidence, appears to me to be a desideratum in modem mar-

ried life. It is appalling to those who have not yet adventured

into the holy state, to see how soon the flame of romantic love

bums out, or rather is quenched in matrimony; and how
deplorably the passionate, poetic lover decUnes into the phleg-

matic, prosaic husband. I am inclined to attribute this very

much to the defect just mentioned in the plays and novels,

which form so important a branch of study of our young ladies;

and which teach them how to be heroines, but leave them
totally at a loss when they come to be wives. The play froni

which the quotations before me were made, however, is an ex-

ception to this remark ; and I cannot refuse myself the pleasure

of adducing some of them for the benefit of the reader, and for

the honour of an old writer, who has bravely attempted to
awaken dramatic interest in favour of a woman, even after she
was married

!

The foUcwiug is a commendation of Abstemia to her husband
Lorenzo:

She's modest, but not sullen, and loves silence;

Not that she wants apt words, (for when she speaks,
She inflames love with wonder,) but because
She calls wise silence the soul's harmony.
She's truly chaste; yet such a foe to coyness.
The poorest call her courteous; and which is escellent,
(Though fair and young) she shuns to expose herself
To the opinion of strange eyes. She either seldom
Or never walks abroad but in your company,
And then with such sweet bash fulness, as if

She were venturing on craek'd ice, and takes delight
To step into the print your foot hath made,
And will follow you whole fields ; so she will drive
Tediousness out of time, with her sweet character.

Notwithstanding aU this excellence, Abstemia has the mis-
fortune to incur the unmerited jealousy of her husband. In-
stead, however, of resenting his harsh treatment with clamor-
ous upbraidings, and with the stormy violence of high, windy
virtue, by which the sparks of anger are so often blown into a
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flame, she endures it with the meelniess of conscious, but
patient, virtue; and makes the following beautiful appeal to a
friend who has witnessed her long su£Eering

:

Hast thou not seen me
Bear all his injuries, as the ocean sufEers

The angry bark to plough through her bosom,
And yet is presently so smooth, the eye
Cannot perceive where the wide wound was made?

Lorenzo, being wrought on by false representations, at length
repudiates her. To the last, however, she maintaius her
patient sweetness, and her love for him, in spite of his cruelty.

She deplores his error, even more than his unkindness; and
laments the delusion which has turned his very afEection into

a source of bitterness. There is a moving pathos in her parting

address to Lorenzo, after their divorce:

——Farewell, Lorenzo,
Whom my soul doth love: if you e'er marry,
May you meet a good wife; so good, that you
May not suspect her, nor may she be worthy
Of youi suspicion; and if you hear hereafter

That I am dead, inquire but my last words.

And you shall know that to the last I lov'd you. >

And when you walk forth with your second choice

Into the pleasant fields, and by chance talk of me,
Imagine that you see me, lean and pale,

Strewinr; your path with flowers.

But may she never live to pay my debts; {weepg)

If but in thought she wrong you, may she die

In the conception of the injury.

Pray make me wealthy with one kiss: farewell, sir:

Let it not grieve you when you shall remember
That I was innocent: nor this forget.

Though innocence here suffer, sigh, and groan,

She walks but thorow thorns to find a throne.

In a short time Lorenzo discovers his error, and the inno-

cence of his injured wife. In the transports of his repentance,

he calls to mind all her feminine excellence ; her gentle, imcom-
plaining, womanly fortitude under wrongs and sorrows;

Oh, Abstemial
How lovely thou lookest now ! now thou appearest
Chaster than is the morning's modesty
That rises with a blush, over whose bosom
The western wind creeps softly; now I remember
How, when she sat at table, her obedient eye
Would dwell on mine, as if it were not well.

Unless it look'd where I look'd: oh how proud
She was, when she could cross herrelf to p;Basp ms'
But where now is this fair soul ? Like a S-'lvcr clone
She hath wept herself, I fear, into the dead sea.

And will be found no more,
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It is but doing right by the reader, if interested in the fate of

Abstemia by the preceding extracts, to say, that she was re-

stored to the arms and affections of her husband, rendered

fonder than ever, by that disposition in every good heart, to

atone for past injustice, by an overflowing measure of rotum-

iag kindness

:

Thou wealth, worth more than kingdoms; I am now
Confirmed past all suspicion; thou art far

Sweeter in thy sincere truth than a sacrifice

Deck'd up for death with garlands. The Indian winds
That blow from off the coast and cheer the sailor

With the sweet savour of their spices, want
The delight flows in thee.

I have been more affected and interested by this little drama-
tic picture, than by many a popular love tale; though, as I

"aid before, I do not think it Kkely either Abstemia or patient

Grizzle stand much chance of being taken for a model. Still I

like to see poetry now and then extending its views beyond the

wedding-day, and teaching a lady how to make herself attrac-

tive even after marriage. There is no great need of enforcing

on an unmarried lady the necessity of being agreeable ; nor is

there any great art requisite in a youthful beauty to enable her
to please. Nature has multiplied attractions around her.

Youth is in itself attractive. The freshness of budding beauty
needs no foreign aid to set it off ; it pleases merely because it is

fresh, and budding, and beautiful. But it is for the married
state that a woman needs the most instruction, and in which
she should be most on her guard to maintain her powers of
pleasing. No woman can expect to be to her husband all that
he fancied her when he was a lover. Men are always doomed
to be duped, not ..o much by the arts of the sex, as by their own
imaginations. They are always wooing goddesses, and marry-
ing mere mortals. A woman should, therefore, ascertain what
was the charm that rendered her so fascinating when a girl,

and endeavour to keep it up when she has become a wife. One
great tiling undoubtedly was, the chariness of herself and her
conduct, which an unmarried female always observes. She
should maintain the same nicsness and reserve in her person
and habits, and endeavour still to preserve a freshness and
virgin deUcacy in the eye of her husband. She shoidd remem-
ber that the province of woman is to be wooed, not to woo ; to
be caressed, not to caress. Man is an ungrateful being in love •

bounty loses instead of winning him. The secret of a woman's
power does not consist so much in giving, as in withholding.
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A -w-oman may give up too much even to her husband. It is to

a thousand little delicacies of conduct that she must trust to

keep alive passion, and to protect herself from that dangerous
familiarity, that thorough acquaintancp with every weakness
and imperfection incident to matrimony. By these means she

may still maintain her power, though she has surrendered her

person, and may continue the romance of love even beyond the

honeymoon.
"She that hath a wise husband," says Jeremy Taylor,

"must entice him to an et«T-nal deamesse by the veil of mod-
esty, and the grave robes of chastity, the ornament of meek-
ness, and the jewels of faith and charity. She must have no
painting but blushings ; her brightness must be purity, and she

must shine round about with sweetness and friendship; and
she shall be pleasant whUe she Hves, and desired when she

dies.'

I have wandered into a rambling series of remarks on a trite

subject, and a dangerous one for a bachelor to meddle with.

That I may not, however, appear to confine my observations

entirely to the wife, I will conclude with another quotation

from. Jeremy Taylor, in which the duties of both parties are

mentioned ; while I would recommend his sermon on the mar-
riage-ring to all those who, wiser than myself, are about
entering the happy state of wedlock.

"There is scarce any matter of duty but it concerns them
both alike, and is only distinguished by names, and hath its

variety by circumstances and httle accidents : and what in one

is called love, in the other is called reverence ; and what in the

wife is obedience, the same in the man is duty. He provides,

and she dispenses ; he gives commandments, and she rules by
them ; he rules her by authority, and she rules him by love

;

she ought by all means to please him, and he must by no
means displease her."

STOET TELLING.

A FAVOURITE evening pastime at the HaJl, and one which the

worthy Squire is fond of promoting, is story telling, " a good,

old-fashioned fire-side amusement," as he terms it. Indeed,

I believe he promotes it, chiefly, because it was one of the

choice recreations in those days of yore, when ladies and gen-
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tiemen wore not mucli in the habit of reading. Be this as it

may, he will often, at supper-table, when conversation flags,

call on some one or other of the company for a story, as it was

formerly the custom to caH for a song; and it is edifying to see

the exemplary patience, and e-^-en satisfaction, with which the

good old gentleman will sit and hsten to some hackneyed tale

' hat he has heard for at least a hundred times.

In this way, one evening, the current of anecdotes and stories

ran upon mysterious personages that have figured at different

times, and filled the world with doubt and conjecture; such as

the Wandering Jew, the Man with the Iron Mask, who tor-

mented the curiosity of aU Europe ; the Invisible Girl, and last,

though not least, the Pig-faced Lady.

At length, one of the company was called upon that had the

most unpromising physiognomy for a story teller, that ever

I had seen. He was a thin, pale, weazen-faced man, extremely

nervous, that had sat at one corner of the table, shrunk up, as

it were, into himself, and almost swallowed up in the cape of

his coat, as a turtle in its shell.

The very demand seemed to throw him into a nervous agita-

tion
;
yet he did not refuse. He emerged his head out of his

shell, made a few odd grimaces and gesticulations, before he
coxild get his muscles into order, or his voice under command,
and then offered to give some account of a mysterious person-

age that he had recently encountered in the course of his trav-

els, and one whom he thought fuUy entitled to being classed

with the Man with the Iron Mask.
I was so much struck with his extraordinary narrative, that

I have written it out to the best of my recollection, for the

amusement of the reader. I think it has in it all the elements
of that mysterious and romantic narrative, so greedily sought
after at the present day.

TEE STOUT GENTLEMAN.

A STAGE-COACH ROMANCE.

" I'll cross it, though it blast me \"—Hamlet.

It was a rainy Sunday, in the gloomy montL of November,
I had been detained, in the course of a journey, by a sUght
indisposition, from which I was recovering; but I was stiU
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feverish, and was obKged tokeep within doors all day, in an inn
of the small town of Derby. A wet Sunday in a country inn

!

—^whoever has had the luck to experience one can alone judge
of my situation, The rain pattered against the casem.ents ; the

bells tolled for church with a melancholy sound. I went to

the windows, in quest of something to amuse the eye ; but it

seemed as i£ I had been placed completely out of the reach of

all amusement. The windows of my bed-room looked out

cunong tiled roofs and stacks of chimneys, while those of my
Bitting-room commanded a fuU view of the stable-yard. I

know of nothing more calculated to make a man sick of

this world, than a stable-yard on a rainy day. The place was
littered with wet straw, that had beenr kicked about by travel-

lers and stable-boys. In one corner was a stagnant pool of

water, surrounding an island of muck; there were several

half-drowned fowls crowded together under a cart, among
which was a miserable, crest-faUen cock, drenched out of all

life and spirit ; his drooping taU matted, as it were, into a sin-

gle feather, along which the water trickled from his back ; near
the cart was a half-dozing cow chewing the cud, and standing
patiently to be rained on, with wreaths of vapor rising from
her reeking hide ; a wall-eyed horse, tired of the loneliness of

the stable, was poking his spectral head out of the window,
with the rain dripping on it from the eaves ; an unhappy cur,

chained to a dog-house hard by, uttered something every now
and then, between a bark and a yelp; a drab of a kitchen-

wench tramped backwards and forwards through the yard in

pattens, looking as sulky as the weather itself; every thing, in

short, was comfortless and forlorn, excepting a crew of hard-

drinking ducks, assembled like boon companions round a pud-
dle, and making a riotous noise over their liquor.

I was lonely and listless, and wanted amusement. My room
soon became insupportable. I abandoned it, and sought what
is technically called the traveUers'-room. This is a public

room set apart at most inns for the accommodation of a class

of wayfarers called travellers, or riders ; a kind of commercial
knights-errant, who are incessantly scouring the kingdom in

gigs, on horseback, or by coach. They are the only successors

that I know of, at the present day, to the knights-errant of

yore. They lead the same kind of roving adventurous life, only
changing the lance for a driving-whip, the buckler for a pat-

tern-card, and the coat of mail for an upper Benjamin. Instead

of vindicating the charms of peerless beauty, they rove about
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spreading the fame and standing of some substantial trades-

man or manufacturer, and are ready at any time to bargain in

his name ; it being the fashion now-a-days to trade, instead of

fight, with one another. As the room of the hotel, in the good
old fighting times, would be hung round at night with the

armour of wayworn warriors, such as coats of maU, falchions,

and yawning helmets; so the traver-srs'-room is garnished

with the harnessing of their successors, with box-coats, whips
of all kinds, spurs, gaiters, and oU-cloth covered hats.

I was in hopes of finding some of these worthies to talk with,

but was disappointed. There were, indeed, two or three in the

room ; but I could make nothing of them. One was just fin-

ishing liis breakfast, quarrelHng with his bread and butter, and
huffing the waiter ; another buttoned on a pair of gaiters, with
many execrations at Boots for not having claaned his shoes

well ; a third sat drumming on the table with his fingers, and
looking at the raia as it streamed down the window-glass ; they
all appeared infected by the weathei , and disappeared, one
after the other, without exchanging a word.

I sauntered to the window, and stood gazing at the people

picking their way to church, with petticoats hoisted mid-leg
high, and dripping umbrellas. The beU ceased to toU, and the
streets became silent. I then amused myself with watching
the daughters of a tradesman opposite; who, being confined to
the house for fear of wetting their Sunday finery, played ofE

their charms at the front Avindows, to fascinate the chance
tenants of the inn. They at length were summoned away by a
vigilant vinegar-faced mother, and I had nothing further from
without to amuse me.
What was I to do to pass away the long-lived day? I was

sadly nervous and lonely; and every thing about an inn seems
calciilated to make a dull day ten times duUer. Old news-
papers, smeUing of beer and tobacco-smoke, and which I had
already read half-a-dozen times—good-for-nothing books, that
were worse than rainy weather. I bored myself to death with
an old volume of the Lady's Magazine. I read all the common-
placed names of ambitious travellers scrawled on the panes of
glass; the eternal families of the Smiths, and the Browns, and
the Jacksons, and the Johnsons, and all the other sons; and I
deciphered several scraps of fatiguing inn-window poetry which
I have met with in aU parts of the world.
The day continued lowering and gloomy; the slovenly,

ragged, spongy clouds drifted heavily along; there was no
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variety even in tlie rain : it was one duU, continued, monoto-
nous patter—spatter—^patter, excepting that now and then I was
enlivened by the idea of a brisk shower, from the rattling of

the drops upon a passing umbrella.

It was quite refreshing (if I may be allowed a hackneyed
phrase of the day) when, in the course of the morning, a horn
blew, and a stage-coach whirled through the street, with out-

side passengers stuck aU over it, cowering under cotton um-
brellas, and seethed together, and reeking with the steams of

wet box-coats and upper Benjamins.

The sound brought out from their lurking-places a crew of

vagabond boys, and vagabond dogs, and the carroty-headed

hostler, and that nondescript animal ycleped Boots, and aU the
other vagabond race that infest the purlieus of an inn ; but the

bustle was transient ; the coach again whirled on its way ; and
boy and dog, and hostier and Boots, all slunk back again to

their holes ; the street again became silent, and the rain con-

tinued to rain on. In fact, there was no hope of its clearing

up; the barometer pointed to rainy weather; mine hostess'

tortoise-shell cat sat by the fire washing her face, and rubbing
her paws over her ears ; and, on referring to the almanac, I

foimd a direful prediction stre^/ching from the top of the page
to the bottom through the whole month, " expect—much—rain

—about—^this—time.

"

I was dreadfully hipped. The hours seemed as if they would
never creep by. The very ticking of the clock became irk-

some. At length the stillness of the house was interrupted by
the ringing of a beU. Shortly after, I heard the voice of a
waiter at the bar: "The stout gentleman in No. 13 wants his

breakfast. Tea and bread and butter with ham and eggs ; the

eggs not to be too much done."

In such a situation as mine, every incident is of importance.

Here was a subject of speculation presented to my mind, and
ample exercise for my imagination. I am prone to paint pic-

tures to myself, and on this occasion I had some materials to

work upon. Had the guest up-stairs been mentioned as Mr.

Smith, or Mr. Brown, or Mr. Jackson, or Mr. Johnson, or

merely as "the gentleman in No. 13," it woidd have been a
perfect blank to me. I should have thought nothing of it ; but
"The stout gentleman I"—the vei-y name had something in it

of the picturesque. It at once gave the size ; it embodied the

personage to my mind's eye, and my fancy did the rest.

He was stout, or, as some term it, lusty; in all probability,
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therefore, he was advanced in life, some people expanding aa

they grow old. By his breakfasting rather late, and in his

own room, he must be a man accustomed to hve at his ease,

and above the necessity of early rising ; no doubt a round, rosy,

lusty old gentleman.

There was another violent ringing. The stout gentleman

was impatient for his breakfast. He was evidently a man of

importance; "well-to-do in the world;" accustomed to be

promptly waited upon ; of a keen appetite, and a Mttle cross

when hungry; "perhaps," thought I, "he maybe some Lon-

don Alderman ; or who knows but he may be a Member of

Parliament?"

The breakfast was sent up and there was a short interval of

silence; he was, doubtless, making the tea. Presently there

was a violent ringing, and before it could be answered, another
ringing stiU more violent. "Bless me! what a choleric old

gentleman!" The waiter came down in a huff. The butter

was rancid, the eggs were overdone, the ham was too salt ;

—

the stout gentleman was evidently nice in his eating ; one of

those who eat and growl, and keep the waiter on the trot, and
live in a state militant with the household.

The hostess got into d ^mne. I should observe that she was
a brisk, coquettish woman; :. Httle of a shrew, and something

of a slammerkin, but very pretty withal ; with a nincompoop
for a husband, as shrews are apt to have. She rated the ser-

vants roundly for their negligence in sendii • up so bad a

breakfast, but said not a word against the stout gentleman; by
which I clearly perceived that he must be a man of conse-

quence, entitted to make a noise and to give trouble at a coun-

try inn. Other eggs, and ham, and bread and butter, were

sent up. They appeared to be more graciously received; at

least there was no further complaint.

I had not made many turns about the travellers'-room, when
there was another ringing. Shortly afterwards there was a

stir and an inquest about the house. The stout gentleman

wanted the Times or the Chronicle newspaper. I set him
down, therefore, for a whig; or rather, from his being so abso-

lute and lordly where he had a chance, I suspected him of

being a radical. Hunt, I had heard, was a large man; " who
knows," thought I, " but it is Hunt himself!"

My curiositybegan to be awakened. I inquired of the waiter

who was this stout gentleman that was making all this stir;

but I could cot no information : nobody seGm.ed to know his
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name. The landlords of bustling inns seldom trouble their

heads about the names or occupations of their transient guests.

The colour of a coat, the shape or size of the person, is enough to

suggest a travelling name. It is either the tall gentleman, or

the short gentleman, or the gentleman in black, or the gentle-

man ia snufE-colour ; or, as in the present instance, the stout

gentleman. A designation of the kind once hit on answers
every purpose, and saves all further inqiiiry.

Eain—rain—^rain ! pitiless, ceaseless rain ! No such thing as

putting a foot out of doors, and no occupation nor amusement
within. By and by I heard some one walking overhead. It

was in the stout gentleman's room. He evidently was a large

man, by the heaviness of his tread ; and an old man, from his

wearing such creaking soles. "He is doubtless," thought I,

" some rich old square-toes, of regular habits, and is now tak-

ing exercise after breakfast."

I now read aU the advertisements of coaches and hotels that

were stuck about the mantel-piece. The Lady's Magazine had
become an abomination to me ; it was as tedious as the day it-

self. I wandered out, not knowing what to do, and ascended
again tomy room. I had not been there long, when there was
a squall from a neighbouring bed-room. A door opened and
slammed violently ; a chamber-maid, that I had remarked for

having a ruddy, good-humoured face, went down-stairs in a
violent flurry. The stout gentleman had been rude to her.

This sent a whole host of my deductions to the deuce in a
moment. This unknown personage coiild not be an old gentle-

man ; for old gentlemen are not apt to be so obstreperous to

chamber-maids. He could not be a young gentlenaan; for

young gentlemen are not apt to inspire such indignation. He
must be a middle-aged man, and confounded ugly into the

bargain, or the girl would not have taken the matter in such

terrible dudgeon. I confess I was sorely puzzled.

In a few minutes I heard the voice of my landlady. I caught

a glance of her as she came tramping up-stairs; her face

glowing, her cap flaring, her tongue wagging the whole way.
" She'd have no such doings in her house, she'd warrant 1 If

gentlemen did spend money freely, it was no rule. She'd have

no serva;at maids of hers treated in that way, when they were

about their work, that's what she wouldn't !"

As I hate squabbles, particularly with women, and above all

with pretty women, I slunk back into my room, and partly

closed the door; but my curiosity was too much excited not to
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listen. The landlady marched intrepidly to the enemy's cita-

del, and entered it with a storm: the door closed after her. I

heard her voice in high windy clamour for a moment or two.

Then it gradually subsided, like a gust of wind in a garret;

then there was a laugh; then I heard nothing more.

After a httle while, my landlady came out with an odd smile

on her face, adjusting her cap, which was a little on one side.

As she wont down-stairs, I heard the landlord ask her what

was the matter; she said, "Nothing at all, only the girl's a

fool."—I was more than ever perplexed what to make of this

unaccountable personage, who could put a good-natured cham-

ber-maid in a passion, and send away a termagant landlady in

smiles. He could not be so old, nor cross, nor ugly either.

I had to go to work at his picture again, and to paint him
entirely difEerent. I now set him down for one of those stout

gentlemen that are frequently met with, swaggering about the

doors of country inns. Moist, merry fellows, in Belcher hand-

kerchiefs, whose bulk is a little assisted by malt liquors. Men
who have seen the world, and been sworn at Highgate; who
are used to tavern life ; up to all the tricks of tapsters, and

knowing in the ways of sinful pubhcans. Free-livers on a

small scale; who are prodigal within the compass of a guinea;

who call all the waiters by name, touzle the maids, gossip with

the landlady at the bar, and prose over a piat of port, or a
glass of negus, after dinner.

The morning wore away in forming of these and similar

surmises. As fast as I wove one system of behef, some move-
ment of the unknown would completely overturn it, and throw
all my thoughts again into confusion. Such are the soMtary

operations of a feverish mind. I was, as I have said, extremely
nervous ; and the continual meditation on the concerns of this

invisible personage began to have its effect :—I was getting a
fit of the fidgets.

Dinner-time came. I hoped the stout gentleman might dine

in the travellers'-room, and that I might at length get a view
of his person ; but no—he had dinner served in his own room.
What could be the meaning of this solitude and mystery? He
could not be a radical ; there was something too aristocratical

in thus keeping himself apart from the rest of the world, and
condemning Mmself to his own dull company throughout a
rainy day. And then, too, he lived too well for a discontented
pohtician. He seemed to expatiate on a variety of dishes, and
to sit over his wine hke a jolly friend of good living. Indeed,
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my doubts on this liead were soon at an end ; for he could not

have finished his first bottle before I could faintly hear him
hiunming a tune ; and on Hstening, I found it to be " God save

the Kiag." 'Twas plain, then, he was no radical, but a faith-

ful subject; one that grew loyal over his bottle, and was ready
to stand by king and constitution, when he could stand by
nothing else. But who could he be? My conjectures began to

nm wild. Was he not some personage of distiuction, travel-

ling incog. ? "God knows!" said I, at my wit's end; "it may
be one of the royal family for aught I know, for they are all

stout gentlemen !"

The weather continued rainy. The mysterious unknown
' kept his room, and, as far as I coiild judge, his chair, for I did

not hear hitn move. In the meantime, as the day advanced,
the travellers'-room began to be frequented. Some, who had
just arrived, came ia buttoned up ia box-coats; others came
home, who had been dispersed about the town. Some took
th^ dinners, and some their tea. Had I been in a different

mood, I should have found entertainment in studying this

peciihar class of men. There were two especially, who wore
regular wags of the road, and up to aU the standing jokes of

travellers. They had a thousand sly things to say to the wait-

ing-maid, whom they called Louisa, and EtheUnda, and a dozen
other fine names, changing the, name every time, and chuckling
amazingly at their own waggery. My mind, however, had
become completely engrossed by the stout gentleman. He had
kept my fancy in chase during a long day, and it was not now
to be diverted from the scent.

The evening gradually wore away. The travellers read the
papers two. or three times over. Some drew round the fire,

and told long stories about their horses, about their adventures,
their overturns, and breakings down. They discussed the cred-

its of different merchants and different inns ; and the two wags
told several choice anecdotes of pretty chamber-maids, and kind
landladies. All this passed as they were quietly taking what
they called their night-caps, that is to say, strong glasses of

brandy and water and sugar, or some other mixture of the
kind; after which they one after another rang for "Boots"
and the chamber-maid, and walked off to bed in old shoes cut

down into marvellously uncomfortable sHppers.

There was only one man left; a short-legged, long-bodied,

plethoric fellow, with a very large, sandy head. He sat by
himself, with a glass of port wine negus, and a spoon; sipping
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and stirring, and meditating and sipping, until nothing was

left but the spoon. He graduaUy feU asleep bolt upright in his

chair, with the empty glass standing before him ; and the can-

dle seemed to faU asleep too, for the wick grew long, and black,

and cabbaged at the end, and dimmed the little Ught that re-

mained in the chamber. The gloom that now prevailed was

contagious. Around hung the shapeless, and almost spectral,

box-coats of departed travellers, long since buried in deep

sleep. I only heard the ticking of the clock, with the deep-

drawn breathings of the sleeping topers, and the drippings of

the rain, drop—drop—drop, from the eaves of the house. The

church-bells chimed midnight. All at once the stout gentle-

man began to walk overhead, pacing slowly backwards and '

forwards. There was something extremely awful in aU this,

especially to one in my state of nerves. These ghastly great-

coats, these guttural breathings, and the crealdng footsteps of

this mysterious being. His steps grew fainter and fainter, and

at length died away. I could bear it no longer. I was woxmd
up to the desperation of a hero of romance. "Be he who or

what he may, " said I to myself, '

' I'U have a sight of him !" I

seized a chamber candle, and hurried up to number 13. The

dour stood ajar. I hesitated—I entered : the room was desert-

ed. There stood a large, broad-bottomed elbow chair at a table,

on which was an empty tumbler, and a "Times" newspaper,

and the room smelt powerfully of Stilton cheese.

The mj'jterious stranger had evidently but just retired. I

turned off, sorely disappointed, to my room, which had been
changed to the front of the house. As I went along the corri-

dor, I saw a large pair of boots, with dirty, waxed tops, stand-

ing at the ^oor of a bed-chamber. They doubtless belonged to

the unknown ; but it would not do to disturb so redoubtable a
personage in his den ; he might discharge a pistol, or something
worse, at my head. I went to bed, therefore, and lay awake
half the night in a terrible nervous state ; and even when I fell

asleep, I was stiU haunted in my dreams by the idea of the
stout gentleman and his wax-topped boots.

I slept rather late the next mcming, and was awakened by
some stir and bustle in the house, which I could not at first

comprehend; until getting more awake, I found there was a
mail-coach starting from the door. Suddenly there was a cry
from below, " The gentleman has forgot his mnbreUa! look for
the gentleman's umbrella in No. 13 !" I heard an immediate
scampering of a chamber-maid along the passage, and a shrill
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reply as she ran, "Here it is! here's the gentleman's um-
brella!"

The mysterious stranger then was on the point of setting off.

This was the only chance I should ever have of knowing him.

I sprang out of bed, scrambled to the window, snatched aside

the curtains, and just caught a glimpse of the rear of a person
getting in at the coach-door. The skirts of a brown coat parted
behind, and gave me a full view of the broad disk of a pair cf

drab breeches. The door closed—"all right!" was the word

—

the coach whirled off :—and that was all I ever s^cw of the stout

gentleman!

FOEEST TREES.

"A living gallery of aged trees."

One of the favourite themes of boasting with the Squire, is

the noble trees on his estate, which, in truth, has some of the

finest that I have seen in England. There is something august
and solemn in the great avenues of stately. oaks that gather

their branches together high in air, and seem to reduce the

pedestrians beneath them to mere pigmies. "An avenue of

oaks or elrtis," the Squire observes, "is the true colonnade that

should lead to a gentleman's house. As to stone and marble,

any one can rear them at once—they are the work of the day

;

but commend me to the colonnades that have grown old and

great with the family, and tell by their grandeur how long the

family has endured."

The Squire has great reverence for certain venerable trees,

gray with moss, which he considers as the ancient nobihty of his

domain. There is the ruin of an enormous oak, which has been
so much battered by time and tempest, that scarce any thing

is left; though he says Christy recollects when, in his boyhood,
it was healthy and flourisliing, until it was struck by Mghtning.

It is now a mere trunk, with one twisted bough stretching up
into the air, leaving a green branch at the end of it. This

sturdy wreck is much valued by the Squire; he Calls it his

standard-bearer, and compares it to a veteran warrior beaten
down in battle, but bearing up his banner to the last. He has
actually had a fence built round it, to protect it as much as

possible from further iajury.
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It is with great difficTilty that the Squire can ever be brought

to have any tree cut down on his estate. To some he looks

with reverence, as having been planted by his ancestors; to

others with a kind of paternal afEection, as having been planted

by himself; and he feels a degree of awe in bringing down,

with a few strokes of the axe, what it has cost centuries to

build up. I confess I cannot but sympathize, in some degree,

with the good Squire on the subject. Though brought up in a

country overrun with forests, where trees are apt to be consid-

ered mere encumbrances, and to be laid low without hesitation

or remorse, yet I could never see a fine tree hewn down without

concern. The poets, who are naturally lovers of treeo, as they

are of every thing that is beautiful, have artfuUy awakened
great interest in their favour, by representing them as the habi-

tations of sylvan deities ; insomuch that every great tree had its

tutelar genius, or a nymph, whose existence was limited to its

duration. Evelyn, in his Sylva, makes several pleasing and
fanciful allusions to this superstition. "As the fall," says he,

"of a very aged oak, giving a crack like thunder, has often

been heard at many miles' distance; constrained though I

often am to fell them with reluctancy, I do not at any time re-

member to have heard the groans of those nymphs (grieving to

be dispossessed of their ancient habitations) without some
emotion and pity. " And again, in alluding to a violent storm
that had devastated the woodlands, he says,

'

' Methinks I stiQ

hear, sure I am that I still feel, the dismal groans of our
forests ; the late dreadful hurricane having subverted so many
thousands of goodly oaks, prostrating the trees, laying them in

ghastly postures, like whole regiments fallen in battle by the

sword of the conqueror, and crushing all that grew beneath
them. The public accounts," he adds, "reckon no less than
three thousand hrave oaks ia one part only of the forest of

Dean blown down."
I have paused more than once in the wilderness of America,

to contemplate the traces of some blast of wind, which seenaed

to have rushed down from the clouds, and ripped its way
through the bosom of the woodlands; rooting up, shivering,

and splintering the stoutest trees, and leaving a long track of

desolation. There was something awful in the vast havoc made
among these gigantic plants ; and in considering their magnifi-
cent remains, so rudely torn and mangled, and hurled down to
perish prematurely on their native soil, I was conscious of a
strong movement of the sympathy so feelingly expressed by
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Evelyn. I recollect, also, hearing a traveller of poetical tem-

perament expressing the kind of horror which he felt on be-

holding on the banks of the Missouri, an oak of prodigious size,

which had been, in a manner, overpowered by an enormous
wild grape-vine. The vine had clasped its huge folds round the

trunk, and from thence had wound about every branch and
twig, until the mighty tree had withered in its embrace. It

seemed like Laocoon struggling ineffectually in the hideous

coils of the monster Python. It was the lion of trees perishing

in the embraces of a vegetable boa.

I am fond of Usbening to the conversation of English gentle-

men on rural concerns, and of noticing with what taste and
discrimination, and what strong, unaffected interest they wiU
discuss topics, which, in other countries, are abandoned to

mer: woodmen, or rustic cultivators. I have heard a noble
earl descant on park and forest scenery with the science and
feehng of a painter. He dwelt on the shape and beauty of par-

ticular trees on his estate, with as much pride and technical

precision as though be had been discussing the merits of statues

ia his collection. I found that he had even gone considerable

distances to examine trees which were celebrated among rural

amateurs ; for it seems that trees, like horses, have their estab-

lished points of excellence ; and that there are some in England
which enjoy very extensive celebrity among tree-fanciers, from
being perfect in their kind.

There is something nobly simple and pure in such a taste:
it argues, I think, a sweet and generous nature, to have this

strong relish for the beauties of vegetation, and this friend-
ship for the hai-dy and glorious sons of the forest. There is

a grandeur of thought connected with this part of rural econ-
omy. It is, if I may be allowed the figure, the heroic line of
husbandry. It is worthy of liberal, and free-bom, and aspiring
men. He who plants an oak, looks forward to future ages,
and plants for posterity. Nothing can be less selfish than this.

He cannot expect to sit in its shade, nor enjoy its shelter; but
he exults in the idea that the acorn which he has buried in the
earth shall grow up into a lofty pUe, and shall keep on flour-

ishing, and increasing, and benefiting mankind, long after he
shall have ceased to tread his paternal fields. Indeed, it is the
nature of such occupations to lift the thoughts above mere
worldliness. As the leaves of trees, are said to absorb all nox-
ious qualities of the air, and to breathe forth a purer atmosphere,
so it seems to me as if they drew from us all sordid and angry
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passions, and breathed forth peace and philanthropy. There.is

a serene and settled majesty in woodland scenery, that enters

into the soul, and dilates and elevates it, and fills it with noble

inchnations. The ancient and hereditary groves, too, that

embower this island, are most of them full of story. They

j
are haunted by the recollections of great spirits of past ages,

who have sought for relaxation among them from the tumult

of arms, or the toils of state, or have wooed the muse beneath

their shade. Who can walk, with soiil unmoved, among the

stately groves of Penshurst, where the gallant, the amiable,

the elegant Sir Philip Sidney passed his boyhood ; or can look

without fondness upon the tree that is said to have been

planted on his birthday; or can ramble among the classic

bowers of Hagley ; or can pause among the solitudes of Wind-
sor Forest, and look at the oaks around, huge, gray, and time-

worn, like the old castle towers, and not feel as if he were sur-

rounded by so many monuments of long-enduring glory? It is,

when viewed in this light, that planted groves, and stately

avenues, and cultivated parks, have an advantage over the

more luxuriant beauties of unassisted nature. It is that they

teem with moral associations, and keep up the ever-interesting

story of human existence.

It is incumbent, then, on the high and generous spirits of an
ancient nation, to cherish these sacred groves that surnound
their ancestral mansions, and to perpetuate them to their de-

scendants. Eepubhcan as I am by birth, and brought up as I

have been in republican principles and habits, I can feel noth-

ing of the servile reverence for titled rank, merely because it

is titled ; but I trust that I am neither churl nor bigot in my
creed. I can both see and feel how hereditary distinction,

when it falls to the lot of a generous mind, may elevate that

mind into true nobility. It is one of the effects of hereditary
rank, when it falls thus happily, that it multiplies the duties,

and, as it were, extends the existence of the possessor. He
does not feel himself a mere individual link in creation, respon-
sible only for his own brief term of being. He carries back his

existence in proud recollection, and he extends it forward in

honourable anticipation. He lives with his ancestry, and he
lives with his posterity. To both does he consider himself
involved in deep responsibilities. As 'he has received much
from those that have gone before, so he feels bound to trans-

mit much to those who are to come after him. His domestic
undertakings seem to imply a longer existence than those of
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ordinary men; none are so apt to biiild and plant for future

centuries, as noble-spirited men, who liave received their

heritages from foregone ages.

I cajinot but applaud, therefore, the fondness and pride

with which I have noticed English gentlemen, of generous

temperaments, and high aristocratic feelings, contemplating

those magnificent trees, which rise like towers and pyramids,

from the midst of their paternal lands. There is an affinity

between all natm-e, animate and inanimate: the oak, in the

pride and lustihood of its growth, seems to me to take its

range with the lion and the eagle, ;and to assimilate, in the

grandeur of its attributes, to heroic and intellectual man. With
its mighty pillar rising straight and direct towards heaven,

bearing up its leafy honours from the impmities of earth, and
supporting them aloft in free air and glorious sunshine, it is an
emblem of what a true nobleman should be; a refuge for the

weak, a shelter for the oppressed, a defence for the defence-

less ; warding ofE from them the peltings of the storm, or the

scorching rays of arbitrary power. He who is this, is an orna-

ment and a blessing to his native land. He who is otherwise,

abuses his eminent advantages; abuses the grandeur and
prosperity which he has drawn from the bosom of his country.

ShoTold tempests arise, and he be laid prostrate by the storm,

who would mourn over his faU? Should he be borne down by
the oppressive hand of power, who would murmur at his

fate?
—

" Why cumbereth he the groimd?"

A LITERARY ANTIQUARY,

Printed bookes he contemnes, as a novelty of this latter age ; but a mamiscript he
pores on everlastingly; especially if the cover be all moth-eaten, and the dust make
a parenthesis betweene every syHiible.—Mico-CosmograpMe, 1628.

The Squire receives great sympathy and support, in his anti-

quated humours, from, the parson, ofwhom I made some men-
tion on my former visit to the Hall, and who acts as a kind of

family chaplain. He has been cherished by the Squire almost
constantly, since the time that they were fellow-students at

Oxford; for it is o^e of the pecuhar advantages of these great
universities, that they often link the poor scholar to the rich

patron, by early and heart-felt ties, that last through hfe, with-
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outthe usual humiliations of dependence and patronage. Under

the fostering protection of the Squire, therefore, the httle par-

son has pursued his studies, in peace. Ha-ving hved ahnost

entirely among books, and those, too, old books, he is quite

ignorant of the world, and his mind is as antiquated as the

garden at the Hall, where the flowers are all arranged in formal

beds, and the yew-trees clipped into urns and peacocks.

. His taste for hterary antiquities was first imbibed in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford ; where, when a student, he passed

many an hour foraging among the old manuscripts. He has

since, at different times, visited most of the curious libraries in

England, and has ransacked many of the cathedrals. With all

his quaint and curious learning, he has nothing of arrogance or

pedantry; but that unaffected earnestness and guileless sim-

phcity which seem to belong to the literary antiquai-y.

He is a dark, mouldy little man, and rather dry in his manner

;

yet, on his favourite theme, he kindles up, and at times is even

eloquent. No fox-hunter, recoimting his last day's sport, could

be more animated than I have seen the worthy parson, when
relating his search after a curious document, which he had
traced from hbrary to hbrary, untU he fairly unearthed it in

the dusty chapter-house of a cathedral. When, too, he describes

some venerable manuscript, with its rich Dliuninations, its thick

creamy veUum, its glossy ink, and the odour of the cloisters that

seemed to exhale from it, he rivals the enthusiasm of a Parisian

epicure, expatiating on the merits of a Perigord pie, or a Patte

de Strasbourg.

His brain seems absolutely haunted with love-sick dreams
about gorgeous old works in "silk hnings, triple gold bands,

and tinted leather, locked up in wire cases, and secured from
the vulgar hands of the mere reader;" and, to continue the

happy expressions of an ingenious writer, " dazzling one's eyes
like eastern beauties, peering through their jealousies." *

He has a great desire, however, to read such works in the old

libraries and chapter-houses to which they belong; for he
thinks a black-letter volume reads best in one of those venera-
ble chambers where the Hght struggles through dusty lancet
windows and painted glass ; and that it loses half its zest, if

taken away from the neighbourhood of the quaintly-carved
oaken book-case and Gothic reading-desk. At his suggestion,

the Squire has had the hbrary furnished in this antique taste,

* D'lsraeli—Curiosities of Literat\jre.
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and several of thewindows glazed with painted glass, that they
may throw a properly tempered light upon the pages of their

favourite old authors.

The parson, I am told, has been for some time meditating a
commentary on Strutt, Brand, and Douce, in which he means
to detect them in sundry dangerous errors in respect to popular

games and superstitions ; a work to which the Squire looks for-

ward with great interest. He is, also, a casual contributor to

that long-established repository of national customs and antiq-

iiities, the Gentleman's Magazine, and is one of those that every
now and then make an inquiry concerning some obsolete cus-

tom or rare legend ; nay, it is said that several of his commun-
ications have been at least six inches in length. He frequently

receives parcels by coach from different parts of the kingdom,
containing mouldy volumes and almost illegible manuscripts;

for it is singular what an active correspondence is kept up
among literary antiquaries, and how soon the fame of any rare

volume, or unique copy, just discovered among the rubbish
of a hbrary, is circulated among them. The parson is more
busy than common just now, being a Httle flurried by an ad-

vertisement of a work, said to be preparing for the press, on
the mythology of the middle ages. The httle naan has long

been gathering together all the hobgobhn tales he could coUect,

illustrative of the superstitions of former times; and he is in

a complete fever lest this formidable rival should take the
field before hira.

Shortly after my arrival at the Hall, I called at the parson-

age, in company with Mr. Bracebridge and the general. The
parson had not been seen for several days, which was a matter
of some surprise, as he was an almost daily visitor at the Hall.

We found him in his study ; a smaU dusky chamber, hghted by
a lattice window that looked into the church-yard, and was
overshadowed by a yew-tree. His chair was surrounded by
folios and quartos, piled upon the floor, and his table was cov-

ered with books and manuscripts. The cause of his seclusion

was a work which he had recently received, and with which
he had retired in rapture from the world, and shut himself up
to enjoy a literary honeymoon undisturbed. Never did board-

ing-school girl devour the pages of a sentimental novel, or Don
Quixote a chivalrous romance, with more intense deHght than
did the little man banquet on the pages of this delicious work.
It was Dibdin's Bibliographical Tour ; a work calculated to have
as intoxicating an effect on the imaginations of literary anti-
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quaries, as the advenktres of the heroes of the round table, on
all true knights ; or the tales of the early American voyagers

on the ardent spirits of the age, filling them with dreams of

Mexican and Peruvian mines, and of the golden realm of El

Dorado.
The good parson had looked forward to this bibliographical

expedition as of far greater importance than those to Africa or

the North Pole. With what eagerness had he seized upon the

history of the enterprise ! with what interest had he followed

the redoubtable bibliographer and his graphical squire in their

adventurous roamings among Norman castles, and cathedrals,

and French hbraries, and German convents and imiversities;

penetrating into the prison-houses of vellinn manuscripts, and
exquisitely ihuminated missals, and revealing their beauties to

the world 1

When the parson had finished a rapturous eulogy on this

most curious and entertaining work, he drew forth from a Httle

drawer a manuscript, lately received froni a correspondent,

which had perplexed him sadly. It was written in Norman
French, in very ancient characters, and so faded and mouldered
away as to be almost illegible. It was apparently an old Norman
drinking song, that might have been brought over by one of

WiUiam the Conqueror's carousing followers. The writing was
just legible enough to keep a keen antiquity-hunter on a doubt-
ful chase ; here and there he would be completely thrown out,

and then there would be a few words so plainly written as to
put him on the scent again. In this way he had been led on
for a whole day, imtU he had found himself completely at
fault.

The Squire endeavoured to assist him, but was equally baffled.

The old general hstened for some time to the discussion, and
then asked the parson i£ he had read Captain Morris's, or
George Stevens's, or Anacreon Moore's bacchanalian songs?
On the other replying in the negative, "Oh, then," said the
general, with a sagacious nod, " if you want a drinking song,
I can furnish you with the latest collection—I did not know
you had a turn for those kind of things; and I can lend you
the Encyclopedia of Wit into the bargain. I never travel with-
out them; they're excellent reading at an inn."

It would not be easy to describe the odd look of surprise and
perplexity of the parspn, at this proposal; or the difficulty the
Squire had in making the general comprehend, that though a
jovial song of the present day was but a foolish sound in the
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ears of wisdom, and beneath the notice of a learned man, yet a
trowl, written by a tosspot several hundred years since, was a
matter worthy of the gravest research, and enough to set

whole colleges by the ears.

I have since pondered much on this matter, and have
figured to myself what may be the fate of our current htera-

ture, when retrieved, piecemeal, by future antiquaries, from
among the rubbish of ages. What a Magnus ApoUo, for

instance, will Moore become, among sober divines and dusty
schoolmen! Even his festive and amatory songs, which are

now the mere quickeners of our social moments, or the dehghts
of our dra,wing-rooms, will then become matters of laborious

research and painful collation. How many a grave professor

win then waste his midnight oil, or worry his brain through a
long morning, endeavouring to restore the pure text, or illus-

trate the biographical hints of "Come, tell me, says Rosa, as
kissing and kissed;" and how many an arid old bookworm, like

the worthy little parson, will give up in despair, after vainly
striving to fill up some fatal hiatus in " Fanny of Timmol"

!

Nor is it merely such exquisite authors as Moore that are

doomed to consume the oil of future antiquaries. Many a poor
scribbler, who is now, apparently, sent to oblivion by pastry-

cooks and cheese-mongers, will then rise again in fragments,
and flourish in learned immortality.

After all, thought I, time is not such an invariable destroyer

as he is represented. If he pulls down, he likewise builds up

;

if he impoverishes one, he enriches another; his very dilapida-

tions furnish matter for new works of controversy, and his

rust is more precious than the most costly gilding. Under his

plastic hand, trifles rise into importance ; the nonsense of one
age becomes the wisdom of another ; the levity of the wit gravi-

tates into the learning of the pedant, and an ancient farthing

m.ouIders into infinitely more value than a modern guinea.
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THE FAEM-HOUSE.

" Love and hay
Are thick sown, but come up full of thistles."

—Beaumont and Fletcheh.

I WAS SO much pleased with the anecdotes which were told

me of Eeady-Money Jack Tibbets, that I got Master Simon, a

day or two since, to take me to his house. It was an old-

fashioned farm-house buUt with brick, with curiously twisted

chimneys. It stood at a Mttle distance from the road, with a
southern exposure, looking upon a soft green slope of meadow.
There was a small garden in front, with a row of bee-hives

humming among beds of sweet herbs and flowers. WeU-
scoured milking tubs, with bright copper hoops, hung on the

garden paling. Fruit trees were trained up against the cottage,

and pots of flowers stood in the windows. A fat, superannuated
mastiff lay in the sunshine at the door ; with a sleek cat sleep-

ing peacefully across him.

Mr. Tibbets was from home at the time of our caUing, butwe
were received with hearty and homely welcome by his wife ; a
notable, motherly woman, and a complete pattern for wives

;

since, according to Master Simon's account, she never contra-

dicts honest Jack, and yet manages to have her own way, and
to control him in every thing.

She received us hi the main room of the house, a kind of

parlour and hall, with great brown beams of timber across it,

which Mr. Tibbets is apt to point out with some exultation,

observing, that they don't put such timber in houses now-a-
days. The furniture was old-fashioned, strong, and highly
polished ; the walls were hung with coloured prints of the story
of the Prodigal Son, who was represented in a red coat and
leather breeches. Over the fire-place was a blunderbuss, and
a hard-favoured hkeness of Eeady-Money Jack, taken when he
was a young man, by the same artist that painted the tavern
sign ; his mother having taken a notion that the Tibbets' had
as much right to have a gallery of family portraits as the folks

at the Hall.

The good dame pressed us very much to take some refresh-

ment, and tempted us with a variety of household dainties, so
that we were glad to compound by tasting some of her home-
made wines. While we were there, the son and heir-apparent
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came home ; a good-lookiag yoimg feUow, and .something of a
rustic beau. He took us over the premises,,and showed us the
whole estabhshmeut. An air of homely but substantial plenty
prevailed throughout; every thing was of the best materials,
and in the best condition. Nothing was out of place, or iU
made ; and you saw every where the signs of a man that took
care to have the worth of his money, and that paid as he went.
The farm-yard was well stocked; under a shed was a taxed

cart, in trim order, in which Eeady-Money Jack took his wife
about the country. His well-fed horse neighed from the stable,

and when led out into the yard, to use the words of young
Jack, "he shone like a bottle;" for he said the old man made
it a rule that every thing about him should fare as well as he
did himself.

I was pleased to see the pride which the young fellow seemed
to have of his father. He gave us several particulars concern-
ing his habits, which were pretty much to the effect of those I

have already mentioned. He had never suffered an account to

stand in his life, always p'roviding the money before he pur-
chased any thing; and, if possible, paying in gold and silver.

He had a great dislike to paper money, and seldom went with-

out a considerable sum in gold about him. On my observing
that it was a wonder he had never been waylaid and robbed,

the young feUow smiled at the idea of any one venturing upon
such an exploit, for I behove he thinks the old man would be a
match for Eobin Hood and all his gang.

I have noticed that Master Simon seldom goes into any house
without having a world of private talk with some one or other

of the family, being a kind of universal counsellor and confi-

dant. "We had not been long at the farm, before the old dame
got him into a corner of her parlour, where they had a long,

whispering conference together ; in which I saw, by his shrugs,

that there were some dubious matters discussed, and by his

nods that he agreed with every thing she said.

After we had come out, the young man accompanied us a
little distance, and then, drawing Master Simon aside into a
green lane, they walked and talked together for nearly half an
hour. Master Simon, who has the usual propensity of confi-

dants to blab every thing to the next friend they meet with,

let me know that there was a love affair in question ; the young
fellow having been smitten with the charms of Phcebe WUkias,
the pretty niece of the housekeeper at the HaU. Like most
other love concerns, it had brought its troubles and perplexi-
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ties. Dame Tibbets had long been on intimate, gossiping terms

with the housekeeper, who often visited the farm-house ;
but

when the neighbours spoke to her of the hkehhood of a match

between her son and Phoebe Wilkins, "Marry come up!" she

scouted the very idea. The girl had acted as lady's maid ;
and

it was beneath the blood of the Tibbets', who had Kved on their

own lands time out of mind, and owed reverence and thanks to

nobody, to have the heir-apparent marry a servant

!

These vapourings had faithfully been carried to the house-

keeper's ear, by one of their mutual go-between friends. The

old housekeeper's blood, if not as ancient, was as quick as that

of Dame Tibbets. She had been accustomed to carry a high

head at the Hall, and among the villagers; and her faded

brocade rustled with indignation at the slight cast upon her

alliance by the "f-ife of a petty farmer. She maintained that

her niece had been a companion rather than a waiting-maid to

the young ladies. "Thank heavens, she was not obliged to

work for her living, and was as idle as any young lady in the

land ; and when somebody died, would receive something that

would be worth the notice of some folks, with all their ready

money."
A bitter feud had thus taken place between the two worthy

dames, and the young people were forbidden to think of one

another. As to young Jack, he was too much in love to reason

upon the matter ; and being a little heady, and not standing in

much awe of his mother, was ready to sacrifice the whole

dignity of the Tibbets' to his passion. He had lately, however,

had a violent quarrel with his naistress, in consequence of some
coquetry on her part, and at present stood aloof. The politic

mother was exerting aU her ingenuity to widen the accidental

breach ; but, as is most commonly the case, the more she med-
dled with this perverse inclination of the son, the stronger it

grew. In the meantime, old Ready-Money was kept completely

in the dark ; both parties were in awe and uncertainty as to

what might be his way of taking the matter, and dreaded to

awaken the sleeping lion. Between father and son, therefore,

the worthy Mrs. Tibbets was full of business, and at her wit's

end. It is true there was no great danger of honest Eeady-
Money's finding the thing out, if left to himself ; for he was of

a most unsuspicious temper, and by no means quick of appre-

hension; but there was daily risk of his attention being aroused,

by the cobwebs which his indefatigable wife was continually

spinning about his nose.
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Buch is the distracted state of politics, in the domestic empire
of Eeady-Money Jack; which only shows the intrigues and
internal dangers to which the hest-regulated governments are
liable. In this perplexed situation of their afiEairs, both mother
and son have appUed to Master Simon for counsel; and, with
all his experience in meddling with other people's concerns, he
finds it an exceedingly difficult part to play, to agree with both
parties, seeing that their opinions and wishes are so diajnetri-

cally opposite.

HORSEMANSHIP.

A coach was a strange monster in those days, and the sight put both horse and
inan into amazement. Some said it was a great crabshell brought out of China, and
some imagined it to be one of the pagan temples, in which the' canibals adored the
divell.

—

Taylor, the Water Poet.

I HAVE made casual mention, more than once, of one of the
Squire's antiquated retainers, old Christy, the huntsman. I

find that his crabbed humour is a source of much entertainment

among the young men of the family ; the Oxonian, particularly,

takes a mischievous pleasure, now and then, in slyly rubbing
the old man against the grain, and then smoothing him down
again; for the old fellow is as ready to bristle up his back as a
porcupine. He rides a venerable hunter called Pepper, which
is a counterpart of himself, a heady cross-grained animal, that

frets the flesh off its bones ; bites, kicks, and plays aU manner
of villainous tricks. He is as tough, and nearly as old as his

rider, who has ridden him time out of mind, and is, indeed,

the only jne that can do any thing with him. Sometimes,

however, they have a complete quarrel, and a dispute for

mastery, and then, I am told, it is as good as a farce to see the

heat they both get into, and the wrong-headed contest that

ensues; for they are quite knowing in each other's ways, and
in the art of teasing and fretting each other. Notwithstanding

these doughty brawls, however, there is nothing that nettles

old Christy sooner than to question the merits of the horse;

which he upholds as tenaciously as a faithful husband will

vindicate the virtues of the termagant spouse, that gives him a

curtain lecture every night of bis life.

The young men call old Christy their "professor of equita-

tion;" and in accounting for the appellation, they let me into
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some particulars of the Sqiiire's mode of bringing up his chil-

dren. There is an odd mixture of eccentricity and good sense

in all the opinions of my worthy host. His mind is like mod-
em Gothic, where plain brick-work is set ofE with pointed

arches and quaint tracery. Though the main ground-work of

his opinions is correct, yet he has a thousand little notions,

picked up fi'om old books, which stand out whimsically on the

surface of his mind.
Thus, in educating his boys, he chose Peachem, Markam, and

such hke old English writers, for his manuals. At an early

age he took the lads out of their mother's hands, who was dis-

posed, as mothers are apt to be, to make fine, orderly children

of them, that should keep out of sun and rain and never soil

their hands, nor tear their clothes.

In place of this, the Squire turned them loose to run free and
wild about the park, without heeding wind or weather. He
was, also, particularly attentive in making them bold and ex-

pert horsemen; and these were the days when old Christy,

the huntsman, enjoyed great importance, as the lads were put
under his care to practise them at the leapiug-bars, and to keep
an eye upon them in the chase.

The Squire always objected to their riding in carriages of any
kind, and is still a httle tenacious on this point. He often rails

against the universal use of carriages, and quotes the words of

honest Nashe to that effect. " It was thought," says Nashe, in
his Quatemio, " a kind of solecism, and to savour of effeminacy,

for a young gentleman in the flourishing time of his age to

creep into a coach, and to shroud himself from wind and
weather: our great delight was to outbrave the blustering

Boreas upon a great horse ; to arm and prepare ourselves to go
with Mars and BeUona into the field, was our sport and pas-

time ; coaches and caroches we left unto them for whom they
were first invented, for ladies and gentlemen, and decrepit age
and impotent people."

The Squire insists that the English gentlemen have lost much
of their hardiness and manhood, since the introduction of car-

riages.
'

' Compare, " he wiU say,
'

' the fine gentleman of former
times, ever on horseback, booted and spurred, and travel-

stained, but open, frank, manly, and chivalrous, with the fine

gentleman of the present day, fuU of afilectation and effeminacy,
rolhng along a turnpike in his voluptuous vehicle. The young
men of those days were rendered brave, and lofty, and gener-
ous in their notions, by almost Hving in their saddles, and hav-
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ing their foaming steeds ' like proud seas under them.' There
is something," he adds, "in hestriding a fine horse that makes
a man feel more than mortal. He seems to have doubled his
nature, and to have added to his own courage and sagacity the
power, the speed, and stateliness of the superb animal on which
he is mounted."

"It is a great delight," says old Nashe, " to see a young gen-
tleman with his skill and cunning, by his voice, rod, and spur,
better to manage and to command the great Bucephalus, than
the strongest Milo, with all his strength; one while to see him
make him tread, trot, and gallop the ring; and one after to
see him make him gather up roundly ; to hear his head stead-
ily; to run a full career swiftly; to stop a sudden Mghtly ; anon
after to see him make him advance, to yerke, to go back, and
sidelong, to turn on either hand; to gallop the gallop galliard;

to do the capriole, the chambetta, and dance the curvetty."

In conformity to these ideas, the Squire had them all on
horseback at an early age, and made them ride, slapdash, about
the country, without flinching at hedge, or ditch, or stone wall,

to the imminent danger of their necks.

Even the fair Juha was partially included in this system;
and, imder the instructions of old Christy, has become one of

the best horsewomen iu the country. The Squire says it is

better than aU the cosmetics and sweeteners of the breath that

ever were invented. He extols the horsemanship of the ladies

in former times, when Queen Elizabeth would scarcely sufEer

the raia to stop her accustomed ride. "And then think," he
will say, "what nobler and sweeter beings it made them.

What a difference must there be, both in mind and body, be-

tween a joyous, high-spirited dame of those days, glowing with

health and exercise, freshened by every breeze that blows,

seated loftily and gracefully on her saddle, with plume on
head, and hawk on hand, and her descendan': of the present

day, the pale victim, of routs and ball-rooms, sunk languidly

in one comer of an enervating carriage."

The Squire's equestrian system has been attended with great

success ; for his sons, having passed through the whole course

of instruction without breaking neck or limb, are now health-

ful, spirited, and active, and have the true Englishman's love

for a horse. If their manliness and frankness are praised in

their father's hearing, he quotes the old Persian maxim, and

says, they have been taught "to ride, to shoot, and to speak

the truth."
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It is true, the Oxonian has now and then practised the old

gentleman's doctrines a Mttle in the exti-eme. He is a gay
youngster, rather fonder of his horse than his book, with a lit<^

tie dash of the dandy ; though the ladies all declare that he is

"the flower of the flock." The first year that he was sent to

Oxford, he had a tutor appointed to overlook him, a dry chip

of the university. When he returned home in the vacation,

the Squire made many inquiries about how he liked his coUege,

his studies, and his tutor.
" Oh, as to my tutor, sir, I've parted with him some time

since."

"You have! and, pray, why so?"

"Oh, sir, hunting was all the go at our college, and I was a
little short of funds; so I discharged my tutor, and took a
horse, you know."
"Ah, I was not aware of that, Tom," said the Squire, mildly.

When Tom returned to college, his allowance was doubled,

that he might be enabled to keep both horse and tutor.

LOVE SYMPTOMS.

I will now begin to sigh, read poets, look pale, go neatly, and be most apparently
in love.—Marston.

I SHOULD not be surprised, if we should have another pair of

turtles at the Hall ; for Master Simon has informed me, in great
confidence, that he suspects the general of some design upon
the susceptible heart of Lady LOlycraft. I have, indeed, no-
ticed a growing attention and courtesy in the veteran towards
her ladyship ; he softens very much in her company, sits by
her at table, and entertains her with long stories about Sering-
apatam, and pleasant anecdotes of the MuUigatawney club.

I have even seen him present h^r with a fuU-blown rose from
the hot-house, in a style of the most captivating gallantry, and
it was accepted with great suavity and graciousness ; for her
ladyship delights in receiving the homage and attention of the
sex.

Indeed, the general was one of the earliest admirers that
dangled in her train, during her short reign of beauty; and
they flirted together for half a season in London, some thirty
or forty years since. She reminded him lately, in the course
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of a conversation about former days, of the time when he used
to ride a white horse, and to canter so gallantly by the side of
her carriage in Hyde Park; whereupon I have remarked that
the veteran has regularly escorted her since, when she rides
out on horseback; and, I suspect, he almost persuades himself
that he makes as captivating an appearance as in his youthful
days.

It would be an interesting and memorable circumstance ia
the chronicles of Cupid, if this spark of the tender passion, after
lying dormant for such a length of time, should again be fanned
into a ilame, from amidst the ashes of two bumt-out hearts. It

would be an instance of perdurable fidelity, worthy of being
placed beside those recorded in one of the Squire's favourite
tom.es, commemiorating the constancy of the olden times ; in
which times, we are told, "Men and wymmen coulde love

togyders seven yeres, and no licours lustes were betwene them,
and thenne was love, trouthe, and feythfulnes; and lo in lyke
wyse was used love in King Arthur's dayes." *

StiU, however, this may be nothing but a little venerable
flirtation, the general being a veteran dangler, and the good
lady habituated to these kind, of attentions. Master Simon, on
the other hand, thinks the general is looking about biTn with
the wary eye of an old campaigner ; and, now that he is on the
wane, is desirous of getting into warm winter-quarters. Much
allowance, however, must be made for Master Simon's uneasi-

ness on the subject, for he looks on Lady Ldllycraft's house as

one of his strongholds, where he is lord of the ascendant ; and,

with all his admiration of the general, I much doubt whether
he would like to see biTn lord of the lady and the establish-

ment.
There are certain othersymptoms, notwithstanding, that give

an air of probability to Master Simon's intimations. Thus,

for instajice, I have observed that the general has been very
assiduous in his attentions to her ladyship's dogs, and has

several times exposed his fingers to imminent jeopardy, in at-

tempting to pat Beauty on the head. It is to be hoped his

advances to«the mistress will be more favourably received, as all

his overtures towards a caress are greeted by the pestilent httle

cur with a wary kindling of the eye, and a most venomous
growl.

He has, moreover, been very complaisant towards my lady's

* Morte d'Arthur.
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gentlewoman, the immaculate Mrs. Hannah, whom he used to

speak of in a way that I do not choose to mention. Whether
she has the same suspicions with Master Simon or not, I cannot

say ; but she receives his civilities with no better grace than the

implacable Beauty; unscrewing her mouth into a most acid

smile, and looking as though she could bite a piece out of him.

In short, the poor general seems to have as formidable foes to

contend with, as a hero of ancient fairy tale ; who had to fight

his way to his enchanted princess through ferocious monsters

of every kind, and to encounter the brimstone terrors of some
fiery dragon.

There is stiU another circumstance, which inclines me to give

very considerable credit to Master Simon's suspicions. Lady
LUlycraft is very fond of quoting poetry, and the conversation

often turns upon it, on which occasions the general is thrown
completely out. It happened the other day that Spenser's

Fairy Queen was the theme for the greater part of the morn-
ing, and the poor general sat perfectly silent. I found him not
long after in the library, with spectacles on nose, a book in his

hand, and fast asleep. On my approach, he awoke, sUpt the
spectacles into his pocket, and began to read very attentively.

After a Mttle while he put a paper in the place, and laid the
volume aside, which I perceived was the Fairy Queen. I have
had the curiosity to watch how he got oh in his poetical studies

;

but though I have repeatedly seen him with the book in his

hand, yet I find the paper has not advanced above three or
four pages; the general being extremely apt to fall asleep when
he reads.

FALCONRY.

Ne is there hawk which mantleth on her perch,
Whether high tow'ring or accousting low,

But I the measure of her fligiht doe search,
And all her prey and ail her diet know.—Spenser.

Theee are several grand sources of lamentation furnished to
the worthy Squire, by the improvement of society and the
grievous advancement of knowledge; among which there is

none, I beheve, that causes him more frequent regret than the
unfortunate invention of gunpowder. To this he continually
traces the decay of some favourite custona, and, indeed, the
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general downfall of all chivalrous and romantic usages. " Eng-
lish soldiers," he says, "have never been the men they were in
the days of the cross-bow and the long-bow; when they de-
pended upon the strength of the arm, and the Bnghsh archer
could draw a cloth-yard shaft to the head. These were the
times when, at the battles of Cressy, Poictiers, and Agiacourt,
the French chivalry was completely destroyed by the bowmen
of England. The yeomanry, too, have never been what they
were, when, in times of peace, they were constantly exercised
with the bow, and archery was a favourite holiday pastime."
Among the other evUs which have followed in the train of

this fatal invention of gunpowder, the Squire classes the total

decMne of the noble art of falconry. " Shooting," he says, "is

a skulking, treacherous, sohtary sport, in comparison; but
hawMng was a gallant, open, sunshiny recreation; it was the
generous sport of hunting carried into the skies."

"It was, moreover," he says, " according to Braithwate, the
stately amusement of ' high and mounting spirits ;

' for as the

old Welsh proverb affirms in those times, ' you might know a
gentleman by his hawk, horse, and grayhound.' Indeed, a
cavalier was seldom seen abroad without his hawk on his fist

;

and even a lady of rank did not think herself completely

equipped, in riding forth, unless she had a tassel-gentel held by
jesses on her delicate hand. It was thought in those excellent

days, according to an old writer, 'quite sufficient for noble-

men to winde their horn, and to carry their hawke fair ; and
leave study and learning to the children of mean people. '

"

Knowing the good Squire's hobby, therefore, I have not been

surprised at finding that, among the various recreations o±: for-

mer times which he has endeavoured to reT ive in the little t; orld

in which he rales, he has bestowed great attention on the noblo

art of falcomy. In this he, of course, has been seconded by his

indefatigable coadjutor, Master Simon; and even the par3on

has thrown considerable light on their labours, by various hints

on the subject, which he has met with in old English works.

As to the precious work of that famous dame, Juhana Barnes

;

the Gentleman's Academie, by Markham; and the other weU-

]!r"iown treatises that were the manuals of ancient sportsmen,

they have them at their fingers' ends; but they have more

especially studied some old tapestry in the house, whereon is

represented a party of cavaliers and stately dames, with doub-

lets, caps, and flaunting feathers, mounted on horse, with

attendants on foot, all in animated pursuit of the game.
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The Squire has discountenanced the killing of any hawks in

his neighbourhood, but gives a liberal bounty for all that are

brought him. alive; so that the Hall is well stocked with all

kinds of birds of prey. On these he and Master Simon have
exhausted their patience and ingenuity, endeavouring to "re-

claim" them, as it is termed, and to train them up for the sport

;

but they have met with continual checks and disappointments.

Their feathered school has turned out the most untractable and
graceless scholars: nor is it the least of their trouble to drUl

the retainers who were to act as ushers under them, and to

take immediate charge of these refractory birds. Old Christy

and the gamekeeper both, for a time, set their faces against

the whole plan of education ; Christy having been nettled at

hearing what he terms, a wild-goose chase put on a par with a
fox-hunt ; and the gamekeeper ha,ving always been accustomed
to look upon hawks as arrant poachers, which it was his duty
to shoot down, and nail, in terrorem, against the out-houses.

Christy has at length taken the matter in hand, but has done
stUl more mischief by his intermeddhng. He is as positive and
wrong-headed about this, as he is about hunting. Master
Simon has continual disputes with him, as to feeding and
training the hawks; He reads to him long passages from the
old authors I have mentioned ; but Christy, who cannot read,

has a sovereign contempt for all book-knowledge, and persists

in treating the hawks according to his own notions, which are
drawn from his experience, in younger days, in the rearing of
game-cocks.

The consequence is, that, between these jarring systems, the
poor birds have had a most trying and unhappy time of it.

Many have fallen victims to Christy's feeding and Master
Simon's physicking ; for the latter has gone to work secundum
artem, and has given them all the vomitings and scourings laid

down in the books ; never were poor hawks so fed and phy-
sicked before. Others have been lost by being but half "re-
claimed," or tamed; for on being taken into the field, they
have "raked" after the game quite out of hearing of the caU,
and never returned to school.

All these disappointments had been petty, yet sore grievances
to the Squire, and had made him to despond about success.
He has lately, however, been made happy by the receipt of a
fine Welsh falcon, which Master Simon terms a stately high-
flyer. It is a present from the Squire's friend. Sir Watkyn
Williams Wynne; and is, no doubt, a descendant of some
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mcient line of Welsh princes of the air, that have long lorded
t over their kingdom of clouds, from Wynnstay to the very
lummit of Snowden, or the hrow of Penmamnawr.
Ever siace the Squire received this invaluable present, he

las been as impatient to sally forth and make proof of it, as
wa& Don Quixote to assay his suit of armour. There have been
some demurs as to whether the bird was in proper health and
iraimng; but these have been overruled by the vehement
lesire to play with a new toy; and it has been determined,
•ight or wrong, in season or out of season, to have a day's
iport in hawking to-morrow.
The Hall, as usual, whenever the Squire is about to make

some new sally on his hobby, is all agog with the thing. Miss
Dempleton, who is brought-up ia reverence for all her guardi-

m's hiunours, has proposed to be of the party; and Lady LUly-
5raft has talked also of riding out to the scene of action and
ookingon. This has gratified the old gentleman extremely

;

le hails it as an auspicious omen of the revival of falconry, and
ioes not despair but the time will come when it wUl be again
;he pride of a fine lady to can-y about a noble falcon, in

preference to a parrot or a lap-dog.

I have amused myself with the bustling preparations of that

3usy spirit. Master Simon, and the continual thwartings he
:eceives from that genuine son of a pepper-box, old Christy.

Chey have had half-a-dozen consultations about how the hawk
s to be prepared for the morning's sport. Old Nimrod, as

isual, has always got ia a pet, upon which Master Simon has

nvariably given up the point, observing, in a good-humoured
;one, "Well, well, have it your own way, Christy; only don't

)ut yourself in a passion ;" a reply which always nettles the

)ld man ten times more than ever.
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HA"WXING-.

The soaring hawk, from fist that flies,

Her falconer doth constrain

Some times to range the ground about
To find her out again;

And if by sight or sound of bell,

His falcon he may see.

Wo ho I he cries, with cheerful voice

—

The gladdest man is 'hn.—Handful of Pleasant Delites.

At an early hour this morning, the Hall was in a bustle pre-

paring for the sport of the day. I heard Master Simon whis-

thng and singing under my window at sunrise, as he was pre-

paring the jesses for the hawk's legs, and could distinguish

now and then a stanza of one of his favourite old ditties

:

" In peascod time, when hound to horn
Gives note that buck be kill'd;

And little boy, with pipe of com,
Is tending sheep a-field," &c.

A hearty breakfast, well flanked by cold meats, was served

up in the great hall. The whole garrison of retainers and
hangers-on were in motion, re-enforced by volunteer idlers

from the village. The horses were led up and down before the

door ; every body had something to say, and something to do,

and hurried hither and thither ; there was a direful yelping of

dogs ; some that were to accompany us being eager to set off,

and others that were to stay at home being whipped back to

their kennels. In short, for once, the good Squire's mansion
might have been taken as a good specimen of one of the ranti-

pole estabUshments of the good old feudal times.

Breakfast being finished, the chivalry of the HaU prepared
to take the field. The fair Juhawas of the party, in a hunting-
dress, with a hght plume of feathers in her riding-hat. As she
mounted her favourite galloway, I remarked, with pleasure,
that old Christy forgot his usual crustiness, and hastened to
adjust her saddle and bridle. He touched his cap, as she smiled
on him, and thanked him; and then, looking round at the
other attendants, gave a knowing nod of his head, in which I
read pride and exultation at the charming appearance of his
pupU.
Lady Lillycraft had hkewise determined to witness the sport.

She was dressed in her broad white beaver, tied under the chin,
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and a riding-habit of the last century. She rode her sleek,
ambling pony, whose motion was as easy as a rockiag-chair

;

and was gallantly escorted by the general, who looked not
unlike one of the doughty heroes in the old prints of the battle
of Blenheim. The parson, likewise, accompanied her on the
other side; for this was a learned amusement, in which he
took great interest; and, indeed, had given much counsel, from
his knowledge of old customs.
At length every thing was arranged, and off we set from the

HaU. The exercise on horseback puts one in fine spirits ; and
the scene was gay and animating. The young men of the fam-
ily accompanied Miss Templeton. She sat Mghtly and grace-
fully in her saddle, her pliimes dancing and waving in the air;

and the group had a charming effect, as they appeared and dis-

appeared among the trees, cantering along, with the bounding
animation of youth. The Squire and Master Simon rode to-

gether, accompanied by old Christy, mounted on Pepper. The
latter bore the hawk on his iist, as he insisted the bird was
most accustomed to him. There was a rabble rout on foot,

composed of retainers from the Hall, and some idlers from the
village, with two or three spaniels, for the purpose of starting

the game.
A kind of corps de reserve came on quietly in the rear, com-

posed of Lady LiUycraft, General Harbottle, the parson, and a
fat footman. Her ladyship ambled gently along on her pony,
while the general, mounted on a tall hunter, looked down upon
her with an air of the most protecting gallantry.

For my part, being no sportsman, I kept with this last party,

or rather lagged behind, that I might take in the whole pic-

ture; and the parson occasionally slackened his pace, and
jogged on in company with me.
The sport led us at some distance from the Hall, in a soft

meadow, reeking with the moist verdure of spring. A little

river ran through it, bordered by willows, which had put forth

their tender early foliage. The sportsmen were in quest of

herons, which were said to keep about this stream.

There was some disputing, already, among the leaders of the

sport. The Squire, Master Simon, and old Christy, came every

now and then to a pause, to consult together, like the field oflS.-

cers in an army ; and, I saw, by certain motions of the head,

that Christy was as positive as any old wrong-headed German
conunander.
As we were prancing up this quiet meadow, every sound we
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made was answered by a distinct echo, from the sunny wall of

an old building, that lay on the opposite margin of the

stream ; and I paused to hsten to this
'

' spirit of a sound, " which

seems to love such quiet and beautiful places. The parson m-

formed me that this was the ruin of an ancient grange, and

was supposed, by the country people, to be haunted by a dob-

bie, a kind of rural sprite, something like Eobin-good-feUow.

They often fancied the echo to be the voice of the dobbie

answering them, and were rather shy of disturbing it after

dark. He added, that the Squire was very careful of this ruin,

on account of the superstition connected with it. As I con-

sidered this local habitation of an " airy nothing, " I called tommd
the fine description of an echo in Webster's Duchess of Malfry:

" Tond side o' th' river lies a wall,

Piece of a cloister, which, in my opinion,

Gives the best echo that you ever heard:

So plain in the distinction of our words,

That many have supposed it a spirit

That answers."

The parson went on to comment on a pleasing and fanciful

appellation which the Jews of old gave to the echo, which they

called Bath-kool, that is to say, "the daughter of the voice;"

they considered it an oracle, supplying in the second temple

the want of the urim and thummim, with which the first was

honoured.* The httle man was just entering very largely and

learnedly upon the subject, when we were startled by a prodi-

gious bawhng, shouting, and yelping. A flight of crows,

alarmed by the approach of our forces, had suddenly risen

from a meadow ; a cry was put up by the rabble rout on foot

—"Now, Christy! now is your time, Christy!" The Squire

and Master Simon, who were beating up the river banks in

quest of a heron, called out eagerly to Christy to keep quiet;

the old man, vexed and bewildered by the confusion of voices,

completely lost his head ; in his flurry he slipped off the hood,

cast off the falcon, and away flew the crows, and away soared

the hawk.
I had paused on a rising ground, close to Lady lallycraft and

her escort, from whence I had a good view of the sport. I was
pleased with the appearance of the party in the meadow, rid-

ing along in the direction that the bird flew ; their bright beam-
ing faces turned up to the bright skies as they watched the

* Bekker's Monde enchants.
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game ; the attendants on foot scampering along, looking up, and
calling out ; and the dogs boimdiag and yelping with clamorous
sympathy.
The hawk had singled out a quarry from among the carrion

crew. It was curious to see the efforts of the two birds to get
above each other; one to make the fatal swoop, the other to
avoid it. Now they crossed athwart a bright feathery cloud,
and now they were against the clear blue sky. I confess, be-
ing no sportsman, I was more interested for the poor bird tha j

was striving for its life, than for the hawk that was playing
the part of a mercenary soldier. At length the hawk got the
upper hand, and made a rushing stoop at her quarry, but the
latter made as sudden a surge downwards, and slanting up
again, evaded the blow, screaming and making the best of his
way for a dry tree on the brow of a neighbouring hill ; while the
hawk, disappointed of her blow, soared up again into the air,

and appeared to be "raking" off. It was in vain old Christy
called, and whistled, and endeavoured to lure her down: she
paid no regard to him; and, indeed, his calls were drowned in

the shouts and yelps of the army of militia that had followed
him into the field.

Just then an exclamation from Lady Lillycraft made me
turn my head. I beheld a complete confusion among the
sportsmen in the httle vale below us. They were galloping

and running towards the edge of a bank; and I was shocked to

see Miss Templeton's horse galloping at large without his rider.

I rode to the place to which the others were hurrying, and
when I reached the bank, which almost overhung the stream,

I saw at the foot of it, the fair Julia, pale, bleeding, and appar-

ently lifeless, supported in the arms of her frantic lover.

In galloping heedlessly along, with her eyes turned upward,
she had unwarily approached too near the bank ; it had given

way with her, and she and her horse had been precipitated to

the pebbled margin 6f the river.

I never saw greater consternation. The captain was dis-

bracted; Lady Lillycraft fainting; the Squire in dismay, and
Master Simon at his wit's end. The beautiful creature at length

showed signs of returning life; she opened her eyes; looked

iround her upon the anxious group, and comprehending in a
moment the nature of the scene, gave a sweet smile, and put-

iing her hand in her lover's, exclaimed, feebly, " I am not much
lurt, Guy !" I could have taken her to my heart for that sin-

gle exclamation.
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It was found, indeed, that she had escaped ahnost miracu-

lously, with a contusion on the head, a sprained ankle, and

"some slight bruises. After her wound was stanched, she was
taken to a neighbouring cottage, until a carriage could be sum-

moned to convey her home ; and when this had arrived, the

cavalcade which had issued forth so gayly on this enterprise,

returned slowly and pensively to the Hall.

I had been charmed by the generous spirit shown by this

young creature, who, amidst pain and danger, had been anxious

only to relieve the distress of those around her. I was grati-

fied, therefore, by the universal concern displayed by the

domestics on oru- retnim. They came crowding down the

avenue, each eager to render assistance. The butler stood

ready with some curiously delicate cordial ; the old housekeeper

was provided with half-a-dozen nostrums, prepared by her own
hands, according to the family receipt-book ; while her niece,

the melting Phoebe, having no other way of assisting, stood

wringing her hands, and weeping aloud.

The most material effect that is likely to follow this accident,

is a postponement of the nuptials, which were close at hand.

Though I commiserate the impatience of the captain on that

account, yet I shall not otherwise be sorry at the delay, as it

will give me a better opportunity of studying the characters

here assembled, with which I grow more and more entertained.

I cannot but perceive that the worthy Squire is quite discon-

certed at the unlucky result of his hawking experiment, and
this unfortunate illustration of his eulogy on female equitation.

Old Christy, too, is very waspish, having been sorely twitted

by Master Simon for having let his hawk fly at carrion. As
to the falcon, in the confusion occasioned by the fair Julia's

disaster, the bird was totally forgotten. I make no doubt she
has made the best of her way back to the hospitable HaU of Sir
Watkyn Williams Wynne; and may very possibly, at this

present writing, be pluming her wings among the breezy
bowers of Wynnstay.
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ST. MARK'S EYE.

O 't is a fearful thing to be no more.
Or if to be. to wander after death

!

To walk as spirits do, in brakes all day,
Anri. when the darkness comes, to glide in paths
That lead to graves; and in the silent vault.
Where lies your own pale shroud, to hover o'er it,

Striving to enter your forbidden corpse.

—

Detdbn.

The conversation this evening at the supper-tahle took a
curious turn, on the suhject of a superstition, formerly very-

prevalent in this part of the country, relative to the present
night of the year, -which is the Eve of St. Mark's. It was be-
hoved, the parson informed tis, that if any one would watch in
the church porch on this eve, for three successive years, from
eleven to one o'clock at night, he would see, on the third year,

the shades of those of the parish who were to die in the course
of the year, pass hy him into church, clad in their usual ap-

parel.

Dismal as such a sight would be, he assured us that it was
formerly a frequent thiiig for persons to make the necessary
vigils. He had known more than one instance in his time.

One old woman, who pretended to have seen this phantom pro-

3ession, was an object of great awe for the whole year after-

wards, and caused much uneasiness and mischief. If she shook
lier head mysteriously at a person, it was like a death-warrant;
md she had nearly caused the death of a sick person, by look-

ing ruefully in at the window.
There was also an old man, not many years since, of a sullen,

nelancholy temperament, who had kept two vigils, and began
;o excite some talk in the village, when, fortunately for the
Dubhc comfort, he died shortly after his third watching; very
srobably from a cold that he had taken, as the night was tem-
jestuous. It was reported about the village, however, that he
lad seen his own phantom pass by him into the church.

This led to the mention of another superstition of an equally

trange and melancholy kind, which, however, is chiefly con-

ined to Wales. It is respecting what are called corpse-candles,

ittle wandering fires, of a pale bluish light, that move about

ike tapers in the open air, and are supposed to designate the

cay some corpse is to go. One was seen at Lanyler, late at

light, hovering up and down, along the bank of the Istwith,
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and was watched by the neighbours until they -were tired, and
went to bed. Not long afterwards there came a comely coun-

try lass, from Montgomeryshire, to see her friends, who dwelt

on the opposite side of the river. She thought to ford the

stream at the very place where the Ught had been first seen,

but was dissuaded on account of the height of the flood. She

walked to and fro along the bank, just where the candle had .

moved, waiting for the subsiding of the water. She at length

endeavored to cross, but the poor girl was drowned in the

attempt*
There was something mournful in this little anecdote of rural

superstition, that seemed to affect aU the listeners. Indeed, it

is curious to remark how completely a conversation of the kind
will absorb the attention of a circle, and sober down its gayety,

however boisterous. By degrees I noticed that every one was
leaning forward over the table, with eyes earnestly fixed upon
the parson ; and at the mention of corpse-candles which had
been seen about the chamber of a young lady who died on the

eve of her wedding-day, Lady LiUycraft turned pale.

I have witnessed the introduction of stories of the kind into

various evening circles ; they were often commenced in jest,

and listened to with smiles ; but I never knew the most gay or

the most erdightened of audiences, that were not, if the con-

versation continued for any length of time, completely and
solemnly iaterested in it. There is, I believe, a degree of super-
stition lurking in every mind; and I doubt if any one can
thoroughly examine all his secret notions and impulses, with-

out detecting it, hidden, perhaps, even from himself. It seems,

in fact, to be a part of our nature, like instinct in animals,

acting independently of our reason. It is often found existing

in lofty natures, especially those that are poetical and aspiring.

A great and extraordinary poet of our day, whose life and
writings evince a mind subject to powerful exaltatiors, is said

to believe in omens and secret intimations. Caesar, it is well
known, was greatly under the influence of such behef; and
Napoleon had his good and evil days, and his presiding star.

As to the worthy parson, I have no doubt that he is strongly
inclined to superstition. Ho is naturally credulous, and passes
so much of his time searching out popular traditions and super-
natural tales, that liis mind has probably become infected by
them. He has lately been immersed in the Demonolatria of

* Aubrey '3 Miscel.
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Nicholas Eemigus, concerning supernatural occurrences in Lor-
raine, and the writings of Joachimus Camerius, called by Vos-
sius the Phoenix of Germany ; and he entertains the ladies with
stories from them, that make them almost afraid to' go to hed
at night. I have been charmed myself with some of the wild
httle superstitions which he has adduced from Blefkenius,

Scheffer. and others, such as those of the Laplanders about the

domestic spirits which wake them at night, and summon them
to go and fish ; of Thor, the deity of thunder, who has power of

Ufe and death, health and sickness, and who, armed with the
raiobow, shoots his arrows at those evil demons that Hve on
the tops of rocks and mountains, and infest the lakes ; of the
Juhles or Juhlafolket, vagrant troops of spirits, which roam
the air, and wander up and down by forests and mountains,
and the moonhght sides of bills.

The parson never openly professes his behef in ghosts, but I

have remarked that he has a suspicious way of pressing great

names into the defence of supernatural doctrines, and making
phUosophers and saints fight for him. He expatiates at large

on the opinions of the ancient philosophers about larves, or noc-

turnal phantoms, the spirits of the wicked, which wandered
like exiles about the earth; and about those spiritual beings

which abode in the air, but descended occasionally to earth, and
mingled among mortals, acting as agents between them and the

gods. He quotes also from PhUo the rabbi, the contemporary
of the apostles, and, according to some, the friend of St. Paul,

who says that the air is fuU of spirits of difEerent ranks; some
destined to exist for a time in mortal bodies, from which being

emancipated, they pass and repass between heaven and earth,

as agents or messengers in the service of the deity.

But the worthy Mttle man assiunes a bolder tone, when he

quotes from the fathers of the church ; such as St. Jerome, who
gives it as the . opinion of all the doctors, that the air is filled

with powers opposed to each other ; and Lactantius, who says

that corrupt and dangerous spirits wander over the earth, and
seek to console themselves for their own fall by effecting the

ruin of the human race; and Clemens Alexandrinus, who is of

opinion that the souls of the blessed have knowledge of what
passes among men, the same as angels have.

I am now alone in my chamber, but these themes have taken

such hold of my imagination, that I cannot sleep. The room in

which I sit is just fitted to foster such a state of mind. The

walls are hung with tapestry, the figures of which are faded.
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and look like unsubstantial shapes melting away from sight.

Over the fire-place is the portrait of a lady, who, according to

the housekeeper's tradition, pined to death for the loss of her

lover in the battle of Blenheim. She has a most pale and plain-

tive countenance, and seems to fix her eyes mournfully upon

me. The family have long since retired. I have heard their

steps die away, and the distant doors clap to after them. The

murmur of voices, and the peal of remote laughter, no longer

reach the ear. The clock from the church, in which so many
of the former inhabitants of this house lie buried, has chimed
the awful hour of midnight.

I have sat by the window and mused upon the dusky land-

scape, watching the lights disappearing, one by one, from the

distant village ; and the moon rising in her silent majesty, and
leading up aU the silverpomp of heaven. As I have gazed upon
these quiet groves and shadowy lawns, silvered over, and im-

I)erfectly hghted by streaks of dewy moonshine, my mind has

been crowded by "thick-coming fancies" concerning those

spiritual beings which

"walk the earth

Unseen, both -when we wake and when we sleep."

Are there, indeed, such beings? Is this space between us and
the deity filled up by innumerable orders of spiritual beings,

forming the same gradations between the human soul and di-

vine perfection, that we see prevailing from humanity down-
wards to the meanest insect? It is a sublime and beautiful doc-

trine, inculcated by the early fathers, that there are guardian
angels appointed to watch over cities and nations ; to take care

of the welfare of good men, and to guard and guide the steps

of helpless infancy. "Nothing," says St. Jerome, "gives us a
greater idea of the dignity of our soul, than that God has given
each of us, at the moment of our birth, an angel to have care

of it."

Even the doctrine of departed spirits returning to visit the
scenes and beings which were dear to them during the body's
existence, though it has been debased by the absurd supersti-

tions of the vulgar, in itself is awfully solemn and subhme.
However lightly it may be ridiculed, yet the attention involun-
tarily yielded to it whenever it is made the subject of serious

discussion; its prevalence in all ages and countries, and even
among newly-discovered nations, that have had no previous in-

terchange of thought with other parts of the world, prove it to
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be one of those mysteries, and almost instinctive beliefs, to
which, if left to ourselves, we should naturally incline.

In spite of all the pride of reason and philosophy, a vague
doubt will still lurk in the mind, and perhaps will never be per-
fectly eradicated; as it is concerning a matter that does not
admit of positive demonstration. Every thing connected with
our spiritual nature is full of doubt and difHculty. "We are
fearfully and wonderfully made ;" we are surrounded by mys-
teries, and we are mysteries even to ourselves. Who yet has
been able to comprehend and describe the nature of the soul,

its connection with the body, or in what part of the frame it is

situated? We know merely that it does exist ; but whence it

came, and when it entered into us, and how it is retained, and
where it is seated, and how it operates, are all matters of mere
speculation, and contradictory theories. li, then, we are thus
ignorant of this spiritual essence, even while it forms a part of

ourselves, and is continually present to our consciousness, how
can we pretend to ascertain or to deny its powers and opera-
tions when released from its fleshy prison-house? It is more
the manner, therefore, in which this superstition has been de-

graded, than its intrinsic absurdity, that has brought it into

contempt. Eaise it above the frivolous purposes to which it

has been appMed, strip it of the gloom and horrorwith which it

has been surrounded, and there is none of the whole circle of

visionary creeds that could more dehghtfuUy elevate the im-

agination, or more tenderly afEect the heart. It would become
a sovereign comfort at the bed of death, soothing the bitter

tear wrung from us by the agony of our mortal separation.

What covlA be more consoUng than the idea, that the souls of

those whom we once loved were permitted to return and watch
over our welfare?—^that affectionate and guardian spirits sat by
our pillows when we slept, keeping a vigQ over our most help-

less hours?—^that beauty and innocence which had languished

into the tomb, yet smiled unseen around us, revealing them-

selves in those blest dreams wherein we hve over again the

hours of past endearment ? A behef of this kind woidd, I should

think, be a new incentive to virtue ; rendering us circumspect

even in our most secret moments, from the idea that those we
once loved and honoured were invisible witnesses of all our

actions.

It would take away, too, from that loneliness and destitution

which we are apt to feel more and more as we get on in om' pil-

grimage through the wilderness of this world, and find that
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those who set forward with us, lovingly and cheerily, on the

journey, have, one by one, dropped away from our side. Place

the superstition in this hght, and I confess I should like to he a

believer in it. I see nothing in it that is incompatible with the

tender and merciful nature of our religion, nor revolting to the

wishes and affections of the heart.

There are departed beings that I have loved as I never again

shall love in this world ;—^that have loved me as I never again

shall be loved 1 If such beings do ever retain in their blessed

spheres the attachments which they felt on earth—^if they take

an interest in the poor concerns of transient mortahty, and are

permitted to hold communion with those whom they have loved

on earth, I feel as if now, at this deep hour of night, in this

silence and sohtude, I could receive their visitation with the

most solemn, but imalloyed delight.

In truth, such visitations would be too happy for this world;

they woidd be incompatible with the nature of this imperfect

state of being. "We are here placed in a mere scene of spiritual

thraldom and restraint. Our souls are shut in and limited by
bounds and barriers ; shackled by mortal infirmities, and sub-

ject to all the gross impediments of matter. In vain would
they seek to act independently of the body, and to mingle
together in spiritual intercourse. They can only act here

through their fleshy organs. Their earthly loves are made up
of transient embraces and long separations. The most intimat'e

friendship, of what brief and scattered portions of time does it

consist ! We take each other by the hand, and we exchange a
few words and looks of kindness, and we rejoice together for a
few short moments—and then days, months, years intervene,

and we see and know nothing of each other. Or, granting that

we dwell together for the full season of this our mortal hfe, the
grave soon closes its gates between us, and then our spirits are

doomed to remain in separation and widowhood; until they
meet again in that more perfect state of being, where soul will

dwell with soul in bhssful communion, and there wiU be neither
death, nor absence, nor any thing else to interrupt our fehcity.

*** In the foregoing paper, I have alluded to the writings of
some of the old Jewish rabbins. They abound with wild
theories; but among them are many truly poetical flights; and
their ideas are often very beautifully expressed. Their specu-
lations on the nature of angels are curious and fanciful, though
much resembling the doctrines of the ancient philosophers. In
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the writings of the Eabbi Eleazer is an account of the tempta-
tion of our first parents, and the fall of the angels, which the
parson pointed out to me as having probably furnished some of

the groimdwork for " Paradise Lost."
According to Eleazer, the ministering angels said to the

Deity, "What is there in man, that thou makest him of such
importance ? Is he any thing else than vanity ? for he can
scarcely reason a little on terrestrial things." To which God
replied, "Do you imagine that I will be exalted and glorified

only by you here above ? I am the same below that I am here.

Who is there among you that can call all the creatures by their

names ?" There was none found among them that could do so.

At that moment Adam arose, and called all the creatures by
their names. Seeing which, the ministering angels said among
themselves, "Let us consult together how we may cause Adam
to sin against the Creator, otherwise he will not fail to become
our master.

"

Sammael, who was a great prince in the heavens, was present

at this councU, with the saints of the first order, and the sera-

phim of six bands. Sammael chose several out of the twelve

orders to accompany him, a,nd descended below, for the purpose

of visiting all the creatures which God had created. He foimd
none more cunning and more fit to do evil than the serpent.

The Eabbi then treats of the seduction and the fall of man;
of the consequent fall of the dem.on, and the punishment which
God inflicted on Adam, Eve, and the serpent.

'

' He made them
all come before him; pronounced nine maledictions on Adam
and Eve, and condemned them to suffer death; and he precipi-

tated Sammael and aU his band from heaven. He cut off the

feet of the serpent, which had before the figure of a camel

(Sammael having been mounted on him), and he cursed him
among aU beasts and animals."

GENTILITY.

- True Gentrie standeth in the trade

Of virtuous life, not in the fleshy line;

For bloud is knit, but Gentrie is divine.
—Mirror for Magistrates.

1 HAVE mentioned some peculiarities of the Squire in the

education of his sons; but I would not have it thought that liis
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instructions were directed chiefly to their personal accomplish-

ments. He took great pains also to form their minds, and to

inculcate what he calls good old Enghsh principles, such as are

laid down in the writings of Peachem and his contemporaries.

There is one author of whom he cannot speak without indigna-

tion, which is Chesterfield. He avers that he did much, for a

time, to injure the true national character, and to introduce,

instead of open," manly sincerity, a hollow, perfidious courtM-

ness. "His maxims," he aflBrms, "were calculated to chill

the delightful enthusiasm of youth; to make them ashamed of

that romance which is the-dawn of generous manhood, and to

impart to them a cold pohsh and a premature worldliness.

" Many of Lord Chesterfield's maxims would make a yoimg
man a mere man of pleasure; but an English gentleman should

not be a mere man of pleasure. He has no right to such selfish

indulgence. Hia ease, his leisure, his opulence, are debts due

to his country, which he must ever stand ready to discharge.

He should be a man at aU points; simple, frank, courteous,

intelligent, accomplished, and informed ; upright, intrepid, and
disinterested ; one that can mingle among freemen ; that can

cope with statesmen ; that can champion his country and its

rights, either at home or abroad. In a country like England,

where there is such free and unbounded scope for the exertion

of intellect, and where opinion and example have such weight
with the people, every gentleman of fortune and leisure should
feel himself bound to employ himself in some way towards
promoting the prosperity or glory of the nation. In a country
where intellect and action are trammelled and restrained, men
of rank and fortune may become idlers and triflers with im-
punity; but an English coxcomb is inexcusable; and this,

perhaps, is the reason why he is the most offensive and insup-
portable coxcomb in the world."
The Squire, as Frank Bracebridge informs me, woiild often

hold forth ia this manner to his sons, when they were about
leaving the paternal roof; one to travel abroad, one to go to

the army, and one to the imiversity. He used to have them
with him in the Hbrary, which is hung with the portraits of

Sidney, Surrey, Ealeigh, Wyat, and others. "Look at those
models of true English gentlemen, my sons," he would say
with enthusiasm; "those were men that wreathed the graces
of the most delicate and refined taste around the stem virtues
of the soldier; that mingled what was gentle and gracious,
with what was hardy and manly; that possessed the true
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chivalry of spirit, which is the exalted essence of manhood.
They are the lights by which the youth of the country should
array themselves. They were the patterns and idols of then-
country at home; they were the illustrators of its dignity
abroad. ' Surrey,' says Camden, ' was the first nobleman that
illustrated his high birth with the beauty of learning. He was
acknowledged to be the gaUantest man, the pohtest lover, and
the completest gentleman of his time.' And as to "Wyal, his
friend Surrey most amiably testifies of him, that his person
was majestic and beautiful, his visage ' stem and mild ;' that
he sung, and played the lute with remarkable sweetness ; spoke
foreign languages with grace and fluency, and possessed an
inexhaustible fund of wit. And see what a high commenda-
tion is passed upon these illustrious friends: 'They were the

two chieftains, who, having travelled into Italy, and there
tasted the sweet and stately measures and style of the Italian

poetry, greatly polished our rude and homely manner of vulgar
poetry from what it had been before, and therefore may be
justly called the reformers of our EngHsh poetry and style.'

And Sir Philip Sidney, who has left us such monuments of

elegant thought, and generous sentiment, and who illustrated

his chivalrous spirit so gloriously in the field. And Sir Walter
Ealeigh, the elegant courtier, the intrepid soldier, the enter-

prising discoverer, the enlightened philosopher, the magnani-
mous martyr. These are the men for English gentlemen to

study. Chesterfield, with his cold and courtly maxims, would
have .chilled and impoverished such spirits. He would have
blighted all the budding romance of their temperaments.

Sidney would never have written his Arcadia, nor Surrey

have challenged the world in vindication of the beauties of his

Geraldine. "These are the men, my sons," the Squire will

continue, "that show to what our national character may be

exalted, when its strong and powerful qualities are duly

wrought up and refined. The soMdest bodies are capable of

the highest polish; and there is no character that may be

wrought to a more exquisite and unsullied brightness, than

that of the true English gentleman."

When Guy was about to depart for the army, the Squire

again took him aside, and gave him a long exhortation. He
warned bi-m against that affectation of cool-blooded indiffer-

ence, which he was told was cultivated by the young British

officers, among whom it was a study to "sink the soldier" in

the mere man of fashion. "A soldier," said he, "without
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pride and enthusiasm in Ms profession, is a mere sanguinary

hireling. Nothing distinguishes him from the mercenary

bravo, but a spirit of patriotism, or a thirst for glory. It is the

fashion now-a-days, my son," said he, "to laugh at the spirit of

chivalry; when that spirit is really extinct, the profession of

the soldier becomes a mere trade of blood." He then set

before him the conduct of Edward the Black Prince, who is his

mirror of chivalry; vahant, generous, affable, humane; gal-

lant in the field. But when he came to dwell on his courtesy

toward his prisoner, the king of France; how he received him
in his tent, rather as a conqueror than as a captive ; attended

on Viim at table Kke one of his retinue ; rode uncovered beside

hiTTi on his entry into London, mounted o.n a common palfrey,

while his prisoner was mounted in state on a white steed of

stately beauty; the tears of enthusiasm stood in the old gen-

tleman's eyes.

Finally, on taking leave, the good Squire put in his son's

hands, as a manual, one of his favourite old volumes, the life of

the ChevaUer Bayard, by Grodefroy; on a blank page of which
he had written an extract from the Morte d'Arthur, containing

the eulogy of Sir Ector over the body of Sir Launcelot of the

Lake, which the Squire considers as comprising the excellen-

cies of a true soldier.
'

' Ah, Sir Launcelot ! thou wert head
of all Christian knights ; now there thou hest : thou wert never
matched of none earthly knights-hands. And thou wert the

curtiest knight that ever bare shield. And thou wert the

truest friend to thy lover that ever bestrood horse ; and thou
wert the truest lover of a sinfull man that ever loved woman.
And thou wert the kindest man that ever strook with sword

;

and thou wert the goodliest person that ever came among the

presse of knights. And thou wert the meekest man and the
gentlest that ever eate in hall among ladies. And thou wert
the sternest knight to thy mortal foe that ever put speare in

the rest."
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FORTUNE-TELLINa.

Each city, each town, and every village.

Affords us either an alms or pillage.

And if the weather be cold and raw.
Then in a bam we tiunhle on straw.

K warm and fair, by yea-cock and nayKMck,
The fields will afford us a hedge or a Imj-eock.—Merry Beggars.

As I was waJkmg one evening with the Oxonian, Master
Simon, and the general, in a meadow not far from the village,

we heard the sound of a fiddle, rudely played, and looking in

the direction from whence it cam^e, we saw a thread of smoke
curling up from among the trees. The sound of music is

always attractive ; for, wherever there is music, there is good-
humour, or good-will. We passed along a footpath, and had a
peep through a hreak in the hedge, at the musician and his

party, when the Oxonian gave us a wink, and told us that if

we would follow him we should have some sport.

It proved to be a gipsy encampment, consisting of three or
four little cabins, or tents, made of blankets and sail-cloth,

spread over hoops that were stuck in the ground. It was on
one side of a green lane, close under a hawthorn hedge, with
a broad beech-tree spreading above it. A small rill tinkled

along close by, through the fresh sward, that looked Uke a
carpet.

A tea-kettle was hanging by a crooked piece of iron, over a
fire made from dry sticks and leaves, and two old gipsies, in

red cloaks, sat crouched on the grass, gossiping over their

evening cup of tea ; for these creatures, though they Kve in the

open air, have their ideas of fireside comforts. There were
two or three children sleeping on the straw with which the

tents were httered ; a couple of donkeys were grazing in the

lane, and a thievish-looking dog was lying before the fire.

Some of the younger gipsies were dancing to the music of a

fiddle, played by a tall, slender stripling, in an old frock-coat,

with a peacock's feather stuck in his hat-band.

As we approached, a gipsy girl, with a pair of fine, roguish

eyes, came up, and, as usual, offered to teU our fortimes. I

could notbut admire a certain degree of slattern elegance about

the baggage. Her long black silken hair was curiously plaited

in numerous grna.ll braids, and neghgently put up in a pic-
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turesque style that a painter might have been proud to have
devised.

Her dress was of figured chintz, rather ragged, and not over-

clean but of a variety of most harmoniousand agreeable colours

;

for these beings have a singularly fine eye for colours. Her
straw hat was in her hand, and a red cloak thrown over one arm.

The Oxonian offered at once to have his fortune told, and the

girl began with the usual volubihty of her race ; but he drew
her on one side, near the hedge, as he said he had no idea of

having his secrets overheard. I saw he was talking to her
instead of she to him, and by his glancing towards us now and
then, that he was giving the baggage some private hints.

When they returned to us, he assumed a very serious air.

"Zounds!" said he, "it's very astonishing how these creatures

come by their knowledge ; this girl has told me some things

that I thought no one knew but myself !" The girl now assailed

the general: "Come, your honour," said she, "I see by your
face you're a lucky man ; but you're not happy in your mind

;

you're not, indeed, sir; but have a good heart, and give me a
good piece of silver, and I'U tell you a nice fortune."

The general had received all her approaches with a banter,

and had suffered her to get hold of his hand; but at the
mention of the piece of silver, he hemmed, looked grave, and,
turning to lis, asked if we had not better continue oiir walk.
"Come, my master," said the girl, archly, "you'd not be in

such, a hurry, if you knew all that I could tell you about a fair

lady that has a notion for you. Come, sir; old love burns
strong; there's many a one comes to see weddings, that go
away brides themselves."—Here the girl whispered something
in a low voice, at which the general coloured up, was a little flut-

tered, and suffered himself to be drawn aside under the hedge,
where he appeared to listen to her with-great earnestness, and
at the end paid her half-a-crown with the air of a man that
has got the worth of his*money. The girl next made her attack
upon Master Simon, who, however, was too old a bird to be
caught, knowing that it would end in an attack upon his purse,
about which he is a little sensitive. As he has a great notion,
however, of being considered a royster, he chucked her under
the chin, played her off with rather broad jokes, and put on
somethmg of the rake-helly air, that we see now and then
assumed on the stage, by the sad-boy gentleman of the old
school. "Ah, your honour," said the girl, with a malicious leer,

"you were not in such a tantrum last year, when I told you
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about the widow, you know who ; but if you had taken a friend's
advice, you'd never have come away from Doncaster races with
a flea in your ear!" There was a secret sting in this speech,
that seemed quite to disconcert Master Simon. He jerked
away his hand in a pet, smacked his whip, whistled to his dogs,
and intimated that it was high time to go home. The girl, how-
ever, was determined not to lose her harvest. She now turned
upon me, and, as I have a weakness of spirit where there is a
pretty face concerned, she soon vfheedled me out of my money,
and, in return, read me a fortune ; which, if it prove true, and I
am determined to believe it, will make me one of the luckiest
men in the chronicles of Cupid.

I saw that the Oxonian was at the bottom of all this oracular
mystery, and was disposed to amuse himself with the general,
whose tender approaches to the widow have attracted the
notice of the wag. I was a little curious, however, to know
the meaning of the dark hints which had so suddenly discon-

certed Master Simon; and took occasion to fall in the rear with
the Oxonian on our way home, when he laughed heartily at my
questions, and gave me ample iaformation on the subject.

The tnath of the matter is, that Master Simon has met with
a sad rebuff since my Christmas visit to the Hall. He used at
that time to be joked about a widow, a fine dashing woman, as
he privately informed me. I had supposed the pleasure he
betrayed on these occasions resulted from the usual fondness

of old bachelors for being teased about getting married, and
about flirting, and being fickle and false-hearted. I am assured,

however, that Master Simon had reaUy persuaded himself the

widow had a kindness for him ; in consequence of which he
had been at some extraordinary expense in new clothes, and had
actually got Frank Bracebridge to order him a coat from Stultz.

He began to throw out hints about the importance of a man's
settling himself in life before he grew old ; he would look grave,

whenever the widow and matrimony were mentioned in the

same sentence ; and privately asked the opinion of the Squire

and parson about the prudence of marrying a widow with a
rich jointure, but who had several children.

An important member of a great family connexion cannot

harp much upon the theme of matrimony, without its taking

wind ; and it soon got buzzed about that Mr. Simon Bracebridge

was actually gone to Doncaster races, with a new horsey but

that he meant to return in a curricle with a lady by his side.

Master Simon did, indeed, go to the races, and that with a new
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horse ; and the dashing widow did make her appearance in a
curricle ; but it was unfortunately driven by a strapping young
Irish dragoon, withwhom even Master Simon's self-complacency

would not allow him to ventxu-e into competition, and to whom
she was married shortly after.

It was a matter of sore chagrin to Master Simon for several

months, having never before been fully committed. The dull-

est head in the family had a joke upon him ; and there is no
one that likes less to be bantered than an absolute joker. He
took refuge for a time at Lady Lniycraft's, until the matter
should blow over ; and occupied himself by looking over her

accounts, regulating the village choir, and inculcating loyalty

into a pet bulfinch, by teaching him to whistle " God save the

King."
He has now pretty nearly recovered from the mortification

;

holds up his head, and laughs as much as any one ; again affects

to pity married men, and is particularly facetious about widows,
when Lady LUlyCraft is not by. His only time of trial is when
the general gets hold of him, who is infinitely heavy and per-

severing in his waggery, and wiU interweave a dull joke through
the various topics of a whole dinner-time. Master Simon often
parries these attacks by a stanza from his old work of

'

' Cupid's
Sohcitor for Love:"

*' 'lis in vain to wooe a widow over lonpr,

In once or twice her mind you may perceive;
Widows are subtle, be they old or young,
And by their wiles yoimg men they will deceive."

LOVE-CHAEMS.

,——Come, do not weep, my e^irl,

Forget him, pretty Pensiveness; there will
Come others, every day, as good as he.—Sir J. SccKLINO.

The approach of a wedding in a family is always an event of
great imjportance, but particularly so in a household like this,
in a retired part of the country. Master Simon, who is a
pervading spirit, and, through means of the butler and house-
keeper, knows every thing that goes forward, tells me that
the maid-servants are continuaUy trying their fortunes, and
that the servants'-hall has of late been quite a scene of incan-
tatioQ.
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It is amujing to notice how the oddities of the head of a
family flor- down through all the branches. The Squire, in the
indulgence of his love of every thing that smacks of old times,
has held so many grave cpnversations with the parson at table,
about popular superstitions and traditional rites, that they
have been carried from the parlour to thg kitchen by the listen-

ing domestics, and, being apparently sanctioned by such high
authority, the whole house has become infected by them.
The servants are all yersed in the common modes of trsing

luck, and the charms to insure constancy. They read tfieir

fortimes by drawing strokes in the ashes, or by repeating a
form of words, and looking in a pail of water. St. Mai-k's Eve,
I am told, was a busy timewith them ; being an appointed night
for certain mystic ceremonies. Several of them sowed hemp-
seed*to be reaped by their true lovers ; and they even ventured
upon the solemn and fearful preparation of the damb-cake.
This must be done fasting, and in silence. The ingredients are
handed down in traditional form: " An eggshell full of salt, an
eggshell fuU of malt, and an eggshell full of barley-meal. " When
the cake is ready, it is put upon a pan over the fire, and the
future husband will appetir, turn the cake, and retire ; but if a
word is spoken or a fast is broken during this awful ceremony,
there is no knowing what horrible consequences would ensue

!

The experiments, in the present instance, came to no result

;

they that sowed the hemp-seed forgot the magic rhyme that

they were to pronoiince—so the true lover never appeared ; and
as to the dumb-cake, what between the awful stillness they had
to keep, and the awfulness of the midnight hour, their hearts

failed them when they had put the cake in the pan ; so that, on
the striking of the great house-clock in the servants'-haU, they
were seized with a sudden panic, and ran out of the room, to

which they did not return until morning, when they found the

mystic cake burnt to a cinder.

The most persevering at these spells, however, is Phoebe
WiUdns, the housekeeper's niece. As she is a kind of privi-

leged personage, and rather idle, she has more time to occupy
herself with these matters. She has always had her head fuU

of love and matrimony. She knows the dream-book by heart,

and is quite an oracle among the little girls of the family,

who always come to her to interpret their dreams in the morn-

ings.

During the present gayety of the house, however, the poor

girl has worn a face full of trouble ; and, to use the house-
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keeper's words, "has fallen into a sad hystericky way lately."

It seems that she was bom and brought up in the village,

where her father was parish-clerk, and she was an early play-

mate and sweetheart of young Jack Tibbets. Since she has

corae to live at the Hall, however, her head has been a little

turned. Being very pretty, and naturally genteel, she has

been much noticed and indulged ; and being the housekeeper's

niece, she has held an equivocal station between a servant and
a companion. She has learnt something of fashions and notions

among the young ladies, which have effected qiiite a metamor-
phosis; insomuch that her finery at church on Sundays has
given mortal offence to her former intimates in the village.

This has occasioned the misrepresentations which have
awakened the implacable family pride of Dame Tibbets. But
what is worse, Phoebe, having a spice of coquetry in her dis-

position, showed it on one or two occasions to her lover, which
produced a downright quarrel ; and Jack, being very proud and
fiery, has absolutely turned his back upon her for several suc-

cessive Sundays.
The poor girl is fuU of sorrow and repentance, and would fain

make up with her lover ; but he feels his security, and stands
aloof. In this he is doubtless encouraged by his mother, who
is continually reminding him what he owes to his family ; for
this same family pride seems doomed to be the eternal bane of

lovers.

As I hate to see a pretty face in trouble, I have felt quite
concerned for the luckless Phoebe, ever since I heard her story.

It is a sad thiag to be thwarted in love at any time, but par-
ticularly^so at this tender season of the year, when every Uving
thing, even to the very butterily, is sporting with its mate ; and
the green fields, and the budding groves, and the singing of the
birds, and the sweet smell of the flowers, are enough to turn the
head of a love-sick girl. I am told that the coolness of young
Eeady-Money Mes very heavy at poor Phoebe's heart. Instead
of singing about the house as formerly, she goes about pale and
sighing, and is apt to break into tears when her companions are
full of merriment.
Mrs. Hannah, the vestal gentlewoman of my Lady Lillycraft,

has had long talks and walks with Phoebe, up and dowi the
avenue of an evening; and has endeavoured to squeeze some of
her own verjuice into the other's milky nature. She speaks
with contempt and abhorrence of the whole sex, and advises
Phoebe to despise aU the men as heartily as she does. But
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Phoebe's loving temper is not to be curdled; she has no such
thing as hatred or contempt for mankind in her whole compo-
sition. She has all the simple fondness of heart of poor, weak,
loving woman; and her only thoughts at present are'how to

conciliate and reclaim her wayward swain.

The spells and love-charms, which are matters of sport to the
other domestics, are serious concerns with this love-stricken

damseL She is continually trying her fortune in a variety of

ways. I am told that she has absolutely fasted for six

Wednesdays and three Fridays successively, having imder-
stood that it was a sovereign charm to insure being married
to one's liking within the year. She carries about, also, a lock

of her sweetheart's hair, and a riband he once gave her, being
a mode of producing constancy in a lover. She even went so

far as to try her fortune by the moon, which has always had
much to do with lovers' dreams and fancies. For this purpose,

she went out in the night of the full moon, knelt on a stono

in the meadow, and repeated the old traditional rhyme:

" All hail to thee, moon, all hafl to thee;

I pray thee, good moon, now show to me
The youth who my futm-e husband shall be,"

When she came back to the house, she was faint and pale,

and went immediately to bed. The next morning she told the
porter's wife that she had seen some one close by the hedge
in the meadow, which she was sure was young Tibbets ; at any
rate, she had dreamt of him aU night ; both of which, the old

dame assured her, were most happy signs. It has since turned
out that the person in the meadow was old Christy, the hunts-

man, who was walking his nightly rounds with the great stag-

hoimd; so that Phoebe's faith in the charm is completely

shaken.

THE LIBEAJRY.

YiBTEEDAY the fair Julia made her first appearance down-

stairs since her accident; and the sight of her spread an uni-

versal cheerfulness through the household. She was extremely

pale, however, and could not walk without pain and difficulty.

She was assisted, therefore, to a sofa in the Hbrary, which is

nlrtrtttn»»+ a-nA "no^Tofl InnViTur f\it^. «iTnnn(r ivrfiAH' arid RO mnfit.
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that the little birds come hopping upon the windows, and peer-

ing curiously" into the apartment. Here several of the family

gathered round, and devised means to amuse her, and make
the day pass pleasantly. Lady Lillycraft lamented the want
of some new novel to while away the time ; and was almost in

a pet, because the " Author of Waverley" had not produced a

work for the last three months.
There was a motion made to call on the parson for some of

his old legends or ghost stories; but to this Lady Lillycraft ob-

jected, as they were apt to give her the vapours. General Har-
bottle gave a minute account, for the sixth time, of the disaster

of a friend in India, who had his leg bitten ofE by a tiger, whilst

he was hunting ; and was proceeding to menace the company
with a chapter or two about Tippoo Saib.

At length the captain bethought himself and said, he believed

he had. a manuscript tale lying in one corner of his campaign-
ing trunk, which, if he could find, and the company were
desirous, he would read to them. The offer was eagerly

accepted. He retired, and soon returned with a roll of blotted

manuscript, in a very gentlemanlike, but nearly illegible, hand,

and a great part written on cartridge-paper.

"It is one of the scribbHngs," said he, " of my poor friend,

Charles Lightly, of the dragoons. He was a curious, romantic,

studious, fanciful fellow; the favourite, and often the uncon-
scious butt of his feUow-officers, who entertained themselves
with his eccentricities. He was in some of the hardest service

in the peninsula, and distinguished himself by his gallantry.

When the intervals of duty permitted, he was fond of roving
about the country, visiting noted places, and was extremely
fond of Moorish ruins. When at his quarters, he was a great

scribbler, and passed much of his leisur'fe with his pen in his

hand.
" As I was a much younger officer, and a very young man,

he took me, in a manner, tmder his care, and we became close

friends. He used often to read his writings to me, having a
great confidence in my taste, for I always praised them.
Poor fellow! he was shot down close by me, at Waterloo. We
lay wounded together for some time, during a hard contest

that took place near at hand. As I was least hurt, I tried to

relieve him, and to stanch the blood which flowed from a
wound ill his breast. He lay with his head in my lap, and
looked up thankfully in my face, but shook his head faintly,

and made a sign that it was all over with him; and, indeed, he
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died a few minutes afterwards, just as our men had repulsed
the enemy, and came to our rehef. I have his favourite dog and
his pistols to this day, and several of his manuscripts, which he
gave to me at different times. The one I am now going to
read, is a tale which he said he wrote in Spain, during the time
that he lay ill of a wound received at Salamanca."
We now arranged ourselves to hear the story. The captain

seated himself on the sofa, heside the fair Jiilia, who I had
noticed to he somewhat affected by the picture he had care-
lessly drawn of wounds and dangers ia a field of battle. She
now leaned her arm fondly on his shoulder, and her eye glis-

tened as it rested on the manuscript of the poor hterary
dragoon. Lady LdUycraft buried herself in a deep, well-

cushioned elbow-chair. Her dogs were nestled on soft mats at
her feet; and the gallant general took his station in an arm-
chair, at hc3r side, and toyed with her elegantly ornamented
work-bag. The rest of the circle being all equally well accom-
modated, the captain began his story ; a copy of which I have
procured for the benefit of the reader.

THE STUDENT OF SALAMANCA.

What a life do I lead with iny master; nothing but blowing of bellowes, beating of

spirits, and scraping of croslets! It is a very secret science, for none almost can
understand the language of it. Sublimation, almigation, calcination, rubification,

albification, and fermentation; with as many terraes uppossible to be uttered as the
arte to be compassed.—Lilly's Oallathea.

Once upon a time, in the ancient city of Granada, there

sojourned a young man <3f the name of Antonio de Castros.

He wore the garb of a student of Salamanca, and was pursuing

a course of reading in the library of the university ; and, at in-

tervals of leisure, indulging his curiosity by examining those

remains of Moorish magnificence for which Granada is re-

nowned.
Whilst occupied in his studies, he frequently noticed an old

man of a singular appearance, who was likewise a visitor to

the Kbrary. He was lean and withered, though apparently

more from study than from age. His eyes, though bright and

visionary, were sunk in his head, and thrown into shade by
overhanging eyebrows. His dress was always the same: a
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black doublet; a short black cloak, very rusty and threadbare;

a small ruff and a large overshadowing hat.

His appetite for knowledge seemed insatiable. He would

pass whole days in the library, absorbed in study, consulting a

multiplicity of authors, as though he were pursuing sorae

interestiag subject through aU its ramifications; so that, in

general, when evening came, he was almost buried among
books and manuscripts.

The curiosity of Antonio was excited, and he inquired of the

attendants concerning the stranger. No one could give him
any information, excepting that he had been for some time

past a casual frequenter of the library; that his reading lay

chiefly among works treating of the occult sciences, and that

he was particularly curious in his inquiries after Arabian

manuscripts. They added, that he never held communication

with anyone, excepting to ask for particular works ; that, after

a fit of studious apphcation, he would disappear for several

days, and even weeks, and when he revisited the library, he
would look more withered and haggard than ever. The student

felt interested by this account ; he was leading rather a desul-

tory life, and had aU that capricious curiosity which springs up
in idleness. He determined to make himself acquainted with
this book-worm, and find out who and what he was.

The next time that he saw the old man at the Mbrary, he
commenced his approaches by requesting permission to look
into one of the volumes with which the unknown appeared to

have done. The latter merely bowed his head, in token of

assent. After pretending to look through the volume with
great attention, he returned it with many acknowledgments.
The stranger made no reply.

"May I ask, senor," said Antonio, with some hesitation,

"may I ask what you are searching after in aU these books?"
The old man raised his head, with an expression of surprise,

at having his studies interrupted for the first time, and by so
intrusive a question. He surveyed the student with a side
glance from head to foot: "Wisdom, my son," said he, calmly;
"and the search requires every moment of my attention." He
then cast his eyes upon his book, and resumed his studies.

"But, father," said Antonio, "cannot you spare a moment to
point out the road to others? It is to experienced travellers

like you, that we strangers in the paths of knowledge must
look for directions on our journey."

The stranger looked disturbed :
" I have not time enough, my
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Bon, to learn," said he, "much less to teach. I am ignorant
myself of the path of true knowledge; how then can I show it

to others?"

"Well, but, father—

"

" Senor," said the old man, mildly, but earnestly, " you must
Bee that I have but few steps more to the grave. In that short

space have I to accomplish the whole business of my existence.

I have no time for words ; every word is as one graia of sand
of my glass wasted. Suffer me to be alone."

There was no replying to so complete a closing of the door of

intimacy. The student found himself calmly bu$ totally

repulsed. Though curious and inquisitive, yet he was naturally
modest, and on after-thoughts he blushed at his own intrusion.

His mind soon became occupied by other objects. He passed
several days wandering among the mouldering piles of Moorish
architecture, those melancholy monuments of an elegant and
voluptuous people. He paced the deserted halls of the Alham-
bra, the paradise of the Moorish kings. He visited the great

court of the uons, famous for the perfidious massacre of the
gallant Abencen-ages. He gazed with admiration at its mosaic
cupolas, gorgeously painted in gold and azure; its basins of

marble, its alabaster vase, supported by Hons, and storied with
inscriptions.

His imagination kindled as he wandered among these scenes.

They were calculated to awaken all the enthusiasm of a youth-
ful mind. Most of the halls have anciently been beautified by
fountains. The fine taste of the Arabs delighted in the spark-

ling purity and reviving freshness of water ; and they erected,

as it were, altars on every side, to that delicate element. Poe-

try mingles with architecture in the Alhambra. It breathes

along the very walls. Wherever Antonio turned his eye, he
beheld inscriptions in Arabic, wherein the perpetuity of Moorish

power and splendour within these walls was confidently pre-

dicted. Alas ! how has the prophecy been falsified ! Many of

the basins, where the fountains had once thrown up their spark-

ling showers, were dry and dusty. Some of the palaces were
turned into gloomy convents, and the barefoot monk paced

through those courts, which had once gHttered with the array,

and echoed to the music, of Moorish chivahy.

In the course of his rambles, the student more than once

encoimtered the old man of the library. He was always alone,

and so fuU of thought as not to notice any one about him. He
appeared to be intent upon studying those half-buried inscrip-
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tions, which are found, here and there, among the Moorish

ruins, and seem to murmur from the earth the tale of former

greatness. The greater part of these have since been trans-

lated ; but they were supposed by many at the time, to contain

symboncal revelations, and golden maxims of the Arabian sages

and astrologers. As Antonio saw the stranger apparently

deciphering these inscriptions, he felt an eager longing to make
his acquaintance, and to participate in his curious researches;

but the repulse he had met with at the library deterred him
from making any further advances.

He had directed his steps one evening to the sacred mount,
which overlooks the beautiful valley watered by the Darro, the

fertile plain of the Vega, and all that rich diversity of vale

and mountain that surrounds Granada with an earthly parar

dise. It was twilight when he found himself at the place,

where, at the present day, are situated the chapels, known by
the name of the Sacred Furnaces. They are so called from
grottoes, in which some of the primitive saints are said to have
been burnt. At the time of Antonio's visit, the place was an
object of much curiosity. In an excavation of these grottoes,

several manuscripts had recently been discovered, engraved
on plates of lead. They were written in the Arabian language,
excepting one, which was in unknown characters. The Pope
had issued a bull, forbidding any one, under pain of excom-
munication, to speak of these manuscripts. The prohibition
had only excited the greater curiosity; and many reports
were whispered about, that these manuscripts contained trea-
sures of dark and forbidden knowledge.
As Antonio was examining the place from whence these mys-

terious manuscripts had been drawn, he again observed the
old man of the library wandering among the ruins. His
curiosity was now fully awakened; the time and place served
to stimulate it. He resolved to watch this groper after secret
and forgotten lore, and to trace him to his habitation. There
was something Uke adventure in the thing, that charmed his
romantic disposition. He followed the stranger, therefore, at
a Httle distance

;
at first cautiously, but he soon observed him

to be so wrapped in his own thoughts, as to take Httle heed of
external objects.

They passed along the skirts of the mountain, and then by
the shady banks of the Darro. They pursued their way, for
some distance from Granada, along a lonely road that led
among the hUls. The gloom of evening was gathering, and it
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was quite dark when the stranger stopped at the portal of a
solitary mansion.

It appeared to be a mere wing, or ruined fragment, of what
had once been a pUe of some consequence. The walls were of

great thickness; the windows narrow, and generally secured
by iron bars. The door was of planks, studded with iron
spikes, and had been of great strength, though at present it

was much decayed. At one end of the mansion was a ruinous
tower, in the Moorish style of architecture. The edifice had
probably been a country retreat, or castle of pleasure, during
the occupation of Granada by the Moors, and rendered suffi-

ciently strong to withstand any casual assault in those waxlike
times.

The old man knocked at the portal. A light appeared at a
small window just above it, and a female head looked out: it

might have served as a model for one of Raphael's saints.

The hair was beautifully braided, and gathered in a silken net;

and the complexion, as well as could be judged from the light,

was that soft, rich brunette, so becoming in southern beauty.

"It is I, my child," said the old man. The face instantly

disappearecj, and soon after a wicket-door in the large portal

opened. Antonio, who had ventured near to the building,

caught a transient sight of a dehcate female form. A pair of

fine black eyes darted a look of surprise at seeing a stranger

hovering near, and the door was precipitately closed.

There was something in thJ.s sudden gleam of beauty that

wonderfully struck the imagination of the student. It wag
like a brilliant, flashing from its dark casket. He sauntered

about, regarding; the gloomy pile with increasing interest. A
few simple, wild notes, from among some rocks and trees at a
little distance, ' attracted his attention. He found there a

group of Gitanas, a vagabond {jipsy race, which at that time

abounded in Spain, and lived in hovels and caves of the hUls

about the neighbourhood of Granada. Some were busy about a
fire, and others were Ustening to the uncouth music which one

of their companions, seated on a ledge of the rock, was making
with a split reed.

Antonio endeavoured to obtam some information of them,

concerning the old building and its inhabitants. The one who
appeared to be their spokesman was a gaunt fellow, with a

subtle gait,' a whispering voice, and a sinister roll of the eye.

He shrugged his shoulders on the student's inquiries, and said

that all was not right in that building. An old man inhabited
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it, whom nobody knew, and whose family appeared to be only a
daughter and a female servant. He and his companions, he
added, lived up among the neighbouring hills; and as theyhad
been about at night, they had often seen strange Mghts, and
heard strange sounds from the tower. Some of the country

people, who worked in the vineyards among the hiUs, beheved
the old man to be one that dealt in the black art, and were not

over-fond of passing near the tower at night; "but for our

parts," said the Gitano, " we are not a people that trouble our-

selves much with fears of that kind."

The student endeavoured to gain more precise information,

but they had none to furnish him. They began to be solicitous

for a compensation for what they had already imparted ; and,

recoUecting the loneliness of the place, and the vagabond
character of his companions, he was glad to give them a gratu-

ity, and to hasten homewards.
He sat down to his studies, but his brain was too full of what

he had seen and heard ; his eye was upon the page, but his

fancy still returned to the tower; and he was continually

picturing the httle window, with the beautiful head peeping
out ; or the door hslt open, and the nymph-like fprm within.

He retired to bed, but the same object haunted his dreams.
He was young and susceptible; and the excited state of his

feelings, from wandering among the abodes of departed grace

and gallantry, had predisposed him for a sudden impression
from female beauty.

The next morning, he stroUed again in the direction of the
tower. It was still more forlorn, by the broad glare of day,

than in the gloom of evening. The walls were crumbling, and
weeds and moss were growing in every crevice. It had the
look of a prison, rather than a dwelling-house. In one angle,

however, he remarked a window which seemed an exception
to the surrounding squaUdness. There was a curtain drawn
within it, and flowers standing on the window-stone. Whilst
he was looking at it, the curtain was partially withdrawn, and
a delicate white arm, of the most beautiful roundness, was
put forth to water the flowers.

The student made a noise, to attract the attention of the fair

florist. He succeeded. The curtain was fm-ther drawn, and
he had a glance of the same lovely face he had seen the even-
ing before ; it was but a mere glance—the curtain tigain feU
and the casement closed. All this was calculated to excite the
feelings of a romantic youth. Had he seen theunknown under
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other circumstances, it is probable that he would not have been
struck -with her beauty; but this appearance of being shut up
and kept apart, gave her the value of a treasured gem. He
passed and repassed before the house several times in the
course of the day, but saw nothing more. He was there again
in the evening. The whole aspect of the house was dreaiy.
The narrow windows emitted no rays of cheerful light, to indi-

cate that there was social life within. Antonio listened at the
portal, but no soxmd of voices reached his ear. Just then he
heard the clapping to of a distant door, and fearing to be de-
tected in the unworthy act of eavesdropping, he precipitately
drew ofiE to the opposite side of the road, and stood in the sha-
dow of a ruined archway.
He now remarked a light from a window in the tower. It

was fitful and changeable ; commonly feeble and yellowish, as
if from, a lamp ; with an occasional glare of some vivid metaUic
colour, followed by a dusky glow. A column of dense smoke
would now and then rise in the air, and hang like a canopy
over the tower. There was altogether such a loneliness and
seeming mystery about the building and its inhabitants, thS,t

Antonio was half inchned to iadulge the country people's

notions, and to fancy it the den of some powerful sorcerer, and
the fair damsel he had seen to be some spell-bound beauty.
After some time had elapsed, a hght appeared in the window

where he had seen the beautiful arm. The curtain was down,
but it was so thin that he could perceive the shadow of some
one passing and repassing between it and the hght. He
fancied that he could distinguish that the form was dehcate

;

and, from the alacrity of its movements, it was evidently
youthful. He had not a doubt but this was the bedc-hamber of

his beautiful unknown.
Presently he heard the sound of a guitar, and a female voice

singing. He drew near cautiously, and Mstened. It weis a
plaintive Moorish ballad, and he recognized in it the lamenta-

tions of one of the Abencerrages on leaving the walls of lovely

Granada. It was full of passion and tenderness. It spoke of

the delights of early life ; the hours of love it had enjoyed on
the banks of the Darro, and among the bhssfiJ. abodes of the

AJhambra. It bewaUed the fallen honours of the Abencerrages,

and imprecated vengeance on their oppressors. Antonio was
affected by the music. It singularly coincided with the place.

It was like the voice of past times echoed in the present, and
breathing among the monuments of its departed glory.
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The voice ceased; after a time the light disappeared, and all

was still. "She sleeps!" said Antonio, fondly. He lingered

about the huilding, with the devotion with which a lover

lingers about the bower of sleeping beauty. The rising moon
threw its silver beams on the gray walls, and glittered on the

casement. The late gloomy landscape gradually became
flooded with its radiance. Finding, therefore, that he could no
longer move about in obscurity, and fearful that his loiterings

might be observed, he reluctantly retired.

The curiosity which had at first drawn the young man to the

tower, was now seconded by feelings of a more romantic kind.

His studies were almost entirely abandoned. He maintained a
kind of blockade of the old mansion; he would take a book
with him, and pass a great part of the day under the trees in its

vicinity ; keeping a vigilant eye upon it, and endeavouring to

ascertain what were the walks of his mysterious charmer. He
found, however, that she never went out except to mass, when
she was accompanied by her father. He waited at the door of

the church, and offered her the holy water, in the hope of

touching her hand; a little office of gallantry common in

Catholic countries. She, however, modestly declined without
raising her eyes to see who made the offer, and always took it

herself from the font. She was attentive in her devotion; her
eyes were never taken from the altar or the priest ; and, on
returning home, her countenance was almost entirely con-

cealed by her mantilla.

Antonio had now carried on the pursuit for several days, and
was hourly getting more and more interested in the chase, but
never a step nearer to the game. His lurkings about the house
bad probably been noticed, for he no longer saw the fair face
at the window, nor the white arm put forth to water the
flowers. His only consolation was to repair nightly to his post
of observation, and listen to her warbling ; and if by chance he
could catch a sight of her shadow, passing and repassing before
the window, he thought himself most fortunate.
As he was indulgingin one of these evening vigils, which were

complete revels of the imaginktion, the sound of approaching
footsteps made him withdraw into the deep shadow of the
ruined archway opposite to the tower. A cavaMer approached,
wrapped in a large Spanish cloak. He paused under the win-
dow of the tower, and after a little while began a serenade,
accompanied by his guitar, in the usual style of Spanish gal-
lantry. His voice was rich and manly; he touched the instru-
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ment with BkiU, and sang -with amorous and impassioned elo-

quence. The plume of his hat was buckled by jewels that
sparkled in the moon-beams; and as he played on the guitar,
his cloak faUiag off from one shoulder, showed bim to be richly
dressed. It was evident that he was a person of rank.
The idea now flashed across Antonio's miad, that the affec-

tions of his unknown beauty might be engaged. She was
young, and doubtless susceptible ; and it was not in the nature
of Spanish females to be deaf and insensible to music and admi-
ration. The surmise brought with it a feeling of dreariness.
There was a pleasant dream of several days suddenly dispelled.

He had never before experienced any thing of the tender pas-
sion; and, as its morning dreams are always delightful, he
would fain have continued, in the delusion.

" But what have I to do with her attachments?" thought he

;

"I have no claim on her heart, nor even on her acquaintance.
How do I know that she is worthy of affection? Or if she is,

must not so gallant a lover as this, with his jewels, his rank,
and his detestable music, have completely captivated her?
What idle humour is this that I have fallen iato? I must again
to my books. Study, study, wiH soon chaseaway all these idle

fancies !"

The more he thought, however, the more he became entangled
in the speU which his hvely imagiaation had woven round bim

;

and now that a rival had appeared, in addition to the other
obstacles that environed this enchanted beauty, she appeared
ten times more lovely and desirable. It was some shght conso-

lation to bim to perceive that the gallantry of the unknown
met with no apparent return from the tower. The hght at the

window was extinguished. The curtain remained undrawn,
and none of the customary signals were given to intimate that

the serenade was accepted.

The cavalier lingered for some time about the place, and sang
several other tender airs with a taste and feeUng that made
Antonio's heart ache ; at length he slowly retired. The student

remained with folded arms, leaning against the ruiaed arch,

endeavouring to summon up resolution enough to depart ; but

there was a romantic fascination that stiU. enchained him to the

pkice. "It is the last time," said he, willing to compromise
between his feeUngs and his judgment, "it is tte last time;

then let me enjoy the dream a few moments longer."

As his eye ranged about the old btiilding to take a farewell

look, he observed the strange light in the tower, which he had
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noticed on a former occasion. It kept beaming up, and declin-

ing, as before. A pillar of smoke rose in the air, and hung in

sable volumes. It was evident the old man was busied in some
of those operations that had gained him the reputation of a
sorcerer throughout the neighbourhood.

Suddenly an intense and brilhant glare shone through the

casement, followed by a loud report, and then a fierce and
ruddy glow. A figure appeared at the window, uttering cries

of agony or alarm, but immediately disappeared, and a body
of smoke and flame whirled out of the narrow aperture. An-
tonio rushed to the portal, and knocked at it with vehemence.
He was only answered by loud shrieks, and found that the

females were already ia helpless consternation. With an exer-

tion of desperate strength he forced the wicket from its hinges,

and rushed into the house.

He found himself in a small vaulted hall, and, by the light of

the moon which entered at the door, he saw a staircase to the
left. He hurried up it to a narrow corridor, through which
was rolling a volume of smoke. He found here the two females
in a frantic state of alarm; one of them clasped her hands, and
implored him to save her father.

The corridor terminated in a spiral flight of steps, leading up
to the tower. He sprang up it to a small door, through the
chinks of which came a glow of Mght, and smoke was spuming
out. He burst it open, and found himself in an antique vaulted
chamber, fimaished with a furnace and various chemical appa-
ratus. A shattered retort lay on the stone floor ; a quantity of
combustibles, nearly consumed, with various half-burnt books
and papers, were sending up an expiring flame, and filling the
chamber with stifling smoke. Just within the threshold lay
the reputed conjurer. He- was bleeding, his clothes were
scorched, and he appeared hfeless. Antonio caught him up, and
bore him down the stairs to a chamber, in which there was a
light, and laid him on a bed. The female domestic was de-
spatched for such appUances as the house afforded ; but the
daughter threw herseK frantically beside her parent, and coiild
not be reasoned out of her alarm. Her dress was all in disor-
der

;
her disheveUed hair hung in rich confusion about her neck

and bosom, and never was there beheld a lovelier picture of
terror and affliction.

The skilful assiduities of the scholar soon produced signs of
returning animation iu his patient. The old man's wounds
though severe, were not dangerous. They had evidently been
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produced by the bursting of the retort ; in his bewilderment he
had been enveloped iu the stifling metallic vapours, which had
overpowered his feeble frame, and had not Antonio arrived to

his assistance, it is possible he might never have recovered.

By slow degrees he came to his senses. He looked about
with a bewildered air at the chamber, the agitated group around,
and the student who was leaning over him.

" "Where am I?" said he wildly.

At the sound of his voice, his daughter uttered a faint excla-

mation of delight. "My poor Inez!" said he, embracing her;

then, putting his hand to his head, and taking it away stained

with blood, he seemed suddenly to recoUect himself, and to be
overcome with emotion.

'

'Ah !" cried he, "all is over with me ! all gone ! aU vanished

!

gone in a moment ! the labour of a lifetime lost !"

His daughter attempted to soothe him, but he became slight-

ly deUrious, and raved incoherently about mahgnant demons,
and about the habitation of the green lion being destroyed.

His wounds being dressed, and such other remedies adminis-

tered as his situation required, he sunk into a state of quiet.

Antonio now turned his attention to the daughter, whose suf-

ferings had been little inferior to those of her father. Having
with great difficulty succeeded in tranquillizing her fears, he

endeavoured to prevail upon her to retire, and seek the repose

so necessary to her frame, proffering to remain by her father

imtil morning. "I am a stranger," said he, "it is true, and
my offer may appear intrusive ; but I see you are lonely and
helpless, and I cannot help venturing over the hmits of mere
ceremony. Should you feel any scruple or doubt, however, say

but a word, and I will instantly retire."

There was a frankness, a kindness, and a modesty, mingled

in Antonio's deportment, that inspired instant confidence ; and
his simple scholar's garb was a recommendation in the house

of poverty. The females consented to resign the sufferer to his

care, as they would be the better able to attend to him on the

morrow. On retiring, the old domestic was profuse in her

benedictions; the daughter only looked her thanks; but as

they shone through the tears that filled her fine black eyes, the

student thought them a thousand times the most eloquent.

Here, then, he was, by a singular turn of chance, completely

housed within this mysterious mansion. When left to himself,

and the bustle of the scene was over, his heart throbbed as he

looked round the chamber in which he was sitting. It was the
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daughter's room, the promised land toward which he had cast

so many a longing gaze. The furniture was old, and had prob-

ably belonged to the building in its prosperous days; but

every thing was arranged with propriety. The flowers that he

had seen her attend stood in 'the window; a guitar leaned

against a table, on which stood a cnicifix, and before it lay a

missal and a rosary. There reigned an air of purity and
serenity about this little nestling-place of innocence ; it was the

emblem of a chaste and quiet mind. Some few articles of

female dress lay on the chairs ; and there was the very bed on
which she had slept —the pillow on which her soft cheek had
reclined I The poor schola.r was treading enchanted ground;

for what fairy land has more of magic in. it, than the bed-

chamber of innocence and beauty ?

From various expressions of the old man in his ravings, and
from what he had noticed on a subsequent visit to the tower,

to see that the fire was extinguished, Antonio had gathered

that his patient was an alchymist. The philosopher's stone

was an object eagerly sought after by visionaries in those

days; but in consequence of the superstitious prejudices of the

times, and the frequent persecutions of its votaries, they were
apt to pursue their experiments in secret; in lonely houses, in

caverns and ruins, or in the privacy of cloistered cells.

In the course of the night, the old man had several fits of

restlessness and dehrium; he would call out upon TheOphras-
tus, and Gebei-, and Albertus Magnus, and other sages of his

art ; and anon would murmur about fermentation and projec-

tion, untU, toward daylight, he once more sunk into a salutary
sleep. When the morning sun darted his rays into the case-

ment, the fair Inez, attended by the female domestic, came
blushing into the chamber. The student now took his leave,

having himself need of repose, but obtaining ready permission
to return and inquire after the sufferer.

When he called again, he found the alchymist languid and in
pain, but apparently suffering more in mind than in body. His
dehrimn had left him, and he hadbeen informed of the particu-
lars of his dehverance, and of the subsequent attentions of the
scholar. He could do Mttle more than look his thanks, but
Antonio did not require them; his own heart repaid him for
aU that he had done, and he almost rejoiced in the disaster that
had gained him an entrance into this mysterious habitation.
The alchymist was so helpless as to need much assistance-

Antonio remained with him, therefore, the greater part of the
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day. He repeated his visit the next day, and the next. Every
day his company seemed more pleasing to the invalid; and
every day he felt his interest in the latter increasing. Perhaps
the presence of the daughter might have been at the bottom of
this soMcitude.

He had frequent and long conversations with the alchjrmist.
He found him, as men of his pursuits were apt to be, a mixture
of enthusiasm and simplicity; of curious and extensive reading
on points of little utiHty, with great inattention to the every-
day occurrences of life, and profound ignorance of the world.
He was deeply versed in singular and obscure branches of
knowledge, and much given to visionary speculations. Anto-
nio, whose mind was of a romantic cast, had himself given
some attention to the occult sciences, and he entered upon these
themes with an ardour that delighted the philosopher. Their
conversations frequently turned upon astrology, divination,

and the great secret. The old man would forget his aches and
wounds, rise up like a spectre in his bed, and kindle into elo-

quence on his favourite topics. When gently admonished of his

, situation, it would but prompt him to another sally of thought.
"Alas, my son!" he would say, "is not this very decrepitude

and suffering another proof of the importance of those secrets

with which we are surrounded? Why are we trammelled by
disease, withered by old age, and our spirits quenched, as it

were, within us, but because we have lost those secrets of life

and youth which were known to our parents before their fall ?

To regain these, have philosophers been ever since aspiring;

but just as they are on the point of securing the precious

secrets for ever, the brief period of Mfe is at an end ; they die,

and with them aU their wisdom and experience. ' Nothing,' as

De Nuysment observes, ' nothing is wanting for man's perfec-

tion but a longer life, less crossed with sorrows and maladies,

to the attaining of the full and perfect knowledge of things.'

"

At length Antonio so far gained on the heart of his patient,

as to draw from him the outlines of his story.

Fehx de'Vasques, the alchymist, was a native of Castile, and
of an ancient and honourable line. Early in life he had married

a beautiful female, a descendant from one of the Moorish fami-

lies. The marriage displeased his father, who considered the

pure Spanish blood contaminated by this foreign mixture. It

is true, the lady traced her descent from one of the Abencer-

rages, the most gallant of Moorish cavaMers, who had embraced

the Christian faith on being exUed from the walls -of Granada.
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The injured pride of the father, however, was not to be

appeased. He never saw his son afterwards, and on dying

left him but a scanty portion of his estate ; bequeathing the resi-

due, in the piety and bitterness of his heart, to the erection of

convents, and the performance of masses for souls in purga-

tory. Don Felix resided for a long time ia the neighbourhood

of VaUadoUd, in a state of embarrassment and obscurity. He
devoted himself to intense study, having, while at the univer-

sity of Salamanca, imbibed a taste for the secret sciences. He
was enthusiastic and speculative ; he went on from one branch
of knowledge to another, untU he became zealous in the search

after the grand Arcanum.
He had at first engaged in the pursuit with the hopes of rais-

ing himself from his present obscurity, and resuming the rank
and dignity to which his birth entitled him ; but, as usual, it

ended in absorbiag every thought, and becoming the busi-

ness of his existence. He was at length aroused from this

mental abstraction, by the calamities of his household. A
malignant fever swept ofE his wife and all his children, except-

ing an infant daughter. These losses for a time overwhelmed
and stupefied him. His home had in a manner died away from
around him, and he felt lonely and forlorn. When his spirit

revived within him, he determined to abandon the scene of his

humiliation and disaster ; to bear away the child that was still

left him beyond the scene of contagion, and never to return
to Castile until he should be enabled to reclaim the honours of

his line.

He had ever since been wandering and unsettled in his abode

;

—sometimes the resident of populous cities, at other times of
alsolute solitudes. He had searched libraries, meditated on
inscriptions, visited adopts of difEerent countries, and sought
to gather and concentrate the rays which had been thrown by
various minds upon the secrets of alchymy. He had at one
tune travelled quite to Padua to search for the manuscripts of
Pietro d'Abano, and to inspect an urn which had been dug up
near Este, supposed to have been buried by Maximus Olybius,
and to have contained the grand eUxir.*

* This urn was found in 1533. It contained a lesser one. in which was a burning
lamp betwixt two small vials, the one of gold, the other of silver, both of them full
of a very clear liquor. On the largest was an inscription, stating that Maximus
Olybius shut up in this small vessel elements which he had prepared with great toil.

There were many disquisitions among the learned on the subject. It was the most
received opinion' that this Maximus Olybius was an inhabitant of Padua, that ha
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While at Padua, he had met with an adept versed in Arabian
lore, who talked of the invaluable manuscripts that must re-

main in the Spanish Hbraries, preserved from the spoils of the
Moorish academies and universities ; of the probability of meet-
ing with precious unpublished writings of Geber, and Alfara-
bius, and Avicenna, the great physicians of the Arabian schools,
who, it was weU known, had treated much of alchymy; but
above all, he spoke of the Arabian tablets of lead, which had
recently been dug up in. the neighbourhood of Granada, and
which, it was confidently beheved among adepts, contained
the lost secrets of the art.

The indefatigable alchymist once more bent his steps for
Spain, fuU of renovated hope. He had made his way to Gra-
nada : hehad wearied himself in the study of Arabic, in decipher-
ing inscriptions, in nunmaging hbraries, and exploring every
possible trace left by the Arabian sages.

In all his wanderings, he had been accompanied by Inez
through the rough and the smooth, the pleasant and the ad-
verse; never complaining, but rather seeking to soothe his

cares by her innocent and playful caresses. Her instruction

had been the employment and the delight of his hours of relax-

ation. She had grown up while they were wandering, and had
scarcely ever known any home but by his side. He was family,

friends, home, everything to her. He had carried her in his

arms, when they first began their wayfaring; had nestled her,

as an eagle does its young, among the rocky heights of the Sierra

Morena ; she had sported about him in childhood, in the soh-

tudes of the Bateucas ; had followed him, as a lamb does the

shepherd, over the rugged Pyrenees, and into the fair plains

of Languedoc ; and now she was grown up to support his feeble

steps among the ruined abodes of her maternal ancestors.

His property had gradually wasted away, in the course of

his travels and his experiments. StiU hope, the constant at-

tendant of the alchymist, had led him on; ever on the point of

reaping the reward of his labours, and ever disappointed. With
the credulity that often attended his art, he attributed many
of his disappointments to the machination of the malignant
spirits that beset the paths of the alchymist and torment him
in his solitary labours. " It is their constant endeavour, " he ob-

had discovered the great secret, and that these vessels contained liquor, one to

transmute metals to gold, and other to silver. The peasants who found the urns,

imagining this precious liquor to be common water, spilt every drop, so that the

art of transmuting metals remains as much a secret as ever.
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served, "to close up every avenue to those sublime truths,

which would enable man to rise above the abject state into

which he has faUen, and to return to his original perfection.

"

To the evil offices of these demons, he attributed his late dis-

aster. He had been on the very verge of the glorious discovery

;

never were the indications more completely auspicious ; all was
going on prosperously, when, at the critical moment which
should have crowned his labours with success, and have placed

him. at the very summit of human power and felicity, the

bursting of a retort had reduced his laboratory and himself to

ruins.

"I must now," said he, "give up at the very threshold of

success. My books and papers are burnt; my apparatus is

broken. I am too old to bear up against these evUs. The
ardour that once inspired me is gone ; my poor frame is ex-

hausted by study and watchfuhiess, and this last misfortune
has hurried me towards the grave." He concluded in a tone
of deep dejection. Antonio endeavoured to comfort and reas-

sure him ; but the poor alehymist had for once awakened to a
consciousness of the worldly ills that were gathering around
him, and had sunk into despondency. After a pause, and some
thoughtfulness anJ perplexity of brow, Antonio ventured to
make a proposal.

"I have long," said he, "been filled with a love for the secret

sciences, but have felt too ignorant and diffident to give myself
up to them. You have acquired experience

;
you have amassed

the knowledge of a hfetime ; it were a pity it should be thrown
away. You say you are too old to renew the toils of the labo-
ratory ; suffer me to undertake them. Add your knowledge to
my youth and activity, and what shall we not accomplish? As
a probationary fee, and a fund on which to proceed, I wOl bring
into the common stock a sum of gold, the residue of a legacy,
which has enabledme to completemy education. A poor scholar
cannot boast much ; but I trust we shall soon put ourselves be-
yond the reach of want ; and if we should faU, why, I must
depend, hke other scholars, uponmy brains to carryme through
the world."

The philosopher's spirits, however, were more depressed than
the student had imagined. This last shock, following ia the
rear of so many disappointments, had almost destroyed the
reaction of his mind. The fire of an enthusiast,, however, is

never so low but that it may be blown again into a flame. By
degrees, the old man was cheered and reanimated by the buoy
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ancy and ardour of his sanguine companion. He at length
agreed to accept of the services of the student, and once more
to renew his experiments. He objected, however, to using the
student's gold, notwithstanding that his own was nearly ex-

hausted; but this objection was soon overcome; the student
insisted on making it a common stock and common cause ;

—

and then how absurd was any delicacy about such a trifle, with
men who looked forward to discovering the philosopher's stone

!

While, therefore, the alchymist was slowly recovering, the
student busied himself in getting the laboratory once more in
order. It was strewed with the wrecks of retorts and alembics,
with old crucibles, boxes and phials of powders and tinctures,

and half-burnt books and manuscripts.

As soon as the old man was sufficiently recovered, the studies

and experiments were renewed. The student became a privi-

legedand frequent visitor, andwas indefatigable in his toils in the
laboratory. The philosopher daily derived new zeal and spirits

from the animation of his disciple. He was now enabled to pros-

ecute the enterprise with continued exertion, having so active a
coadjutor to divide the toil. While he-was poring over the writ-

ings of Sandivogius, and Philalethes, and Dominus de Nuys-
ment, and endeavouring to comprehend the symboHcal language
in which they have locked up their mysteries, Antonio would
occupy himself among the retorts and crucibles, and keep the

furnace in a perpetual glow.

With aU his zeal, however, for the discovery of the golden

art, the feelings of the student had not cooled as to the object

that first drew biTn to this ruinous mansion. During the old

man's illness, he had frequent opportunities of being near the

daughter; and every day made him more sensible to her

charms. There was a pure simplicity, and an almost passive

gentleness, in her manners ; yetwith all this was mingled some-

thing, whether mere maiden shyness, or a consciousness of high

descent, or a dash of Castilian pride, or perhaps all united,

that prevented undue familiarity, and made her difficult of

approach. The danger of her father, and the measures to be

taken for his relief, had at first overcome this coyness and

reserve,- but as he recovered and her alarm subsided, she

seemed to shrink from the familiarity she had indulged with

the youthful stranger, and to become every day more shy and

silent.

Antonio had read many books, but this was the iirst volume

of womankind that he had ever studied. He had been capti-
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vated with the very title-page; but the further he read, the

more he was dehghted. She seemed formed to love ; her soft

black eye roUed languidly under its long silksn lashes, and
wherever it turned, it would hnger and repose ; there was ten-

derness in every beam.- To him alone she was reserved and
distant. Now that the common cares of the sick-room were at

an end, he saw little more of her than before his admission to

the house. Sometimes he met her on his way to and from the

laboratory, and at such times there was ever a smile and a
blush; but, after a simple sclutation, she glided on and dis-

appeared.

'"Tis plain," thought Antonio, "my presence is indifferent,

if not irksome to her. She has noticed my admiration, and is

determined to discourage it ; nothing but a feeHng of gratitude

prevents her treating me with marked distaste—and then has
she not another lover, rich, gallant, splendid, musical? how can
I suppose she would turn her eyes from so brUhant a cavaher,

to a poor obscure student, raking among the cinders of her
father's laboratory?"

Indeed, the idea of the amorous serenader continually

haimted his mind. He felt convinced that he was a favoured
lover; yet, if so, why did he not frequent the tower?—why did
he not make his approaches by noon-day? There was mystery
in this eavesdropping and musical courtship. Surely Inez
could not be encouraging a secret intrigue ! Oh ! no ! she was
too artless, too pure, too ingenuous! But then the Spanish
females were so prone to love and intrigue; and m.usie and
moonlight were so seductive, and Inez had such a tender soul
languishing in every look.—"Oh!" would the poor scholar
exclaim, clasping his hands, " oh, that I could but once behold
those loving eyes beaming on me with affection !"

It is incredible to those who have not experienced it, on what
scanty aliment human Ufe and human love may be supported.
A dry crust, thrown now and then to a starving man, will give
him a new lease of existence ; and a faint smUe, or a kind look,
bestowed at casual intervals, will keep a lover loving on, when
a man in his sober senses would despair.

When Antonio found himself alone in the laboratory, his
mind would be haunted by one of these looks, or smiles, which
he had received in passing. He would set it in every possible
Mght, and argue on it with allthe self-pleasing, seK-teasing logic
of a lover.

The coimtry around him was enough to awaken that volup
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tuousness of feeling so favourable to the gnowth of passion.
The window of the tower rose above the trees of the romantic
valley of the Darro, and looked down upon some of the love-

liest scenery of the Vega, where groves of citron and orange
were refreshed by cool springs and brooks of the purest water.

The Xenel and the Darro wound their shining streams along
the plain, and fjleaaued from among its bowers. The sui-round-

ing hills were covered with vineyards, and the mountains,
crowned with snow, seemed to melt into the blue sky. The
delicate airs that played about the tower were perfumed by the
fragrance of myrtle and orange-blossoms, and the ear was
chamaed with the fond warbHng of the nightingale, which, in

these hnppy regions, sings the whole day long. Sometimes,
too, there was the idle song of the muleteer, sauntering along

the solitary road ; or the notes of the guitar, from some group
of peasante dancing in the shade. All these were enough to

fiU the head of the young lover with poetic fancies ; and Antonio
would picture to himself how he could loiter among those happy
groves, and wander by those gentle rivers, and love away h^
life with Inez.

He felt at times impatient at his own weakness, and would
raideavour to brush away these cobwebs of the mind. He would
turn his thoughts, with sudden effort, to his occult studies, or

occupy himself in some perplexing process; but often, when he
had partially succeeded in fixing his attention, the sound of

Inez's lute, or the soft notes of her voice, would come stealing

»pon the stillness Of the chamber, and, as it were, float-

ing round the tower. There was no great art in her per-

formance; but Antonio thought he had never heard music
comparable to this. It was perfect witchcraft to hear her

warble forth some of her national melodies ; those Httle Spanish

romances and Moorish ballads, that transport the hearer, in

idea, to the banks of the Guadalquivir, or the walls of the

Alhambra, and make him dream of beauties, and balconies,

and moonlight serenades.

Never was poor student more sadly beset than Antonio.

Love is a troublesome companion in a study, at the best of

times; but in the laboratory of an alchymist, his intrusion is

terribly disastrous. Instead of attending to the retorts and

crucibles, and watching 'the process of some experiment

intrusted to his charge, the student would get entranced in one

of these love-dreams, from which he would often be aroused by

some fatal catastrophe. The philosopher, on returning from
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his researches in the libraries, would find every thing gone

wrong, and Antonio in despair over the ruins of the whole day's

work. The old man, however, took all quietly, for his had been

a life of experiment and failure.
'

' We must have patience, my son, " would he say, " as aU the

great masters that have gone before us have had. Errors, and
accidents, and delays are what we have to contend with. Did

not Pontanus err two hundred times, before he could obtain

even the matter on whi-ch to found his experiments? The great

Mamel, too, did he not labour four-and-twenty years, before he

ascertained the first agent? What difficulties and hardships

did not CartUaceus encounter, at the very threshold of his dis-

coveries? And Bernard de Treves, even after he had attained

a knowledge of all the requisites, was he not delayed fuU three

years? What you consider accidents, my son, are the machina-
tions of our invisible enemies. The treasures amd golden secrets

of nature are surrounded by spirits hostUe to man. The air

about us teems with them. They lurk in the fire of the fur-

nace, iu the bottom of the crucible, and the alembic, and are

ever on the alert to take advantage of those moments when our
minds are wandering from intense meditation on the great

truth that we are seeking. We must only strive the more to

purify ourselves from those gross and earthly feelings which
becloud the soul, and prevent her from piercing into nature's

arcana."

"Alas !" thought Antonio, "if to be purified from all earthly
feeling requires that I should cease to love Inez, I fear I shall

never discover the philosopher's stone !"

In this way, matters went on for some time, at the alchy-
mist's. Day after day was sending the student's gold in vapour
up the chimney; every blast of the furnace made him a ducat
the poorer, without apparently helping him a jot nearer to the
golden secret. StiU the young man stood by, and saw piece
after piece disappearing without a murmur: he had daily an
opportunity of seeing Inez, and felt as if her favour would be
better than silver or gold, and that every smile was worth a
ducat.

Sometimes, in the cool of the evening, when the toils of the
laboratory happened to be suspended, he would walk with the
alchymist in vliat had once been a garden belonging to the
mansion. There were stOl the remains of terraces and balus-
trades, and here and there a marble urn, or mutilated statue
overturned, and buried among weeds and flowers run wild. It
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was the favourite resort of the alchymist in his hours of relaxa-

tion, ^The^e he would give fuU scope to his visionary flights.

His mind was tinctured with the Eosici'ucian doctrines. He
beMeved in elementary beings ; some favourable, others adverse
to his pursuits ; and, in the exaltation of his fancy, had often
imagined that he held communion with them in his soHtary
walks, about the whispering groves and echoing walls of this

old garden.
When accompanied by Antonio, he would prolong these

evening recreations. Indeed, he sometimes did it out of con-
sideration for his disciple, forhe feared lest his too close apphca-
tion, and his incessant seclusion in the tower, should be iujuri-

ous to his health. He was dehghted and surprised by this

extraordinary zeal and perseverance in so young a tyro, and
looked upon him as destined to be one of the great Imninaries
of the art. Lest the student should repine at the time lost in

these relaxations, the good alchymist would flU them up with
wholesome knowledge, inmatters connected with their pursuits

;

and would walk up and down the EiUeys with his disciple, im-
parting oral instruction, like an ancient philosopher. In aU his

visionary schemes, these breathed a spirit of lofty, though chi-

merical philanthropy, that won the admiration of the scholar.

Nothing sordid nor sensual, nothing petty nor selfish, seemed
to enter into his views, ia respect to the grand discoveries he was
anticipating. On the contrary, his imagination kindled with
conceptions of widely dispensated happiness. He looked for-

ward to the time when he should be able to go about the earth,

relieving the indigent, comforting the distressed; and, by his

unlimited means, devising and executing plans for the com-
plete extirpation of poverty, and all its attendant sufferings

and crimes. Never were grander schemes for general good, for

the distribution of boundless wealth and universal competence,

devised than by this poor, indigent alchymist in his ruined

tower.

Antonio would attend these peripatetic lectures with all the

ardour of a devotee ; but there was another circumstance which

may have given a secret charm to them. The garden was the

resort also of Inez, where she took her walks of recreation ; the

only exercise that her secluded Ufe permitted. As Antonio was
dutoously pacing by the side of his instructor, he would often

catch a glimpse of the daughter, walking pensively about

the alleys in the soft twihght. Som^etimes they would meet her

unexpectedly, and the heart of the student would throb with
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agitation. A blush, too, would crimson the cheek of Inez, but

still she passed on and never joined them.

He had remained one evening until rather a late hour -with

the alchymist in this favourite resort. It was a delightful night

after a sultry day, and the balmy air of the garden was pecu-

liarly reviving. The old man was seated on a fragment of a
pedestal, looking like a part of the ruin on which he sat. He
was edifying his pupil by long lessons of wisdom from the

stars, as they shone out with brilliant lustre in the dark-blue

vault of a southern sky; for he was deeply versed in Behmen,
and other of the Eosicrucians, and talked much of the signa-

ture of earthly things and passing events, which may be dis-

cerned in the heavens; of the power of the stars over corporeal

beings, and their influence on the fortunes of the sons of

men.
By degrees the moon rose and shed her gleaming Kghtamong

the groves. Antonio apparently Hstened with fixed attention

to the sage, but his ear was drinking in the melody of Inez's

voice, who was singing to her lute in one of the moonhght
glades of the garden. The old man, having exhausted his theme,
sat gazing in silent reverie at the heavens. Antonio could not
resist an inchnation to steal a look at this coy beauty, who was
thus playing the part of the nightingale, so sequestered and
musical. Leaving the alchymist in his celestial reverie, he
stole gently along one of the alleys. The music had ceased, and
he thought he heard the sound of voices. He came to an angle
of a copse that had screened a kind of green recess, ornamented
by a marble fountain. The moon shone fuU upon the place,
and by its Ught he beheld his unknown, serenading rival at the
feet 01 Inez. He was detaining her by the hand, which he
covered with kisses ; but at sight of Antonio he started up and
half drew his sword, whUe Inez, disengaged, fled back to the
house.

AH the jealous doubts and fears of Antonio were now con-
firmed. He did not remain to encounter the resentment of his
happy rival at being thus interrupted, but turned from the
place in sudden wretchedness of heart. That Inez shoiild love
another, wotdd have been misery enough ; but that she should
be capable of a dishonourable amour, shocked him to the soul.
The idea of deception in so young and apparently artless a being,
brought with it that sudden distrust in human nature, so sick-
ening to a youthful and ingenuous mind; but when he thought
of the kind, simple parent she was deceiving, whose affections
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all centred in her, he felt for a moment a sentiment of indigna-

tion, and almost of aversion.

He found the alchymist still seated in his visionary contem-
plation of the moon. "Come hither, my son," said he, with
his usual enthusiasm, " come, read withme ia this vast volume
of wisdom, thus nightly unfolded for our perusal. Wisely did

the Chaldean sages affirm, that the heaven is as a m.ystic page,

uttering speech to those who can rightly understand ; warning
them of good and evil, and instructing them ia the secret de-

crees of fate."

The student's heart ached for his venerable master; and, for

a moment, he felt the futility of his occult wisdom. "Alas!
poor old man I" thought he, "of what avails all thy study?

little dost thou dream, while busied in airy speculations among
the stars, what a treason against thy happiaess is going on
Tinder thine eyes; as it were, ia thy very bosom!—Oh Inez!

Inez ! w^here shall we look for truth and innocence, where shall

we repose confidence in woman, if even you can deceive?"

It was a trite apostrophe, such as every lover makes when
he finds his misti-ess not quite such a goddess as he had
painted her. "With the student, however, it sprung from.

honest anguish of heart. He returned to his lodgings, in. piti-

able confusion of mind. He now deplored the infatuation that

had led him on until his feeUngs were so thoroughly engaged.

He resolved to abandon his pursuits at the tower, and trust to

absence to dispel the fascination by which he had been spell-

bound. He no longer thirsted after the discovery of the grand

elixir: the dream of alchymy was over; for, without Inez,

what was the value of the philosopher's stone?

He rose, after a sleepless night, with the determination of

taking his leave of the alchymist, and tearing himself from

Granada. For several days did he rise with the same resolu-

tion, and every night saw him come ba«k to his pillow, to

repine at his want of resolution, and to make &esh determina-

tions for the morrow. In the meanwhile, he saw less of Inez

than ever. She no longer walked in the garden, but remained

almost entirely in her apartment. When she met him, she

blushed more than usual; and once hesitated, as if she would

have spoken; but, after a temporary embarrassment, and stUl

deeper blushes, she made some casual observation, and retired.

Antonio read, in this confusion, a consciousness of fault, and

of that fault's being discovered. "What could she have

wished to conmnmicate? Perhaps to account for the scene in
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the garden;—but how can she account for it, or why should

she account for it to me? What am I to her?—or rather,

what is she to me?" exclaimed he, impatiently, with a new
resolution to break through these entanglements of the heart,

and fly from this enchanted spot for ever.

I

He was returning that very night to his lodgings, full of this

excellent determination, when, in a shadowy part of the road,

he passed a person whom he recognized, by his height and

form, for his rival: he was going in the direction of the tower.

If any Mngering doubts remained, here was an opportunity of

settling them completely. He determined to foUow this un-

known cavalier, and, under favour of the darkness, observe his

movements. If he obtained access to the tower, or in any way
a favourable reception, Antonio felt as if it would be a relief to

his mind, and would enable him to fix his wavering resolution.

The unknown, as he cam.e near the tower, was more cautious

and stealthy in his approaches. He was joined under a clump
of trees by another person, and they had much whispering

together. A Mght was burning in the chamber of Inez; the

curtain was down, but the casement was left open, as the

night was warm. After some time, the light was extinguished.

A considerable interval elapsed. The cavaher and his com-
panion remained under covert of the trees, as if keeping
watch. At length they approached the tower, with silent and
cautious steps. The cavalier received a dark-lantern from his

companion, and threw ofE his cloak. The other then softly

brought something from the clump of trees, which Antonio
perceived to be a light ladder: he placed it against the wall,

and the serenader gently ascended. A sickening sensation

came over Antonio. Here was indeed a confirmation of every
fear. He was about to leave the place, never to return, when
he heard a stifled shriek from Inez's chamber.
In an instant, the fellow that stood at the foot of the ladder

lay prostrate on the ground. Antonio wrested a stiletto from
his nerveless hand, and hurried up the ladder. He sprang in
at the window, and found Inez strugghng in the grasp of his
fancied rival; the latter, disturbed from his prey, caught up
his lantern, turned its hght fuU upon Antonio, and, drawing
his sword, made a furious assault ; luckily the student saw the
hght gleam along the blade, and parried the thrust with the
stiletto. A fierce, but unequal combat ensued. Antonio fought
exposed to the fuU glare of the light, while his antagonist was
in shadow: his stiletto, too, was but a poor defence against
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a rapier. He saw that nothing would save >»iTn but closing

with his adversary, and getting within his weapon : he rushed
furiously upon him, and gave him a severe blow with the
stiletto ; but received a wound in return from the shortened
sword. At the same moment, a blow was inflicted from be-

hind, by the confederate, who had ascended the ladder; it

feUed him to the floor, and his antagonists made their escape.

By this time, the cries of Inez had brought her father and
the domestic into the room. Antonio was found weltering in

his blood, and senseless. He was conveyed to the chamber of

the alchymist, who now repaid in kind the attentions which
the student had once bestowed upon him. Among his varied

knowledge he possessed som.e skill in surgery, which at this

moment was of more value than even his chymical lore. He
stanched and dressed the wounds of his disciple, which on ex-

amination proved less desperate than he had at first appre-

hended. For a few days, however, his case was anxious, and
attended with danger. The old man watched over him with
the affection of a parent. He felt a double debt of gratitude

towards him, on accoimt of his daughter and himself; he loved
t^im too as a faithful and zealous disciple; and he di-eaded lest

the world should be deprived of the promisiug talents of so

aspiring an alchymist.

An excellent constitution soon medicined his wounds; and
there was a balsam in the looks and words of Inez, that had a
heaKng effect on the still se^^^erer wounds which he carried in

his heart. She displayed the strongest interest in his safety

;

she called him her deliverer, her preserver. It seemed as if

her grateful disposition sought, in the warmth of its acknowl-
edgm.ents, to repay him for past coldness. But what most
contributed to Antonio's recovery, was her explanation con-

cerning his supposed rival. It was some time since he had first

beheld her at church, and he had ever since persecuted her

with his attentions. He had beset her in her walks, until she

had been obhged to confine herself to the house, except when
accompanied by her father. He had besieged her with letters,

serenades, and every art by which hs could urge a vehement,

but clandestine and dishonourable suit. The scone in the gar-

den was as much of a surprise to her as to Antonio. Her per-

secutor had been attracted by her voice, and had found his way
over a ruined part of the wall. He had come upon her una-

wares; was detaining her by force, and pleading his insulting

passion, when the appearance of the student interrupted him,
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and enabled her to make her escape. She had forborne to men-

tion to her father the persecution which she sufEered; she

wished to spare him unavaihng anxiety and distress, and had

determined to confine herself more rigorousJy to the house;

though it appeared that even here she had not been safe from

his daring enterprise.

Antonio iaquired whether she knew the name of this impet-

uous admirer? She repUed that he had made his advf!.nces

under a fictitious name; but that she had heard him once

called by the name of Don Ambrosio de Loxa.

Antonio knew him, by report, for one of the most determined

and dangerous libertines in aU Granada. Artful, accomplished,

and, if he chose to be so, insinuating ; but daring and headlong

in the pursuit of his pleasures ; violent and implacable in his

resentments. He rejoiced to find that Inez had been proof

against his seductions, and bad been inspired with aversion by
his splendid profligacy ; but ho trembled to think of the dangers

she had run, and be felt solicitude about the dangers that must
yet environ her.

At present, however, it was probable the enemy had a tem-

porary quietus. The traces of blood had been found for some
distance from the ladder, until they were lost among thickets;

and as nothing had been heard or seen of him since, it was con-

cluded that he had been seriously wounded.
As the student recovered from his wounds, he was enabled

to join Inez and her father in their domestic intercourse. The
chamber in which they usually met had probably been a saloon

of state in former times. The floor was of marble ; the walls

partially covered with remains of tapestry ; the chairs, richly

carved and gilt, were crazed with age, and covered with tar-

nished and tattered brocade. Against the waU hung a long
rusty rapier, the only relic that the old man retained of the
chivalry of his ancestors. There might have been something
to provoke a smile, in the contrast between the mansion and
its inhabitants; between present poverty and the graces of
departed grandeur; but the fancy of the student had thrown
so much romance about the edifice and its inmates, that every
thing was clothed with charms. The philosopher, with his
broken-down pride, and his strange pursuits, seemed to com-
port with the melancholy ruin he inhabited; and there was a
native elegance of spirit about the daughter, that showed she
would have graced the mansion in its happier days.
What delicious moments were these to the student! Inez
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was no longer coy and reserved. She was naturally artless
and confiding; though the kind of persecution she had experi-
enced from one admirer had rendered her, for a time, suspi-
cious and circumspect toward the other. She now felt an en-
tire confidence in the sincerity and worth of Antonio, mingled
with an overflowing gratitude. When her eyes met his, they
beamed with sympathy and kindness ; and Antonio, no longer
haunted by the idea of a favom-ed rival, once more aspired to
success.

At these domestic meetings, however, he had little opportu-
nity of paying his court, except by looks. The aJchymist, sup-
posing him, like himself, absorbed in the study of alchymy,
endeavoured to cheer the tediousness of his recovery by long
conversations on the art. He even brought several of his half-

burnt volimaes, which the student had once rescued from the
flames, and rewarded him for their preservation, by reading
copious passages. He would entertain him with the great and
good acts of Flamel, which he effected through means of tho
philosopher's stone, reheving widows and orphans, founding
hospitals, building churches, and what not ; or with the inter-

rogatories of King Ealid, and the answers of Morienus, the

Eoman hermit of Hierusalem ; or the profound questions which
Mardus, a necromancer of the province of Catalonia, put to

the devil, touching the secrets of alchymy, and the devil's

rephes.

All these were couched in occult language, almost unintelli-

gible to the unpractised ear of fne disciple. Indeed, the old

man delighted in the mystic phrases and symboMcal jargon ia

which the writers that have treated of alchymy have wrapped
their communications; rendering them incomprehensible ex-

cept to the initiated. With what rapture would he elevate his

voice at a triumphant passage, announcing the grand dis-

covery !
" Thou shalt see," would he exclaim, in the words of

Henry Kuhnrade,* "the stone of the philosophers (our king)

go forth of the bed-chamber of his glassy sepulchre into the

threatre of this world ; that is to say, regenerated and made
perfect, a shining carbuncle, a most temperate splendour, whose
most subtle and depurated parts are inseparable, united into

one with a concordial mixture, exceeding equal, transparent as

chrystal, shining red like a ruby, permanently colouring or ring-

ing, flxt in all temptations or tryals
;
yea, in the examination

* Amphitheatre of the Eternal Wisdom.
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of the burning sulphur itself, and the devouring waters, and in

the most vehement persecution of the fire, always incombusti-

ble and permanent as a salamander!"

The student had a high veneration for the fathers of alchymy,

and a profound respect for his instructor; but what was Henry
Kuhnrade, Geber, LuUy, or even Albertus Magnus himself,

compared to the countenance of Inez, which presented such a

page of beauty to his perusal? While, therefore, the good
alchymist was doling out knowledge by the hour, his disciple

would forget books, alchymy, every thing but the lovely object

before him. Inez, too, unpractised in the science of the heart,

was gradually becoming fascinated by the silent attentions of

her lover. Day by day, she seemed niore and more perplexed

by the kindhng and strangely pleasing emotions of her bosom.
Her eye was often cast down in thought. Blushes stole to her

cheek without any apparent cause, and light, half-suppressed

sighs would follow these short fits of musing. Her little bal-

lads, though the same that she had always sung, yet breathed
a more tender spirit. Either the tones of her voice were more
soft and touching, or some passages were delivered with a feel-

ing she had never before given them. Antonio, beside his love
for the abstruse sciences, had a pretty turn for music; and
never did pliilosopher touch the guitar more tastefully. As, by
degrees, he conquered the mutual embarrassment that kept
them asunder, he ventured to accompany Inez in some of her
songs. He had a voice full of fire and tenderness : as he sang,
one would have thought, from the kindling blushes of his com-
panion, that he had been pleading his own passion in her ear.

Let those who would keep two youthful hearts asunder, beware
of music. Oh ! this leaning over chairs, and conning the same
music-book, and entwining of voices, and melting away in
harmonies !—the German waltz is nothing to it.

The worthy alchymist saw nothing of all this. His mind
could admit of no idea that was not connected with the dis-
covery of -the grand arcanum, and he supposed his youthful
coadjutor equally devoted. He was a mere child as to human
nature ; and, as to the passion of love, whatever he might once
have felt of it, he had long since forgotten that there was such
an idle passion in existence. But, while he dreamed, the silent
amour went on. The very quiet and seclusion of the place
wore favourable to the growth of romantic passion. The open-
ing bud of love was able to put forth leaf by leaf, without an
adverse wind to check its growth. There was neither officious
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friendship to chill by its advice, nor insidious envy to wither
by its sneers, nor an observing world to look on and stare it

out of countenance. There was neither declaration, nor vow,
nor any other form of Cupid's canting school. Their hearts
mingled together, and understood each other without the aid
of language. They lapsed into the full current of affection,

unconscious of its depth, and thoughtless of the rocks that
might lurk beneath its surface. Happy lovers! who wanted
nothiag to make their felicity complete, but the discovery of
the philosopher's stone

!

At length, Antonio's health was sufficiently restored to ena-
ble him to return to his lodgings in Granada. He felt uneasy,
however, at leaving the tower, while liu-ktng danger might
surround its almost defenceless inmates. He dreaded lest Don
Ambrosio, recovered from his wounds, might plot some new
attempt, by secret art, or open violence. From all that he had
heard, he knew him to be too implacable to sufEer his defeat to

pass unavenged, and too rash and fearless, when his arts were
imavailing, to stop at any daring deed in. the accomplishment
of his purposes. He urged his apprehensions to the alchymist
and his daughter, and proposed that they should abandon the
dangerous vicinity of Granada.
"I have relations," said he, "in Valentia, poor indeed, but

worthy and affectionate. Among them you will find friend-

ship and quiet, and we may there pursue our labours immo-
lested." He went on to paint the beauties and delights of Va-
lentia, with aU the fondness of a native, and all the eloquence

with which a lover paints the fields and groves which he is

picturing as the future scenes of his happiness. His eloquence,

backed by the apprehensions of Inez, was successful with the

alchymist, who, indeed, had led too unsettled a life to be par-

ticular about the place of his residence ; and it was determined,

that, as soon as Antonio's health was perfectly restored, they

should abandon the tower, and seek the dehcious neighbourhood

of Valentia.*

* Here are the strongest silks, the sweetest wines, the excellent'st almonds, the

best oyls, and beautifuU'st females of all Spain. The very bruic animals make
themselves beds of rosemary, and other fragrant flowers hereabouts; and when one

is at sea, if the winde blow from the shore, he may smell this soyl before he comes

in sight of it, many leagues off, by the strong odoriferous scent It casts. As it is the

most pleasant, so it is also the temperat'st clime of all Spain, and they commonly
call it the second Italy; which made the Moors, whereof many thousands were dis-

terr'd, and banish'd hence to Barbary, to think that Paradise was in that part of

the heavens which hung over this citie.

—

Howell's Letters.
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To recruit his strength, the student suspended his toils in the

laboratory, and spent the few remaining days, before departure,

in taking a farewell look at the enchanting environs of G-rana-

da. He felt returning health and ^agour, as he inhaled the pure

temperate breezes that play about its lulls ; and the happy state

of his mind contributed to his rapid recovery. _
Inez was often

the companion of his walks. Her descent, by the mother's side,

from one of the ancient Moorish families, gave her an interest

in this once favourite seat of Arabian power. She gazed with

enthusiasm upon its magnificent monuments, and her memory
was filled with the traditional tales and ballads of Moorish

chivalry. Indeed, the solitary hfe she had led, and the vision-

ary turn of her father's mind, had produced an effect upon her

character, and given it a tinge of what, in modern days, would
be termed romance. All this was called into full force by this

new passage ; for, when a woman first begins to love, life is all

romance to her.

In one of their evening strolls, they had ascended to the

mountain of the Sun, where is situated the GeneraUffe, the

palace of pleasure, in the days of Moorish dominion, but now a
gloomy convent of Capuchins. They had wandered about its

garden, among groves of orange, citron, and cypress, where
the waters, leaping in torrents, or gushing in foimtains, or
tossed aloft in sparkling jets, fill the air with music and fresh-

ness. There is a melancholy mingled with all the beauties of

this garden, that gradually stole over the feelings of the lovers.

The place is full of the sad story of past times. It was the
favourite abode of the lovely queen of Granada, where she was
surrounded by the dehghts of a gay and voluptuous court. It

was here, too, amidst her own bowers of roses, that her slan-

derers laid the base story of her dishonour, and struck a fatal
blow to the line of the gaUant Abencerrages.
The whole garden has a look of ruin and neglect. Many of

the fountains are dry and broken; the streams have wandered
from their marble channels, and are choked by weeds and yel-
low leaves. The reed whistles to the wind, where it had once
sported among roses, and shaken perfume from the orange-
blossom. The convent-beU fiings its sullen sound, or the
drowsy vesper-hymn floats along these solitudes, which once
resounded -with the song, and the dance, and the lover's sere-
nade. Well may the Moors lament over the loss of this earthly
paradise; well may they remember it in their prayers, and
beseech Heaven to restore it to the faithful; well may their
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ambassadors smite their breasts when they behold these monu-
ments of their race, and sit down and weep among the fading
glories of Granada 1

It is impossible to wander about these scenes of departed love
and gayety, and not feel the tenderness of the heart awakened.
It was then that Antonio first ventured to breathe his passion,

and to express by words what his eyes had long since so elo-

quently revealed. He made his avowal with fervour, but with
frankness. He had no gay prospects to hold out: he was a
poor scholar, dependent on his "good spirits to feed and clothe

him." But a woman in love is no interested calculator. Inez
hstened to him with downcast eyes, but in them was a humid
gleam that showed her heart was with hun. She had no pru-
dery in her nature ; and she had not been sufficiently in society

to acquire it. She loved him with all the absence of worldU-
ness of a genuine woman; and, amidst timid smiles and
blushes, he drew from her a modest acknowledgment of her
affection.

They wandered about the garden, with that sweet intoxica-

tion of the soul which none but happy lovers know. The world
about them was all fairy land ; and, indeed, it spread forth one
of its fairest scenes before their eyes, as if to fulfil their dream
of earthly happiness. They looked out from between groves of

orange, upon the towers of Granada below them ; the magnifi-

cent plain of the Vega beyond, streaked with evening sunshine,

and the distant hills tinted with rosy and purple hues: it

seemed an emblem of the happy future, that love and hope

were decking out for them.

As if to make the scene complete, a group of Andalusians

struck Tip a dance, in one of the vistas of the garden, to the

guitars of two wandering musicians. The Spanish music is

wild and plaintive, yet the people dance to it with spirit and

enthusiasm. The picturesque figures of the dancers; the girls

with their hair in silken nets that hung in knots and tassels

down their backs, their mantiUas floating roimd their graceful

forms, their slender feet peeping from under their basquinas,

their arms tossed up in the air to play the castanets, had a

beautiful effect on this airy height, with the rich evening land-

scape spreading out below them.

When the dance was ended, two of the parties approached

Antonio and Inez ; one of them began a soft and tender Moorish

baUad, accompanied by the other on the lute. It alluded to

tlie story of the garden, the wrongs of the fair queen of Gra-
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nada, and the misfortimes of the Abencerrages. It was one of

those old ballads that abound m this part of Spain, and live,

like echoes, about the ruins of Moorish greatness. The heart

of Inez was at that moment open to every tender impression

;

the tears rose into her eyes, as she Hstened to the tale. The
singer approached nearer to her ; she was striking in her ap-

pearance ;—young, beautiful, with a mixture of wildness and
melancholy in her fine black eyes. She fixed them mournfully

and expressively on Inez, and, suddenly varying her manner,
sang another baUad, which treated of impending danger and
treachery. AU this might have passed for a mere accidental

caprice of the singer, had there not been something in her look,

manner, and gesticulation that made it pointed and startling.

Inez was about to ask the meaning of this evidently personal

apphcation of the song, when she was interrupted by Antonio,

who gently drew her from the place. Whilst she had been lost

in attention to the music, he had remarked a group of men, in

the shadows of the trees, whispering together. They were
enveloped in the broad hats and great cloaks so much worn by
the Spanish, and, whUe they were regarding himself and Inez
attentively, seemed anxious to avoid observation. Not know-
ing what might be their character or intention, he hastened to

quit a place where the gathering shadows of evening might ex-

pose them to intrusion and insult. On their way down the
hiU, as they passed through the wood of elms, mingled with
poplars and oleanders, that skirts the road leading from the
AJhambra, he again saw these men apparently following at a
distance ; and he afterwards caught sight of them among the
trees on the banks of the Darro. He said nothing on the sub-
ject to Inez, nor her father, for he woidd not awaken unneces-
sary alarm ; but he felt at a loss how to ascertain or to avert
any machinations that might be devising against the helpless

inhabitants of the tower.

He took his leave of them late at night, fidl of this perplex-
ity. As he left the dreary old pUe, he saw some one lurking in
the shadow of the wall, apparently watching his movements.
He hastened after the figure, but it gUded away, and dis-

appeared among some ruins. Shortly after he heard a low
whistle, which was answered from a httle distance. He had no
longer a doubt but that some mischief was on foot, and turned
to hasten back to the tower, and put its inmates on their
guard. He had scarcely turned, however, before he found
himself suddenly seized from behind by some one of Hercidean
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strength. His struggles were in vain; he was surrounded by-
armed men. One threw a mantle over him that stifled his
cries, and enveloped him in its folds; and he was hurried oif

with irresistible rapidity.

The next day passed without the appearance of Antonio at
the alchymist's. Another, and another day succeeded, and
yet he did not come; nor had any thing been heard of him at
his lodgings. His absence caused, at first, surprise and con-
jectiire, and at length alarm. Inez recollected the singular
intimations of the baUad-singer upon the mountain, which
seemed to warn her of impending danger, and her mind was
fuU of vague forebodings. She sat hstening to every sound at
the gate, or footstep on the stairs. She would take up her
guitar and strike a few notes, but it would not do; her heart
was sickening with suspense and anxiety. She had never be-

fore felt what it was to be really lonely. She now was con-

scious of the force -of that attachment which had taken posses-

sion of her breast ; for never do we know how much we love,

never do we know how necessary the object of our love is to

our happiness, until we experience the-weary void of separa-

tion.

The philosopher, too, felt the absence of his disciple almost

as sensibly as did his daughter. The animating buoyancy of

the youth had inspired him with new ardour, and had given to

his labours the charm of full companionship. However, he had
resources and consolations of which his daughter was desti-

tute. His pursuits were of a nature to occupy every thought,

and keep the spirits in a state of continual excitement. Cer-

tain indications, too, had lately manifested themselves, of the

most favourable nature. Forty days and forty nights had the
process gone on successfully ; the old man's hopes were con-

stantly rising, and he now considered the glorious moment
once more at hand, when he should obtain not merely the

major lunaria, but Ukewise the tinctura Solaris, the means of

multiplying gold, and of prolonging existence. He remnined,

therefore, continually shut up in his laboratory, watching his

furnace ; for a moment's inadvertency mi^t once more defeat

all his expectations.

He was sitting one evening at one of his solitary vigils,

wrapped up in meditation; the hour was late, and his neigh-

bour, the owl, was hooting from the battlement of the tower,

when he heard the door open behind him. Supposing it to

be his daughter coming to take her leave of him for the night,
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as was herirequent practice, he called her by name, but a harsh

voice me this ear in reply. He was grasped by the anus, and,

looking up, perceived three strange men in the chamber. He
attempted to shake them off, but in vain. He called for help,

but they scoiled at his cries. "Peace, dotard!" cried one:
" think'st thou the servants of the most holy inquisition are

to be daunted by thy clamours? Comj-ades, away with himl"
Without heeding his remonstrances and entreaties, they

seized upon his books and papers, took some note of the aparb

ment, and the utensils, and then bore him off a prisoner.

Inez, left to herself, had passed a sad and lonely evening;

seated by a casement which looked into the garden, she had
pensively watched star after star sparkle out of the blue depths

of the sky, and was indulging a crowd of anxious thoughts

about her lover, until the rising tears began to flow. She was
suddenly alarmed by the sound of voices, that seemed to como
from a distant part of the mansion. There was, not long after,

a noise of several persons descending the stairs. Surprised at

these unusual sounds in their lonely habitation, she remained
for a few moments in a state of trembling, yet indistinct appre-

hension, when the servant rushed into the room, with terror

in her countanance, and informed her that her father was car-

ried ofiE by armed men.
Inez did not stop to hear further, but flew down-stairs to

overtake them. She had scarcely passed the threshold, when
she found herself in the grasp of strangers.—"Away !—away !"

cried she, wildly, "do not stop me—let me follow my father."
" We come to conduct yon to him, senora," said one of the

men, respectfully.
" Where is he, then?"
"He is gone to Granada," replied the man: "an unexpected

circumstance requires his presence there immediately; but he
is among friends."

"We have no friends in Granada," said Inez, drawing back;
but then the idea of Antonio rushed into her naind; something
relating to Mm might have call her father thither. "Is senor
Antonio de Castros with him?" demanded she, with agitation.

'

' I know not, senora, " repUed the man. " It is very possible.
I only know that your father is among friends, and is anxious
for you to follow him."

_
"Let us go, then," cried she, eagerly. The men led her a

little distance to where a m.ule was waiting, and, assisting
her to mount, they conducted her slowly towards the city.
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Granada was on that evening a scene of fanciful revel. It
was one of the festivals of the Maestranza, an association of

the nobihty to keep up some of the gallant customs of ancient
chivalry. There had been, a representation of a tournament
in one of the squares ; the streets woiUd stiU occasionally re-

sound with the beat of a sohtary drum, or the bray of a trum-
pet from some straggUng party of revellers. Sometimes they
were met by cavahers, richly dressed in ancient costumes, at-

tended by their squires; and at one time they passed in sight

of a palace briUiantly illuminated, from whence came the min-
gled sounds of music and the dance. Shortly after, they came
to the square where the mock tournament had been held. It

was thronged by the populace, recreating themselves among
booths and stalls where refreshments were sold, and the glare

of torches showed the temporary galleries, and gay-coloured
awnings, and armorial trophies, and other prraphemaha of
the show. The conductors of Inez endeavoured to keep out of
observation, and to traverse a gloomy part of the square ; but
they were detained at one place by the pressure of a crowd sur-

roimding a party of wandering musicians, singing one of those

ballads of which the Spanish populace are so passionately fond.

The torches'which were held by some of the crowd, threw a
strong mass of light upon Inez, and the sight of so beautiful a
being, without mantiUa or veil, looking so bewildered, and
conducted by men who seemed to take no gratification in the

surrounding gayety, occasioned expressions of curiosity. One
of the ballad-singers approached, and striking her guitar with

peculiar earnestness, began to sing a doleful au', full of sinister

forebodings. Inez started with surprise. It was the same bal-

lad-singer that had addressed her in the garden of the Gene-

raliffe. It was the same air that she had then sung. It spoke

of impending dangers ; they seemed, indeed, to be thickening

around her. She was anxious to speak with the girl, and to

ascertain whether she really had a knowledge of any definite

evil that was threatening her; but, as she attempted to address

her, the mule, on which she rode, was suddenly seized, and led

forcibly through the throng by one of her conductors, while

she saw another addressing menacing words to the ballad-

Singer. The latter raised her hand with a warning gesture, as

Inez lost sight of her.

While she was yet lost in perplexity, caused by this singular

occurrence, they stopped at the frate of a large mansion. One
of her attendants knocked, the door was opened, and they en-
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tered a paved court. "Where are we?" demanded Inez, with

anxiety. "At thfe house of a Mend, senora," repKed the man.

"Ascend this staircase with me, and in a moment you will

meet your father."

They ascended a staircase, that led to a suite of splendid

apartments. They passed through several, until they came to

an inner chamber. The door opened—some one approached;

hut what was her terror at perceiving, not her father, hut Don
Ambrosio

!

The men who had seized upon the alchymist had, at least,

been more honest in their professions. They were, indeed,

familiars of the inquisition. He was conducted, in silence to

the gloomy prison of that horrible tribunal. It wag a mansion
whose very aspect withered joy, and almost shut OTtt hope. It

was one of those hideous abodes which the bad passions of men
conjure up in this fair world, to rival the fancied dens of

demons and the accursed.

Day after day went heavily by, without anything to mark
the lapse of time, but the decline and reappearance of the Mght
that feebly ghmmered through the narrow window of the dun-

geon in which the unfortunate alchymist was buried rather

than confined. His mind was harassed with uncertainties and
fears about his daughter, so helpless and inexperienced. He
endeavoured to gather tidings of her from the man who brought
his daily portion of food. The feUow stared, as if astonished

at being asked a question in that mansion of silence and mys-
tery, but departed without saying a word. Every succeeding
attempt was equally fruitless.

The poor alchymist was oppressed by many griefs ; and it

was not the least, that he had been again interrupted in his

labours on the very point of success. Never was alchymist so
near attaining the golden secret—a little longer, and all his
hopes would have been realized. The thoughts of these disap-

pointments afflicted him more even than the fear of aU that he
might suffer frohi the merciless inquisition. His waking
thoughts would follow him into his dreams. He would be
transported ia fancy to his laboratory, busied again among re-

torts and alembics, and surrounded by LuUy, by D'Abano, by
Olybius, and the other masters of the sublime art. Tne mo-
ment of projection would arrive ; a seraphic form would rise

out of the furnace, holding forth a vessel containing the pre-
cious elixir; but, before he could grasp the prize, he wouI.d
awake, and find himself in a dungeon.
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All the devices of inquisitorial iaf^enuity wers employed to
ensnare the old man, and to die -n from hira evidence that
might be brought against himself, and might corroborate cer-
tain secret information that had been given against biiYi He
had been accused of practising necromancy and judicial astrol-
ogy, and a cloud of evidence had been secretly brought forward
to substantiate the charge. It would be tedious to enumerate
all the circumstances, apparently corroborative, which httd
been industriously cited by the secret accuser. The sileiico

which prevailed about the torwer, its desolateness, the very qmet
of its inhabitants, had been adduced eis proofs that something
sinister was perpetrated within. The alchymist's conversa-
tions and soliloquies in the garden had been overheard and mis-
represented. The lights and strange appearances at night, in
the tower, were given Aslth violent exaggerations. ShriekB
and yeUs were gaid to have been heard from thence at mid-
night, when, it was confidently asserted, the old man raised
familiar spirits by his incantations, and even compelled th^
dead to rise from their graves, and answer to his questions.

Th' alchymist, according to the custom of the inquisition,

was kept in complete ignorance of his accuser; of the witnesses
produced against him; even of the crimes of which he was ac-

cused. He was examined generally, whether he knew why he
wac arrested, and was conscious of any guilt that might de-
serve the notice of the holy office? He was examined as to his

country, his life, his habits, his pursuits, his actions, and opin-

ions. The old man was frank and simple in his rephes ; he was
conscious of no guilt, capable of no art, practised in no dis-

simulation. After receiving a general admonition to bethink
himself whether he had not committed any act deserving of

punishment and to prepare, by confession, to sectu-e the well*

known mercy of the tribunal, he was remanded to his cell.

He was now visited in his dungeon by crafty familiars of the

inquisition; who, under pretence of sympathy and kindness,

came to beguile the tediousness of his imprisonment with

friendly conversation. They casually introduced the subject

of alchymy, on which they touched with great caution and
pretended indifference. There was no need of such craftiness.

The honest enthusiast had no suspicion in his nature : the mo-

ment they touched upon his favourite theme, he forgot his mis-

fortunes and imprisonment, and broke forth into rhapsodies

about the divine science.

The conversation wac .*i-tfully turned to the discussion of
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ilementrry beings. The alchymist readily avowed his belief

n them; and that there had been instances of their attending

ipon philosophers, and administering to their wishes. He
•elated many miracles said to have been performed by Apol-

onius Thyaneus, through the aid of spirits or demons; inso-

nuch that he was set up by the heathens in opposition to the

ilessiah; and was even regarded with reverence by many
IJhristians. The famUiars eagerly demanded whether he be-

ieved ApoUonius to be a true and worthy philosopher. The
maffected piety of the alchymist protected him even in the

oidst of his simplicity; for he condemned ApoUonius as a
orcerer and an impostor. No art could draw from him. an
,dmission that he had ever employed or invoked spiritual

.gencies in the prosecution of his pursuits, though he believed

limself to have been frequently impeded by their invisible

aterference.

The inquisitors were sorely vexed at not being able to inveigle

dm into a confession of a criminal nature ; they attributed their

aUure to craft, to obstinacy, to every cause but the right one,-

lamely, that the harmless visionary had nothing guilty to con
ess. They had abundant proof of a secret nature against him

;

lut it was the practice of the inquisition to endeavour to procure
onfession from the prisoners. An auto da fe was at hand;
he worthy fathers were eager for his conviction, for they were
Iways anxious to have a good nmnber of culprits condemned

the stake, to grace these solemn triumphs. He was at
jngth brought to a final examination.

The chamber of trial was spacious and gloomy. At one end
?^as a huge crucifix, the standard of the inquisition. A long
able extended through the centre of the room, at which sat
tie inquisitors and their secretary ; at the other end, a stool
Taa placed for the prisoner.

He was brought in, according to custom, bare-headed and
are-legged. He was enfeebled by confinement and afihction;

y constantly brooding over the unknown fate of his child,'

nd the disastrous interruption of his experiments. He sat
owed down and listless; his head suni upon his breast; his
rhole appearance that of one "pasi; hope, abandoned, and by
imself given over."

The accusation alleged against him was now brought forward
1 a specific form; he was called upon by name, Felix de
""asquez, formerly of Castile, to answer to the charges of
ecromancy and domonology. He was told that the charges
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were amply substantiated; and was asked whether he was
ready, by full confession, to throw himself upon the well-
known mercy of the holy inquisition.

The philosopher testified some slight surprise at the nature
of the accusation, but simply replied, " I am innocent."
"What proof have you to give of your ianoeence?"
"It rather remains for you to prove your charges," said the

old man. " I am a stranger and a sojourner in the land, and
know no one out of the doors of my dweUing. I can give
nothing ia my vindication but the word of a nobleman and a
Castihan."

The inquisitor shook his head, and went on to repeat the
various inquiries that had before been made as to his mode of
life and pursuits. The poor alchymist was too feeble and too
weary at heart to make any but brief repUes. He requested
that some man of science might examine his laboratory, and all

his books and papers, by which it would be made abundantly
evident that he was- merely engaged in the study of alchymy.
To this the inquisitor observed, that alchymy had become a

mere covert for secret and deadly sins. That the practisers of

it were apt to scruple at no means to satisfy their inordinate

greediness of gold. Some had been known to use speUs and
imipious ceremonies; to conjure the aid of evil spirits; nay,

even to sell their souls to the enemy of mankind, so that they

might riot in bouiidless wealth while hving.

The poor alchymist had heard all patiently, or, at least, pas-

sively. He had disdained to vindicate his name otherwise

than by his word; he had smiled at the accusations of sorcery,

when apphed merely to himself; but when the sublime art,

which had been the study and passion of his life, was assailed,

he could no longer Usten in sUence. His head gradually rose

from his bosom ; a hectic colour came in faint streaks to his

cheek; played about there, disappeared, returned, and at

length kindled into a burning glow. The clammy dampness

dried from his forehead; his eyes, which had nearly been

extinguished, hghted up again, and burned with their wonted

and visionary fires. He entered into a vindication of his fa-

vourite art. His voice at first was feeble and broken ; but it

gathered strength as he proceeded, until it rolled in a deep and

sonorous volume. He gradually rose from his seat, as he rose

with his subject; he threw back the scanty black mantle

which had hitherto wrapped his limbs; the very uncouthness

of his form and looks gave an impressive effect to what he
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uttered ; it was as though a corpse had hecome suddenly ani-

mated.
He repelled with scorn the aspersions cast upon alchymy by

the ignorant and vulgar. He affirmed it to be the mother of

all art and science, citing the opinions of Paracelsus, Sandi-

vogius, Raymond Lully, and others, in support of his asser-

tions. He maintained that it was pure and innocent and
honourable both in its purposes and means. What were its

objects? The perpetuation of life and youth, and the produc-

tion of gold. "The elixir vitae," said he, "is no charmed
potion, but merely a concentration of those elements of vitality

which nature has scattered through her works. The philoso-

pher's stone, or tincture, or powder, as it is variously called, is

no necromantic talisman, but consists simply of those particles

which gold contains within itself for its reproduction; for gold,

Kke other things, has its seed within itself, though bound up
with inconceivable firmness, from the vigour of innate fixed

salts and sulphurs. In seeking to discover the elixir of hfe,

then," continued he, " we seek only to apply some of nature's

own specifics against the disease and decay to which our bodies

are subjected ; and what else does the physician, when he tasks

his art, and uses subtle compounds and cunning distillations,

to revive our languishing powers, and avert the stroke of dfeath.

for a season?
'

' In seeking to multiply the precious metals, also, we seek but
to germinate and multiply, by natural means, a particular
species of nature's productions ; and what elsa does the hus-
bandman, who consults times and seasons, and, by what might
be deemed a natural magic, from the mere scattering of his
hand, covers a whole plain with golden vegetation? The mys-
teries of our art, it is true, are deeply and darkly hidden; but
it requires so much the more innocence and purity of thought,
to penetrate unto them. No, father! the true alchymist must
bo pure in mind and body; he must be temperate, patient,
chaste, watchful, meek, humble, devout. 'My son,' says
Hermes Trismegestes, the great master of our art, ' my son, I
recommend you above all tilings to fear God.' And indeed it is
only by devout castigation of the senses; and purification of the
soul that the alchymist is enabled to enter into the sacred
chambers of truth. 'Labour, pray, and read,' is the motto of
our science. As De Nuysment well observes, ' These high and
singular favours are granted unto none, save only unto the
sons of God, (that is to say, the virtuous and devout,) who.
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under his paternal benediction, have obtained the opening
of the same, by the helping hand of the queen of arts, diviae

Philosophy.' Indeed, so sacred has the nature of this know-
ledge been considered, that we are told it has four times been
expressly communicated by God to man, having made a part of

that cabalistical wisdom which was revealed to Adam to con-

sole him for the loss of Paradise ; and to Moses in the bush, and
to Solomon in a dream, and to Esdras by the angel.

'

' So far from demons and mahgn spirits being the friends and
abettors of the alchymist, they are the continual foes with
whichhe has to contend. It is their constant endeavour to shut

up the avenues to those truths which would enable him to rise

above the abject state into whichhe has fallen, and return to that

excellence which was his original birthright, ffor what would
be the effect of this length of days, and this abundant wealth,

but to enable the possessor to go on from art to art, from science

to science, with energies unimpaired by sickness, uninterrupted

by death ? For this have sages and philosophers shut themselves

up in cells and sohtudes; buried themselves in caves and dens

of the earth; turning from the joys of life, and the pleasance of

the world; enduring scorn, poverty, persecution. For this was
Eaymond LuUy stoned to death in Mauritania. For this did

the immortel Pietro D'Abano suffer persecution at Padua,

-

and, when he escaped from his oppressors by death, was de-

spitefuUy burnt in effigy. For this have illustrious men of aU

nations intrepidly suffered martyrdom. For this, if unmolest-

ed, have they a-ssiduously employed the latest hour of hfe,

the expiring throb of existence ; hoping to the last that they

might yet seize upon the prize for which they had struggled,

and pluck themselves back even from the very jaws of the

grave

!

"For, when once the alchymist shall have attained the ob-

ject of ins toils ; when the sublime secret shall be revealed to

his gaze, how glorious will be the change in his condition!

How will he emerge from his solitary retreat, hke the sun

breaking forth from the darksome chamber of the night> and

darting his beams throughout the earth ! Gifted with perpetual

youth and boundless riches, to what heights of wisdom may he

attain' How may he carry on, uninterrupted, the thread of

knowledge, which has hitherto been snapped at the death of

each philosopher! And, as the increase of wisdom is the in-

crease of virtue, how may he become the benefactor of his

feUow-men; dispensing, with liberal but cautious and discrimi-
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nating hand, that inexhaustible wealth which is at his disposal;

banishing poverty, which is the cause of so much sorrow and

wickedness; encouraging the arts; promoting discoveries, and

enlarging all the means of virtuous enjoyment ! His life wiU

be the connecting band of generations. History will live in his

recollection; distant ages wiU speak with his tongue. The

nations of the earth wiU look to him as their preceptor, and

kings will sit at his feet and learn wisdom. Oh glorious ! ob

celestial alchymy 1"

—

Here he was interrupted by the inquisitor, who had suffered

Tiim to goon thus far, in hopes of gathering somethiag from his

unguarded enthusiasm. " Senor," said he, this is all rambling,

visionary talk. You are charged with sorcery, and in defence

you give us a rhapsody about alchymy. Have you nothing

better than this to offer ia your defence?"

The old man slowly resumed his seat, but did not deign a

reply. The fire that had beamed in his eye gradually expired.

His cheek resumed its wonted paleness ; but he did not relapse

into inanity. He sat with a steady, serene, patient look, like

one prepared not to contend, but to suffer.

His trial continued for a long time, with cruel mockery of

justice, for no witnesses were ever in this court confronted with
•the accused, and the latter had continually to defend himseK in

the dark. Some unknown and powerful enemy had alleged

charges against the unfortunate alchymist, but who he could

not imagiue. Stranger and sojourner as he was in the land,

,

soMtary and harmless in his pursuits, how could he have pro-

voked such hostility? The tide of secret testimony, however,
was too strong against him; he was convicted of the crime of

magic, and condemned to expiate his sins at the stake, at the
approaching auto da fe.

While the unhappy alchymist was undergoing his trial at
the inquisition, his daughter was exposed to trials no less

severe. Don Ambrosio, into whose hands she had fallen, was,
as has before been intimated, one of the most daringand lawless
profligates in all Granada. He was a man of hot blood and
fiery passions, who stopped at nothing in the gratification of
his desires; yet with all this he possessed manners, address,
and accomplishments, that had made him eminently successful
among the sex. From the palace to the cottage he had extend-
ed his amorous enterprises; his serenades harassed the slum-
bers of half the husbands in Granada; no balconywas too high
for his adventurous attempts, nor any cottage too lowly for his
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perfidious seductions. Yet he was as fickle as lie was ardent

;

success had made him vain and capricious ; he had no sentiment
to attach him to the victim of his arts; and many a pale cheek
and £:iding eye, languishing amidst the sparkUng of jewels, and
many a hrealdng heart, throhbing under the rustic bodice,
bore testimony to his triumphs and his faithlessness.

He was sated, however, by easy conquests, and wearied of a
life of continual and prompt gratification. There had been a
degree of difficulty and enterprise in the pursuit of Inez that he
had never before experienced. It had aroused biTn from the
monotony of mere sensual Ufe, and stimulated Tiim with the
charm of adventure. He had become an epicm-e in pleasure

;

and now that he had this coy beauty in his power, he was de-

termined to protract his enjoyment, by the gradual conquest of

her scruples and downfall of her virtue. He was vain of his

person and address, which he thought no woman could long

withstand; and it was a kind of trial of skill to endeavour to

gain, by art and fascination, what he was secure of obtaining

at any time by violence.

When Inez, therefore, was brought into his presence by his

emissaries, he affected not to notice her terror and surprise, but

received her with formal and stately courtesy. He was too

wary a fowler to flutter the bird when just entangled in the

net. To her eager and wild inquiries about her father, he
begged her not to be alarmed; that he was safe, and had been
there, but was engaged elsewhere ia an affair of moment,
from which he would soon return; in the meantime, he had
left word that she shoiild await his return ia patience. After

some stately expressions of general civility, Don Ambrosio

made a ceremonious bow and retired.

The mind of Inez was fuU of trouble and perplexity. The

stately formahty of Don Ambrosio was so unexpected as to

check the accusations and reproaches that were springing to her

lips. Had he had evil designs, would he have treated her with

such frigid ceremony when he had her in his power? Butwhy,

then, was she brought to his house ? Was not the mysterious

disappearance of Antonio connected with this? A thought

suddenly darted into her mind. Antonio had again met with

Don Ambrosio—they had fought—Antonio was wounded—per-

haps dying ! It was ^^^ to whom her father hail gone—it was

at his request that Don Ambrosio had sent for them, to soothe

his dying moments! These, and a thousand such horrible sug-

gestions, harassed her mind; but she tried in vain to get in-
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iormation from the domestics ; they knew nothing but that her

'ather had been there, had gone, and would soon return.

Thus passed a night of tumultuous thought, and vague yet

;ruel apprehensions. She knew not what to do or what to

)elieve—whether she ought to fly, or to remain ; but if to fly,

low was she to extricate herself?—and where was she to seek

ler father? As the day dawned without any intelligence of

lim, her alarm increased; at length a message was brought]

:rom him, saying that circumstances prevented his return to

ler, but begging her to hasten to Tiim without delay.

With an eager and throbbing heart did she set forth with the

nen that were to conduct her. She little thought, however,

hat she was merely changing her prison-house. Don Ambro-
lio had feared lest she should be traced to his residence in

Iranada ; or that he might be interrupted there before he could

iccomphsh his plan of seduction. He had her now conveyed,
herefore, to a mansion which he possessed in one of the moun-
ain sohtudes in the neighbourhood of Granada; a lonely, but
)eautiful retreat. In vain, on her arrival, did she look around
'or her father or Antonio ; none but strange faces met her eye

:

nenials, profoundly respectful, but whoknew nor saw anythiug
rat what their master pleased.

She had scarcely arrived before Don Ambrosio made his ap-
)earance, less stately in his manner, but still treating her with
he utmost dehcacy and deference. Inez was too much agitated
md alarmed to be baffled by his courtesy, and became vehe-
nent in her demand to be conducted to her father.

Don Ambrosio now put on an appearance of the greatest em-
)arrassmen't and emotion. After some delay, and much pre-
ended confusion, he at length confessed that the seizure of her
ather was all a stratagem; a mere false alarm, to procure hini
he present opportunity of having access to her, and endeavour-
ng to mitigate that obduracy, and conquer that repugnance,
vhich he declared had almost driven him to distraction.
He assured her that her father was again at home in safety,
md occupied in his usual pursuits ; having been fuUy satisfled
hat his daughter was in honourable hands, and would soon be
estored to him. It was in vain that she threw herself at his
feet, and implored to be set at liberty; he only replied by gentle
intreaties, that she would pardon the seeming violence he had to
ise ; and that she would trust a little while to his honour. '

' Tou
ire here," said he, "absolute mistress of every thing: nothing
(hall be said or done to offend you: I will not even intrude
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upon your eax the unhappy passion that is devouringmy heart.

Should you require it, I will even absent myself from your
presence ; but, to part with you entirely at present, with your
mind full of doubts and resentments, would be worse than
death to me. No, beautiful Inez, you must first know me a
Uttle better, and know by my conduct that my passion for you
is as dehcate and respectful as it is vehement."
The assurance of her father's safety had reheved Inez from

one cause of torturing anxiety, only to render her fears the

more violent on her own account. Don Ambrosio, however,

continued to treat her with artful deference, that insensibly

hilled her apprehensions. It is true she found herself a captive,

but no advantage appeared to be taken of her helplessness. She
soothed herself with the idea that a little while would sufl&ce to

convince Don Ambrosio of the fallacy of his hopes, and that

he would be induced to restore her to her home. Her tran-

sports of terror and affliction, therefore, subsided, in a few
days, into a passive, yet anxious melancholy, with which she

awaited the hoped-for event.

In the meanwhile, aU those artifices were employed that are

calculated to charm the senses, ensnare the feehngs, and dis-

solve the heart into tenderness. Don Ambrosio was a master

of the subtle arts of seduction. His very mansion breathed an

enervating atmosphere of languor and delight. It was here,

amidst twilight saloons and dreamy chambers, buried among
groves of orange and myrtle, that he shut himself up at times

from the "prying world, and gave free scope to the gratification

of his pleasures.

The apartments were furnished in the most sumptuous and

voluptuous manner; the silken couches swelled to the touch,

and sunk in downy softness beneath the slightest pressure.

The paintings and statues, all told some classic tale of love,

managed, however, with an insidious delicacy; which, while it

banished the grossness that might disgust, was the more calcu-

lated to excite the imagination. There the blooming Adonis

was seen, not breaking away to pursue the boisterous chase,

but crowned with flowers, and languishing in the embraces of

celestial beauty. There Acis wooed his Galatea in the shade,

with the Sicihan sea spreading inhalcyon serenity before them.

There were depicted groups of fauns and dryads, fondly re-

clining in summer bowers, and listening to the liquid piping

of the reed; or the wanton satyrs, surprising some wood-

nymph during her noontide slumber. There, too, on the
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storied tapestry, might be seen the chaste Diana, stealing, in

the mystery of moonhght, to kiss the sleeping Endymion;
svhUe Cupid and Psyche, entwined in immortal marble,

areathed on each other's lips the early kiss of love.

The ardent rays of the sun were excluded from these baJmy
lalls; soft and tender music from unseen musicians floated

iround, seeming to mingle with the perfumes that were exhaled

Tonx a thousand flowers. At night, when the moon shed a
'airy light over the scene, the tender serenade would rise from
imong the bowers of the garden, in which the fine voice of

Don Ambrosio might often be distinguished ; or the amorous
lute woiild be heard along the mountain, breathing in its

)ensive cadences the very soul of a lover's melancholy.

Various entertainments were also devised to dispel her lone-

inesB, and to charm away the idea of conflnement. G-roups of

Lndalusian dancers performed, in the splendid saloons, the
various picturesque dances of their country; or represented
Ittle amorous ballets, which turned upon some pleasing scene
if pastoral coquetry and courtship. Sometimes there were
lands of singers, who, to the romantic guitar, warbled forth
[itties full of passion and tenderness.
Thus all about her enticed to pleasure and voluptuousnesss

;

lut the heart of Inez turned with distaste from this idle
aockery. The tears would rush into her eyes, as her thoughts
everted from this scene of profligate splendour, to the humble
lut virtuous home from whence she had been betrayed; or if

he witching power of music ever soothed her into a tender
everie, itwas to dVell with fondness on the image of Antonio.
Jut if Don Ambrosio, deceived by this transient calm, should
.ttempt at such time to whisper his passion, she would start as
rem a dream, and recoU from him with involuntary shudder-
ttg.

She had passed one long day of more than ordinary sadness,
nd in the evening a band of these hired performers were
xerting all the animating powers of song and dance to amuse
ler. But while the lofty saloon resounded with their war-
lUngs, and the hght sound of feet upon its marble pavement
:ept time to the cadence of the song, poor Inez, with her face
uried in the-sUken couch on which she reclined, was onlyren-
ered more wretched by the sound of gayety.
At length her attention was caught by the voice of one of the

Ingers, that brought with it some indefinite recollections,
he raised her head, and cast an anxious look at the perform-
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ers, who, as usual, were at tlie lower end of the saloon. One
of them advanced a little hefore the others. It was a female,
dressed in a fanciful, pastoral garb, suited to the character she
was sustaining; but her countenance was not to be mistaken.
It was the same baUad-singer that had twice crossed her path,

and given her mysterious intimations of the lurking mischief
that surrounded her. When the rest of the performances
were concluded, she seized a tambourine, and, tossing it aloft,

danced alone to the melody of her own voice. In the course
of her dancing, she approached to where Inez reclined : and as
she struck the tambourine, contrived dexterously to throw a
folded paper on the couch. Inez seized it with avidity, and
concealed it in her bosom. The singing and dancing were at

an end; the motley crew retired; and Inez, left alone, hastened
with anxiety to tinfold the paper thus mysteriously conveyed.

It was written in an agitated, and almost illegible handwriting:

"Be on your guard! you are surrounded by treachery.

Trust not to the forbearance of Don Ambrosio; you are

marked out for his prey. An humble victun to his perjQdy

gives you this warning; she is encompassed by too many dan-

gers to be more expMcit.—^Your father is in the dungeons of

the inquisition !"

The brain of Inez reeled, as she read this dreadful scroU.

She was less filled with alarm at her own danger, than horror

at her father's situation. The moment Don Ambrosio appeared,

she rushed and threw herself at his feet, imploring him to

save her father. Don Ambrosio stared with astonishment ; but

immediately regaining his self-possession, endeavoured to

soothe her by his blandishments, and by assurances that her

father was in safety. She was not to be pacified; her fears

were too much aroused to be trifled with. She declared her

knowledge of her father's being a prisoner of the inquisition,

and reiterated her frantic suppUcations that he would save

him.

Don Ambrosio paused for a moment in perplexity, but was

too adroit to be easily confounded. "That your father is a

prisoner," replied he, "I have long known. I have concealed

it from you, to save you from fruitless anxiety. Tou now

know the real reason of the restraint I have put upon your

hberty: I have been protecting instead of detaining you.

Every exertion has been made in your father's favour; but I

regret to say, the proofs of the offences of which he stands

charged have been too strong to be controverted. StiU, " added
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be, "I have it in my power to save him; I have influence, I

bave means at my beck ; it may involve me, it is true, in diffi-

culties, perhaps in disgrace ; but what would I not do, in the

bope of being rewarded by your favour? Speak, beaujiful

[nez," said he, his eyes kindling with sudden eagerness; "it is

s^ith you to say tho word that seals your father's fate. One
iind word—say but you will be mine, and you will behold me
it your feet, your father at hberty and in affluence, and we
shaJl all be happy !"

Inez drew back from him with scorn and disbelief. "My
'ather, " exclaimed she,

'

' is too innocent and blameless to be
;onvicted of crime; this is some base, some cruel artifice!"

Don Ambrosio repeated his asseverations, and with them also

lis dishonourable proposals; but his eagerness overshot its

nark ; her indignation and her incredulity were alike awakened
)y his base suggestions; and he retired from her presence,

ihecked and awed by the sudden pride and dignity of her
lemeanour.

The unfortunate Inez now became a prey to the most har-

owing anxieties. Don Ambrosiosaw that the mask had fallen

rom his face, and that the nature of his machinations was
evealed. He had gone too far to retrace his steps, and assume
he affectation of tenderness and respect ; indeed, he was mor-
ified and incensed at her insensibility to his attractions, and
tow only sought to subdue her through her fears. He daily

epresented to her the dangers that threatened her father, and
hat it was in his power alone to avert them. Inez was stOl

acredulous. She was too ignorant of the nature of the iaqui-
ition, to know that even innocence was notalways a protection
rom its cruelties ; and she confided too surely in the virtue of
ler father, to beheve that any accusation could prevail against
dm.
At Ifength Don Ambrosio, to give an effectual blow to her
onfldence, brought her the proclamation of the approaching
uto da fe, in which the prisoners were enumerated. She
lanced her eye over it, and beheld her father's name, con-
emned to the stake for sorcery

!

For a moment she stood transfixed with horror. Don
Lmbrosio seized upon the transient calm. "Think, now,
eautiful Inez," said he, with a tone of affected tenderness^
his hfe is still in y?)ur hands ; one word from you, one kind
rord, and I can yet save him."
"Monster! wretch 1" cried she, coming to herself, and
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recoiling from him with insuperable abhorrence: '"Tis you
that are the cause of this—'tis you that are his murderer!"
Then, wringing her hands, she broke forth into exclamations of
the most frantic agony.
The perfidious Ambrosio saw the torture of her soul, and

anticipated from it a triumph. He saw that she was in no
mood, during her present paroxysm, to listen to his words; but
he trusted that the horrors of lonely rumination would break
down her spirit, and subdue her to his wiU. In this, however,
he was disappointed. Many were the vicissitudes of mind
of the wretched Inez; at one time, she would embrace his

knees, with piercing suppMcations ; at another, she would
shrink with nervous horror at his very approach; but any
intimation of his passion only excited the same emotion of

loathing and detestation.

At length the fatal day drew nigh. "To-morrow," said

Don Ambrosio, as he left her one evening, "to-mon-ow is

the auto da fe. To-morrow you will,hear the sound of the beU
that tolls your father to his death. You will almost see the

smoke that rises from the funeral pile. I leave you to yomself

.

It is yet in my power to save him. Think whether you can
stand to-morrow's horrors without shrinking ! Think whether
you can endure the after-reflection, that you were the cause of

his death, and that merely through a perversity iu refusing

proffered happiness."

What a night was it to Inez!—^her heart already harassed

and almost broken, by repeated and protracted anxieties ; her

strength wasted and enfeebled. On every side, horrors

awaited her; her father's death, her own dishonour—there
seemed no escape from misery or perdition. "Is there no

relief from ma.Ti—no pity in heaven?" exclaimed she. " What
—^what have we done, that we should be thus wretched?"

As the dawn approached, the fever of her mind arose to

agony; a thousand times did she try the doors and windows of

her apartment, in the desperate hope of escaping. Alas ! with

all the splendour of her prison, it was too faithfully secured for

her weak hands to work deHverance. like a poor bird, that

beats its wings against its gilded cage, until it sinks panting in

despair, so she threw herself on the floor in hopeless anguish.

Her blood grew hot in her veins, her tongue was parched,

her temples throbbed with violence, she gasped rather than

breathed ; it seemed as if her brain was on fire. " Blessed Vir-

gin I" exclaimed she, clasping her hands and turning up her
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strained eyes, "look down with pity, and support me in this

dreadful hour !"

Just as the day began to dawn, she heard a key turn softly

in the door of her apartment. She dreaded lest it should be

Don Ambrosio ; and the very thought of him gave her a sick-

ening pang. It was a female clad in a rustic dress, with her face

concealed by her mantilla. She stepped silently into the room,

looked cautiously round, and then, uncovering her face, re-

vealed the weU-known features of the ballad-singer. Inez ut-

tered an exclamation of surprise, almost of joy. The imknown
started back, pressed her finger on her lips enjoining silence,

and beckoned her to foUow. She hastily wrapped herself in

her veU, and obeyed. They passed with quick, but noiseless

steps through an antechamber, across a spacious hall, and along

a corridor; aU was silent; the household was yet locked in

sleep. They came to a door, to which the unknown apphed
a key. Inez's heart misgave her ; she knew not but some new
treachery was menacing her; she laid her cold hand on the
stranger's arm: "Whither are you leading me?" said she.

"To hberty," rephed the other, in a whisper.
"Do you know the passages about this mansion?"
" But too well!" repHed the girl, with a melancholy shake of

the head. There was an expression of sad veracity in her
countenance, that was not to be distrusted. The door opened
on a small terrace, which was overlooked by several windows
of the mansion.
"We must move across this quickly," said the girl, "or we

may be observed."

They ghded over it, as if scarce touching the ground. A
flight of steps led down into the garden; a wicket at the bot-
tom was readily unbolted : they passed with breathless velocity
along one of the alleys, still in sight of the mansion, in which,
however, no person appeared to be stirring. At length they
came to a low private door in the wall, partly hidden by a fig-
tree. It was secured by rusty bolts, that refused to yield to
their feeble efforts.

" Holy Virgin !" exclaimed the stranger, "what is to be done?
one moment more, and we may be discovered."
She seized a stone that lay near'by: a few blows, and the

bolt flew back; the door grated harshly as they opened it, and
the next moment they found themselves in a narrow road.

" Now," said the stranger, " for Granada as quickly as possi-
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ble ! The nearer we approach it, the safer we shall be ; for the
road will be more frequented."

The imminent risk they ran of being pursued and taken,
gave supernatural strength to their Umbs; they flew, rather
than ran. The day had dawned; the crimson streaks on the
edge of the horizon g-ave tokens of the approaching simrise

;

already the light clouds that floated in the western sky were
tinged with gold and purple; though the broad plain of the
Vega, which now began to open upon their view, was covered
with the dark haze of morning. As yet they only passed a few
straggUng peasants on the road, who could have yielded them
no assistance ia case of their being overtaken. They continued
to hurry forward, and had gained a considerable distance,
when the strength of Inez, which had only been sustained by
the fever of her mind, began to yield to fatigue: she slackened
her pace, and faltered.

"Alas!" said she, "my hmbs fail me! I can go no farther!"
'

' Bear up, bear up, " repMed her companion, cheeringly ;" a lit-

tle farther, and we shall be safe: look! yonder is Granada, just

showing itself in the valley below us. A httle farther, and we
shall come to the main road, and then we shaU find plenty of

passengers to protect us."

Inez, encouraged, made fresh efforts to get forward, but her
weary limbs were unequal to the eagerness of her mind ; her
mouth and throat were parched by agony and terror: she

gasped for breath, and leaned for support against a rock. " It

is aU in vain !" exclaimed she ;
" I feel as though I should faint.

"

" Lean on me," said the other; "let us get into the shelter of

yon thicket, that will conceal us from the view; I hear the

sound of water, which wiU refresh you."

With much difficulty they reached the thicket, which over-

hung a small mountain-stream, just where its sparkling waters

leaped over the rock and fell into a natural basin. Here Inez

sank upon the groimd, exhausted. Her companion brought

water in the palms of her hands, and bathed her paUid temples.

The coohng drops revived her; she was enabled to get to the

margin of the stream, and drink of its crystal current; then,

reclining her head on the bosom of her deliverer, she was first

enabled to murmur forth her heartfelt gratitude.

"Alas!" said the other, " I deserve no thanks ; I deserve not

the good opinion you express. In me you behold a victim of

Pon Ambrosio's arts. In early years he seduced me from the

cottage of my parents: look! at the foot of yonder blue moun-
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ain, in the distance, lies my native village: but it is no longer

, home for me. From thence he lured me, when I was too

"oung for reflection ; he educated me, taught me various ac-

ompUshments, made me sensible to love, to splendour, to re-

inement; then, having grown weary of me, he neglected me,

nd cast me upon the world. Happily the accomplishments he

aught me have kept me from utter want ; and the love with

?^hich he inspired me has kept me from farther degradation.

Tes ! I confess my weakness ; all his perfidy and wrongs can-

Lot efEace him from my heart. I have been brought up to love

im ; I have no other idol : I know him. to be base, yet I cannot

lelp adoring him. I am content to miagle among the hireMng

brong that administer to his amusements, that I may stiU

.over about him, and Mnger ia those halls where I once reigned

aistress. What merit, then, have I in assisting your escape?

scarce know whether I am acting from sympathy and a de-

ire to rescue another victim from his power; or jealousy, and
n eagerness to remove too powerful a rival !"

While she was yet spealdng, the sun rose in all its splendour;
ii'St lighting up the m.ountaia summits, then stealing down
leight by height, until its rays gUded the domes and towers of

rranada, which they could partially see from between the
rees, below them. Just then the heavy tones of a beU came
ounding from a distance, echoing, in sullen clang, along the
aountain. Inez turned pale at the soimd. She knew it to be
be great beU of the cathedral, rung at sunrise on the day of

he auto da fe, to give note of funeral preparation. Every stroke

eat upon her heart, and inflicted an absolute, corporeal pang.
Ihe started up wildly. "Let us begone!" cried she; "there
3 not a moment for delay !"

"Stop!" exclaimed the other; "yonder are horsemen com-
ag over the brow of that distant height ; if I mistake not, Don
unbrosio is at their head.—Alas ! 'tis he ! we are lost. Hold !"

ontinued she ;

'

' give me your scarf and veil ; wrap yourself in
his mantma. I wiU fly up yon footpath that leads to the
leights. I will let the veil flutter as I ascend; perhaps they
Qay mistake me for you, and they must dismount to follow
ae. Do you hasten forward : you wiU soon reach the main
oad. You have jewels on your fingers: bribe the first mule-
eer you meet, to assist you on your way."
All this was said with hurried and breathless rapidity. The
xchange of garments was made in an instant. The girl darted
ip the moimtaift-path, her white veil fluttering among the dark
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dirubbery, while Inez, inspired with new strength, or rather
new terror, flew to the road, and trusted to Providence to guide
her tottering steps to Granada.

All Granada was ia agitation on the morning of this dismal
day. The heavy beU of the cathedral continued to utter its
clang^g tones, that pervaded every part of the city, summon-
ing all persons to the tremendous spectacle that was about to
be exhibited. The streets through which the procession was to
pa^ were crowded with the populace. The windows, the roofe,
every place that could admit a face or a foothold, were alive
with spectators. In the great square, a spacious scaffolding,
like an amphitheatre, was erected, where the sentences of the
prisoners were to be read, and the sermon of faith to be
preached; and close by were the stakes prepared, where the
condemned were to be burnt to death. Seats were arranged
for the great, the gay, the beautiful; for such is the horrible
curiosity of human nature, that this cruel sacrifice was attended
with more eagerness than a theatre, or even a bull-feast.

As the day advanced, the scaffolds and balconies were filled

with expecttng multitudes; the sun shone brightly upon fair

feces and gallant dresses; one would have thought it some
scene of elegant festivity, instead of an exhibition of hunaan
agony and death. But what a different spectacle and ceremony
was this, from those which Granada exliibited in the days of

her Moorish splendoTir! "Her galas, her tournaments, her
sports of the ring, her fetes of St. John, her music, her Zam-
fcras, and admirable tilts of canes ! Her serenades, her concerts,

her songs in Generaliffe ! The costly Uveries of the Abencer-

rages, their exquisite inventions, the skill and valour of the

Alabaces, the sui)erb dresses of the Zegries, Mazas, and Gome-
les !" *—^All these were at an end. The days of chivalry were

over. Instead of the prancing cavalcade, with neighing steed

and lively trumpet; with burnished lance, and hehn, and buck-

ler; with rich confusion of plume, and scarf, and banner, where

purple, and scarlet, and green, and orange, and every gay

colour, were mingled with cloth of gold and fair embroidery;

instead of this, crept on the gloomy pageant of superstition, in

cowl and sackcloth; with cross and coflSn, and frightful sym-

bols of human suffering. In place of the frank, hardy knight,

open and brave, with his lady's favour in his casque, and

amorous motto on his shield, looking, by gallant deeds, to win

* Bodd'3 Civil Wars of Granada.
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;he snule of beauty, came the shaven, unmanly monk, with

iowncast eyes, and head and heart bleached in the cold cloister,

secretly exulting in this bigot triumph.

The sound of the bells gave notice that the dismal procession

was advancing. It passed slowly through the principal streets

rf the city, bearing in advance the awful banner of the Holy

Office. The prisoners walked singly, attended by confessors,

ind guarded by fanuhars of the inquisition. They were clad'

in different garments, according to the nature of their punish-

ments; those who were to suffer death wore the hideous

3amarra, painted with flames and demons. The procession

was swelled by choirs of boys, different religious orders and

public dignitaries, and above aU, by the fathers of the faith,

moving "with slow pace, and profoimd gravity, truly tri-

umphing as becomes the principal generals of that great vic-

tory." *

As the sacred banner of the inquisition advanced, the count-

less throng sunk on their knees before it; they bowed their

faces to the very earth as it passed, and then slowly rose again,

like a great undulating billow. A murmur of tongues prevailed

as the prisoners approached, and eager eyes were strained, and

fingers pointed, to distinguish the different orders of penitents,

whose habits denoted the degree of punishment they were to

undergo. But as those drew near whose frightful garb marked
them as destined to the flames, the noise of the rabble subsided

;

they seemed almost to hold in their breath; flUed with that

strange and dismal interest with whichwe contemplate a human
being on the verge of suffering and death.

It is an awful thing—a voiceless, noiseless multitude! The
hushed and gazing stillness of the surrounding thousands,

heaped on walls, and gates, and roofs, and hanging, as it were,

in clusters, heightened the effect of the pageant that moved
drearily on. The low murmuring of the priests could now be
heard in prayer and exhortation, with the faint responses of

the prisoners, and now and then the voices of the choir at a
distance, chanting the litanies of the saints.

The faces of the prisoners were ghastly and disconsolate.

Even those who had been pardoned, and wore the Sanbenito,

or penitential garment, bore traces of the horrors they had
undergone. Some were feeble and tottering, from long con-
finement; some crippled and distorted by various tortures;

* Gonsalvius, p. 135.
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every countenance was a dismal page, on which might be read
the secrets of their prison-house. But in the looks of those con-
demned to death, there was something fierce and eager. They
seemed men harrowed up by the past, and desperate as to the
future. They were anticipating, with spirits fevered by despair,
and fixed and clenched determination, the vehement struggle
with agony and death which they were shortly to undergo.
Some cast now and then a wild and anguished look about them,
upon the shining day; the "sun-bright palaces," the gay, the
beautiful world, which they were soon to quit for ever ; or a
glance of sudden indignation at the thronging thousands, happy
in liberty and life, who seemed, in contemplating their fright-

ful situation, to exult in their own comparative seciuity.

One among the condemned, however, was an exception to

th^e remarks. It was an aged man, somewhat bowed down,
with a serene, though dejected countenance, and a beaming,
melancholy eye. It was the alchymist. The populace looked
upon him with a degree of compassion, which they were not
prone to feel towards criminals condemned by the inquisition;

but when they were told that he was convicted of the crime of

magic, they drew back with awe and abhorrence.

The procession had reached the grand square. The first part

had already mounted the scafiolding, and the condemned were
approaching. The press of the populace became excessive, and
was repelled, as it were, in biUows by the guards. Just as the

condemned were entering the square, a shrieking was heard

among the crowd. A female, pale, frantic, dishevelled, was
seen struggling through the multitude. "My father! my
father!" was all the cry she uttered, but it thrilled thi-ough

every heart. The crowd instinctively drew back, and made
way for her as she.advanced.

The poor alchymist had made his peace with Heaven, and,

by a hard struggle, had closed his heart upon the world, when
the voice of his cnild called him once more back to worldly

thought and agony. He turned towards the well-known voice

;

his knees smote together; he endeavoured to stretch forth his

pinioned arms, and felt himself clasped in the embraces of his

child. The emotions of both were too agoniziDg for utterance.

Convulsive sobs and broken exclamations, and embraces more

of anguish than tenderness, were all that passed between them.

The procession was interrupted for a moment. The astonished

monks and familiars were filled with involuntary respect, at

the agony of natural affection. Ejaculations of pity broke
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rom the crowd, touched by the flhal piety, the extraordinary

jid hopeless anguish, of so young and beautiful a being.

Every attempt to soothe her, and prevail on her to retire,

fas unheeded; at length they endeavoured to separate her

rom her father by force. The movement roused her from her

emporary abandonment. With a sudden paroxysm of fury,

he snatched a sword from one of the familiars. Her late pale

ountenance was iiushed with rage, and fire flashed from, her
nee soft and languishing eyes. The guards shrunk back with
we. There was something in this filial frenzy, this feminine

snderness wrought up to desperation, that touched even their

ardened hearts. They endeavoured to pacify her, but ia vain,

ler eye was eager and quick, as the she-wolf's guarding her
oung. With one arm she pressed her father to her bosom,
rith the other she menaced every one that approached.

The patience of the guards was soon exhausted. They had
eld back in. awe, but not ia fear. With aU her desperation

tie weapon was soon wrested from, her feeble hand, and she
ras borne shrieking and struggling among the crowd. The
abble murmured compassion ; but such was the dread inspired

y the inquisition, that no one attempted to interfere.

The procession again resmned its march. Inez was iaeffiect-

aUy strugghng to release herself from the hands of the fami-
ars that detained her, when suddenly she saw Don Ambrosio
efore her. "Wretched girl!" exclaimed he with fury, "why
ave you fled from your friends ? Deliver her," said he uo the
imOiars, " to iliy domestics; she is under my protection."
His creatures advanced to seize her. "Oh, no! oh, no!"
ried she, with new terrors, and chnging to the famihars, "I
ave fled from no friends. He is not my protector 1 He is the
lurderer of my father !"

The familiars were perplexed; the crowd pressed on, with
iger curiosity. "Stand off!" cried the fiery Ambrosio, dash-
ig the throng from around him. Then turning to the familiars,
iih sudden moderation, "My friends," said he, "dehverthis
oor gu-1 to me. Her distress has turned her brain; she has
3caped from her friends and protectors this morning ; but a
ttle quiet and kind treatment will restore her to tranquillity."
"I am not mad! I am not mad!" cried she, vehemently.
Oh, §ave me !—save me from these men I I have no protector
a earth but my father, and him they are murdering !"

The familiars shook their heads ; her wHdness corroborated
le assertions of Don Ambrosio, and his apparent rank com-
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manded respect and belief. They relinquished their charge to

him, and he was consigning the struggling Inez to his creatures.

"Let go your hold, villain!"' cried a voice from among the

crowd—and Antonio was seen eagerly tearing his way through
the press of people.

'

' Seize him ! seize him !" cried Don Ambrosio to the familiars,

" 'tis an accomplice of the sorcerer's."

"Liar!" retorted Antonio, as he thrust the mob to the right

and left, and forced himself to the spot.

The sword of Don Ambrosio flashed in an instant from the

scabbard; the student was armed, and equally alert. There

was a fierce clash of weapons : the crowd made way for them
as they fought, and closed again, so as to hide them from the

view of Inez. All was tumult and confusion for a moment;
when there was a kind of shout from the spectatora, and the

mob again opening, she beheld, as she thought, Antonio welter-

ing in his blood.

This new shock was too great for her already overstrained

intellect. A giddiness seized upon her; every thing seemed to

whirl before her eyes; she gasped some incoherent words, and

sunk senseless upon the ground.

Days—weeks elapsed, before Inez returned to consciousness.

At length she opened her eyes, as if out of a troubled sleep.

She was lying upon a magnificent bed, in a chamber richly

furnished with pier-glasses, and massive tables iolaid with

silver, of exquisite workmanship. The walls were covered

with tapestry; the cornices richly gUded; through the door,

which stood open, she perceived a superb saloon, with statues

and crystal lustres, and a magnificent suite of apartments

beyond. The casements of the room were open to admit the

soft breath of summer, which stole in, laden with perfumes

from a neighbouring garden; from whence, also, the refreshing

sound of fountains and the sweet notes of birds camemmmgled

music to her ear.
, .

Female attendants were moving, with noiseless step, about

the chamber; but she feared to address them She doubted

whether this was not aU delusion, or whether she was not stm

in the palace of Don Ambrosio, and that her escape, and aU its

circumstances, had not been but a feverish dream. She closed

her eyes again, endeavouring to recaU the past, and to sepa-

rate the real from the imaginary. The last scenes of con-

sciousness, however, rushed too forcibly, with aU theu- hom.i-s,

to her mind to be doubted, and she turned shuddermg from
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he recollection, to gaze once more on the quiet and serene

aagnificence around her. As she agaia opened her eyes, they

ested on an object that at once dispelled every alarm. At the

lead of her bed sat a venerable form, watching over her with

t look of fond anxiety—it was her father

!

I will not attempt to describe the scene that ensued ; nor the

noments of rapture which more than repaid all the sufferings

hat her affectionate heart had undergone. As soon as their

eehngs had become more cahn, the alchymist stepped out of

he room to introduce a stranger, to whom he was indebted for

lis life and hberty. He returned, leading in Antonio, no

onger in his poor scholar's garb, but in the rich dress of a

lobleman.

The feelings of Inez were almost overpowered by these sud-

ien reverses, and it was some time before she was sufficiently

jomposed to comprehend the explanation of this seeming

omance.
It appeared that the lover, who had sought her affections in

ihe lowly guise of a student, was only son and heir of a power-

:ul grandee of Valentia. He had been placed at the university

)f Salamanca; but a lively curiosity, and an eagerness for

idventure, had induced him to abandon the university, with-

out his father's consent, and to visit various parts of Spain.

Eis rambling iuclination satisfied, he had remained incognito

"or a time at Granada, untU, by farther study and self-regula-

tion, he could prepare himself to return home with credit, and
itone for his transgressions against paternal authority.

How hard he had studied, does not remain on record. AU
i)hat we know is his romantic adventure of the tower. It was
it first a mere youthful caprice, excited by a glimpse of a
aeautiful face. In becoming a disciple of the alchymist, he
probably thought of nothing m^ore than pursuing a light love
iffair. Farther acquaintance, however, had completely fixed

lis affections ; and he had determined to conduct Inez and her
father to Valentia, and to trust to her merits to secure his

father's consent to their union.

In the meantime, he had been traced to his concealment.
His father had received intelligence of his being entangled in

bhe snares of a mysterious adventurer and his daughter, and
likely to become the dupe of the fascinations of the latter.

Trusty emissaries had been despatched to seize upon him by
main force, and convey him without delay to the paternal
home.
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What eloquence he had iised with his father, to convince Tn'tn

of the innocence, the honour, and the high descent of the
aJchymist, and of the exalted worth of his daughter, does not
appear. All that we know is, that the father, though a very
passionate, was a very reasonahle man, as appears by his con-
senting that his son should return to Granada, and conduct
Inez as his affianced bride to Valentia.

Away, then, Don Antonio hurried back, full of joyous antici-

I)ations. He still forbore to throw ofE his disguise, fondly pic-

turing to himself what would be the surprise of Inez, when,
having won her heart and hand as a poor wandering scholar,

he shoiild raise her and her father at once to opulence and
splendom".

On his arrival he had been shocked at finding the tower
deserted by its inhabitants. In vain he sought for intelligence

concerning them; a mystery himg over their disappearance
which he could not penetrate, until he was thunderstruck, on
accidentally reading a list of the prisoners at the impending
auto da fe, to find the name of his venerable masteramong the

condemned.
It was the very morning of the execution- The procession

was already on its way to the grand square. Not a moment
was to be lost. The grand inquisitor -was a relation of Don
Antonio, though they had never met. TTih first impulse was to

make himself known; to exert all his family influence, the

weight of his name, and the power of his eloquence, in vindicar

tion of the alchymist. But the grand inquisitor was already

proceeding, in aU his pomp, to the place where the fatal cere-

mony was to be performed. How was he to be approached ?

Antonio threw himself into the crowd, in a fever of anxiety,

and was forcing his way to the scene of horror, where he

arrived just in time to rescue Inez, as has been mentioned.

It was DonAmbrosio that feU in their contest. Being desper-

ately wounded, and thinking his end approaching, he had con-

fessed to an attending father of thB inquisition, that he was the

sole cause of the alchymist's condemnation, and that the evi-

dence on which it was grounded was altogether false. The

testimony of Don Antonio came in corroboration of this

avowal; and his relationship to the grand inquisitor had, in aU

probability, its proper weight. Thus was the poor alchymist

snatched, in a manner, from the very flames; and so great had

been the sympathy awakened in his case, that for once a popu-

lace rejoiced at bdng disappointed of an execution.
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The residue of the story may readily be imagined, by eveiy

ne versed in this valuable kind of history. Don Antonio

spoused the lovely Inez, and took her and her father with him

D Valentia. As she had been a loving and dutiful daughter,

3 she proved a true and tender wife. It was not long before

ton Antonio succeeded to his father's titles and estates, and

e and his fair spouse were renowned for beiag the handsom-

3t and happiest couple in all Valentia.

As to Don Ambrosio, he partially recovered to the enjoyment

E a broken constitution and a blasted name, and hid his

3morse and disgrace in a convent ; while the poor victim of

is arts, who had assisted Inez in her escape, unable to Con-

ner the early passion that he had awakened in her bosom,

lough convinced of the baseness of the object, retired from

le world, and became an humble sister in a nunnery.

The worthy alchymist took up his abode with his children,

u pavilion, in the garden of their palace, was assigned to him
s a laboratory, where he resumed his researches with reno-

ated ardour, after the grand secret. He was now and then

ssisted by his son-in-law ; but the latter slackened grievously

1 his zeal and diligence, after marriage. Still he would listen

rith profound gravity and attention to the old man's rhapso-

ies, and his quotations from Paracelsus, Sandivogius, and
'ietro D'Abano, which daily grew longer and longer. In this

ray the good alchymist Mved on quietly and comfortably, to

rhat is called a good old age, that is to say, an age that is

ood for nothing; and unfortunately for mankind, was hurried

ut of life in his ninetieth year, just as he was on the point of

iscovering the Philosopher's Stone.

Such was the story of the captain's friend, with which we
rhiled away the morning. The captain was, every now and
ten, interrupted by questions and remarks, which I have not
lentioned, lest I should break the continuity of the tale. He
ras a little disturbed, also, once or twice, by the general, who
sll asleep, and breathed rather hard, to the great horror and
nnoyance of Lady LOlycraft. In a long and tender love
cene, also, which was particularly to her ladyship's taste, the
inlucky general, having his head a Httle sunk upon his breast,

:ept making a sound at regular intervals, very much like the
7ord pish, long drawn out. At length he made an odd abrupt
guttural sound, that suddenly awoke him ; he hemmed, looked
ibout with a shght degree of consternation, and then began to
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play with her ladyship's work-bag, which, however, she rather
pettishly withdrew. The steady soimd of the captaia's voice
was still too i)oteiit a soporific for the poor general; he kept
gleaming up and sinking in the socket, until the cessation of
the tale again roused him, when he started awake, put his

foot down upon Lady Lillycraft's ctu-, the sleeping Beauty,
which yelped and seized him by the leg, and, in a moment,
the whole hbrary resounded with yelpings and exclamations.

Never did man more completely mar his fortunes wMle he was
asleep. Silence being at length restored, the company expressed

their thanks to the captain, and gave various opinions of the

story. The parson's mind, I found, had been continually run-

ning upon the leaden maniiscripts, mentioned ia the begtoning,

as dug up at Granada, and he put several eager questions to

the captain on the subject. The general could not well make
out the drift of the story, but thought it a little confused. "I
am glad, however," said he, "that they burnt the old chap
of the tower; I have no doubt he was a notorious impostor."

[fiNS OB VOL. OKg.]
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VOLUME SECOND.

Under this cloud I walk. Gentlemen; pardon my rude assault. I am a traveller,
who, having surveyed most of the terrestrial angles of this globe, am hither
arrived, to peruse this little spot.

—

Cbsisivas Oedikabt.

ENGLISH COUNTRY GENTLEMEN.

His certain life, that never can deceive him.
Is full of thousand sweets, and rich content;

The smooth-leaved beeches in the field receive him
"With coolest shade, till noontide's heat be spent.

His life is neither tost in boisterous seas
Or the vexatious world; or lost in slothful ease.

Pleased and full ulest he lives, when he his God can please.
—Pheceas Fletcher.

I TAKE great pleasure in accompanying the Squire in his per-

ambulations about his estate, in which he is often attended by
a kind of cabinet council His prime minister, the steward,
is a very worthy and honest old man, that assumes a right of

way; that is to say, a right to have his own way, from having
lived time out of mind on the place. He loves the estate even
better than he does the Squire ; and thwarts the latter sadly in

many of his projects of improvement, being a Httle prone to

disapprove of every plan that does not originate with himself.

In the course of one of these perambulations, I have known
the Squire to point out some important alteration which he
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was contemplating, in the disposition or cultivation of the

grounds ; this, of course, would be opposed by tho steward, and

a, long argument would ensue, over a stile, or on a rising piece

Df ground, until the Squire, who has a high opinion of the

ather's ability and integrity, would be fain to give up the

point. This concession, I observed, would immediately moUify

bhe old man ; and, after walking over a field or two in silence,

with his hands behind his back, chewing the cud of reflection,

lie would suddenly turn to the Squire, and observe, that "he
tiad been turning the matter over in his mind, and, upon the

whole, he believed he would take his honour's advice.

"

Christy, the huntsman, is another of the Squire's occasional

attendants, to whom he continually refers in all matters of

Local history, as to a chronicle of the estate, having, in a man-
ner, been acquainted with many of tho trees, from the very
time that they were acorns. Old Nimrod, as has been shown,
is rather pragmatical in those points of knowledge on which
tie values himself ; but the Squire rarely contradicts him, and
is, in fact, one of the most indulgent potentates that ever was
henpecked by his ministry.

He often laughs about it himself, and evidently jields to

these old men more from the bent of his own humour than from
any want of proper authority. He likes this honest indepen-
dence of old age, and is well aware that these trusty followers

love and honour him in their hearts. He is perfectly at ease
about his own dignity, and the respect of those around him

;

aothing-disgusts him sooner than any appearance of fawning
ar sycophancy.
I really have seen no display of royal state, that could com-

pare with one of the Squire's progresses about his paternal fields

and through his hereditary woodlands, with several of these
faithful adherents about him, and followed by a body-guard of
dogs. He encourages a frankness and manliness of deport-
ment among his dependants, and is the personal friend of his
tenants; inquiring into their concerns, and assisting them in
times of difficulty and hardship. This has rendered him one of
the most popular, and of course one of the happiest, of land-
lords.

Indeed, I do not know a more enviable condition of life,

than that of an English gentleman, of sound judgment and
good feelings, who passes the greater part of his time on an
hereditary estate in the country. From the excellence of the
roads, and the rapidity and exactness of the pubUc convey-
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ances, he is enabled to command all the comforts and conven-
iences, aU che intelligence and novelties of the capital, while
he is removed from its hurry and distraction. He has ample
means of occupation and amusement, witMn his own domains;
he may diversify his time, by rural occupations, by rural
sports, by study, and by the deUghts d friendly society col-
lected within his own hospitable halls.

Or, if tis views and feehngs are of a more extensive and
hberal nature, he has it greatly in his power to do good, and
to have that good iomiediately reflected 'hack, upon himself.
He can render essential services to his country, by assisting ia
the disinterested administration of the laws ; by watching over
tiie opinions and principles of the lower orders aroimd him; by
diffusing among them those lights which may be important
to their welfare; by mingling frankly among them, gaining
their confidence, becoming the immediate auditor of their com-
plaints, informing himself of their wants, making himself a
channel through which their grievances may be quietly com-
municated to the proper sources of mitigation and rehef; or
by becoming, if need be, the intrepid and incorruptible guar-
dian of their liberties—^the enhghtened champion of their

rights.

All this, it appears to me, can be done without any sacrifice

of personal dignity, without any degrading arts of popularity,

without any truckling to vulgar prejudices or concurrence in

vulgar clamour; but by the steady influence of sincere and
friendly counsel, of fair, upright, and generous deportment.

Whatever may be said of English mobs and English dema-
gogues, I have never met with a people more open to reason,

more considerate in their tempers, more tractable by argument
in the roughest times, than the English. They are remarkably
quick at discerning and appreciating whatever is manly and
honourable. They are, by nature and habit, methodical and

orderly; and they feel the value of all that is regular and
respectable. They may occasionally be deceived by sopTiistry,

and excited into turbulence by public distresses arid the mis-

representations of designingmen ; but open their eyes, and they

will eventually rally round the landmarks of steady truth and

deUberate good sense. They are fond of established customs

;

they are fond of long-established names ; and that love of order

and quiet which characterizes the nation, gives a vast influence

to the descendants of the old families, whose forefathers have

been lords of the soil from time immemorial.
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It is when the rich and well-educated and highly-privileged

classes neglect their duties, when they neglect to study the in-

terests, and conciliate the affections, and instruct the opinions,

and champion the rights of the people, that the latter become
discontented and turbulent, and fall into the hands of dema-
gogues: the demagogue always steps ta, where the patriot is

wanting. There is a common high-handed cant among the

high-feeding, and, as they fancy themselves, high-minded men,
about putting down the mob ; but all true physicians know that

it is better to sweeten the blood than attack the tiunour, to

apply the emollient rather than the cautery. It is absurd, in. a
country like England, where there is so much freedom, and
such a jealousy of right, for any man to assume an aristocrati-

cal tone, and to talk superciliously of the common people.

There is no rank that makes him independent of the opinions

and affections of his fellow-men ; there is no rank nor distinc-

tion that severs him from his fellow-subjects; and if, by any
gradual neglect or assumption on the one side, and discontent
and jealousy on the other, the orders of society should reaUy
separate, let those who stand on the eminence beware that the
chasm is not mining at their feet. The orders of society, in aU
well-constituted governments, are mutually bound together,
and important to each other ; there can be no such thing in a
free government as a vacuum; and whenever one is likely to
take place, by the drawing o£E of the rich and intelligent from
the poor, the bad passions of society will rush in to fill up the
space, and rend the whole asunder.
Though bom and brought up in a republic, and more and

more confirmed in republican principles by every year's obser-
vation and experience, yet I am not insensible to the excellence
that may exist in other forms of government, nor to the fact
that they may be more suitable to the situation and circum-
stances of the coimtries in which they exist: I have endeav-
oured rather to look at them as they are, and to observe how
they are calculated to effect the end which they propose. Con-
sidering, therefore, the nuxed nature of the government of this
country, and its representative form, I have looked with admi-
ration at the manner in which the wealth and influence and
intelligence were spread over its whole surface ; not as in some
monarchies, drained from the country, and collected in towns
and cities. I have considered the great nu-al estabhshznents of
the nobility, and the lesser establishments of the gentry, as so
many reservoirs of wealth and intelligence distributed' about
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tihe kingdom, apart from the towns, to irrigate, freshen, and
fertilize the surrounding country. I have looked upon them,
too, as the august retreat of patriots and statesmen, where, in

the enjoyment of honourable independence and elegant leisure,

they might train up their minds to appear in. those legislative

assemblies, whose debates and decisions form the study and
precedents of other nations, and involve the interests of the

world.

I have been both surprised and disappointed, therefore, at

finding that on this subject I was often indulging in an Utopian
dream, rather than a well-founded opinion. I have been
concerned at finding that these fine estates were too often in-

volved, and mortgaged, or placed in the hands of creditors, and
the owners exiled from their paternal lands. There is an
extravagance, I anx told, that runs parallel with wealth; a
lavish expenditure among the great ; a senseless competition

among the aspiring; a heedless, joyless dissipation among all

the upper ranks, that often beggars even these splendid estab-

lishments, breaks down the pride and principles of their pos-

sessors, and makes too many of them mere place-hunters, or

shifting absentees. It is thus that so many are thrown into the

hands of government ; and a court, which ought to be the m.ost

pure and honourable in Em-ope, is so often degraded by noble,

but importunate time-servers. It is thus, too, that so many
become exiles from their native land, crowding the hotels of

foreign coimtries, and expending upon thankless strangers the

wealth so hardly drained from their laborious peasantry. I

have looked upon these latter with a mixture of censure and

concern. Knowing the almost bigoted fondness of an English-

man for his native homo, I can conceive what must be their

compunction and regret, when, amidst the sunburnt plains of

ITrance, they call to mind the green fields of England; the

hereditary groves which they have abandoned; and the hospi-

table roof of their fathers, which they have left desolate, or to

be inhabited by strangers. But retrenchment is no plea for

abandonment of country. They have risen with the prosperity

of the land; let them abide its fluctuations, and conform to

its fortunes. It is not for the rich to fly, because the coimtry

is sufEering: let them share, in their relative proportion, the

common lot ; they owe it to the land that has elevated them to

honour and affluence. When the poor have to diminish their

scanty morsels of bread; when they have to compound with

the cravings of nature, and study witit how httle they can do,
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and not be starved ; it is not then for the rich to fly, and di-

minish still farther the resources of the poor, that they them-

selves may live iu splendour in a cheaper country. Let them
rather retire to their estates, and there practise retrenchment.

Let them return to that noble simplicity, that practical good

sense, that honest pride, which form the foundation of true

English character, and from them they may again rear the

edifice of fair and honourable prosperity.

On the rural habits of the English nobility and gentry, on
the manner in which they discharge their duties of their patri

monial possessions, depend greatly the virtue and welfare of

the nation. So long as they pass the greater part of their time
In the quiet and purity of the country ; surrounded by the

monuments of their illustrious ancestors ; surroimded by every
thing that can inspire generous pride, noble emulation, and
amiable and magnanimous sentiment ; so long they are safe,

and in them the nation may repose its interests and its honour.

But the moment that they become the servile throngers of

30urt avenues, and give themselves up to the political"intrigues

ind heartless dissipations of the metropolis, that moment they
lose the real nobUity of their natures, and become the mere
leeches of the country.

That the great majority of nobility and gentry in England
ire endowed with high notions of honour and independence, I
ihoroughly believe. They have evidenced it lately on very
mportant questions, and have given an example of adherence
;o principle, in preference to party and power, that must have
istonished many of the venal and obsequious courts of Europe.
5uch are the glorious effects of freedom, when infused into a
jonstitution. But it seems to me, that they are apt to forget
;he positive nature of their duties, and to fancy that their emi-
lent privileges are only so many means of self-indulgence.
They should recollect, that in a constitution like that of Eng-
and, the titled orders are intended to be as useful as they are
)rnamental, and it is their virtues alone that can render them
)oth. Their duties are divided between the sovereign and the
lubjects; surrounding and giving lustre and dignity to the
hrone, and at the same time tempering and mitigating its
ays, until they are transmitted in mild and genial radiance to
he people. Born to leisure and opulence, they owe the exer-
iise of their talents, and the expenditure of their wealth, to
heir native country. They may be compared to the clouds;
vhich, being drawn up by thesun, and elevatedin the heavens'
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reflect and magnify his splendour; while they repay the earth,
from which they derive their sustenance, by returning their
treasures to its bosom in fertilizing showei-s.

A BACHELOE'S CONTESSIONS.

" I'll lire a private, pensive single life."

—The Collier of Croydon.

I WAS sitting in my room, a morning or two since, reading,
when some one tapped at the door, and Master Simon entered.

He had an unusually fresh appearance ; he had put on a bright
green liding-coat, with a bunch of violets in the button-hole,

andhad the air of an old bachelor trying to rejuvenate himself.

He had not, however, his usual briskness and vivacity ; but
loitered about the room with somewhat of absence of manner,
himaming the old song—" Go, lovely rose, tell her that wastes
her time and me ;" and then, leaning against the window, and
looking upon the landscape, he uttered a very audible sigh.

As I had not been accustomed to see Master Simon in a pensive
mood, I thought there might be some vexation preying on his

mind, and I endeavoured to introduce a cheerful strain of con-

versation; but he was not in the vein to follow it up, and pro-

posed that we should take a walk.

It was a beautiful morning, of that soft vernal temperature,

that seems to thaw all the frost out of one's blood, and to set

all natiu-e in a ferment. The very fishes felt its influence ; the

cautious trout ventured out of his dark hole to seek his mate

;

the roach and the dace rose up to the surface of the brook to

bask in the sunshine, and the amorous frog piped from among
the rushes. If ever an oyster can really fall in love, as has

been said or sung, it must be on such a morning.

The weather certainly had its effect even upon Master Simon,

for he seemed obstinately bent upon the pensive mood. Instead

of stepping briskly along, smacking his dog-whip, whisthng

quaint ditties, or telling sporting anecdotes, he leaned on my
arm, and talked about the approaching nuptials; from whence

he made several digressions upon the character of womanMnd,
touched a httle upon the tender passion, and made sundry very

excellent, though rather trite, observations upon disappoint-

ments In love. It was evident that he had something on his
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mind which he wished to impart, but felt awkward in ap-

proaching it. I was curious to see to what this strain would

lead; but was determined not to assist him. Indeed, I mis-

chievously pretended to turn the conversation, and talked of

his usual topics, dogs, horses, and hunting ; but he was very

brief in his replies, and invariably got back, by hook or by

crook, into the sentimental vein.

At length we came to a clump of trees that overhung a whis-

pering brook, with a rustic bench at their feet. The trees

were grievously scored with letters and devices, which had
grown out of all shape and size by the growth of the bark; and
it appeared that this grove had served as a kind of register of

the family loves from time immemorial. Here Master Simon
made a pause, pulled up a tuft of flowers, threw them one by
one into the water, and at length, turning somewhat abruptly

upon me, asked me if I had ever been in love. I confess the

question startled me a httle, as I am not over-fond of making
confessions of my amorous foUies ; and above all, should never
dream of choosing my friend Master Simon for a confidant.

He did not wait, however, for a reply ; the inquiry was merely
a prelude to a confession on his own part, and after several

circumlocutions and whimsical preambles, he fairly disbur-

thened himself of a very tolerable story of his having been
crossed in love.

The reader will, very probably, suppose that it related to the

gay widow who jilted him not long since at Doncaster races ;

—

no such thing. It was about a sentimental passion that he
once had for a most beautiful young lady, who wrote poetry
and played on the harp. He used to serenade her ; and, in-

deed, he described several tender and gallant scenes, in which
he was evidently picturing himself in his mind's eye as some
elegant hero of romance, though, unfortunately for the tale, I
only saw him as he stood before me, a dapper little old bache-
lor, with a face like an apple that has dried with the bloom on
it.

What were the particulars of this tender tale, I have already
forgotten; indeed, I listened to it with a heart Kke a very
pebble-stone, having hard work to repress a snule while Master
Simon was putting on,the amorous swain, uttering every now
and then a sigh, and endeavouring to look sentimental and
melancholy.

All that I recollect is that the lady, according to his account,
was certainly a Uttle touched; for she used to accept aU the
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music that he copied for her harp, and all the patterns that he
drew for her dresses ; and he began to flatter himself, after a
long course of dehcate attentions, that he was gradually fan-

ning up a gentle flame in her heart, when she suddenly accept-

ed the hand of a rich, boisterous, fox-hunting baronet, without
cither music or sentiment, who carried her by storm after a
fortnight's courtship.

Master Simon could not help concluding by some observation

about '

' modest merit, " and the power of gold over the sex. As
a remembrance of his passion, he pointed out a heart carved

on the bark of one of the trees ; but which, in the process of

tune, had grown out into a large excrescence ; and he showed
me a lock of her hair, which he wore in a true-lover's knot, in

a large gold brooch.

I have seldom met with an old bachelor that had not, at some
time or other, his nonsensical moment, when he would become
tender and sentimental, talk about the concerns of the heart,

and have some confession of a dehcate nature to make. Al-

most every man has some little trait of romance in his hfe,

which he looks back to with fondness, and about which he is

apt to grow garrulous occasionally. He recollects himself as

he was at the time, young and gamesome ; and forgets that his

hearers have no other idea of the hero of the tale, but such as

he may appear at the time of teUing it; peradventure, a with-

ered, whimsical, spindle-shanked old gentleman. With mar-

ried men, it is true, this is not so frequently the case: their

amorous romance is apt to decline after marriage ; why, I cannot

for the hfe of me imagine; but with a bachelor, though it may
slumber, it never dies. It is always liable to break out again

in transient flashes, and never so much as on a spring morning

in the country ; or on a winter evening when seated in his soh-

tary chamber stirring up the fire and talking of matrimony.

The moment that Master Simon had gone through his con-

fession, and, to use the common phrase, "had made a clean

breast of it," he became quite himself again. He had settled

the point which had been worrying his mind, and doubtless

considered himselt established as a man of sentiment in my
opinion. Before we had flnished our morning's stroU, he was

singing as bMthe as a grasshopper, whisthng to his dogs, and

telling droll stories: and I recollect that he was particularly

facetious that day at dinner on the subject of matrimony, and

uttered several excellent jokes, not to be found in Joe Miller,
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bhat made the bride elect blush and look down ; but set all the

old gentlemen at the table in a roar, and absolutely brought

tears into the general's eyes.

ENGLISH GEAVITT.

"Merrie England!"

—

Ancient Phrase.

There is nothing so rare as for a man to ride his hobby with-

out molestation. I find the Squire has not so undisturbed an

indulgence in his humours as I had imagined; but has been

repeatedly thwarted of late, and has sufiEered a kind of well-

meaning persecution from a Mr. Faddy, an old gentleman of

some weictht, at least of purse, who has recently moved into

the neighbourhood. He is a worthy and substantial manufac-

turer, who, having accmnulated a large fortune by dint of

steam-engines and spinning-jennies, has retired from business,

and set up for a country gentleman. He has taken an old

C30untry-seat, and refitted it ; and painted and plastered it, until

it looks not unlike his own manufactory. He has been par-

ticularly careful in mending the walls and hedges, and putting,

up notices of spring-gims and man-trg,ps in every part of his

premises. Indeed, he shows great jealousy about his territorial

rights, having stopped up a footpath that led across his fields,

and given warning, in staring letters, that whoever was found
trespassing on those grounds would be prosecuted with the

utmost rigour of the law. He has brought into the country
with him all the practical m.axims of town, and the bustling

habits of business ; and is one of those sensible, useful, prosing,

troublesome, intolerable old gentlemen, that go about wearying
and worrying society with excellent plans for pubhc utility.

He is very much disposed to be on intimate terms with the
Sqiiire, and calls on him every now and then, with some pro-

ject for the good of the neighbourhood, which happens to run
diametrically opporsite to some one or other of the Squire's

peculiar notions ; but which is "too sensible a measure" to be
openly opposed. He has annoyed him excessively, by enforc-

ing the vagrant laws
;
persecuting the gipsies, and endeavour-

ing to suppress country wakes and holiday games ; which he
considers great nuisances, and r3probates as causes of the do nd-

]y sin of Idleness.
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There is evidently in all this a Uttle of the ostentation of newly-
acquired consequence ; the tradesman is gradually swelling into
the aristocrat ; and he begins to grow excessively intolerant of
every thing that is not genteel. He has a great deal to say
about "the common people;" talks much of his park, his pre-
serves, and the necessity of enforcing the game-laws more
strictly ; and makes frequent use of the phrase, '

' the gentry
of the neighbourhood."
He came to the Hall lately, with a face full of business, that

he and the Squire, tp use his own words, '

' might lay their

beads together," to hit upon some mode of putting a stop to the
froUcking at the village on the approaching May-day. It

drew, he SEiid, idle people together from aJl parts of the neigh-
bourhood, who spent the day fiddMng, dancing, and carousing,

instead of staying at home to work for their famUies.

Now, as the Squire, unluckily, is at the bottom of these May-
day revels, it may be supposed that the suggestions of the
sagacious Mr. Faddy were not received with the best gi-ace in

the world. It is true, the old gentleman is too courteous to

show any temper to a guest in his own house ; but no sooner
was he gone, than the indignation of the Squire found vent, at

having his poetical cobwebs invaded by this buzzing, blue-

bottle fly of traffic. In his warmth, he inveighed against the

whole rax5e of manufacturers, who, I found, were sore dis-

turbers of his comfort. '

' Sir, " said he, with emotion, '

' it makes
my heart bleed, to see all our fine streams dammed up, and
bestrode by cotton-mills ; our valleys smoking with steam-en-

gines, and the din of the hammer and the loom scaring away
aH our rural delight. What's tobecome of merry old England,

when its manor-houses are all turned into manufactories, and

its sturdy peasantry into pin-makers and stocking-weavers? I

have looked in vain for merry Sherwood, and aU the green-

wood haunts of Robin Hood; the whole coimtry is covered

with manufacturing towns. I have stood on the ruins of Dud-

ley Castle, and looked round, with an aching heart, on what

were once its feudal domains of verdant and beautiful coun-

try. Sir, I beheld a mere campus phlegrse ; a region of fire

;

reeking with coal-pits, and furnaces, and smeltiag-houses,

vomiting forth flames and smoke. The pale and ghastly peo-

ple tofling among vile exhalations, looked more like demons

than human beings; the clanking wheels and engines, seen

through the murky atmosphere, looked like instruments of

torture in this pandemonium. What is to become of the coun-
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try, with these evils rankling in itsvory core? Sir, these manu-

facturers will he the ruin of our rural manners ; they will

destroy the national character; they will not leave roaterials

for a single hue of poetry !"

The Squire is apt to wax eloquent on such themes
;
and I

could hardly help smihng at this whimsical lamentation, over

national industry and puhhc improvement. I am told, how-

ever, that he really grieves at the growing spirit of trade,

as destroying the charm of hfe. He considers every new

shorthand mode of doing things, as an inroad of snug sordid

method; and thinks that this will soon become a mere matter-

of-fact world, where life wiU he reduced to a mathematical cal-

culation of conveniences, and every thing wUl be done by

3team.

He maintains, also, that the nation has declined in its free

and joyous spirit, in proportion as it has turned its attention to

commerce and maniofactures ; and that, in old times, when

England was an idler, it was also a merrier little island. In

support of this opinion, he adduces the frequency and splen-

dour of ancient festivals and merry-makings, and the hearty

spirit vsdth which they were kept up by all classes of people.

His memory is stored with the accoiints given by Stow, in his

Survey of London, of the hohday revels at the inns of court,

the Christmas mummeries, and the masquings and bonfires

about the streets. London, he says, in those days, resembled
the continental cities in its picturesque manners and amuse-
ments. The court used to dance after dinner, on pubhc occa-

sions. After the coronation dinner of Richard II. for example,

the king, the prelates, the nobles, the knights, and the rest of

the company, danced in Westminster Hall to the music of the
minstrels. The example of the court was followed by the mid-
dhng classes, and so down to the lowest, and the whole nation
was a dancing, jovial nation. He quotes a lively city picture
of the times, given by Stow, which resembles the lively scenes
one may often see in the gay city of Paris ;- for he tells us that on
holidays, after evening prayers, the maidens in London used to'

assemble before the door, in sight of their masters and dames,
and whUe one played on a timbrel, the others danced for gar-

lands, hanged athwart the street.

"Where wlU. we meet with such merry groups now-a-days?"
the Squire win exclaim shaking his head mournfully;—"and
then as to the gayety that prevailed in dress throughout all

ranks of society, and made the very streets so fine and pictur-
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esque: 'I have myself,' says Gervaise Markham, 'met an ordi-
nary tapster in his silk stockings, garters deep fringed ^th
gold lace, the rest of his apparel suitable, with cloak lined with
velvet! ' Nashe, too, who wrote in 1593, exclaims at the finery
of the nation :

' England, the player's stage of gorgeous attire,
the ape of all nations' superfluities, the continual masquer in
outlandish habfliments.'"

Such are a few of the authorities quoted by the Squire, by
way of contrasting what he supposes to have been the former
vivacity of the nation with its present monotonous character.
"John Bull," he will say, "was then a gay cavalier, with his
sword by his side and a feather in his cap ; but he is now a plod-
ding citizen, in snuff-coloured coat and gaiters."

By the by, there really appears to have been some change in
the national character, since the days of which the Squire is so
fond of talking; those days when this little island acquired its

favourite old title of
'

' merry England. " This may be attributed
in part to the growing hardships of the times^ and the necessity
of turning the whole attention to the means of subsistence ; but
England's gayest customs prevailed at times when her common
people enjoyed comparatively few of the comforts ar«i conveni-

ences that they do at present. It may be still more attributed

to the universal spirit of gain, and the calculating habits that
commerce has introduced-, but I am inclined to attidbute it

chiefly to the gradual increase of the Uberty of the subject, and
the growing freedom and activity of opinion.

A free people are apt to be grave'and thoughtful. They have
high and important matters to occupy their minds. They feel

that it is their right, their interest, and their duty, to mingle in

pubUc concerns, and to wateh over the general welfare. The
continual exercise of the mind on poUtical topics gives intenser

habits of thinking, and a more serious and earnest demeanour.
A nation becomes less gay, but more intellectually active and
vigorous. It evinces less play of the fancy, but more power of

the imagination ; less taste and elegance, but more grandeur of

mind; less animated vivacity, but deeper enthusiasm.

It is when men are shut out of the regions of manly thought,

by a despotic government ; when every grave and lofty theme
is rendered perilous to discussion and almost to reflection ; it is

then that they turn to the safer occupations of taste and amuse-

ment; trifles rise to importance, and occupy the craving ac-

tivity of intellect. No being is more void of care and reflection

than the slave; none dances inore gayly, in his intervals of
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labour; but make him free, give him rights and interests to

guard, and he becomes thoughtful and laborious.

The French are a gayer people than the English. Why?
Partly from temperament, perhaps ; but greatly because they

have been accustomed to governments which surrounded the

free exercise of thought with danger, and where he only was

safe who shut his eyes and ears to pubUc events, and enjoyed

the passing pleasure of the day. Within late years, they have

had more opportunity of exercising their minds; and within

late years, the national character has essentially changed.

Never did the French enjoy such a degree of freedom as they

do at^his moment ; and at this moment the French are com-

paratively a grave people.

GIPSIES.

What's that to absolute freedom; such as the very beggars have; to feast and
revel here to-day. and yonder to-morrow; next day where they please; and so on
still, the whole country or kingdom over? There's liberty ! the birds of the air can
take no more.

—

Jovial Crew.

Since the meeting with the gipsies, which I have related in

a former paper, I have observed several of them haunting the

purHeus of the HaU, in spite of a positive interdiction of the

Squire. They are part of a gang that has long kept about this

neighboiu'hood, to the great annoyance of the farmers, whose
poultry-yards often sufiEer from their nocturnal invasions.

They are, however, in some measure patronized by the Squire,

who considers the race as belonging to the good old times;

which, to confess the private truth, seem to have aboimded
with good-for-nothing characters.

This roving crew is called "Starlight Tom's Gang," from the
name of its chieftain, a notorious poacher. I have heard re-

peatedly of the misdeeds of this "minion of the moon;" for

every midnight depredation that takes place in park, or fold,

or farm-yard, is laid to his charge. StarUght Tom, in fact,

answers to his name; he seems to walk in darkness, and, like a
fox, to be traced in the morning by the mischief he has done.
He reminds me of that fearful personage in the nursery rhyme

:

Who proes round the lionse at night?
None but bloody Tom

:

Who steals aU the sheep at night?
None but one by one '.
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In short, Starlight Tom is the scapegoat of the neighbourhood,
but so cunning and adroit, that there is no detecting him. Old
Christy and the game-keeper have watched many a night, in
hopes of entrapping him; and Christy often patrols the park
with his dogs, for the purpose, but all in vain. It is said that
the Squire winks hard at his misdeeds, having an iadiUgent
feeling towards the vagabond, because of his being very expert
at all kinds of games, a great shot with the cross-bow, and the
best morris-dancer in the country.
The Squire also suffers the gang to lurk unmolested about

the skirts of his estate, on condition that they do not come
about the house. The approaching wedding, however, has
made a kind of Saturnalia at the Hall, and has caused a sus-
pension of all sober rule. It has produced a great sensation
throughout the female part of the household; not a housemaid
but dreams of wedding favours, and has a husband ranning in
her head. Such a time is a harvest for the gipsies: there is a
public footpath leading across one part of the park, by which
they have free ingress, and they are continually hovering
about the grounds, telling the servant-girls' fortunes, or getting
smuggled in to the young ladies.

I believe the Oxonian amuses himself very much by furnish-
ing them with hints in private, and bewildering aU the weak
brains in the house with their wonderful revelations. The
general certainly was very much astonished by the communi-
cations made to him the other evening by the gipsy girl : he
kept a wary silence towards us on the subject, and affected to

treat it lightly ; but I have noticed that he has since redoubled
his attentions to Lady Mlycraft and her dogs.

I have seen also Phoebe WiUdns the housekeeper's pretty

and love-sick niece, holding a long conference with one of these

old sibyls behind a large tree in the avenue, and often looking

round to see that she was not observed. I make no doubt that

she was endeavouring to get some favourable augury about the

result of her love-qu2,rrel with young Eeady-Money, as oracles

have always been more consulted on love affairs than upon

any thing else. I fear, however, that in this instance the re-

sponse was not so favourable as usual; for I perceived poor

Phoebe returning pensively towards the house, her head hang-

ing down, her hat in her hand, and the riband trailing along

the ground.

At another tune, as I turned a corner of a terrace, at the

bottom of the garden, just by a clump of trees, and a large
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stone urn, I came upon a bevy of the young girls of the family,

attended by this same Phcebe WiUdns. I was at a loss to

comprehend the meaning of their blushing and giggling, and
their apparent agitation, untU I saw the red cloak of a gipsy

vanishing among the shrubbery. A few moments after, I

caught sight of Master Simon and the Oxonion stealing along
one of the walks of the garden, chuckling and laughing at their

successful waggery ; having evidently put the gipsy up to the
thing, and instructed her what to say.

After aU, there is something strangely pleasing in these tam-
perings with the future, even where we are convinced of the

fallacy of the prediction. It is singular how willingly the

mind wUl half deceive itself, and with what a degree of awe
we wiU listen to these babblers about futurity. For my part,

I cannot feel angry with these poor vagabonds, that seek to

deceive us into bright hopes and expectations. I have always
been something of a castle-builder, and have found my liveliest

pleasures to arise from the illusions which fancy has cast over
commonplace realities. As I get on in life, I find it more diffl-

cult to deceive myself in this dehghtful manner ; and I should
be thankful to any prophet, however false, that would conjure
the clouds which hang over futurity into palaces, and all its

doubtful regions into fairy-land.

The Squire, who, as I have observed, has a private good-will
towards gipsies, has suffered considerable annoyance on their
account. Not that they requite his indu]gen"be with ingrati-

tude, for they do not depredate very flagrantly on his estate;

but because their pUferings and misdeeds occasion loud mur-
murs in the village. I can readUy understand the old gentle-
man's humour on this point ; I have a great toleration for all

kinds of vagrant sunshiny existence, and must confess I take a
pleasure in observing the ways of gipsies. The English, who
are accustomed to them from childhood, and often suffer from
their petty depredations, consider them as mere nuisances;
but I have been very much struck with their peculiarities. I
hfce to behold their clear oMve complexions, -their romantic
black eyes, their raven locks, their lithe, slender figures; and
hear them in low silver tones dealing forth magnificent prom-
ises of honours and estates, of world's wealth, and ladies' love.
Their mode of hfe, too, has something in it very fanciful and

picturesque. They are the free denizens of nature, and main-
tain a primitive independence, in spite of law and gospel ; of
county gaols and country magistrates. It is curious to see this
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obstinate adherence to the wild, unsettled habits of savage life
transmitted from generation to generation, and preserved in
the midst of one of the most cultivated, populous, and sys-
tematic countries in the world. They are totally distinct from
the busy, thi-ifty people about them. They seem to be, like
the Indians of America, either above or below the ordinary
cares and anxieties of mankind. Heedless of power, of honours,
of wealth

; and indifferent to the fluctuations of times ; the rise
or fall of grain, or stock, or empires, they seem to laugh at the
toiling, fretting world around them, and to live according to
the philosophy of the old song:

" Wl)o would ambition shun,
And loves to lie i' the sun,
Seeking the food he eats,

And pleased with what he gets.

Come hither, come hither, come hither;
Here shall he see

No enemy,
But winter and rough weather."

In this way, they wander from county to county; keeping
about the purlieus of villages, or in plenteous neighbourhoods,
where there are fat farms and rich country-seats. Their en-

campments are generally made in some beautiful spot—either

a green shady nook of a road ; or on the border of a common,
under a sheltering hedge; or on the skirts of a fine spreading
wood. They are always to be found lurking about fairs, and
races, and rustic gatherings, wherever there is pleasure, and
throng, and idleness. They are the oracles of milk-raaids and
simple serving-girls ; and sometimes have even the honour of

perusing the white hands of gentlemen's daughters, when
rambling about their fathers' grounds. They are the bane of

good housewives and thrifty farmers, and odious in the eyes

of country justices; but, like aJl other vagabond beings, they

have something to commend them to the fancy. They are

am.ong the last traces, in these matter-of-fact days, of the

motley population of former times ; and are whimsically asso-

ciated in my mind with fairies and witches,' Robin GoodfeUow,

Robin Hood, and the other fantastical personages of poetry.
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MAT-DAY CUSTOMS.

Happy the age, and harmless were the dayes,

(For then true love and amity was found,)

When every village did a May-pole raise.

And Whitsim ales and May-games did abound:

And all the lusty yonkers in a rout,

With merry lasses daunc'd the rod about.

Then friendship to their banquets bid the guests.

And poore men far'd the better for their feasts.
—Pasqcil's Palinodia.

The month of April has nearly passed away, and we are fast

approaching that poetical day, which was considered, in old

times, as the boundary that parted the frontiers of winter and
summer. With all its caprices, however, I Hke the month of

April. I like these laughing and crying days, when sun and
shade seem to run in bDlows over the landscape. I hke to see

the sudden shower coursing over the meadow, and giving all

nature a greener smile ; and the bright sunbeams chasing the

flying cloud, and turning aU its drops into diamonds.

I was enjoying a morning of the kind, in company with the

Squire, in one of the finest parts of the park. We were skirt-

ing a beautiful grove, and he was giving me a kind of bio-

graphical account of several of his favourite forest trees, when
he heard the strokes of an axe from the midst of a thick copse.

The Sguire paused and hstened, with manifest signs of uneasi-

ness. He turned hia steps in the direction of the sound. The
strokes grew louder and louder as we advanced ; there was
evidently a vigorous arm wielding the axe. The Squire quick-
ened his pace, but in vain; a loud crack, and a succeeding
crash, told that the mischief had been done, and some child oi
the forest laid low. When we came to the place, we found
Master Simon and several others standing about a tall and
beautifully straight young tree, which had just been felled.

The Squire, though a man of most harmonious dispositions,

was completely put out of tune by this circumstance. He felt

like a monarch witnessing the murder of one of his hege sub-
jects, and demanded, with some asperity, the meaning of the
outrage. It turned ouij to be an affair of Master Simon's, who
had selected the tree, from its height and straightness, for a
May-pole, the old one which stood on the village green being un-
fit for farther service. If any thing could have soothed the ire

of my worthy host, it would have been the reflection that his
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tree had fallen lii »= good a cavise; and I saw that there was a
great struggle berween his fondness for his groves, and his
devotion to May-day. He could not contemplate the prostrate
tree, however, without indinging in lamentation, and making *

a kind of funeral eidogy, like Mark Antony over the body of
Csesar ; and he forbade that any tree shoidd thenceforward be
cut down on his estate, without a warrant from himself; being
determined, he said, to hold the sovereign power of hfe and
death in his own hands.

This mention of the May-pole struck my attention, and I in-

quired whether the old customs connected with it were really

kept up in this part of the coimtry. The Squire shook his

head mournfully ; and I foimd I had touched on one of his

tender points, for he grew quite melancholy in bewaUing the
total decline of old May-day. Though it is regularly celebrated

in the neighbouiing village, yet it has been merely resuscitated

by the worthy Squire, and is kept up in a forced state of exist-

ence at his expense. He meets with continual discoiu-age-

ments ; and finds great difficulty in getting the country bvunp-

kins to play their parts tolerably. He manages to have every
year a "Queen of the May;" but as to Eobin Hood, Friar Tuck,
the Dragon, the Hobby-Horse, and all the other motley crew
that used to enliven the day with their mummery, he has not

ventured to introduce them.
Still I looked forward with some interest to the promised

shadow of old May-day, even though it be but a shadow ; and
I feel more and more pleased with the whimsical yet harmless

hobby of my host, which is surroimding him with agreeable

associations, and making a httle world of poetry about him.

Brought up, as I have been, in a new country, I may appre-

ciate too highly the faint vestiges of ancient customs which I

now and then meet with, and the interest I express in them
may provoke a snule from those who are neghgently suffering

them to pass away. But with whatever indifference they may
be regarded by those " to the manner bom," yet in my mind

the lingering flavour of them imparts a charm to rustic hfe,

which nothing else could readily supply.

I shall never forget the delight I felt on first seeing a May-

pole. It was on the banks of the Dee, close by the picturesque

old bridge that stretches across the river from the quaint httle

city of Chester. I had already been carried back into former

days, by the antiquities of that venerable place; the examina-

tion of which is equal to turning over the pages of a black-let-
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ter volume, or gazing on the pictures in Froissart. The May
pole on the margin of that poetic stream completed the illusion.

My fancy adorned it with wreaths of flowers, and peopled the

green bank with all the dancing revelry of May-day. The

m.ere sight of this May-pole gave a glow to my feelings, and
spread a charm over the country for the rest of the day ; and
as I traversed a part of the fair plain of Cheshire, and the

beautiful borders of Wales, and looked from among sweUing
hiUs down a long green vaUey, through which "the Deva
wound its wizard stream," my imagination turned all into a
perfect Arcadia.

Whether it be owing to such poetical associations early in-

stilled into my mind, or whether there is, as it were, a sym-
pathetic revival and budding forth of the feelings at this sea-

son, certain it is, that I always experience, wherever I may be
placed, a dehghtful expansion of the heart at the return of

May. It is said that birds about this time will become restless

in their cages, as if instinct with the season, conscious of the
revelry that is going on in the groves, and impatient to break
from their bondage, and join in the jubilee of the year. In
like manner I have felt myself excited, even in the midst of

the metropolis, when the windows, which bad been churlishly

closed aU winter, were again thrown open to receive the bahny
breath of May ; when the sweets of the country were breathed
into the town, and flowers were cried about the streets. I have
considered the treasures of flowers thus poured in, as so many
missives from nature, inviting us forth to enjoy the virgin
beauty of the year, before its freshness is exhaled by the heats
of sunny summer.
One can readily inaagine what a gay scene it must have been

in joUy old London, when the doors were decorated with
flowering branches, when every hat was decked with haw-
thorn, and Robin Hood, Friar Tuck, Maid Marian, the morris-
dancers, and aU the other fantastic masks and revellers, were
performing their antics about the May-pole in eveiy part of
the city.

I am not a bigoted admirer of old times and old customs,
merely because of their antiquity: but while I rejoice in the
decline of many of the rude usages and coarse amusements of
former days, I cannot but regret that this innocent and fanci-
ful festival has fallen into disuse. It seemed appropriate to
this verdant and pastoral country, and calculated to Mght up
the too-pervading gravity of the nation. I value every cus-
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torn that tends to infuse poetical feeling into the common peo-
ple, and to sweeten and soften the rudeness of rustic manners,
-without destroying their simplicity. Indeed, it is to the decline
of this happy simphcity, that the decline of this custom may
be traced; and the rural dance on the green, and the homely
May-day pageant, have gradually disappeared, in proportion as
the peasantry have become expensive and artificial in their

pleasures, and too knowing for simple enjoyment.

Some attempts, the Sqiure informs me, have been made of

late years, by men of both taste and learning, to rally back the
popular feeling to these standards of primitive simphcity; but
the time has gone by, the feeling has become chilled by habits

of gain and traffic, the country apes the manners and amuse-
ments of the town, and Httle is heard of May-day at present,

except from the lamentations of authors, who sigh after it from
among the brick walls of the city:

" For O, for O, the Hobby-Horse is forgot."

VILLAGE WORTHIES.

Nay, I tell you, I am so well beloved in our town, that not the worst dog in tho

street will hurt my little finger.—CoZiicr of Croydon.

As the neighbouring village is one of those out-of-the-way,

but gossiping, httle places where a small matter makes a great

stir, it is not to be supposed that the approach of a festival like

that of May-day can be regarded with indifference, especially

since it is made a matter of such moment by the great folks at

the Hall. Master Simon, who is the faithful factotum of the

worthy Squire, and jumps with his humour in every thing, is

frequent just now in his visits to the village, to give directions

for the impending f§te; and as I have taken the liberty occa-

sionally of accompanying him, I have been enabled to get some
insight into the characters and internal poMties of this very

sagacious little community.
Master Simon is in fact the Caesar of the village. It is true

the Squire is the protecting power, but his factotum is the

active and busy agent. He intermeddles in all its concerns, is

acquainted with all the inhabitants and their domestic history,

gives counsel to the old folks in their business matters, and the
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young folks in their love affairs, and enjoys the proud satis-

faction of being a great man in a little world.

He is the dispenser, too, of the Squire's charity, which is

bounteous; and, to do Master Simon justice, he performs this

part of his functions with great alacrity. Indeed, I have been

entertained with the mixture of bustle, importance, and kind-

heartedness which he displays. He is of too vivacious a tem-

perament to comfort the aflflicted by sitting down, moping and

whining, and blowing noses in concert; but goes whisking

about like a sparrow, chirping consolation into every hole and

comer of the village. I have seen an old woman, in a red cloak,

hold him for half an hour together with some long phthisical

tale of distress, which Master Simon Mstened to with many a

bob of the head, smack of his dog-whip, and other symptoms of

impatience, though he afterwards made a most faithful and
circumstantial report of the case to the Squire. I have watched
him, too, during one of his pop visits into the cottage of a
superannuated villager, who is a pensioner of the Squire, where
he fidgeted about the room without sitting down, nmde many
excellent off-hand reflections with the old invaKd, who was
propped up in his chair, about the shortness of life, the cer-

tainty of death, and the necessity of preparing for "that awful
change ;" quoted several texts of scripture very incorrectly, but
much to the edification of the cottager's wife ; and on coming
out, pinched the daughter's rosy cheek, and wondered what
was in the young men that such a pretty face did not get a
husband.
He has also his cabinet counsellors in the vUlage, with whom

he is verybusy just now, preparing for the May-day ceremonies.
Among these is the village tailor, a pale-faced fellow, that plays
the clarionet in the church choir ; and, being a great musical
genius, has frequent meetings of the band at his house, where
they "make night hideous" by theu- concerts. He is, in conse-
quence, high in favour with Master Simon; and, through his
influence, has the making, or rather marring, of all the Uveries
of the Hall ; which generally look as though they had been cut
out by one of those scientific tailors of the Flying Island of
Laputa, who took measure of their customers with a quadrant.
The tailor, in fact, might rise to be one of the moneyed men of
the village, were he not rather too prone to gossip, and keep
holidays, and give concerts, and blow all his substance, real
and personal, through his clarionet ; which literally keeps bim
poor, both in body and estate. He has for the present thrown
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by all his regular work, and BuflEered the breeches of the village

to go unmade and unmended, while he is occupied in niakiag
garlands of party-coloured rags, in imitation of flowers, for the
decoration of the May-pole.

Another of Master Simon's counsellors is the apothecary, a
short and rather fat man, with a paii* of prominent eyes, that
diverge hke those of a lobster. He is the village wise man

;

very sententious, and full of profound remarks on shallow
subjects. Master Simon often quotes his sayings, and mentions
him as rather an extraordinary man ; and even consults him
occasionally, in desperate cases of the dogs and horses. Indeed,
he seems to have been overwhelmed by the apothecary's philo-

Bophy, which is exactly one observation deep, consisting of

indisputablemaxims, such as may be gathered from the mottoes
of tobacco-boxes. I had a specimen of his philosophy, in my
very first conversation with him ; in the course of which he
observed, with great solemnity and emphasis, that '

' man is a
compound of wisdom and folly;" upon which Master Simon,
who had hold of my arm, pressed very hard upon it, and
whispered in my ear "That's a devilish shrewd remark!"

THE SCHOOLMASTEE.

There will be no mosse stick to the stone of Sisiphus, no grasse hang on the heelea

of Mercury, no butter cleave on the bread of a traveller. For as the eagle at every

flight loseth a feather, which maketh her bauld in her age, so the traveller in every

country loseth some fleece, which maketh him a beggar in his youth, by buying

that for a pound which he cannot sell again for a penny—repentance.—Lilly's

Kuphues.

Among the worthies of the village that enjoy the peculiar

confidence of Master Simon, is one who has struck my fancy

so much that I have thought him worthy of a separate notice.

It is Slingsby, the schoolmaster, a thin, elderly man, rather

threadbare and slovenly, somewhat indolent in manner, and

with an easy, good-humoured look, not often met with in his

craft. I have been interested in his favour by a few anecdotes

which I have picked up'concerning him.

He is a native of the village, and was a contemporary and

playmate of Eeady-Money Jack in the days of their boyhood.

Indeed, they carried on a kind of league of mutual good

offices.' Slingsby was rather puny, and withal somewhat of a
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coward, but very apt at Ms leariimg; Jack, on the contrary,

was a bully-boy out of doors, but a sad laggard at bis books.

Slingsby helped Jack, therefore, to all his lessons ; Jack fought

all Slingsby 's battles ; and they were inseparable friends. This

mutual kindness continued even after they left the school,

notwithstanding the dissimilarity of their characters. Jack

took to ploughing and reaping, and prepared himself to tni his

paternal acres ; while the other loitered negligently on in the

path of learning, untU he penetrated even into the confines of

Latin and mathematics.

In an unlucky hour, however, he took to reading voyages
and travels, and was smitten with a desire to see the world.

This desire increased upon him as he grew up ; so, early one
bright, sunny morning, he put all his effects in a knapsack,

slung it on his back, took staff in hand, and called in his way to

take leave of his early schoolmate. Jack was just going out

with the plough : the Mends shook hands over the farm-house
gate; Jack drove his team a-field, and Slingsby whistled,
" Over the hiUs and far away," and saUied forth gayly to ''seek

his fortune."

Years and years passed by, and young Tom Shngsby was
forgotten ; when, one meUow Sunday afternoon in autumn, a
thin man, somewhat advanced m hfe, with a coat out at elbows,
a pair of old nankeen gaiters, and a few things tied in a hand-
kerchief and slung on the end of a stick, was seen loitering

through the village. He appeared to regard several houses
attentively, to peer into the windows that were open, to eye
the villagers wistfully as they returned from church, and then
to pass some time in the church-yard reading the tombstones.
At length he found his way to the farm-house of Eeady-

Money Jack, but paused ere he attempted the wicket ; contem-
plating the picture of substantial independence before hhn. In
the porch of the house sat Eeady-Money Jack, in his Sunday
dress ; with his hat upon his head, his pipe in his mouth, and
his tankard before him, the monarch of aU he surveyed.
Beside him lay his fat house-dog. The varied sounds of poul-
try were heard from the well-stocked farm-yard; the bees
hummed from their hives in the garden; the cattled lowed in
the rich meadow; while the crammed barns and ample stacks
bore proof of an abundant harvest.

The stranger opened the gate and advanced dubiouslytoward
the house. The mastiff growled at the sight of the suspicious-
looking intruder; but was immediately silenced by his master.
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who, taMng Ms pipe from his mouth, awaited with inquiring
aspect the address of this equivocal personage. The stranger
eyed old Jack for a moment, so portly ia his dimensions, and
decked out ia gorgeous apparel; then cast a glance upon his

own thread-bare and starveUng condition, and the scanty
bundle which he held in his hand; then giving his shrunk
waistcoat a twitch to make it meet its receding waistband,
and casting another look, half sad, half humorous, at the sturdy
yeoman, " I suppose," said he, " Mr. Tibbets, you have forgot
old times and old playmates."

The latter gazed at'him with scrutinizing look, but acknowl-
edged that he had no recollection of him.

" Lake enough, hke enough," said the stranger, "every body
seems to have forgotten poor Shngsby !"

"Why, no, sui-e! it can't be Tom Shngsby?"
"Yes, but it is, though!" repHed the stranger, shaking his

head.

Eeady-Money Jack was on his feet in a twinkling, thrust out
his hand, gave his ancient crony the gripe of a giant, and
slapping the other hand on a bench, '

' Sit down there, " cried he,

"Tom Shngsby!"
A long conversation ensued about old times, while Slingsby

was rega,led with the best cheer that the farm-house afforded

;

for he was hungry as well as wayworn, and had the keen
appetite of a poor pedestrian. The early playmates then

talked over their subsequent hves and adventures. Jack
had but httle to relate, and was never good at a long story.

A prosperous life, passed at home, has Uttle incident for narra-

tive ; it is only poor devils, that are tossed about the world,

that are the true heroes of story. Jack had stuck by the

paternal farm, followed the same plough that his forefathers

had driven, and had waxed richer and richer as he gi-ew older.

As to Tom Slingsby, he was an exemplification of the old

proverb, "a roUing stone gathers no moss." He had sought

his fortune about the world, without ever finding it, being a

thing oftener found at home than abroad. He had been in all

kinds of situations, and had learned a dozen different modes

of making a living; but had found his way back to his native

village rather poorerthan when he left it, his knapsack having

dwindled down to a scanty bundle.

As luck would have it, the Squire was passing by the farm-

house that very evening, and called there, as is often his

custom. He foimd the two schoolmates still gossiping in the
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porch, and according to the good old Scottish song, "taking a

cup of kindness yet, for auld lang syne." The Squire was

struck by the contrast in appearance-' and fortunes of these

early playmates. Eeady-Money Jack, seated in lordly state,

surrounded by the good things of this Ufe, with golden guineas

I

hanging to his very watch-chain, and the poor pilgrim

I

Shngsby, thin as a weasel, with all his worldly effects, his

bundle, hat, and waUdng-stafE, lying on the ground beside

him.
The good Squire's heart warmed towards the luckless cosmo-

polite, for he is a httle prone to like such' half-vagrant charac-

ters. He cast about in his mind how he should contrive once

more to anchor Shngsby in his native village. Honest Jack

had already ofEered him a present shelter under his roof,

in spite of the hints, and winks, and half remonstrances

of the shrewd Dame Tibbets; but how to provide for his

permanent maintenance^ was the question. Luckily the Squu'e

bethought himseM that the village school was without a

teacher. A httle further conversation convinced him that

Slingsby was as fit for that as for any thing else, and in a day
or two he was seen swaying the rod of empire in the very

school-house where he had often been horsed in the days of his

boyhood.
Here he has remained for several years, and, beiag honoured

by the countenance of the Sqxdre, and the fast friendship of

Mr. Tibbets, he has grown into much importance and conside-

ration in the village. I am told, however, that he still shows,
now and then, a degree of restlessness, and a disposition to

rove abroad again, and see a httle more of the world ; an incli-

nation which seems particularly to haunt him about spring-

time. There is nothing so difficult to conquer as the vagrant
humour, when once it has been fiiUy indulged.

Since I have heard these anecdotes of poor Slingsby, I have
more than once mused upon the picture presented by him and
his schoolmate, Eeady-Money Jack, on their coming together
again after so long a separation. It is difficult to determine
between lots in Ufe, where each one is attended with its peculiar
discontents. He who never leaves his home repines at his
monotonous existence, and envies the traveller, whose life is a
constant tissue of wonder and adventure; while he who is

tossed about the world, looks back with many a sigh to the
safe and quiet shore which he has abandoned. I cannot help
thinking, however, that the man that stays at home, and cul-
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tiyates the comforts and pleasures daily springing up around
him, stands the best chance for happiness. There is nothing so
fascinating to a young mind as the idea of travelling; and there
is very witchcraft in the old phrase found in evei-y nursery
tale, of "going to seek one's fortime." A continual change of
place, and change of object, promises a continual succession of
adventure and gratification of curiosity. But there is a limit
to aU OTir enjoyments, and every desire beai-s its death in its very
gratification. Curiosity languishes imder repeated stimulants,
novelties cease to excite surprise, until at length we cannot
wonder even at a miracle.

He who has sallied forth into the world, like poor Shngsby,
fun of simny anticipations, finds too soon how different the dis-
tant scene becomes when visited. The smooth place roughens
as he approaches; the wild place becomes tame and barren; the
fairy tints that beguiled him on, still fly to the distant MQ, or
gather upon the land he has left behind; and every part of the
landscape seems greener than the spot he stands on.

THE SCHOOL,

Bnt to come down from great men and higher matters to n?y little children and
poor school-house again; I will, God willing, go forward orderly, as I purposed, to

instruct children and young men both for learning and manners.

—

Bogeb Ascham.

Having given the reader a slight sketch of the village school-

master, he may be curious to learn something concerning his

schooL As the Squire takes much interest in the education of

the neighbouring children, he put into the hands of the teacher,

on first installing him in office, a copy of Roger Ascham's
Schoolmaster, and advised him, moreover, to con over that

portion of old Peaoham which treats of the duty of masters,

and which condemns the favourite method of makingboys wise

by flagellation.

He exhorted Slingsby not to break down or depress the free

spirit of the bo;) s, by harshness and slavish fear, but to lead

them freely and joyously on in the path of knowledge, making

it pleasant and desirable in their eyes. He wished to see the

youth trained up in themannersand habitudes of the peasantry

of the good old times, and thus to lay a foundation for the

accompHshmentof his favorite object, the revival of old Fingliah
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customs and character. He recommended that all the ancient

holidays should be otasei'ved, and that the sports of the boys, in

their hours of play, should be regulsited according to the

standard authorities laid down iu Strutt, a copy of whose

invaluable work, decorated with plates, was deposited in the

school-house. Above aU, he exhorted the pedagogue to abstain

from the use of birch, an iastrument of instruction which the

good Squire regards with abhorrence, as fit only for the coercion

of brute natures that cannot be reasoned with.

Mr. Slingsby has followed the Squire's instructions, to the

best of his disposition and abilities. He never flogs the boys,

because he is too easy, good-humoured a creature to inflict para

on a worm. He is bountiful in holidays, because he loves holi-

days himself, and has a sympathy withthe urchins' impatience of

confinement, from having divers times experienced its irksome-

ness during the time that he was seeing the world. As to

sports and pastimes, the boys are faithfully exercised in all that

are on record, quoits, races, prison-bars, tipcat, trap-ball, bandy-
ball, wresthng, leaping, and what not. The only misfortune
is, that having banished the birch, honest Slingsby has not

studied Roger Ascham sufliciently to find out a substitute ; or

rather, he has not the management in Ms nature to apply one

;

his school, therefore, though one of the happiest, is one of the
most unruly in the country ; and never was a pedagogue more
liked, or less heeded by his disciples, than Slingsby.

He has lately taken a coadjutor worthy of himself, being
another stray sheep that has returned to the village fold.

This is no other than the son of the musical tailor, who had
bestowed some cost upon his education, hoping to see him one
day arrive at the dignity of an exciseman, or at least of a parish
clerk. The lad grew tip, however, as idle and musical as his

fattier ; and, being captivated by the drum and fife of a recruit-

ing party, he followed them off to the army. He returned
nob long since, out of money, and out at the elbows, the
prodigal son of the village. He remained for some time loung-
ing about the place in half-tattered soldier's dress, with a
foraging-cap on one side of his head, jerking stones across the
brook, or loitering about the tavern-door, a burthen to his
father, and regarded with great coldness by all warm house-
holders.

Something, however, drew honest Slingsby towards the
youth. It might be the kindness he bore to his father, who is

one of the schoolmaster's great cronies ; it might be that secret
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sympatliy which draws men of vagrant propensities towards
each other; for there is something truly magnetic in the
vagabond feehng; or it might be, that he remembered the time
when he himself had come back, hke this youngster, a wreck,
to his native place. At any rate, whatever the motive, Shngsby
drew towards the youth. They had many conversations in the
village tap-room about foreign parts and the various scenes and
places they had witnessed during their wayfaring about the

world. The more Slingsby talked with him, the more he found
him to his taste ; and finding him Eilmost as learned as himself,

he forthwith engaged him as an assistant, or usher, in the

school. Under such admirable tuition, the school, as may be

supposed, flourishes apace ; and if the scholars do not become
versed in all the hoHday accomplishments of the good old times,

to the Sqmre's heart's content, it will not be the fault of their

teachers. The prodigal son has become almost as popular

among the boys as the pedagogue himself. His instructions are

not hmited to school hours ; and having inherited the musical

taste and talents of his father, he has bitten the whole school

with the mania. He is a great hand at beating a drum, which

is often heard rumbling from the rear of the school-house. He
is teaching half the boys of the village, also, to play the fife,

and the pandean pipes; and they weary the whole neighbour-

hood with their vague pipings, as they sit perched on stiles, or

loitering about the barn-doors in the evenings. Among the

other,exercises of the school, also, he has introduced the ancient

art of archery, one of the Sqmre's favourite themes, with such

success, that the whipsters roam in truant bands about the

neighbourhood, practising with their bows and arrows upon the

birds of the air, and the beasts of the field ; and not unfrequently

making a foray into the Squire's domains, to the great indigna

tion of the gamekeepers. In a word, so completely are the

ancient English customs and habits cultivated at this school,

that I should not be surprised if the Squire should hve to see

one of his poetic visions reahzed, and a brood reared up,

worthy successors to Eobin Hood and his merry gang of out-

laws.
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A VILLAGE POLITICIAN.

I am a rogue if I do not think I was designed for the helm of state; I am so full of

nimble stratagems, that I should have ordered affairs, and carried it against the

stream of a faction, with as much ease as a skipper would laver against the wind.
—The Goblins.

In one of my visits to the viUage with Master Simon, he pro-

posed that we should stop at the inn, which he wished to show
me, as a specimen of a real comitry iiui, the head-quarters of

viUage gossips. I had remarked it before, in my perambu-
lations about the place. It has a deep, old-fashioned porch,

leading into a large hall, which serves for tap-room, and travel-

lers'-room ; having a wide fire-place, with high-backed settles on
each side, where the wise men of the village gossip over their

ale, and hold their sessions during the long winter evenings.

The landlord is an easy, indolent fellow, shaped a little like one
of his own beer-barrels, and is apt to stand gossiping at his

door, with his wig on one side, and his hands in his pockets,

whilst his wife and daughter attend to customers. His wife,

however, is fully competent to manage the estabUshment ; and,
indeed, from long habitude, rules over aU the frequenters of

the tap-room as completely as if they were her dependants in-

stead of her patrons. Not a veteran ale-bibber but pays homage
to her, having, no doubt, been often in her arrears. I have
already hinted that she is on very good terms with Eeady-
Money Jack. He was a sweetheart of hers in early hfe, and
has always countenanced the tavern on her account. Indeed,
he is quite the "cock of the walk" at the tap-room.
As we approached the inn, we heard some one talking with

great volubility, and distinguished the ominous words, '
' taxes,

"

'

' poor's rates, " and '

' agricultural distress." It proved to be a
thin, loquacious fellow, who had penned the landlord up in one
corner of the porch, with his hands in his pockets as usual,
listening with an air of the most vacant acquiescence.
The sight seemed to have a curious effect on Master Simon, as

he squeezed my arm, and, altering his course, sheered wide of
the porch, as though he had not had any idea of entering. This
evident evasion induced me to notice the orator more particu-
larly. He was meagre, but active in Ms make, with a long,
pale, bilious face; a black beard, so iU-shaven as to bloody his
shirt-collar, a feverish eye, and a hat sharpened up at the sides,
into a most pragmatical shape. He had a newspaper in his
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hand, and seemed to be comiaenting on its contents, to the
thorough conviction of mine host.

At sight of Master Simon, the landlord was evidently a little

flurried, and began to rub his hands, edge away from his cor-

ner, and make several profound pubhcan bows; while the
orator took no other notice of my companion than to talk
rather louder than before, and with, as I thought, something of

an air of defiance. Master Simon, however, as I have before

said, sheered off from the porch, and passed on, pressing my
arm within his, and whispering, as we got by, in a tone of awe
and horror, " That's a radical! he reads Cobbettl"

I endeavoured to get a more particular account of him from
my companion, but he seemed unwilling even to talk about
him, answering only in general terms, that he was " a cursed
busy feUow, that had a confounded trick of talking, and was
apt to bother one about the national debt, and such nonsense;"

from which I suspected that Master Simon had been rendered

wary of him by some accidental encounter on the field of argu-

ment; for these radicals are continually roving about in quest

of wordy warfare, and never so happy as when they can tnt a
gentleman logician out of his saddle.

On subsequent inquiry, my suspicions have been confirmed.

I find the radical has but recently found hisway into the village,

where he threatens to conunit fearful devastations with his

doctrines. He has ah'eady made two or three complete con-

verts, or new lights; has shaken the faith of several others;

and has grievously puzzled the brains of many of the oldest

villagers, -who had never thought about poMtics, or scarce any

thing else, during their whole lives.

He is lean and meagre from the constant restlessness of mind

and body; wonying about with newspapers and pamphlets in

his pockets, which he is ready to pull out on all occasions. He
has shocked several of the staunchest villagers, by talking

lightly of the Squire and his family; and hinting that it would

be better the park should be cut into small farms and kitchen-

gardens, or feed good mutton instead of worthless deer.

He is a great thorn in fhe side of the Squire, who is sadly

afraid that he wDl introduce politics iuto the vUlage, and turn

it into an imhappy, thinking community. He is a stUl greater

grievance to Master Simon, who has hitherto been able to sway

the political opinions of the place, without much cost of learn-

ing or logic ; but has been much puzzled of late to weed out the

doubts and heresies already sown by this champion of reform.
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Indeed, the latter has taken complete command at the tap-room

of the tavern, not so much because he has convinced, as be-

cause he has out-talked all the old-estabHshed oracles. The

apothecary, with all his philosophy, was as nought before him.

He has convinced and converted the landlord at least a dozen

times ; who, however, is liable to be convinced and converted

the other way, by the next person with whom he talks. It is

true the radical has a violent antagonist in the landlady, who is

vehemently loyal, and thoroughly devoted to the king. Master

Simon, and the Squire. She now and then comes out upon the

reformer with all the fierceness of a cat-o'-mountain, and does

not spare her own soft-headed husband, for listening to what
she terms such "low-Uved politics." What makes the good
woman the more violent, is the perfect coolness with which the

radical listens to her attacks, drawing his face up into a pro-

voking supercihous smile ; and when she has talked herself out

of breath, quietly asking her for a taste of her home-brewed.
The only person that is in any way a match for this redoubt-

able pohticiaa, is Eeady-Money Jack Tibbets, who maintains

his stand in the tap-room, in defiance of the radical and aU his

works. Jack is one of the most loyal men in the country,

without being able to reason about the matter. He has that

admirable quality for a tough arguer, also, that he never knows
when he is beat. He has half-a-dozen old maxims which he ad-

vances on all occasions, and though his antagonistmay overturn
them never so often, yet he always brings them anew to the
field. He is hke the robber in Ariosto, who, though his head
might be cut ofiE half-a-hundred times, yet whipped it on his

shoulders again in a twinkling, and returned as sound a naan
as ever to the charge.

Whatever does not square with Jack's simple and obvious
creed, he sets down for "French politics;" for, notwithstand-
ing the peace, he cannot be persuaded that the French are not
stUl laying plots to ruin the nation, and to get hold of the Bank
of England. The radical attempted to overwhelm Mm, one
day, by a long passage from a newspaper; but Jack neither
reads nor beheves in newspapers. In reply, he gave him one
of the stanzas which he has by heart from his favourite, and
indeed only author, old Tusser, and which he calls his Golden
Kules:

Leave princes' affairs undescanted on,

And tend to such doings as stand thee upon;
Fear God, and ofEend not the king nor his laws,

And keep thyself out of the magistrate's claTrs.
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When Tibbets bad pronounced this with great emphasis, he
pulled out a well-filled leathern parse, took out a handful of
gold and silver, paid his score at the bar Tsdth great punctual-
ity, returned his money, piece by piece, into his purse, his
purse into his pocket, which he buttoned up ; and then, giving
his cudgel a stout thump upon the floor, and bidding the radi-
cal "good-morning, sir!" with the tone of a man who con-
ceives he has completely done for his antagonist, he walked
with lion-like gravity out of the house. Two or three of Jack's
admirers who were present, and had been afraid to take the
field themselves, looked upon this as a perfect triumph, and
winked at each other when the radical's back was turned.
" Ay, ay !" said mine host, as soon as the radical was out of
hearing, "let old Jack alone; I'll warrant he'll give bim his

own!"

THE EOOKEEY.

BQt cawing rooks, and kites that swim sublime
In still repeated circles, screaming loud;

The jay, the pie, and e'en the boding owl,

That hails the rising moon, have charms for me.

—

Cowper.

In a grove of tall oaks and beeches, that crowns a terrace-

walk-, just on the skirts of the garden, is an ancient rookery,

which is one of the most important provinces in the Squire's

rural domains. The old gentleman sets great store by his

rooks, and will not suffer one of them to be killed: in con-

sequence of which, they have increased amazingly; the tree-

tops are loaded with their nests ; they have encroached upon
the great avenue, and have even established, in times long

past, a colony among the elms and pines of the church-yard,

which, like other distant colonies, has already thrown off

allegiance to the mother country.

The rooks are looked up by the Squire as a very ancient and
honourable line of gentry, highly aristocratical in their notions,

fond of place, and attached to church and state ; as their build-

ing so loftily, keeping about churches and cathedrals, and in

the venerable groves of old castles and manor-houses, suffi-

ciently manifests. The good opinion thus expressed by the

Squire put me upon observing more narrowly these very re-

spectable birds, for I confess, to my shame, I had been apt to
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confound them with their cousins-german the crows, to whom,
at the first glance, they bear so great a family resemblance.

Nothing, it seems, could be more imjust or injurious than such

a mistake. The rooks and crows are, among the feathered

tribes, what the Spaniards and Portuguese are among nations,

the least loving, in consequence of their neighbourhood and
similarity. The rooks are old established housekeepers, high-

minded gentlefolk, that have had their hereditary abodes time

out of mind ; but as to the poor crows, they are a kind of vaga-

bond, predatory, gipsy race, roving about the country without

any settled home; "their hands are against every body, and
every body's against them;" and they are gibbeted in every
corn-field. Master Simon assures me that a female rook, that

should so far forget herself as to consort with a crow, would
inevitably be disinherited, and indeed would be totally dis-

carded by all her genteel acquaintance.

The Squire is very watchful over the interests and concerns
of his sable neighbours. As to Master Simon, he even pretends
to know many of them by sight, and to have given names to

them; he points oub several, which he says are old heads of
families, and compares them to worthy old citizens, before-
hand in the world, that wear cocked hats, and silver buckles
in their shoes. Notwithstanding the protecting benevolence of
the Squire, and their being residents in his empire, they seem
to acknowledge no allegiance, and to hold no intercourse or
intimacy. Their airy tenements are bmlt almost out of the
reach of gun-shot; and, notwithstanding their vicinity to the
HaU, they maintain a most reserved and distrustful shyness of
mankind.
There is one season of the year, however, which brings aU

birds in a manner to a level, and tames the pride of the loftiest
high-flyer—which is the season of building their nests. This
takes place early in the spring, when the forest trees first begin
to show their buds; the long, withy ends of the branches to
turn green; when the wild strawberry, and other herbage of
the sheltered woodlands, put forth their tender and tinted
leaves; and the daisy and the primrose peep from under the
hedges. At this time there is a general bustle among the feath-
ered tribes; an incessant fluttering about, and a cheerful chirp-
ing; indicative, like the germination of the vegetable world
of the reviving life and fecundity of the year.

'

It is then that the rooks forget their usual stateliness and
their shy and lofty habits. Instead of keeping up in the high
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re^ons of tlie air, sTvinging on the breezy tree-tops, and look-
ing down with sovereign contempt upon the humble crawlers
upon earth, they are fain to throw off for a time the dignity of
the gentleman, to come down to the ground, and put on the
pains-taMng and industrious character of a labourer. They
now lose their natural shyness, become fearless and familiar,
and may be seen plying about in all directions, with an air of
great assiduity, in search of building materials. Every now
and then your path wiU be crossed by one of these busy old
gentlemen, worrying about with awkward gait, as if troubled
with the gout, or with corns on his toes, casting about many a
prying look, tiirning down first one eye, then the other, in
earnest consideration, upon every straw he meets with ; until,
espying some mighty twig, large enough to make a rafter for
his air-castle, he will seize upon it with avidity, and hurry
away with it to the tree-top; fearing, apparently, lest you
should dispute with him the invaluable prize.

like other castle-builders, these airy architects seem rather
fanciful in the materials with which they buUd, and to like
those most which come from a distance. Thus, though there
are abundance of dry twigs on the surrounding trees, yet they
never think of making use of them, but go foraging in distant
lands, and come saihng home, one by one, from the ends of the
earth, each bearing in his bill some precious piece of timber.
Nor must I avoid mentioning what, I grteve to say, rather

derogates from the grave and honourable character of these
ancient gentlefolk ; that, during the architectural season, they
are subject to great dissensions among themselves ; that they
make no scruple to defraud and plunder each other ; and that
sometimes the rookery is a scene of hideous brawl and commo-
tion, in consequence of some dehnquency of the kind. One of

the pai-tners generally remains on"the nest, to guard it from
depredation, and I have seen severe contests, when some
sly neighbour has endeavoured to filch away a tempting rafter

that has captivated his eye. As I am not willing to admit any
suspicion hastily, that should throw a stigma on the general

character of so worshipful a people, I am inclined to think that

these larcenies are very much discountenanced by the higher

classes, and even rigorously punished by those in authority;

for I have now and then seen a whole gang of rooks faU upon

the nest of some individual, pull it all to pieces, carry off the

spoils, and even buifet the luckless proprietor. I have con-

cluded this to be some signal punishment inflicted upon him,
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by the officers of the pohce, for some pilfering misdemeanour;

or, perhaps, that it was a crew of baUifEs carrying an execution

into his house.

I have been amused with another of their movements during

the buUding season. The steward has suffered a considerable

number of sheep to graze on a lawn near the house, somewhat

to the annoyance of the Squire, who thinks this an innovation

on the dignity of a park, which ought to be devoted to deer

only. Be this as it may, there is a green knoll, not far from

the drawing-room window, where the ewes and lambs are ac-

customed to assemble towards evening, for the benefit of the

setting sun. No sooner were they gathered here, at the time

when these pohtic birds were building, than a stately old rook,

who Master Simon assured me was the chief magistrate of this

community, would settle down upon the head of one of tho

ewes, who, seeming conscious of this condescension, would

desist from grazing, and stand fixed in motionless reverence of

her august burthen ; the rest of the rookery would then come
wheeliag down, in imitation of their leader, until every ewe
had two or three of them cawing, and fluttering, and battling

upon her back. Whether they requited the submission of the

sheep, by levying a contribution upon their fleece for the bene-

fit of the rookery, I am not certain; though I presume they
followed the usual custom of protecting powers.

The latter part of May is the time of great tribulation among
the rookeries, when the young are just able to leave their nests,

and balance themselves on the neighbouring branches. Now
comes on the season of "rook shootiag;" a terrible slaughter

of the innocents. The Squire, of course, prohibits all invasion

of the kind on his territories ; but I am told that a lamentable
havoc takes place in the colony about the old church. Upon
this devoted commonwealth the village charges "with all its

chivalry." Every idle wight that is lucky enough to possess
an old gxm or blunderbuss, together' with all the archery of

Shngsby's school, take the field on the occasion. In vain does
the httle parson interfere, or remonstrate, in angry tones
from his study window that looks into the churchyard ; there
is a continual poppmg, from morning till night. Being no great
marksmen, their shoDs are not often effective; but every now
and then, a great shout from the besieging army of bumpkins
makes known the downfall of som.e unlucky squab rook, which
comes to the groimd with the emphasis of a squashed apple-

dmnpHng.
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Nor is the rookery entirely free from other troubles and
disasters. In so aristocratical and lofty-minded a community,
which boasts so much ancient blood and hereditary pride, it is

natural to suppose that questions of etiquette ^viU sometimes
arise and affairs of honour ensue. In fact, this is very often
the case ; bitter quarrels break out between individuals, which
produce sad scufaings on tree-tops, and I have more than once
seen a regular duel take place between two doughty hv-roes of
the rookery. Their field of battle is generally the air; and
their contest is managed in the most scientific and elegant
manner; wheeling round and round each other, and towering
higher and higher, to get the vantage-gi-ound, until they some-
times disappear in the clouds before the combat is deter-
mined.
They have also fierce combats now and then with an invad-

ing hawk, and will drive him off from their territories by a
posse ccnrdtatus. They are also extremely tenacious of their

domains, and will suffer no other bird to inhabit the grove or
its vicinity. There was a very ancient and respectable old

bachelor owl, that had long had his lodgings in a comer of the
grove, but has been fairly ejected by the rooks ; and has re-

tired, disgusted with the world, to a neighbouring wood, where
he leads the life of aJiermit, and makes nightly complaints of

his iU-treatment.

The hootings of this imhappy. gentleman may generally be
heard in the stUl evenings, when the rooks are all at rest ; and
I have often listened to them of a moonlight night with a kind

of mysteriouG gratification. This gray-bearded misanthrope,

of course, is highly respected by the Squire ; but the servants

have superstitious notions about him, and it would be difficult

to get the dairy-maid to venture after dark near to the wood
which he inhabits.

Beside the private quarrels of the rooks, there are other mis-

fortunes to which they are liable, and which often bring dis-

tress into the most respectable families of the rookery. Having

the true baronial spirit of the good old feudal times, they are apt

now and then to issue forth from their castles on a foray, and

to lay the plebeian fields of the neighbouring country under con-

tribution; in the course of which chivalroxis expeditions, they

now and then get a shot from the rusty artillery of some re-

fractory farmer. Occasionally, too, while they are quietly

taking the air beyond the park boundaries, they have the in-

caution to come within the reach of the truant bowmau of
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Slingsby's school, and receive a fligM shot from some unlucky

urchin's arrow. In such, case, the wounded adventurer will

sometimes have just strength enough to bring himself home,

and, giving up the ghost at the rookery, will hang danghng '

' all

abroad" on a bough, like a thief on a gibbet—an awful warning

to his friends, and an object of great commiseration to the

Squire.

But, maugre aU these untoward incidents, the rooks have,

upon the whole, a happy holiday hfe of it. When their young
are reared and fairly launched upon their native element, the

air, the cares of the old folks seem over, and they resume all

their aristocratical dignity-and idleness. I have envied them
the enjoyment which they appear to have in their ethereal

heights, sporting with clamorous exultation about their lofty

bowers; sometimes hovering over them, sometimes partially

alighting upon the topmost branches, and there balancing with
outstretched wings and swinging in the breeze. Sometimes
they seem to take a fashionable drive to the church and amuse
themselves by circling ia airy rings about its spire ; at other

times a mere garrison is left at home to mount guard in their

stronghold at the grove, while the rest roam abroad to enjoy
the fine weather. About sunset the garrison gives notice of

their return ; their faint cawing will be heard from a great dis-

tance, and they will be seen fair ofiE Uke a sable cloud, and then
nearer and nearer, untU they all come soaring home. Then
they perform several grand circuits in the air over the HaU
and garden, wheeling closer and closer until they gradually
settle down, when a prodigious cawing takes place, as though
they were relating their day's adventures.

I like at such times to walk about these dusky groves, and
hear the various sounds of these airy people roosted so high
above me. As the gloom increases, their conversation sub-
sides, and they seem to be gradually dropping asleep; but
every now and then there is a queralous note, as if some one
sjas quarrelling for a pillow, or a little more of the blanket.
It is late in the evening before they completely sink to repose,
and then their old anchorite neighbour, the owl, begins his
lonely hooting from his bachelor's-haU in the wood.
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MAY-DAY.

It is the choice time ot the year,
For the violets now appear;
Now the rose receives its birth.

And pretty primrose declcs the earth.

Then to the May-pole come away,
For it is now a holiday.—4L<eoii and Diana.

As I was lying in bed this momiag, enjoyiag one of those
half dreams, half reveries, which are so pleasant in the coun-
try, when the birds are singing about the window, and the
sunbeams peepiug through the curtains, I was roused by the

sound of music. On going down-stairs I found a number of

villagers, dressed in their holiday clothes, bearing a pole orna-

mented with garlands and ribands, and' accompanied by the

village band of music, under the direction of the tailor, the pale

fellowwho plays on the clarionet. They had aU sprigs of haw-
thorn, or, as it is called, "the May," in their hats, and had
brought green branches and flowers to decorate the Hall door
and windows. They had come to give notice that the May-pole
was reared on the green, and to invite the household to witness

the sports. The Hall, according to custom, became a scene of

hurry and deMghted confusion. The servants were all agog with
May and music ; and there was no keeping either the tongues or

the feet of the maids quiet, who were anticipating the sports of

the green and the evening dance.

I repaired to the village at an early hour, to enjoy the merry-

making. The morning was pure and sunny, such as a May.

morning is always described. The fields were white with

daisies, the hawthorn was covered with its fragrant blossoms,

the bee hummed about every bank, and the swallow played

high in the air about the village steeple. It was one of those

genial days when we seem to draw in pleasure with the very

air we breathe, and to feel happy we know not why. Who-
ever has felt the worth of worthy man, or has doted on lovely

woman, -^vill, on such a day, call them tenderly to mind, and

fed his heart all alive with long-buried recollections. "For

thenne," says the excellent romance of King Arthur, "lovers

call ageyne to their mynde old gentUnes and old servyse, and

many kind dedes that were forgotten by neglygence."

Before reaching the village, I saw the May-pole towering

above the cottages with its gay garlands and streamera, and
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heard the sound of music. I found that there had been booths

set up near it, for the reception of company; and a bower of

green branches and flowers for the Queen of May, a fresh, rosy-

cheeked girl of the village.

A band of morris-dancers were capering on the green in

their fantastic dresses, jingling with hawks' bells, with a boy
dressed up as Maid Marian, and the attendant fool rattling his

box to collect contributions from the bystanders. The gipsy-

women too were already plying their mystery in by-comers

of the village, reading the hands of the simple country girls,

and no doubt promising them aU good husbands and tribes

of children.

The Squire made his appearance in the course of the morning,

attended by the parson, and was received with loud acclama-

tions. He mingled among the country people throughout the

day, giving and receiving pleasure wherever he went. The
amusements of the day were-under the management of Shngsby,
the schoolmaster, who is not merely lord of misrule in his

school, but master of the revels to the village. He was bustling

about, with the perplexed and anxious air of a man who has
the oppressive burthen of promoting other people's merriment
upon his mind. He had involved himself in a dozen scrapes,

in consequence of a pohtic intrigue, which, by-the-by, Master
Simon and the Oxonian were at the bottom of, which had for

object the election of the Queen of May. He had met with vio-

lent opposition from a faction of ale-drinkers, who were in

favour of a bouncing bar-maid, the daughter of the innkeeper

;

but he had been too strongly backed not to carry his point,

though it shows that these rural crowns, like all others, are
objects of great ambition and heart-burning. I am told that
Master Simon takes great interest, though in an underhand
way, in the election of these May-day Queens, and that the
chaplet is generally secured for some rustic beauty that has
found favour in his eyes.

In the course of the day, there were various games of strength
and agUity on the green, at which a knot of village veterans
presided, as judges of the lists. Among these I perceived that
Eeady-Money Jack took the lead, looking with a learned and
critical eye on the merits of the different candidates; and,
though he was very laconic, and sometimes merely expressed
himself by a nod, yet it was evident that his opinions far out-
weighed those of the most loquacious.

Young Jack Tibbets was the hero of the day, and carried off
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most of the prizes, though in some of the feats of agility he was
rivalled by the "prodigal son," who appeared much ia his ele-

ment on this occasion ; but his most formidable competitor was
the notorious gipsy, the redoubtable "Starhght Tom." I was
rejoiced at having an opportunity of seeing this "nunion of the
moon" in broad daylight. I found him a tail, swarthy, good-
looking feUow, with a lofty air, something like what I have
seen in am Indian chieftain ; and with a certain lounging, easy,

and almost graceful carriage, which I have often remarked in

beings of the lazzaroni order, that lead an idle loitering life, and
have a gentlemanlike contempt of labour.

Master Simon and the old general reconnoitred the ground
together, and indulged a vast deal of harmless rakiag among
the buxom country girls. Master Simon would give some of

them a kiss on meeting with them, and would ask after their

sisters, for he is acquainted with most of the farmers' famihes.

Sometimes he would whisper, and affect to talk mischievously

with them, and, if bantered on the subject, would turn it off

with a laugh, though it was evident he liked to be suspected of

being a gay Lothario amongst them.

He had much to say to the farmers about their farms; and

seemed to know aU their horses by name. There was an old

feUow, with round ruddy face, and a night-cap under his hat,

the village wit, who took several occasions to crack a joke with

him in the hearing of his companions, to whom he would turn

and wink hard when Master Simon had passed.

The harmony of the day, however, had nearly, at one time,

been interrupted by the appearance of the radical on the

ground, with two or three of his disciples. He soon got

engaged in argument in the very thick of the throng, above

which I could hear his voice, and now and then see his meagre

hand, half a mile out of the sleeve, elevated in the air in vio-

lent gesticulation, and flourishing a pamphlet by way of trun-

cheon. He was decrying these idle nonsensical amusements in

time of public distress, when it was every one's business to

think of other matters, and to be miserable. The honest vil-

lage logicians could make no stand against him, especially as

he was seconded by his proselytes; when, to their great joy.

Master Simon and the general came diifting down into the field

of action. I saw that Master Simon was for making off, as

soon as he found himself in the neighbourhood of this fire-ship;

but the general was too loyal to suffer such talk in his hearmg,

and thought, no doubt, that a ^ook and a word from a gentle-
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man would be sufficient to shut up so shabby an orator. The
latter, however, was no respecter of persons, but rather seemed

to exult in having such important antagonists. He talked with

greater volubility than ever, and soon drowned them in

declamation on the subject of taxes, poor's rates, and the

national debt. Master Simon endeavoured to brush along in

his usual excursive manner, which had always answered
amazingly weU with the villagers ; but the radical was one of

those pestilent feUows that pin a man down to facts; and,

indeed, he had two or three pamphlets in his pocket, to sup-

port every thing he advanced by printed documents. The
general, too, found himself betrayed into a more serious action

than his dignity could brook; and looked hlie a mighty Dutch
Indiaman, grievously peppered by a petty privateer. It was
in vain that he swelled and looked big, and talked large, and
endeavoured to make up by pomp of manner for poverty of

matter; every home-thrust of the radical made him wheeze
like a bellows, and seemed to let a volume of wind out of him.
In a word, the two worthies from the Hall were completely
dumbfounded, and this too in the presence of several of Master
Simon's staunch admirers, who had always looked up to him
as infallible. I do not know how he and the general would
have managed to draw their forces decently from the field,

had there not been a match at grinning through a horse-collar

announced, whereupon the radical retired with great expres-
sion of contem.pt, and, as soon as his back was tvimed, the
argument was carried against him all hollow.

"Did you ever hear such a pack of stuff, general?" said Mas-
ter Simon; "there's no talking with one of these chaps, when
he once gets that confounded Cobbett in his head."

"S'blood, sir!" said the general, wiping his forehead, "such
feUows ought all to be transported 1"

In the latter part of the day, the ladies from the HaU paid a
visit to the green. The fair JuHa made her appearance lean-
ing on her lover's arm, and looking extremely pale and inter-
esting. As she is a great favourite in the village, where she
has been known from childhood; and as her late accident had
been much talked about, the sight of her caused very manifest
delight, and some of the old women of the village blessed her
sweet face as she passed.

While they were walking about, I noticed the schoolmaster
in earnest conversation with the young girl that represented
the Queen of May, evidently endeavouring to spirit her up to
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some formidafele imdertaking. At length, as the party from
the Hall approached her bower, she came forth, faltering at
every step, until she reached the spot where the fair Julia
stood between her lover and Lady LUlycraft. The Httle Queen
then took the chaplet of flowers from her head, and attempted
to put it on that of the bride elect; but the confusion of both
was so great, that the wreath would have fallen to the ground,
had not the officer caught it, and, laughing, placed it upon the
blushing brows of his mistress. There was something charm-
ing ia the very embarrassment of these two young creatures,
both so beautiful, yet so different in their kinds of beauty.
Master Simon told me, afterwards, that the Queen of May was
to have spoken a few verses which the schoolmaster had
written for her ; but that she had neither wit to understand, nor
memory to recoUect them. "Besides," added he, "between
you and I, she murders the king's English abominably; so she
has acted the part of a wise woman, in holding her tongue, and
trusting to her pretty face."

Among the other characters from the HaU was Mrs. Hannah,
my Lady Lillycraft's gentlewoman; to my surprise, she was
escorted by old Christy, the huntsman, and followed by his

ghost of a grayhound ; but I find they are very old acquaint-

ances, being drawn together by some sympathy of disposition.

Mrs. Hannah moved about with starched dignity among the

rustics, who drew back from her with more awe than they did

from her mistress. Her mouth seemed shut as with a clasp

;

excepting that I now and then heard the word "feUows!"

escape from between her Mps, as she got accidentally jostled ia

the crowd.

But there was one other heart present that did not enter into

the merriment of the scene, which was that of the simple

Phcebe Wilkins, the housekeeper's niece. The poor girl has

continued to piae and whine for some time past, in consequence

of the obstiaate coldness of her lover; never was a httle flirta-

tion more severely punished. She appeared this day on the

green, gallanted by a smart servant out of hvery, and had

evidently resolved to try the hazardous experiment of awaken-

ing the jealousy of her lover. She was dressed in her very

best; affected an air of great gayety; talked loud and girhshly,

and laughed when there was nothing to laugh at. There was,

however, an aching, heavy heart in the poor baggage's bosom,

in spite of aU her levity. Her eye turned every now and then

in quest of her reckless lover, and her cheek grew pale, and
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her fictitious gayety vanished, on seeiag him paying his rustic

homage to the httle May-day Queen.

My attention was now diverted by a fresh stir and bustle.

Music was heard from a distance ; a banner was seen advancing

up the road, preceded by a rustic band playing something like

a march, and followed by a sturdy throng of country lads, the

chivalry of a neighbouring and rival village.

No sooner had they reached the green, than they challenged

the heroes of the day to new trials of strength and activity.

Several gymnastic contests ensued, for the honour oi the re-

spective villages. In the course of these exercises, young Tib-

bets and the champion of the adverse party had an obstinate

match at wresthng. They tugged, and strained, and panted,

without either getting the mastery, until both came to the
gromid, and roUed upon the green. Just then, the disconsolate

Phoebe came by. She saw her recreant lover in fierce contest,

as she thought, and in danger. In a moment pride, pique, and
coquetry, were forgotten ; she rushed into the ring, seized upon
the rival champion by the hair, and was on the poiat of wreak-
ing on him her puny vengeance, when a buxom, strapping
country lass, the sweetheart of the prostrate swain, pounced
upon her Mke a hawk, and would have stripped her of her
fine plumage in a twinkling, had she also not been seized in
her turn.

A complete tumult ensued. The chivalry of the two villages

became embroiled. Blows began to be dealt, and sticks to be
flourished. Phcebe was carried off from the field in hysterics.
In vain did the sages of the village interfere. The sententious
apothecary endeavoured to pour the soothing oil of his philo-
sophy upon this tempestuous sea of passion, but was tumbled
into the dust. Slingsby, the pedagogue, who is a great lover
of peace, went into the midst of the throng, as marshal of the
day, to put an end to the commotion ; but was rent in twain
and came out with his garment hanguig in two strips from his
shoulders ; upon which the prodigal son dashed in with furv
to revenge the insult which his patron had sustained. The
tumult thickened ; I caught glimpses of the jockey-cap of old
Christy, hke the helmet of a chieftain, bobbing about in the
midst of the scuffle; whilst Mistress Hannah, separated from
her doughty protector, was squalling and striking at right and
left with a faded parasol ; being tossed and tousled about by
the crowd in such wise as never happened to maiden gentle-
woman before.
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At length I beheld old Eeady-Money Jack maMng his way
into the very thickest of the throng; tearing it, as it were,
apaa-t, and enforcing peace, w et armis. It was surprising to
see the sudden quiet that ensued. The storm settled down at
once into ti-anquiUity. The parties, having no real grounds of
hostility, were readily pacified, and iu fact were a httle -at a
loss to know why and how they had got by the ears. Shngsby
was speedily stitched together again by his friend the tailor,

and resumed his usual good-humour. Mrs. Hannah drew on
one side, to plume her rumpled feathers; and old Christy, hav-
ing repaired his damages, took her under his arm, and they
swept back again to the Hall, ten times more bitter against
mankind than ever.

The Tibbets family alone seemed slow in recovering from the
agitation of the scene. Young Jack was evidently very much
moved by the heroism of the imlucky Phoebe. His mother,
who had been summoned to the field of action by news of the
afEray, was in a sad panic, and had need of aU her manage-
ment to keep him from following his mistress, and coming tc

a perfect reconciliation.

What heightened the alarm and perplexity of the good
managing dame was, that the matter had aroused the slow
apprehension of old Eeady-Money himself; who was vei'y

much struck by the intrepid interference of so pretty and deli-

cate a girl, and was sadly puzzled to understand the meaning
of the violent agitation in his family.

When all this came to the ears of the Squire, he was griev-

OTisly scandalized that his May-day f§te should have been dis-

graced by such a brawl. He ordered Phoebe to appear before

him; but the girl was so frightened and distressed, that she

came sobbing and trembling, and, at the first question he
asked, feU again into hysterics. Lady LiUycraft, who had
understood that there was an affair of the heart at the bot-

tom of this distress, immediately took the girl into great fa-

vour and protection, and made her peace with the Squire.

This was the only thing that disturbed the harmony of the

day, if we except the discomfltiu-e of Master Simon and the

general by the radical. Upon the whole, therefore, the Squire

had very fair reason to be satisfied that he had ridden his hobby

throughout the day without any other molestation.

The reader, learned in these matters, will perceive that all

this was but a faint shadow of the once gay and fanciful rites

of May. The peasantry have lost the proper feeling for these
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rites, and have grown almost as strange to them as the boors

of La Mancha were to the customs of chivalry, in the days of

the valorous Don Quixote. Indeed, I considered it a proof of

the discretion with which the Squire rides his hobby, that he

had not pushed the thing any farther, nor attempted to revive

many obsolete usages of the day, which, in the present matter-

of-fact times, would appear affected and absurd. I must say,

though I do it under the rose, the general brawl in which this

festival had nearly terminated, has made me doubt whether

these rural customs of the good old times were always so very

loving and innocent as we are apt to fancy them; and whether

the peasantry in those times were really so Arcadian as they

have been fondly represented. I begin to fear

—

" Those days were never; airy dream
Sat for the picture, and the poet's hand,

Imparting substance to an empty shade.

Imposed a gay delirium for a truth.

Grant it; I still must envy them au age
That favour'd such a dream."

THE MAJSrUSCRIPT.

Yesterday was a day of quiet and repose, after the bustle of

May-day. During the morning, I joined the ladies in a smaU
sitting-room, the windows of which came down to the floor,

and opened upon a terrace of the garden, which was set out
with delicate shrubs and flowers. The soft sunshine that fell

into the room through the branches of trees that overhung the
windows, the sweet smell of the flowers, and the singing of the
birds, seemed to produce a pleasing yet calming effect on the
w-hole party ; for some time elapsed without any one speaking.
Lady Lillycraft and Miss Templeton were sitting by an elegant
work-table, near one of the windows, occupied with some
pretty lady-like work. The captaiu was on a stool at his mis-
tress' feet, looking over some music ; and poor Phcebe "Wflkins,

who has always been a kiad of pet among the ladies, but who
has risen vastly in favour with Lady Lillycraft, in consequence
of some tender confessions, sat in one comer of the room, with
swoln eyes, worldng pensively at some of the fair Julia's wed-
ding ornaments.

The silence was interrupted by her ladyship, who suddenly
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proposed a task to the captain. "I am in your debt," said
she, "for that tale you read to us the other day; I will now
furnish one in return, if you'll read it: and it is just suited to
this sweet May morning, for it is all about love !"

The proposition seemed to delight every one present. The
captain smiled assent. Her ladyship rung for her page, and
despatched him to her room for the manuscript. "As the
captain," said she, "gave us an accoimt of the author of his
story, it is but right I should give one of mine. It was written
by the parson of the parish where I reside. He is a thin, elderly
man, of a dehcate constitution, but positively one of the most
charming men that ever Kved. He lost his wife a few years
since ; one of the sweetest women you ever saw. He has two
sons, whom he educates himself; both of whom already write
delightful poetry. His parsonage is a lovely place, close by
the church, all ovemm with ivy and honeysuckles ; with the
sweetest flow^er-garden about it ; for, you know, our country
clergymen are almost always fond of flowers, and make their
parsonages perfect pictures.

"His living is a very good one, and he is very much
beloved, and does a great deal of good in the neighbourhood,
and among the poor. And then such sermons as he preaches

!

Oh, if you could only hear one taken from a text ia Solomon's
Song, all about love and matrimony, one of the sweetest things

you ever heard ! He preaches it at least once a year, in spring-

time, for he knows I am fond of it. He always dines with me
on Sundays, and often brings me some of the sweetest pieces

of poetry, all about the pleasures of melancholy, and such sub-

jects, that make me cry so, you can't think. I wish he would
publish. I think he has some things as sweet as any thing of

Moore or Lord Byron.
"He fell into very ill health some time ago, and was

advised to go to the continent ; and I gave him no peace until

he went, and promised to take care of his two boys until he

returned.

"He was gone for above a year, and was quite restored.

When he came back, he sent me the tale I'm going to show
you.—Oh, here it is !" said she, as the page put ia her hands a

beautiful box of satinwood. She unlocked it, and from among
several parcels of notes on embossed paper, cards of charades,

and copies of verses, she drew out a crimson velvet case, that

smelt very much of perfumes. From this she took a manu-

script, daintily written on gilt-edged vellum paper, and stitched
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with a light blue riband. This she handed to the captain,

who read the foUowing tale, which I have procured for the

entertaLnment of the reader.

ANNETTE DELAEBEE,

The soldier frae the war returns,

And the merchant from the main.

But I hae parted with my love,

And ne'er to meet again,

My dear.

And ne'er to meet again.

When day is gone, and night is come,

And a' are boun to sleep,

I think on them that's far awa
The lee-lang night, and weep,

My dear.

The lee-lang night, and weep.

—

Old Scotch Ballad,

In the course of a tourthat I once made in Lower Normandy,

I remained for a day or two at the old town of Honfleur, which

stands near the mouth of the Seine. It was the time of a fete,

and all the world was thronging in the evening to dance at the

fair, held before the chapel of Our Lady of Grace. As I like

all kinds of innocent merry-making, I joined the throng.

The chapel is situated at the top of a high hill, or promon-
tory, from whence its bell may be heard at a distance by the

mariner at night. It is said to have given the name to the port

of Havre-de-Grace, which lies directly opposite, on the other

side of the Seine. The road up to the chapel went in a zigzag

course, along the brow of the steep coast ; it was shaded by
trees, from between which I had beautiful peeps at the ancient
towers of Honfleur below, the varied scenery of the opposite
shore, the white buildings of Havre in the distance, and the
wide sea beyond. The road was enhvened by groups of pea-
sant girls, in their bright crimson dresses and tall caps ; and I

found aU the flower of the neighbourhood assembled on the
green that crowns the summit of the hUl.

The chapel of Notre Dame de Grace is a favourite resort of
the inhabitants of Honfleur and its vicinity, both for pleasure
and devotion. At this httle chapel prayers are put up by the
mariners of the port previous to their voyages, and by their
friends duriag their absence; and votive offerings are hung
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about its walls, in fulfilment of vows made during times
of shipwreck and disaster. The chapel is surroimded by trees.

Over the jrartal is an image of the Virgin and child, with aD
inscription which struck me as beiag quite poetical:

' EtoUe de la mer, priez pour nousl'*

(Star of the sea, pray for us.)

On a level spot near the chapel, under a grove of noble trees,

the populace dance on fine summer evenings ; and here are held
frequent fairs and fetes, which assemble all the rustic beauty
of the lovehest parts of Lower Normandy. The present was
an occasion of the kind. Booths and tents were erected among
the trees; there were the usual displays of finery to tempt the
rural coquette, and of wonderful shows to entice the curious;

mountebanks were exerting their eloquence; jugglers and
fortune-tellers astonishing the credulous ; while whole rows of

grotesque saints, in wood and wax-work, were oflEered for the
purchase of the pious.

The fete had assembled in one view all the picturesque cos-

tumes of the Pays d'Auge, and the Cote de Caux. I beheld
taU, stately caps, and trim bodices, according to fashions which
have been handed down from mother to daughter for centuries,

the exact counterparts of those worn in the time of the Con-

queror ; and which surprised me by their faithful resemblance

to those which I had seen in the old pictures of Froissart's

Chronicles, and in the paintings of illuminated manuscripts.

Any one, also, that has been in Lower Normandy, must have
remarked the beauty of the peasantry, and that air of native

elegance that prevails among them. It is to this country,

imdoubtedly, that the English owe their good looks. It was
from hence that the bright carnation, the fine blue eye, the

light auburn hair, passed over to England In the train of the

Conqueror, and filled the land with beauty.

The scene before me was perfectly enchanting: the assem-

blage of so many fresh and blooming faces; the gay gi'oups in

fanciful dresses ; some dancing on the green, others stroUtng

about, or seated on the grass ; the fine clumps of trees in the

foreground, bordering the brow of this airy height, and the

broad green sea, sleeping in summer tranquiUity in the dis-

tance.

Whilst I was regarding this animated pictiu-e, I was struck

with the appearance of a beautiful girl, who passed through tho

crowd without seeming to tak:e any interest in their amuse-
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ments. She was slender and delicate in her form; she Lad not

the bloom upon her cheek that is usual among the peasantry of

Normandy, and her blue eyes had a singular and melancholy

expression. She was accompanied by a venerabie-looking

man, whom I presumed to be her father. There was a wlusper

among the bystanders, and a wistful look after her as she

passed ; the young men touched their hats, and some of the

children followed her at a httle distance, watching her move-
ments. She approached the edge of the hill, where there is a
httlc platform, from whence the people of Honfleur look out

for the approach of vessels. Here she stood for some time

waving her handkerchief, though there was nothing to be

seen but two or three fishing-boats, Kke mere specks on the

bosom of the distant ocean.

These circumstances excited my curiosity, and I made some
inquiries about her, which were answered with readiness and
intelligence by a priest of the neighbouring chapel. Our con-

versation drew together several of the by-standers, each of

whom had something to communicate, and from them all I

gathered the following particulars.

Annette Dclarbre was the only daughter of one of the higher

order of farmers, or small proprietors, as they are called, who
Mved at Pont I'Eveque, a pleasant vUlage not far from Honfleur,

in that rich pastoral part of Lower Normandy called the Pays
d'Auge. Annette was the pride and dehght of her parents,

and was brought up with the fondest indulgence. She was gay,

tender, petulant, and susceptible. AH her feelings were quick
and ardent; and having never experienced contradiction or
restraint, she was little practised in self-control: nothing but
the native goodness of her heart kept her from running con-
tinually into error.

Even whUe a ChUd, her susceptibility was evinced -in an
attachment which she formed to a playmate, Eugene La
Porgue, the only son of a widow, who lived in the neighbour-
hood. Their childish love was an epitome of maturer passion

;

it had its caprices, and jealousies, and quarrels, and reconcilia-
tions. It was assuming something of a graver character, as
Annette entered her fifteenth and Eugene his nineteenth
year, when he was suddenly carried off to the army by the
conscription.

It was a heavy blow to his widowed mother, for he was her
only pride and comfort ; but it was one of those sudden bereave-
ments which mothers were perpetually doomed to feel in
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France, during the time that continual and bloody wars were
incessantly draining her youth. It was a temporary affliction
also to Annette, to lose her lover. With tender embraces, half
childish, half womanish, she parted from him. The tears
streamed from her blue eyes, as she bound a braid of her fair
hair round his wrist; but the smiles stiU broke through; for she
was yet too young to feel how serious a thing is separation,
and how many chances there are, when parting m this wide
world, against our ever m.eetiQg again.

Weeks, months, years flew by. Annette increased in beauty
as she increased in years, and was the reigniag belle of the
neighbourhood. Her time passed innocently and happily. Her
father was a man of some consequence in the rural community,
and his house was the resort of the gayest of the village.

Annette held a kind of rural court ; she was always surrounded
by companions of her own age, among whom she alone
imrivalled. Much of their time was passed in making lace, the
prevalent manufacttire of the neighbourhood. As they sat at

this delicate and feminine labour, the merry tale and sprightly

song went round; none laughed with a hghter heart than
Annette ; and if she sang, her voice was perfect melody. Their

evenings were enhvened by the dance, or by those pleasant

social games so prevalent among the French; and when she
appeared at the village ball on Sunday evenings, she was the

theme of universal admiration.

As she was a rural heiress, she did not want for suitors.

Many advantageous offers were made her, but she refused them
all. She laughed at the pretended pangs of her admirers, and
triumphed over them with the caprice of buoyant youth and
conscious beauty. With all her apparent levity, however,

could any one have read the story of her heart, they might

have traced in it some fond remembrance of her early play-

mate, not so deeply graven as to be painful, but too deep to be

easily obhterated; and they might have noticed, amidst all her

gayety, the tenderness that marked her manner towards the

mother of Eugene. She would often steal away from her youth-

ful companions and their amusements, to pass whole days with

the good widow; listening to her fond talk about her boy, and
blushing with secret pleasure, when his letters were read, at

finding herself a constant theme of recollection and inquiry.

At length the sudden return of peace, which sent many a

warrior to his native cottage, brought back Eugene, a young

sim-bumt soldier, to the village. I need not say how raptur
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ously his return was greeted by Ms mother, who saw in him
the pride and stafE of her old age. He had risen in the service

by his merits ; but brought away Mttle from the wars, except-

ing a soldier-like air, a gallant name, and a scar across the

forehead. He brought back, however, a nature imspoiled by
the camp. He was frank, open, generous, and ardent. His

heart was quick and kiad in its impulses, and was perhaps a
little softer from having suffered : it was fuU of tenderness for

Annette. He had received frequent accounts of her from his

mother ; and the mention of her kindness to his lonely parent,

had rendered her doubly dear to him. He had been wounded;
he had been a prisoner ; he had been in various troubles, but
had always preserved the braid of her hair, which she h^d
bound round his arm. It had been a kind of tahsman to him;
he had many a time looked upon it as he lay on the hard
ground, and the thought that he might one day see Annette
again, and the fair fields about his native village, had cheered
his heart, and enabled him to bear up against every hardship.

He had left Annette almost a child—he found her a blooming
woman. If he had loved her before, he now adored her.

Annette was equally struck with the improvement which time
had made in her lover. She noticed, with secret admiration,

his superiority to the other yoxmg men of the village; the
frank, lofty, military air, that distinguished him from all the
rest at their rural gatherings. The more she saw him, the
more her Mght, playful fondness of former years deepened into

ardent and powerful affection. But Annette was a rural beUe.

She had tasted the sweets of dominion, and had been rendered
wilful and capricious by constant indulgence at home, and
admiration abroad. She was conscious of her power over
Eugene, and dehghted in exercising it. She sometimes treated
him with petulant caprice, enjoying the pain which she inflicted

by her frowns, fi-om the idea how soon she would chase it away
again by her smiles. She took a pleasure in alarming his fears,

by affecting a temporary preference to some one or other of his

rivals ; and then would delight in allaying them, by am ample
measure of returning kindness. Perhaps there was some
degree of vanity gratified by all this ; it might be a matter of
triumph to show her absolute power over the young soldier,

who was the universal object of female admiration. Eugene,
however, was of too serious and ardent a nature to be trifled

with. He loved too fervently not to be filled with doubt. He
saw Annette surrounded by admirers, and full of animation;
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the gayest among the gay at all their rural festivities, and
apparently most gay when he was most dejected. Every one
saw through this caprice, but himself; everyone saw that iu
reality she doted on him; but Eugene alone suspected the
sincerity of her affection. For some time he bore this coquetry
with secret impatience and distrust; but his feehngs grew sore
and irritable, and overcame his self-command. A slight mis-
imderstanding took place; a quarrel ensued. Annette, unac-
customed to be thwarted and contradicted, and full of the
insolence of youthful beauty, assumed an air of disdain. She
refused aU explanations to her lover, and they parted ia anger.
That very evening Eugene saw her, fuU of gayety, dancingwith
one of his rivals; and as her eye caught his, fixed on her with
imfeigned distress, it sparkled with more than usual vivacity.
It was a finisMng blow to his hopes, already so much impaired
by secret distrust. Pride and resentment both struggled in his
breast, and seemed to rouse his spirit to all its wonted energy.
He retired from her presence, with the hasty determination
never to see her again.

A woman is more considerate in affairs of love than a man

;

because love is more the study and busiaess of her life. An-
nette soon repented of her iadiscretion ; she felt that she had
used her lover unkindly ; she felt that she had trifled with his

sincere and generous nature—and then he looked so handsome
when he parted after their quarrel—his fine features lighted up
by indignation. She had intended making up with him at the

evening dance; but his sudden departure prevented her. She
now promised herself that when next they met she would am-
ply repay him by the sweets of a perfect reconciliation, and
that, thenceforward, she would never—never tease him more

!

That promise was not to be fulfilled. Day after day passed

—

but Eugene did not make his appearance. Sunday evening

came, the usual time when aU the gayety of the village assem-

bled—^but Eugene was not there. She inquired after him; he

had left the village. She now became alarmed, and, forgetting

all coyness and affected indifference, called on Eugene's mother

for an explanation. She found her fidl of affiction, and learnt

with surprise and consternation that Eugene had gone to sea.

While his feelings were yet smarting with her affected dis-

dain, and his heart a prey to alternate indignation and despair,

he had suddenly embraced an invitation which had repeatedly

been made him by a relation, who was fitting out a ship from

the port of Honfleur, and who wished him to be the companion
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of his voyage. Absence appeared to him the only cure for his

unlucky passion ; and in the temporary transports of his feel-

ings, there was something gi-atifying in the idea of having half

the world intervene between them. The hurry necessary for

his depai'ture left no time for cool reflection ; it rendered him
deaf to the remonstrances of his afilicted mother. He has-

tened to Honfleur just in time to make the needful preparations

for the voyage ; and the first news that Annette received of

this sudden determination was a letter dehvered by his mother,

returning her pledges of affection, particularly the long-treas-

ured braid of her hair, and bidding her a last fareweU, in terms
more fuU of sorrow and tenderness than upbraiding.

This was the first stroke of real anguish that Annette had
ever received, and it overcame her. The vivacity of her spirits

was apt to hurry her to extremes ; she for a time gave way to
ungovernable transports of affiction and remorse, and mani-
fested, in the violence of her grief, the real ardour of her affec-

tion. The thought occurred to her that the ship might not yet
have sailed ; she seized on the hope with eagerness, and has-
tened with her father to Honfleur. The ship had sailed that
very morning. From the heights above the town she saw it

lessening to a speck on the broad bosom of the ocean, and
before evening the white sail had faded from her sight. She
turned full of anguish to the neighbouring chapel of Our Lady
of Grace, and throwing herself on the pavement, poured out
prayers and tears for the safe return of her lover.
When she returned home, the cheerfulness of her spirits was

at an end. She looked back with remorse and self-upbraiding
at her past caprices; she turned with distaste from the adula-
tion of her admirers, and had no longer any rehsh for the
amusements of the village. With humiliation and diffidence,
she sought the widowed mother of Eugene; but was received
by her with an overflowing heart; for she only beheld in An-
nette one who could sympathize in her doting fondness for her
son. It seemed some alleviation of her remorse to sit by the
mother aU day, to study her wants, to beguUe her heavy hours,
to hang about her with the caressing endearments of a daugh-
ter, and to seek by every means, if possible, to supply the place
of the son, whom she reproached herself with having driven
away.
In the mean time, the ship made a prosperous voyage to her

destined port. Eugene's mother received a letter from him, in
which he lamented the precipitancy of his departure. The
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voyage had given him time for sober reflection. If Annette
had been unkind to him, he ought not to have forgotten what
was due to his mother, who was now advanced in years. He
acctised himself of selfishness, in only Mstening to the sugges-
tions of his own inconsiderate passions. He promised to return
with the ship, to make his mind up to his disappointment, and
to think of nothing but making his mother happy "And
when he does return," said Annette, clasping her hands with
transport, "it shall not be my fault if he ever leaves us again."
The time approached for the ship's return. She was daily

expected, when the weather became dreadfully tempestuous.
Day after day brought news of vessels foundered, or driven on
shore, and the coast was strewed with wrecks. Intelligence

was received of the looked-ior ship having been seen dismasted
in a violent storm, and the greatest fears'were entertained for

her safety.

Annette never left the side of Eugene's mother. She watched
every change of her countenance with painful solicitude, and
endeavoured to cheer her with hopes, while her own mind was
racked by anxiety. She tasked her efforts to be gay ; but it

was a forced and unnatural gayety: a sigh from the mother
would completely check it; and when she could no longer re-

strain the rising tears, she would hurry away and pour out her

agony in secret. Every anxious look, every anxious inquiry

of the mother, whenever a door opened, or a strange face

appeared, was an arrow to her soul. She considered every dis-

appointment as a pang of her own infliction, and her heart

sickened under the careworn expression of the maternal eye.

At length this suspense became insupportable. She left the

vfllage and hastened to Honfleur, hoping every hour, every

moment, to receive some tidings of her lover. She paced the

pier, and wearied the seamen of the port with her inquiries.

She made a daily pilgrimage to the chapel of Our Lady of

Grace; hung votive garlands on the wall, and passed hours

either kneehng before the altar, or looking out from the brow

of the hiU upon the angry sea.

At length word was brought that the long-wished-for vessel

was in sight. She was seen standing into the mouth of the

Seine, shattered and crippled, bearing marks of having been

sadly tempest-tost. There was a general joy diffused by her

return ; and there was not a brighter eye, nor a lighter heart,

than Ajinette's, in the Mttle port of Honfleur. The ship came

to anchor in the river, and shortly after a boat put off for the
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shore. The populace crowded down to the pier-head, to wel-

come it. Annette stood blushing, and smiUng, and trembling,

and weeping; for a thousand painfully-pleasing emotions agi-

tated her breast at the thoughts of the meeting and reconcih-

ation about to take place.

Her heart throbbed to pour itself out, and atone to her gal-

lant lover for aU its errors. At one moment she would place

herself in a conspicuous situation, where she might catch his

view at once, and surprise him by her welcome ; but the next

moment a doubt would come across her mind, and she would
shrink among the throng, trembhng and faint, and gasping
with her emotions. Her agitation increased as the boat drew
near, until it became distressing ; and it was almost a rehef to

her when she perceived that her lover was not there. She
presumed that some accident had detained him On board of the

ship; and she felt that the delay would enable her to gather
more self-possession for the meeting. As the boat neared the
shore, many inquiries were made, and laconic answers returned.

At length Annette h6ard some inquiries after her lover. Her
heart palpitated—there was a moment's pause : the reply was
brief, but awful. He had been washed from the deck, with two
of the crew, in the midst of a stormy night, when it was im-
possible to render any assistance. A piercing shriek broke from
among the crowd; and Annette had nearly fallen into the
waves.
The sudden revulsion of feelings after such a transient gleam

of happiness, was too much for her harassed frame. Sne was
carried home senseless. Her life was for some time despaired
of, and it was months before she recovered her health ; but she
never had perfectly recovered her mind : it stUl remained un-
settled with respect to her lover's fate.

" The subject," continuedmy informant, " is never mentioned
in her hearing; but she sometimes speaks of it herself, and it

seems as though there were some vague train of impressions in
her mind, in which hope and fear are strangely mingled—some
imperfect idea of ber lover's shipwreck, and yet some expecta-
tion of his return.

" Her parents have tried every means to cfieer her, and to
banish these gloomy images from her thoughts. They assemble
round her the young companions in whose society she used to
delight; and they will work, and chat, and sing, and laugh, as
formerly; but she will sit sUently among them, and wiU some-
times weep in the midst of their gayety; and, if spoken to will
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make no reply, but look up with streaming eyes, and siag
a dismal little song, which she has learned somewhere, about a
shipwreck. It makes every one's heart ache to see her ia this
way, for she used to be the happiest creature in the village.

"She passes the greater part of the time with Eugene's
mother ; whose only consolation is her society, and who dotes
on her with a mother's tenderness. She is the only one that
has perfect influence over Annette in every mood. The poor
girl seems, as formerly, to make an eflrort to be cheerful ia her
company; but wiU sometimes gaze upon her with the most
piteous look, and then kiss her gray hairs, and fall on her neck
and weep.

"She is not always melancholy, however; she has occasional

intervals, when she will be bright and animated for days to-

gether ; but there is a degree of wUdness attendiag these fits of

gayety, that prevents their yielding any satisfaction to her
friends. At such times she will arrange her room, which is aU
covered with pictures of ships and legends of saints ; and will

wreathe a white chaplet, as if for a wedding, and prepare wed-
ding ornaments. She will hsten anxiously at the door, and
look frequently out *at the window, as if expeetiag some one's

arrival. It is supposed that at such times she is looking for

her lover's return ; but, as no one touches upon the theme, nor
mentions his name in her presence, the current of her thoughts

is mere matter of conjecture. Now and then she wUl make a
pilgrimageto the chapel of Notre Dame de Grace ; where she will

pray for hours at the altar, and decorate the images with wreaths

that she had woven; or will wave her handkerchief from the

terrace, as you have seen, if there is any vessel in the distance."

Upwards of a year, he informed me, had now elapsed with-

out effaciug from her mind this singular taint of insanity;

still her friends hoped it might gradually wear away. They

had at one time removed her to a distant part of the country,

in hopes that absence from the scenes connected with her story

might have a salutary effect ; but, when her periodical melan-

choly returned, she became more restless and wretched than

usual, and, secretly escaping from her friends, set out on foot,

without knowing the road, on one of her pilgrimages to the

chapel.

This little story entirely drew my attention from the gay

scene of the fete, and fixed it upon the beautiful Annette.

While she was yet standing on the terrace, the vesper-bell was

rung from the neighbouring chapel. She hstened for a moment,
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and then drawing a small rosary from her bosom, walked in

that direction. Several of the peasantry followed her in

silence ; and I felt too much interested, not to do the same.

The chapel, as I said before, is in the midst of a grove, on the

high promontory. The ioside is hung round with little models

of ships, and rude paintiugs of wrecks and perils at sea, and
providential deUverances—the votive offerings of captains and
crews that have been saved. On entering, Annette paused for

a moment before a picture of the virgin, which, I observed, had
recently been decorated with a wreath of artificial flowers.

When she reached the middle of the chapel she knelt down,
and those who followed her involuntarily did the same at a
little distance. The evening sun shone softly through the

checkered grove into one wiudow of the chapel. A perfect

stillness reigned within ; and this stillness was the more impres-

sive contrasted with the distant sound of music and merriment
from the fair. I could not take my eyes off from the poor sup-
pliant ; her lips moved as she told her beads, but her prayers
were breathed in silence. It might have been mere fancy ex-

cited by the scene, that, as she raised hej* eyes to heaven, I

thought they had an expression truly seraphic. But I am
easily affected by female beauty, and there was something in
this mixture of love, devotion, and partial insanity, that was
inexpressibly touching.

As the poor girl left the chapel, there wa« a sweet serenity in
her looks ; and I was told that she would return home, and in
all probabihty be calm and cheerful for days, and even weeks

;

in which time it was supposed that hope predominated in her
mental malady; and that, when the dark side of her miad, as
her friends call it, was about to turn up, it would be known by
her neglecting her distaff or her lace, singing plaintive songs,
and weeping in silence.

She passed on from the chapel without noticing the fete, but
smiling and spealdng to many as she passed. I followed her
with my eye as she descended the winding road towards Hon-
fleur, leaning on her father's arm. "Heaven," thought I, " has
ever its store of balms for the hurt mind and wounded spirit,

and may in time rear up this broken flower to be once more
the pride and joy of the vaUey. The very delusion in which
the poor girl walks, may be one of those mists kindly diffused
by Providence over the regions of thought, when they become
too fruitful of misery. The veil may gradually be raised which
obscures the horizon of her mind, as she is enabled steadily and
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calmly to contemplate the sorrows at present hidden in mercy
from her view."

On my return from Paris, about a year afterwards, I turned
off from the beaten route at Eouen, to revisit some of the most
striking scenes of Lower Normandy. Having passed through
the lovely country of the Pays d'Auge, I reached Honfleur on
a fine afternoon, intending to cross to Havre the next morn-
ing, and embark for England. As I had no better way of pass-

ing the evening, I stroUed up the hill to enjoy the fine prospect
from, the chapel of Notre Dame de Grace ; and whQe there, I

thought of inquiring after the fate of poor Annette Delarbre.

The ;;?Mest who had told me her story was officiating at vespers,

after which I accosted him, and learnt from Mm the remaining
circumstances. He told me that from, the time I had seen her

at the chapel, her disorder took a sudden turn for the worse,

and her health rapidly declined. Her cheerful intervals became
shorter and less frequent, and attended with more incoherency.

She grew languid, silent, and moody in her melancholy ; her

form was wasted, her looks pale and disconsolate, and it was
feared she would never recover. She became impatient of all

sounds of gayety, and was never so contented aswhen Eugene's

mother was near her. The good woman watched over her

with patient, yearning solicitude ; and in seeking to beguile her

sorrows, would half forget her own. Sometimes, as she sat

looking upon her pallid face, the tears would fill her eyes,

which, when Annette perceived, she would anxiously wipe

them away, and tell her not to grieve, for that Eugene would

soon return; and then she would affect a forced gayety, as in

former times, and sing a Mvely air; but a sudden recollection

would come over her, and she would burst into tears, hang

on the poor mother's neck, and entreat her not to curse her

for halving destroyed her son.

Just at this time, to the astonishment of every one, news was

received of Eugene ; who, it appeared, was still living. When
almost drowned, he had fortunately seized upon a spar which

hadbeen washed from the ship's deck. Finding himself nearly

exhausted, he had fastened himself to it, and floated for a day

and night, untU all sense had left him. On recovering, he had

found himself on board a vessel bound to India, but so ill as

not to move without assistance. His health had continued

precarious throughout the voyage ; on arriving in India, he had

experienced many vicissitudes, and had been transferred from
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ship to ship, and hospital to hospital. His constitution had

enabled him to struggle through every hardship ; and he was

now in a distant port, waiting only for the sailing of a ship to

return home.
Great caution was necessary in itnpartiog these tidings to

the mother, and even then she was nearly overcome by the

transports of her joy. But how to impart them to Annette,

was a matter of stiU greater perplexity. Her state of mind had
been so morbid; she had been subject to such violent changes,

and the cause of her derangement had been of such an incon-

solable and hopeless kind, that her friends had always forborne

to tamper with her feelings. They had never even hinted at the
subject of her griefs, nor encouraged the theme when she ad-

verted to it, but had passed it over in sUence, hoping that timo

would gradually wear the traces of it from her recollection, or,

at least, would render them less painful. They now felt at a
loss how to undeceive her even in her misery, lest the sudden
recurrence of happiness might confirm the estrangement of her

reason, or might overpower her enfeebled frame. They ven-

tured, however, to probe those woim.ds which they formerly
did not dare to touch, for they now had the balm to pour into

them. They led the conversation to those topics which they
had hitherto shunned, and endeavoured to ascertain the cur-

rent of her thoughts in those varying moods that had formerly
perplexed them. They found, however, that her mind was
even more affected than they had imagined. AU her ideas
were confused and wandering. Her bright and cheerful moods,
which now grew seldomer than ever, were all the effects of
mental delusion. At such times she had no recollection of her
lover's having been in danger, but was only anticipating his

arrival. "When the winter has passed away," said she, " and
the trees put on their blossoms, and the swallow comes back
over the sea, he will return." When she was drooping and
desponding, it was in vain to remind her of what she had said
in her gayer moments, and to assure her that Eugene would
indeed return shortly. She wept on in silence, and appeared
insensible to their words. But at times her agitation became
violent, when she would upbraid herself with having driven
Eugene from his mother, and brought sorrow on her gray
bail's. Her mind admitted but one leading idea at a time,
which nothing could divert or efface ; or if they ever succeeded
in interrupting the current of her fancy, it only became the
more incoherent, and increased the feverishness that preyed
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upon both mind and body. Her friends felt more alarm for
her than ever, for they feared that her senses were irrecovera^
bly gone, and her constitution completely undermined.
In the mean time, Eugene returned to the village. He was

violently afiected, when the story of Annette was told him.
With bitterness of heart he upbraided his own rashness and
infatuation that had hurri-ed him away from her, and accused
himself as the author of aU her woes. His mother would de-
scribe to him all the anguish and remorse of poor Annette; the
tenderness with which she clung to her, and endeavoured,
even in the midst of her insanity, to console her for the loss
of her son, and the touching expressions of afiEection that were
mingled with her most incoherent wanderings of thought, until
his feehngs would be wound up to agony, and hewould entreat
hsf to desist from the recitai. They did not dare as yet to
bring him into Annette's sight; but he was permitted to see
her when she was sleeping. The tears streamed down his sun-
burnt cheeks, as he contemplated the ravages which grief and
maJady had made ; and his heart swelled almost to breakiag,
as he beheld round her neck the very braid of hair which she
once gave him ia token of girhsh affection, and which he had
returned to her in anger.

At length the physician that attended her determiaed to ad-
venture upon an experiment, to take advantage of one of those
cheerful moods when her mind was visited by hope, and to
endeavour to engraft, as it were, the reality upon the delusions
of her fancy. These moods had now become very rare, for

nature was sinking under the continual pressure of her mental
malady, and the principle of reaction was daUy growing
weaJcer. Every effort was tried to bring on a cheerful interval

of the kind. Several of her most favourite companions were
kept continually about her ; they chatted gayly, they laughed,

and sang, and danced ; but Annette reclined with languid

frame and hollow eye, and took no part in their gayety. At
length the winter was gone; the trees put forth their leaves

;

the swallows began to build in the eaves of the house, and
the robin and wren piped all day beneath the window. An-
nette's spirits gradually revived. She began to deck het

person with unusual care ; and bringing forth a basket of arti-

ficial flowers, she went to work to wreathe a bridal chaplet of

white roses. Her companions asked her why she prepared the

chaplet. "What!" said she with a smQe, "have you not no-

ticed the trees putting on their wedding dresses of blossoms?
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Has not the swallow flown back over the sea? Do you not

know that the time is come for Eugene to return? that he will

be home to-morrow, and that on Sunday we are to be married?"

Her words were repeated to the physician, and he seized on
them at once. He directed that her idea should be encouraged

and acted upon. Her words were echoed through the house.

Every one talked of the return of Eugene, as a matter of

course ; they congratulated her upon her approaching happi-

ness, and assisted her in her preparations. The next morning,
the same theme was resumed. She was dressed out to receive

her lover. Every bosom fluttered with anxiety. A cabriolet

drove into the village. "Eugene is coming!" was the cry.

She saw him alight at the door, and rushed with a shriek into

his arms.

Her friends trembled for the result of this critical experi-

ment ; but she did not sink under it, for her fancy had pre-

pared her for his return. She was as one in a dream, to whom
a tide of unlooked-for prosperity, that would have overwhelmed
his waking reason, seems but the natural current of circum-
stances. Her conversation, however, showed that her senses

were wandering. There was an absolute forgetfulness of all

past sorrow—a wild and feverish gayety, that at times was
incoherent.

The next morning, she awoke languid and exhausted. All
the occurrences of the preceding day had passed away from
her mind, as though they had been the mere illusions of her
fancy. She rose melancholy and abstracted, and, as she
dressed herself, was heard to sing one of her plaintive ballads.

When she entered the parlour, her eyes were swoln with
weeping. She heard Eugene's voice without, and started. She
passed her hand across her forehead, and stood musing, like
one endeavouring to recall a dream. Eugene entered the
room, and advanced towards her; she looked at him with an
eager, searching look, murmured some indistinct words, and,
before he could reach her, sank upon the floor.

She relapsed into a wild and unsettled state of mind; but
now that the first shock was over, the physician ordered that
Eugene should keep continually in her sight. Sometimes she
did not know him; at other times she would talk to him as if

he were going to sea, and would implore him not to part from
her in anger; and when he was not present, she would speak
of him as if buried in the ocean, and would sit, with clasped
hands, looking upon the ground, the picture of despair.
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As the agitation of her feelings subsided, and her frame re-

covered from the shock which it had received, she became
more placid and coherent. Eugene kept almost continually

near her. He formed the real object round which her scattered

ideas once more gathered, and which linked them onc§ more
with the realities of life. But her changeful disorder now
appeared to take a new turn. She became languid and inert,

and would sit for hours silent, and alm.ost ia a state of lethargy.

If roused from this stupor, it seemed as if her mind would
make some attempts to foUow up a traia of thought, but would
soon become confused. She would regard every one that

approached her with aji anxious and inquiring eye, that seemed
contiQuaUy to disappoiut itself. Sometimes, as her lover sat

holding her hand, she would look pensively ia his face with-

out saying a word, imtil his heart was overcome; and after

these transient fits of iateUectual exertion, she would sink

again iato lethargy.

By degrees, this stupor increased; her mind appeared to

have subsided iato a stagnant and almost death-hke calm.

For the greater part of the time, her eyes were closed ; her face

almost as fixed and passionless as that of a corpse. She no
longer took any notice of surroimding objects. There was an
awfulness in this tranquillity, that filled her friends with

apprehensions. The physician ordered that she should be kept

perfectly quiet ; or that, if she evinced any agitation, she should

be gently hilled, like a child, by some favourite tune.

She remained in tliis state for hours, hardly seeming to

breathe, and apparently sinking into the sleep of death. Her
chamber was profoundly stfil. The attendants moved about it

with noiseless tread ; every thing was communicated by signs

and whispers. Her lover sat by her side, watching her with

painful anxiety, and fearing that every breath which stole from

her pale hps would be the last.

At length she heaved a deep sigh; and, from some convul-

sive motions, appeared to be troubled in her sleep. Her agita-

tion increased, accompanied by an indistinct moaning. One

of her companions, remembering the physician's instructions,

endeavoured to lull her by singing, ia a low voice, a tender

little air, which was a particular favourite of Annette's. Prob-

ably it had some connexion in her mind with her own story

;

for every fond girl has some ditty of the kind, Knked in her

thoughts with sweet and sad remembrances.

As she sang, the agitation of Annette subsided. A streak
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of faint colour came into her cheeks ; her eyelids became swoln

-with rising tears, which trembled there for a moment, and

then, stealing forth, coursed down her paUid cheek. When
the song was ended, she opened her eyes and looked about her,

as one awakening in a strange place.

"Oh, Eugene ! Eugene !" said she, " it seems as if I have had

a long and dismal dream'; what has happened, and what has

been the matter with me?"

The questions were embarrassing ; and before they could be

answered, the physician, who was in the next room, entered.

She took him by the hand, looked up in his face, and made the

same inquiry. He endeavoured to put her ofE with some evasive

answer;—"No, no!" cried she, " I know I have been ill, and I

have been dreaming strangely. I thought Eugene had left us

—^and that he had gone to sea—and that—and that he was
drowned!—But he has been to sea!" added she, earnestly, as

recollection kept flashing upon her, " and he has been wrecked
—and we were aU so wretched—and he came home again one

bright morning—and Oh!" said she, pressing her hand
against her forehead, with a sickly smile, " I see how it is; all

has not been right here : I begin to recollect—but it is all past

now—^Eugene is here ! and his mother is happy—and we shall

never—never part again—shall we, Eugene?"
She sunk back in her chair, exhausted; the tears streamed

down her cheeks. Her companions hovered round her, not
knowing what to make of this sudden dawn of reason. Her
lover sobbed aloud. She opened her eyes again, and looked
upon them with an air of the sweetest acknowledgment. '

' You
are all so good to me !" said she, faintly.

The physician drew the father aside. "Your daughter's
mind is restored," said he; "she is sensible that she has been
deranged ; she is growing conscious of the past, and conscious
of the present. All that now remains is to keep her calm and
quiet until her health is re-established, and then let her be mar^
ried in God's name !"

"The wedding took place," continued the good priest, "but
a short time since ; they were here at the last f§te during their

honeymoon, and a handsomer and happier couple was not to

be seen as they danced under yonder trees. The yoimg man,
his wife, and mother, now hve on a fine farm at Pont I'Eveque;
and that model of a ship which you see yonder, with white
flowers wreathed round it, is Annette's offering of thanks to
Our Lady of Grace, for having listened to her prayers, and
Drotected her lover in the hour of peril."
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The captain having finished, there was a momentary silence.

The tender-hearted Lady lillycraft, who knew the story by
heaxt, had led the way ia weeping, and iadeed had often begun
to shed tears before they had come to the right place.

The fair JuMa was a httle flurried at the passage where wed-
ding preparationswere mentioned ; but the auditor m.ost affected
was the simple Phoebe Wilkins. She had gradually dropt her
work in her lap, and sat sobbing through the latter part of the
story, until towards the end, when the happy reverse had
nearly produced another scene of hysterics. "Go, take this

case to my room again, chQd," said Lady LQlycraft, kindly,
" and don't cry so much."
" I won't, an't please your ladyship, if I can help it ;—^but I'm

glad they made all up again, and were married."

By the way, the case of this lovelorn damsel begins to make
some talk in the household, especially among certain httle

ladies, not far in their teens, of whom she has made confidants.

She is a great favourite with them all, but particularly so since

she has confided to them her love secrets. They enter into her

concerns with all the violent zeal and overwhelming sympathy
with which little boaxding-school ladies engage in the pohtics

of a love afiEair.

I have noticed themfrequently clustering about her in private

conferences, or walking up and down the garden terrace under

my window, listening to some long and dolorous story of her

afflictions; of which I could now and then distinguish the ever-

ecurring phrases, " says he," and " says she."

I accidentally interrupted one of these httle councils of war,

when they were all huddled together under a tree, and seemed

to be earnestly considering some interesting document. The

flutter at my approach showed that there were some secrets

under discussion; and I observed the disconsolate Phoebe

crumpling into her bosom either a love-letter or an old valen-

tine, and brushing away the tears from her cheeks.

The girl is a good girl, of a soft melting nature, and shows

her concern at the cruelty of her lover only in tears and droop-

ing looks; but with the Httle ladies who have espoused her

cause, it sparkles up into fiery indignation: and I have noticed

on Sunday many a glance darted at the pew of the Tibbets's,

enough even to melt down the silver buttons on old Ready-

Money's jacket.
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TEAVELLING.

A citizen, for recreation sake,

To see the country would a journey take
Some dozen mile, or very little more

;

Taking his leave with friends two months before.

With drinking healths, and shaking by the hand,

As he had travaii'd to some new-found land.
—Doctor Merrie-Man, 1609.

The Squire has lately received another shock in the saddle,

and been almost unseated by his marplot neighbour, the inde-

fatigable Mr. Faddy, who rides his jog-trot hobby with equal

zeal ; and is so bent upon improviag and reforming the neigh-

bourhood, that the Squire thinks, in a little while, it wiU be

scarce worth Mving in. The enormity that has thus discom-

posed my worthy host, is an attempt of the manufacturer to

have a Kne of coaches established, that shall diverge from the

old route, and pass through the neighbouring village.

I believe I have mentioned that the HaU is situated in a

retired part of the country, at a distance from any great coach-

road ; insomuch that the arrival of a traveller is apt to make
every one look out of the window, and to cause some talk

among the ale-drinkers at the httle inn. I was at a loss, there-

fore, to account for the Squire's indignation at a measure
apparently fraught with convenience and advantage, until I

found that the conveniences of travelling were among his

greatest grievances.

In fact, he rails against stage-coaches, post-chaises, and turn-
pike-roads, as serious causes of the corruption of English rural

manners. They have given facUities, he says, to every hum-
drum citizen to trundle his family about the kingdom, and
have sent the foUies and fashions of town, whirling, in coach-
loads, to the remotest parts of the island. The whole country,
he says, is traversed by these flying cargoes ; every by-road is

explored by enterprising tourists from Cheapside and the
Poultry, and every gentleman's park and lawns invaded by
cockney sketchers of both sexes, with portable chairs and port-

foKos for drawing.

He laments over this, as destroying the charm of privacy,
and interrupting the quiet of country Hfe; but more especially

as affecting the simphcity of the peasantry, and fllUng their
leads with haK-city notions. A great coach-inn, he says, is

enough to ruin the manners of a whole village. It creates a
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horde of sots and idlers, makes gapers and gazers and news-
mongers of the common people, and knowing jockeys of the
country bumpkins.
The Squire has something of the old feudal feeUng. He looks

back with regret to the •' good old times" when journeys were
only made on horseback, and the extraordinary diflaculties of
travelling, owing to bad roads, bad accommodations, and high-
way robbers, seemed to separate each village and hamlet from
the rest of the world. The lord of the manor was then a kind
of monarch in the little realm around him. He held his court
in his paternal hall, and was looked up to with almost as much
loyalty and deference as the king himself. Every neighbour-
hood was a little world within itself, having its local manners
and customs, its local history and local opinions. The inhabi-
tantswere fonder of their homes, and thought less of wandering.
It was looked upon as an expedition to travel out of sight of tho
parish steeple ; and a man that had been to London was a vil-

lage oracle for the rest of hig hfe.

What a difference between the mode of travelling in those

days and at present I At that time, when a gentleman went on
a distant visit, he sallied forth like a knight-errant on an enter-

prise, and everyfamily excursionwas a pageant. How splendid

and fanciful must one of those domestic cavalcades have been,

where the beautiful dames were mounted on palfreys magnifi-

cently caparisoned, with embroidered harness, all tinkling with

silver bells, attended by cavaJiers richly attired on prancing

steeds, and followed by pages and serving-men, as we see them
represented in old tapestry! The gentry, as they travelled

about in those days, were hke moving pictures. They dehghted

the eyes and awakened the admiration of the common people,

and. passed before them like superior beings ; and, indeed, they

were so; there was a hardy and healthful exercise connected

with this equestrian style that made them generous and noble.

In his fondness for the old style of travelling, the Squire

makes most of his . journeys on horseback, though he laments

the modem deficiency of incident on the road, from the want

of feUow-wayfarers, and the rapidity with which every one else

is whirled along in coaches and post-chaises. In the '

'
good old

times," on the contrary, a cavaher jogged on through bog and

mire from town to town and harnlet to hamlet, conversing

with friars and franklins, and all other chance companions of

the road; beguiling the way with travellers' tales, which then

were truly wonderful, for every thing beyond one's neighbour-
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hood -was full of marvel and romance; stopping at night at

some " hostel," where the hush over the door proclaimed good

wine, or a pretty hostess made bad wine palatable ; meeting at

supper with travellers, or listening to the song or merry story

of the host, who was generally a boon companion, and presided

at his own board; for, according to old Tusser's "Innholder's

Posie,"
" At meales my friend who vitleth here

And sitteth with his host,

Shall both he sure of better cheere,

And 'scape with lesser cost."

The Squire is fond, too, of stopping at those inns which may
be met with here and there in ancient houses of wood and
plaster, or caJimanco houses, as they are called by antiquaries,

with deep porches, diamond-paned bow-windows, pannelled

rooms, and great fire-places. He will prefer them to more spa-

cious and modem inns, and would cheerfully put. up with bad
cheer and bad accommodations in the gratification of his hu-
mour. They give him, he says, the feehngs of old times, inso-

much that he almost expects in the dusk of the evening to see

some party of weary travellers ride up to the door with plumes
and mantles, trunk-hose, wide boots, and long rapiers.

The good Squire's remarks brought to mind a visit that I

once paid to the Tabbard Inn, famous for being the place of

assemblage from whence Chaucer'c pilgrims set forth for Can-
terbury. It is in the borough of Southwark, not far from Lon-
don Bridge, and bears, at present, the name of "the Talbot."

It has sadly declined in dignity since the days of Chaucer,
being a mere rendezvous and packing-place of the great wagons
that travel into Kent. The court-yard, which was anciently the
niustering-place of the pfigrims previous to their departure,
was now lumbered with huge wagons. Crates, boxes, ham-
pers, and baskets, containing the good things of town and
country, were piled about them ; whUe, among the straw and
litter, the motherly hens scratched and clucked, with their
hungry broods at their heels. Instead of Chaucer's motley and
splendid throng, I only saw a group of wagoners and stable-
boys enjoying a circulating pot of ale ; while a long-bodied dog
sat by, with head on one side, ear cocked up, and wistful gaze,
as if waiting for his turn at the tankard.
Notwithstanding this grievous , declension, however, I was

gratified at percei%dng that the present occupants were not un-
conscious of the poetical renown of their mansion. An inscrip-
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tion over the gateway proclaimed it to be the inn where Chau-
cer's pilgrims slept on the night previous to their departure

;

and at the bottom of the yard was a magniiicent sign represent-
ing them in the act of sallyiag forth. I was pleased, too, at
noticing that though the present inn was comparatively mod-
em, yet the form of the old ion was preserved. There were
galleries round the yard, as in old times, on which opened the
chambers of the guests. To these ancient inns have antiqua-
ries ascribed the present forms of our theatres. Plays were
originally acted in inn-yards. The guests lolled over the gal'

leries, which answered to our modem dress-circle; the critical

mob clustered in the yard, instead of the pit; and the groups
gaaing from the garret-windows were no bad representatives of
the gods of the shilling gallery. "When, therefore, the drama
grew important enough to have a house of its own, the archi-

tects took a hint for its construction from the yard of the
ancient "hostel."

I was so well pleased at finding these remembrances of

Chaucer and his poem, that I ordered my dinner in the Httle

parlour of the Talbot. Whilst it was preparing, I sat at the

window musing and gazing into the court-yard, and conjuring

up recollections of the scenes depicted in such lovely colours by
the poet, until, by degrees, boxes, bales and hampers, boys,

wagoners and dogs, faded from sight, and my fancy peopled
the place with the motley throng of Canterbury pilgrims. The
galleries once more swarmed with idle gazers, in the rich

dresses of Chaucer's time, and the whole cavalcade seemed to

pass before me. There was the stately knight on sober steed,

who had ridden in Christendom and heathenesse, and had
"foughten for our faith at Tramissene;"—and his son, the

young squire, a lover, and a lusty bachelor, with curled locks

and gay embroidery; a bold rider, a dancer, and a writer of

verses, singing and fluting aU day long, and "fresh as the

month of May;"—and his "knot-headed" yeoman; a bold

forester, in green, with horn, and baudrick, and dagger, a

mighty bow in hand, and a sheaf of peacock arrows shining

beneath his belt ;—and the coy, smiling, simple nun, with her

gray eyes, her small red mouth, and fair forehead, her dainty

person clad in featly cloak and " 'ypinched wimple," her choral

beads about her arm, her golden brooch with a love motto, and

her pretty oath by Saint Eloy;—and the merchant, solemn in

speech and high on horse, with forked beard and " Flaundrish

bever hat;"—and the lusty monk, "full fai, and in good point,"
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with berry brown palfrey, his hood fastened with gold pin,

wrought with a love-knot, his bald head shining Uke glass, and

his face gUstening as though it had been anointed; and the

lean, logical, sententious clerk of Oxenforde, upon his half-

starved, scholar-like horse ;—and the bowsing sompnour, with

fiery cherub face, all knobbed with pimples, an eater of garlic

and onions, and drinker of "strong wine, red as blood," that

carried a cake for a buckler, and babbled Latin in his cups ; of

whose brimstone visage "children were sore aferd;"—and the

buxom wife of Bath, the widow of five husbands, upon her
ambhng nag, with her hat broad as a buckler, her red stock-

ings and sharp spurs ;—and the slender, choleric reeve of Nor-
folk, bestriding his good gray stot; with close-shaven beard,

his hair cropped round bis ears, long, lean, calfless legs, and a
rusty blade by his side ;—and the jolly Limitour, with lisping

tongue and twinkling eye, well-beloved franklins and house-
wives, a great promoter of marriages among young women,
known at the taverns ia every town, and by every "hosteler

and gay tapstere." In short, before I was roused from my
reverie by the less poetical but more substantial apparition of a
smoking beef-steak, I had seen the whole cavalcade issue forth

from the hostel-gate, with the brawny, double-jointed, red-

haired miller, playing the bagpipes before them, and the
ancient host of the Tabbard giving them his farewell God-send
to Canterbury.

When I told the Squire of the existence of this legitimate
descendant of the ancient Tabbard Inn, his eyes absolutely
glistened with dehght. He determined to hunt it up the very
first time he visited London, and to eat a dinner there, and
drink a cup of mine host's best wine in memory of old Chaucer.
The general, who happened to be present, immediately begged
to be of the party ; for he liked to encourage these long-estab-
lished houses, as they are apt to have choice old wines.
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POPULAE SUPEESTITIONS.

Farewell rewards and fairies,

Good housewives now may say;
For now fowle sluts in dairies
Do fare as well as they;

And though they sweepe their hearths no lesse
Thau maids were wont to doo,

Yet who of late for cleanlinesse

Finds sixpence in her shooe?—Bishop Cokbet.

I HAVE mentioned the Squire's fondness for the marvellous,
and his predilection for legends and romances. His Hbrarj?
contains a curious collection of old works of this kind, which
bear evident marks of having been much read. In his great
love for all that is antiquated, he cherishes popular supersti-

tions, and listens, with very grave attention, to every tale,

however strange ; so that, through his countenance, the house-
hold, and, indeed, the whole neighbourhood, is well stocked
with wonderful stories; and if ever a doubt is expressed
of any one of them, the narrator will generally observe, that

"the Squire thinks there's something in it."

The Hall of course comes in for its share, the common people

having alwayo a propensity to furnish a great superannuated
building of the kind with supernatural inhabitants. The
gloomy galleries of such old family mansions; the stately

chambers, adorned with grotesque carvings and faded paint-

ings; the sounds that vaguely echo about them; the moaning
of the wind ; the cries of rooks and ravens from the trees and
chimney-tops; all produce a state of mind fovourable to super-

stitious fancies.

In one chamber of the Hall, just opposite a door which opens

upon a dusky passage, there is a full-length portrait of a war-

rior in armour; when, on suddenly turning into the passage, I

have caught a sight of the portrait, thrown into strong rehef

by the dark panneUiug against which it hangs, I have more

than once been startled, as though it were a figure advancing

towards me.
To superstitious minds, therefore, predisposed by the strange

and melancholy stories that are connected with family paint-

ings, it needs but httle stretch of fancy, on a mooiilight night,

or by the flickering light of a candle, to set the old pictures on
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the walls in motion, sweeping in their robes and trains about

the galleries.

To tell the truth, the Squire confesses that he used to take a

pleasure ia his younger days in setting marvellous stories

afloat, and connecting them with the lonely and peculiar

places of the neighbourhood. Whenever he read any legend

of a striking nature, he endeavoured to transplant it, and give

it a local habitation among the scenes of his boyhood. Many
of these stories took root, and he says he is often amused with

the odd shapes in which they will come back to him in some

old woman's narrative, after they have been circulating for

years among the peasantry, and undergoing rustic additions

and amendments. Among these may doubtless be numbered

that of the crusader's ghost, which I have mentioned in the

account of my Christmas visit; and another about the hard-

riding Squire of yore ; the family Nimrod ; who is sometimes

heard in stormy winter nights, galloping, with hound and horn,

over a wild moor a few miles distant from the Hall. This I

apprehend to have had its origin in the famous story of the

wild huntsman, the favourite goblin in German tales ; though,

by-the-by, as I was talking on the subject with Master Simon
the other evening in the dark avenue, he hinted that he had
himself once or twice heard odd sounds at night, very like a

pack of hounds in cry; and that once, as he was returning

rather late from a hunting dinner, he had seen a strange figure

galloping along this same moor; but as he was riding rather

fast at the time, and in a hurry to get home, he did not stop to

ascertain what it was.

Popular superstitions are fast fading away in England, owing
to the general diffusion of knowledge, and the busthng inter-

course kept up throughout the country ; still they have their

strong-holds and lingering places, and a retired neighbourhood
hke this is apt to be one of them. The parson tells me that he
meets with many traditional beliefs and notions among the
common people, which he has been able to draw from them in

the course of familiar conversation, though they are rather shy
of avowing them to strangers, and particularly to '

' the gentry,

"

who are apt to laugh at them. He says there are several of his

old parishioners who remember when the village had its bar-

guest, or bar-ghost—a spirit supposed to belong to a town or

village, and to predict any impending misfortune by midnight
shrieks and waUings. The last time it was heard was just

before the death of Mr. Bracebridge's father, who was much
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beloved throughout the neighbourhood ; though there are not
wanting some obstinate unbeHevers, who insisted that it was
nothing but the howUng of a watch-dog. I have been greatly

delighted, however, at meeting with some traces of my old

favourite, Eobin Goodfellow, though under a different appella-

tion from any of those by which I have heretofore heard him
called. The parson assures me that many of the peasantry
believe in hoxisehold goblins, called Dubbies, which hve about
particular farms and houses, in the same way that Eobin Good-
fellow did of old. Sometimes they haunt the barns and out-

houses, and now and then will assist the farmer wonderfully,

by getting in all his hay or com in a single night. In general,

however, they prefer to live within doors, and are fond of

keeping about the great hearths, and basking, at night, after

the family have gone to bed, by the glowing embers. When
put in particidar good-humour by the warmth of their lodg-

ings, and the tidiness of the house-maids, they will overcome

their natural laziness, and do a vast deal of household work
before morning; churning the cream, brewing the beer, or

spinning aU the good dame's flax. All tliis is precisely the

conduct of Eobin Goodfellow, described so charmingly by
Milton:

" Tells how the drudging poWin sweat

To earn his cream-bowl duly set,

When in one night, ere glimpse of mom,
His shadowy flail had thresli'd the com
That ten day-labourers could not end;

Then lays him down the lubber-fiend,

And, stretoh'd out all the chimney's length,

Basks at the fire his hairy strength.

And crop-full, out of door he flings

Ere the first cock his matin rings."

But beside these household Dubbies, there are others of a

more gloomy and unsocial nature, that keep about lonely bams

at a distance from any dwelling-house, or about ruins and old

bridges. These arc fuU of mischievous and often malignant

tricks, and are fond of playingpranks upon benighted travellers.

There is a story, among the old people, of one that haunted a

ruined mill, just by a bridge that crosses a small stream; how

that, late one night, as a traveUer was passing on horseback,

the bubbie jumped up behind him, and grasped him so close

round the body that he had no power to help himself, but ex-

pected to be squeezed to death: luckily his heels were loose,

with which he plied the sides of his steed, and was carried,
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with the wonderful instinct of a traveller's horse, straight to

the village inn. Had the inn been at any greater distance,

there is no doubt but he would have been strangled to death;

as it was, the good people were a long time in briaging him to

his senses, and it was remarked that the first sign he showed

of returning consciousness was to caU for a bottom of brandy.

These mischievous Dubbies bear much resemblance in their

natures and habits to those sprites which Heywood, in his

Heirarchie, calls pugs or hobgobhns:

" Their dwellings be
In corners of old houses least frequented

Or beneath stacks of wood, and these convented,

Make fearful! noise in butteries and in dairies;

Eobin Goodfeliow some, some call them fairies.

In solitarie rooms these uprores keep,

And beate at doores, to wake men from their slepe.

Seeming to force lockes, be they nere so strong.

And keeping Christmasse gambols all night long.

Pots, glasses, trenchers, dishes, pannes and kettles.

They will make dance about the shelves and settles,

As if about the kitchen tost and cast.

Yet in the morning nothing found misplac't.

Others such houses to their use have fitted.

In which base murthers have been once committed.
Some have their fearful habitations taken

In desolate houses, ruin'd and forsaken.''

In the account of our unfortunate hawking expedition, I

mentioned an instance of one of these sprites, supposed to

haunt the ruined grange that stands in a lonely meadow, and
has a remarkable echo. The parson informs me, also, that the

behef was once very prevalent, that a household Dubbie kept

about the old farm-house of the Tibbets. It has long been
traditional, he says, that one of these good-natured goblins is

attached to the Tibbets family, and came with them when they
moved into this part of the country ; for it is one of the pecu-

liarities of these household sprites, that they attach themselves
to the fortunes of certain famihes, and follow them, in aU their

rem.ovals.

There is a large old-fashioned fire-place in the farm-hor-ie,

which affords fine quarters for a chimney-corner sprite tbat
likes to He warm; especially as Ready-Money Jack keeps up
rousing fires in the winter-time. The old people of the village

recoUect many stories about tliis gobhn, that were current in

their young days. It was thought to have brought good luck
to the house, and to be the reason why the Tibbets were always
beforehand in the world, and why their farm was always in
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better order, their liay got in sooner, and their corn better
Btacked, than that of their neighbours. The present Mrs. Tib-
bets, at the time of her courtship, had a number of these stories
told her by the country gossips; and when married, was a
little fearful about living in a house where such a hobgoblin
was said to hatmt: Jack, however, who has always treated this
story with great contempt, assured her that there was no spirit

kept about his house that he could not at any time lay in the
Eed Sea with one flourish of his cudgel. StUl his wife has
never got completely over her notions on the subject, but has a
horseshoe nailed on the threshold, and keeps a branch of raun-
try, or moimtain ash, with its red berries, suspended from one
of the great beams in the parlour—a sure protection from aU
evil spirits.

These stories, however, as I before observed, are fast fading
away, and ia another generation or two will probably be com-
pletely forgotten. There is something, however, about these

rural superstitions, that is extremely pleasing to the imagiaa-

tion; particularly those which relate to the good-humoured
race of household demons, and indeed to the whole fairy my-
thology. The English have given an inexplicable charm to

these superstitions, by the manner in which they have asso-

ciated them with whatever is most homefelt and deUghtful in

nature. I do not know a more fascinatiag race of beings than

these Mttle fabled people, that haunted the southern sides of

hills and mountains, lurked in flowers and about fountain-heads,

ghded through key-holes into ancient balls, watched over

farm-houses and dairies, danced on the green by suromer moon-

light, and on the kitchen-hearth in winter. They seem to

accord with the nature of Enghsh housekeeping and EngUsh

scenery. I always have them in mind, when I see a fine old

English mansion, with its wide haU and spacious kitchen; or a

venerable farm-house, in which there is so much fireside com-

fort and good housewifery. There was something of national

character in their love of order and cleanliness ; in the vigilance

with which they watched over the economy of the kitchen, and

the functions of the servants; munificently rewarding, with

silver sixpence in shoe, the tidy housemaid, but venting their

direful wrath, in midnight bobs and pinches, upon the sluttish

dairymaid. I think I can trace the good effects of this ancient

fairy sway over household concerns, in the care that prevails

to the present day among English housemaids, to put theii

kitchens in order before they go to bed.
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I have said, too, tliat these fairy superstitions seemed to me
to accord with the nature of English scenery. They suit these

email landscapes, which are divided by honeysuckled hedges

into sheltered fields and meadows, where the grass is mingled

with daisies, buttercups, and harebells. When I first found

myself among Enghsh scenery, I was continually reminded of

the sweet pastoral images which distinguish their fairy my-
thology ; and when for the first time a circle in the grass was
poiated out to me as one of the rings where they were formerly

supposed to have held their moonlight revels, it seemed for a
moment as if fairy-land were no longer a fable. Brown, in his

Britannia's Pastorals, gives a picture of the kind of scenery to

which I allude:
" A pleasant mead

Where fairies often did their measures tread

;

Which in the meadows make such circles green,

As if with garlands it had crowned been.

Within one of these rounds was to be seen

A hillock rise, where oft the fairy queen
At twilight sat."

And there is another picture of the same, in a poem ascribed to

Ben Jonson.
"By wells and rills in meadows green,

"We nightly dance our heyday guise,

And to our fairy king and queen
We chant our moonlight minstrelsies."

Indeed, it seems to me, that the older British poets, with that

true feeling for nature which distinguishes them, have closely

adhered to the simple and famiMar imagery which they found
in these popular superstitions; and have thus given to their

fairy mylihology those continual aUusions to the farm-house
and the dairy, the green meadow and the fountain-head, that

fill our minds with the dehghtful associations of rural life. It

is curious to observe how the most beautiful fictions have their

origin among the rude and ignorant. There is an indescribable
charm about the illusions wi\;li which chimerical ignorance once
clothed every subject. These twilight views of nature are
often more captivating than any which are revealed by the
rays of enhghtened philosophy. The most accomplished and
poetical minds, therefore, have been fain to search back into
these accidental conceptions of what are termed barbarous ages
and to draw from them their finest imagery and machinery.
If we look through our most admired poets, we shall find that
their minds have been impregnated by these popular fancies
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and that those have succceeded bestwho have adhered closest to
the simphcity of their rustic originals. Such is the case with
Shakspeare inhis Midsummer-Night's Dream, which so minutely
describes the employments and amusements of fairies, and em-
bodies all the notions concerning them which were current

among the vulgar. It is thus that poetry in England has
echoed back every rustic note, softened into perfect melody; it

is thus that it has spread its charms over every-day life, dis-

placing nothing, taking things as it found them, but tinting

them up with its own magical hues, until every green hiU and
fountain-head, every fresh meadow, nay, every humble flower,

is fuU of song and story.

I am dweUing too long, perhaps, upon a threadbare subject;

yet it brings up with it a thousand delicious recollections of

those happy days of childhood, when the imperfect knowledge

I have since obtained had not yet dawned upon my mind, and
when a fairy tale was true history to me. I have often been

so transported by the pleasure of these recollections, as almost

to wish that I had been bom in the days when the fictions of

poetry were beheved. Even now I cannot look upon those

fanciful creations of ignorance and creduhty, without a lurk-

ing regret that they have all passed away. The experience of

my early days teUs me, that they were sources of exquisite de-

light; and I sometimes question whether the naturalist who
can dissect the flowers of the field, receives half the pleasm-e

from contemplating them, that he did who considered them

the abode of elves and fairies. I feel convinced that the true

interests and soUd happiness of man are promoted by the

advancement of truth; yet I cannot but mourn over the plear

sant errors which it has trampled down in its progress. The

faims and sylphs, the household sprite, the moonlight revel,

Oberon, Queen Mab, and the dehcious realms of fairy-land, all

vanish before the light of true philosophy; but who does not

sometimes turn with distaste from the cold realities of morn-

ing, and seek to recall the sweet visions of the night 3
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THE CULPRIT.

From fire, from water, and all things amiss.
Deliver the house of an honest justice.— I7ie Widow.

The serenity of the Hall has been suddenly interrupted by a
very important occurrence. In the course of this morning a
posse of villagers was seen trooping up the avenue, with boys
shouting in advance. As it drew near, we perceived Eeady-
Money Jack Tibbets striding along, wielding his cudgel in one
hand, and with the other grasping the coUar of a tall feUow.
whom, on stiU nearer approach, we recognized for the redoubt-

able gipsy hero. Starlight Tom. He was now, however, com-
pletely cowed and crestfallen, and his courage seemed to have
quailed in the iron gripe of the lion-hearted Jack.

The whole gang of gipsy women and children came dragging
in the rear; some in tears, others making a violent clamour
about the ears of old Ready-Money, who, however, trudged on
in silence with his prey, heeding their abuse as Mttle as a hawk
that has pounced upon a barn-door hero regards the outcries
and cacklings of his whole feathered seraglio.

He had passed through the village on his way to the Hall,
and of course had made a great sensation in that most excita-
ble place, where every event is a matter of gaze and gossip.
The report flew Hke wildfire, that Starlight Tom was in custody.
The ale-drinkers forthwith abandoned the tap-room ; SMngsby's
school broke loose, and master and boys swelled the tide that
came rolling at the heels of old Eeady-Money and his captive.
The uproar increased, as they approached the Hall; it

aroused the whole garrison of dogs, and the crew of hangers-
on. The great mastiff barked from the dog-house; the stag-
hound, and the grayhound, and the spaniel, issued barking
from the hall-door, and my Lady Lillycraft's Mttle dogs
ramped and barked from the parlour window. I remarked,
however, that the gipsy dogs made no reply to all these
menaces and insults, but crept close to the gang, looking round
with a guilty, poaching air, and now and then glancing up a
dubious eye to their owners; which shows that the moral
dignity, even of dogs, may be ruined by bad company

!

When the throng reached the front of the house, they were
brought to a halt by a kind of advanced guard, composed of
old Christy, the gamekeeper, and two or three servants of the
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house, who had been brought out by the noise. The common
herd of the village fell back with respect ; the boys were driven
back by Christy and his compeers; while Ready-Money Jack
maintained his ground and his hold of the prisoner, and was
surrounded by the tailor, the schoolmaster, and several other
dignitaries of the village, and by the clamorous brood of
gipsies, who were neither to be silenced nor iatimidated.
By this time the whole household were brought to the doors

and windows, and the Squire to the portal. An audience was
demanded byEeady-Money Jack, who had detected the prisoner
in the very act of sheep-stealing on his domains, and had borne
him o£E to be examined before the Squire, who is in the com-
mission of the peace.

A kind of tribunal was immediately held in the servants'

hall, a large chamber, with a stone floor, and a long table in

the centre, at one end of which, just under an enormous clock,

was placed the Squire's chair of justice, while Master Simon
took his place at the table as clerk of the court. An attempt
had been made by old Christy to keep out the gipsy gang, but
in vain, and they, with the village worthies, and the house-

hold, half filled the hall. The old housekeeper and the butler

were in a panic at this dangerous irruption. They hurried

away all the valuable things and poi-table articles that were at

hand, and even kept a dragon watch on the gipsies, lest they

should carry ofiE the house clock, or the deal table.

Old Christy, and his faithful coadjutor the gamekeeper, acted

as constables to guard the prisoner, triumphing in having at

last got this terrible offender in their clutches. Indeed, I am
inclined to think the old man bore some peevish recollection of

havingbeen handled rather roughlyby the gipsy, in the chance-

medley affair of May-day.

Silence was now commanded by Master Simon; but it was
difficult to be enforced, in such a motley assemblage. There

was a continual snarhng and yelping of dogs, and, as fast as it

was quelled in one comer, it broke out in another. The poor

gipsy curs, who, Kko errant thieves, could not hold up their

heads in an honest house, were worried and insiilted by the

gentlemen dogs of the estabhshment, without offering to make

resistance; the very curs of my Lady Lillycraft buUicd them

with impunity.
.

The examination was conducted with great mildness and m-

dulgence by the Squire, partly from the kindness of his nature,

and partly, I suspect, because his heart yearned towards the
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culprit, who had found great favour in his eyes, as I have

ah'sady observed, from the skill he had at various times dis-

played in archery, morris-dancing, and other obsolete accom-

phshments. Proofs, however, were too strong. Eeady-Money
Jack told his story in a straight-forward, independent way,
nothing daunted by the presence in which he found himself.

He had suffered from various depredations on his sheepfold

and poultry-yard, and had at length kept watch, and caught

the delinquent in the very act of making off with a sheep on
his .=houlders.

Tibbets was repeatedly interrupted, in the course of his tes-

timony, by the culprit's mother, a furious old beldame, with

an insufferable tongue, and who, in fact, was several times

kept, with some difficulty, from flying at him. tooth and naU.

The wife, too, of the prisoner, whom I am told he does not beat

above half-a-dozen times a week, completely interested Lady
LUlycraft in. her husband's behalf, by her tears and supplica-

tions ; and several of the other gipsy women were awakening
strong sympathy among the young girls and maid-servants in

the back-ground. The pretty, black-eyed gipsy girl whom I

have mentioned on a former occasion as the sibyl that read the
fortunes of the general, endeavoured to wheedle that doughty
warrior into their interests, and even made some approaches
to her old acquaintance, Master Simon; but was repelled by
the latter with aU the dignity of office, having assumed a look
of gravity and importance suitable to the occasion.

I was a little surprised, at first, to find honest Shngsby, the
schoolmaster, rather opposed to his old crony Tibbets, and
coming forward as a kind of advocate for the accused. It

seems that he had taken compassion on the forlorn fortunes of
Starlight Tom, and had been trying his eloquence in his favour
the whole way from the village, but without effect. During
the examination of Eeady-Money Jack, Shngsby had stood like

"dejected Pity at his side," seeking every now and then, by a
soft word, to soothe any exacerbation of his ire, or to qualify
any harsh expression. He now ventured to make a few obser-
vations to the Squire, in palliation of the delinquent's offence;
but poor Slingsby spoke more from the heart than the head,
and was evidently actuated merely by a general sympathy for
every poor devU in trouble, and a liberal toleration for all kinds
of vagabond existence.

The ladies, too, large and small, with the kind-heartedness
of the sex, were zealous on the sido of mercy, and interceded
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strenuotisly -with the Squire; insomuch that the prisoner, find-
ing himself unexpectedly surrounded by active friends, once
more reared his crest, and seemed disposed, for a time, to put
on the air of injured innocence. The Squire, however, with aU
his benevolence of heart, and his lurking weakness towards the
prisoner, was too conscientious to swerve from the strict path
of justice. There was abundant concurring testimony that
made the proof of guilt incontrovertible, and Starlight Tom's
mittimus was made out accordingly.
The sympathy of th. ladies was now greater than ever; they

even made some attempts to moUify the ire of Eeady-Money
Jack; but that sturdy potentate had been too much incensed
by the repeated incm-sions that had been made into his terri-
tories by the predatory band of StarUght Tom, and he was
resolved, he said, to drive the "varment reptiles" out of the
neighbourhood. To avoid all further importunities, as soon as
the mittimus was made out, he girded up his loins, and strode
back to his seat of empire, accompanied by his interceding
friend, Sliagsby, and followed by a detachment of the gipsy
gang, who himg on his rear, assailing him with mingled pray-
ers and execrations.

The question now was, how to dispose of the prisoner—

a

matter of great moment in this peacefid estabUshment, where
so formidable a character as StarHght Tom was Hke a hawk en-

trapped iu a dove-cote. As the hubbiib and examination had
occupied a considerable time, it was too late in the day to send
him to the county prison, and that of the vQlage was sadly out

of repair, from long want of occupation. Old Christy, who
took great interest in the affair, proposed that the culprit

should be committed for the night.to an upper loft of a kind of

tower in one of the outhouses, where he and the gamekeeper
would mount guard. After much deliberation, this measure
was adopted; the premises in question were examined and

made sectu-e, and Christy and his trusty ally, the one armed
with a fowHng-piece, the other with an ancient blunderbuss,

turned out as sentries to keep watch over this donjon-keep.

Such is the momentous affair that has just taken place, and

it is an event of too great moment in this quiet Httle world, not

to turn it completely topsy-tui-vy. Labour is at a stand : the

house has been a scene of confusion the whole evening. It has

been beleagured by gipsy women, with their children on their

backs, wailing and lamenting; while the old virago of a mother

has cruised up and down the lawn in front, shading her head,
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and muttering to herself, or now and then breaking into a

paroxysm, of rage, brandishing her fist at the Hall, and de-

nomicuig ill-luck upon Eeady-Money Jack, and even upon the

Squire himself.

Lady Lillycraft has given repeated audiences to the culprit's

weeping wife, at the Hall door; and the servant maids have

stolen out, to confer with the gipsy women under the trees.

As to the little ladies of the family, they are all outrageous on
Eeady-Money Jack, whom they look upon in the light of a ty-

rannical giant of fairy tale. Phoebe WHkins, contrary to her

usual nature, is the only one that is pitiless ia the affair. She

thinks Mr. Tibbets quite in the right; and thinks the gipsies

deserve to be punished severely, for meddMng with the sheep

of the Tibbets's.

In the mean time, the females of the famUy evinced all the

provident kindness of the sex, ever ready to soothe and succour

the distressed, right or wrong. Lady Lillycraft has had a
mattress taken to the outhouse, and comforts and delicacies of

all kinds have been taken to the prisoner ; even the little girls

have sent their cakes and sweetmeats; so that, I'll warrant,

the vagabond has never fared so well in his hfe before. Old
Christy, it is true, looks upon every thing with a wary eye;

struts about with his blunderbuss with the air of a veteran
campaigner, and will hardly allow himself to be spoken to.

The gipsy women dare not come within gun-shot, and every
tatterdemahon of a boy has been frightened from the park.

The old fellow is determined to lodge Starlight Tom in prison

with his own hands; and hopes, he says, to see one of the
poaching crew made an example of.

I doubt, after all, whether the worthy Squire i^ not the great-

est sufferer in the whole affair. His honourable sense of duty
obhges him to be rigid, but the overflowing kindness of his
nature makes this a grievous trial to him.
He is not accustomed to have such demands upon his justice,

in his truly patriarchal domain ; and it wounds his benevolent
spirit, that while prosperity and happiness are flowing in thus
bounteously upon him, he should have to inflict misery upon a
feUow-being.

He has been troubled and cast down the whole evening; took
leave of the family, on going to bed, with a sigh, instead of his
usual hearty and affectionate tone ; and wiU, in aU probability,
have a far more sleepless night than his prisoner. Indeed, this
unlucky affair tas cast a damp upon the whole household, as
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there appears to be an universal opinion that the unhicky cul-
prit will come to the gallows.
Morning.—The clouds of last evening are aU blown over. A

load has been taken from the Squire'o heart, and every face is
once more in smiles. The gamekeeper made his appearance at
an early hour, completely shamefaced and crestfaUen. Staf=
light Tom had made his escape in the night; how he had got
out of the loft, no one could teU: the DevU, they think, must
have assisted him. Old Christy was so mortified that he would
not show his face, but had shut himself up in his stronghold at
the dog-kennel, and would not be spoken with. What has par-
ticularly reMeved the Squire, is, that there is very Uttle likeli-

hood of the culprit's being retaken, having gone off on one of
the old gentleman's best hunters.

FAMILY MISFORTUNES.

The night has been unruly; where we lay.

The chimneys were blown down.

—

Macbeth.

We have for a day or two past had a flow of unruly weather,
which has intruded itself into this fair and flowery month,
and for & time has quite marred the beauty of the landscape.

Last night, the storm attained its crisis ; the rain beat in tor-

rents against the casements, and the wind piped and blustered

about the old HaU with
^

quite a wintry vehemence. TShe morn-
ing, however, dawned clear and serene ; the face,of the heavens
seemed as if newly washed, and the svm. shone with a brightness

that was undimmed by a single vapour. Nothing over-head
gave traces of the recent storm ; but on looking from my win-
dow, I beheld sad ravage among the shrubs and flowers ; the

garden-walks had formed the channels for httle torrents ; trees

were lopped of their branches ; and a small silver stream that

wound through the park, and ran at the bottom of the lawn,

had swelled into a turbid yellow sheet of water.

In an estabMshment like this, where the mansion is vast,

ancient, and somewhat afflicted with the infirmities of age, and
where there are numerous and extensive dependencies, a storm

is an event of a very grave nature, and brings in its train a

multiplicity of cares and disasters.

While the Squire was taking his breakfast in the great haU,
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he was continually interrupted by some bearer of ill-tidings

from some part or other of his domains; he appeared tome like

the commander of a besieged city, after some grand assault,

receiving at his headquarters reports of damages sustained in

the various quarters of the place. At one time the house-

keeper brought him intelligence of a chimney blown down, and
a desperate leak sprung ia the roof over the picture gallery,

which threatened to obKterate a whole generation of his an-

cestors. Then the steward came in with a doleful story of

the mischief done in the woodlands ; whUe the gamekeeper be-

moaned the loss of one of his finest bucks, whose bloated car-

cass was seen floating along the swoln current of the river.

When the Squire issued forth, he was accosted, before the
door, by the old, paralytic gardener, with a face fuU of trouble,

reporting, as I supposed, the devastation of his flower-beds, and
the destruction of his waU-fruit. I remarked, however, that
his iuteUigence caused a peculiar expression of concern, not
only with the Squire and Master Simon, but with the fair Julia

and Lady LiUycraft, who happened to be present. From a
few words which reached my ear, I found there was some tale

of domestic calamity in the case, and that some imfortunate
family had been rendered houseless by the storm. Many ejacu-
lations of pity broke from the ladies; I heard the expressions of
"poor, helpless beings," and "unfortunate little creatures,"
several times repeated ; to which the old gardener replied by
very melancholy shakes of the head.

I felt so interested, that I could not help calling to the gardener,
as he was retiring, and asking what unfortunate family it was
that had suffered so severely ? The old man touched his hat,
and gazfed at me for an instant, as if hardly comprehending my
question. "Family!" replied he, "there be no family in the
case, your honour; but here have been sad mischief done in
the rookery !"

I had noticed, the day before, that the high and gusty winds
which prevailed had occasioned great disquiet among these airy
householders; their nests being all filled with young, who were
in danger of being tUted out of their tree-rocked cradles. In-
deed, the old birds themselves seemed to have hard work to
maintain a foothold ; some kept hovering and cawing in the
air; or, if they ventured to alight, they had to hold fast, flap
their wings, ^nd spread their tails, and thus remain see-saw-
ing on the topmost twigs.

In the course of the night, however, an awful calamity had
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taken place in this most sage and politic community. There
was a great tree, the tallest in the grove, which seemed to have
been a kind of court-end of the metropolis, and crowded with
the residence of those whom Master Simon considers the nobility
and gentry. A decayed limb of this tree had given way with
the violence of this storm, and had come down with all its air-

castles.

One should be weU aware of the humours of the good Squire
and his household, to understand the general concern expressed
at this disaster. It was quite a pubHc calamity in this rural
empire, and all seemod to feel for the poor rooks as for feUow-
citizens in distress.

The gromid had been strewed with the callow young, which
were now cherished in the aprons and bosoms of the maid-ser-
vants, and the httle ladies of the family. I was pleased with
this touch of nature; this feminine sympathy in the suilerings

of the offspring, and tlje maternal anxiety of the parent birds.

It was interestiilg, too, to witness the general agitation and
distress that seemed to prevail throughout the feathered com-
munity ; the common cause that was made of it; and the inces-

sant hovering, and fluttering, and lamenting, that took place

in the whole rookery. There is a cord of sympathy, that runs

through the whole feathered race, as to any misfortunes of the

young; and the cries of a wounded bird in the breeding season

will throw a whole grove in a flutter and an alarm. Indeed,

why should I conflne it to the feathered tribe? Nature seems

to me to have implanted an exquisite sympathy on this subject,

which extends through aU her works. It is an invariable at-

tribute of the female heart, to melt at the cry of early helpless-

ness, and to take an instinctive interest in the distresses of the

parent and its young. On the present occasion, the ladies of

the family were full of pity and commiseration ; and I shall

never forget the look that Lady Lillycraft gave the general, on

his observing that the ybung birds would make an excellent

curry, or an especial good rook-pie.
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LOVEES' TEOUBLES.

The poor sdiil sat singing by a sycamore tree,

Sing all a green willow;

Her hand on her bosom, her head on her knee
Sing willow, willow, willow;

Sing all a green willow must be my garland.—OM Song,

The fair Julia haviag nearly recovered from the effects of

her hawking disaster, it begins to be thought high time to

Appoint a day for the wedding. As every domestic event in

I venerable and aristocratic family connexion like this is a
siatter of moment, the fixing upon this important day has
';f course given rise to much conference and debate.

Some slight difficulties and demurs have lately sprung up,

ftriginating ia the pecuhar humours th^t are prevalent at the
Hall. Thus, I have overheard a very solemn consiiltation

between Lady Lillycraft, the parson, and Master Simon, as to

whether the marriage ought not to be postponed until the
coming month.
With all the charms of the flowery month of May, there is,

I find, an ancient prejudice against it as a marrying month.
An old proverb says, "To wed in May is to wed poverty."
Now, as Lady Lillycraft is very much given to beheve in lucky
and unlucky times and seasons, and indeed is very supersti-

tious on all points relating to the tender passion, this old pro-

verb seems to have taken great hold upon her mind. She
recollects two or three instances, in her own knowledge, of

matches that took place in this month, and proved very un-
fortunate. Indeed, an own cousin of hers, who married on a
May-day, lost her husband by a fall from his horse, after they
had lived happily together for twenty years.

The parson appeared to give great weight to her ladyship's
objections, and acknowledged the existence of a prejudice of

the kind, not merely confined to modern times, but prevalent
likewise among the ancients. In confirmation of this, he
quoted a passage from Ovid, which had a great effect on Lady
Lillycraft, being given in a language which she did not under-
stand. Even Master Simon was staggered by it ; for he Kstened
with a puzzled air; and then, shaking his head, sagaciously
observed, that Ovid was certainly a very wise man.
From this sage conference I likewise gathered several other
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important pieces of information, relative to weddings ; such as
that, if two were celebrated in the same church, on the same
day, the first would be happy, the second unfortunate. If, on
going to church, the bridal party should meet the funeral of a
female, it was an omen that the bride would die first; if of a
male, the bridegroom. If the newly-married couple were to
dance together on their wedding-day, the wife would thence-
forth rule the roast; with many other curious and unquestion-
able facts of the same nature, all which made me ponder more
than ever upon the perils which surround this happy state, and
the thoughtless ignorance of mortals as to the awful risks they
run in venturing upon it. I abstain, however, from enlarging
upon this topic, having no inclination to promote the increase
of bachelors.

Notwithstanding the due weight which the Squire gives to

traditional saws and ancient opinions, yet I am happy to find

that he makes a firm stand for the credit of this loving month,
and brings to his aid a whole legion of poetical authorities ; all

which, I presiune, have been conclusive with the young couple,

as I understand they are perfectly willing to marry in May,
and abide the consequences. In a few days, therefore, the

wedding is to take place, and the Hall is in a buzz of anticipa-

tion. The housekeeper is bustling about from nioming tUl

night, with a look fuU of business and importance, having a
thousand arrangements to make, the Squire intending to keep
open house on the occasion ; and as to the house-maids, you
cannot look one of them in the face, but the rogue begins to

colour up and simper.

While, however, this leading love affair is going on with a
tranquillity qiiite inconsistent with the rules of romance, I can-

not say that the under-plots are equally propitious. The
"opening bud of love" between the general and Lady Lilly-

craft seems to have experienced some bhght in the course of

this genial season. I do not think the general has ever been

able to retrieve the ground he lost, when he fell asleep during

the captain's story. Indeed, Master Simon thinks his case is

completely desperate, her ladyship having determined that he

is quite destitute of sentiment.

The season has been equally unpropitious to the lovelorn

Phoebe Wilkins. I fear the reader will be impatient at having

this humble amour so often alluded to ; but I confess I am apt

to take a great interest in the love troubles of simple girls of

this class. Few people have an idea of the world of care and
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perplexity that these poor damsels have, in managing the

affairs of the heart.

We talk and write about the tender passion; we give it all

the colourings of sentiment and romance, and lay the scene of

its influence in high life; but, after all, I doubt whether its

sway is not more absolute among females of an humbler sphere.

How often, could we but look into the heart, should we find

the sentiment throbbing ia aU its violence in the bosom of the

poor lady's-maid, rather than in that of the brilhant beauty she

is decking out for conquest ; whose braia is probably bewildered

with beaux, ball-rooms, and wax-hght chandeliers.

With these himible beings, love is an honest, engrossing con-

cern. They have no ideas of settlements, estai)lishments, equi-

pages, and pin-money. The heart—the heart, is aU-in-all with

them, poor things ! There is seldom one of them but has her

love cares, and love secrets ; her doubts, and hopes, and fears,

equal to those of any heroine of romance, and ten times as

sincere. And then, too, there is her secret hoard of love docu-

ments;—the broken sixpence, the gflded brooch, the lock of

hair, the unintelligible love scrawl, all treasured up in her box
of Sunday finery, for private contemplation.

How many crosses and trials is she exposed to from some
lynx-eyed dame, or staid old vestal of a mistress, who keeps
a dragon watch over her virtue, and scouts the lover from
the door! But then, how sweet are the little love scenes,

snatched at distant intervals of holiday, and fondly dwelt on
thTough many a long day of household labour and confine-

ment ! If in the country, it is the dance at the fair or wake,
the interview in the church-yard after service, or the evening
stroll in the green lane. If in town, it is perhaps merely
a stolen moment of delicious talk between the bars of the
area, fearful every instant of being seen; and then, how
Ughtly win the simple creature carol all day afterwards at her
lalDOur

!

Poor baggage! after all her crosses and difficulties, whensho
marries, what is it but to exchange a life of comparative ease
and comfort, for one of toil and uncertainty? Perhaps, too,

the lover for whom in the fondness of her nature she has com
mitted herself to fortune's freaks, turns out a worthless churl,

the dissolute, hard-hearted husband of low hfe ; who, taking to
the ale-house, leaves her to a cheerless home, to labour, penury,
and child-bearing.

When I see poor Phoebe going about with drooping eye, and
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her head hanging "aU o' one side," I cannot help calling tomind the pathetic httle picture drawn by Desdemona:—

My mother had a maid, called Barbara;
She was in love; and he she loved proved mad,
And did forsake her; she had a song of willow
An old thing 'twas; but It express'd her fortune,
And she died singing it.

I hope, however, that a better lot is in reserve for Phoebe
Wilkins, and that she may yet "rule the roast," in the ancient
empire of the Tibbets

! She is not fit to battle with hard hearts
or hard tmies. She was, I am told, the pet of her poor mother
who was proud of the beauty of her child, and brought her up
more tenderly than a village girl ought to be; and ever since
she has been left an orphan, the good ladies at the HaU have
completed the softening and spoihng of her.

I have recently observed her holding long conferences in the
church-yard, and up and down one of the lanes near the vil-
lage, with Shngsby, the schoolmaster. I at first thought the
pedagogue might be touched with the tender malady so preva-
lent in these parts of late; but I did him injustice. Honest
Shngsby, it seems, was a friend and crony of her late father,

the parish clerk; and is on intimate terms with the Tibbets
family. Prompted, therefore, by his good-will towards all par-
ties, and secretly instigated, perhaps, by the managing dame
Tibbets, he has undertaken to talk with Phoebe upon the sub-
ject. He gives her, however, but httle encouragement.
Slingsby has a formidable opinion of the aristocratical feeling of

old Ready-Money, and thinks, if Phoebe were even to make the

matter up with the son, she would find the father totally hos-

tile to the match. The poor damsel, therefore, is reduced
almost to despair; and Slingsby, who is too good-natured not
to sympathize in her distress, has advised her to give up all

thoughts of young Jack, and has proposed as a substitute his

learned coadjutor, the prodigal son. He has even, in the full-

ness of his heart, offered to give up the school-house to them

;

though it would leave him once more adrift in the wide world.
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THE HISTOEIAN.

Hermione. Pray you sit by us.

And tell's a tale.

Mamilius. MeiTy or sad shairt be?

Hermione. As merry as you will.

Mamilius. A sad tale's best for -winter.

I have one of sprites and goblins.

Hermione. Let's have that, sir.

—Winter's Tale.

As this is a story-telling age, I have been tempted occasion-

ally to give the reader one of the many tales that are served

up with supper at the HaU. I might, indeed, have furnished a

series almost equal in number to the Arabian Nights ; but some
were rather hackneyed and tedious ; others I did not feel war-

ranted in betraying into print; and m.any more were of the

old general's relating, and turned principally upon tiger-hunt-

ing, elephant-riding, and Seringapatam ; enhvened by the won-
derful deeds of Tippoo Saib, and the excellent jokes of Major
Pendergast.

I had all along maintained a quiet post at a corner of the

table, where I had been able to indulge my humour imdis-

turbed: hstening attentively when the story was very good,

and dozing a little when it was rather dull, which I consider

the perfection of auditorship.

I was roused the other evening from a slight trance into

which I had fallen during one of the general's histories, by a
sudden call from the Squire to furnish some entertainment of

the kind in my turn. Having been so profound a hstener to

others, I could not in conscience refuse ; but neither my mem-
ory nor invention berag ready to answer so unexpected a
demand, I begged leave to read a manuscript tale from the pen
of my fellow-countryman, the late Mr. Diedrich Knickerbocker,
the historian of New-York. As this ancient chronicler may
not be better known to my readers than he was to the company
at the Hall, a word or two concerning him may not be amiss,
before proceeding to his manuscript.
Diedrich Knickerbocker was a native of New-York, a descen-

dant from one of the ancient Dutch famihes which originally
settled that provioce, and remained there after it was taken
possession of by the EngUsh in 1664. The descendants of these
Dutch families stiU remain in villages and neighbourhoods in
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vunous parts of the country, retaining with singular obstinacy,
the dresses, manners, and even language of their ancestors, and
formmg a very distinct and curious feature in the motley pop-
ulation of the State. In a hamletwhose spire may be seen from
New-York, rising from above the brow of a hill on the opposite
side of the Hudson, many of the old folks, even at the present
day, speak EngMsh with an accent, and the Dominie preachesm Dutch; and so completely is the hereditary love of quiet and
silence maintained, that in one of these drowsy villages, in the
middle of a warm summer's day, the buzzing of a stout blue-
bottle fly will resound from one end of the place to the other.
With the laudable hereditary feehng thus kept up among

these worthy people, did Mr. Knickerbocker undertake to
write a history of his native city, comprising the reign of its
three Dutch governors during the time that it was yet under the
domination of the Hogemnogens of Holland. In the execution
of this design, th3 httle Dutchman has displayed great histori-
cal research, and a wonderfid consciousness of the dignity of
his subject. His work, however, has been so little understood,
as to be pronoimced a mere work of humour, satirizing the fol-

lies of the times, both in politics and morals, and giving whim-
sical views of human nature.

Be this as it may :—among the papers left behind him were
several tales of a lighter nature, apparently thrown together
from materials which he had gathered din-ing his profound
researches for his history, and which he seems to have cast by
with neglect, as unworthy of publication. Some of these hstve

fallen into my hands, by an accident which it is needless at

present to mention ; and one of these very stories, with its pre-

lude in the words of Mr. Knickerbocker, I undertook to read,

by way of acquitting myself of the debt which I owed to the

other story-tellers at the Hall. I subjoin it, for such of my
readers as are fond of stories.*

* I find that the tale of Rip Van Winkle, given in the Sketch-Book, has been dis-

covered by divers writers in magazines to have been founded on a little Geraian
tradition, and the matter has been revealed to the world as if it were a foul

instance of plagiarism marvellously brought to light. In a note which follows

that tale, I had alluded to the superstition on which it was founded, and I thought

a mere allusion was sufBcient. as the tradition was so notorious as to be inserted

in almost every collection of German legends. I had seen it myself in three. I

could hardly have hoped, therefore, in the present age, when every source of ghost

and goblin story is ransacked, that the origin of the tale would escape discovery.

In fact, I had considered popular traditions of the kind as fair foundations for au-

thors of fiction to build upon, and made use of the one in question accordingly. I
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THE HATJNTED HOUSE.

FROM THE MSS. OF THE LATE DIEDEICH KNICKEEBOCKEK;

Formerly, almost every place had a house ot this kind. If a house was seated on

some melancholy place, or built in some old romantic manner, or if any particular

accident had happened in it, such as murder, sudden death, or the Uke, to be

sure that house had a mark set upon it, and was afterwards esteemed the habita-

tion of a ghost.—Boubne's Antiquities,

In the neighbourhood of the ancient city of the Manhattoes,

there stood, not very many years since' an old mansion,

which, when I was a boy, went by the name of the Haunted

House. It was one of the very few remains of the architecture

of the early Dutch settlers, and must have been a house of

some consequence at the time when it was buUt. It consisted

of a centre and two wiags, the gable-ends of which were shaped

like stairs. It was built partly of wood, and partly of small

Dutch bricks, such as the worthy colonists brought with them
from HoUand, before they discovered that bricks could be man-
ufactured elsewhere. The house stood remote frona the road,

in the centre of a large field, with an avenue of old locust *

trees leading up to it, several of which had been shivered by
lightning, and two or three blown down. A few apple-trees

grew straggUng about the field ; there were traces also of what
had been a kitchen-garden ; but the fences were broken down,

the vegetables had disappeared, orhad grown wild, and turned

to little better than weeds, with here and there a ragged rose-

bush, or a tall sunflower shooting up from among brambles,

and hanging its her.d sorrowfully, as if contemplating the sur-

roim.ding desolation. Part of the roof of the old house had
fallen in, the windows were shattered, the panels of the doors

broken, and mended with rough boards ; and there were two
rusty weathercocks at the ends of the house, which made a
great jingHng and whistling as they whirled about, but always
pointed wrong. The appearance of the whole place was forlorn

and desolate, at the best of times ; but, in unruly weather, the
howUng of the wind about the crazy old mansion, the screech-

am not disposed to contest the matter, however, and indeed consider myself so com-
pletely overpaid by the public for my trivial performances, that I am content to

submit to any deduction, which. In their after-thoughts, they may think proper to

make.
* Acacias.
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ing of the weathercocks, the slamming and banging of a few
loose -vmidow-shutters, had altogether so wild and dreary an
efEect, that the neighbourhood stood perfectly in awe of the
place, and pronounced it the rendezvous of hobgoblins. I
recollect the old building well; for I remember how many
times, when an idle, unlucky urchin, I have prowled round its

precincts, with some of my graceless companions, on hohday
afternoons, when out on a freebooting cruise among the
orchards. There was a tree standing near the house, that bore
the most beautiful and tempting fruit ; but then it was on
enchanted ground, for the place was so charmed by frightful

stories that we dreaded to approach it. Sometimes we would
venture in a body, and get near the Hesperian tree, keeping an
eye upon the old mansion, and darting fearful glances into its

shattered window; when, just as we were about to seize upon
our prize, an exclamation from some one of the gang, or an
accidental noise, would throw us all into a panic, and we would
scamper headlong from the place, nor stop until we had got

quite into the road. Then there were sure to be a host of fear-

ful anecdotes told of strange cries and groans, or of some
hideous face suddenly seen staring out of one of the windows.

By degrees we ceased to venture into these lonely grounds,

but would stand at a distance and throw stones at the build-

ing; and there was something fearfully pleasing in the sotmd,

as they rattled along the roof, or sometimes struck some jing-

ling fragments of glass out of the windows.

The origin of this house was lost in the obscurity that covers

the early period of the province, while imder the government of

their high mightinesses the states-general. Some reported it to

have been a country residence of Wilhelmus Kieft, commonly
called the Testy, one of the Dutch governors of New-Amster-

dam; others said that it had been built by a naval commander
who served under Van Tromp, and who, on being disappointed

of preferment, retired from the service in disgust, became a

philosopher through sheer spite, and brought over all his

wealth to the province, "that he might Mve according to his

humour, and despise the world. The reason of its having

fallen to decay, was Mkewise a matter of dispute ; some said

that it was in chancery, and had already cost more than its

worth in legal expenses ; but the most current, and, of course,

the most probable acjcount, was that it was haunted, and that

nobody could live quietly in it. There can, in fact, be very

little doubt that this last was the case, there were so many
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corroborating stories to prove it,—^not an old woman in the

lieighbourhood but could furnish at least a score. There was a

gray-headed curmudgeon of a negro that hved hard by, who
had a whole budget of them to teU, many of which had happened

to himself. I recoUect many a time stopping with my school-

mates, and getting him to relate some. The old crone hved in

a hovel, in the midst of a small patch of potatoes and Indian

corn, which his master had given bim on setting him free.

He would come to us, with his hoe in his hand, and as we sat

perched, Uke a row of swallows, on the raU of the fence, in the

mellow twilight of a simuner evening, he would teU us such

fearful stories, accompanied by such awful rollings of his

white eyes, that we were almost afraid of our own footsteps as

we returned home afterwards in the dark.

Poor old Pompey ! many years are past since he died, and
went to keep company with the ghosts he was so fond of talk-

ing about. He was buried in a comer of his own httle potato-

patch; the plough soon passed over his grave, and levelled it

with the rest of the field, and nobody thought any more of the

gray-headed negro. By a siagular chance, 1 was stroULng in that

neighbourhood several years afterwards, when I had grown
up to be a young man, and I found a knot of gossips speculating

on a skuU which had just been turned up by a ploughshare.
They of course determined it to be the remains of some one that

had been murdered, and they had raked up with it some of

the traditionary tales of the haunted house. I knew it at once
to be the relic of poor Pompey, but I held my tongue ; for I

am too considerate of other people's enjoyment, ever to mar a
story of a ghost or a murder. I took care, however, to see the
bones of my old friend once more buried in a place where they
were not likely to be disturbed. As I sat on the turf and
watched the interment, I fell into a long conversation with an
old gentleman of the neighbourhood, John Josse Vandermoere,
a pleasant gossiping man, whose whole hfe was spent in hear-
ing and telling the news of the province. He recollected old
Pompey, and his stories about the Haimted House; but he as-

sured me he could give me one still more strange than any that
Pompey had related: and on my expressing a great curiosity
to hear it, he sat down beside me on the turf, and told the
following tale. I have endeavoured to give it as nearly as
possible in his words ; but it is now many years since, and I

am grown old, and my memory is not over-good. I cannot
therefore vouch for the language, but I am always scrupulous
as to facts. D. EL
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DOLPH HEYLIGER.

" I take the town of Concord, where I dwell,
All Kilboru be my witness, if I were not
Begot in bashfuluess, brought up in shamefacedness.
I^et 'un bring a dog but to my vace that can
Zay I have beat 'un, and without a vault;
Or but a cat will swear upon a book,
1 have as much as zet a vire her tail.

And I'll give him or her a crown for 'mends."—TaJe of a Tub.

In the early time of the province of New-York, wHle it

groaned under the tyranny of the Enghsh governor, Lord
Cornhury, who carried his cruelties towards the Dutch inhabi-
tants so far as to allow no Dominie, or schoolmaster, to ofllciate

in their language, without his special license ; about this time,
there Mved in the jolly Uttle old city of the Manhattoes, a kind
motherly dame, known by the name of Dame Heyhger. She
was the widow of a Dutch sea-captain, who died suddenly of a
fever, in consequence of working too hard, and eating too
heartily, at the time when aH the inhabitants turned out in a
panic, to fortify the place against the invasion of a small
French privateer.* He left her with very little money, and ono
infant son, the only survivor of several children. The good
woman h.ad need of much management, to make both ends
meet, and keep up a decent appearance. However, as her hus-

band had fallen a victim to his zeal for the public safety, it

was universally agreed that " something ought to be done for

the widow;" and on the hopes of this "something" she hved
tolerably for some years ; in the meantime, every body pitied

and spoke well of her; and that helped along..

She hved in a small house, in a small street, called Garden-
street, very probably from a garden which may have flourished

there some time or other. As her necessities every year grew
greater, and the talk of the public about doing '

' something for

her" grew less, she had to cast about for some mode of doing

something for herself, by way of helping out her slender means,

and maintaining her independence, of which she was somewhat
tenacious.

Living in a mercantile town, she had caught something of

the spirit, and determined to ventm-e a Mttle in the great lot-

*1705.
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tery of commerce. On a sudden, therefore, to the great sur-

prise of the street, there appeared at her window a grand array

of gingerbread kings and queens, with their arms stuck

a-kimbo, after the invariable royal manner. There were also

several broken tumblers, some filled with sugar-plmias, some
with marbles; there were, moreover, cakes of various kinds,

and barley sugar, and Holland doUs, and wooden horses, with

here and there gilt-covered picture-books, and now and then a

skein of thread, or a danghng pound of candles. At the door

of the house sat the good old dame's cat, a decent demure-look-

ing personage, that seemed to scan every body that passed, to

criticise their dress, and now and then to stretch her neck,

and look out with sudden curiosity, to see what was going on
at the other end of the street ; bvit if by chance any idle vaga-

bond dog came by, and offered to be uncivil—hoity-toity !—how
she would bristle up, and growl, and spit, and strike out her
paws ! she was as indignant as ever was an ancient and ugly

spinster, on the approach of some graceless profligate.

But though the good woman had to come down to these

humble means of subsistence, yet she stUl kept up a feeling of

family pride, having descended from the Vanderspiegels, of

Amsterdam; and she had the family arms painted and framed,
and hung over her mantel-piece. She was, in truth, much re-

spected by all the poorer people of the place ; her house was
quite a resort of the old wives of the neighbourhood ; they would
drop in there of a winter's afternoon, as she sat knitting on
one side of her fire-place, her cat purring on the other, and the
tea-kettle singing before it ; and they woiild gossip with her
imtU late in the evening. There was always an arm-chair for
Peter de Groodt, sometimes called Long Peter, and sometimes
Peter Longlegs, the clerk and sexton of the little Lutheran
church, who was her great crony, and indeed the oracle of her
fire-side. Nay, the Dominie himself did not disdain, now and
then, to step in, converse about the state of her mind, and take
a glass of her special good cherry-brandy. Indeed, he never
failed to call on new-year's day, and wish her a happy new
year; and the good dame, who was a little vain on some points,
always piqued herself on giving him as large a cake as any one
in town.

I have said that she had one son. He was the child of her
old age; but could hardly be called the comfort—for, of all un-
lucky urchins, Dolph Heyliger was the most mischievous.
Not that the whipster was really vicious; he was only full of
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fun and frolic, aad had that daring, gamesome spirit, which is
extolled in a rich man's child, but execrated in a poor man's.
He was continually getting into scrapes: his mother was in-
cessantly harassed with complaints of some waggish pranks
which he had played off ; bills were sent in for windows that he
had broken; in a word, he had not reached his fourteenth year
before he was pronounced, by all the neighbourhood, to be a
"wicked dog, the wickedest dog in the street!" Nay, one old
gentleman, in a claret-coloured coat, with a thia red face, and
ferret eyes, went so far as to assure Dame Heyhger, that her
son would, one day or other, come to the gallows

!

Yet, notwithstanding all this, the poor old soul loved 'her
boy. It seemed as though she loved him the better, the worse
he behaved; and that he grew more in her favour, the more he
grew out of favour with the world. Mothers are fooKsh, fond-
hearted beings; there's no reasoning them out of their dotage;
and, indeed, this poor woman's child was all that was left to
love her in this world;—so we must not think it hard tliat she'

turned a deaf ear to her good friends, who sought to prove to

her that Dolph would come to a halter.

To do the varlet justice, too, he was strongly attached to his

parent. He would not wUHngly have given her pain on any
account; and when he had been doing wrong, it was but for

him. to catch his poor mother's eye fixed wistfully and sorrow-

fully upon him, to fill his heart with bitterness and contrition.

But he was a heedless youngster, and could not, for the life of

him, resist any new temptation to fim and mischief. Though
quick at his learning, whenever he could be brought to apply

himself, yet he was always prone to be led away by idle com-

pany, and would play truant to hunt after birds'-nests, to rob

orchards, or to swim in the Hudson.

In this way he grew up, a tall, lubberly boy ; and his mother

began to be greatly perplexed what to do with him, or how to

put him in a way to do for himself; for he had acquired such

an unlucky reputation, that no one seemed willing to employ

him.

Many were the consultations that she held with Peter de

Groodt, the clerk and sexton, who was her prime counsellor.

Peter was as much perplexed as herself, for he had no great

opinion of the boy, and thought he would never come to good.

He at one time advised her to send him to sea—a piece of advice

only given in the most desperate cases; but Dame Heyliger

would not listen to such an idea; she could not think of letting
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Dolph go out of her sight. She was sitting one day knitting

by her fireside, in great perplexity, -when the sexton entered

with an air of unusual vivacity and briskness. He had just

come from a funeral. It had been that of a boy of Dolph's

years, who had been apprentice to a famous German doctor,

and had died of a consumption. It is true, there had been a

whisper that the deceased had been brought to his end by being

made the subject of the doctor's experiments, on which he was
apt to try the effects of a new compound, or a quieting draught.

This, however, it is Mkely, was a mere scandal; at any rate,

Peter de Groodt did not think it worth mentioning ; though,

had we time to philosophize, it would be a curious matter for

speculation, why a doctor's family is apt to be so lean and
cadaverous, and a butcher's so joUy and rubicimd. '

Peter de Groodt, as I said before, entered the house of Dame
Heyhger, with unusual alacrity. He was full of a bright idea

that had popped into his head at the funeral, and over which
lie had chuckled as he shovelled the earth into the grave of the

doctor's disciple. It had occurred to him, that, as the situation

of the deceased was vacant at the doctor's, it would be the veiy
place for Dolph. The boy had parts, and could pound a pestle

and run an errand with any boy in the town—and what more
was wanted in a student?

The suggestion of the sage Peter was a vision of glory to the

mother. She already saw Dolph, in her mind's eye, with a
cane at his nose, a knocker at his door, and an M. D. at the end
of his name—one of the estabUshed dignitaries of the town.

The matter, once undertaken, was soon effected ; the sexton
had some influence with the doctor, they having had much
dealing together in the way of their separate professions ; and
the very next morning he called and conducted the urchin,
clad in his Sunday clothes, to vmdergo the inspection of Dr.
Karl Lodovick Knipperhausen.
They found the doctor seated in an elbow-chair, in one comer

of his study, or laboratory, with a large volume, in German
print, before Mm. He was a short, fat man, with a dark,
square face, rendered more dark by a black velvet cap. He
had a Uttle, knobbed nose, not unlike the ace of spades, with a
pair of spectacles gleaming on each side of his dusky counte-
nance, Uke a couple of bow-windows.
Dolph felt struck with awe, on entering into the presence of

this learned man ; and gazed about him with boyish wonder at
the furniture of this chamber of knowledge, which appeared
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to him almost as the den of a magician. In the centre stood a
claw-footed table, with pestle and mortar, phials and gallipots,
and a pair of small, burnished scales. At one end was a heavy-
clothes-press, tmTied into a receptacle for drugs and compounds;
against which himg the doctor's hat and cloak, and gold-headed
cane, and on the top grinned a human skuU. Along the mantel-
piece were glass vessels, in which were snakes and lizards, and
a himaan foetus preserved in spirits. A closet, the doors of
which were taken off, contained three whole shelves of books,
and some, too, of mighty folio dimensions—a collection, the
like of which Dolph had never before beheld. As, however,
the library did not take up the whole of the closet, the doctor's

thrifty housekeeper had occupied the rest with pots of pickles

and preserves; and had hung about the room, among awful
implements of the healing art, strings of red pepper and cor-

pulent cucumbers, carefully preserved for seed.

Peter de Groodt, and his protege, were received with great
gravity and stateliness by the doctor, who was a very wise,

dignified little man, and never smiled. He surveyed Dolph
from head to foot, above, and under, and through his spectacles

;

and the poor lad's heart quailed as these great glasses glared on
him like two fuU moons. The doctor heard all that Peter de

Groodt had to say in favour of the youthful candidate ; and
then, wetting his thumb with the end of his tongue, he began
deMberately to turn over page after page of the great black

volume before him. At length, after many hinns and haws,

and strokLngs of the chin, and all that hesitation and deUbera-

tion with which a wise man proceeds to do what he intended to

do from the very first, the doctor agreed to take the lad as a
disciple ; to give binn bed, board, and clothing, and to instruct

bim in the healing art ; in return for which, he was to have his

services until his twenty-first year.

Behold, then, our hero, all at once transformed from an
unlucky urchin, running wild about the streets, to a student

of medicine, diligently pounding a pestle, under the auspices of

the learned Doctor Earl Lodovick Knipperhausen. It was a

happy transition for his fond old mother. She was delighted

with the idea of her boy's being brought up worthy of his

anceetors; and anticipated the day when he would be able to

hold up his head with the lawyer, that lived in the large house

opposite; or, peradventure, with the Dominie himself.

Doctor Knipperhausen was a native of the Palatinate of G-or-

many ; fromwhence, in company with many of Ms countrymen.
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he had taken refuge in England, on account of religious perse-

cution. He was one of nearly three thousand Palatines, who
came over from England in 1710, under the protection of

Governor Hunter. Where the doctor had studied, how he had
acquired his medical knowledge, and where he had received

Ms diploma, it is hard at present to say, for nobody knew at

the time
;
yet it is certain that his profound skill and abstruse

knowledge were the talk and wonder of the common people,

far and near.

His practice was totally d'fEe'^ent from that of any other

physician ; consisting in mysterio-is compounds, known only to

himself, in the preparing and administering of which, it was
said, he always consulted the stars. So high an opinion was
entertained of his skill, particidarly by the German and Dutch
inhabitants, that they always resorted to him in desperate

cases. He was one of those infallible doctors, that are always
effecting sudden and surprising cures, when the patient has
been given up by all the regular physicians; unless, as is

shrewdly observed, the case has been left too long before it

was put into their hands. The doctor's hbrary was the talk

and marvel of the neighbourhood, I might almost say of the

entu-e burgh. The good people looked with reverence at a man
that had read three whole shelves full, of books, and some of

them, too, as large as a family Bible. There were many dis-

putes among the members of the little Lutheran church, as to

which was the wiser man, the doctor or the Dominie. Some
of "his admirers even went so far as to say, that he knew more
than the governor himself—^Ln a word, it was thought that
there was no end to his knowledge

!

No sooner was Dolph received into the doctor's family, than
he was put in possession of the lodging of his predecessor. It

was a garret-room of a steep-roofed Dutch house, where the
rain patted on the shingles, and the lightning gleamed, and the
wind piped through J;he crannies in stormy weather; and
where whole troops of'himgry rats, like Don Cossacks, galloped
about in defiance of traps and ratsbane.
He was soon up to his ears in medical studies, being employed,

morning, noon, and night, in rolling pills, filtering tinctures,
or pounding the pestle and mortar, in one comer of the labora-
tory; wlnle the doctor would take his seat in another corner,
when he had nothing else to do, or expected visitors, and,
arrayed in his morning-gown and velvet cap, would pore over
the contents of some folio volume. It is true, that tlic regular
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tlmnping of Dolph's pestle, or, perhaps, the drowsy buzzing of
the summer flies, would now and then lull the httle man into a
slumber; but then his spectacles were always wide awake, and
studiously regarding the book.
There was another personage in the house, however, to whom

Dolph was obliged to pay allegiance. Though a bachelor, and
a man of such great dignity and importance, yet the doctor
was, like many other wise men, subject to petticoat govern-
ment. He was completely under the sway of his housekeeper

;

a spare, busy, fretting housewife, in a little, round, quilted,
German cap, with a, huge bunch of keys jinghng at the girdle
of an exceedingly long waist. Frau Use (or Frow lisy, as it

was pronounced) had accompanied him in his various migra
tions from Germany to England, and from England to the
province; managiug his establishment and himself too: ruling
him, it is true, with a gentle hand, but carrying a high hand
with aU the world beside. How she had acquired such ascen-
dency, I do not pretend to say. People, it is true, did talk^
but have not people been prone to talk ever since the world
began? Who can tell how women generally contrive to get the
upper hand? A husband, it is true, may now and then be
master in his own house ; but who ever knew a bachelor that

was not managed by his housekeeper?
Indeed, Frau Hsy's power was not confined to the doctor's

household. She was one of those prying gossips that know
every one's business betterthan they do themselves ; and whose
all-seeing eyes, and ali-telhng tongues, are terrors throughout

a neighbourhood.
Nothing of any moment transpired in the world of scandal of

this little burgh, but it was known to Frau Ilsy. She had her

crew of cronies, that were perpetually hurrjlng to her httle

parlour, with some precious bit of news ; nay, she would some-

times discuss a whole volume of secret history, as she held the

street-door ajar, and gossiped with one of these garrulous

cronies in the very teeth of a December blast.

Between the doctor and the housekeeper, it may easily be

supposed that Dolph had a busy hfe of it. As Frau Hsy kept

the keys, and literally ruled the roast, it was starvation to

offend her, though he found the study of her temper more per-

plexing even than that of medicine. When not busy in the

laboratory, she kept him running hither and thither on her

errands; and on Sundays he was obhged to accompany her to

and from church, and carry her Bible. M^JiJ ^ ti™? ^^ t'^®
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{)oor varlet stood shivering and blowing his fingers, or holding

his frost-bitten nose, in the church-yard, while Ilsy and her

cronies were huddled together, wagging their heads, and tear-

tag some unlucky character to pieces.

With aU his advantages, however, Dolph made very slow

progress in his art. This was no fault of the doctor's, certainly,

for he took unwearied pains with the lad, keeping him close to

the pestle and mortar, or on the trot about town with phials

and pill-boxes ; and if he ever flagged in his industry, which he
was rather apt to do, the doctor would fly into a passion, and
ask him if he ever expected to learn his profession, imless he
applied himself closer to the study. The fact is, he stUl retained

the fondness for sport and mischief that had marked his child-

hood ; the habit, indeed, had strengthened with his years, and
gained force from being thwarted and constrained. He daily

grew more and more untractable, and lost favour in the eyes

both of the doctor and the housekeeper.

In the meantime the doctor went on, waxiag wealthy and
renowned. He was famous for his skill in managing cases not
laid down in the books. He had cured several old women and
young girls of witchcraft; a terrible complaint, nearly as
prevalent in the province in those days as hydrophobia is at
present. He had even restored one strapping country girl to
perfect health, who had gone so far as to vomit crooked pins
and needles; which is considered a desperate stage of the
malady. It was whispered, also, that he was possessed of the
art of preparing love-powders; and many applications had he
in consequence from love-sick patients of both sexes. But aU
these cases formed the mysterious part of his practice, in which,
according to the cant phrase, "secrecy and honour might be
depended on." Dolph, therefore, was obhged to turn out of
the study whenever such consultations occurred, though it is

said he learnt more of the secrets of the art at the key-hole,
than by all the rest of his studies put together.
As the doctor increased in wealth, he began to extend his

possessions, and to look forward, like other great, men, to the
time when he should retire to the repose of a country-seat. For
this purpose he had purchased a farm, or, as the Dutch settlers
called it, a bowerie, a few miles from town. It had been the
residence of a wealthy family, that had returned some time
since to Holland. A large mansion-house stood in the centre of
it, very much out of repair, and which, in consequence of cer-
tain reports, had received the appellation of the Haunted
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House. Either feom these reports, or from its actual dreariness,
the doctor had found it impossible to get a tenant ; and, that
the place might not fall to ruin before he could reside in it him-
self, he had placed a country boor, with his family, ia one wiag,
with the privilege of cultivating the farm on shares.
The doctor now felt all the dignity of a landholder rising

within liim. He had a httle of the German pride of territory
ia his composition, and almost looked upon himself as owner
of a principality. He began to complain of the fatigue of busi-
ness; and was fond of riding out "to look at his estate." His
httle expeditions to his lands were attended with a bustle and
parade that created a sensation throughout the neighbourhood.
His wall-eyed horse stood, stamping and whisking off the flies,

for a full hour before the house. Then the doctor's saddle-bags
would be brought out and adjusted ; then, after a httle while,

his cloak would be roUed up and strapped to the saddle; then
his umbrella would be buckled to the cloak; whQe, in the
meantime, a group of ragged boys, that observant class of

beings, would gather before the door. At length, the doctor

would issue forth, in a pair of jack-boots that reached above
his knees, and a cocked hat flapped down in-front. As he was a

short, fat man, he took some time to mount into the saddle

;

and when there, he took some time to have the saddle and
stirrups properly adjusted, enjoying the wonder and admira-

tion of the urchin crowd. Even after he had set off, he woiild

pause in the middle of the street, or trot back two or three

times to give some parting orders ; which were answered by
the housekeeper from the door, or Dolph from the study, or

the black cook from the cellar, or the chambermaid from the

garret-window; and there -were generally some last words

bawled after him, just as he was tinning the corner.

The whole neighbourhood would be aroused by thispomp and
circumstance. The cobbler would leave his last; the barber

would thrust out his frizzed head, with a comb sticking in it;

a knot would collect at the grocer's door; and the word would

be buzzed from one end of the street to the other, "The doctor's

riding out to his country-seat !"

These were golden moments for Dolph. No sooner was the

doctor out of sight, than pestle and mortar were abandoned

;

the laboratory was left to take care of itself, and the student

was off on some madcap frolic.

Indeed, it must be confessed, the youngster, as he grew up,

seemed m a fair way to fulfil the prediction of the old claret-
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coloured gentleman. He was the ringleader of all holiday

sports, and midnight gambols; ready for all kinds of mischiev-

ous pranks, and harebrained adventures.

There is nothing so troublesome as a hero on a small scale,

or, rather, a hero in a small town. Dolph soon became the ab-

horrence of all drowsy, housekeeping old citizens, who hated

noise, and had no relish for waggery. The good dames, too,

considered him as Mttie better than a reprobate, gathered their

daughters imder their wings whenever he approached, and
pointed him out as a warning to their sons. No one seemed to

hold him in much regard, excepting the wild striplings of the

plaoe, who were captivated by his open-hearted, daring man-
ners, and the negroes, who always look upon every idle, do-

nothing youngster as a kind of gentleman. Even the good
Peter de Groodt, who had considered himself a kind of patron
of the lad, began to despair of him ; and would shake his head
dubiously, as he listened to a long complaint from the house-
keeper, and sipped a glass of her raspberry brandy.

StiU his mother was not to be wearied out of her affection,

by all the waywardness of her boy; nor disheartened by the
stories of his misdeeds, with which her good friends were con-

tinually regaling her. She had, it is true, very little of the
pleasure which rich people enjoy, in always hearing their chil-

dren praised ; but she considered all this Ul-wiU as a kind of

persecution which he sufiEered, and she Mked him the better on
that account. She saw him growing up, a fine, taU, good-look-

ing youngster, and she looked at him. with the secret pride of a
mother's heart. It was her great desire that Dolph should
appear Uke a gentleman, and all the money she could save
went towards helping out his pocket and his wardrobe. She
would look out of the window after him, as he sallied forth in
his best array, and her heart would yearn with delight ; and
once, when Peter de Groodt, struck with the youngster's
gallant appearance on a bright Sunday morning, observed,
"Well, after aU, Dolph does grow a comely fellow !" the tear
of pride started into the mother's eye: "All, neighbour! neigh-
bour!" exclaimed she, "they may say what they please; poor
Dolph will yet hold up his head with the best of them."
Dolph Heyliger had now nearly attained his one-and-twenti-

eth year, and the term of his medical studies was just expiring;
yet it must be confessed that he knew little more of the pre
fession than when he first entered the doctor's doors. This
nowever, could not be from want of quickness of paints, for he
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showed amazing aptness in mastering other branches of knowl-
edge, which he could only have studied at intervals. He was,
for instance, a sure marksman, and won all the geese and
turkeys at Christmas holidays. He was a hold rider; he was
famous for leaping and wi-estling; he played tolerably on the
fiddle ; could swim Uke a fish ; and was the best hand in the
whole place at fives or nine-pias.

All these accomphshments, however, procured him no favour
in the eyes of the doctor, who grew more and more crabbed
and intolerant, the nearer the term of apprenticeship ap-

proached. Frau nsy, too, was for ever finding some occasion

to raise a windy tempest about his ears ; and seldom encoun-

tered Vn'm about the house, without a clatter of the tongue ; so

that at length the jinghng of her keys, as s^e approached, was
to Dolph Uke the ringing of the prompter's beU, that gives

notice of a theatrical thunder-storm. Nothing but the infinite

good-humour of the heedless youngster, enabled him to hear all

this domestic tyramay without open rebellion. It was evident

that the doctor and his housekeeper were preparing to beat the

poor youth out of the nest, the moment his term should have

expired; a shorthand mode wMch the doctor had of providing

for useless disciples.

Indeed, the Uttle man had been rendered more than usually

irritable lately, in consequence of various cares and vexations

which his country estate had brought upon him. The doctor

had been repeatedly annoyed by the nunours and tales which

prevailed concerning the old mansion; and foimd it difficult to

prevail even upon the countryman and his family to remain

there rent-free. Every time he rode out to the farm, he was

teased by some fresh complaint of strange noises and fearful

sights, with which the tenants were disturbed at night
;
and

the doctor would come home fretting and fuming, and vent his

spleen upon the whole household. It was indeed a sore griev-

ance that affected him both in pride and purse. He was

threatened with an absolute loss of the profits of his property;

and then, what a blow to his territorial consequence, to be the

landlord of a haunted house

!

It was observed, however, that with all his vexation, the

doctor never proposed to sleep in the house himself ;
nay, he

could never be prevailed upon to remain in the premises after

dark, but made the best of his way for town, as soon as the

bats began to flit about in the twilight. The fact was, the doc-

tor had a secret belief in ghosts, having passed the early part
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of his life in a country where they particularly abound ; and
indeed the story went, that, when a boy, he had once seen the

devil upon the Hartz moiuitains in Germany.
At length, the doctor's vexations on this head were brought

to a crisis. One morning, as he sat dozing over a volume in

his study, he was suddenly started from his slumbers by the

bustling in of the housekeeper.

"Here's a fine to do!" cried she, as she entered the room.
"Here's Glaus Hopper come in, bag and baggage, from the
farm, and swear's he'll have nothing more to do with it. The
whole family have been frightened out of their wits ; for there's

such racketing and rummaging about the old house, that they
can't sleep quiet in their beds !"

" Donner und blitzen !" cried the doctor, impatiently; "will

they never have done chattering about that house? What a
pack of fools, to let a few rats and mice frighten them out of

good quarters I"

" Nay, nay," said the housekeeper, wagging her head know-
ingly, and piqued at having a good ghost story doubted,
"there's more in it than rats and mice. All the neighbour-
hood talks about the house; and then such sights have been
seen in it ! Peter de Groodt tells me, that the family that sold

you the house and went to Holland, dropped several strange
hints about it, and said, ' they wished you joy of your bargain ;

'

and you know yourself there's no getting any family to Mve
in it."

"Peter de Groodt's a ninny—an old woman," said the doctor,
peevishly; " Pll warrant he's been filling these people's heads
full of stories. It's just like his nonsense about the ghost that
haunted the church belfry, as an excuse for not ringing the
bell that cold night when Harmanus BrinkerhofE's house was
on fire. Send Glaus to me."
Glaus Hopper now made his appearance: a simple country

lout, full of awe at finding himself in the very study of Dr.
Knipperhausen, and too much embarrassed to enter into much
detail of the matters that had caused his alarm. He stood
twirling his hat in one hand, resting sometjmes on one leg,

sometimes on the other, looking occasionally at the doctor, and
now and then stealing a fearful glance at the death's-head that
seemed ogling him from the top of the clothes-press.
The doctor tried every means to persuade him to return to

the farm, but all in vain ; he maintained a dogged determina-
tion on the subject; and at the close of every argument or
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solicitation, -would make the same brief, inflexible reply, "Ich
kan nicht, mynheer." The doctor was a "little pot, and soon
hot ;" his patience was exhausted by these continual vexations

about his estate. The stubborn refusal of Glaus Hopper seemed
to him like flat rebellion; his temper suddenly boiled over, and
Claus was glad to m.ake a rapid retreat to escape scalding.

When the bumpkin got to the housekeeper's room, he found
Peter de Groodt, and several other true believers, ready to

receive him. Here he indemnified himself for the restraint he
had suffered in the study, and opened a budget of stories about
the haunted house that astonished all his hearers. The house-

keeper believed them all, i£ it was only to spite the doctor for

having received her intelligence so uncoiorteously. Peter de
Groodt matched them with many a wonderful legend of the

times of the Dutch dynasty, and of the Devil's Stepping-stones

;

and of the pirate that was hanged at Gibbet Island, and con-

tinued to swing there at night long after the gaUowswas taken

down ; and of the ghost of the unfortunate Governor Leisler,

who was hanged for treason, which haunted the old fort and
the government house. The gossiping knot dispersed, each

charged with direful intelligence. The sexton disburdened

himself at a vestry nieeting that "v^^as held that very day, and
the black cook forsook her kitchen, and spent half the day at

the street pump, that gossiping place of servants, dealing forth

the news to all that came for water. In a Mttle time, the whole

town was in a buzz with tales about the haunted house. Some
said that Claus Hopper had seen the devil, while others hinted

that the house was haunted by the ghosts of some of the

patients whom the doctor had physicked out of the world, and

that was the reason why he did not venture to hve in it him-

self.

All this put the httle doctor in a terrible fume. He threat-

ened vengeance on any one who should affect the value of his

property by exciting popular prejudices. He complained

loudly of thus being in a manner dispossessed of his territories

by mere bugbears; but he secretly determined to have the

house exorcised by the Dominie. Great was his reKef, there-

fore, when, in the midst of his perplexities, Dolph stepped

forward and undertook to garrison the haunted house. The

youngster had been listening to all the stories of Claus Hopper

and Peter de Groodt: he was fond of adventure, he loved the

marvellous, and his imagination had become quite excited by

these tales of wonder. Besides, he had led such an uncomfort-
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able life at the doctor's, being subjected to the intolerable

thraldom of early hours, that he was dehghted at the prospect

of having a house to himself, even though it should be a
haunted one. His offer was eagerly accepted, and it was de-

termined that he should mount guard that very night. His
only stipulation was, that the enterprise should be kept secret

from his mother; for he knew the poor soul would not sleep a
wink, if she knew that her son was waging war with the

powers of darkness.

When night came on, he set out on this perilous expedition.

The old black cook, his only friend in the household, had pro-

vided him with a little mess for supper, and a rushlight ; and
she tied round his neck an amulet, given her by an African

conjurer, as a charm agaiast evU spirits. Dolph was escorted

on his way by the doctor and Peter de Groodt, who h^d agreed

to accompany him to the house, and to see him safe lodged.

The night was overcast, and it was very dark when they
arrived at the grounds which surrounded the mansion. The
sexton led the way with a lantern. As they walked along the
avenue of acacias, the fitful hght, catching from bush to bush,
and tree to tree, often startled the doughty Peter, and made
him fall back upon his followers; and the doctor grabbed stiU
closer hold of Dolph's arm, observing that the ground was
very shppery and uneven. At one time they" were nearly put
to a total rout by a bat, which came flitting about the lan-
tern; and the notes of the insects from the trees, and the froo^
from a neighbouring pond, formed a most drowsy and doleftd
concert.

The front door of the mansion opened with a grating sound,
that made the doctor turn pale. They entered a tolerably
large hall, such as is common in American country-houses,
and which serves for a sitting-room in warm weather. From
hence they went up a wide staircase, that groaned and creaked
as mey trod, every step making its particular note, hke thekey of a harpsichord. This led to another haU on the second
story, trom whence they entered the room where Dolph was
to sleep. It was large, and scantily furnished; the shutters
were closed

;
but as they were much broken, there was no want

of a cu-culation of air. It appeared to have been that sacred
chamber, known among Dutch housewives by the name of
"the best bed-room;" which is the best furnished room in the
house, but in which scarce anybody is ever permitted to sleep.
Its splendour, however, was all at an end. There were a few
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broken articles of furniture about the room, and in the centre
stood a heavy deal table and a large arm-chaii-, both of which
had the look of being coeval with the mansion. The fire-place
was wide, and had been faced with Dutch tHes, representing
scripture stories; but some of them had fallen out of their
places, and lay shattered about the hearth. The sexton had ht
the rushhght; and the doctor, looking fearfully about the
room, was just exhorting Dolph to be of good cheer, and to
pluck up a stout heart, when a noise in the chimney, like
voices and struggling, struck a sudden panic into the sexton.
He took to his heels with the lantern; the doctor followed hard
after him; the stairs groaned and creaked as they hurried
down, increasing then- agitation and speed by its noises. The
front door slammed after them; and Dolph heard them scrab-
bling down the avenue, tUl the sound of their feet was lost in
the distance. That he did not join in this precipitate retreat,
might have been owing to his possessing a little more courage
than his companions, or perhaps that he had caught a glimpse
of the cause of their dismay, in a nest of chimney swallows,
that came tumbling down into the fire-place.

Being now left to himself, he secured the front door by a
strong bolt and bar; and having seen that the other entrances

were fastened, he returned to his desolate chamber. Having
made his supper from the basket which the good old cook had
provided, he locked the chamber door, and retired to rest on a

mattress in one comer. The night was caim and stiU; and
nothing broke upon the profound quiet but the lonely chirping

of a cricket from the chimney of a distant chamber. The
rushhght, which stood in the centre of the deal table, shed a
feeble yellow ray, dimly illumining the chamber, and making
uncouth shapes and shadows on the walls, from the clothes

which Dolph had thrown over a chair.

With all his boldness of heart, there was something subduing
in this desolate scene ; and he felt his spirits flag within him,

as he lay on his hard bed and gazed about the room. He was
turning over in his mind his idle habits, his doubtful prospects,

and now and then heaving a heavy sigh, as he thought on his

poor old mother; for there is nothing like the silence and lone-

liness of night to bring dark shadows over the brightest mind.

By-and-by, he thought he heard a sound as if some one was
walking below stairs. He listened, and distinctly heard a step

on the great staircase. It approached solemnly and slowly,

tramp—^tramp—tramp ! It was evidently the tread of some
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heavy personage; and yet how could he have got into the

house without making a noise? He had examined all the

fastenings, and was certain that every entrance was secure.

Still the steps advanced, tramp—^tramp—^tramp! It was evi-

dent that the person approaching could not he a rohher—the

step was too loud and dehberate; a robber would either be
stealthy or precipitate. And now the footsteps had ascended
the staircase ; they were slowly advancing along the passage,

resounding through the silent and empty apartments. The
very cricket had ceased its melancholy note, and nothing
interrupted their awful distinctness. The door, which had
been locked on the inside, slowly swung open, as if self-moved.

The footsteps entered the room ; but no one was to be seen.

They passed slowly and audibly across it, tramp—tramp

—

tramp ! but whatever made the soimd was invisible. Dolph
rubbed his eyes, and stared about him; he could see to every
part of the dimly-Hghted chamber; all was vacant; yet still

he heard those mysterious footsteps, solenmly walking about
the chamber. They ceased, and all was dead silence. There
was something more appalling in this invisible visitation, than
there would have been in anything that addressed itself to the

eyesight. It was awfully vague and indefinite. He felt his

heart beat agaiast his ribs; a cold sweat broke out upon his

forehead ; he lay for some time in a state of violent agitation

;

nothing, however, occurred to increase his alarm. His Ught

gradually burnt down into the socket, and he fell asleep.

When he awoke it was broad dayhght; the sun was peering

through the cracks of the window-shutters, and the birds were
merrily singing about the house. The bright, cheery day soon-

put to flight all the terrors of the preceding night. Dolph
laughed, or rather tried to laugh, at aU that had passed, and
endeavoured to persuade himself that it was a mere freak of

the imagination, conjured up by the stories he had heard ; but
he was a httle puzzled to find the door of his room locked on
the inside, notwithstanding that he had positively seen it

swing open as the footsteps had entered. He returned to town
in a state of considerable perplexity ; but he determined to say
nothing on the subject, until his doubts were either confirmed
or removed by another night's watching. His silence was a
grievous disappointment to the gossips who had gathered at
the doctor's mansion. They had prepared their minds to hear
direful tales ; and they were ahnost in a rage at being assured
that he had nothing to relate.
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The next niglit, then, Dolph repeated his vigil. He now
entered the house with some trepidation. He was particular
m examining the fastenings of aU the doors, and securing them
"w^eU. He locked the door of his chamher, and placed a chair
against it; then, having despatched his supper, he threw him-
self on his mattress and endeavoured to sleep. It was all in
vain—a thousand crowding fancies kept him waking. The
time slowly dragged on, as i£ minutes were spinning out them-
selves into hours. As the night advanced, he grew more and
more neWous ; and he almost started from his couch, when he
heard the mysterious footstep again on the staircase. Up it

came, as before, solemnly and slowly, tramp—^tramp—tramp!
It approached along the passage ; the door again swung open,

as if there had been neither lock nor impediment, and a strange-

looking figure stalked into the room. It was an elderly man,
large and robust, clothed in the old Flemish fashion. He had
on a kind of short cloak, with a garment under it, belted

round the waist; trunk hose, with great bunches or bows at

the knees ; and a pair of russet boots, very large at top, and
standing widely from his legs. His hat was broad and slouched,

with a feather trailing over one side. His iron-gray hair hung
in thick masses on his neck ; and he had a short grizzled beard.

He walked slowly round the room, as if examining that all was
safe; then, hanging his hat on a peg beside the door, he sat

down in the elbow-chair, and, leaning his elbow on the table,

he fixed his eyes on Dolph with an unmoving and deadening
stare.

Dolph was not naturally a coward; but he had been brought

up in an implicit behef in ghosts and goblins. A thousand

stories came swarming to his mind, that he had heard about

this building; and as he looked at this strange personage, with

his uncouth garb, his pale visage, his grizzly beard, and his

fixed, staring, fish-like eye, his teeth began to chatter, his hair

to rise on his head, and a cold sweat to break out all over his

body. How long he remained in this situation he could not

teU, for he was like one fascinated. He could not take his gaze

ofE from the spectre; but lay staring at him with his whole
intellect absorbed in the contemplation. The old man remained

seated behind the table, without stirring or turning an eye,

always keeping a dead steady glare upon Dolph. At length

the household cock from a neighbouring farm clapped his

wings, and gave a lewd cheerful crow that rung over the fields.

At the sound, the old man slowly rose and took down his hat
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from the peg ; the door opened and closed after him ; he was
heard to go slowly down the staircase—tramp—tramp—tramp

!

—and when he had got to the bottom, all was again silent.

Dolph lay and listened earnestly; counted every footfall;

listened and hstened if the steps should retm-n—^until, ex-

hausted by watching and agitation, he fell into a troubled

sleep.

Dayhght again brought fresh courage and assurance. He
would fain have considered all that had passed as a mere
dream

;
yet there stood the chair in which the unkncTwii had

seated himself ; there was the table on which he had leaned

;

there was the peg on which he had hung his hat ; and there

was the door, locked precisely as he himself had locked it, with
the chair placed against it. He hastened down-stairs and
examined the doors and windows ; all were exactly in the same
state in which he had left them, and there was no apparent
way by which any being could have entered and left the house
without leaving some trace behind. "Pooh!" said Dolph to

himself, "it was aU a dream;"—but it would not do; the more
he endeavoured to shake the scene o£E from his mind, the
more it haunted him.
Though he persisted in a strict silence as to all that he had seen

or heard, yet his looks betrayed the uncomfortable night that
he had passed. It was evident that there was something won-
derful hidden under this mysterious reserve. The doctor took
him into the study, locked the door, and sought to have a full

and confidential communication ; but he could get nothing out
of him. Trau Ilsy took him aside into the pantry, but to as
httle purpose ; and Peter de Groodt held binn by the button for
a full hour in the church-yard, the very place to get at the
bottom of a ghost story, but came off not a whit wiser than the
rest. It is always the case, however, that one truth concealed
makes a dozen current lies. It is like a guinea locked up in a
bank, that has a dozen paper representatives. Before the day
was over, the neighbourhood was full of reports. Some said
that Dolph HeyMger watched in the haunted house with pistols
loaded with silver bullets; others, that he had a long talk with
the spectre without a head; others, that Doctor Enipperhausen
and the sexton had been hunted down the Bowery lane, and
quite into town, by a legion of ghosts of their customers. Some
shook their heads, and thought it a shame that the doctor
should put Dolph to pass the night alone in that dismal house,
where he might be spirited away, no one knew whither; whUe
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others observed, -with a shrug, that if the devil did carry ofE

the youngster, it would be but taking his own.
These rumours at length reached the ears of the good Dame

Heyhger, and, as may be supposed, threw her into a terrible

alarm. For her son to have opposed himself to danger from
hving foes, would have been nothing so dreadful in her eyes as
to dare alone the terrors of the haunted house. She hastened
to the doctor's, and passed a great part of the day in attempt-
ing to dissuade Dolph from repeating his vigil ; she told him a
score of tales, which her gossiping friends had just related to
her, of persons who had been carried off when watching alone

in old ruinous houses. It was all to no effect. Dolph's pride,

as well as curiosity, was piqued. He endeavoured to calm the
apprehensions of his m.other, and to assure her that there was
no truth in all the rumours she had heard ; she looked at him
dubiously, and shook her head ; but finding his detei-mination

was not tobe shaken, she brought him a little thick Dutch Bible,

with brass clasps, to take with him, as a sword whercAvith to

fight the powers of darkness ; and, lest that might not be suffi-

cient, the housekeeper gave him the Heidelburgh catechism by

way of dagger.

The next night, therefore, Dolph took up his quarters for the

third time in the old mansion. Whether dream or not, the

same thing was repeated. Towards midnight, when every

thing was still, the same sound echoed through the empty
haHs—tramp—tramp—tramp ! The stairs were again ascended

;

the door again swung open ; the old man entered, walked round

the room, hung up his hat, and seated himself by the table.

The same fear and trembling came over poor Dolph, though

not in so violent a degree. He lay in the same way, motion-

less and fascinated, staring at the figure, which regarded him,

as before, with a dead, fixed, chilling gaze. In this way they

remained for a long time, tUl, by degrees, Dolph's cour-

age began gradually to revive. Whether alive or dead, this

being had certainly some object in his visitation; and he re-

collected to have heard it said, that spirits have no power to

speak untH they are spoken to. Summoning up resolution,

therefore, and making two or three attempts before he could

get his parched tongue in motion, he addressed the unknown

in the most solemn form of adjuration that he could

recollect, and demanded to know what was the motive of his

visit.

No sooner had he finished, tlian the old man rose, took
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down his hat, the door opened, and he went out, looking back
upon Dolph just as he crossed the threshold, as if expecting

him to follow. The youngster did not hesitate an instant. He
took the candle in his hand, and the Bible under his arm, and
obeyed the tacit invitation. The candle emitted a feeble,

uncertaia ray; but stiU he could see the figure before him,

slowly descend the stairs. He followed, trembling. When it

had reached the bottom of the stairs, it turned through the

hall towards the back door of the mansion. Dolph held the

hght over the balustrades; but, ia his eagerness to catch a
sight of the unknown, he flared his feeble taper so suddenly,

that it went out. Still there was sufficient light from the pale

moonbeams, that fell through a narrow wiudow, to give him
an indistinct view of the figure, near the door. He followed,

therefore, down-stairs, and tinned towards the place ; but when
he had got there, the unknown had disappeared. The door
remained fast barred and bolted ; there was no other mode of

exit; yet the being, whatever he might be, was gone. He
imfastened the door, and looked out into the fields. It was a
hazy, moonlight night, so that the eye could distinguish objects

at some distance. He thought he saw the unknown in a foot-

path that led from the door. He was not mistaken ; but how
had he got out of che house? He did not pause to think, but
followed on. The old man proceeded at a measured pace, with-
out looking about him, his footsteps sounding on the hard
ground. He passed through the orchard of apple-trees that
stood near the house, always keeping the footpath. It led to
a well, situated in a little hollow, which had supphed the farm
with water. Just at this weU, Dolph lost sight of him. He
rubbed his eyes, and looked again; but nothing was to be seen
of the unknown. He reached the well, but nobody was there.
AH the surrounding ground was open and clear; there was no
bush nor hiding-place. He looked down the weU, and saw, at
a great depth, the reflection of the sky in the still water. After
remaining here for some time, without seeing or hearing any
thing more of his mysterious conductor, he returned to the
house, full of awe and wonder. He bolted the door, groped his
way back to bed, and it was long before he could compose him-
self to sleep.

His dreams were strange and troubled. He thought he was
following the old man along the side of a great river, until they
came to a vessel that was on the point of sailing; and that his
conductor led hira on board and vanished. He remembered
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the coDomander of the vessel, a short swarthy man, with
crisped black hair, bhnd of one eye, and lame of one leg ; but
the rest of his dream was very confused. Sometimes he was
sailing; sometimes on shore; now amidst storms and tem-
pests, and now wandering quietly in unknown streets. The
figiu'e of the old man was strangely mingled up with the in-

cidents of the dream ; and the whole distinctly wound up by
his finding himself on board of the vessel again, returning

home, with a great bap of money 1

When he woke, the gray, cool hght of dawn was streaking

the horizon, and the cocks passing the riveil from farm to farm
throughout the country. He rose more harassed and perplexed

than ever. He was singularly confounded by all that he had
seen and dreamt, and began to doubt whether his mind was
not affected, and whether all that was passing in his thoughts

might not be mere feverish fantasy. In his present state of

mind, he did not feel disposed to return inamedlately to the

doctor's, and undergo the cross-questioning of the household.

He made a scanty breakfast, therefore, on the remains of the

last night's provisions, aiid then wandered out into the fields to

meditate on aU that had befaUen him. -Lost in thought, he

rambled about, gradually approaching the town, until the

morning was far advanced, when he was roused by a hurry

and bustle aroimd bim He found himself near the water's

edge, in a throng of people, hurrying to a pier, where there

was a vessel ready to make sail. He was unconsciously car-

ried along by the impulse of the crowd, and found that it was

a sloop, on the point of sailing up the Hudson to Albany.

There was much leave-taking and kissing of old women and

children, and great activity in carrying on board baskets of

bread and cakes, and provisions of all kinds, notwithstanding

the mighty joints of meat that dangled over the stem; for a

voyage to Albany was an expedition of great moment in those

days. The commander of the sloop was hurrying about, and

giving a world of orders, which were not very strictly attend-

ed to; one man being busy in Ughtmg his pipe, and another

in sharpening his snicker-snee.

The appearance of the commander suddenly caught Dolph's

attention. He was short and swarthy, with crisped black

hair; blind of one eye, and lame of one leg—the very com-

mander that he had seen in his dream ! Surprised and aroused,

he considered the scene more attentively, and recalled stiU

further traces of his dream: the appearance of the vessel, of
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the river, and of a variety of other objects, accorded with tho

imperfect images vaguely rising to recollection.

As he stood musing on those circumstances, the captaia

suddenly called out to him ia Dutch, "Step on hoard, yoimg
man, or you'll be left behind 1" He was startled by the sum-
mons ; he saw that the sloop was cast loose, and was actually

moving from the pier; it seemed as if he was actuated by some
irresistible impulse; he sprang upon the deck, and the next

moment the sloop was hurried off by the wind and tide.

Dolph's thoughts and feehngs were aU in tiunultand confusion.

He had been strongly worked upon by the events that had
recently befallen him, and could not but think that there was
some connexion between his present situation and his last

night's dream. He felt as if he was under supernatural in-

fluence ; and he tried to assure himself with an old and favour-

ite maxim of his, that " one way or other, all would turn out

for the best." For a moment, the indignation of the doctor at

his departure without leave, passed across his mind—but that

was matter of httle moment. Then he thought of the distress

of his mother at his strange disappearance, and the idea gave
him a sudden pang ; he would have entreated to be put on
shore; but he knew with such wind and tide the entreaty

would have been in vain. Then, the inspiring love of novelty

and adventure came rushing in full tide through his bosom; he
felt himself launched strangely and suddenly on the world, and
under full way to explore the regions of wonder that lay up
this mighty river, and beyond those blue mountains that had
botmded his horizon since childhood. While he was lost in this

whirl of thought, the sails strained to the breeze ; the shores

seemed to hurry away behind him ; and, before he perfectly

recovered his self-possession, the sloop was ploughing her way
past Spiking-devil and Yonkers, and the tallest chimney of the
Manhattoes had faded from his sight.

I have said, that a voyage up the Hudson in those days was
an undertaking of some moment; indeed, it was as much
thought of as a voyage to Europe is at present. The sloops

were often many days on the way ; the cautious navigators
taking in saU when it blew fresh, and coming to anchor at

night; and stopping to send the boat ashore for nulk for tea,

without which it was impossible for the worthy old lady pas-

senger3 to subsist. And there were the much-talked-of perils

of the Tappaan Zee, and the highlands. In short, a .prudent
Dutch burgher would talk of such a voyage for months, and
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even years, beforehand; and never undertook it without put-
ting his affairs in order, making his will, and having prayers
said for him in the Low Dutch churches.
In the course of such a voyage, therefore, Dolph was satisfied

he would have time enough to reflect, and to makeup his mind
as to what he should do when he arrived at Albany. The cap-
tain, with his blind eye and lame leg, would, it is true, bring his
strange dream to mind, and perplex him sadly for a few mo-
ments; but, of late, his life had been made up so much of
dreams and realities, his nights and days had been so jumbled
together, that he seemed to be moving continually in a de-
lusion. There is always, however, a kind of vagabond con-
solation in a man's having nothing in this world to lose ; with
this Dolph comforted his heart, and determined to make the
most of the present enjoyment.
In the second day of the voyage they came to the high-

lands. It was the latter part of a calm, sultry day, that they
floated gently with the tide between these stern mountains.
There was that perfect quiet which prevails over nature in

the languor of summer heat ; the turning of a plank, or the
accidental falling of an oar on deck, was echoed from the

mountain side and reverberated along the shores; and if by
chance the captain gave a shout of command, there were airy

tongues that mocked it from every cliff.

Dolph gazed about him in mute dehght and wonder, at these

scenes of nature's magnificence. To the left the Dunderberg
reared its woody precipices, height over height, forest over

forest, away into the deep summer sky. To the right strutted

forth the bold promontory of Anthony's Nose, with a solitary

eagle wheeling about it ; while beyond, mountain succeeded to

mountain, imtil they seemed to lock their arms together, and
confine this naighty river in their embraces. There was a feel-

ing of quiet luxury in gazing at the broad, green bosoms here

and there scooped out among the precipices ; or at woodlands

high in air, nodding over the edge of some beetling bluff, and

their foliage all transparent in the yellow sunshine.

In the midst of his admiration, Dolph remarked a pile of

bright, snowy clouds peering above the western heights. It

was succeeded by another, and another, each seemingly push-

ing onwards its predecessor, and towering, with dazzhng bril-

liancy, in the deep-blue atmosphere: and now muttering peals

of thunder were faintly heard rolhng behind the mountains.

The rivei", hitherto still and glassy, reflecting pictures of the
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sky and land, now showed a dark ripple at a distance, as tht

breeze came creeping up it. The fish-hawks wheeled and

screamed, and sought their nests on the high dry trees; the

crows flew clamorously to the crevices Of the rocks, and aJl

nature seemed conscious of the approaching thunder-gust.

The clouds now roUed in volumes over the mountain tops;

their summits stiQ bright and snowy, but the lower parts of an

inky blackness. The rain began to patter down in broad and

scattered drops; the wind freshened, and curled up the waves;

at length it seemed as ii; the bellying clouds were torn open by

the mountain tops, and complete torrents of rain came rattling

down. The lightning leaped from cloud to cloud, and streamed

quivering against the rocks, splitting and rending the stoutest

forest trees. The thunder burst in tremendous explosions; the

peals were echoed from mountain to mountain; they crashed

upon Dunderberg, and roUed up the long defile of the high-

lands, each headland making a new echo, until old BuU lull

seemed to bellow back the storm.

For a time the scudding rack and mist, and the sheeted rain,

almost hid the landscape from the sight. There was a fearful

gloom, illumined still more fearfully by the streams of light-

ning which ghttered among the rain-drops. Never had Dolph

beheld such an absolute warring of the elements: it seemed as

if the storm was tearing and rending its way through this

mountain defile, and had brought all the artillery of heaven

into action.

The vessel was hurried on by the increasing wind, until she

came to where the river makes a sudden bend, the only one in

the whole course of its majestic career.* Just as they turned

the point, a violent flaw of wind came sweeping down a moun-
tain gully, bending the forest before it, and, in a moment, lash-

ing up the river into white froth and foam. The captain saw
the danger, and cried out to lower the sail. Before the order

could be obeyed, the flaw struck the sloop, and threw her on
her beam-ends. Everything was now fright and confusion:

the flapping of the saUs, the whistling and rushing of the wind,

the bawling of the captain and crew, the shrieking of the pas-

sengers, all mingled with the rolling and bellowing of the thun-

der. In the midst of the uproar, the sloop righted; at the

same time the mainsail shifted, the booja came sweeping the

* lias luusl have been the bend at West-Point.
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quarter-deck, and Dolph, who was gazing unguardedly at the
clouds, found himself, in a moment, floundering in the river.
For once in his life, one of his idle accompMshments was of

use to him. The many truant hours which he had devoted to
sporting in the Hudson, had made him an expert swimmer;
yet, with all his strength and sMU, he found great difficulty in
reaching the shore. His disappearance from the deck had not
been noticed by the crew, who were all occupied by their own
danger. The sloop was driven along with inconceivable rapid-
ity. She had hard work to weather a long promontory on the
eastern shore, round which the river turned, and which com-
pletely shut her from Dolph's view.

It was on a point of the western shore that he landed, and,
scrambling up the rocks, he threw himself, faint and exhausted,
at the foot of a tree. By degrees, the thunder-gust passed
over. The clouds rolled away to the east, where they lay piled
in feathery masses, tinted with the last rosy rays of the sun.
The distant play of the lightning might be seen about the dark
bases, and now and then might be heard the faint muttering of
the thunder. Dolph rose, and sought about to see if any path
led from the shore; but all was savage and trackless. The
rocks were piled upon each other

;
great trunks of trees lay

shattered about, as they had been blown down by the strong
winds which draw through these mountains, or had fallen

through age. The rocks, too, were overhung with wUd vines

and briers, which completely matted themselves together, and
opposed a barrier to all ingress; every m.ovement that he
made, shook down a shower from the dripping fohage. He
attempted to scale one of these almost perpendicular heights

;

but, though strong and agde, he foimd it an Herculean under-

taking. Often he was supported merely by crumbling pro-

jections of the rock, and sometimes he clung to roots and
branches of trees, and hung almost suspended in the air. The
wood-pigeon came cleaving his whistling flight by him, and
the eagle screamed from the brow of the impending clLffi. As
he was thus clambering, ho was on the point of seizing hold of

a shrub to aid his asoent, when something rustled among the

leaves, and he saw a snake quivering along like lightning,

almost from under his hand. It coiled itself up immediately,

in an attitude of defiance, with flattened head, distended jaws,

and quickly-vibrating tongue, that played hke a little flame

about its mouth. Dolph's hoarc turned faint within him, and

he had weU-nigh let go his hold, and tumbled down the preci-
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pice. The serpent stood on the defensive but for an instant; it

was an instinctive movement of defence; and finding there

was no attack, it glided away into a cleft of the rock. Dolph's

eye followed with fearful intensity; and he saw at a glance

that he was in the vicinity of a nest of adders, that lay knot-

ted, and writhing, and hissing in the chasm. He hastened

with aU speed to escape from so frightful a neighbourhood.

His imagination was fuU of this new horror ; he saw an adder

in every curling vine, and heard the tail of a rattlesnake in

every dry leaf that rustled.

At length he succeeded in scrambling to the summit of a
precipice ; but it was covered by a dense forest. Wherever he
could gain a look-out between the trees, he saw that the coast

rose in heights and cUffs, one rising beyond another, until

huge mountains overtopped the whole. There were no signs

of cultivation, nor any smoke curling amongst the trees, to

indicate a human residence. Every thing was wildand solitary.

As he was standing on the edge of a precipice that overlooked
a deep ravine fringed with trees, his feet detached a great frag-

ment of rock ; it feU, crashing its way through the tree tops,

down into the chasm. A loud whoop, or rather yeU, issued

from the bottom of the glen; the moment after, there was the
report of a gun; and a ball came whistling over his head,
cutting the twigs and leaves, and burying itself deep in the
bark of a chestnut-tree.

Dolph did not wait for a second shot, but made a precipitate
retreat; fearing every moment to hear the enemy in pursuit.
He succeeded, however, in returning unmolested to the shore,
and determined to penetrate no farther into a country so beset
with savage perils.

He sat himseK down, dripping, disconsolately, on a wet stone.
What was to be done? Where was he to shelter himself? The
hour of repose was approaching; the birds were seeking their
nests, the bat began to flit about in the twilight, and the night-
hawk soaring high in heaven, seemed to be calling out the stars.
Night gradually closed in, and wrapped every thing in gloom

;

and though it was the latter part of summer, yet the breeze,
stealing along the river, and among these dripping forests, was
clully and penetrating, especially to a half-drowned man.
As he sat drooping and despondent in this comfortless con-

dition, he perceived a light gleaming through the trees near
the shore, where the winding of the river made a deep bay. It
cheered him with the hopes that here might be some human
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habitation, wliere he might get something to appease the clam-
orous cravings of his stomach, and, what was equally neces-
sary in his shipwrecked condition, a comfortable shelter

for the night. It was with extreme difficulty that he made
his way towards the light, along ledges of rocks down
which he was ia danger of sliding into the river, and over
great trunks of fallen trees; some of which had been blown
down ia the late storm, and lay so thickly together, that
he had to struggle through their branches. At length he came
to the brow of a rock that overhung a small dell, from whence
the Kght proceeded. It was from a fire at the foot of a great
tree, that stood in the midst of a grassy iaterval, or plat,

among the rocks. The fire cast up a red glare among the gray
crags and impending trees ; leaving chasms of deep gloom, that

resembled entrances to caverns. A smaU brook rippled close

by, betrayed by the quivering reflection of the flame. There
were two figures moving about the fire, and others squatted

before it. As they were between him and the light, they were
in complete shadow ; but one of them happening to move round
to the opposite side, Dolph was startled at perceiving, by the

fuU glare faUiag on painted features, and gUttering on silver

ornaments, that he was an Indian. He now looked more nar-

rowly, and saw guns leaning against a tree, and a dead body
lying on the ground.

Dolph began to doubt whether he was not in a worse condi-

tion than before ; here was the very foe that had fired at him
from the glen. He endeavom-ed to retreat quietly, not caring to

entrust himself to these half- hiunan beings in so savage and
lonely a place. It was too late : the Indian, with that eagle

quickness of eye so remarkable in his race, perceived something

stirring among the bushes on the rock: he seized one of the

guns that leaned against the tree; onemoment more, and Dolph

might have had his passion for adventure cured by a bullet.

He haUoood loudly, with the Indian salutation of friendship

:

the whole party sprang upon their feet; the salutation was

returned, and the straggler was invited to join them at the

fire.

On approaching, he found, to his consolation, that the party

was composed of white men as weU as Indians. One, who was

evidently the principal personage, or commander, was seated

on the trunk of a tree before the fire. He was a large, stout

man, somewhat advanced in hfe, but hale and hearty. His

face was bronzed almost to the colour of an Indian's; he had
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strong but rather jovial features, an aquiline nose, and a mouth
shaped hke a mastiff's. His face was half thrown in shade

by a broad hat, with a buck's-tail in it. His gray hair hung
short in his neck. He wore a hunting-frock, with Indian leg-

gings, and moccasons, and a tomahawk in the broad wampum
belt round his waist. As Dolph caught a distinct view of his

person and features, he was struck with something that re-

minded him of the old man of the haunted house. The man
before him, however, was different in his dress and age; he
was more cheery, too, in his aspect, and it was hard to define

where the vague resemblance lay—^but a resemblance there cer-

tainly was. Dolph felt some degree of awe in approaching him

;

but was assured by the frank, hearty welcome with which he
was received. As he cast his eyes about, too, he was still further

encouraged, by perceiving that the dead body, which had
caused him some alarm, was that of a deer ; and his satisfac-

tion was complete, in discerning, by the savoury steams
which issued from a kettle suspended by a hooked stick over

the fire, that there was a part cooking for the evening's repast.

He now foim.d that he had fallen in with a rambling hunting
party, such as often took place in those days among the set-

tlers along the river. The hunter is always hospitable; and
nothing makes men more social and unceremonious, thanmeet-
ing in the wilderness. The commander of the party poured
him out a dram of cheering liquor, which he gave him with a
merry leer, to warm his heart ; and ordered one of his follow-

ers to fetch some garments from a pinnace, which was moored
in a cove close by, while those in which our hero was dripping
might be dried before the fire.

Dolph found, as he had suspected, that the shot from the
glen, which had come so near giving him his quietus when on
the precipice, was from the party before him. He had nearly
crushed one of them by the fragment of rock which he had
detached; and the jovial old hunter, in the broad hat and buck-
tail, had,fired at the place where he saw the bushes move, sup-
posing it to be some wild animal. He laughed heartily at the
blunder ; it being what is considered an exceeding good joke
among hunters; "but faith, my lad," said he, "if I had but
caught a glimpse of you to take sight at, you would have fol-

lowed the rock. Antony Vander Heyden is seldom known to
miss his aim." These last words were at once a clue to Dolph's
curiosity; and a few questions let him completely into the
chai-acter of the man before him, and of his band of woodland
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raugers. The commander in the hroad hat and hunting-frock
was no less a personage than the Heer AntonyVander Heyden,
of Albany, of whom Dolph had many a time heard. He was,
in fact, the hero of many a story; being a man of singular
hmnours and whimsical habits, that were matters of wonder
to his quiet Dutch neighbours. As he was a man of property,
having had a father before him, from whom he inherited large
tracts of wild land, and whole barrels fuU of wampum, he could
indulge his humours without control. Instead of staying quietly
at home, eating and drinking at regular meal times; amusing
himself by smoking his pipe on the bench before the door, and
then turning into a comfortable bed at night ; he deUghted in
aJl kinds of rough, wild expeditions. He was never so happy
as when on a hunting party in the wilderness, sleeping under
trees orbark sheds, or cruising down the river, or on some wood-
laaid lake, fishing and fowhng, and living the Lord knows how.
He was a great friend to Indians, and to an Indian mode of

life ; which he considered true natural hberty and manly enjoy-

ment. When at home, he had always several Indian hangers-

on, who loitered about his house, sleeping like hounds in the

sunshine, or preparing hunting and fishing-tackle for some new
expedition, or shooting at marks with bows and arrows.

Over these vagrant beings, Heer Antony had as perfect com-
mand as a huntsman over his pack ; though they were great

nuisances to the regular people of his neighbourhood. As he
was a rich man, no one ventured to thwart his humours ; in-

deed, he had a hearty, joyous manner about him, that made
him universally popiilar. He would troU a Dutch song, as he

tramped along the street ; haU every one a mile off ; and when
he entered a house, he would slap the good man familiarly on

the back, shake bim by the hand tiU he roared, and kiss his

wife and daughters before his face—^in short, there was no pride

nor ill-humour about Heer Antony.
Besides his Indian hangers-on, he had three or four humble

friends among the white men, who looked up to him as a patron,

and had the run of his kitchen, and the favour of being taken

with him occasionally on his expeditions. It was with a med-

ley of such retainers that he was at present on a cruise along

the shores of the Hudson, in a pinnace which he kept for his

own recreation. There were two white men with him, dressed

partly in the Indian style, with moccasons and hunting-shirts;

the rest of his crew consisted of four favourite Indians. They

had been prowling about the river, without any definite object
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until they found themselves in the highlands; where they had

passed two or three days, hunting the deer which stiU lingered

among these mountains.

"It is a lucky circumstance, young man," said Antony
Vander Heyden, "that you happened to be knocked overboard

to-day, as to-morrow morning we start early on our return

homewards, and you might then ha-ve looked in vain for a meal

among the mountains—but come, lads, stir about! stirabout!

Let's see what prog we have for supper; the kettle has boiled

long enough ; my stomach cries cupboard ; and I'U warrant our

guest is in no mood to dally with his trencher.

"

There was a bustle now in the litJe encampment. One took

off the kettle, and turned a part of the contents into a huge
wooden bowl ; another prepared a flat rock for a table ; while a
third brought various utensUs from the pinnace, which was
moored close by ; and Heer Antony himself brought a flask or

two of precious liquor from his own private locker—knowing
his boon companions too well to trust any of them with the key.

A rude but hearty repast was soon spread; consisting of

venison smoking from the kettle, with cold bacon, boiled Indian
com, and mighty loaves of good brown household bread. Never
had Dolph made a m.ore deUcious repast ; and when he had
washed it down with two or three draughts from the Heer
Antony's flask, and felt the jolly liquor sending its warmth
through his veias, and glowing round his very heart, he would
not have changed his situation, no, not with the governor of

the province.

The Heer Antony, too, grew chirping and joyous; told half-

a-dozen fat stories, at which his white followers laughed
immoderately, though the Indians, as usual, maintained an
invincible gravity.

" This is your true life, my boy !" said he, slapping Dolph on
the shoulder ;

" a man is never a man tiU he can defy wind and
weather, range woods and wilds, sleep under a tree, and live
on bass-wood leaves !"

And then would he siag a stave or two of a Dutch drinkiag
song, swaying a short squab Dutch bottle in his hand, while
his myrmidons would join in chorus, untU the woods echoed
again;—as the good old song has it:

" They all with a shout made the elements ring,
So soon as the office was o'er;

To feasting they went with true merriment,
And tippled strong liquor gillore."
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In the midst of his jovialty, however, Heer Antony did no':

lose sight of discretion. Though he pushed the bottle without
reserve to Dolph, yet he always took care to help his followers

himself, knowing the beings he had to deal with; and he was
particular in granting but a moderate allowance to the Indians.
The repast being ended, the Indians having drunk their hquor
and smoked their pipes, now wrapped themselves ia their

blankets, stretched themselves on the ground with their feet to
the Are, and soon fell asleep, like so many tired hounds. The
rest of the party remjiined chatting before the fire, which the
gloom of the foresc, and the dampness of the air from the late

storm, rendered extremely grateful and comforting. The con-

versation gradually moderated from the hilarity of supper-time,

and turned upon himting adventures, and exploits and perils

in the wilderness ; many of which were so strange and improb-
able, that I wiU not venture to repeat them, lest the veracity

of Antony Vander Heyden and his comrades should be brought
into question. There were many legendary tales told, also,

about the river, and the settlements on its borders ; in which
valuable kind of lore, the Heer Antony seemed deeply versed.

As the sturdy bush-beater sat in the twisted root of a tree, that

served him for a kind of arm-chair, dealing forth these wild

stories, with the fire gleaming on his strongly-marked visage,

Dolph was again repeatedly perplexed by something that re-

minded him of the phantom of the haunted house; some vague

resemblance, that could not be fixed upon any precise feature

or Mneament, but which pervaded the general air of his coim-

tenance and figure.

The circmnstance of Dolph's falling overboard being again

discussed, led to the relation of divers disasters and singular

mishaps that had befallen voyagers on this great river, particu-

larly in the earlier periods of colonial history ; most of which

the Heer dehberately attributed to supernatural causes. Dolph

stared at this suggestion; but the old gentleman assured him

that it was very currently beheved by the settlers along the

river, that these highlands were under the dominion of super-

natm-al and mischievous beings, which seemed to have taken

some pique against the Dutch colonists in the early time of the

settlement. In consequence of this, they have ever since taken

particular dehght in venting their spleen, and indulging their

humours, upon the Dutch skippers ; bothering them with flaws,

head v/inds, coimter currents, and aU kinds of impediments;

insomuch, that a Dutch navigator was always obliged to be
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exceedingly wary and deliberate in Ms proceedings ; to come to

anchor at dusk ; to drop his peak, or take in sail, whenever he

saw a swag-beUied cloud rolling over the mountains ; in short,

to take so many precautions, that he was often apt to be an
incredible time in toUing up the river.

Some, he said, believed these mischievous powers of the aip

to be evU spirits conjured up by the Indian wizards, in the early

times of the province, to revenge themselves on the strangers

who had dispossessed them of their country. They even
attributed to their incantations the misadventure which befell

the renowned Hendrick Hudson, when he sailed so gallantly up
this river in quest of a north-west passage, and, as he thought,

run his ship aground ; which they affirm was nothing more nor

less than a spell of these same wizards, to prevent his getting

to China in this direction.

The greater part, however, Heer Antony observed, accounted

for all the extraordinary circumstances attending this river,

and the perplexities of the skippers which navigated it, by the

old legend of the Storm-ship, which haunted Point-no-point.

On finding Dolph to be utterly ignorant of this tradition, the
Heer stared at him for a moment with surprise, and wondered
where he had passed his hfe, to be uninformed on so uxiportant

a point of history. To pass away the remainder of the even-
ing, therefore, he undertook the tale, as far as his memory
would serve, in the very words in which it had been written
out by Mynheer Selyne, an early poet of the New-Nederlandts.
Giving, then, a stir to the fire, that sent up its sparks among
the trees like a httle volcano, he adjusted himseK comfortably
in his root of a tree ; and throwing back his head, and closing

his eyes for a few moments, to summon up his recollection, he
related the following legend.

THE STORM-SHIP.

In the golden age of the province of the New-Netherlands,
when it was under the sway of Wouter Van TwUler, otherwise
called the Doubter, the people of the Manhattoes were alarmed,
one sultry afternoon, just about the time of the summer solstice,

by a tremendous storm of thunder and lightniilg. The rain
descended in such torrents, as absolutely to spatter up and-
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smoke along the ground. It seemed as if the thunder rattled
and rolled over the very roofs of the houses; the lightning was
seen to play ahout the church of St. Nicholas, and to strive three
times, in vain, to strike its weather-cock. Garret Van Home's
new chimney was spHt ahnost from top to hottoin; and Doflue
Mildeherger was struck speechless from his bald-faced mare,
just as he was riding into town. In a word, it was one of those
unparalleled storms, that only happen once within the memory
of that venerable personage, known ia aU towns by the appella-
tion of "the oldest inhabitant."
Great was the terror of the good old women of the Manhat-

toes. They gathered their children together, and took refuge
in the cellars; after having hung a shoe on the iron point of
every bed-post, lest it should attract the hghtning. At length
the storm abated; the thunder sunk into a growl-, and the set-

ting sun, breaking from under the fringed borders of the clouds,
made the broad bosom of the bay to gleam like a sea of molten
gold.

The word was given from the fort, that a ship was standing
up the bay. It passed from mouth to mouth, and street to

street, and soon put the httle capital in a bustle. The arrivai

of a ship, in those early times of the settlement, was an event
of vast importance to the innabitants. It brought them news
from the old world, from the land of their birth, from which
they were so completely severed: to the yearly ship, too, they
looked for their supply of luxuries, of finery, of comforts, and
almost of necessaries. The good vrouw could not have her

new cap, nor new gown, until the arrival of the ship ; the artist

waited for it for his tools, the burgomaster for his pipe and his

supply of Hollands, the school-boy for his top and marbles, and
the lordly landholder for the bricks with which he was to build

his new mansion. Thus every one, rich and poor, great and
small, looked out for the arrival of the ship. It was the great

yearly event of the town of New-Amsterdam ; and from one

end of the year to the otner, the ship—the ship—^the ship—was
the continual topic of conversation.

The news from the fort, therefore, brought all the populace

down to the battery, to behold the wished-for sight. It was

not exactly the time when she had been expected to arrive, and

the circumstance was a matter of some speculation. Many
were the groups collected about the battery. Here and there

might be seen a burgomaster, of slow and pompous gravity,

Riving his opinion with great confidence to a crowd of old
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women and idle boys. At another place was a knot of old

weatherbeaten fellows, who had been seamen or fishermen in

their times, and were great authorities on such occasions ; these

gave different opinions, and caused great disputes among their

several adherents : but the man most looked up to, and followed

and watched by the crowd, was Hans Van Pelt, an old Dutch
sea-captain retired from service, the nautical oracle of the

place. He reconnoitred the ship through an ancient telescope,

covered with tarry canvas, hummed a Dutch tune to himself,

and said nothing. A hum, however, trom Hans Van Pelt had
always more weight with the pubUc than a speech from an-

other man.
In the meantime, the ship became more distinct to the naked

eye : she was a stout, round Dutch-buUt vessel, with high bow
and poop, and bearing Dutch colours. The evening sun gilded

her bellying canvas, as she came riding over tne long waving
billows. The sentinel who had given notice of her approach,

declared, that he first got sight of her when she was in the cen-

tre of the bay; and that she broke suddenly on his sight, just

as if she had come out of the bosom or the black thunder-cloud.

The bystanders looked at Hans Van Pelt, to see what he would
say to this report : Hans Van Pelt screwed his mouth closer to-

gether, and said nothing; upon which some shook their heads,

and others shrugged their shoulders.

The ship was now repeatedly hailed, but made no reply, and,

passing by the fort, stood on up the Hudson. A gun was
brought to bear on her, and, with some difficulty, loaded and
fired by Hans Van Pelt, the garrison not being expert in artil-

lery. The shot seemed absolutely to pass through the ship, and
to skip along the water on the other side, but no notice was taken
of it ! What was strange, she had all her sails set, and sailed

right against wind and tide, which were both down the river.

Upon this Hans Van Pelt, who was likewise harbour-master,
ordered his boat, and set off to board her; but after rowing
two or three hom-s, he returned without success. Sometimes
he would get within one or two himdred yards of her, and
then, in a twiakhng, she would be half a mile off. Some said
it was because his oarsmen, who were rather pursy and short-
winded, stopped every now and then to take breath, and spit

on their hands; but this, it is probable, was a mere scandal.

He got near enough, however, to see the crew; who were aU
dressed in the Dutch style, the officers in doublets and high
hats and feathers : not a word was spoken by any one on board

;
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they stood as motionless as so many statues, and the ship
seemed as if left to her own government. Thus she kept on,
away up the river, lessening and lessening in the evening sun-
shine, untU she faded from sight, Hke a Mttle white cloud melt-
mg away in the summer sky.
The appearance of this ship threw the governor into one of

the deepest doubts that ever beset him in the whole course of
his administration. Fears were entertained for the security
of the infant settlements on the river, lest this might be an
enemy's ship in disguise, sent to take possession. The gover-
nor called together his council repeatedly to assist him with
their conjectures. He sat ia his chair of state, bmlt of timber
from the sacred forest of the Hague, and smoking his long jas-
mine pipe, and Hstened to all that his counsellors had to say on
a subject about which they knew nothing; but, in spite of all

the conjecturing of the sagest and oldest heads, the governor
stUl continued to doubt.

Messengers were despatched to different places on the river;

but they returned without any tidings—the ship had made no
port. Day after day, and week after week, elapsed; but she
never returned down the Hudson. As, however, the- council

seemed soMcitous for inteUigenee, they had it in abundance.
The captains of the sloops seldom arrived without bringiag
some report of having seen the strange ship at different parts
of the river; sometimes near the PaJisadoes; sometimes off

Croton Point, and sometimes in the highlands ; but she never
was reported as having been seen above the highlands. The
crews of the sloops, it is true, generally differed among them-
selves in their accounts of these apparitions; but they, may
have arisen from the uncertain situations in which they saw
her. Sometimes it was by the flashes of the thunder-storm

lighting up a pitchy night, and giving glimpses of her careering

across Tappaan Zee, or the wide waste of Haverstraw Bay. At
one moment she would appear close upon them, as if hkely to

run them down, and would throw them into great bustle and
alarm; but the next flash would show her far off, always sail-

ing against the wind. Sometimes, in quiet moonlight nights,

she would be seen under some high bluff of the highlands, aU

in deep shadow, excepting her top-sails glittering in the moon-

beams; by the time, however, that the voyagers would reach

the place, there would be no ship to be seen ; and when thej

had passed on for some distance, and looked back, behold!

there she was again with hei top-sails in the moonshine 1 Her
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appearance was always just after, or just before, or just in the

midst of, unruly weather; and she was known by all the skip-

pers and voyagers of the Hudson, by the name of " the storm-

ship."

These reports perplexed the governor and his council more
than ever ; and it would be endless to repeat the conjectures

and opinions that were uttered on the subject. Some quoted

cases in point, of ships seen off the coast of New-England,

navigated by witches and goblins. Old Hans Van Pelt, who
had been more than once to the Dutch colony at the Gape of

Good Hope, insisted that this must be the Flying Dutchman
which had so long haunted Table Bay, but. being unable to

make port, had now sought another harbour. Others sug-

gested, that, if it really was a supernatural apparition, as there

was every natural reason to beheve, it might be Hendrick
Hudson, and his crew of the Half-Moon; who, it was well-

known, had once run aground in the upper part of the river, in

seeking a north-west passage to China. This opinion had very
little weight with the governor, but it passed current out of

doors ; for indeed it had already been reported, that Hendrick
Hudson and his crew haunted the KaatskUl Mountain ; and it

appeared very reasonable to suppose, that his ship might infest

the river, where the enterprise was baffled, or that it might
bear the shadowy crew to their periodical revels in the moun-
tain.

Other events occurred to occupy the thoughts and doubts of

the sage Wouter and his council, and the storm-ship ceased to

be a subject of deliberation at the board. It continued, how-
ever, to be a matter of popular belief and marvellous anecdote
through the whole time of the Dutch government, and particu-

larly just before the capture of New-Amsterdam, and the sub-

jugation of the province by the Enghsh squadron. About that
time the storm-ship was repeatedly seen in the Tappaan Zee,

and about Weehawk, and even down as far as Hoboken ; and
her appearance was supposed to be ominous of the approaching
squaU in public affairs, and the downfall of Dutch domination.

Since that time, we have no authentic accounts of her;
though it is said she stiU haunts the highlands and cruises

about Point-no-point. People who Hve along the river, insist

that they sometimes see her in summer moonlight; and that in
a deep still midnight, they have heard the chant of her crew,
as if heaving the lead; but sights and sounds are so deceptive
along the mountainous shores, and about the wide bays and
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long reaches of this great river, that I confess I have very-

strong doubts upon the subject.

It is certain, nevertheless, that strange things have been seen

in these highlands in storms, which are considered as connected
with the old story of the ship. The captains of the river craft

talk of a little bulbous-bottomed Dutch gobUn, in trunk hose
and sugar-loafed hat, with a speaking trumpet in his hand,
which they sajr keeps about the Dunderberg.* They declare

they have heard him, in stormy weather, in the midst of the

turmoil, giving orders in Low Dutch for the piping up of a

fresh gust of wind, or the ratthng ofE of another thunder-clap.

That sometimes he has been seen surrounded by a crew of httle

imps in broad breeches and short doublets ; tumbling head-over-
heels in the rack and mist, and playing a thousand gambols in

the air ; or buzzing like a swarm of flies about Antony's Nose

;

and that, at such times, the hurry-scurry of the storm was
always greatest. One time, a sloop, in passing by the Dunder-
berg, was overtaken by a thunder-gust, that came scouring

round the mountain, and seemed to burst just over the vessel.

Though tight and well ballasted, yet she laboured dreadfully,

until the water came over the gunwale. All the crew were

amazed, when it was discovered that there was a little white

sugar-loaf hat on the mast-head, which was known at once to

be that of the Heer of the Dunderberg. Nobody, however,

dared to climb to the mast-head, and get rid of this terrible

hat. The sloop contiuued labouring and rocking, as if she

would have rolled her mast overboard. She seemed in con-

tinual danger either of upsetting or of running on shore. In

this way she drove quite through the highlands, until she had

passed Pollopol's Island, where, it is said, the jurisdiction of

the Dimderberg potentate ceases. No sooner had she passed

this bourne, than the httle hat, aU at once, spun ifp into the air

like a top, whirled up aU the clouds into a vortex, and hurried

them back to the summit of the Dunderberg, while the sloop

righted herself, and sailed on as quietly as if in a nuU-pond.

Nothing saved her from utter wreck, but the fortunate circum-

stance of having a horse-shoe nailed against the mast—a wise

precaution against evU spirits, which has since been adopted by

all the Dutch captains that navigate this haunted river.

There is another story told of this foul-weather urchin, by

* i.e., the " Thunder-Mountain," so called from its echoes,
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Skipper Daniel Ouslesticker, of Fish-Hill, who was never known
to tell a lie. He declared, that, in a severe sqiiaU, he saw him
seated astride of his bowsprit, riding the sloop ashore, fuU butt

against Antony's Nose; and that he was-exorcised by Dominie

Van Gieson, of Esopus, who happened to be on board, and who
simg the hymn of St. Nicholas; whereupon the goblin threw

himself up in the air hke a ball, and went off in a whirlwind,

carrying away with him the nightcap of the Dominie's wife

;

which was discovered the next Sunday morning hanging on the

weather-cock of Esopus church steeple, at least forty miles off!

After several events of this kind had taken plax3e, the regular

skippers of the river, for a long time, did not venture to pass

the Dunderberg, without lowering their peaks, out of homage
to the Heer of the mountain; and it was observed that all such

as paid this tribute of respect were,suffered to pass unmolested.*

"Such," said Antony Vander Heyden, "are a few of the

stories written down by Selyne the poet concerning this storm-

ship; which he affirms to have brought this colony of mis-

chievous imps into the province, from some old ghost-ridden

country of Europe. I could give you a host more, if necessary

;

for aU the accidents that so often befall the river craft in the

highlands, are said to be tricks played off by these imps of the

Dunderberg; but I see that you are nodding, so let us turn in

for the night."

The moon had just raised her silver horns above the round
back of old BuU-Hill, and lit up the gray rocks and shagged

=^ Among the superstitions which prevailed in the cqjonies during the early times
of the settlements, there seems to have been a singular one about phantom ships.

The superstitious fancies of men are always apt to turn upon those objects which
concern their daily occupations. The solitary ship, which, from year to year, came
like a raven in the wilderness, bringing to the inhabitants of a settlement the com-
forts of life from the world from which they were cut off, was apt to be present to

their dreams, whether sleeping or waking. The accidental sight from shore, of a
sail gliding along the horizon, in those, as yet, lonely seas, was apt to be a matter
of much talk and speculation. There is mention made in one of the early Kew-
England writers, of a ship navigated by witches, with a great horse that stood by
the mainmast. I have met with another story, somewhere, of a ship that drove on
shore, in fair, sunny, tranquil weather, with sails all set, and a table spread in the
cabin, as if to regale a number of guests, yet not a living being on board. These
phantom ships always sailed in the eye of the wind ; or ploughed their way with great
velocity, making the smooth sea foam before their bows, when not a breath of air

was stirring.

Moore has finely wrought up one of these legends of the sea into a little tale

which, within a small compass, contains the very essence of this species of super-

natural Action. I allude to his Spectre-Ship bound to Dead-man's Isle.
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forests, and glittered on the waving bosom of the river. The
night-dew was falling, and the late gloomy mountains began to
soften, and put on a gray aerial tint in the dewy light. The
hvmters stirred the fire, and threw on fresh fuel to qualify the
damp of the night air. They then prepared a bed of branches
and dry leaves imder a ledge of rocks, for Dolph; while An-
tony Vander Heyden, wrapping himself up in a huge coat
made of skins, stretched himself before the fire. It was some
time, however, before Dolph could close his eyes. He lay con-
templating the strange scene before him: the wild woods and
rocks around—^the fire, throwing fitful gleams on the faces of
the sleeping savages—and the Heer Antony, too, who so siagu-
larly, yet vaguely reminded him of the nightly visitant to the
•haunted house. Now and then he heard the cry of some
animal from the forest ; or the hooting of the owl ; or the notes
of the whip-poor-will, which seemed to abound among these
solitudes ; or the splash of a sturgeon, leaping out of the river,

and faUiag back full length on its placid surface. He con-

trasted all this with his accustomed nest in the garret-room of

the doctor's mansion; where the only sounds he heard at night
were the church-clock telling the hour ; the drowsy voice of

the watchman, drawling out all was well ; the deep snoring of

the doctor's clubbed nose from below stairs ; or the cautious

labours of some carpenter rat gnawing in the wainscot. His
thoughts then wandered to his poor old mother: what would
she think of his mysterious disappearance?—what anxiety and
distress would she not suffer? This was the thought that

would continually intrude itseK, to mar his present enjoyment.

It brought with it a feeling of pain and compunction, and he
fell asleep with the tears yet standing in his eyes.

"Were this a mere tale of fancy, here would be a fine oppor-

tunity for weaving in strange adventures among these wild
mountains and roving hunters ; and, after involving my hero
in a variety of perils and difficulties, rescuing him from them
aU by some miraculous contrivance : but as this is absolutely a
true story, I must content myseK with simple facts, and keep

to probabilities.

At an early hour the next day, therefore, after a hearty

morning's meal, the encampment broke up, and our adven-

turers embarked in the pimiace of Antony Vander Heyden.

There being no wind for the sails, the Indians rowed her

gently along, keeping time to a kind of chant of one of the

white men. The dfiy ^a^ s^rsne and beautiful ; the river with--
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out a wave ; and as the vessel cleft the glassy water, it left a

long, undulating track behind. The crows, who had scented

the hunters' banquet, were already gathering and hovering in

the air, just where a column of thin, blue smoke, rising from

among the trees, showed the place of their last night's quarters.

As they coasted along the bases of the mountains, the Heer
Antony pointed out to Dolph a bald eagle, the sovereign of

these regions, who sat perched on a dry tree that projected

over the river; and, with eye turned upwards, seemed to be

drinking in the splendour of the morning sun. Their approach

disturbed the rhonarch's meditations. He first spread one

wing, and then the other ; balanced himself for a moment ; and
then, quitting his perch with dignified composure, wheeled
slowly over their heuds. Dolph snatched up a gun, and sent

.

a whistling ball after him, that cut some of the fea.thers from
his wing ; the report of the gun leaped sharply from rock to

rock, and awakened a thousand echoes ; but the monarch of

the air sailed calmly on, ascending higher and higher, and
wheehng widely as he ascended, soaring up the green bosom of

the woody mountain, until he disappeared over the brow of a
beetling precipice. Dolph felt in a manner rebuked by this

proud tranquillity, and almost reproached himself for having
so wantonly insulted this majestic bird. Heer Antony told

him, laughiiig, to remember that he was not yet out of the

territories of the lord of the Dunderberg ; and an old Indian

shook his head, and observed that there was bad luck in Trilling
an eagle—^the hunter, on the contrary, should always leave

him a portion of his spoUs.

Nothing, however, occurred to molest them on their voyage.

They passed pleasantly through magnificent and lonely scenes,

untU they came to where PoUopol's Island lay, like a floating

bower, at the extremity of the highlands. Here they landed,

until the heat of the day should abate, or a breeze spring up,

that might supersede the labour of the oar. Some prepared
the mid-day meal, while others reposed under the shade of the
trees in luxurious simxmer indolence, looking drowsily forth
upon the beauty of the scene. On the one side were the high-
lands, vast and cragged, feathered to the top with forests, and
throwing their shadows on the glassy water that dimpled at
their feet. On the other side was a wide expanse of the river,

like a broad lake, with long sunny reaches, and green head-
lands ; and the distant line of Shawungunk mountains waving
along a clear horizon, or checkered by a fleecy cloud.
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But I forbear to dwell on the particulars of their cruise along
the river; this vagrant, amphibious life, careering across silver
sheets of water; coasting wild woodland shores; banqueting
on shady promontories, with the spreading tree overhead, the
river curling its Hght foam to one's feet, and distant mountain,
and rock, and tree, and snowy cloud, and deep-blue sky, all
mingling in summer beauty before one; all this, though never
cloying in the enjoyment, would be but tedious in narration.
When encamped by the water-side, some of the party would

go into the woods and himt; others would fish : sometimes they
would amuse themselves by shooting at a mark, by leaping, by
nmning, by wrestling; and Dolph gained gi-eat favour in the
eyes of Antony Vander Heyden, by his skiU and adroitness in
all these exercises; which the Heer considered as the highest
of manly accomplishments.
Thus did they coast joUily on, choosing only the pleasant

hours for voyaging; sometimes in the cool morning dawn,
sometimes in the sober evening twUight, and sometimes when
the moonshine spangled the crisp curling waves that whispered
along the sides of their little bark. Never had Dolph felt so
completely in his element ; never had he met with any thing
so completely to his taste as this wild, hap-hazard hfe. He
was the very man to second Antony Vander Heyden in his

rambHng humours, and gained continually on his affections.

The heart of the old bushwhacker yearned toward the young
man, who seemed thus growing up in his own hkeness ; and as
they approached to the end of their voyage, he could not help

inquiring a little into his history. Dolph frankly told him his

course of hfe, his severe medical studies, his httle proficiency,

and his very dubious prospects. The Heer was shocked to find

that such amazing talents and accompUshments were to be

cramped and buried under a doctor's wig. He had a sovereign

contempt for the healing art, having never had any other phy-

sician than the butcher. He bore a mortal grudge to all kinds

of study also, ever since he had been flogged about an unintel-

hgible book when he was a boy. But to think that a young fel-

low like Dolph, of such wonderful abilities, who could shoot,

fish, run, jump, ride, and wrestle, should be obhged to roll

piUs and administer juleps for a hving—'twas monstrous ! He
told Dolph never to despair, but to

'

' throw physic to the dogs ;"

for a young fellow of his prodigious talents could never fail to

make his way. "As you seem to have no acquaintance in Al-

bany," said Heer Antony, "you shall go home with me, and
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remain under my roof until you can look about you ; and in

the mea.ntim.e we can take an occasional bout at shooting and
fishing, for it is a pity such talents should lie idle."

Dolph, who was at the mercy of chance, was not hard to

be persuaded. Indeed, on turning over matters in his mind,

which he did very sagely and deMberately, he could not but

think that Antony Vander Heyden was, " some how or other,"

connected with the story of the Haunted House ; that the misad-

venture in the highlands, which had thrown them so strangely

together, was, "some how or other," to work out something

good: in short, there is nothing so convenient as this "some
how or other" way of accommodating one's self to circum-

stances; it is the main-stay of a heedless actor, and tardy

reasoner, Hke Dolph Heyliger ; and he who can, in this loose,

easy way, link foregone evil to anticipated good, possesses a

secret of happiness almost equal to the philosopher's stone.

On their arrival at Albany, the sight of Dolph's companion
seemed to cause universal satisfaction. Many were the greet-

ings at the river side, and the salutations ia the streets: the

dogs bounded before him; the boys whooped as he passed;

every body seemed to know Antony Vander Heyden. Dolph
followed on in silence, admiring the neatness of this worthy
burgh ; for in those days Albany was in all its glory, and in-

habited almost exclusively by the descendants of the original

Dutch settlers, for it had not as yet been discovered and colo-

nized by the restless people of New-England. Every thing
was quiet and orderly ; every thing was conducted calmly and
leisurely; no hiirry, no bustle, no strugghng and scrambling
for existence. The gi-ass grew about the unpaved streets, and
reheved the eye by its refreshing verdure. The tall sycamores
or pendent willows shaded the houses, with caterpillars swing-
ing, in long silken strings, from, their branches, or moths, flut-

tering about like coxcombs, in joy at their gay transforma-
tion. The houses were buUt in the old Dutch style, with the
gable-ends towards the street. The thrifty housewife was
seated on a bench before her door, in close crimped cap, bright
flowered gown, and white apron, busily employed in knitting.
The husband smoked his pipe on the opposite bench, and the
httle pet negro girl, seated on the step at her mistress' feet,

was industriously plying her needle. The swallows sported
about the eaves, or skimmed along the streets, and brought
back some rich booty for their clamorous yoimg, and the little

housekeeping wren flew in and out of a LiUiputian house, or
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an old hat nailed against the wall. The cows were coining
home, lowing through the streets, to be milked at their owner's
door ; and if, perchance, there were any loiterers, some negro
urchin, with a long goad, was gently urging them homewards.
As Dolph's companion passed on, he received a tranquil nod

from the burghers, and a friendly word from their wives ; all

calling him familiarly by the name of Antony; for it was the
custom in this strong-hold of the patriarchs, where they had
all grown up together from chUdhood,, to call every one by the

Christian name. The Heer did not pause to have his usual

jokes with them, for he was impatient to reach his home. At
length they arrived at his mansion. It was of some magni-
tude, in the Dutch style, with large iron figures on the gables,

that gave the date of its erection, and showed that it had been
bmlt in the earhest times of the settlement.

The news of Heer Antony's arrival had preceded him ; and
the whole household was on the look-out. A crew of negroes,

large and small, had collected in front of the house to receive

him. The old, white-headed ones, who had gi'own gray in his

service, grinned for joy and made many awkward bows and
grimaces, and the little ones capered about his knees. But the

most happy being in the household was a httle, pliunp, bloom-

ing lass, his only child, and the darling of his heart. She came
boimding out of the house; but the sight of a strange young
man with her father called up, for a moment, all the bashful-

ness of a homebred damsel. Dolph gazed at her with wonder

and delight; never had he seen, as he thought, any thing so

comely in the shape of woman. She was dressed in the good

old Dutch taste, with long stays, and full, short petticoats, so

admirably adapted to show and set off the female form. Her

hair, turned up under a small round cap, displayed the fairness

of her forehead; she had fine, blue, laughing eyes, a trim, slen-

der waist, and soft swell—but, in a word, she was a httle

Dutch divinity; and Dolph, who never stopt half-way ia a new

impulse, fell desperately in love with her.

Dolph was now ushered into the house with "a hearty wel-

come. In the interior was a mingled display of Heer Antony's

taste and habits, and of the opulence of his predecessors. The

chambers were furnished with good old mahogany; thebeau-

fets and cupboards ghttered with embossed silver, and painted

china. Over the parlour fire-place was, as usual, the family

coat-of-arms, painted and framed; above which was a long

duck fowhng-piece, flanked by an Indian pouch, and a powder-
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horn. The room was decorated with many Indian articles,

such as pipes of peace, tomahawks, scaiping-knives, hunting-

pouches, and belts of wampum ; and there were various kinds

of fishing tackle, and two or three fowling-pieces in the comers.

The household affairs seemed to be conducted, in some meas-

ure, after the master's humours ; corrected, perhaps, by a Httle

quiet management of the daughter's. There was a degree of

patriarchal simplicity, and good-humoured indulgence. The
negroes came into the room without being called, merely to

look at their master, and hear of his adventures ; they would
stand listening at the door until he had finished a story, and
then go off on a broad grin, to repeat it in the kitchen. A couple

of pet negro children were playing about the floor with the

dogs, and sharing with them their bread and butter. AU the

domestics looked hearty and happy ; and when the table was
set for the evening repast, the variety and abundance of good
household luxuries bore testimony to the openhanded liberal-

ity of the Heer, and the notable housewifery of his daughter.
In the evening there dropped in several of the 'worthies of

the place, the Van EennseUaers, and the Gansevoorts, and the
Eosebooms, and others of Antony Vander Heyden's intimates,

to hear an account of his expedition ; for he was the Sindbad of

Albany, and his exploits and adventures were favourite topics
of conversation among the inhabitants. While these sat gossip-
ing together about the door of the haU, and telling long twUighb
stories, Dolph was cozily seated, entertaining the daughter on
a window-bench. He had already got on intimate terms ; for
those were not times of false reserve and idle ceremony; and,
besides, there is something wonderfully propitious to a lover's
suit, in the delightful dusk of a long summer evening; it gives
courage to the most timid tongue, and hides the blushes of
the bashful. The stars alone twinkled brightly ; and now and
then a fire-fly streamed his transient hght before the win-
dow, or, wandering into the room, flew gleaming about the
ceiling.

What Dolph whispered in her ear, that long smnmer even-
ing, it is impossible to say : his words were so low and indistinct,
that they never reached the ear of the historian. It is proba-
ble, however, that they were to the purpose; for he had a
natural talent at pleasing the sex, and was never long in com-
pany with a petticoat without paying proper court to it. In
the meantime, the visitors, one by one, departed ; Antony "Van-
der Heyden, who had fairly talked himself silent, sat nodding
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alone in his chair by the dcor, when he was suddenly aroused
by a hearty salute with which Dolph HeyUger had unguardedly
rounded off one of his periods, and which echoed through the

stiU chamber like the report of a pistol. The Heer started up,

rubbed his eyes, called for lights, and observed, that it was
high time to go to bed; though, on partiag for the night, he
squeezed Dolph heartily by the hand, looked kindly in his face,

and shook his head knowingly ; for the Heer weU remembered
what he himself had been at the youngster's age.

The chamber in which our hero was lodged was spacious, and
panelled with oak. It was furnished with clothes-presses, and
mighty chests of drawers, weU waxed, and ghttering with
brass ornaments. These contained ample stock of family liuen

;

for the Dutch housewives had always a laudable pride in show-

ing ofE their household treasures to strangers.

Dolph's mind, however, was too fuU to take particular note

of the objects around him; yet he could not help contiauaUy

comparing the free, open-hearted cheeriness of this estabhsh-

ment with the starveling, sordid, joyless housekeeping at Doc-

tor Knipperhausen's. StO there was something that marred

the enjoyment—the idea that he must take leave of his hearty

host and pretty hostess and cast himself once more adrift upon

the world. To hnger here would be foUy; he should only get

deeper in love; and for a poor varlet like himself to aspire to

the daughter of the great Heer Vander Heyden—it was mad-

ness to think of such a thing ! The very kindness that the girl

had shown towards him prompted him, on reflection, to hasten

his departure; itwoxild be a poor return for the frank hos-

pitality of his host to entai^le his daughter's heart in an in-

.judicious attachment. In a word, Dolph was Mke many other

young reasoners, of exceeding good hearts and giddy heads,

who think after they act, and act differently from what they

think; who make exceUont determinations overnight and for-

get to keep them the next morning.

"This is a fine conclusion, truly, of my voyage," said he, as

he almost buried himself in a sumptuous feather-bed, and drew

the fresh white sheets up to his chin. "Here am I, instead of

finding a bag of money to carry home, launched in a strange

place, with scarcely a stiver in my pocket; and, what is worse,

have jumped ashore up to my very ears in love mto the bar-

gain However," added he, after some pause, stretchmg him-

self and turning himself in bed, "I'm in good quarters for the

present, at least; so I'U e'en enjoy the present moment, and let
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the next take care of itself; I dare say all will work out, ' some

how or other,' for the best."

As he said these words, he reached out his hand to extinguish

the candle, when he was suddenly struck with astonishment

and dismay, for he thought he beheld the phantom of the

haunted house staring on him from a dusky part of the cham-
ber. A second look reassured him, as he perceived that what
he had taken for the spectre was, in fact, nothing but a Flem-

ish portrait, that hung in a shadowy corner just behind a
clothes-press. It was, however, the precise representation of

his nightly visitor :—the same cloak and belted jerkin, the same
grizzled beard and fixed eye, the same broad slouched hat, with

a feather hanging over one side. Dolph now called to mind
the resemblance he had frequently remarked between his host

and the old man of the haunted house ; and was fully convinced
that they were in some way connected, and that some especial

destiny had governed his voyage. He lay gazing on the por-

trait with almost as much awe as he had gazed on the ghostly
origiaal, untU the shriU house-clock warned him of the lateness

of the hour. He put out the Hght ; but remained for a long
time turning over these curious circumstances and coincidences
in his mind, until he fell asleep. His dreams partook of the
nature of his waking thoughts. He fancied that he stiU lay
gazing on the picture, until, by degrees, it became animated;
that the figure descended from the wall and walked out of the
room; that he followed it and found himself by the well, to
which the old man pointed, smiled on him, and disappeared.
In the morrung when Dolph waked, he found his host stand-

ing by his bed-side, who gave him a hearty morning's saluta-
tion, and asked him how he had slept. Dolph answered
cheerily; but took occasion to inquire about the portrait that
hung against the wall. "Ah," said Heer Antony, "that's a
portrait of old EilUan Vander Spiegel, once a burgomaster of
Amsterdam, who, on some popular troubles, abandoned Hol-
land and came over to the province during the government of
Peter Stu3rvesant. He was my ancestor by the mother's side,

and an old miserly curmudgeon he was. When the Enghsh
took possession of New-Amsterdam in 1664, he retired into the
country. He fell into a melancholy, apprehending that his
wealth would be taken from him and that he would come to
beggary. He turned all his property into cash, and used to
hide it away. He was for a year or two concealed in various
places, fancying himself sought after by the English, to strip
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him of his wealth; and finally was found dead ia. his bed one
morning, without any one being able to discover where he had
concealed the greater part of his money."
When his host had left the room, Dolph remained for some

tune lost in thought. His whole mind was occupied by what
he had heard. Vander Spiegel was his mother's family name

;

and he recollected to have heard her speak of this very KiUian
Vander Spiegel as one of her ancestors. He had heard her say,

too, that her father was KiUian's rightful heir, only that the
old man died without leaving any thing to be inherited. It now
appeared that Heer Antony was likewise a descendant, and
perhaps an heir also, of this poor rich man ; and that thus the
Heyligers and the Vander Heydens were remotely connected.

"What," thought he, "if, after aU, this is the interpretation of

my dream, that this is the way I am to make my fortune by
this voyage to Albany, and that I am to find the old man's
hidden wealth in the bottom of that well? But what an odd,

round-about mode of communicating the matter! Why the

plague coiild not the old gobhn have told me about the weU. at

once, without sending me all the way to Albany to hear a story

that was to send me all the way back again?"

These thoughtspassed through hismind whilehewas dressing.

He descended the stairs, full of perplexity, when the bright

face of Marie Vander Heyden suddenly beamed in smiles upon
TiiTHj and seemed to give him a clue to the whole mystery.

"After all," thou^t he, "the old gobhn is in the right. If I

am to get his wealth, he means that I shall marry his pretty de-

scendant; thus both branches of the family wiU be again

imited, and the property go on in the proper channel."

No sooner did this idea enter his head, than it carried con-

viction with it. He was now all impatience to hurry back and

secure the treasure, which, he did not doubt, lay at the bottom

of the weU, and which he feared every moment might be dis-

covered by some other person. "Who knows," thought he,

"but this night-waUdng old fellow of the haunted house may
be in the habit of haunting every visitor, and may give a hint

to some shrewder fellow than myself, "vviho wiU take a shorter

cut to the weU than by the way of Albany?" He wished a

thousand times that the babbling old ghost was laid in the Eed

Sea and his rambling portrait with him. He was in a perfect

fever to depart. Two or three days elapsed before any oppor-

tunity presented for returning down the river. They were ages

to Dolph, notwithstanding that he was basking in the smiles of
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the pretty Marie, and daily getting more and more enamoured.
At length the very sloop from which he had been knocked

overboard, prepared to make saU. Dolph made an awkward
apology to his host for his sudden departure. Antony Vander
Heyden was sorely astonished. He had concerted half-a-dozen

excursions into the wilderness ; and his Indians were actually

preparing for a grand expedition to one of the lakes. He took
Dolph aside, and exerted his eloquence to get him to abandon
all thoughts of business, and to remain with him—but in vain

;

and he at length gave up the attemipt, observing, '

' that it was
a thousand pities so fine a young man should throw himself

away." Heer Antony, however, gave him a hearty shake by
the hand at parting, with a favourite fowling-piece, and an
invitation to come to his house whenever he revisited Albany.
The pretty Mttle Marie said nothing; but as he gave her a fare-

well kiss, her dimpled cheek turned pale, and a tear stood in

her eye.

Dolph sprang lightly on board of the vessel. They hoisted

sail; the wind was fair; they soon lost sight of Albany, and
its green hills, and embowered islands. They tvere wafted
gayly past the Eaatskill mountains, whose fairy heights were
bright and cloudless. They passed prosperously through the
highlands, without any molestation from the Dunderberg
goblin and his crew; they swept on across Haverstraw Bay,
and by Croton Point, and through the Tappaan Zee, and
under the PaUsadoes, untU, in the afternoon of the third day,
they saw the promontory of Hoboken, hanging like a cloud in
the air ; and, shortly after, the roofs of the Manhattoes rising

out of the water.

Dolph's first care was to repair to his mother's house ; for he
was continually goaded by the idea of the uneasiness she must,
experience on his account. He was puzzhng his brains, as he
went along, to think how he should account for his absence,
without betraying the secrets of the haunted house. In the
midst of these cogitations, he entered the street in which his
mother's house was situated, when he was thunderstruck at
beholding it a heap of ruins.

There had evidently been a great fire, which had destroyed
several large houses, and the humble dwelling of poor Dame
Heyhger had been involved in the conflagration. The walls
were not so completely destroyed but that Dolph could distin-
guish some traces of the scene of his childhood. The fire-place
about which he had often played, still remained, ornamented
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witli Dutch tiles, illustrating passages in Bible history, on
which he had many a time gazed with admiration. Among
the rubbish lay the wreck of the good dame's elbow-chair, from
which she had given him so many a wholesome precept; and
hard by it was the family Bible, with brass clasps; now, alas!
reduced almost to a cinder.

For a moment Dolph was overcome by this dismal sight, for
he was seized with the fear that his mother had perished in the
flames. He was relieved, however, from this horrible appre-
hension, by one of the neighbours who happened to come by,
and who informed him that his mother was yet ahve.
The good woman had, indeed, lost every thing by this un-

looked-for calffmity ; for the populace had been so intent upon
saving the fine furniture of her rich neighbours, that the httle
tenement, and the httle all of poor Dame Heyhger, had been
suffered to consume without interruption; nay, had it not been
for the gallant assistance of her old crony, Peter de Groodt, the
worthy dame and her cat might have shared the fate of their
habitation.

As it was, she had been overcome with fright and affliction,

and lay ill in body, and sick at heart. The pubhc, however,
had showed her its wonted kindness. The furniture of lier rich

neighbom-s being, as far as possible, rescued from the flames

;

themselves duly and ceremoniously visited and condoled with
on the injury of their piwperty, and their ladies commiserated
on the agitation of their nerves ; the public, at length, began to

recoUect something about poor Dame Heyliger. She forthwith

became again a subject of universal sympathy; every body
pitied more than ever; and if pity could but have been coined

into cash—^good Lord ! how rich she would have been

!

It was now determined, in good earnest, that something

ought to be done for her without delay. The Dominie, there-

fore, put up prayers for her on Sunday, in which all the con-

gregation joined most heartily. Even Cobus G-roesbeck, the

alderman, and Mynheer MUledoUar, the great Dutch merchant,

stood up in their pews, and did not spare their voices on the

occasion ; and it was thought the prayers of such great men
could not but have their due weight. Doctor Knipperhausen,

too, visited her professionally, and gave her abundance of ad-

vice gratis, and was universally lauded for his charity. As to

her old friend, Peter de Groodt, he was a poor man, whose

pity, and prayers, and advice covild be of but little avail, so he

gave her all that was in his power—he gave her shelter.
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To tlie humble dwelling of Peter de Groodt, then, did Dolph

turn his steps. On his way thither, he recalled all the tender-

ness and kindness of his simple-hearted parent, her iudulgence

of his errors, her blindness to his faults; and then he be-

thought himself of his own idle, harum-scarum life. "I've

been a sad scape-grace, " said Dolph, shaking his head sorrow-

fully. "I've been a complete sink-pocket, that's the truth of

it !—But," added he, briskly, and clasping Ids hands, " only let

her live—only let her live—and I'll show myself indeed a sonl"

As Dolph approached the house, he met Peter de Groodt

coming out of it. The old man started back aghast, doubting

whether it was not a ghost that stood before him. It being

bright daylight, however, Peter soon plucked up heart, satis-

fied that no ghost dare show his face in such clear sunshine.

Dolph now learned from the worthy sexton the consternation

and rumour to which his mysterious disappearance had given

rise. It had been universally behoved that he had been

spirited away by those hobgobhn gentry that iixfested the

haunted house ; and old Abraham Vandozer, who lived by the

great button-wood trees, at the three-mile stone, afiflrmed, that

he had heard a terrible noise in the air, as he was going home
late at night, which seemed just as if a flight of wild geese were
overhead, passing ofE towards the northward. The haunted
house was, in consequence, looked upon with ten times more
awe than ever ; nobody would venture to pass a night in it for

the world, and even the doctor had ceased to make his expedi-

tions to it in the day-time.

It required some preparation before Dolph's return could be
made known to his mother, the poor soul having bewailed him
as lost ; and her spirits having been sorely broken down by a
number of comforters, who daUy cheered her with stories of

ghosts, and of people carried away by the devil. He found
her confined to her bed, with the other member of the Hey-
liger family, the good dame's cat, purring beside her, but sadly
singed, and utterly despoiled of those whiskers which were the
glory of her physiognomy. The poor woman.threw her arms
about Dolph's neck: "My boy! my boy! art thou stUl ahve?"
For a time she seemed to have forgotten aU her losses and
troubles, in her joy at his return. Even the sage grimalkin
showed indubitable sig-ns of joy, at the return of the youngster.
She saw, perhaps, that they were a forlorn and undone family,
and felt a touch of that kindliness which fellow-sufEerers only
know. But, in tnith, cats are a slandered people; they have
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more affection in them than the world commonly gives them
credit for.

The good dame's eyes ghstened as she saw one being, at
least, beside herself, rejoiced at her son's return, "fl'ib knows
thee! poor dumb beast!" said she, smoothing down the mot-
tled coat of her favourite; then recollecting herself, with a
melancholy shake of the head, "Ah, my poor Dolph!" ex-
claimed she, "thy mother can help thee no longer! She can
no longer help herself! What wiLL become of thee, my poor
boy !"

"Mother," said Dolph, "don't talk in that strain; I've been
toof long a charge upon you; it's now my part to take care of
you in your old days. Come! be of good heart! you, and I,

and Tib, will all see better days. I'm here, you see, young,
and sound, and hearty; then don't let us despair; I dare say
things will all, some how or other, turn out for the best."
While this scene was going on with the HeyMger family, the

news was carried to Doctor Knipperhausen, of the safe return
of his disciple. The Httle doctor scarcely knew whether to re-

joice or be sorry at the tidings. He was happy at haviag the
foul reports which had prevailed concerning his country man-
sion thus disproved ; but he grieved at having his disciple, of

whom he had supposed himself fairly disencumbered, thus
drifting back, a heavy charge upon his hands. While he was
balancing between these two feelings, he was determined by
the counsels of Frau Bsy, who advised him to take advantage
of the truant absence of the youngster, and shut the door upon
him for ever.

At the hour of bed-time, therefore, when it was supposed the

recreant disciple would seek his old quarters, every thing was
prepared for his reception. Dolph, having talked his mother
into a state of tranquillity, sought the mansion of his quondam
master, and raised the knocker with a faltering hand. Scarce-

ly, however, had it given a dubious rap, when the doctor's

head, in a red night-cap, popped out of one window, and the

housekeeper's, in a white night-cap, out of another. He was
now greeted with a tremendous volley of hard names and hard
language, mingled with invaluable pieces of advice, such as are

seldom ventured to be given excepting to a friend in distress,

or a culprit at the bar. In a few moments, not a window in

the street but had its particular night-cap, listening to the

shrill treble of Frau Ilsy, and the guttural croaking of Dr.

Knipperhausen ; and the word went from window to window,
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" Ah I here's Dolph Heyliger come back, and at his old pranks

again." In short, poor Dolph found he was likely to get

nothing from, the doctor hut good advice—a commodity so

abim.daiit«,s even to be thrown out of the window; so he was
fain to beat a retreat, and take up his quarters for the night

under the lowly roof of honest Peter de Groodt.

The next morning, bright and early, Dolph was at the

haunted hbuse. Every thing looked just as he had left it.

The fields were grass-grown and matted, and it appeared as if

nobody had traversed them since his departure. "With palpi-

tating heart, he hastened to the well. He looked down into it,

and saw that it was of great depth, with water at the bottom.

He had provided himself with a strong line, such as the fish-

ermen use on the banis of Newfoundland. At the end was a
heavy plmnmet and a large fish-hook. With this he began to

sound the bottom of the well, and to angle about in the water.

He found that the water was of some depth ; there appeared
also to be much rubbish, stones from the top having fallen in.

Several times his hook got entangled, and he came near break-
ing his line. Now and then, too, he hauled up mere trash,

such as the skull of a horse, an iron hoop, and a shattered
iron-bound bucket. He had now been several hours employed
without finding any thing to repay his trouble, or to encourage
him to proceed. He began to think himself a great fool, to be
thus decoyed into a wild-goose-chase by mere dreams, and
was on the point of throwing line and all into the well, and
giving up all further anghng.

" One more cast of the line," said he, " and that shall be the
last." As he sounded, he felt the plummet shp, as it were,
through the interstices of loose stones ; and as he drew back
the line, he felt that the hook had taken hold of something
heavy. He had to manage his fine with great caution, lest it

shoiild be broken by the strain upon it. By degrees, the rub-
bish that lay upon the article which he had hooked gave way

;

he drew it to the surface of the water, and what was his rap-
ture at seeing something hke sUver ghttering at the end of his
line ! Almost breathless with anxiety, he drew it up to the
mouth of the well, surprised at its great weight, and fearing
every instant that his hook would slip from its hold, and his
prize tumble again to the bottom. At length he landed it safe
beside the well. It was a great silver porringer, of an ancient
form, richly embossed, and with armorial bearings, similar to
those over his mother's mantel-piece, engraved on its side.
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The lid was fastened down by several twists of wire; Dolph
loosened them with a trembling hand, and on lifting the lid,

behold: the vessel was filled with broad golden pieces, of a
coinage which he had never seen before! It was evident he
had Ut on the place where EiUianVander Spiegel had con-
cealed his treasm-e.

Fearful of being seenby some straggler, he cautiously retired,
and buried his pot of money in a secret place. He now spread
terrible stories about the haunted house, and deterred every
one from approaching it, while he made frequent visits to it on
stormy days, when no one was stirring in the neighbouring
fields; though, to tell the truth, he did not care to venture
there in the dark. For once in his life he was diligent and
industrious, and followed up his new trade of angling with
such perseverance and success, that in a httle while he had
hooked up wealth enough to make him, in those moderate days,
a rich burgher for life.

It would be tedious to detail minutely the rest of this story:

—to tell how he gradually managed to bring his property into

iise without exciting surpise and inquiry—how he satisfied all

scruples with regard to retaining the property, and at the same
time gratified his own feelings, by marrying the pretty Marie
Vander Heyden—and how he and Heer Antony had many a
merry and roving expedition together.

I must not omit to say, however, that Dolph took his mother
home to Hve with him, and cherished her in her old days. The
good dame, too, had the satisfaction of no longer hearing her

son made the theme of censure ; on the contrary, he grew daily

in pubMc esteem; every body spoke well of him and his wines,

and the lordliest burgomaster was never known to decUne his

invitation to dinner. Dolph often related, at his own table,

the wicked pranks which had once been the abhorrence of the

town; but they were now considered excellent jokes, and the

gravest dignitary was fain to hold his sides when hstening to

them. No one was more struck with Dolph's increasing merit,

than his old master the doctor ; and so forgiving was Dolph, that

he actually employed the doctor as his family physician, only

taking care that his prescriptions should be always thrown out

of the window. His mother had often her junto of old cronies,

to take a snug cup of tea with her in her comfortable little

parlour; and Peter de G-roodt, as he sat by the fire-side, with

one of her grandchildren on his knee, would many a time con-

gratulate her upon her son turning out so great a man; upon
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which, the good old soul would wag her head with exultation,

and exclaim, "All, neighbour, neighbour! did I not say that

Dolph would one day or other hold up his head with the best of

them?"
Thus did Dolph Heyhger go on, cheerily and prosperously,

growing merrier as he grew older and wiser, and completely

falsifying the old proverb about money got over the devil's

back ; for he made good use of his wealth, and became a distin-

guished citizen, and a valuablemember of the community. He
was a great promoter of pubhc institutions, such as beef-steak

societies and catch-clubs. He presided at all pubhc dinners,

and was the first that introduced turtle from the West Indies.

He improved the breed of race-horses and game-cocks, and was
so great a patron of modest merit, that any one who could sing

a good song, or teU a good story, was sure to find a place at his

table.

He was a member, too, of the corporation, made several laws

for the protection of game and oysters, and bequeathed to the
,

board a large silver punch-bowl, made out of the identical

porringer before mentioned, and which is in the possession of

the corporation to this very day.

Finally, he died, in a florid old age, of an apoplexy, at a cor-

poration feast, and was buried with great honours in the yard
of the little Dutch church in Garden-street, where his tomb-
stone may still be seen, with a modest epitaph in Dutch, by his

friend Mynheer Justus Benson, an ancient and excellent poet of

the province.

The foregoing tale rests on better authority than most tales

of the kind, as I have it at second-hand from the lips of Dolph
Heyhger himself. He never related it tOl towards the latter

part of his hfe, and then in great confidence, (for he was very
discreet,) to a few of his particular cronies at his own table

over a supernumerary bowl of punch ; and, strange as the hob-
goblin parts of the story may seem, there never was a single

doubt expressed on the subject by any of his guests. It may
not be amiss, before concluding, to observe that, in addition to

his other accomplishments, Dolph Heyhger was noted for being
the ablest drawer of the long-bow in the whole province.
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THE WEDDING.

No more, no more, mucli honour aye betide
The lofty bridegroom and the lovely bride;
That all of their succeeding days may say,
Each day appears like to a wedding-day.—Braithwaite.

Notwithstanding the doubts and demurs of Lady Lillycraft,
and all the grave objections that were conjured up against the
month of May, yet the weddiag has at length happily taken
place. It was celebrated at the village church, ia presence of a
mmierous company of relatives and friends, and many of the
tenantry. The Squire must needs have something of the old
ceremonies observed on the occasion; so, at the gate of the
church-yard, several Mttle girls of the vUlage, dressed in white,
were in readiaess with baskets of flowers, which they strewed
before the bride; and the butler bore before her the bride-cup,
f>. great silver embossed bowl, one of the fanuly rehcs from the
days of the hard drinkers. This was filled with rich wine, and
decorated with a branch of rosemary, tied with gay ribands,
according to ancient custom.

"Happy is the bride that the sun shines on," says the old
proverb; and it was as sunny and auspicious a morning as
heart coiild wish. The bride looked uncommonly beautiful;

but, in fact, what woman does not look interesting on her
wedding-day? I know no sight more charming and touching
than that of ayoungand timid bride, in herrobes ofvirgin white,

led up trembling to the altar. When I thus behold a lovely

girl, in the tenderness of her years, forsaking the house of her
fathers and the home of her childhood ; and, with the imphcit

confiding, and the sweet self-abandonment, which belong to

woman, giving up all the world for the man of her choice

:

when I hear her, in the good old language of the ritual, yielding

herseK to him " for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in

sickness and in health, to love, honour and obey, till death us do

part," it brings to my mind the beautiful and afEecting self-

devotion of Ruth: "Whither thou goest I will go, and where

thou lodgest I wiU lodge ; thy people shall be my people, and

thy God my God."
The fair Juha was supported on the trying occasion by Lady

Lillycraft, whose heart was overflowing with its wonted sym-

pathy in aH matters of love and matrimony. As the bride

approached the altar, her face would be one moment covered
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with blushes, and the next deadly pale; and she seemed almost

ready to shrink from sight among her female companions.

I do not know what it is that makes every one serious, and,

as it were, awe-struck, at a marriage ceremony—which is gen-

erally considered as an occasion of festivity and rejoicing. As
the ceremony was performing, I observed many a rosy face

among the country girls turn pale, and I did not see a smile

throughout the church. The young ladies from the Hall were
almost as much frightened as if it had been their own case,

and stole many a look of sympathy at their trembhng com-

panion. A tear stood in the eye of the sensitive Lady LUly-

craft ; and as to Phoebe WUkins, who was present, she abso-

lutely wept and sobbed aloud ; but it is hard to teU, half the

time, what these fond foohsh creatures are crjdng about.

The captain, too, though naturally gay and unconcerned,

was much agitated on the occasion ; and, in attempting to put

the ring upon the bride's finger, dropped it on the floor;

which Lady Lillycraft has since assured me is a very lucky

omen. Even Master Simon had lost his usual vivacity, and
had assumed a most whimsically solemn face, which he is apt

to do on all occasions of ceremony. He had much whispering

with the parson and parish-clerk, for he is always a busy per-

sonage in the scene, and he echoed the clerk's amen with a
solemnity and devotion that edified the whole assemblage.

The moment, however, that the ceremony was over, the

transition was magical. The bride-cup was passed round,

according to ancient usage, for the company to drink to a
happy union ; every one's feelings seemed to break forth from
restraint. Master Simon had a world of bachelor pleasantries

to utter; and as to the gallant general, he bowed and cooed
about the dulcet Lady Lillycraft, hke a mighty cock-pigeon

about his dame.
The villagers gathered in the church-yard, to cheer the happy

couple as they left the chiu-ch ; and the musical tailor had mar-
shalled his band, and set up a hideous discord, as the blushing
and smiling bride passed through a lane of honest peasantry to
her carriage. The children shouted, and threw up their hats

;

the beUs rung a merry peal, that set all the crows and rooks
flying and cawing about the air, and threatened to bring down
the battlements of the old tower; and there was a continual
popping ofE of rusty fire-locks from every part of the neigh-
bourhood.

The prodigal son distinguished himseK on the occasion, hav-
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ing hoisted a flag on the top of the school-house, and kept the
village in a hubbub from sunrise, with the sound of drum and
fife and pandean pipe ; in which species of music several of his
scholars are making wonderful proficiency. In his great zeal,
however, he had nearly done -nischief ; for on returning froni
church, the horses of the bride's carriage took fright from the
discharge of a row of old gun-barrels, which he had mounted
as a park of artillery in front of the school-house, to give the
captain a military salute as he passed.
The day passed off with great rustic rejoicing. Tables were

spread under the trees in the park, where aU the peasantry of
the neighbourhood were regaled with roast-beef and plum-
puddiag and oceans of ale. Eeady-Money Jack presided at
one of the tables, and became so fuU of good cheer, as to un-
bend from his usual gravity, to sing a song out of all tune, and
give two or three shouts of laughter, that almost electrified his
neighbours, like so many peals of thunder. The schoolmaster
and the apothecary vied with each other in making speeches
over their hquor ; and there were occasional glees and musical
performances by the village band, that must have frightened
every faun and dryad from the park. Even old Christy, who
had got on a new dress from top to toe, and shone in all the
splendoxu" of bright leather breeches and an enormous wedding
favour in his cap, forgot his usual crustiness, became inspired

by wine and wassel, and absolutely danced a hornpipe on one
of the tables, with all the grace and agility of a manilrin hung
upon wires.

Equal gayety reigned within doors, where a large party of

friends were entertained. Every one laughed at his own
pleasantry, without attending to that of his neighbours.

Loads of bride-cake were distributed. The young ladies were
all busy in passing morsels of it through the wedding-ring to

dream on, and I myself assisted a few Httle boarding-school

girls in putting up a quantity for their companions, which I

have no doubt will set all the little heads in the school gadding,

fOS" a week at least.

After dinner, aU the company, great and small, gentle and
simple, abandoned themselves to the dance: not the modern
quadriUe, with its graceful gravity, but the merry, social, old

country-dance; the true dance, as the Squire says, for a wed-

ding occasion, as it sets all the world jigging in couples, hand

in hand, and makes every eye and every heart dance merrily

to the music. According to frank old usage, the gentlefolks of
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the Hall mingled for a time in the dance of the peasantry, who
had a great tent erected for a ball-room; and I think I never

saw Master Simon more in. his element, than when figuring

about among his rustic admirers, as master of the ceremonies

;

and, with a mingled air of protection and gallantry, leading

out the quondam Queen of May, aU blushing at the signal

honour conferred upon her.

In the evening the whole village was illuminated, excepting

the house of the radical, who has not shown his face during

the rejoicings. There was a display of fire-works at the

school-house, got up by the prodigal son, which had well-nigh

set fire to the building. The Squire is so much pleased with
the extraordinary services of this last mentioned worthy, that

he talks of enrolling him. in his list of valuable retainers, and
promoting him to some important post on the estate; per-

adventure to be falconer, if the hawks can ever be brought
into proper training.

There is a weU-known old proverb, that says "one wedding
makes many,"—or something to the same purpose; and I

should not be surprised if it holds good in the present instance.

I have seen several flirtations among the young people, that
have been brought together on this occasion ; and a great deal
of strolling about in pairs, among the retired walks and blos-

soming shrubberies of the old garden: and if groves were really

given to whispering, as poets would fain make us believe,

Heaven knows what love tales the grave-looking old trees
about this venerable country-seat might blab to the woi-ld.

The general, too, has waxed very zealous in his devotions
within the last few days, as the time of her ladyship's depar-
ture approaches. I observed him casting many a tender look
at her during the wedding dinner, while the courses were
changing; though he was always Mable to be in-terrapted ia
his adoration by the appearance of any new delicacy. The
general, in fact, has arrived at that time of life when the heart
and the stomach maintain a kind of balance of power, and
when a man is apt to be perplexed in his affections between a
fine woman and a truffled turkey. Her ladyship was certainly
rivalled, through the whole of the first course, by a dish of
stewed carp; and there was one glance, which was evidently
intended to be a point-blank shot at her heart, and could
scarcely have failed to effect a practicable breach, had it not
unluckily been directed away to a tempting breast of lamb, in
which it immediately produced a formidable incision.
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Thus did this faithless general go on, coquetting during the
whole dinner, and committing an infidehty with every new
dish; imtil, in the end, he was so overpowered hy the attentions
he had paid to fish, flesh, and fowl ; to pastry, jelly, cream, and
blanc-mange, that he seemed to sink within himself: his eyes
swam beneath their lids, and their fire was so much slackened,
that he could no longer discharge a single glance that would
reach across the table. Upon the whole, I fear the general ate

himself into as much disgrace, at this memorable dinner, as I

have seen him sleep himself into on a former occasion.

I am told, moreover, that young Jack Tibbetswas so touched
by the wedding ceremony, at which he was. present, and so

captivated by the sensibility of poor Phoebe Wilkias, who cer-

tainly looked aU the better for her tears, that he had a recon-

ciliation with her that very day, after dinner, in one of the

groves of the park, and danced with her ia the eveniag; to the

complete confusion of all Dame Tibbets' domestic pohtics. I met
them walking together in the park, shortly after the reconcili-

ation must have taken place. Young Jack carried himself

gayly and manfully ; but Phoebe hung her head, blushing, as I

approached. However, just as she passed me, and dropped a
curtsy, I caught a shy gleam, of her eye from under her bon-

net ; but it was immediately cast down again. I saw enough
in that single gleam, and in the involuntary smile that dimpled
about her rosy lips, to feel satisfied that the Httle gipsy's heart

was happy again.

What is more. Lady Idllycraft, with her usual benevolence

and zeal in all matters of this tender nature, on hearing of "the

reconciliation of the lovers, undertook the critical task of

breaking the matter to Ready-Money Jack. She thought there

was no time Uke the present, and attacked the sturdy old yeo-

man that very evening in the park, while his heart was yet

lifted up with the Squire's good cheer. Jack was a little sur-

prised at being drawn aside by her ladyship, but was not to be

flurried by such an honour: he was still more surprised by
the nature of her communication, and by this first inteUigence

of an affairwhich had been passing under his eye. He Hstened,

however, with his usual gravity, as her ladyship represented

the advantages of the match, the good qualities of the girl, and

the distress which she had lately suffered: at length his eye

began to kindle, and bis hand to play with the head of his

cudgel. Lady Lillycraft saw that something in the narrative

had gone wrong, and hastened to mollify his rising ire by reiter-
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ating the soft-hearted Phoehe's merit and fldeUty, and her

great unhappiness; when old Ready-Money suddenly inter-

rupted her by exclaiming, that i£ Jack did not marry the

wench, he'd break every bone in his body 1 The match, there-

fore, is considered a settled thing: Dame Tibbetsand the house-

keeper have made friends, and drank tea together ; and Phcebe
has again recovered her good looks and good spirits, and is

caroUing from morning till night like a lark.

But the most whimsical caprice of Cupid is one that I should

be almost afraid to mention, did I not know that I was writing

for readers well experienced in the waywardness of this most
mischievous deity. The morning after the wedding, therefore,

while Lady LOycraft was making preparations for her depar-

ture, an audience was requested by her immaculate hand-maid,
Mrs. Hannah, who, with much primming of the mouth, and
many maidenly hesitations, requested leave to stay behind, and
that Lady LOlycraft would supply her place with some other

servant. Her ladyship was astonished: "What! Hannah
goiag to quit her, that had lived with her so long !"

"Why, one could not help it; one must settle in life some
time or other."

The good lady was still lost in amazement ; at length, the
secret was gasped from the dry lips of the maiden gentlewoman

:

" She had been some time thinking of changing her condi-

tion, and at length had given her word, last evening, to Mr.
Christy, the huntsman.
How, or when, or where this singular courtship had been

carried on, I have not been able to learn ; nor how she has been
able, with the vinegar of her disposition, to soften the stony
heart of old Nimrod : so, however, it is, and it has astonished
every one. With all her ladyship's love of match-making, this

last fume of Hymen's torch has been too much for her. She
has endeavoured to reason with Mrs. Hannah, but all in vain;
her mind was made up, and she grew tart on the least contra-
diction. Lady LUlycraft appUed to the Squire for his interfer-

ence. "She did not know what she should do without Mrs.
Hannah, she had been used to have her about her so long a
time."

The Squire, on the contrary, rejoiced in the match, as reliev-

ing the good i-^-dy from a kind of toilet-tyrant, under whose
sway she had suffered for years. Instead of thwarting the
affair, therefore, he has given it his full countenance ; and
declares that he will set up the young couple in one of the best
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cottages ou his estate. The approbation of the Sqiiire has been
followed by that of the whole household; they all declare, that
if ever matches are really made ia heaven, this must have been

;

for that old Christy and Mrs. Hannah were as evidently formed
to be linked together, as ever were pepper-box and vinegar-
cruet.

As soon as this matter was arranged. Lady LiUycraft took
her leave of the family at the Hall; taking with her the captain
and his blushing bride, who are to pass the honeymoon with
her. Master Simon accompanied them on horseback, and
indeed means to ride on ahead to make preparations. The gen-
eral, who was fishing in vain for an invitation to her seat,
handed her ladyship into the carriage with a heavy sigh; upon
which his bosom friend. Master Simon, who was just mounting
his horse, gave me a knowing wink, made an abominably Wry
face, and, leaning from his saddle, whispered loudly in my ear,
'

'
It won't do !" Then, putting spurs to his horse, away he can-

tered off. The general stood for some time waving his hat
after the carriage as it rolled down the avenue, imtU he was
seized with a fit of sneezing, from exposing his head to the cool

breeze. I observed that he returned rather thoughtfiilly to the
house ; whistling softly to himself, with his hands behind his

back, and an exceedingly dubious air.

The company have now almost all taken their departure ; I

have determined to do the same to-morrow morning; and I

hope my reader may not think that I have already lingered too

long at the Hall. I have oeen tempted to do so, however,

because I thought I had lit upon one of the retired places where
there are yet some traces tobe met with of old EngKsh character.

A httle while hence, and all these will probably have passed

away. Keady-Money Jack will sleep with his fathers : the good
Squirfl, and all his peculiarities, will be buried in the neighbour-

ing church. The old Hall will be modernized into a fashionable

country-seat, or, peradventure, a manufactory. The park wiU
be cut up into petty farms and kitchen-gardens. A daily coach

win run through the village; it wiU become, like all other

commonplace villages, thronged with coachmen, post-boys,

tipplers, and politicians : and Christmas, May-day, and all the

other hearty merry-makings of the " good old times," will be

forgotten.
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THE AUTHOR'S FAEEWELL.

And so without more circumstance at all,

I hold it fit that we shake hands and part.—HomJei.

Hating taken leave of the Hall and its inmates, and brought

che history of my visit to something like a close, there seems

to remain nothing further than to make my bow, and exit. It

is my foible, however, to get on such companionable terms

with my reader iu the course of a work, that it really costs me
some pain to part with him ; and I am apt to keep him by the

hand, and have a few farewell words at the end of my last

volume.
When I cast an eye back upon the work I am just conclud-

ing, I cannot but be sensible how full it must 6e of errors and

imperfections: indeed, how should it be otherwise, writing as I

do about subjects and scenes with which, as a stranger, I am
but partially acquainted? Many will doubtless find cause to

smile at very obvious blunders which I may have made ; and
many may, perhaps, be ofEended at what they may conceive

prejudiced representations. Some wil] think I might have said

much more on such subjects as may suit their peculiar tastes

;

whilst others wiU think I had done wiser to have left those sub-

jects entu'ely alone.

It will probably be said, too, by some, that I view England
with a partial eye. Perhaps I do ; for I can never forget that

it i^ my "father land." And yet, the circumstances under
which I have viewed it have by no means been such as were
calculated to produce favourable impressions. For the greater

part of the time that I have resided in it, I have Mved almost
unknowing and unknown ; seeking no favours, and receiving

none: " a stranger and a sojourner in the land," and subject

to aU the chills and neglects that are the common lot of the
stranger.

When I consider these circumstances, and recollect how often

I have taken up my pen, with a mind iU at ease, and spirits

much dejected and cast down, I cannot but think I was not
Mkely to err on the favourable side of the picture. The opin-

ions I have given of EngUsh character have been the result of
much quiet, dispassionate, and varied observation. It is a
character not to be hastily studied, for it always puts on a re-

pulsive aad ungracious aspect to a stranger. Let those, then,
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who condemn my representations as too favourable, observe
this people as closely and d.ehberately as I have done, and they
will, probably, change their opinion. Of one thing, at any
rate, I am certain, that I have spoken honestly and sincerely,
from the convictions of my mind, and the dictates ofmy heart!
When I first pubKshed my former writings, it was with no
hope of gaining favour in EngHsh eyes, for I Httle thought they
were to become current out of my own country: and had I
merely sought popularity amongmy own countrymen, I should
have taken a more direct and obvious way, by gratifying
rather than rebuking the angry feelings that were then preva-
lent against England.
And here let me acknowledge my warm, my thankful feel-

ings, at the effect produced by one of my trivial lucubrations.
I allude to the essay in the Sketch-Book, on the subject of the
literary feuds between England and America. I cannot ex-
press the heartfelt delight I have experienced, at the unex-
pected sympathy and approbation with which those remarks
have been received on both sides of the Atlantic. I speak this

not from any paltry feehngs of gratified vanity ; for I attribute
the effect to no merit of my pen. The paper in question was
brief and casual, and the ideas it conveyed were simple and
obvious. "It was the cause: it was the cause" alone. There
was St, predisposition on the part of my readers to be favourably
affected. My countrymen responded in heart to the filial feel-

ings I had avowed in their name towards the parent country:
and there was a generous sympathy in every Enghsh bosom
towards a solitary individual, lifting up his voice in a strange
land, to vindicate the injured character of his nation. There
are some causes so sacred as to carry with them an irresistible

appeal to every virtuous bosom ; and he needs but httle power
of eloquence, who defends the honour of his wife, his mother,

or his country.

I hail, therefore, the success of that brief paper, as showing
how much good may be done by a kind word, however feeble,

when spoken in season—as showing how much dormant good-

feeling actually exists in each country, towards the other,

which only wants the slightest spark to kindle it into a genial

flame—as showing, in fact, what I have aU along behoved and
asserted, that the two nations would grow together in esteem

and amity, if meddling and malignant spirits would but throw

by their mischievous pens, and leave kindred hearts to the

kindly impulses of nature.
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I once more assert, axtd I assert it with increased conviction

of its truth, that there exists, among the great majority of my
countrymen, a favourable feeling toward England. I repeat

this assertion, because I think it a truth that cannot too -often

be reiterated, and because it has met with some contradiction.

Among all the Hberal and enlightened minds of my country-

men, among all those which eventually give a tone to national

opinion, there exists a cordial desire to be on terms of courtesy

and friendship. But at the same time, there exists ia those

very minds a distrust of reciprocal good-will on the part of

England. They have been rendered morbidly sensitive by the

attacks made upon their country by the Enghsh press ; and
their occasional irritability on this subject has been misinter-

preted into a settled and unnatural hostUity.

For my part, I consider this jealous sensibility as belongiag

to generous natures. I should look upon my countrymen as

fallen indeed from that independence of spirit which is their

birth-gift ; as fallen indeed from that pride of character which
they inherit from the proud nation from which they sprung,

could they tamely sit down under the infliction of contumely
and insult. Indeed, the very impatience which they show as

to the misrepresentations of the press, proves their respect for

English opinion, and their desire for Enghsh amity ; for there

is never jealousy where there is not strong regard.

It is easy to say, that these attacks are all the effusions of

worthless scribblers, and treated with silent contempt by the
nation; but, alas! the slanders of the scribbler travel abroad,

and the sUent contempt of the nation is only known at home.
With England, then, it remains, as I have formerly asserted,

to promote a mutual spirit of conciliation ; she has but to hold
the language of friendshiip and respect, and she is secure of the
good-will of every American bosom.
In expressing these sentiments, I woTild utter nothing that

should commit the proper spirit of my countrymen. We seek
no boon at England's hands: we ask nothing as a favour.
Her friendship is not necessary, nor would her hostility be
dangerous to our well-being. We ask nothing from abroad
that we cannot reciprocate. But with respect to England, we
have a warm feeling of the heart, the glow of consanguinity
that stUl Kngers in our blood. Interest apart—past differences
forgotten—we extend the hand of old relationship. We merely
ask, do not estrange us from you ; do not destroy the ancient
tie of blood ; do not let scoffers and slanderers drive a kindred
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nation from your side; we -would fain be friends; do not com-
pel us to be enemies.

There needs no better ralljong-ground for international
amity, than that furnished by an eminent English writer:
" There is," say she, "a sacred bond between us of blood and of

language, which no circumstances can break. Our hterature
must always be theirs; and though their laws are no longer
the same as ours, we have the same Bible, and we address our
common Father in the same prayer. Nations are too ready to
admit that they have natural enemies; why should they be
less willing to beMeve that they have natural friends?" *

To the magnanimous spirits of both countries must we trust

to carry such a natural alliance of affection into fuU effect. To
pens more powerful than mine, I leave the noble task of pro-

motiug the cause of national amity. To the intelligent and en-

Kghtened of my own country, I address my parting voice,

entreating them to show themselves superior to the petty

attacks of the ignorant and the worthless, and still to look with
dispassionate and philosophic eye to the moral character of

England, as the intellectual source of our rising greatness;

while I appeal to every generous-minded EngMshman from the

slanders which disgrace the press, insult the understanding,

and behe the magnanimity of his country: and I invite him to

look to America, as to a kindred nation, worthy of its origin

;

giving, in the healthy vigour of its growth, the best of com-
ments on its parent stock; and reflecting, in the dawning
brightness of its fame, the moral effulgence of British glory.

I am sure that such an appeal wfll not be made in vain. In-

deed, I have noticed, for some time past, an essential change in

English sentiment with regard to America. In parliament,

that fountain-head of public opinion, there seems to be an
emulation, on both sides of the house, in holding the language

of courtesy and friendship. The same spirit is daily becoming

more and more prevalent in good society. There is a growing

curiosity concerning my country; a craving desire for correct

information, that cannot fail to lead to a favourable under-

standing. The scoffer, I trust, has had his day; the time of

the slanderer is gone by ; the ribald jokes, the stale common-

places, which have so long passed current when America was

* From an article {said to be by Robert Southey, Esq.) published in the Quarterly

Eevlew. It is to be lamented that that publication should so often forget the gen-

erous text here given

!
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the theme, are now banished to the ignorant and the vulgar,

or only perpetuated by the hireling scribblers and traditional

jesters of the press. The intelligent and high-minded now
pride themselves upon making America a study.

But however my feelings may be understood or reciprocated

on either side of the Atlantic, I utter them without reserve, for

I have ever found that to speak frankly is to speak safely. I

am not so sanguine as to believe that the two nations are ever

to be bound togeljher by any romantic ties of feehng; but I

beUeve that much may be done towards keeping alive cor-

dial sentiments, were every well-disposed mind occasionally to

throw in a simple word of kindness. If I have, indeed, pro-

duced any such effect by my writings, it will be a soothing re-

flection to me, that for once, in the course of a rather negligent

life, I have been useful ; that for once, by the casual exercise

of a pen which has been in general but too improfitably em-
ployed, I have awakened a cord of sympathy between the land
of my fathers and the dear land that gave me birth.

In the spirit of these sentiments, I now take my farewell of

the paternal soil. With anxious eye do I behold the clouds of

doubt and difficulty that are lowering over it, and earnestly do
I hope that they may aU clear up into serene and settled sun-
shine. In bidding this last adieu, my heart is filled with fond, .

yet melancholy emotions; and stiU I linger, and stiU, Uke a
child leaving the venerable abodes of his foreJEathers, I turn to

breathe forth a filial benediction : Peace be within thy walls,

O England! and plenteousness within thy palaces; for my
brethren and my companions' sake I wiU now say, Peace bo
within thee 1
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WOLFEHT'S ROOST

MISCELLANIES.

A CHEONICa:.E OF WOLFERT'S ROOST.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE KNICKERBOCKER.

Sir: I liave observed that as a man advances in life, he is

subject to a kind of plethora of the mind, doubtless occasioned
by the vast accumulation of wisdom and experience upon the
brain. Hence he is apt to become narrative and admonitory, that
is to say, fond of telling long stories, and of doling out advice, to
the small profit and great annoyance of his friends. As I have
a great horror of becoming the oracle, or, more technically speak-,

ing, the " bore," of the domestic circle, and would much rather
bestow my wisdom and tediousness upon the world at large, X
have always sought to ease off this surcharge of the intellect

by means of my pen, and hence have inflicted divers gossiping

volumes upon the patience of the public. I am tired, however,
of writing volumes ; they do not afford exactly the relief I re-,

quire ; there is too much preparation, arrangement, and parade,

in this set form of coming before the pubUc. I am growing too

indolent and unambitious for any thing that requires labor or

display. I have thought, therefore, of securing to myself a
snug comer in some periodical work where I might, as it werq,

loll at my ease in my elbow-chair, and chat sociably with the

public, as with an old friend, on any chance subject that might
pop into my brain.

In looking around, for this purpose, upon the various excel-

lent periodicals with which our country abounds, my eye was
struck by the title of your work—" The Knickerbocker." My
heart leaped at the fsight.
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DiEDRicH Knickerbocker, Sir, was one of my earliest and
most valued friends, and the recollection of him is associated

with some of the pleasantest scenes of my youthful days.

To explain this, and to show how I came into possession of

sundry of his posthumous works, which I have from time to

time given to the world, permit m.e to relate a few particulars

of our early intercourse. I give them with the more confi-

dence, as I know the interest you take in that departed worthy,

whose name and effigy are stamped upon your title-page, and
as they will he found important to the better understanding and
relishing divers communications I may have to make to you.

My first acquaintance with that great and good man, for

such I may venture to call him, now that the lapse of some
thirty years has shrouded his name with venerable antiquity,

and the popular voice has elevated him to the rank of the

classic historians of yore, my first acquaintance with him was
formed on the banks of the Hudson, not far from the wizard
region of Sleepy Hollow. He had come there in the course of

his researches among the Dutch neighborhoods for materials

for his immortal history. For this purpose, he was ransacking
the archives of one of the most ancient and historical man-
sions in the country. It was a lowly edifice, built in the time
of the Dutch dynasty, and stood on a green bank, over-
shadowed by trees, from which it peeped forth upon the Grreat

Tappan Zee, so famous among early Dutch navigators. A
bright pure spriag welled up at the foot of the green bank ; a
wUi brook came babbling down a neighboring ravine, and
threw itself iuto a little woody cove, in front of the mansion. It

was indeed as quiet and sheltered a nook as the heart of man
coiild require, in which to take refuge from the cares and
troubles of the world ; and as such, it had been chosen in old
times, byWolfert Acker, one of the privy councillors of the re-
nowned Peter Stuyvesant.
This worthy but ill-starred man had led a weary and worried

life, throughout the stormy reign of the chivalric Peter, being
one of those unlucky wights with whom the world is ever at
variance, and who are kept in a continual fume and fret, by the
'vickedness of mankind. At the time of the subjugation of
the province by the English, he retired hither in high dudgeon;
with the bitter determination to bury himself from the world,
and live here in peace and quietness for the remainder of his
days. In token of this fixed resolution, he inscribed over his
door the favorite Dutch motto. "Lust in Sust," (pleasure in
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repose.) The mansion was thence called. " Wolfert's Rust "~
Wolfert's Rest ; but in process of time, the name was vitiated

into Wolfert's Roost, probably from its quaiat cock-loft look,

or from its having a weather-cock perched on every gable.

This name it continued to bear, long after the unlucky Wolfert
was driven forth once more upon a wrangling world, by the
tongue of a termagant wife; for it passed into a proverb
through the neighborhood, and has been handed down by tra-

dition, that the cock of the Roost was the most hen-pecked bird
in the country.

This primitive and historical mansion has since passed
through many changes and trials, which it may be my lot

hereafter to notice. At the time of the sojourn of Diedrich
Knickerbocker it was in possession of the gallant family of the

Van Tassels, who have figured, so conspicuously in his writings.

What appears to have given it pecuhar value, in his eyes, was
the rich treasury of historical facts here secretly hoarded up,

like buried gold ; for it is said that Wolfert Acker, when he re-

treated from New Amsterdam, carried off with him many of

the records and journals of the province, pertaining to the

Dutch dynasty ; swearing that they should never fall iato the

hands of the English. These, hke the lost books of Livy, had

baffled the research of former historians ; but these did I find

the iudefatigable Diedrich diligently deciphering. He was
already a sage in years and experience, I but an idle stripling;

yet he did not despise my youth and ignorance, but took me
kindly by the hand, and led mo gently into those paths of local

and-traditional lore which he was so fond of exploring. I sat

with him in his little chamber at the Roost, and watched the

antiquarian patience and perseverance with whichhe deciphered

those venerable Dutch documents, worse than Herculanean

manuscripts. I eat with him by the spring, at the foot of the

green bank, and Hstened to his heroic tales about the wor-

thies of the olden time, the paladins of New Amsterdam. I

accompanied him ia his legendary researches about Tarrytown

and Sing-Sing, and explored with him the spell-bound recesses

of Sleepy Hollow. I was present at many of his conferences

with the good old Dutch burghers and their wives, from whom
he derived many of those marvellous facts not laid down in

books or records, and which give such superior value and

authenticity to his history, over all others that have been writ-

ten concerning the New Netherlands.

But let me check my proneness to dilate upon this favorito
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theme ; I may recur to it hereafter. Suffice it to say, the inti-

macy thus formed, continued for a considerable time ; and in

company with the worthy Diedrich, I ^dsited many of the

places celebrated by his pen. The currents of our Hves at

length diverged. He remained at home to complete his mighty

work, while a vagrant fancy led me to wander about the world.

Many, many years elapsed, before I returned to the parent soU.

In the interim, the venerable historian of the New Netherlands

had been gathered to his fathers, but his name had risen to

renown. His native city, that city in which he so much
delighted, had decreed all manner of costly honors to his

memory. I found his effigy imprinted upon new-year cakes,

and devoured with eager relish by hoKday urchins; a great

oyster-house bore the name of "Knickerbocker Hall;" and I

narrowly escaped the pleasure of being rim over by a Knicker-

bocker omnibus

!

Proud of having associated with a man who had achieved

such greatness, I now recalled our early intimacy with tenfold

pleasure, and sought to revisit the scenes we had trodden to-

gether. The most important of these was the mansion ot the

Van Tassels, the Eoost of the unfortunate Wolfert. Time,

which changes aU things, is but slow in its operations upon a
Dutchman's dwelling. I found the venerable and quaint little

edifice much as I had seen it during the sojourn of Diedrich.

T^ere stood his elbow-chair in the corner of the room he had
occupied; the old-fashioned Dutch writing-desk at which he
had pored over the chronicles of the Manhattoes ; there was
the old wooden chest, with the archives left by Wolfert Acker,
many of which, however, had been fired off as wadding from
the long duck gun of the Van Tassels. The scene around the
mansion was stiU. the same ; the green bank ; the spring beside

which I had listened to the legendary narratives of the histo-

rian; the wild brook babbling down to the woody cove, and the
overshadowing locust trees, half shutting out the prospect of

the great Tappan Zee.

As I looked round upon the scene, my heart yearned at the
recollection of my departed friend, and I wistfully eyed the
mansion which he had inhabited, and which was fast moulder-
ing to decay. The thought struck me to arrest the desolating
hand of Time ; to rescue the historic pile from utter ruin, and
to make it the closing scene of my wanderings ; a quiet home,
where I might enjoy "lust in rust" for the remainder of my
days. It is true, the fate of the unluclcy Wolfert passed across
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my mind; but I consoled myseK with the reflection that I was
a bachelor, and that I had no termagant wife to dispute the
sovereignty of the Roost with me.

I have become possessor of the Eoost! I have repaired and
renovated it with religious care, in the genuine Dutch style,

and have adorned and illustrated it with sundry reUques of the
glorious days of the New Netherlands. A venerable weather-
cock, of portly Dutch dimensions, which once battled with the
wind on the top of the Stadt-House of New Amsterdam, in the
time of Peter Stuyvesant, now erects its crest on the gable end
of my edifice ; a gilded horse in fuU gaUop, once the weather-
cock of the great Vander Heyden Palace of Albany, now glit-

ters in the simshine, and veers with every breeze, on the peaked
turret over my portal ; my sanctum sanctorum is the chamber
once honored by the illustrious Diedrich, and it is from his

elbow-chair, and his identical old Dutch writing-desk, that I

pen this rambhng epistle.

Here, then, have I set up my rest, surrounded by the recol-

lections of early days, and the mementoes of the historian of

the Manhattoes, with that glorious river before me, which
flows with such majesty through his works, and which has
ever been to me a river of delight.

I thank God I was born on the banks of the Hudson! I

think it 'an invaluable advantage to be born and brought up in

the neighborhood of som.e grand and moble object in nature ; a
river, a lake, or a mountain. We make a friendship with it,

we in a manner ally ourselves to it for life. It remains an
object of our pride and affections, a rallying point, to call us

home again after all our wanderings. " The things which we
have learned in our childhood," says an old writer, "grow up
with our souls, and imite themselves to it." So it is with the

scenes among which we have passed our early days ; they in-

fluence the whole course c£ our thoughts and feelings ; and I

fancy I can trace much of what is good and pleasant in my
own keterogeneous compound to my early companionship with

this glorious river. In the warmth of my youthful enthusiasm,

I used to clothe it with moral attributes, and almost to give it a

soul. I admired its frank, bold, honest character; its noble

sincerity and perfect truth. Here was no specious, smiling

STirface, covering the dangerous sand-bar or pei-fidious rock;

but a stream deep as it was broad, and bearing with honorable

faith the bark that trusted to its waves. I gloried in its simple,

qmet, majestic, epic flow; ever straight for^vard. Once, in-
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deed, it turns aside for a moment, forced from its course by
opposing mountains, but it struggles bravely thi-ough them,

and immediately resumes its straightforward march. Behold,

thought I, an emblem of a good man's course through hfe;

ever simple, open, and direct; or if, overpowered by adverse

circumstances, he deviate into error, it is but momentary ; he

soon recovers his onward and honorable career, and continues

it to the end of his pilgrimage.

Excuse this rhapsody, into which I have been betrayed by a
revival of early feelings. The Hudson is, in a manner, my first

and last love ; and after aU my wanderings and seeming infi-

delities, I return to it with a heart-felt preference over aU the

other rivers in the world. I seem to catch new life as I bathe

in its ample biUows and inhale the pure breezes of its hills. It

is true, the romince of youth is past, that once spread illusions

over every scene. I can no longer picture an Arcadia in every
green vaUey ; nor a fairy land among the distant mountains

;

nor a peerless beauty in every villa gleaming among the trees

;

but though the illusions of youth have faded from the land-

scape, the recollections of departed years and departed pleas-

ures shed over it the meUow charm of evening sunshine.

Permit me, then, Mr. Editor, through the medium of your
work, to hold occasional discourse from my retreat with the

busy world I have abandoned. I have much to say about what
I have seen, heard, felt, and thought through the course of a
varied and rambling life, and some lucubrations that have long

been encumbering my portfolio; together with divers remi-

niscences of the venerable historian of the New Netherlands,

that may not be unacceptable to those who have taken an
interest in his writings, and are desirous of any thing that may
cast a hght back upon our early history. Let your readers
rest assured of one thing, that, though retired from the world,
I am not disgusted with it ; and that if in my communings
with it I do not prove very wise, I trust I shall at least prove
very good-natured.

Which is all at present, from
Yours, etc.,

Geoffrey Crayon.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE KNICKERBOCKER.

Worthy Sir: In a preceding communication, I have given
you some brief notice of Wolfert's Boost, the mansion where I
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first had the good fortune to become acquainted with the ven-
erable historian of the New Netherlands. As this ancient edi-
fice is likely to be the place whence I shall date many of my
lucubrations, and as it is really a very remarkable httle pile,

intimately connected with all the great epochs of our local and
national history, I have thought it but right to give some
farther particulars concerning it. Fortjmately, in rummaging
a ponderous Dutch chest of drawers, which serves as the
archives of the Eoost, and in which are preserved many
inedited manuscripts of Mr. Knickerbockke, together with the
precious records of New-Amsterdam, brought hither by Wolfert
Acker at the downfall of the Dutch dynasty, as has been
already mentioned, I found in one corner, among dried pimap-
kin-seeds, bunches of thyme, and pennyroyal, and crumbs of
new-year cakes, a manuscript, carefuUy wrapped up in the
fragment of an old parchment deed, but much blotted, and the
ink grown foxy by time, which, on inspection, I discovered to

be a faithful chronicle of the Eoost. The hand-writing, and
certain internal evidences, leave no doubt in my mind, that it

is a genuine production of the venerable historian of the New-
Netherlands, written, very probably, during his residence at

the Eoost, in gratitude for the hospitality of its proprietor.

As such, I submit it for publication. As the entire chronicle is

too long for the pages of your Magazine, and as it contains

many minute particulars, which might prove tedious to the

general reader, I have abbreviated and occasionally omitted

some of its details ; but may hereafter furnish them separately,

shoiild they seem to be required by the curiosity of an enlight-

ened and document-hunting public.

EespectfuUy yours,

Geoffrey Crayon.

A CHRONICLE OF WOLFERT'S EOOST.

FOUND AMONG THE PAPERS OF THE LATE DIEDRICH KNICKER-

BOCKER.

About five-and-tw^nty miles from the ancient and renowned

city of Manhattan, formerly called New-Amsterdam, and vul-

garly called New-York, on the eastern bank of that expansion

of the Hudson, known among Dutch mariners of yore, as the
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Tappan Zee, being in fact the great Mediterranean Sea of the

New-Netherlands, stands a little old-fashioned stone mansion,
all made up of gable-ends, and as full of angles and corners as

an old cocked hat. Though but of small dimensions, yet, like

many small people, it is of mighty spirit, and values itself

greatly on its antiquity, being one of the oldest edifices, for its

size, ia the whole country. It claims to be an ancient seat of

empire, I may rather say an empire in itself, and like aU em-,

pires, great and small, has had its grand historical epochs: In
speaking of this doughty and valorous little pile, I shall call it

by its usual appellation of '

' The Eoost ;" though that is a name
given to it in modem days, since it became the abode of the

white man.
Its origin, in truth, dates far back in that remote region com-

monly called the fabulous age, in which vulgar fact becomes
mystified, and tinted up with delectable fiction. The eastern

shore of the Tappan Sea was inhabited in those days by an
unsophisticated race, existing in aU the simphcity of nature;

that is to say, they lived by hunting and fishing, and recreated

themselves occasionally with a little tomahawking and scalp-

ing. Each stream that flows down from the hills into the

Hudson, had its petty sachem, who ruled over a hand's-breadth

of forest on either side, and had his seat of government at its

mouth. The chieftain who ruled at the RooSt, was not merely
a great warrior, but a medicine-man, or prophet, or conjurer,

for they aU mean the same thing, in Indian parlance. Of his

fighting propensities, evidences stiU remain, in various arrow-
heads of flint, and stone battle-axes, occasionally digged up
about the Eoost : of his wizard powers, we have a token in a
spring which wells up at the foot of the bank, on the very
margin of the river, which, it is said, was gifted by him with
rejuvenating powers, something like the renowned Fountain of

Youth in the Floridas, so anxiously but vainly sought after by
the veteran Ponce de Leon. This story, however, is stoutly
contradicted by an old Dutch matter-of-fact tradition, which
declares that the spring in question was smuggled over from
Holland in a chum, by Femmetie Van Slocum, wife of Goosen
Garret Van Slocum, one of the first settlers, and that she took
it up by night, unknown to her husband, from beside their
farm-house near Rotterdam; being sure she should find no
water equal to it in the new country—and she was right.

The wizard sachem had a great passion for discussing terri-

torial questions, and settling boundary fines ; this kept bim in
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continual feud "with the neighboring sachems, each of whom
stood up stoutly for his hand-breadth of territory ; so that there
is not a petty stream nor ragged hill in the neighborhood, that
has not been the subject of long talks and hard battles. The
sachem, however, as has been observed, was a medicine-man,
as well as warrior, and vindicated his clauns by arts as well as
arms; so that, by dint of a little hard fighting here, and hocus-
pocus there, he managed to extend his boundary-line from field

to field and stream to stream, until he found himself in legiti-

mate possession of that region of hUls and valleys, bright
fountains and limpid brooks, locked in by the mazy windings
of the Neperan and the Pocantico.*

This last-mentioned stream, or rather the valley through
which it flows, was the most difllcult of all his acquisitions. It

lay half way to the strong-hold of the redoubtaole sachem of

Sing-Siag, and was claimed by him as an integral part of his

domains. Many were the sharp conflicts between the rival

chieftains for the sovereignty of this vaUey, and many the
ambuscades, surprisals, and deadly onslaughts that took place

among its fastnesses, of which it grieves me much that I can-

not furnish the details for the gratification of those gentle but
bloody-minded readers of both sexes, who deUght in the romance
of the tomahawk and scalping-knife. Sufiice it to say that the

wizard chieftain was at length victorious, though his victory is

attributed in Indian tradition to a great medicine or charm by
which he laid the sachem of Sing-Sing and his warriors asleep

among the rocks and recesses of the vaUey, where they remain
asleep to the present day with their bows and war-clubs beside

them. This was the origin of that potent and drowsy speU

which still prevails over the valley of the Pocantico, and which
has gained it the well-merited appellation of Sleepy HoUow.
Often, in secluded and quiet parts of that yaUey, where the

stream is overhung by dark woods and rocks, the ploughman,

* As EVEKT one may not recognize these boundaries by their original Indian

names, it may be well to observe, that the Neperan is that beautiful stream, vul

garly called the Saw-Mill River, which, after winding gracefully for many miles

through a lovely valley, shrouded by groves, and dotted by Dutch farm-houses,

empties itself into the Hudson, at the ancient dorp of Yonlcers. The Pocantico is

that hitherto nameless brook, that, rising among woody hills, winds in many a

wizard maze through the sequestered haunts of Sleepy Hollow. We owe it to the

indefatigable researches of Mr. KNioKEKBOCKEn, that those beautiful streams are

rescued from modem common-place, and reinvested with their ancient Indian

names. The correctness of the venerable historian may be ascertained, by refer-

ence to the records of the original Indian grants to the HeiT Frederick Philipsen,

preserved in the county clerk's office, at Wliite Plains.
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on some calm and sunny day as he shouts to his oxen, is sur-

prised at hearing faint shouts from the lull-sides in reply;

being, it is said, the spell-bound warriors, who half start from

their rocky couches and grasp their weapons, but sink to sleep

again.
. , r xi.

The conquest of the Pocantico was the last triumph ot the

wizard sachem. Notwithstanding all. his medicine and charms,

he feU in battle in attempting to epctend his boundary Kne to
^

the east so as to take in the little wild valley of the Sprain,

and his grave is stiU shown near the banks of that pastoral

stream. He left, however, a great empii-e to his successors,

extending along the Tappan Zee, from Yonkers quite to Sleepy

Hollow; all which delectable region, if every one had his right,

would still acknowledge allegiance to the lord of the Roost—

whoever he might be.*

The wizard sachem was succeeded by a line of chiefs, of

whom nothing remarkable remains on record. The last who

makes any figure in history is the one who ruled here at the

time of the discovery of the country by the white man. This

sachem is said to have been a renowned trencherman, who
maintained almost as potent a sway by dint of good feeding as

his warUke predecessor had done by hard fighting. He dili-

gently cultivated the growth of oysters along the aquatic

borders of his territories, and founded those great oyster-beds

which yet exist along the shores of the Tappan Zee. Did any
dispute occur between him and a neighboring sachem, he in-

vited him and all his principal sages and fighting-men to a

solemn banquet, and seldom failed of feeding them into terms.

Enormous heaps of oyster-shells, which encumber the lofty

banks of the river, reanain as monuments of his gastronomical

victories, and have been occasionally adduced through mistake

by amateur geologists from town, as additional proofs of the

deluge. Modern investigators, who are making such indefati-

gable researches into our early history, have even affirmed that

this sachem was the very individual onwhom Master Hendrick
Hudson and his mate, Robert Juet, made that sage and

* In recording the contest for the sovereignty of Sleepy Hollow, I have called

one sachem by the modem name of his castle or strong-hold, viz. : Sing-Sing. This,

I would observe for the sake of historical exactness, is a corruption of the old

Indian name, O-sin-sing, or rather 0-sin-song; that is to say, a place where any
thing may be had for a song—a great recommendation for a market town. The
modem and melodious alteration of the name to Sing-Sing is said to have been

made in compliment to an eminent Methodist singing-master, who first introduced

into the neighborhood the art of sin^g through the nose. D. K.
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istounding experiment so gravely recorded by the latter in his
aarrative of the voyage: "Our master and his mate deter-
oained to try some of the cheefe men of the country whether
bhey had any treacherie in them. So they took them down
into the cabin and gave them so much wine and aqua vitae

that they were all very merrie ; one of them had his wife with
him, which sate so modestly as any of our countrywomen
would do in a strange place. In the end one of them was
drunke ; and that was strange to them, for they could not tell

how to take it."*

How far Master Hendrick Hudson and his worthy mate car-

ried their experunent with the sachem's wife is not recorded,

neither does the curious Robert Juet make any mention of the

after-consequences of this grand moral test; tradition, how-
ever, affirms that the sachem on landing gave his modest
spouse a hearty rib-roasting, according to the connubial disci-

pline of the aboriginals ; it farther affirms that he remained a
hard drinker to the day of his death, trading away aU his

lands, acre by acre, for aqua vitae ; by which means the Boost

and ail its domains, from Tonkers to Sleepy Hollow, came, in

the regular course of trade and by right of purchase, into the

possession of the Dutchmen.
Never has a territorial right in these new countries been

more legitimately and tradefully established
;
yet, I grieve to

say, the worthy government of the New Netherlands was not

suffered to enjoy this grand acquisition unmolested ; for, in the

year 1654, the losel Yankees of Connecticut—those swapping,

bargaining, squatting enemies of the Manhattoes—made a

daring inroad into this neighborhood and founded a colony

called Westchester, or, as the ancient Dutch records term it.

Vest Dorp, in the right of one Thomas Pell, who pretended to

have purchased the whole surrounding coxmtry of the Indians,

and stood ready to argue their claims before any tribunal of

Christendom.
This happened during the chivalrous reign of Peter Stuyve-

sant, and it roused the ire of that gunpowder old hero; who,

without waiting to discuss claims and tities, pounced at once

upon the nest of nefarious squatters, carried off twenty-five of

them in chains to the Manhattoes, nor did he stay his hand,

nor give rest to his wooden leg, until he had driven every

Yankee back into the boimds of Connecticut, or obHged him

* Sbb .Iiifit's Journal. Furchas Pilerim.
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to acknowledge allegiance to their High Mightinesses. He
then estabhshed certain out-posts, far in the Indian country,

to keep an eye over these debateable lands; one of these

border-holds was the Roost, being accessible from New Amster-
dam by water, and easily kept supplied. The Yankees, how-
ever, had too great a hankering after this delectable region to

give it up entirely. Some remained and swore allegiance to

the Maiihattoes ; but, while they kept this open semblance of

fealty, they went to work secretly and vigorously to inter-

marry and multiT>ly, and by these nefarious means, artfully

propagated themselves into possession of a wide tract of those

open, arable parts of Westchester county, lying along the

Sound, where their descendants may be found at the present

day; whUe the mountainous regions along the Hudson, with
the valleys of the Neperan and the Pocantico, are tenaciously

held by the hneal descendants of the Copperheads.

The chronicle of the venerable Diedrich here goes on to relate

how that, shortly after the above-mentioned events, the whole
province of the New Netherlands was subjugated by the
British; how that Wolfert Acker, one of the wrangling coun-
cillors of Peter Stuyvesant, retired in dudgeon to this fastness
ia the wilderness, determining to enjoy "lust in rust "for the
remainder of his days, whence the place first received its name
of Wolfert's Roost. As these and sundry other matters have
been laid before the public in a preceding article, I shall pass
them over, and resume the chronicle where it treats of matters
not hitherto recorded

:

Like many men who retire from a worrying world, says
Diedrich Enickerbooker, to enjoy quiet in the country, Wol-
fert Acker soon found himself up to the ears in trouble. He
had a termagant Avife at home, and there was what is profanely
called "the deuce to pay," abroad. The recent iri-uption of
the Yankees into the bounds of the New Netherlands, had left
behind it a doleful pestilence, such as is apt to follow the steps
of invading armies. This was the deadly plague of witchcraft,
which had long been prevalent to the eastward. The malady
broke out at Vest Dorp, and threatened to spread throughout
the country. The Dutch burghers along the Hudson, from
Yonkers to Sleepy Hollow, hastened to nail horse-shoes to their
doors, which have ever been found of sovereign virtue to repel
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this awful visitation. This is the origin of the horse-shoes
which may stiU be seen nailed to the doors of barns and farm-
houses, in various parts of this sage and sober-thoughted
region.

The evil, however, bore hard upon the Roost; partly, per-
haps, from its having in old tunes been subject to supernatural
influences, during tho sway of the Wizard Sachem; but it has
always, in fact, been considered a fated mansion. The luilucky
Wolfert had no rest day nor night. When the weather was
quiet aU over the pountry, the wind would howl and whistle
roimd his roof; witches would ride and whirl upon his weather-
cocks, and scream down his chimneys. His cows gave bloody
milk, and his horses broke bounds, and scampered into the
woods. There were not wanting evil tongues to whisper that
Wolt'ert's termagant wife had some tampering with the enemy

;

and that she even attended a witches' Sabbath in Sleepy Hol-
low

; nay, a neighbor, who lived hard by, declared that he saw
her harnessing a rampant broom-stick, and about to ride to the
meeting; though others presume it was merely flourished in.

the course of one of her curtain lectures, to give energy and
emphasis to a period. Certain it is, that Wolfert Acker nailed

a horse-shoe to the front door, during one of her nocturnal
excursions, to prevent her return; but as she re-entered the

house without any difiiculty, it is probable she was not so
much of a witch as she was represented.*

After the time of WoKert Acker, a long interval elapses,

about which but little is known. It is hoped, however, that

the antiquarian researches so diligently making in every part

* Historical Note.—The annexed extracts from the early colonial records, rC'

Jate to the irruption of witchcrafC into Westchester county, as mentioned in the

chronicle:
" July 7, 1670.—Katharine Harryson. accused of witchcraft on complaint of ThO'

mas Hunt and Edward Waters, in behalf of the town, who pray that she may be

driven from the town of Westchester. The woman appears before the council.

She was a native of England, and had lived a year in Weathersfield, Con-

necticut, where she had been tried for witchcraft, found guilty by the jury, ao^

quitted by the bench, and released out of prison, upon condition she would remove,

Affair adjourned.

"August 24.—.Affair taken up again, when, beina hoard at large, it was referred

to the general court of assize. Woman ordered to give security for good behavior,"

etc.

In another place is the following entry;
" Order given for Katharine Harryson, charged with mtohcraft. to leave West-

chester, as the inhabitants are uneasy at her residing there, and she is ordered t«
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of this new country, may yet throw some Kght upon what may
be termed the Dark Ages of the Boost.

The next period at which we find this venerable and eventful

pile rising to importance, and resuming its old beUigerent char-

acter, is during the revolutionary war. It was at that time

owned by Jacob Van Tassel, or Van Texel, as the name was
originally spelled, after the place in HoUand which gave birth

to this heroic line. He was strong-bmlt, long-hmbed, and as

stout in soul as in body ; a fit successor to the warrior sachem

of yore, and, Uke him, delighting in extravagant enterprises

and hardy deeds of arms. But, before I enter upon the ex-

ploits of this worthy cock of the Roost, it is fitting I should

throw some light upon the state of the mansion," and of the

surrounding country, at the time.

The situation of the Eoost is in the very heart of what was
the debateable ground between the American and British Mnes,

jluring the war. The British held possession of the city of New
Fork, and the island of Manhattan on which it stands. The
Americans drew up toward the Highlands, holding their head-

ijuarters at Peekskill. The intervening country, from Croton

River to Spiting DevU Creek, was the debateable land, subject

to be harried by friend and foe, like the Scottish borders of

yore. It is a rugged country, with a line of rocky hills extend-

ing through it, Uke a back bone, sending ribs on either side

;

but among these rude hills are beautiful winding valleys, like

those watered by the Pocantico and the Neperan. In the fast-

nesses of these MUs, and along these valleys, exist a race of

hard-headed, hard-handed, stout-hearted Dutchmen, descend-

ants of the primitive Nederlanders. Most of these were strong
whigs throughout the war, and have ever remained obstinately

attached to the soil, and neither to be fought nor bought out of

their paternal acres. Others were tories, and adherents to the
old kingly rule ; some of whom took refuge within the British
lines, joined the royal bands of refugees, a name odious to the
American ear, and occasionally returned to harass their an-
cient neighbors.

In a little while, this debateable land was overrun by preda-
tory bands from either side; sacking hen-roosts, plimdering
farm-houses, and driving ofE cattle. Hence arose those two
great orders of border chivalry, the Skinners and the Cow-
boys, famous in the heroic annals of Westchester county. The
former fought, or rather marauded, under the American, the
latter under the British banner; but both, in the hurry of their
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military ardor, were apt to err on the safe side, and rob friend

as well as foe. Neither of them stopped to ask the politics of

horse or cow, which they drove into captivity; nor, when they
wrung the neck of a rooster, did they trouble their heads to

ascertain whether he were crowing for Congress or King
George.
While this marauding system prevailed on shore, the Great

Tappan Sea, which washes this belligerent region, was domi-
neered over by British frigates and other vessels of war, an-

chored here and there, to keep an eye upon the river, and
maintain a communication between the various miUtary posts.

Stout galleys, also, armed with eighteen-poim.ders, and navi-

gated with sails and oars, cruised about like hawks, ready to

pounce upon their prey.

All these were eyed with bitter hostility by the Dutch yeo-

manry along shore, who were indignant at seeiag their great

Mediterranean ploughed by hostile prows; and would occasion-

ally throw up a mud breast-work on a point or promontory,

mount an old iron field-piece, and fire away at the enemy,

though the greatest harm was apt to happen to themselves

from the bursting of their ordnance ; nay, there was scarce a

Dutchman along the river that woiild hesitate to fire with his

long duck gun at any British cruiser that came within reach,

as he had been accustomed to fire at water-fowl.

I have been thus particular in my account of the times and

neighborhood, that the reader might the more readUy com-

prehend the surrounding dangers in this the Heroic Age of the

Roost.

It was commanded at the time, as I have already observed,

by the stout Jacob Van Tassel. As I wish to be extremely

accurate in this part of my chronicle, I beg that this Jacob

Van Tassel of the Eoost may not be confounded with another

Jacob Van Tassel, commonly known ia border story by the

name of "Clump-footed Jake," a noted tory, and one of the

refugee band of Spiting Devil. On the contrary, he of. the

Eoost was a patriot of the first water, and, if we may take his

own word for granted, a thorn in the side of the enemy. As

the Eoost, from its lonely situation on the water's edge, might

be liable to attack, he took measures for defence. On a row

of hooks above his fire-place, reposed his great piece of ord-

nance, ready charged and primed for action. This was a

duck or rather goose-gun, of unparalleled longitude, with

which it was said he could kill a wUd goose, though half-way
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across the Tappan Sea. Indeed, there are as many wonders
told of this renowned gun, as of the enchanted weapons of the

heroes of classic story.

In different parts of the stone walls of his mansion, he had
made loop-holes, through which he might fire upon an assail-

ant. His wife was stout-hearted as himself, and could load as

fast as he could fire ; and then he had an ancient and redoubtable

sister, Nochie Van Wurmer, a match, as he said, for the stout-

est man in the country. Thus garrisoned, the little Boost was
fit to stand a siege, and Jacob Van Tassel was the man to defend

it to the last charge of powder.

He was, as I have already hinted, of pugnacious propensities

;

and, not conten^t with being a patriot at home, ard fighting for

the security of his own fireside, he extended his thought3

abroad, and entered into a confederacy with certain of the

bold, hard-riding lads of Tarrytown, Petticoat Lane, and Sleepy

Hollow, who formed a kind of Holy Brotherhood, scouring the

country to clear it of Skinner and Cow-boy, and aU other bor-

der vermin. The Boost was one of their rallying points. Did
a band of marauders from Manhattan island come sweeping
through the neighborhood, and driving off cattle, the stout

Jacob and his compeers were soon clattering at their heels, and
fortunate did the rogues esteem themselves if they could but
get a part of their booty across the linos, or escape themselves
without a rough handling. Should the mosstroopers succeed
in passing with their cavalgada, with thundering tramp and
dusty whirlwind, across Kingsbridge, the Holy Brotherhood of
the Boost woLdd rein up at that perilous pass, and, wheeling
about, would indemnify themselves by foraging the refugee
region of Morrisania.

When at home at the Boost, the stout Jacob was not idle;
but was prone to carry on a petty warfare of his own, for his
private recreation and refreshment. Did he ever chance to
espy, from his look-out place, a hostile ship or gaUey anchored
or becalmed near shore, he would take down his long goose-gim
from the hooks over the fire-place, sally out alone, and lurk
along shore, dodging behind rocks and trees, and watching for
hours together, like a veteran mouser intent on a rat-hole. So
sure as a boat put off for shore, and came within shot, bang!
went the great goose-gun; a shower of slugs and buck-shot
whistled about the ears of the enemy, and before the boat could
reach the shore, Jacob had scuttled up some woody ravine and
left no trace behind.
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Aboiit this time, the Eoost experienced a vast accession of

warlike importance, in being made one of the stations of the

water-guard. This was a kind of aquatic corps of observation,

composed of long, sharp, canoe-shaped boats, technically called

whale-boats, that lay lightly on the water, and could be rowed
with great rapidity. They were manned by resolute fellows,

skilled at pulling an oar, or handling a musket. These lurked
about in nooks and bays, and behind those long promontories
which run out into the- Tappan Sea, keeping a look-out, to give

notice of the approach or movements of hostUe ships. They
roved about in pairs; sometimes at night, with muffled oars,

ghding like spectres about frigates and guard-ships riding at

anchor, cutting off any boats that made for shore, and keeping

the enemy in constant uneasiness. These musquito-cruisers

generally kept aloof by day, so that their harboring places

might not be discovered, but would pull quietly along, under

shadow of the shore, at night, to take up their quarters at the

Roost. Hither, at such time, would also repair the hard-riding

lads of the hills, to hold secret councils of war with the "ocean

chivalry;" and in these nocturnal meetings were concerted

many of those daring forays, by land and water, that resoimded

throughout the border.

The chronicle here goes on to recount divers wonderful

stories of the wars of the Eoost, from which it would seem,

that this little warrior nest carried the terror of its arms into

every sea, from Spiting Devil Creek to Antony's Nose; that it

even bearded the stout island of Manhattan, invading it at

night, penetrating to its centre, and burning down the famous

Delancey house, the conflagration of which makes such a blaze

in revolutionary history. Nay more, in their extravagant dar-

ing, these cocks of the Roost meditated a nocturnal descent

upon New York itself, to swoop upon the British commanders,

Howe and CUnton, by surprise, bear them ofe captive, and per-

haps put a triumphant close to the war

!

All these and many sihailar exploits are recorded by the

worthy Diedrich, with his usual minuteness and enthusiasm,

whenever the deeds in arms of his kindred Dutchmen are in

question; but though most of these warlike stories rest upon

the best of all authority, that of the warriors themselves, and

though many of them are still current among the revolutionary

patriarchs of this heroic neighborhood, yet I dare not expose
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them to the incredulity of a tamer and less chivalric age.

Suffice it to say, the frequent gatherings at the Eoost, and
the hardy projects set on foot there, at length drew on it the

fiery iadignation of the enemy ; and this was quickened by the

conduct of the stout Jacob Van Tassel ; with whose valorous

achievements we resume the course of the chronicle.

This doughty Dutchman, contiuues the sage DrEDEiCH
Knickerbookee, was not content with taking a share in all the

magnanimous enterprises concocted at the Roost, but still con-

tinued his petty warfare along shore. A series of exploits at

length raised his confidence in his prowess to such a height,

that he began to think himself and his goose-gun a match for

any thing. Unluckily, in the coiirse of one of his prowUngs,
he descried a British transport aground, not far from shore,

with her stern swung toward the land, within point-blank shot.

The temptation was too great to be resisted; bang! as usual,

went the great goose-gun, shivering the cabin windows, and
driving all hands forward. Bang! bang! the shots were
repeated. The reports brought several sharp-shooters of the

neighborhood to the spot ; before the transport could bring a
gun to bear, or land a boat, to take revenge, she was soundly
peppered, and the coast evacuated. This was the last of

Jacob's triumphs. He fared Kke some heroic spider, that has
unwittingly ens^iared a hornet, to his immortal glory, perhaps,

but to the utter ruin of his web.

It was not long after this, during the absence of Jacob Van
Tassel on one of his forays, and when no one was in garrison

but his stout-hearted spouse, his redoubtable sister, Nochie Van
"Wurmer, and a strapping negro wench, called Dinah, that an
armed vessel came to anchor off the Eoost, and a boat full of

men pulled to shore. The garrison flew to arms, that is to say,

to mops, broom-sticks, shovels, tongs, and all kinds of domestic
weapons; for, unluckily, the great piece of ordnance, the
goose-gun, was absent with its owner. Above aU, a vigorous
defence was made with that most potent of female weapons,
the tongue. Never did invaded hen-roost make a more vocifer-

ous outcry. It was all in vain. The house was sacked and
plundered, fir^ was set to each corner, and in a few moments
its blaze shed a baleful hght far over the Tappan Sea. The
invaders then pounced upon the blooming Lancy Van Tassel, the
beauty of the Eoost, and endeavored to bear her off to the boat.
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But here was the real tug of war. The mother, the aunt, and
the strapping negro wench, all flew to the rescue. The struggle
continued down to the very water's edge; when a voice from
the armed vessel at anchor, ordered the spoilers to let go their
hold; they relinquished their prize, jumped into their boats,
and pulled off, and the heroine of the Eoost escaped with a
mere nmiphng of the feathers.

The fear of tiring my readers, who may not take such an
interest as myself in these heroic themes, induces me to close
here my extracts from this precious chronicle of the venerable
Diedrich. Suffice it briefly to say, that shortly after the
catastrophe of the Eoost, Jacob Van Tassel, in the course
of one of his forays, fell into the hands of the British; was
sent prisoner to New York, and was detained ia captivity for
the greater part of the war. In the mean time, the Eoost
remained a melancholy ruin ; its stone walls and brick chim-
neys alone standing, blackened by flre, and the resort of bats
and owlets. It was not until the return of peace, when this

belligerent neighborhood once more resinned its quiet agricul-

tural pursuits, that the stout Jacob sought the scene of his tri-

umphs and disasters; rebuilt the Eoost, and reared again on
high its ghttering weather-cocks.

Does any one want further particulars of the fortunes of

this eventful little pile? Let him go to the fountain-head, and
drink deep of historic truth. Eeaderl the stout Jacob Van
Tassel stm lives, a venerable, gray-headed patriarch of the rev-

olution, now in his ninety-fifth year I He sits by his fireside,

in the ancient city of the Manhattoes, and passes the long win-

ter evenings, surroimded by his children, and grand-children,

and great-grand-children, all listening to his tales of the border

wars, and the heroic days of the Eoost. His great goose-gun,

too, is still in existence, having been preserved for many
years in a hollow tree, and passed from hand to hand among
the Dutch burghers, as a precious rehque of the revolution.

It is now actually in possession of a contemporary of the stout

Jacob, one almost his equal in years, who treasures it up at his

house in the Bowerie of New-Amsterdam, hard by the ancient

rural retreat of the chivalric Peter Stuyvesant. I am not

without hopes of one day seeing this formidable piece of

ordinance restored to its proper station in the arsenal of tho

Boost.
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Before closing this historic document, I cannot but advert to

certain notions and traditions concerning the venerable pile in

question. Old-time edifices are apt to gather odd fancies and
superstitions about them, as they do moss and weather-stains

;

and this is in a neighborhood a httle given to old-fashioned

notions, and who look upon the Eoost as som.ewhat of a fated

mansion. A lonely, rambling, down-hill lane leads to it, over-

hung with trees, with a wild brook dashing along, and crossing

and re-crossing it. This lane I found some of the good people

of the neighborhood shy of treading at night ; why, I could not

for a long time ascertain ; untU I learned that one or two of the

rovers of the Tappan Sea, shot by the stout Jacob during the

war, had been buried hereabout, in unconsecrated ground.

Another local superstition is of a less gloomy kind, and one
which I confess I am somewhat disposed to cherish. The Tap-

pan Sea, in front of the Eoost, is about three miles wide, bor-

dered by a lofty line of waving and rocky hills. Often, in the

stiU twilight of a summer evening, when the sea is like glass,

with the opposite hills throwing their purple shadows half

across it, a low sound is heard, as of the steady, vigorous pull

of oars, far out in the middle of the stream, though not a boat
is to be descried. This I should have been apt to ascribe to

some boat rowed along under the shadows of the western
shore, for sounds are conveyed to a great distance by water, at

such quiet hours, and I can distinctly hear the baying of the
watch-dogs at night, from the farms on the sides of the opposite
mountains. The ancient traditionists of the neighborhood,
however, rehgiously ascribed these sounds to a judgment upon
one Rumbout Van Dam, of Spiting DevQ, who danced and
drank late one Saturday night, at a Dutch quilting frolic, at
Kakiat, and set off alone for home in Ms boat, on the verge of

Sunday morning; swearing he would not land till he reached
Spiting Devil, if it took him a month of Sundays. He was
never seen afterward, but is often heard plying his oars across
the Tappan Sea, a Flying Dutchman on a small scale, suited to
the size of his cruising-ground ; being doomed to ply between
Kakiat and Spiting DevQ till the day of judgment, but never
to reach the land.

There is one room in the mansion which almost overhangs
the river, and is reputed to be haunted by the ghost of a
young lady who died of love and green apples. I have been
awakened at night by the sound of oars and the tinkling of
guitars beneath the window ; and seeing a boat loitering in the
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moonHght, have been tempted to believe it the Flying Dutch-man of Spiting Devil, and to try whether a silver bullet might
not put an end to his unhappy cruisings; but, happening to
recoUect that there was a hvmg young lady in the haunted
room, who might be terrified by the report of fire-arms, I have
rerramed from pulling trigger.
As to the enchanted fountain, said to have been gifted by the

wizard sachem with supernatural powers, it still wells up at the
toot of the bank, on the margin of the river, and goes by the
name of the Indian spring; but I have my doubts as to its
rejuvenatmg powers, for though I have drank oft and copi-
ously of It, I cannot boast that I find myself growing younger.

Geoffrey Crayon.

SLEEPY HOLLOW.

BY GEOFFREY CRAYON, GENT.

Having pitched my tent, probably for the remainder of my
days, in the neighborhood of Sleepy Hollow, I am tempted to
give some few particulars concerning that spell-bound region:
especially as it has risen to historic importance under the pen
of my revered friend and master, the sage historian of the New
Netherlands. Beside, I find lihe very existence of the place has
been held in question by many; who, judging from its odd
name and from the odd stories current among the vulgar con-
cerning it, have rashly deemed the whole to be a fanciful crea-

tion, like the Lubber Land of marmers. I must confess there

is som.e apparent cause for doubt, in consequence of the color-

ing given by the worthy Diedrich to his descriptions of the

Hollow ; who, in this instance, has departed a Mttle from his

usually sober if not severe style ; beguiled, very probably, by
his predilection for the haunts of his youth, and by a certain

lurking taint of romance whenever any thing connected with

the Dutch was to be described. I shall endeavor to make up
for this amiable error on the part of my venerable and vener^

ated friend by presenting the reader with a more precise and
statistical account of the Hollow ; though I am not sure that I

shall not be prone to lapse in the end into the very error I am
speaking of, so potent is the witchery of the theme.

I believe it was the very pecuHarity of its name and the idea
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of something mystic and dreamy connected with it that first

led me in my boyish ramblings into Sleepy Hollow. The
character of the valley seemed to answer to the name; the

slumber of past ages apparently reigned over it; it had not

awakened to the stir of improvement which had put all the rest

of the world ia a bustle. Here reigned good, old long-forgotten

fashions; the men were ia home-spun garbs, evidently the

product of their own farms and the manufacture of their own
wives ; the women were in primitive short gowns and petticoats,

with the venerable sun-bonnets of Holland origia. The lower

part of the valley was cut up into small farms, each consisting

of a little meadow and corn-field; an orchard of sprawling,

gnarled apple-trees, and a garden, where the rose, the marigold,

and the hollyhock were permitted to skirt the domains of the

capacious cabbage, the aspiriag pea, and the portly pumpkin.
Each had its prolific little mansion teeming with children; with

an old hat naUed against the wall for the bousekeeping wren

;

a motherly hen, under a coop on the grass-plot, clucking to

keep around her a brood of vagrant chickens ; a cool, stone
well, with the moss-covered bucket suspended to the long bal-

ancing-pole, according to the antediluvian idea of hydraulics

;

and its spinning-wheel humming within doors, the patriarchal
music of home manufacture.
The HoUow at that time was inhabited by families which

had existed there from the earliest times, and which, by fre-

quent intermarriage, had become so interwoven, as to make a
kind of natural commonwealth. As the families had grown
larger the farms had grown smaller; every new generation
requiring a new subdivision, and few thinking of swarming
from the native hive. In this way that happy golden mean
had been produced, so much extoUed by the poets, in which
there was no gold and very little sUver. One thing which
doubtless contributed to keep up this amiable mean was a
general repugnance to sordid labor. The sage inhabitants of

> Sleepy HoUow had read in their Bible, which was the only
book they studied, that labor was originally inflicted upon man
as a punishment of sin ; they regarded it, therefore, with pious
abhorrence, and never humiliated themselves to it but in cases
of extremity. There seemed, in fact, to be a league and
covenant against it throughout the Hollow as against a common
enemy. Was any one compelled by dire necessity to repair
Ms house, mend his fences, build a barn, or get in a harvest,
he considered it a great evil that entitled him to call in the
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assistance oi his friendp. He accordingly proclaimed a 'bee'
or rustic gathering, whereupon all his neighbors hurried to his
aid like faithful alhes; attacked the task with the desperate
energy of lazy men eager to overcome a job ; and, when it was
accomphshed, fell to eating and drinking, flddUng and danc-
ing for very joy that so great an amount of labor had been van-
quished with so httle sweating of the brow.

Yet, let it not be supposed that this worthy community was
without its periods of arduous activity. Let but a flock of
wild pigeons fly across the valley and aU Sleepy Hollow was
wide awake in an instant. The pigeon season had arrived!
Every gun and net was forthwith in requisition. The flail was
thrown down on the bam floor; the spade rusted in the garden;
the plough stood idle ia the furrow ; every one was to the hill-

side and stubble-fleld at daybreak to shoot or entrap the
pigeons iu their periodical migrations.

So, likewise, let but the word be given that the shad were
ascending the Hudson, and the worthies of the Hollow were>to

be seen launched ia boats upon the river setting great stakes,

and stretchiug their nets like gigantic spider-webs half across

the stream to the great annoyance of navigators. Such are the
wise provisions of Nature, by which she equahzes rural affairs.

A laggard at the plough is often extremely industrious with
the fowling-piece and fishing-net ; and, whenever a man is an
indifferent farmer, he is apt to be a flrst-rate sportsman. For
catching shad and wild pigeons there were none throughout

the eoimtry to compare with the lads of Sleepy Hollow.

As I have observed, it was the dreamy nature of the name
that first beguiled me in the holiday rovings of boyhood into

this sequestered region. I shunned, however, the populous

parts of the Hollow, and sought its retired haunts far in the

foldings of the hills, where the Pocantico "winds its wizard

stream" sometimes silently and darkly through solemn wood-

lands; sometimes sparkling betweeen grassy borders ia fresh,

green meadows; sometimes stealing along the feet of rugged

heights under the balancing sprays of beech and chestnut

trees. A thousand crystal springs, with which this neighbor-

hood abounds, sent down from the hiU-sides their whimpering

rills, as if to pay tribute to the Pocantico. In this stream I

first essayed my unskilful hand at angling. I loved to loiter

along it with rod in hand, watching my float as it whirled

amid the eddies or drifted into dark holes under twisted roots

and sunken logs, where the largest fish are apt to lurk. I
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deligh-ted to follow it into the brown necesses of the woods ; to

throw by my fishing-gear and sit upon rocks beneath towering

oaks and clambering grape-vines; bathe m.y feet in the cool

current, and listen to the summer breeze playing among the

tree-tops. My boyish fancy clothed all nature around me with

ideal charms, and peopled it with the fairy beings I had read

of in poetry and fable. Here it was I gave full scope to my
incipient habit of day-dreaming, and to a certain propensity,

to weave up and tint sober realities with my own whims and
imaginings, which has sometimes made life a little too much
like an Arabian tale to me, and this "working-day world"
rather like a region of romance.
The great gathering-place of Sleepy Hollow in those dayswas

the chiu-ch. It stood outside of the Hollow, near the great

highway, on a green bank shaded by trees, with the Pocautico

sweeping round it and emptying itself into a spacious mill-

pond. At that time the Sleepy Hollow church was the only

place of worship for a wide neighborhood. It was a venerable

edifice, partly of stone and partly of brick, the latter having

been brought from Holland in the early days of the province,

before the arts in the New Netherlands could aspire to such a

fabrication. On a stone above the porch were inscribed the

names of the founders, Frederick FHipsen, a mighty patroon of

the olden time, who reigned over a wide extent of this neigh-

borhood and held his seat of power at Yonkers ; and his wife,

Eatrina Van Courtlandt, of the no less potent line of the Van
Courtlandts ofCroton, who lorded it over a great .part of the

Highlands.

The capacious pulpit, with its wide-spreading sounding-

board, were likewise early importations from Holland ; as also

the communion-table, of massive form and curious fabric.

The same might be said of a weather-cock perched on top of

the belfry, and which was considered orthodox in all windy
matters, until a small pragmatical rival was set up on the other

end of the church above the chancel. This latter bore, and
stiU bears, the initials of Frederick FUipsen, and assumed great

airs in consequence. The usual contradiction ensued that
always exists eimong church weather-cocks, which can never
be brought to agree as to the point from which the wind blows,
having doubtless acquired, from their position, the Christian
propensity to schism and conti-oversy.

Behind the church, and sloping up a gentle acclivity, was its

capacious burying-ground, in which slept the earliest fathers
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of this rviral neighborhood. Here were tombstones of the
rudest sculptm-e; on which were inscribed, in Dutch, the'
names and virtues of many of the first settlers, with their
portraitures curiously carved in similitude of cherubs. Long
rows of grave-stones, side by side, of similar names, but various
dates, showed that generation after generation of the same
families had followed each other and been garnered together in
this last gathering-place of kindred.

. Let me speak of this quiet grave-yard with all due rever-
ence, for I owe it amends for the heedlessness of my boyish
days. I blush to acknowledge the thoughtless frohc with
which, in company with other whipsters, I have sported within
its sacred boimds duriug the intervals of worship; chasing
butterflies, plucking wild flowers, or vying with each other

who could leap over the tallest tomb-stones, untU checked by
the stem voice of the sexton.

The congregation was, in those days, of a reaUy rural char-

acter. City fashions were as yet unknown, or unregarded, by
the country people of the neighborhood. Steam-boats had not

as yet confounded town with country. A weekly market-boat

from Tarrytown, the " Farmers' Daughter," navigated by the

worthy Gabriel Eequa, was the only communication between

all these parts and the metropolis. A rustic belle in those days

considered a visit to the city iu much the same light as one of

our modem fashionable ladies regards a visit to Europe; an

event that may possibly take place once in the course of a life-

time, but to be hoped for, rather than expected. Hence the

array of the congregation was chiefly after the primitive fash-

ions existing ia Sleepy Hollow; or if, by chance, there was a

departure from the Dutch sun-bonnet, or the apparition of a

bright gown of flowered calico, it caused quite a sensation

throughout the church. As the dominie generally preached

by the hour, a bucket of water was providently placed on a

bench near the door, in summer, with a tin cup beside it, for

the solace of those who might be athirst, either from the heat

of the weather, or the drouth of the sermon.

Around the piilpit, and behind the conununion-table, sat the

elders of the church, reverend, gray-headed, leathern-visaged

men whom I regarded with awe, as so many apostles. They

•were stern in their sanctity, kept a vigilant eye upon my
s:iggling companions and myself, and shook a rebuking flnger

at any boyish device to relieve the tediousnees of compulsory

devotion. Vain, however, were all their efEorts at vigilance.
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Scarcely had the preacher held forth for half an hour, on one

of his interminable sermons, than it seemed as if the drowsy

influence of Sleepy Hollow breathed into the place ; one by one

the congregation sank into slumber; the sanctified elders

leaned back in their pews, spreading their handkerchiefs over

their faces, as if to keep off the flies ; while the locusts in the

neighboring trees would spin out their sultry summer notes, as

if in imitation of the sleep-provoking tones of the dominie.

I have thus endeavored to give an idea of Sleepy HoUow and
its church, as I recollect them to have been in the days of my
boyhood. It was in my striphng days, when a few years had
passed over my head, that I revisited them, in company with

the venerable Diedrich. I shall never forget the antiquarian

reverence with which that sage and excellent man contem-

plated the church. It seemed as if all his pious enthusiasm for

the ancient Dutch dynasty swelled within his bosom at the

sight. The tears stood in his eyes, as he regarded the pulpit

and the communion-table ; even the very bricks that had come
from the mother coimtry, seemed to touch a flMal chord within

his bosom. He almost bowed in deference to the stone above '

the porch, containing the names of Frederick Fihpsen and
Katrina Van Courtlandt, regarding it as the linking together

of those patronymic names, once so famous along the banks of

the Hudson; or rather as a key-stone, binding that mighty
Dutch family connexion of yore, one foot of which rested on
Yonkers, and the other on the Croton. Nor did he forbear

to notice with admiration, the windy contest which had been
carried on, since time immemorial, and with real Dutch per-

severance, between the two weather-cocks; though I could
easily perceive he coincided with the one which had come from
Holland.

Together we paced the ample church-yard. With deep
veneration would he turn down the weeds and brambles that
obscured the modest brown grave-stones, half sunk in earth, on
which were recorded, in Dutch, the names of the patriarchs of

ancient days, the Ackers, the Van Tassels, and the Van Warts.
As we sat on one of the tomb-stones, he recounted to me the
exploits of many of these worthies ; and my heart smote me,
when I heard of their great doings in days of yore, to think
how heedlessly I had once sported over their graves.
From the church, the venerable Diedrich proceeded in his

researches up the Hollow. The genius of the place seemed
to hail its future historian. All nature was alive with gratula-
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tion. The quail whistled a greeting from the corn-field; the
robia carolled a song of praise from the orchard; the loqua-
cious catbird fle\f from bush to bush, with restless wing, pro-
claiming his approach ia every variety of note, and anon
would whisk about, and perk inquisitively into his face, as if

to get a knowledge of his physiognomy; the wood-pecker, also,

tapped a tattoo on the hollow apple-tree, and then peered
knowingly round the trunk, to see how the great Diedrich
rehshed his salutation; while the ground-squirrel scampered
along the fence, and occasionally whisked his tail over his head,
by way of a huzza

!

The worthy Diedrich pursued his researches in the vaUey
with characteristic devotion; entering familiarly into the vari-
ous cottages, and gossiping with the simple folk, in the style
of their own simpUcity. I confess my heart yearned with
admiration, to see so great a man, in his eager quest after
knowledge, humbly demeaning himself to curry favor with
the humblest ; sitting patiently on a three-legged stool, patting
the children, and taking a purring grimalkin on his lap, while
he conciliated the good-will of the old Dutch housewife, and
drew from her long ghost stories, spun out to the humming
accompaniment of her wheel.

His greatest treasure of historic lore, however, was dis-

coveeed in an old gobhn-looking mill, situated among rocks and
waterfalls, with clanking wheels, and rushing streams, and all

kinds of uncouth noises. A horse-shoe, nailed to the door to

keep off witches and evil spirits, showed that this mill was
subject to awful visitations. As we approached it, an old negro

thrust his head, all dabbled with flour, out of a hole above

the water-wJieel, and grinned, and rolled his eyes, and looked

like the very hobgoblin of the place. The illustrious Diedrich

fixed upon him, at once, as the very one to give him that in-

valuable kind of information never to be acquired from books.

He beckoned him from his nest, sat with him by the hour on

a broken mill-stone, by the side of the waterfall, heedless of

the noise of the water, and the clatter of the mill; and I verily

beheve it was to his conference with this African sage, and the

precious revelations of the good dame of the spinning-wheel,

that we are indebted for the surprising though true history of

Ichabod Crane and the headless horseman, which has since

astounded and edified the world.

But I have said enough of the good old times of my youthful

days; let me speak of the Hollow as I found it, after an ab-
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sence of many years, when it was kindly given me once more

to revisit the haunts of my boyhood. It was a genial day, as I

approached that fated region. The warm sunshine was tem-

pered by a slight haze, so as to give a dreamy effect to the

landscape. Not a breath of air shook the foUage. The broad

Tappan Sea was without a ripple, and the sloops, with droop-

ing saUs, slept on its grassy bosom. Columns of smoke, from

burning brush-wood, rose lazily from the folds of the hiUs, on

the opposite side of the river, and slowly expanded in mid-air.

The distant lowing of a cow, or the noontide crowing of a cock,

coming faintly to the ear, seemed to illustrate, rather than dis-

turb, the drowsy quiet of the scene.

I entered the hollow with a beating heart. Contrary to my
apprehensions, I found it but httle changed. The march of

intellect, which had made such rapid strides along every river

and highway, had not yet, apparently, turned down into this

favored valley. Perhaps the wizard spell of ancient days

still reigned over the place, binding up the faculties of the in-

habitants in happy contentment with things as they had been

handed down to them from yore. There were the same httle

farms and farmhouses, with their old hats for the housekeep •

ing wren; their stone wells, moss-covered buckets, and long

balancing poles. There were the same little riUs, whimpering
down to pay their tributes to the Pocantico ; wbUe that wizard

stream stdl kept on its course, as of old, through solemn wood-
lands and fresh green meadows : nor were there wanting joy-

ous holiday boys to loiter along its banks, as I have done ; throw
their pin-hooks in the stream, or launch their mimic barks. I

watched them with a kind of melancholy pleasure, wondering
whether they were under the same spell of the fancy that once
rendered this valley a fairy land to me. Alas! alas! to me
every thing now stood revealed in its simple reality. The
echoes no longer answered with wizard tongues ; the dream of

youth was at an end; the speU of Sleepy Hollow was broken!
I sought the ancient church on the following Sunday. There

it stood, on its green bank, among the trees; tlie Pocantico
swept by it in a deep dark stream, where I had so often

angled ; there exanded the mill-pond, as of old, with the cows
under the willows on its margin, knee-deep in water, chewing
the cud, and lashing the flies from their sides with their tails.

The hand of improvement, however, had been busy with the

venerable pile. The pulpit, fabricated in Holland, had been
superseded by one of modern construction, and the front of the
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semi-Gothic edifice was decorated by a semi-Grecian portico.

Fortunately, tlie two weather-cocks remained undisttirbed on
their perches at each end of the church, and still kept up -a

diametrical opposition to each other on all points of windy doc-
trine.

On entering the church the changes of time continued to be
apparent. The elders round the pulpit were men whom I had
left in the gamesome frolic of their youth, but who had suc-

ceeded to the sanctity of station of which they once had stood
so much in awe. What most struck my eye was the change in

the female part of the congregation. Instead of the primitive

garbs of homespun manufacture and antique Dutch fashion,

I beheld French sleeves, French capes, and French collars, and
a fearful-fluttering of French ribbands.

When the service was ended I sought the church-yard, in

which I had sported in my unthinking days of boyhood.

Several of the modest brown stones, on which were recorded in

Dutch the names and virtues of the patriarchs, had disap-

peared, and had been succeeded by others of white marble,

with urns and wreaths, and scraps of English tomb-stone

poetry, marking the intrusion of taste and literature and the

English language in this once unsophisticated Dutch neighbor-

hood.

As I was stumbling about among these silent yet eloquent me-

morials of the dead, I came upon names familiar to me ; of those

who had paid the debt of nature duriag the long interval of my
absence. Some, I remembered, my companions in boyhood,

who had sported with me on the very sod under which they

were now'mouldering; others who in those days had been the

flower of the yeomanry, figuring in Sunday finery on the

church green; others, the white-haired elders of the sanctu-

ary, once arrayed in awful sanctity around the pulpit, and

ever ready to rebuke the m-timed mirth of the wanton strip-

ling who, now a man, sobered by years and schooled by

vicissitudes, looked down pensively upon their graves. "Our

fathers," thought I, "where are they!—and the prophets, can

they live for everf"

I was disturbed in my meditations by the noise of a troop of

idle urchins, who came gambolling about the place where I had

so often gambolled. They were checked, as I and my play-

mates had often been, by the voice of the sexton, a man staid

in years and demeanor. I looked wistfully in his face
;
had

I met him any where else, I should probably have passed him
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by •without remark; but here I was alive to the traces of for-

mer times, and. detected in the demure features of this guar-

dian of the sanctuary the lurkiag lineaments of one of the very

playmates I have alluded to. We renewed our acquaintance.

He sat down beside me, on one of the tomb-stones over which
we had leaped in. our juvenile sports, and we talked together

about our boyish days, and held edifying discourse on the in-

stabihty of all sublunary things, as instanced in the scene around
us. He was rich in historic lore, as to the events of the last

thirty years and the circumference of thirty miles, and from
him I learned the appalling revolution that was taking place

throughout the neighborhood. AU this I clearly perceived he
attributed to the boasted march of intellect, or rather to the

aU-pervading influence of steam. He bewailed the times when
the only communication with town was by the weekly market-

boat, the "Farmers' Daughter," which, imder the pilotage of

the worthy Gabriel Eequa, braved the perils of the Tappan Sea.

Alas! Gabriel and the "Farmer's Daughter" slept in peace.

Two steaniboats now splashed and paddled up daily to the little

ruralport of Tarrytown. The spirit of speculationand improve-

ment had seized even upon that once quiet and unambitious ht-

tle dorp. The whole neighborhood was laid out into town lots.

Instead of the little tavern below the hill, where the farmers

used to loiter on market days and indulge in cider and ginger-

bread, an ambitious hotel, with cupola and verandas, now
crested the summit, among churches built in the Grecian and
Gothic styles, showing the great increase of piety and polite

taste in the neighborhood. As to Dutch dresses and sun-bon-

nets, they were no longer tolerated, or even thought of ; not

a farmer's daughter but now went to town for the fashions;

nay, a city milliner had recently set up in the village, who
threatened to reform the heads of the whole neighborhood.

I had heard enough ! I thanked my old playmate for his in-

telligence, and departed from the Sleepy Hollow church with
the sad conviction that I had beheld the last lingerings of the
good old Dutch times in this once favored region. If any
thing were wanting to confirm this impression, it would be the
intelligence which has just reached me, that a bank is about
to be established in the aspiring little port just mentioned.
The fate of the neighborhood is therefore sealed. I see no
hope of averting it. The golden mean is at an end, The coun-
try is suddenly to be deluged with wealth. The late simple
farmers are to become bank directors and drink claret and
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champagne; and their wives and daughters to figure in French
hats and feathers; for French wines and French fashions com-
monly keep pace with paper money. How can I hope that
even Sleepy Hollow can escape the general inundation? In a
little while, I fear the slumber of ages will be at end; the
strum of the piano will succeed to the hmn of the spinning-
wheel; the trill of the Italian opera to the nasal quaver of
Ichabod Crane ; and the antiquarian visitor to the Hollow, in
the petulance of his disappointment, may pronounce aU that I

have recorded of that once favored region a fable.

Geoffrey Ceayon'.

THE BIRDS OF SPEING.

BY GEOFFREY CEAYON, GENTJ

My quiet residence in the country, aloof from fashion, poli-

tics, and the money market, leaves me rather at a loss for im-

portant occupation, and drives me to the study of nature, and
other low pursuits. Having few neighbors, also, on whom to

keep a watch, and exercise my habits of observation, I am fain

to amuse myself with prying into the domestic concerns and
peculiarities of the animals around me ; and, during the present

season, have derived considerable entertainment from certain

sociable httle birds, almost the only visitors we have, during

this early part of the year.

Those who have passed the winter in the country, are sensi-

ble of the dehghtful influences that accompany the earhest

indications of spring; and of these, none are more delightful

than the first notes of the birds. There is one modest Httle

sad-colored bird, much Besembling a wren, which came about

the house just on the skirts of winter, when not a blade of

grass was to be seen, and when a few prematurely warm days

had given a flattering foretaste of soft weather. He sang early

in the dawning, long before sun-rise, and late in the evening,

just before the closing in of night, his matin and his vesper

hynms. It is true, he sang occasionally throughout the day;

but at these stiU hours, his song was more remarked. He sat

on a leafless tree, just before the window, and warbled forth

his notes, free and simple, but singularly sweet, with some-

thing of a plaintive tone, that heightened their effect.
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The first morning that he was heard, was a joyous one

among the young folks of my household. The long, death-

hke sleep of winter was at an end; nature was once more
awakening; they now promised themselv^es the immediate ap-

pearance of buds and blossoms. I was reminded of the tem-

pest-tossed crew of Columbus, when, after their long dubious

voyage, the field birds came singing round the ship, though
still far at sea, rejoicing them with the belief of the im-

mediate proximity of land. A sharp return of winter almost

silenced my little songster, and dashed the hilarity of the

household; yet stiU he poured forth, now and then, a few
plaintive notes, between the frosty pipings of the breeze, like

gleams of sunshine between wintry clouds.

I have consulted my book of ornithology in vain, to find out

the name of this kindly little bird, who certainly deserves

honor and favor far beyond his modest pretensions. He comes
hke the lowly violet, the most unpretending, but welcomest of

flowers, breathing the sweet promise of the early year.

Another of our feathered visitors, who foUows close upon
the steps of winter, is the Pe-wit, or Pe-wee, or Phoebe-bird;

for he is called by each of these names, from a fancied re-

semblance to the sound of his monotonous note. He is a so-

ciable Httle being, and seeks the habitation of man. A pair

of themhave built beneath my porch, and have reared several

broods there for two years past, their nest being never dis-

turbed. They arrive early in the spring, just when the crocus

and the snow-drop begin to peep forth. Their first chirp

spreads gladness through the nouse. " The Phoebe-birds have
come !" is heard on all sides ; they are welcomed back like mem-
bers Oi the family, and speculations are made upon where they
have been, and what countries they have seen during their

long absence. Their arrival is the more cheering, as it is pro-

noimced, by the old weather-wise people of the country, the

sure sign that the severe frosts are at an end, and that the

gardener may resume his labors -with confidence.

About this time, too, arrives the blue-bird, so poetically yet

truly described by Wilson. His appearance gladdens the

whole landscape. You hear his soft warble in every field. He
sociably approaches your habitation, and takes up his resi-

dence in y our vicinity. But why should I attempt to describe

him, when I have Wilson's own graphic verses to place hinn

before the reader?
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WTben winter's cold tempests and snows are no more.

T.^.'flth ™^''°r v""^
^''°'™ furrowed fields re-appearing:The fishermen haulmg their shad to the shore

W^n f°f;°^^f'''3
seese to the lakes are a-steering;When first the lone butterfly flits on the wingWhen red glow the maples, so fresh and so pleasing,

! ?u°T^^ *^^ blue-bird, the herald of springAnd haUs with his warbUngs the charms of the season.

The loud-piping frogs make the marshes to ring-Then warm glows the sunshine, and warm glows the weather-The blue woodland flowers just beginning to fpring
''^^*^«''

And spice-wood and sassafras budding together-

'

O then to your gardens, ye housewives, repau- '

Your walks border up, sow and plant at your leisure;The bluebu-d wiU chant from his box such an air
That all your hard toils wiU seem truly a pleasure!

He flits through the orchard, he visits each tree
The red flowering peach, and the apple's sweet blossoms;He snaps up destroyers, wherever they be.
And seizes the caitiffs that lurk in their bosoms

-

He drags the vile grub fi-om the corn it devours,
'

The worms from the webs where they riot and welter-
His song and his services freely are ours,

'

And all that he asks is, in summer a shelter.

Tte ploughman is pleased when he gleams in his train.
Now searching the furrows, now mounting to cheer him -

The gard'ner delights in his sweet simple strain,
And leans on his spade to survey and to hear him.

Tlie slow lingering school-boys forget they'll be chid,
While gazing intent, as he warbles before them,

In mantle of sky-blue, and bosom so red,
That each little loiterer seems to adore him.

The happiest bird of our spring, however, and one that rivals
the European lark, in my estimation, is the Boblincon or
Boblink, as he is commonly called. He arrives at that choice
portion of our year, which, in this latitude, answers to the de-
scription of the month of May, so often given by the poets.
With us, it begins about the middle of May, and lasts untU
nearly the middle of June. Earher than this, winter is apt to
return on its traces, and to bKght the opening beauties of the
year; and later than this, begin the parching, and panting, and
dissolvirg heats of summer. But ia this genial interval, na-
ture is ia all her freshness and fragrance : "the rains are over
and gone, the flowers appear upon the earth, the time of the
singing of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in
the land." The trees are now in their fullest fohage and
brightest verdure; the woods are gay with the clustered
floTvers of the laurel; the air is perfumed by the sweet-briar
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aai && Wild rose ; the meadows are enamelled with clover-

blosyoiait^; while the young apple, the peach, and the plum, be-

gin to swell, and the cherry to glow, among the green leaves.

This is the chosen season of revelry of the Boblink. He
comes amidst the pomp and fragrance of the season ; his life

seems all sensdbility and enjoyment, all song and sunshine.

He is to be found in the soft bosoms of the freshest and sweetest

meadows; and is most in song when the clover is in blossom.

He perches on the topmost twig of a tree, oron some long flaunt-

ing weed, and as he rioes and sinks with the breeze, poursforth

a succession of rich timlding notes ; crowding one upon another,

hke the outpouring melody of the skylark, and possessing the

same rapturous character. Sometimes he pitches from the

summit of a tree, begins his song as soon as he gets upon the

winfj, and flutters tremulously down to the earth, as if over-

come with ecstasy at his o-an music. Sometimes he is in

pursuit of his paramour ; always in full song, as if he would
win her by his melody; and always with the same appearance

of intoxication and dehght.

Of all the birds of our groves an 1 meadows, the Boblink was
the envy of my boyhood. He crosstd my path in the sweetest

weather, and the sweetest season of the year, when all nature
called to the fields, and the rural fe&ling throbbed in every
bosom; butwhen I, luckless urchin! was doomed to ba mewed
up, during the livelong day, in that puvgatory of boyhood, a
school-room. It seemed as i£ the little vaxlet mocked at me,
as he flew by in full song, and sought to taunt me with his

happier lot. Oh, how I envied him ! No I.ijsons, no tasks, no
hateful school; nothing but hoKday, frolic, green flslds, and
fine weather. Had I been then more versed ir. poetry, I might
have addressed him in the words of Logan to tlie cuckoo:

Sweet bird ! thy bower is ever green,

Thy- sky is ever clear;

Thou hast no sorrow in thy note,

No winter in thy year.

Oh ! could I fly, I'd fly with thee;
We'd make, on joyful wing:,

Our annual visit round the globe,

Companions of the spring!

Farther observation and experience have givenmo d different

idea of this httle feathered voluptuary, which I wiU venture to

impart, for the benefit of my school-boy readers, who. may
regard him with the same unquahfied envy and admii>ation

which I once indulged. I have shown him only as I saw lim
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at first, in what I may call the poetical part of his career, when
he ill a manner devoted himself to elegant pursuits and enjoy-
ments, and was a bu-d of music, and song, and taste, and
sensibiUty, and refinement. While this lasted, he was sacred
from injury; the very school-boy would not fiing a stone at
him, and the merest rustic would pause to Usten to his strain.

But mark the difference. As the year advances, as the clover-

blossoms disappear, and the spring fades into summer, his notes
cease to vibrate on the ear. He gradually gives up his elegant

tastes and habits, doffs his poetical and professional suit of

black, ass'unes a russet or rather dusty garb, and enters into

the gross enjoyments of conmion, vulgar birds. He becomes a
bon-vivant, a mere gourmand; thinking of nothing but good
cheer, and gormandizing on the seeds of the long grasses on
which he lately swung, and chaunted so musically. He begins

to think there is nothing hke "the joys of the table," if I may
be allowed to apply that convivial phrase to his indulgences.

He now grows discontented with plain, every-day fare, and sets

out on a gastronomical tour, in search of foreign luxuries. He
is to be found in myriads among the reeds of the Delaware,

banqueting on their seeds; grows corpulent with good feeding,

and soon acquires the unlucky renown of the ortolan. Where-
ever he goes, pop ! pop ! pop ! the rusty firelocks of the country

are cracMng pn every side ; he sees his companions faUing by
thousands around him; he is the reed-bird, the much-sought-

for tit-bit of the Pennsylvanian epicure.

Does he take warning and reform? Not he! He wings his

flight still farther south, in search of other luxuries. We hear

of him gorging himself in the rice, swamps ; filling himself with

rice almost to bursting; he can hardly fly for corpulency.

Last stage of his career, we hear of him spitted by dozens, and

served up on the table of the gourmand, the most vaunted of

southern dainties, the rice-bird of the Carohnas.

Such is the story of the once musical and admired, but finally

sensual and persecuted Bobhnk. It contains a moral, worthy

the attention of all little birds and Mttle boys; v/arning them to

keep to those refined and intellectual pursuits, which raised

him to so high a pitch of popularity, during the early part of

his career; but to eschew all tendency to that gross and dissi-

pated indulgence, which brought this mistaken Mttle bird to an

untimely end.

Which is all at present, from the weU-wisher of little boys

find I'ttle birds, Geoffrey Crayon.
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EECOLLECTIONS OF THE ALHAMBRA^

BY THE AUTHOE OF THE SKETCH-BOOK.

During a summer's residence in the old Moorish palace of the

Alhambra, of which I have already given numerous anecdotes

to the pubhc, I used to pass much of my time in the beautiful

hall of the Abencerrages, beside the fountain celebrated in the

tragic story of that devoted race. Here it was, that thirty-six

cavaliers of that heroic Hne were treacherously sacrificed, to

appease the jealousy or allay the fears of a tyrant. The foun-

tain which now throws up its sparkhng jet, and sheds a dewy
freshness around, ran red with the noblest blood of Granada,

and a deep stain on tne marble pavement is stUl poiated out,

by the cicerones of the pile, as a sanguinary record of the

massacre. I have regarded it with the same determined faith

with which I have regarded the traditional stains of Eizzio's

blood on the floor of the chamber of the unfortunate Mary, at

Holyrood. I thank no one for endeavoring to enhghten my
creduhty, on such points of popular beUef. It is like breaking

up the shrine of the pUgrim ; it is robbing a poor traveller of

half the reward of his toils ; for, strip traveUing of its historical

illusions, and what a m.ere fag you make of it 1

For my part, I gave myself up, during my sojourn in the

Alhambra, to all the romanticand fabulous traditions connected

with the pile. I Uved in the midst of an Arabian tale, and shut

my eyes, as much as possible, to every thing that called me back

to every-day Mfe ; and if there is any country in Europe where

one can do so, it is in poor, wild, legendary, proud-spirited,

romantic Spain; where the old magnificent barbaric spirit still

contends against the utihtarianism of modern civilization.

In the silent and deserted haUs of the Alhambra ; surrounded
with the insignia of regal sway, and the stiU vivid, though
dilapidated traces of oriental voluptuousness, I was in the

strong-hold of Moorish story, and every thing spoke and
breathed of the glorious days of Granada, when under the

dominion of the crescent. When I sat in the haU of the Aben-
cerrages, I suffered my mind to conjure up all that I had read

of that illustrious hne. In the proudest days of Moslem domi-
nation, the Abencerrages wei-e the soul of ev ^ry thing noble

and chivalrous. The veterans of the family, who sat in the
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royal council, were the foremost to devise those heroic enteis

prises, "which caxried dismay into the territories of the Chris-
tians ; and what the sages of the family devised, the young
men of the name were the foreniost to execute. In all services

of hazard ; in all adventurous forays, and hair-breadth hazards

;

the Abencerrages were sure to win the brightest laurels. In
those noble recreations, too, which bear so close an affinity to

war ; in the tilt and tourney, the riding at the ring, and the

daring buU-fight ; still the AlDencerrages carried ofE the palm.

None could equal them for the splendor of their array, the

gallantry of their devices; for their noble bearing, andglorious
horsemanship. Their open-banded munificence made them
the idols of the populace, while their Lofty magnanimity, and
perfect faith, gained them golden opinions from the generous

and high-minded. Never were they known to decry the merits

of a rival, or to betray the confldings of a friend; and the
" word of an Abencerrage" was a guarantee that never admitted

of a doubt.

And then their devotion to the fair! Never did Moorish

beauty consider the fame of her charms estabhshed, untU she

had an Abencerrage for a lover; and never did an Abencerrage

prove recreant to his vows. Lovely Granada ! City of dehghts 1

Who ever bore the favors of thy dames more proudly on their

casques, or championed them more gallantly in the chivalrous

tilbs of the Vivarambla? Or who ever made thy moon-lit

balconies, thy gardens of myrtles and roses, of oranges, citrons,

and pomegranates, respond to more tender serenades?

I speak with enthusiasm on this theme ; for it is connected

with the recollection of one of the sweetest evenings and

sweetest scenes that ever I enjoyed in Spain. One of the

greatest pleasures of the Spaniards is, to sit in the beautiful

summer evenings, and listen to traditional ballads, and tales

about the wars of the Moors and Christians, and the "buenas

andanzas" and "grandes hechos," the "good fortunes" and
" great exploits" of the hardy warriors of yore. It is worthy

of remark, also, that many of these songs, or romances, as they

are caUed, celebrate the prowess and magnanimity in war, and

the tenderness and fidelity in love, of the Moorish cavaliers,

once their most formidable and hated foes. But centuries have

elapsed, to extinguish the bigotry of the zealot; and the once

detested warriors of Granada are now held up by Spanish

poets, as the mirrors of chivalric virtue.

Such was the amusement of the evening in question. A
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number of us were seated in the HaU of the Ahencerrages,
listening to one of the most gifted and fascinating beiag-s that I

had ever met with ia my wanderings. She was young and
beautiful ; and light and ethereal ; fuU of fire, and spirit, and
pure enthusiasm. She wore the fanciful Andalusian dress;

touched the guitar with speaking eloquence ; improvised with
wonderful facility ; and, as she became excited by her theme,

or by the rapt attention of her auditors, would pom* forth, ia

the richest and most melodious strains, a succession of couplets,

fuU of striking description, or stirring narration, and composed,

as I was assured, at the moment. Most of these were suggested

by the place, and related to the ancient glories of Granada,

and the prowess of her chivalry. The Ahencerrages were her

favorite heroes ; she felt a woman's admiration of their gallant

courtesy, and high-souled honor ; and it was touching and in-

spiring to hear the praises of that generous but devoted race,

chanted in this fated hall of their calamity, by the lips of

Spanish beauty.

Among the subjects of which she treated, was a tale of Mos-

lem honor, and old-fashioned Spanish courtesy, which made a
strong impression on me. She disclaimed aU saerit of inven-

tion, however, and said she had merely dilated into verse a

popular tradition; and, indeed, I have since found the main
facts inserted at the end of Conde's History of the Domination
of the Arabs, and the story itself embodied in the form of an
episode in the Diana of Montemayor. From these soiu-ces I

have drawn it forth, and endeavored to shape it according to

my recollection of the version of the beautiful minstrel; but,

alas ! what can supply the want of that voice, that look, that

form, that action, which gave magical effect to Tier chant, and
held every one rapt in breathless admiration! Should this

mere travestie of her inspired numbers ever meet her eye, in
her stately abode at Granada, may it meet with that indul-

gence which belongs to her benignant nature. Happy should
I be, if it could awaken in her bosom one kind recollection of

the lonely stranger and sojourner, for whose gratification she
did not think it beneath her to exert those fascinating powers
which were the delight of brilliant circles; and who will ever
recaU with enthusiasm the happy evening passed in listening

to her strains, in the moon-lit halls of the Alhambra.
Geoffrey Crayon.
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THE ABENCEREAGE.

A SPAOTSH TALE.

On the summit of a craggy hill, a spur of the mountains of
Eonda, stands the castle of Allora, now a mere ruin, infested
by hats and owlets, hut in old times one of the strong hordei!

holds of the Christians, to keep watch upon the frontiers of the
warlike kingdom of Granada, and to hold the Moors in check.
It was a post always confided to some well-tried commanaer;
and, at the time of which we treat, was held by Eodrigo de
Narvaez, a veteran, famed, both among Moors and Christians,

not only for his hardy feats of arms, but also for that magnani-
mous courtesy which should ever be entwined with the sterner
virtues of the soldier.

The castle of Allora was a mere part of his command ; he was
Alcayde, or military governor of Antiquera, but he passed most
of his time at this frontier post, because its situation on the

borders gave more frequent opportunity for those adventurous

exploits which were the delight of the Spanish chivalry. His

garrison consisted of fifty chosen cavaliers, all well mounted
and wen appointed: with these he kept vigilant watch upon
the Moslems; patrolling the roads, and paths, and defiles of

the mountains, so that nothing coiold escape his eye; and now
and then signalizing himself by some dashing foray into the

very Vega of Granada.

On a fair and beautiful night in summer, when the freshness

of the evening breeze had tempered the heat of day, the

worthy Alcayde sallied forth, with nine of his cavaliers, to

patrol the neighborhood, and seek adventures. They rode

quietly and cautiously, lest they should be overheard by Moor-

ish scout or traveller ; and kept along ravines and hoUow ways,

lest they should be betrayed by the ghttering of the full moon

upon their armor. Coming to where the road divided, the

Alcayde directed five of his cavaliers to take one of the

branches, while he, with the remaining four, would take the

other. Should either party be in danger, the blast of a horn

was to be the signal to bring their comrades to their aid.

The party of five had not proceeded far, when, in passing

through a defile, overhung with trees, they heard the voice of

a man, singing. They immediately concealed themselves in

a grove, on the brow of a declivity, up which the stranger
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w OTild have to ascend. The moonlight, which left the grove in

deep shadow, lit up the whole person of the wayfarer, as he

advanced, and enabled them to distiQguish his dress and appear-

ance with perfect accuracy. He was a Moorish cavaher, and

his noble demeanor, graceful carriage, and splendid attire

showed him to be of lofty rank. He was superbly mounted, on

a dapple-gray steed, of powerful frame, and generous spirit,

and magnificently caparisoned. His dress was a marlota, or

tunic, and an Albernoz of crimson damask, fringed with gold.

His Tunisian turban, of many folds, was of silk, and cotton,

striped, and bordered with golden fringe. At his girdle hung

a scimetar of Damascus steel, with loops and tassels of sUk and

gold. On his left arm he bore an ample target, and his right

hand grasped a long double-pointed lanco. Thus equipped, he

sat negligently on his steed, as one who dreamed of no danger,

gazing on the moon, and singiag, with a sweet and manly

voice, a Moorish love ditty.

Just opposite the place where the Spanish cavaliers were

concealed, was a small fountain in the rock, beside the road,

to which the horse turned to drink ; the rider threw the reins

on his neck, and continued his song.

The Spanish cavaliers conferred together; they were all so

pleased with the gallant and gentle appearance of the Moor,

that they resolved not to harm, but to capture him, which, in

his negligent mood, promised to be an easy task; rushing,

therefore, from their concealment, they thought to surround
and seize him. Never were men more mistaken. To gather

up his reins, wheel round his steed, brace his buckler, and
couch his lance, was the work of an instant ; and there he sat,

fixed like a castle in his saddle, beside the fountain.

The Christian cavaliers checked their steeds and recon-

noitred him. warily, loth to come to an encounter, which must
end in his destruction.

The Moor now held a parley :
" If you be true knights, " said

he, 'and seek for honorable fame, come on, singly, and 1 am
ready to meet each in succession ; but if you be xnere lurkers

of the road, intent on spoil, come aU at once, and do your
worst !"

The cavaliers communed for a moment apart, when one, ad-

vanciQg singly, exclaimed: "Although no law of chivalry

obliges us to risk the loss of a prize, when clearly in our power,
yet we wilUngly grant, as a courtesy, what we might refuse as
aright. Valiant Moor! defend thyself 1"
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So saying, he wheeled, took proper distance, couched his
lance, and putting spurs to his horse, made at the stranger.
The latter met him in mid career, transpierced him with his
lance, and threw him headlong from his saddle. A second and
a third succeeded, hut were unhorsed with equal facility, and
thrown to the earth, severely wounded. The remainiag two,
seeing their comrades thus roughly treated, forgot all compact
of courtesy, and charged both at once upon the Moor. He
parried the thrust of one, but was wounded by the other in the
thigh, and, in the shock and confusion, dropped his lance.

Thus disarmed, and closely pressed, he pretended to fly, and
was hotly pursued. Having drawn the two cavahers some dis-

tance from the spot, he suddenly wheeled short about, with one
of those dexterous movements for which the Moorish horse-

men are renowned
;
passed swiftly between them, swung him-

self down from his saddle, so as to catch up his lance, then,

lightly replacing himself, turned to renew the combat.

Seeing him thus fresh for the encounter, as if just issued

from his tent, one of the cavaliers put his hps to his horn, and
blew a blast, that soon brought the Alcayde and his four com-
panions to the spot.

The vaMant Narvaez, seeing three of his cavaliers extended

on the earth, and two others hotly engaged with the Moor,

was struck with admiration, and coveted a contest with so. ac-

complished a warrior. Interfering in the fight, he called upon
his followers to desist, and addressing the Moor, with courteous

words, invited him to a more equal combat. The latter readily

accepted the challenge. For some time, their contest was
fierce and doubtful, and the Alcayde had need of all his

skill and strength to ward off the blows of his antagonist.

The Moor, however, was exhausted by previous fighting, and

by loss of blood. He no longer sat his horse firmly, nor man-

aged him with his wonted skill. Collecting aU his strength for

a last assault, he rose in his stirrups, and made a violent thrust

with his lance ; the Alcayde received it upon his shield, and at

the same time wounded the Moor in the right arm; then clos-

ing, in the shock, he grasped him in his arms, dragged him

from his saddle, and fell with him to the earth: when putting

his knee upon his breast, and his dagger to his throat, "Cava-

lier," exclaimed he, "render thyself my prisoner, for thy Hfe is

in my hands !"

" KiU me, rather," replied the Moor, "for death would be less

grievous than loss of liberty."
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The Alcayde, however, with the clemency of the truly brave,

assisted the Moor to rise, ministered to his wounds with his

own hands, and had him conveyed with great caj-e to the cas-

tle of Allora. His wounds were shght, and ia a few days were

nearly cured; but the deepest wound had been inflicted on his

spirit. He was constantly buried in a profound melancholy.

The Alcayde, who had conceived a great regard for him,

treated him more as a friend than a captive, and tried in every

way to cheer him, but in vain ; he was always sad and moody,
and, when on the battlements of the castle, would keep his eyes

turned to the south, with a fixed and wistful gaze.

"How is this?" exclaimed the Alcayde, reproachfully, "that

you, who were so hardy and fearless in the field, should lose aU
spirit in prison? If any secret grief preys on your heart, con-

fide it to me, as to a friend, and I promise you, on the faith of

a cavaher, that you shall have no cause to repent the dis-

closure."

The Moorish knight kissed the hand of the Alcayde. '

' Noble
cavalier, " said he '

' that I am cast down in spirit, is not from
my wounds, which are sUght, nor from my captivity, for your

kindness has robbed it of all gloom ; nor from my defeat, for to

be conquered by so accomplished and renowned a cavalier, is

no disgrace. But to explain to you the cause of my grief, it is

necessary to give you some particulars of my story ; and this I

am taoved to do, by the great sympathy you have manifested

toward me, and the magnanimity that shines through all your
actions."

"Know, then, that my name is Abendaraez, and that I am of

the noble but unfortunate Hne of the Abencerrages of Granada.

You have doubtless heard of the destruction that fell upon oiu^

race. Charged with treasonable designs, of which they were
entirely innocent, many of them were beheaded, the rest ban-

ished ; so that not an Abencerrage was permitted to remain in

Granada, excepting my father and my uncle, whose innocence
was proved, even to the satisfaction of their persecutors. It

was decreed, however, that, should they have children, the

sons should be educated at a distance from Granada, and thef

daughters should be married out of the kingdom.
" Conformably to this decree, I was sent, while yet an infant,

to be reared in the fortress of Cartama, the worthy Alcayde of

which was an ancient friend of my father. He had no chil'

dren, and received me into his family as his own child, treating
me with the kindness and affection of a father ; and I grew up in
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the belief that he really was such. A few years afterward, his
Wife gave birth to a daughter, but his tenderness toward me con-
tinued undiminished. I thus grew up with Xarisa, for so the
infant daughter of the Alcayde was called, as her own brother,
and thought the growing passion which I felt for her, was mere
fraternal affection. I beheld her charms unfolding, as it were,
leaf by leaf, like the morning rose, each moment disclosing
fresh beauty and sweetness.

"At this period, I overheard a conversation between the
Alcayde and his confidential domestic, and foimd myself to be
the subject. 'It is time,' said he, 'to apprise him of his parent-
age, that he may adopt a career in life. I have deferred the
communicationas longas possible, through reluctance to inform
him that he is of a proscribed and an unlucky race.

'

" This intelligence would have overwhelmed me at an earher

period, but the intimation that Xarisa was not my sister, oper-

ated like magic, and in an instant transformed my brotherly

affection into ardent love.

"I sought Xarisa, to impart to her the secret I had learned.

I found her in the garden, in a bower of jessamines, arranging

her beautiful hair by the mirror of a crystal fountain. The
radiance of her beauty dazzled me. I ran to her with open

arms, and she received me with a sister's embraces. Whenwe
had seated ourselves beside the fountain, she began to upbraid

me for leaving her so long alone.

."In reply, I informed her of the conversation I had over-

heard. The recital shocked and distressed her. ' Alas !

' cried

she, ' then is our happiness at an end !

'

' '
' How !

' exclaimed I ;
' wilt thou cease to love me, because I

am not thy brother?

'

"
' Not so,' replied she ;

' but do you not know that when it is

once known we are not brother and sister, we can no longer be

permitted to be thus always together?

'

" In fact, from that moment our intercourse took a new char-

acter. We met often at the fountain among the jessamines,

but Xarisa no longer advanced with open arms to meet me.

She became reserved and silent, and would blush, and cast

down her eyes, when I seated myself beside her. My heart

became a prey to the thousand dojibts and fears that ever

attend upon true love. I was restless and uneasy, and looked

back with regret to the luireserved intercourse that had existed

between us, when we supposed ourselves brother and sister;

vet I would not have had the relationship true, for the world.
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"While matters -were in this state between us, an order came
from the King of Granada for the Alcayde to take command of

the fortress of Coyn, which hes directly on the Christian fron-

tier. He prepared to remove, with all his family, but signified

that I should remain at Cartama. I exclaimed against the

separation, and declared that I could not be parted from

Xarisa. 'That is the very cause, ' said he, 'why I leave thee

behind. It is time, Abendaraez, that thou shouldst know the

secret of thy birth ; that thou art no son of mine, neither is

Xarisa thy sister.' ' I know it all,' exclaimed I, ' and I love her

with tenfold the affection of a brother. You have brought us

up together; you have made us necessary to each other's hap-

piness; our hearts kave entwined themselves with our growth;

do not now tear them asunder. Fill up the measure of your

kindness; be iadeed a father to me, by giving me Xarisa for

my wife.'

"The brow of the Alcayde darkened as I spoke. 'Have I

then been deceived?' said he. 'Have those nurtured in my
very bosom been conspiring against me? Is this your return

for my paternal tenderness?—to beguile the affections of my
child, and teach her to deceive her father ? It was cause enough
to refuse thee the hand of my daughter, that thou wert of a
proscribed race, who can never approach the walls of Granada;
this, however, I might have passed over ; but never will I give

my daughter to a man who has endeavored to win her from me
by deception.

'

'

' All my attempts to vidicate myself and Xarisa were unavail-

ing. I retired in anguish from his presence, and seeking

Xarisa, told her of this blow, which was worse than death to

me. ' Xarisa, ' said I, ' we part for ever ! I shall never see thee

more ! Thy father wiU guard thee rigidly. Thy beauty and his

wealth will soon attract some happier rival, and I shall be for-

gotten !

'

'

' Xarisa reproached me with my want of faith, and promised
me eternal constancy. I stiU doubted and desponded, until,

moved by my anguish and despair, she agreed to a secret

union. Our espousals made, we parted, with a promise on her
part to send me word from Coyn, should her father absent him-
self from the fortress. The very day after our secret nuptials,

I beheld the whole train of the AJcayde depart from Cartama,
nor would he admit, me to his presence, or permit me to bid

farewell to Xarisa. I remained at Cartama, somewhat pacified

in spirit by this secret bond of union ; but every thing abound
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me fed my passion, and reminded me of Xarisa. I saw the
windows at which I had so often beheld her. I wandered
through the apartment she had inhabited; the chamber in
which she had slept. I visited the bower of jessamines, and
lingered beside the fountain in which she had dehghted. Every
thing recalled her to my imagination, and fiUed my heaxt with
tender melancholy.
"At length, a confidential servant brought me word, that her

father was to depart that day for Granada, on a short absence,
inviting me to hasten to Coyn, describing a secret portal at
which I should apply, and the signal by which I would obtain
admittance.

'If ever you have loved, most valiant Alcayde, you may
judge of the transport of my bosom. That very night I arrayed
m.yself in my most-gallant attire, to pay due honor to my bride

;

and arming myself against any casual attack, issued forth pri-

vately from Cartama. You know the rest, and by what sad

fortune of war I found myself, instead of a happy bridegroom,

in the nuptial ?;ower of Coyn, vanqiiished, wounded, and a

prisoner, withing the walls of Allora. The term of absence of

the father of Xarisa is nearly expired. Within three days he

will return to Coyn, and our meeting will no longer be possible.

Judge, then, whether I grieve without cause, and whether I

may notweU be excused for showing impatience under confine-

ment."
Don Eodrigo de Narvaez was greatly moved by this recital

;

for, though more used to rugged war, than scenes of amorous

softness, he was of a kind and generous nature.

" Abenderaez," said he, "I did not seek thy confidence to

gratify an idle curiosity. It grieves me much that the good

fortune which deMvered thee intomy hands, should have marred

so fair an enterprise. Give me thy faith, as a true knight, to

return prisoner to my castle, within thi-ee days, and I will

grant thee permission to accomphsh thy nuptials."

The Abencerrage would have thrown himself at his feet, to

pour out protestations of eternal gratitude, but the Alcayde

prevented him. CaUing in his cavaHers, he took the Abencer-

rage by the right hand, in their presence, exclaiming solemnly,

"You promise, on the faith of a cavaUer, to return tomy castle

of Allora within three days, and render yourselE my prisoner?"

And the Abencerrage said, "I promise."

Then said the Alcayde, "Go! and may good fortune attend
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you. If you require any safeguard, I and my cavaliers are

ready to be your companions."

The Abencerrage kissed the hand of the Alcayde, in grateful

acknowledgment. "Give me," said he, "my own armor,

and my steed, and I require no guard. It is not likely that I

shall again meet with so valorous a foe."

The shades of night had fallen, when the tramp of the dapple-

gray steed sounded over the drawbridge, and immediately
afterward the hght clatter of hoofs along the road, bespoke the

fleetness with which the youthful lover hastened to his bride.

It was deep night when the Moor arrived at the castle of Ooyn.
He silently and cautiously walked his panting steed under its

dark walls, and having nearly passed round them, came to the

portal denoted by Xarisa. He paused and looked around to

see that he was not observed, and then knocked three times

with the butt of his lance. In a Kttle while the portal was
timidly unclosed by the duenna of Xarisa. "Alas I senor,"

said she, " what has detained you thus long? Every night have
I watched for you ; and my lady is sick at heart with doubt
and anxiety."

The Abencerrage hung his lance, and shield, and scimitar
against the wall, and then followed the duenna, with silent

steps, up a winding stair-case, to the apartment of Xarisa.
Vain would be the attempt to describe the raptures of that
meeting. Time flew too swiftly, and the Abencerrage had
nearly forgotten, untU too late, his promise to return a prisoner
to the Alcayde of Allora. The recollection of it came to him
with a pang, and suddenly awoke him from his dream of bUss.
Xarisa saw his altered looks, and heard with alarm his stifled

sighs; but hei: countenance brightened, when she heard the
cause. "Let not thy spirit be cast down," said she, throwing
her white arms around him. " I have the keys of my father's
treasures

; send ransom more than enough to satisfy the Chris-
tian, and remain with me."

" No," said Abendaraez, "I have given my word to return in
person, and like a true knight, must fulfil my promise. After
that, fortune must do with me as it pleases."

"Then," said Xarisa, " I will accompany thee. Never shall

you return a prisoner, and I remain at liberty."

The Abencerrage was transported with joy at this new proof
of devotion in his beautiful bride. All preparations were
speedily made for their departure. Xarisa mounted behind the
Moor, on his powerful steed; they left the castle waUs beforo
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daybreak, nor did they pause, until they arrived at the gate of

the castle of AUora, which was flung wide to receive them.
Alighting in the court, the Abencerrage supported the steps of

Ms trembling bride, who remained closely veiled, into the pres-

ence of Rodrigo de Narvaez. " Behold, valiant Alcaydel" said

he, " the way in which an Abencerrage keeps his word. I pro-

mised to return to thee a prisoner, but I deUver two captives

into your power. Behold Xarisa, and judge whether I grieved

without reason, over the loss of such a treasure. Eeceive us
as your own, for I confide my life and her honor to your
hands."
The Alcayde was lost in admiration of the beauty of the lady,

and the noble spirit of the Moor. "I know not," said he,

"which of you surpasses the other; but I know that my castle

is graced and honored by your presence. Enter into it, and
consider it your own, while you deign to reside with me."

For several days the lovers remained at AUora, happy in

each other's love, and in the friendship of the brave Alcayde.

The latter wrote a letter, full of courtesy, to the Moorish king

of Granada, relating the whole event, extolling the valor and

good faith.of the Abencerrage, and craving for him the royal

coimtenance.

The king was moved by the story, and was pleased with an

opportunity of showing attention to the wishes of a gallant and

chivalrous enemy; for though he had often suffered from the

prowess of Don Eodigro de Narvaez, he admired the heroic

character he had gained throughout the land. CaUing the Al-

cayde of Coyn tuto his presence, he gave him the letter to read.

The Alcayde turned pale, and trembled with rage, on the perusal.

"Eestrain thine anger," said the king; "there is nothing that

^ the Alcayde of Allora could ask, that I would not grant, if m
my power. Go thou to Allora

;
pardon thy children ;

takethem

to thy home. I receive this Abencerrage into my favor, and it

wiU be my dehght to heap benefits upon you aU.

"

The kindling ire of the Alcayde was suddenly appeased. He

hastened to AUora; and folded his children to his bosom, who

would have faUen at his feet. The gaUant Eodrigo de Nar-

vaez gave liberty to his prisoner without ransom, demandmg

merely a promise of his friendship. He accompanied the youth-

ful couple and their father to Coyn, where their nuptials were

celebrated with great rejoicings. When the festivities were

over Don Rodrigo de Nan-aez returned to his fortress of AUora.

After his departure, the Alcayde of Coyn addressed his
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children: "To your hands," said he, "I confide the disposi-

tion of my wealth. One of the first things I charge" you, is not

to forget the ransom you owe to the Alcayde of Allora. His
magnanimity you can never repay, but you can prevent it from
wronging him of his just dues. Give him, moreover, your
entire friendship, for he merits it fully, though of a different

faith."

The Abencerrage thanked him for his generous proposition,

which so truly accorded with his own wishes. He took a large

sum of gold, and enclosed it in a rich coffer ; and, on his own
part, sent six beautiful horses, superbly caparisoned ; with six

shields and lances, mounted and embossed with gold. The
beautiful Xarisa, at the same time, wrote a letter to the

Alcayde, filled with expressions of gratitude and friendship, and
sent him a box of fragrant cypress-wood, containing linen, of

the finest quality, for his person. The valiant Alcayde dis-

posed of the present in a characteristic manner. The horses

and armor he shared among the cavahers who had accompanied
him on the night of the skirmish. The box of cypress-wood
and its contents he retained, for the sake of the beautiful

Xarisa ; and sent her, by the hands of a messenger, the sum of

gold paid as a ransom, entreating her to receive it as a .wedding
present. This courtesy and magnanimity raised the character

of the Alcayde Eodrigo de Narvaez still higher in the estima-

tion of the Moors, who extolled him as a perfect mirror of chi-

vahic virtue ; and from that time forward, there was a con-
tinual exchange of good offices between thfem.
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THE ENCHANTED ISLAJSTD.

BT THE AUTHOE OF THE SKETCH-BOOK.

Break, Phantsie, from thy cave of cloud,
And wave thy purple wings,

Now all thy figures are allowed.
And various shapes of things.

Create of airy forms a stream;
It must have blood and nought of phlegm;

And though it be a walking dream,
Yet let it like an odor rise

To all the senses here.

And fall like sleep upon their eyes,

Or music on their ear.—Ben Johson.

"There are more things in heaven and earth than are
dreamed of in our philosophy," and among these may be
placed that marvel and mystery of the seas, the island of St.

Brandan. Every school-boy can enumerate and caU by name
the Canaries, the Fortunate Islands of the ancients; which,

according to some ingenious speculative minds, are mere
wrecks and remnants of the vast island of Atalantis, men-
tioned by Plato, as having been swallowed up by the ocoan.

Whoever has read the history of those isles, will remember
the wonders told of another island, still more beautiful, seen

occasionally from their shores, stretching away in. the clear

bright west, with long shadowy promontories, and high, sun-

gilt peaks. Numerous expeditions, both in ancient and modem
days, have launched forth from the Canaries in. quest of that

island ; but, on their approach, mountain and promontory have

gradually faded away, until nothing has remained but the blue

sky above, and the deep bJue water below. Hence it was

termed by the geographers of old, Aprosikis, or the Inaccessi-

ble ; wHle modern navigators have called its very existence ia

question, pronouncing it a mere optical illusion, Uke the Fata

Morgana of the Straits of Messina; or classing it with those

unsubstantial regions known to mariners as Cape Flyaway,

and the Coast of Cloud Land.

Let not however, the doubts of the worldly-wise sceptics of

modem days rob us of aU the glorious realms owned by happy

credulity in days of yore. Be assured, O reader of easy faith!

\^(yyx for whom I dehght to labor—^be assured, that such an

island does actually exist, and has, from time to time, been
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revealed to the gaze, and trodden by the feet, of favored

mortals. Nay, though doubted bj historians and philosophers,

its existence is fully attested by the poets, who, being an in-

spired race, and gifted with a kind of second sight, can see

ia.to the mysterier of nature, hidden from the eyes of ordinary

mortals. Tc ^.his gifted race it has ever been a region of fancy

and romance, teeming with all kinds of wonders. Here once

bloomed, and perhaps stiU blooms, the famous garden of the

Hesperides, with its golden fruit. Here, too, was the enchanted

garden of Armida, in which that sorceress held the Christian

paladin, Rinaldo, in dehcious but inglorious thraldom; as is

set forth in the immortal lay of Tasso. It was on this island,

also, that Sycorax, the witch, held sway, when the good Pros-

pero, and his infant daughter Miranda, were wafted to its

shores. The isle was then

" fuU of noises,

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight, and hurt not,"

Who does not know the tale, as told in the magic page of

Shakspeare?

In fact, the island appears to have been, at different times,

under the sway of different powers, genii of earth, and air,

and ocean; who made it their shadowy abode; or rather, it is

the retiring place of old worn-out deities and dynasties, that

once ruled the poetic world, but are now nearly shorn of aU
their attributes. Here Neptime and Amphitrite hold a dimi-

nished court, like sovereigns in exUe. Their ocean-chariot

hes bottom upward, in a cave of the island, almost a perfect

wreck, while their pursy Tritons and haggard Nereids bask
listlessly, hke seals about the rocks. Sometimes they,assmne

a shadow of their ancient pomp, and glide in state about the

glassy sea; while the crew of some taU Indiaman, that lies

becalmed with flapping sails, hear with astonishment the

meUow note of the Triton's shell sweUing upon the ear, as the

invisible pageant sweeps by. Sometimes the quondam mon-
arch of the ocean is permitted to make himself visible to

mortal eyes, visiting the ships that cross the line, to exact a
tribute from new-comers ; the only reiim.ant of his ancient rule,

and that, alas! performed with tattered state, and tarnished

splendor.

On the shores of this wondrous island, the mighty kraten
heaves his bulk, and wallows many a rood ; here, too, the sea-

serpent lies coiled up, during the intervals of his much-con-
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tested revelations to the eyes of true believers; and here, it is
said even the Flying Dutchman finds a port, and casts his
aiichor, and furls his shadowy saU, and takes a short repose
irom his eternal wanderings.
Here all the treasures lost in the deep are safely garnered.

Ihe cavei-ns of the shores are pHed with golden ingots, boxes
of pearls, rich bales of oriental silks; and their deep recesses
sparkle with diamonds, or flame with carbuncles. Here, in
deep bays and harbors, lies many a speU-bound ship, long
given up as lost by the ruined merchant. Here, too, its crew
long bewailed as swaUowed up in ocean, he sleeping in mossy
grottoes, from age to age, or wander about enchanted shores
and groves, in pleasing obhvion of aU things.
Such are some of the marvels related of this island, and

which may serve to throw some light on the following legend,
of imquestionable truth, which I recommend to the entire
belief of the reader.

THE ABELANTADO OF THE SEVEN CITIES.

A LEGEND OF ST. BRANDAN'.

In the early part of the fifteenth century, when Prince
Henry of Portugal, of worthy memory, was pushing the career
of discovery along the western coast of Africa, and the world
was resounding with reports of golden regions on the maiu
land, and new-found islands in the ocean, there arrived at

Lisbon an old bewildered pilot of the seas, who had been
driven by tempests, he knew not whither, and who raved

about an island far in the deep, on which he had landed, and
which he had foimd peopled with Christians, and adorned with
noble cities.

The inhabitants, he said, gathered round,*and regarded him
with surprise, having never before been visited by a ship.

They told him they were descendants of a band of Christians,

who fled from Spain when that country was conquered by the

Moslems. They were curious about the state of their father-

land, and grieved to hear that the Moslems still held possession

of the kingdom of G-ranada. They would have taken the old

navigator to church, to convince him of their orthodoxy ; but,

either through lack of devotion, or lack of faith in their words,

he declined their invitation, and preferred to return on board

of his ship. He was properly punished. A furious storm
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arose, drove him from Ms anchorage, hurried him out to sea,

and he saw no more of the unknown island.

This strange story caused gi^eat m^arvel in Lisbon and else-

where. Those versed in history, remembered to have read, ia

an ancient chronicle, that, at the time of the conquest of Spain,

in the eighth century, when the blessed cross was cast down,

and the crescent erected in its place, and when Christian

churches were turned into Moslem mosques, seven bishops, at

the head of seven bands of pious exiles, had fled from the

peninsula, and embarked in quest of some ocean island, or dis-

tant land, where they might found seven Christian cities, and
enjoy their faith unmolested.

The fate of these pious saints errant had hitherto remained a

mystery, and their story had faded from memory ; the report

of the old tempest-tossed pUot, however, revived this long-for-

gotten theme ; and it was determined by the pious and enthusi-

astic, that the island thus accidentally discovered, was the

identical place of refuge, whither the wandering bishops had
been guided by a protecting Providence, and where they had
folded their flocks.

This most excitable of worlds has always some darling object

of chimerical enterprise: the "Island of the Seven Cities" now
awakened as much interest and longing among zealous Chris-

tians, as has the renowned city of Timbuctoo among adven-

turous travellers, or the North-east Passage among hardy
navigators ; and it was a frequent prayer of the devout, that

these scattered and lost portions of the Christian family might
be discovered, and reunited to the great body of Christendom.

No one, however, entered into the matter with half the zeal

of Don Fernando de Ulmo, a young cavalier of high standing

in the Portuguese court, and of most sanguine and romantic
temperament. He_ had recently come to his estate, and had
run the round of all kinds of pleasures and excitements, when
this new theme of popular talk and wonder presented itself.

The Island of the Seven Cities became now the constant sub-

ject of his thoughts by day and his dreams by night; it even
rivalled his passion for a beautiful girl, one of the greatest

belles of Lisbon, to whom he was betrothed. At length his

imagination became so inflamed on the subject, that he deter-

mined to fit out an expedition, at his own expense, and set sail

in quest of this sainted island. It could not be a cruise of any
great extent ; for according to the calculations of the tempest-
tossed pUot, it raust be somewhere in the latitude of the Cana-
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ries; which at that time, when the new world was as yet
undiscovered, formed the frontier of ocean enterprise. Don
Fernando appHedto the crown for countenance and protection.
As he was a favorite at court, the usual patronage was readily
extended to him; that is to say, he received a commission from
the king, Don loam 11., constituting him Adelantado, or mili-
tary governor, of any coimtry he might discover, with the
single proviso, that he should bear aU the expenses of the dis-
covery and pay a tenth of the profits to the crown.
Don Fernando now set to work in the true spirit of a projec-

tor. He sold acre after acsre of soUd land, and invested the
proceeds iu ships, guns, ammunition, and sea-stores. Even his
old family mansion in Lisbon was mortgaged without scruple,
for he looked forward to a palace in one of the Seven Cities of
which he was to be Adelantado. This was the age of nautical
romance, when the thoughts of aU speculative dreamers were
turned to the ocean. The scheme of Don Fernando, therefore,

drew adventurers of every kind. The merchant promised
himself new marts of opulent traffic ; the soldier hoped to sack
and plunder some one or other of those Seven Cities ; even the
fat monk shook off the sleep and sloth of the cloister, to join in

a crusade which promised such increase to the possessions of

the church.

One person alone regarded the whole project with sovereign

contempt and growling hostility. This was Don Eamiro Al-

varez, the father of the beautiful Serafina, to whom Don Fer-

nando was betrothed. He was one of those perverse, matter-

of-fact old men who are prone to oppose every thing speculative

and romantic. He had no faith in the Island of the Seven

Cities; regarded the projected cruise as a crack-brained freak;

looked with angry eye and internal heart-fouming on the con-

duct of his intended son-in-law, chaffering away soUd lands for

lands in the moon, and scoffingly dubbed him Adelantado of

Lubberland. In fact, he had never really rehshed the intended

match to which his consent had been slowly extorted by the

tears and entreaties of his daughter. It is true he could have

no reasonable objections to the youth, for Don Fernando was

the very flower of Portuguese chivalry. No one could excel

him at the tUting match, or the riding at the ring; none was

more bold and dexterous in the bull-fight ; none composed more

gallant madrigals in praise of his lady's charms, or sang them

with sweeter tones to the accompaniment of her guitar; nor

could any one handle the castanets and dance the bolero with
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more captivating grace. AH these admirable qualities and
endowments, however, though they" had heen sufllcient to wia
the heart of Serafina, were nothing in the eyes of her unreason-

able father. O Cupid, god of Love ! why will fathers always

be so unreasonable

!

. The engagement to Serafina had threatened at first to throw

an obstacle in. the way of the expedition of Don Fernando, and
for a time perplexed him in. the extreme. He was passionately

attached to the young lady ; but he was also passionately bent

on this romantic enterprise. How should he reconcile the two
passionate inclinations? A simple and obvious arrangement at

length presented itself: marry Serafina, enjoy a portion of the

honeymoon at once, and defer the rest until his return from
the discovery of the Seven Cities

!

He hastened to make known this most excellent arrange-

ment to Don Eamiro, when the long-smothered wrath of the

old cavalier biu-st forth in a storm about his ears. He re-

proached hiTn with being the dupe of wandering vagabonds

and wild schemers, and of squandering all his real possessions

in pursuit of empty bubbles. Don Fernando was too sanguine

a projector, and too yoimg a man, to listen tamely to such

language. He acted with what is technically called '

' becomiag

spirit." A high quarrel ensued; Don Eamiro pronounced him

a mad man, and forbade all farther intercourse with his

daughter, until he should give proof of returning sanity by
abandoning this mad-cap enterprise; while Don Fernando
flung out of the house, more bent than ever on the expedition,

from, the idea of triumphing over the incredulity of the gray-

beard when he should return successful.

Don Eamiro repaired to his daughter's chamber the moment
the youth had departed. He represented to her the sanguine,

unsteady character of her lover and the chimerical nature of

his schemes ; showed her the propriety of suspending all inter-

course with him untU he should recover from his present

haUucination ; folded her to his bosom with parental fondness,

kissed the tear that stole down her check, and, &.s he left the

chamber, gently locked th^ door; for although he was a fond
father, and had a high opinion of the submissive temper of his

child, he had a stiQ higher opinion of the conservative virtues

of lock and key. Whether the damsel had been in any wise

shaken in her faith as to the schemes of her lover, and the

existence of the Island of the Seven Cities, by the sage repre-

sentations of her father, tradition does not say ; but it is certain
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that she became a firm believer the moment she heard him
turn the key in the lock.

Notwithstanding the interdict of Don Ramiro, therefore, and
his shrewd precautions, the intercourse of the lovers continued,
althoiigh clandestinely. Don Fernando toiled aU day, hurrying
forward his nautical enterprise, while at night he would repair,
beneath the grated balcony of his mistress, to carry on at equal
pace the no less interesting enterprise of the heart. At length
the preparations for the expedition were completed. Twt) gal-
lant caravels lay anchored in the Tagus, ready to sail with the
morning dawn; while late at night, by the pale Ught of a wan-
ing moon, Don Fernando sought the stately mansion of Alvarez
to take a last farewell of Serafina. The customary signal of a
few low touches of a guitar brought her to the balcony. She
was sad at heart and full of gloomy forebodings; but her lover
strove to impart to her his own buoyant hope and youthful
confidence. '

'Afew short months, " said he,
'

' and I shall return
in triimiph. Thy father will then blush at his incredulity, and
will once more welcome me to his house, when I cross its

threshold a wealthy suitor and Adelantado of the Seven Cities."

The beautiful Serafina shook her head mournfully. It was
not on those points that she felt doubt or dismay. She believed

most implicitly in the Island of the Seven Cities, and trusted

devoutly in the success of the enterprise ; but she had heard of

the inconstancy of the seas, and the inconstancy of those who
roam them. Now, let the truth be spoken, Don Feraando, if

he had any fault in the world, it was that he was a little too

inflammable ; that is to say, a little too subject to take fire from
the spairkle of every bright eye : he had been somewhat of a

rover among the sex on shore, what might he not be on sea?

Might he not meet with other loves in foreign ports? Might he

not behold some peerless beauty in one or other of those seven

cities, who might efface the image of Serafina from his

thoughts?

At length she ventured to hint her doubts ; but Don Fernando

spumed at the very idea. Never could his heart be false to

Serafina 1 Never could another be captivating in his eyes!—

never nev^r ! Eepeatedly did he bend his knee, and smite his

breast and call upon the silver moon to witness the sincerity of

his vows. But might not Serafina, herself, be forgetful of her

plighted faith? Might not some wealthier rival present, while

be was tossing on the sea, and, backed by the authority of her

father win the treasure of her hand?
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Alas, how little did he know Serafina'a heart I The more her

father should oppose, the more would she be &sed in her faith.

Though years should pass before his return, he would find her

true to her vows. Even should the salt seas swallow him up,

(and her eyes streamed with salt tears at the very thought,)

never would she be the wife of another—^never—never ! She

raised her beautiful white arms between the iron bars of the

balcony, and invoked the moon as a testimonial of her faith.

Thus, according to immemorial usage, the lovers parted, with
many a vow of eternal constancy. But wiU they keep those

vows? Perish the doubt I Have they not called the constant

moon to witness?

With the morning dawn the caravels dropped down the

Tagus and put to sea. They steered for the Canaries, in those

days the regions of nautical romance. Scarcely had they

reached those latitudes, when a violent tempest arose. Don
Fernando soon lost sight of the accompanying caravel, and was
driven out of aU reckoning by the fury of the storm. For
several weary days and nights he was tossed to and fro, at the

mercy of the elements, expecting eachmoment to be swallowed

up. At length, one day toward evening, the storm subsided;

the clouds cleared up, as though a veil had suddenly been with-

drawn from the face of heaven, and the setting sun shone

gloriously upon a fair and mountainous island, that seemed
close at hand. The tempest-tossed mariners rubbed their

eyes, and gazed almost incredulously upon this land, ttiat had
emerged so suddenly from the murky gloom

;
yet there it lay,

spread out in lovely landscapes; enlivened by villages, and
towers, and spires, while the late stormy sea rolled in peaceful

billows to its shores. About a league from the sea, on the

banks of a river, stood a noble city, with lofty walls and towers,

and a protecting castle. Don Fernando anchored off the raouth
of the river, which appeared to form a spacious harbor. In a
little while a barge was seen issuing from the river. It was
evidently a barge of ceremony, for it was richly though quaintly
carved and gUt, and decorated with a silken awning and flutter-

ing streamers, while a banner, bearing the sacred emblem of

the cross, floated to the breeze. The barge advanced slowly,
impelled by sixteen oars, painted of a bright crimson. The
oarsmen were imcouth, or rather antique, in their garb, and
kept stroke to the regular cadence of an old Spanish ditty. Be-
neath the awning sat a cavalier, in a rich though old-fashioned
doublet, with an enormous sombrero and feather.
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When the barge reached the caravel, the cavaJier stepped on
board. He was tall and gaunt, with a long, Spanish visage,
and lack-lustre eyes, and an air of lofty and somewhat pompous
gravity. His mustaches were curled up to his ears, his beard
was forked and precise ; he wore gauntlets that reached to hia
elbows, and a Toledo blade that strutted out behind, while,

iu front, its huge basket-hilt might have served for a por-
ringer.

Thrusting out a long spindle leg, and taking off his sombrero
with a grave and stately sweep, he saluted Don Fernando by
name, and welcomed him, in old CastUian language, and in the
style of old Castilian courtesy.

Don Fernando was startled at hearing himself accosted by
name, by an utter stranger, in a strange land. As soon as he
could recover from his surprise, he inquired what land it was at

which he had arrived.
" The Island of the Seven Cities !"

Could this be true? Had he indeed been thus tempest-driven

upon the very land of which he was in quest? It was even so.

The other caravel, from which he had been separated in the

storm, had made a neighboring port of the island, and an-

nounced the tidings of this expedition, which came to restore

the country to the great community of Christendom. The

whole island, he was told, was given up to rejoicings on the

happy event ; and they only awaited his arrival to acknowledge

allegiance to the crown of Portugal, and hail him as Adelantado

of the Seven Cities. A grand fete was to be solemhized that

very night in the palace of the Alcayde or governor of the city;

who, on beholding the most opportune arrival of the caravel,

had despatched his grand chamberlam, in his barge of state, to

conduct the future Adelantado to the ceremony.

Don Fernando could scarcely believe but that this was aU a

dream. He fixed a scrutinizing gaze upon the grand chamber-

lain, who, having delivered his message, stood in buckram dig-

nity, drawn up to his fuU stature, curlinghis whiskers, stroking

his beard, and looking do-vvn upoH him with inexpressible lofti-

ness through his lack-lustre eyes. There was no doubting the

word of so grave and ceremonious a hidalgo.

Don Fernando now arrayed himselE in gala attire. He would

have launched his boat, and gone on shore with his own men,

but he was informed the barge of state was expressly provided

for his accommodation, and, after the fete, would bring him

back to his ship ; in which, on the following day, he might enter
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the harbor in befitting style. He accordingly stepped into the

barge, and took his seat beneath the awning. The grand

chamber]fl,in seated himself on the cushion opposite. The

rowers bent to their oars, and renewed their mournful old

ditty, and the gorgeous, but unwieldy barge moved slowly and
solemnly through the water.

The night closed in, before they entered the river. They
swept along, past rock and promontory, each guarded by its

tower. The sentinels at every post challenged them as they

passed by.

"Who goes there?"

"The Adelantado of the Seven Cities."

" He is welcome. Pass on."

On entering the harbor, they rowed close along an armed
galley, of the most ancient form. Soldiers with cross-bows

were stationed on the deck.
" Who goes there ?" was again demanded.

"The Adelantado of the Se-ven Cities."

"He is welcome. Pass on."

They landed at a broad flight of stone steps, leading up, be-

tween two massive towers, to the water-gate of the city, at

which they knocked for admission. A sentinel, in an ancient

steel casque, looked over the wall. "Who is there ?"

" The Adelantado of the Seven Cities."

The gate swung slowly open, grating upon its rusty hinges.

They entered between two rows of iron-clad warriors, in bat-

tered armor, with cross-bows, battle-axes, and ancient maces,
and with faces as old-fashioned and rusty as their armor. They
saluted Don Fernando in mihtary style, but with perfect sUence,

as ho passed between their ranks. The city was Uluminated,

but in such manner as to give a more shadowy and solemn
effect to its old-time architecture. There were bonfires ia the
principal streets, with groups about them in such old-fashioned

garbs, that they looked like the fantastic figures that roam the

streets in carnival time. Even the stately dames who gazed
from the balconies, which they had hung with antique tapestry,

looked more hke efligies dressed up for a quaint mummery,
than like ladies in their fashionable attire. Every thing, in

short, bore the stamp of former ages, as if the world had sud-

denly rolled back a few centuries. Nor was this to be wondered
at. Had not the Island of the Seven Cities been for several

hundred years cut off from all communication with the rest of

the world, and was it not natural that the inhabitants should
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retain many of the modes and customs brought here by their
ancestors ?

One thing certainly they had conserved; the old-fashioned
Spanish gravity and statehness. Though this was a time of
pubhc rejoicing, and though Don Fernando was the object of
their gratxilations, every thing was conducted with the most
solemn ceremony, and wherever he appeared, instead of accla-
mations, he was received with profound sHence, and the most
formal reverences and swayings of their sombreros.
Arrived at the palace of the Alcayde, the usual ceremonial

was repeated. The chamberlain knocked for admission.
"Who is there ? " demanded the porter.
" The Adelantado of the Seven Cities."
'

' He is welcome. Pass on.

"

The grand portal was thrown open. The chamberlain, led the
way up a vast but heavily moulded marble stair-case,' and so
through one of those iuterminable suites of apartments, that
are the pride of Spanish palaces. All were furnished in a style
of obsolete magnificence. As they passed through the cham-
bers, the title of Don Fernando was forwarded on by servants
stationed at every door; and every where produced the most
profound reverences and courtesies. At length they reached a
magnificent saloon, blaziag with tapers, in which the Alcayde,
and the principal dignitaries of the city, were waiting to receive

their illustrious guest. The grand chamberlaia presented Don
Fernando in. due form, and falhng back among the other

oflScers of the household, stood as usual curhng his whiskers
and stroking his forked beard.

Don Fernando was received by the Alcayde and the other

dignitaries with the same stately and formal courtesy that he
had every where remarked. In fact, there was so much form
and ceremonial, that it seemed difficult to get at any thing

sociator substantial. Nothing but bows, and compKments, and
old-fashioned courtesies. The Alcayde and his courtiers resem-

bled, in face and form, those quaint worthies to be seen in the

pictures of old illuminated manuscripts; while the cavaliers

and dames who thronged the saloon, might have been taken

for the antique figures of gobelin tapestry suddenly vivified

and put in motion.

The banquet, which had been kept back until the arrival of

Don Fernando, was now announced; and such a feast! such

unknown dishes and obsolete dainties ; with the peacock, that

bird of state and ceremony, served up in fuU plumage, in a
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golden dish, at the head of the table. And then, as Don Fer*

nando cast his eyes over the glittering board, what a vista of

odd heads and head-dresses, of formal bearded dignitaries, and
stately dames, with castellated locks and towering plumes

!

As fate would have it, on the other side of Don Fernando,

was saated the daughter of the Alcayde. She was arrayed, it

is true, in a dress that might have been worn before the flood;

but then, she had a melting black Andalusian eye, that was
perfectly irresistible. Her voice, too, her manner, her move-
ments, aU smacked of Andalusia, and showed how female fas-

cination may be transmitted from age to age, and chme to

clime, without ever losing its power, or going out of fashion.

Those who know the witchery of the sex, in that most amorous
region of old Spain, may judge what must have been the fasci-

nation to which Don Fernando was exposed, when seated beside

one of the most captivating of its descendants. He was, as has
already been hinted, of an inflammable temperament ; with a
heart ready to get in a light blaze at every instant. Ajid then
he had been so wearied by pompous, tedious old cavaliers, with
their formal bows and speeches ; is it to be wondered at that he
turned with deUght to the Alcayde's daughter, aU smiles, and
dimples, and melting looks, and melting accents ? Beside, for

I wish to give him every excuse in my power, he was in a par-

ticularly excitable mood, from the novelty of the scene before
him, and his head was almost turned with this sudden and
complete realization of aU his hopes and fancies ; and then, in
the flurry of the moment, he had taken frequent draughts at
the wine-cup, presented him at every instant by offlcious pages,

and all the world knows the effect of such draughts in giving
potency to femaJe charms. In a word, there is no concealing
the matter, the banquet was not half over, before Don Fernan-
do was making love, outright, to the Alcayde's daughter. It

was his old habitude, contracted long before his matrurionial
engagement. The young lady hung her head coyly; her eye
rested upon a ruby heart, sparkling in a ring on the hand of
Don Fernando, a parting gage of love from Serafina. A blush
crimsoned her very temples. She darted a glance of doubt at
the ring, and then at Don Fernando. He read her doubt, and
in the giddy intoxication of the moment, drew off the pledge of
his affianced bride, and slipped it on the finger of the Alcayde's
daughter.

At this moment the banquet broke up. The chamberlain
with his lofty demeanor, and his lack-lustre eyes, stood before
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him, and announced that the harge was waiting to conduct him
back to the cai-avel. Don Fernando took a formal leave of the
Alcayde and his dignitaries, and a tender fareweU of the Al-
cayde's daughter, with a promise to throw himself at her leet

on the foUowiag day. He was rowed back to his vessel in the
same slow and stately manner, to the cadence of the same
mournful old ditty. He retired to his cabin, his brain whirling
with all that he had seen, and his heart now and then giving
him a twinge as he recollected his temporary infidelity to the
beautiful Serafina. He flung himself on his bed, and soon fell

into a feverish sleep. His dreams were wild and incoherent.

How long he slept he knew not, but when he awoke he found
himself in a strange cabin, with persons around him of whom
he had no knowledge. He rubbed his eyes to ascertain whether
he were reaUy awake. In reply to Ms inquiries, he was in-

formed that he was on board of a Portuguese ship, bound to

Lisbon; having been taken senseless from a wreck drifting

about the ocean.

Don Fernando was confounded and perplexed. He retraced

every thing distinctly that had happened to him , in the Island

of the Seven Cities, and until he had retired to rest on board of

the caravel. Had his vessel been driven from her anchors, and
wrecked during his sleep? The people about him could give

TiiTin no information on the subject. He talked to them of the

Island of the Seven Cities, and of all that had befaUen him
there. They regarded his words as the ravings of delirium,

and in their honest solicitude, administered such rough reme-

dies, that he was fain to drop the subject, and observe a
cautious taciturnity.

At length they arrived in the Tagus, and anchored before the

famous city of Lisbon. Don Fernando sprang joyfully on

shore, and hastened to his ancestral mansion. To his surprise,

it was inhabited by strangers ; and when he asked about his

family, no one could give him. any information concerning

them.
He now sought the mansion of Don Eamiro, for the tempo-

rary flame kindled by the bright eyes of the Alcayde's daughter

had long since burnt itself out, and his genuine passion for

Serafina had revived with all its fervor. He approached the

balcony, beneath whi(^h he had so often serenaded her. Did

his eyes deceive him? No ! There was Serafina herself at the

balcony. An exclamation of rapture burst from him, as he

raised his arms toward her. She cast upon hun a look of indig-
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nation, and hastily retiring, closed tlie casement. Could she

have heard of his flirtation with the Alcayde's daughter? He
would soon dispel every doubt of his constancy. The door was
open. He rushed up-staics, and entering the room, threw him-

self at her feet. She shrank back with affright, and took refuge

in the arms of a youthful cavalier.

" What mean you. Sir," cried the latter, " by this intrusion?"

"What right have you," replied Don Fernando, "to ask the

question?"
" The right of an affianced suitor !"

Don Fernando started, and turned pale. ''Oh, Serafinal

Serafina!" cried he in atone of agony, "is this thy plighted

constancy?"
'
' Serafina ?—^what mean you by Serafina ? If it be this young

lady you intend, her namo is Maria."

"Is not this Serafina Alvarez, and is not that her portT-ait?"

cried Don Fernando, pointing to a picture of his mistress.

"Holy Virgin!" cried the young lady; " heis talking of my
great-grandmother !"

An explanation ensued, if that could be called an explana-

tion, which plunged the unfortunate Fernando into tenfold

perplexity. If he might believe his eyes, he saw before him
his beloved Serafina ; if he might believe his ears, it was merely
her hereditary form and features, perpetuated in the person of

her great-granddaughter.

His brain began to spin. He sought tho office of the Minister

of Marine, and made a report of his expedition, and of the
Island of the Seven Cities, which he had so fortunately discov-

ered. No body knew any thing of such an expedition, or such
an island. He declared that he had undertaken the enterprise

under a formal contract with the crown, and had received a
regular commission, constituting him Adelantado. This must
be matter of record, and he insisted loudly, that the books of

the department should be consulted. The wordy strife at

length attracted the attention of an old, gray-headed clerk,

who sat perched on a high stool, at a high desk, with iron-

rimmed spectacles on the top of a thin, pinched nose, copying
records into an enormous folio. He had wintered and sum-
mered in the department for a great part of a century, until he
had almost grown to be a piece of the desk at which he sat

;

his memory was a mere index of official facts and -documents,
and his brain was little better than red tape and parchment.
After peering down for a time from his lofty perch, and ascer-
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taming the matter in controversy, he put his pen behind his
ear, and descended. He remembered to have heard something
from his predecessor about an expedition of the kind in ques-
tion, but then it had sailed during the reign of Don loam II.,
and he had been dead at least a hundred years. To put the
matter beyond dispute, however, the archives of the Torve do
j-ombo, that sepulchre of old Portuguese documents, were dih-
gently searched, and a record was found of a contract between
the crown and one Fernando de Ulmo, for the discovery of the
Island of the Seven Cities, and of a commission secured to him
as Adelantado of the coimtry he might discover.

"There!" cried Don Fernando, triumphantly, "there you
have proof, before your own eyes, of what I have said. I am
the Fernando de Uhno speciQed in that record. I have discov-
ered the Island of the Seven Cities, and am entitled to be
Adelantado, according to contract."
The story of Don Fc"'nando had certainly, what is pronounced

the best of historical foundation, documentary evidence; but
when a man, in the bloom of youth, talked of events that had
taken place above a century previously, as having happened to
himself, it is no wonder that he was set down for a mad man.
The old clerk looked at him from above and below his spec-

tacles, shrugged his shoulders, stroked his chin, reascended
his lofty stool, took the pen from behind his ears, and resumed
his daily and eternal task, copying records into the fiftieth

volume of , series of gigantic folios. The other clerks winked
at each other shrewdly, and dispersed to their several places,

and poor Don Fernando, thus left to himself, flimg out of the

office, almost driven wild by these repeated perplexities.

In the confusion of his mind, he instinctively repaired to the

mansion of Alvarez, but it was barred against him. To break

the delusion under which the youth apparently labored, and to

convince him that the Serafina about whom he raved was really

dead, he was conducted to her tomb. There she lay, a stately

matron, cut out in alabaster; and there lay her husband beside

her ; a portly cavalier, in armor ; and there knelt, on each side,

the efiigies of a numerous progeny, proving that she had been

a fruitful vine. Even the very monument gave proof of the

lapse of time, for the hands of her husband, which were folded

as i£ in prayer, had lost their flngeis, and the face of the once

lovely Serafina was noseless.

Don Fernando felt a transient glow of indignation at behold-

ing this monumental proof or the inccnctancy of his mistress;
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but who could expect a mistress to remain constant during a
whole century of absence? And what right had he to rail

about constancy, after what had passed between him and the

Alcayde's daughter? The unfortunate cavaher performed one

pious act of tender devotion; he had the alabaster nose of

Serafina restored by a skilful statuary, and then tore himself

from the tomb.

He could now no longer doubt the fact that, somehow or

other, he had skipped over a whole century, during the night

he had spent at the Island of the Seven Cities ; and he was now
as complete a stranger in his native city, as if he had never

been there. A thousand times did he wish himself back to

that wonderful island, with its antiquated banquet halls, where
he had been so courteously received ; and now that the once

young and beautiful Serafina was nothing but a great-grand-

mother in marble, with generations of descendants, a thousand
times would he recall the melting black eyes of the Alcayde's

daughter, who doubtless, like himself, was still flourishing in

fresh juvenOity, and breathe a secret wish that he were seated

by her side.

He would at once have set on foot another expedition, at his

own expense, to cruise in search of the saiated island, but his

means were exhausted. He endeavored to rouse others to the

enterprise, setting forth the certainty of profitable results, of

which his own experience furnished such unquestionable

proof. aJas ! no one would give faith to his tale ; but looked
cipon it as the feverish dream of a shipwrecked man. He
persisted in his efforts ; holding forth in aU places and all com-
panies, until he became an object of jest and jeer to the light-

minded, who mistook his earnest enthusiasm for a proof of

insanity; and the very children in. the streets bantered him
with the title of "The Adelantado of the Seven Cities."

Finding all his efforts in vain, in his native city of Lisbon,
he took shipping for the Canaries, as being nearer the latitude

of his former cruise, and inhabited by people given to nautical

adventure. Here he found ready listeners to his story ; for the
old pilots and mariners of those parts were notorious island-

hunters and devout behevers in all the wonders of the seas.

Indeed, one and all treated his adventure as a common occur-
rence, and turning to each other, with a sagacious nod of the
head, observed, "He has been at the Island of St. Brandan."
They then went on to inform him of that gi-eat marvel and

enigma of the ocean; of its repeated appearance to the inhabi-
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tants of their islands; and of the many but ineffectual expe-
ditions that had been made in search of it. They took him to

a promontory of the island of Palma, from whence the shadowy
St. Brandan had oftenest been descried, and they pointed out

the very tract ia the west where its mountains had been seen.

Don Fernando listened with rapt attention. He had no longer

a doubt that this mysterious and fugacious island must be the

same with that of the Seven Cities ; and that there must be

some supernatural influence connected with it, that had
operated upon himself, and made the events of a night occupy
the space of a century.

He endeavored, but ia vain, to rouse the islanders to another

attempt at discovery ; they had given up the phantom, island

as indeed inaccessible. Fernando, however, was not to be diis-

couraged. The idea wore itself deeper and deeper in his mind,

until it became the engrossing subject of his thoughts and

object of his being. Every morning he would repair to the

promontory of Palma, and sit there throughout the Hve-long

day, in hopes of seeing the fairy mountains of St. Brandan

peering above the horizon; every evening he returned to his

home, a disappointed man, but ready to resume his post on the

following morning.

His assiduity was all in vain. He grew gray in his ineffec-

tual attempt; and was at length found dead at his post. His

grave is stiU shown in the island of Palma, and a cross is erected

on the spot where he used to sit and look out upon the sea, in.

hopes of the reappearance of the enchanted island.

NATIONAL NOMENCLATUEE.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE KNICKBRBOCKEn.

Sir- I am somewhat of the same way of thinking, in regard

to names, with that profound philosopher, Mr. Shandy, the

elder, who maintained that some inspired high thoughts and

heroic aims, while others entaUed irretrievable meanness and

vulgarity; insomuch that a man might sink under the msigni-

ficance of his name, and be absolutely "Nicodemused mto

nothing." I have ever, therefore, thought it a great hardship

for a man to be obliged to struggle through life with some ri.
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diciilou3 or ignoble Christian name, as it is too often falsely

called, inflicted on him in infancy, when he could not choose

for himself; and would give him free liberty to change it for

one more to his taste, when he had arrived at years of dis-

cretion.

I have the same notion with respect to local names. Some
at once prepossess us in favor of a place ; others repel us, by
imlucky associations of the mind; and I have known scenes

worthy of being the very haunt of poetry and romance, yet

doomed to irretrievable vulgarity, by some iU-chosea name,
which not even the magic numbers of a Halleok or a Beyant
could elevate into poetical acceptation.

This is an evil unfortunately too prevalent throughout our
country. Nature lias stamped the land with features of subli-

mity and beauty ; but some of our noblest mountains and love-

liest streams are in danger of remaining for ever unhonored
and unsung, from bearing appellations totally abhorrent to the
Muse. In the first place, our country is deluged with names
taken from places in the old world, and applied to places having
no possible afSnity or resemblance to their namesakes. This
betokens a forlorn poverty of invention, and a second-hand
spirit, content to cover its nakedness with borrowed or cast-off

clothes of Europe.

Then we have a shallow affectation of scholarship : the whole
catalogue of ancient worthies is shaken out from the back of

Lempriere's Classicaii 'Dictionary, and a wide region of wild
country sprinkled over with the names of the heroes, poets,

and sages of antiquity, jumbled into the most whimsical juxta-
position. Then we have our political god-fathers ; topographi-
cal engineers, perhaps, or persons employed by government to
survey and lay out townships. These, forsooth, glorify the
patrons that give them bread ; so we have the names of the
great official men of the day scattered over the land, as if they
were the real " salt of the earth," with which it was to be sea-
soned. Well for us is it, when these official great men happen
to have names of fair acceptation ; but wo unto us, should a
Tubbs or a Potts be in power: we are sure, in a little while,
to find Tubbsvilles and Pottsylvanias springing up in every
direction.

Under these melancholy dispensations of taste and loyalty,
therefore, Mr. Editor, if is with a feeling of dawning hope, that
I have lately perceived the attention of persons of inteUigenee
beginning to be awskcned on this subject. I trust if the mat-
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ter should once be taken up, it will not be readily abandoned.
We are yet young enough, as a country, to remedyand reform,
much of what has been done, and to release many of our rising
towns and cities, and oui- noble streams, from names calculated
to vulgarize the land.

I have, on a former occasion, suggested the expediency
of searching out the origLual Indian names of places, and
wherever they are striking and euphonious, and those by
which they have been superseded are glaringly objectionable,

to restore them. They would have the merit of originality,

and of belonging to the country; and they would remaiu as
reHques of the native lords of the soU, when every other vestige
had disappeared. Many of these names may easily be regained,

by reference to old title deeds, and to the archives of states and
counties. In my own case, by examining the records of the
county clerk's office, I hfvve discovered the Indian names of

various places and objects in the neighborhood, and have
found them infinitely superior to the trite, poverty-stricken

names which had been given by the settlers. A beautiful pas-

toral stream, for instance, whick winds for many a nule

through one of the loveliest httle valleys in the state, has long
beenknownby thecormnon-placenameof the " Saw-mill River."

In the old Indian grants, it is designated as the Neperan.
Another, a perfectly wizard stream, which winds through the

wildest recesses of Sleepy Hollow, bears the hum-drum name
of Mill Creek: in the Indian grants, it sustains the euphonious
title of the Pocantico.

Similar researches have released Long-Island from many of

those paltry and vulgar names which fringed its beautiful shores

;

their Cow Bays, and Cow Necks, and Oyster Ponds, and Mus-
quito Coves, which spread a spell of vulgarity over the whole
island, and kept persons of taste and fancy at a distance.

It would be an object worthy the attention of the historical

societies, which are springing up in various parts of the Union,

to have maps executed of their respective states or neighbor-

hoods, in which aU the Indian local names should, as far as

possible, be restored. In fact, it appears to me that the nomen-

clature of the coimtry is almost of sufficient importance for the

foundation of a distinct society; or rather, a corresponding

association of persons of taste and judgment, of all parts of the

Union. Such an association, if properly constituted and com-

posed, comprising especially all the literary talei.t of the

counti-y, iboufrh it mijjht not have legislative po-\.'er i:j its
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enactments, yet would have the all-pervading power of the

press ; and the changes in nomenclature which it might dictate,

being at once adopted by elegant writers in prose and poetry,

and interwoven with the literature of the country, would ulti-

mately pass into popular currency.

Should such a reforming association arise, I beg to recommend
to its attention aU those mongrel names that have the adjec-

tive New prefixed to fhem, and pray they may be one'and all

kicked out of the country. I am for none of these ?econd-hand

appellations, that stamp us a second-hand people, and that are

to perpetuate us a new country to the end of time. Odds my
life ! Mr. Editor, I hope and trust we are to live to be an old

nation, as weU as our neighbors, and have no idea that our
cities, when they shaU have attained to venerable antiquity,

shaU stili be dubbed JVe?«-York, and A''ew-London, and new this

and new that, Uke the Pont-Neuf, (the New Bridge,) at Paris,

which is the oldest bridge in that capital, or hke the Vicar of

Wakefield's horse, which continued to be called "the colt,"

until he died of old age.

Speaking of New-York, reminds me of some observations
which I met with some time since, in one of the pubUc papers,

about the name of our state and city. The writer proposes to

substitute for the present names, those of the State of Ontario,
and the City of Manhattan. I concur in his suggestion most
heartily. Though bom and brought up in the city of New-
York, and though I love every stickand stone about it, yet I do
not, nor ever did, reHsh its name. I like neither its sound nor
its significance. As to its significance, the very adjective wiw
gives to our great commercial metropoHs a second-hand char-

acter, as if referring to some older, more dignified, and impor-
tant place, of which it was a mere copy ; though in fact, if I

am rightly informed, the whole name commemorates a grant
by Charles II. to his brother, the duke of York, made in the
spirit of royal munificence, of a tract of country which did not
belong to him. As to the sound, what can you make of it,

either in poetry or prose? New-York ! Why, Sir, i£ it were to
share the fate of Troy itself; to suffer a ten years' siege, a®d be
sacked and plundered; no modern Homer would ever be able
to elevate the nan.e to epic dignity.

Now, Sir, Ontabio would be a name worthy of the empire
Btr.te. It bears with it the majesty of that internal sea which
washes our northwestern shore. Or, if any objection should be
made, from its not being completdy embraced within our
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bouTidaries, there is the Moheqan, one of the Indian names for
that glorious river, the Hudson, which would furnish an excel-
lent state appellation. So also New-York might be called Man-
hatta, as it is named in some of the early records, and Manhat-
tanused as the adjective. Manhattan, however, standsweU as a
substantive, and " Mariattanese, " which I observe Mr. Cooper
has adopted in some of his writings, would be a very good
appellation for a citizen of the commercial metropohs.
A word or two more, Mr. Editor, and I have done. We want

a NATIONAL NAME. We want it poetically, and we want it poh-
ticaJly. With the poetical necessity of the case I shall not
trouble myseK. I leave it to our poets to tell how they manage
to steer that collocation of words, " The United States of North
America," down the swelling tide of song, and to float the
whole raft out upon the sea of heroic poesy. I am now speak-
ing of the mere purposes of common life. How is a citizen of

this republic to designate himself? As an American? There
are two Americas, each subdivided into various empires,
rapidly rising in importance. As a citizen of the United
States? It is a clmnsy, lumbering title, yet still it is not dis-

tinctive ; for we have now the United States of Central Amer-
ica ; and heaven knows how many '

' United States" may spring

up under the Proteus changes of Spanish America.
This may appear matter of small concernment ; but any one

that has travelled in foreign countries must be conscious of the
embarrassment and circumlocution sometimes occasioned by
the want of a perfectly distinct and exphcit national appella-

tion. In France, when I have announced myself as an Ameri-
can, I have been supposed to belong to one of the French
colonies ; in Spain, to be from Mexico, or Pern, or some other

Spanish-American country. Repeatedly have I found myself
involved in a long geographical and pohtical definition of my
national identity.

Now, Sir, meaning no disrespect to any of our co-heirs of this

great quarter of the world, I am for none of this coparceny in

a name that is to mingle us up with the riff-rafE colonies and
off-sets of every nation of Europe. The title of American may
serve to tell the quarter of the world to which I belong, the

same as a Frenchman or an Englishman may call himself a
Em-opean ; but I want my own peculiar national name to raUy

under. T want an appellation that shall teU at once, and in a

way not to be mistaken, that I belong to this very portion of

America, goograpliical and political, to which it is my pride
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and happiness to belong; that I am of the Anglo-SaxcHi race

which founded this Anglo-Saxon empire in the wilderness ; and
that I have no part or parcel with any other race or empire,

Spanish, French, or Portuguese, in either of the Americas.

Such an appellation,' Sir, would have magic in it. It would
bind every part of the confederacy together as with a key-

stone; it would be a passport to the citizen of our republic

throughout the world.

We have it in our power to furnish ourselves with such a
national appellation, from one of the grand and eternal fea-

tures of our country; from that noble chain of mountains
which formed its back-bone, and ran through the "old con-

federacy," when it first declared our national independence.
I aUude to the Appalachian or Alleghany mountains. We
might do this without any very inconvenient change in our
present titles. We might stiU use the phrase, "The United
States," substituting Appalachia, or Alleghania, (I should pre-

fer the latter,) in place of America. The title of Appalachian,
or AUeghanian, would stiU announce us as Americans, but
would specify us as citizens of the Great Eepublic. Even our
old national cypher of U. S. A. might remain unaltered, desig-
nating the United States of Alleghania.
These are crude ideas, Mr. Editor, hastily thrown out to

elicit the ideas of others, and to call attention to a subject of
more national importance than may at first be supposed.

Very respectfully yours,

Geoffkey Crayon.

DESULTORY THOUGHTS ON CEITICISM.

" Let a man write never so vreZl, there are now-a-days a sort of persons they call
critics, tliat, egad, have no more wit in them than so many hobby-horses: but
they'll laugh at you. Sir, and find fault, and censure things, that, egad, I'm sure
they are not able to do themselves; a sort of envious persons, that emulate the
glories of persons of parts, and think to build their fame by calumniation of per-
sons that, egad, to my knowledge, of all persons in the world, are in nature the
persons that do as much despise all that, as-a- In fine, I'll say no more of 'em 1"—Beheabsal.

All the world knows the story of the tempest-tossed voyager,
who, coming upon a strange coast, and seeing a man hanging
in chains, hailed it with joy, as the sign ol: a civUized country.
In like manner we may haU, as a proof of the rapid advance^
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ment of civilization and refinement in this country, the in-

creasing number of delinquent authors daily gibbeted for the
edification of the public.

In this respect, as in every other, we are "going ahead " with
accelerated velocity, and promising to outstrip the superannu-
ated countries of Europe. It is really a^stonishing to see the
number of tribimals incessantly springing up for the trial of

literary ofEences. Independent of the high courts of Oyer and
Terminer, the great quarterly reviews, we have innumerable
minor tribunals, monthly and weekly, down to the Pie-poudre

courts in the daily papers; insomuch that no culprit stands so

little chance of escaping castigation, as an unlucky author,

guilty of an unsuccessful attempt to please the pubhc.

Seriously speaking, however, it is questionable whether our
national literature is sufficiently advanced, to bear this excess

of criticism ; and whether it would not thrive better, if allowed

to spring up, for some time longer, in the freshness and vigor

of native vegetation. When the worthy Judge Coulter, of

Virginia, opened court for the first time in one of the upper
counties, he was for enforcing all the rules and regulations

that had grown into use in the old, long-settled counties.

"This is all very well," said a shrewd old farmer; "but let me
tell you. Judge Coulter, you set your coulter too deep for a
new soil."

For my part, I doubt whether either writer or reader is

benefited by what is commonly called criticism. The former

is rendered cautious and distrustful; he fears to give way to

those kindling emotions, and brave sallies of thought, which
bear him up to excellence; the latter is made fastidious and
cynical; or rather, he surrenders his own independent taste

and judgment, and learns to Kke and dislike at second hand.

Let us, for a moment, consider the nature of this thing called

criticism, which exerts such a sway over the literary world.

The pronoun we, used by critics, has a most imposing and
delusive sound. The reader pictures to himself a conclave of

learned men, deKberating gravely and scrupulously on the

merits of the book in question; examining it page by page,

comparing and balancing their opinions, and when they have

united in a conscientious verdict, publishing it for the benefit

of the world: whereas the criticism is generally the crude and

hasty production of an individual, scribbling to whilo away an

idle hour, to oblige a book-seller, or to defray current expenses.

How often is it the passing notion of the hour, afEectcd by
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accidental circumstances ; by indisposition, by peevishness, by

vapors or indigestion; by personal prejudice, or party feeling.

Sometimes a work is sacrificed, because the reviewer wishes a

satirical article; sometimes because he wants a hmnorous one;

and sometimes because the author reviewed has become offen-

sively celebrated, and offers high game to the Uterary marks-

man.
How often would the critic himself, if a conscientious man,

reverse his opinion, had he time to revise it in a more sunny
moment ; but the press is waiting, the printer's devil is at

his elbow ; the article is wanted to make the requisite variety

for the number of the review, or the author has pressing

occasion for the simi he is to receive for the article, so it is sent

off, all blotted and blurred ; with a shrug of the shoulders, and
the consolatory ejaculation: "Pshaw! curse it! it's nothing

but a review !"

The critic, too, who dictates thus oracularly to the world, is

perhaps some dingy, ill-favored, ill-mannered varlet, who,

were he to speak by word of mouth, would be disregarded, if

not scoffed at; but such is the magic of types; such the mystic

operation of anonymous writing ; such the potential effect of

the pronoun we, that his crude decisions, fulminated through
the press, become circulated far and wide, control the opinions

of the world, and give or destroy reputation.

Many readers have grown timorous in their judgments since

the all-pervading currency of criticism. They fear to express

a revised, frank opinion about any new work, and to relish it

honestly and heartily, lest it should be condemned in the next
review, and they stand convicted of bad taste. Hence they
hedge their opinions, like a gambler his bets, and leave an
opening to retract, and retreat, and quahfy, and neutraMza
every unguarded expression of dehght, until their very praise
declines into a faintness that is damning.
Were every one, on the contrary, tO' judge for himself, and

speak his mind frankly and fearlessly, we should have more
true criticism in the world than at present. Whenever a per-
son is pleased with a work, he may be assured that it has good
qualities. An author who pleases a variety of readers, must
possess substantial powers of pleasing; or, in other words,
intrinsic merits ; for otherwise we acknowledge an effect, and
deny the cause. The reader, therefore, should not suffer him-
self to be readily shaken from the conviction of his own feelings,
by the sweeping censures of pseudo critics. The author he has
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admired, may be chargeable with a thousand faults; but it is

nevertheless beauties and excellencies that have excited his

admiration ; and he should recollect that taste and judgment
afe as much evinced in the perception of beauties among
defects, as in a detection of defects among beauties. For my
part, I honor the blessed and blessing spirit that is quick to dis^

cover and extol all that is pleasing and meritorious. Give me
the honest bee, that extracts honey from the humblest weed,
but save me from the ingenuity of the spider, which traces its

venom, even in the midst of a flower-garden.

If the mere fact of being cnargeable with faults and imper^

fections is to condemn an author, who is to escape? The great-

est writers of antiquity have, in this way, been obnoxious to

criticism. Aristotle himself has been accused of ignorance;

Aristophanesof impiety and buffoonery; Virgil of plagiarism,

and a want of invention ; Horace of obscurity ; Cicero has been,

said to want vigor and connexion, and Demosthenes to be
deficient in nature, and in purity of language. Yet these have
all survived the censures of the critic, and flourished on to a
glorious imraortaJity. Everynow andthen the world is startled

by some new doctrines in matters of taste, some levelling attacks

on established creeds; some sweeping denunciations of whole
generations, or schools of writers, as they are called, who had
seemed to be embalmed and canonized ia public opinion. Such
has been the case, for instance, with Pope, and Dryden, and
Addison, who for a time have almost been shaken from their

pedestals, and treated as false idols.

It is singular, also, to see the fickleness of the world with
respect to its favorites. Enthusiasm exhausts itself, and pre-

pares the way for dislike. The public is always for positive

sentiments, and new sensations. When wearied of admiring, it

delights to censure ; thus coining a double set of enjoyments out

of the same subject. Scott and Byron are scarce cold in their

graves, and already we find criticism beginning to call in ques-

tion those powers which held the world in magic thraldom.

Even in our own country, one of its greatest geniuses has had
some rough passages with the censors of the press ; and instant-

ly criticism begins to unsay aU that it has repeatedly said in

his praise; and the public are almost led to believe that the pen

which has so often deUghted them, is absolutely destitute of the

power to delight

!

If then, such reverses in opinion as to matters of taste can

be so readily brought about, when may an author feel himself
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secure? Where is the anchoring-ground of popularity, when
he may thus be driven from his m.oorings, and foundered even

in harbor? The reader, too, when he is to consider liimself

safe in admiring, when he sees long-estabUshed altars over-

thrown, and his household deities dashed to the ground

!

There is one consolatory reflection. Every abuse carrieswith

it its own remedy or palliation. Thus the excess of crude and
hasty criticism, which has of late prevailed throughout the,

literary world, and threatened to ovemm our country, begins

to produce its own antidote. Where there is a multiplicity of

contradictory paths, a man must make his choice ; in so doing,

he has to exercise his judgment, and that is one great step to

mental independence. He begins to doubt all, where all differ,

and but one can be in the right. He is driven to trust to his

own discernment, and his natural feelings ; and here he is most
likely to be safe. The author, too, finding that what is con-

demned at one tribimal, is applauded at another, though per-

plexed for a time, gives way at length to the spontaneous
imptilse of his genius, and the dictates of his taste, and writes

in the way most natural to himself. It is thus that criticism,

which by its severity may have held the little world of writers

in check, may, by its very excess, disarm itself of its terrors,

and the hardihood of talent become restored. G. C.

SPANISH ROMANCE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE KNICKEEBOCKEE.

Snt: I have already given you a legend or two drawn from
ancient Spanish som-ces, and may occasionally give you a few
more. I love these old Spanish themes, especially when they
have a dash of the Morisco in them, and treat of the timea
when the Moslems maintained a foot-hold in the peninsula.
They have a high, spicy, oriental flavor, not to be found in any
other themes that are merely European. In fact, Spain is a
country that stands alone in the midst of Europe; severed in
habits, manners, and modes of thinking, from all its conti-
nental neighbors. It is a romantic country; but its romance
has none of the sentimentahty of modem European romance;
it is chiefly derived from the brflliant regions of the East, and
from the high-minded school of Saracenic chi-talrv.
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The Arab invasion and conquest brought a higher civilization
and a nobler style of thinking- into Gothic Spain. The Arabs
were a quick-witted, sagacious, proud-spirited, and poetical
people, and were imbued with oriental science and hterature.
"Wherever they established a seat of power, it became a rally-
ing place for the learned and ingenious ; and they softened and
refined the people whom they conquered. By degrees, occu-
pancy seemed to give them a hereditary right to their foot-
hold in the land; they ceased to be looked upon as invaders,
and were regarded as rival neighbors. The peninsula, broken
up into a variety of states, both Christian and Moslem, became
for centuries a great campaigning ground, where the art of war
seemed to be the principal business of man, and was carried to
the highest pitch of romantic chivalry. The original ground
of hostUity, a difference of faith, gradually lost its rancor.
Neighboring states, of opposite creeds, were occasionally hnked
together in alliances, offensive and defensive ; so that the cross
and crescent were to be seen side by side fighting against some
common enemy. In times of peace, too, the noble youth of
either faith resorted to the same cities, Christian or Moslem, to
school themselves in military science. Even in the temporary
truces of sanguinary wars, the warriors who had recently
striven together in. the deadly conflicts of the field, laid aside
their animosity, met at tournaments, jousts, and other mili-

tary festivities, and exchanged the courtesies of gentle and
generous spirits. Thus the opposite races became frequently
mingled together in peaceful intercourse, or if any rivalry took
place, it was in those high courtesies and nobler acts which be-

speak the accompKshed cavalier. Warriors of opposite creeds

became ambitious of transcending each other in magnanimity
as weU as valor. Indeed, the chivalric virtues were refined

upon to a degree sometimes fastidious and constrained; but at

other times, inexpressibly noble and aflfecting. The annals of

the times teem with illustrious instances of hight-wrought
courtesy, romantic generosity, lofty disinterestedness, and
punctilious honor, that warm the very soul to read them.

These have furnished themes for national plays and poems, or

have been celebrated in those all-pervading ballads which are

as the life-breath of the people, and thus have continued to

exercise an influence on the national character which centuries

of vicissitude and decline have not been able to dfstroy ; so

that, with all their faults, and they are many, the Spaniards,

even at the present day, are on many points the most high-
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minded and proud-spirited people of Europe. It is true, the

romance of feeling derived from the sources I have mentioned,

has, like all other romance, its affectations and extremes. It

renders the Spaniard at times pompous and grandiloquent;

prone to carry the " pundonor," or point of honor, beyond the

hounds of sober sense and sound morality; disposed, in the

midst of poverty, to affect the " grande caballero," and to look

down with sovereign disdain upon " arts mechanical," and aU
the gainful pursuits of plebeian life ; but this very inflation of

spirit, while it fills his braia with vapors, lifts him above a
thousand meannesses; and thoagh it often keeps him in in-

digence, ever protects him from vulgarity.

In the present day, when popular hteratiu-e is running into

the low levels of life and luxuriating on the vices and foUies of

mankind, and when the universal pursuit of gain is trampUng
down the early growth of poetic feeling and wearing out the

verdure of the soul, I question whether it would not be of

service for the reader occasionally to turn to these records of

prouder times and loftier modes of thinking, and to steep him-
self to the very lips in old Spanish romance.
For my own part, I have a shelf or two of venerable, parch-

ment-bound tomes, picked up here and there about the pe-

ninsula, and filled with chronicles, plays, and ballads, about
Moors and Christians, which I keep by me as mental tonics, in
the same way that a provident housewife has her cupboard
of cordials. Whenever I find my mind brought below par
by the conunonplaee of every-day life, or jarred by the sordid
colhsions of the world, or put out of tune by the shrewd
selfishness of modem utilitarianism, I resort to these venerable
tomes, as did the worthy hero of La Mancha to his teooks of
chivalry, and refresh and tone up my spirit by a deep draught
of their contents. They have some such effect upon me as
Falstaff ascribes to a good Sherris sack, "warming the blood
and fining the brain with fiery and delectable shapes."

I here subjoin, Mr. Editor, a small specimen of the cordiafe I
have mentioned, just drawn from my Spanish cupboard, which
I recommend to your palate. If you find it to your taste, you
may pass it on to your readers.

Your correspondent and well-wisher,

Geoffeey Crayon.
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LEGEND OF BON MUNIO SANCHO BE HINOJOSA.

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE SKETCH-BOOK.

In the cloisters of the ancient Benedictine convent of San
Domingo, at Silos, in Castile, are the mouldering yet magni-
ficent monuments of the once powerful and chivalrous family
of Hinojosa. Among these, reclines the marble figure of a
knight, in complete armor, with the hands pressed together, as
if in prayer. On one side of his tomb is sculptured in rehef a
band of Christian cavaliers, capturing a cavalcade of male and
female Moors ; on the other side, the same cavaliers are repre-

sented kneeling before an altar. The tomb, like most of the
neighboring monuments, is almost in ruins, and the sculpture

is nearly unintelligible, excepting to the keen eye of the anti-

quary. The story connected with the sepulchre, however, is

still preserved in the old Spanish chronicles, and is to the fol-

lowing purport.

In old times, several hundred years ago, there was a noble
Castihan cavalier, named Don Munio Sancho de Hinojosa, lord

of a border castle, which had stood the brunt of many a Moor-
ish foray.' He had seventy horsemen as his household troops,

all of the ancient Castihan proof; stark warriors, hard riders,

and men of iron; with these he scoured the Moorish lands, and
made his name terrible throughout the borders. His castle

haU was covered with banners, and scimetars, and Moslem
helms, the trophies of his prowess. Don Munio. was, more-
over, a keen huntsman; and rejoiced in hounds of all kinds,

steeds for the chase, and hawks for the towering sport of

falconry. When not engaged in warfare, his dehght was to

beat up the neighboring forests ; and scarcely ever did he ride

forth, without hound and horn, a boar-spear in his hand, or

a hawk upon his fist, and an attendant train of huntsmen.

His wife. Donna Maria Palacin, was of a gentle and timid na-

ture, Kttle fitted to be the spouse of so hardy and adventurous

a knight; and many a tear did the poor lady shed, when he

saUied forth upon his daring enterprises, and many a prayer

did she offer up for his safety.

As this doughty cavaher was one day hunting, he stationed

himself in a thicket, on the borders of a green ,glade of the
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foreso, and dispersed his followers to rouse the game, and

drive it toward his stand. He had not heen here long, when a

cavalcade of Moors, of both sexes, came prankling over the

forest lawn. They were unarmed, and magnificently dressed

in robes of tissue and embroidery, rich shawls of India, brace-

lets and anklets of gold, and jewels that sparkled in the sun.

At the head of this gay cavalcade, rode a youthful cavalier,

superior to the rest in dignity and loftiness of demeanor, and

in splendor of attire; beside him was a damsel, whose veil,

blown aside by the breeze, displayed a face of surpassing

beauty, and eyes cast down in maiden modesty, yet beaming

with tenderness and joy.

Don Munio thanked his stars for sending him such a prize,

and exulted at the thought of bearing home to his wife the

glittering spoils of these infidels. Putting his hunting-Jaom to

Ms lips, he gave a blast that rung, through the forest. His

huntsmen came rmrning from all quarters, and the astonished

Moors were surroimded and made captives.

The beautiful Moor wrung her hands in despair, and her

female attendants uttered the most piercing cries. The young
Moorish cavalier alone retained self-possession. He inquired

the name of the Christian knight, who commanded this troop

of horsejnen. When told that it was Don Munio Sancho de
Hinojosa, his countenance lighted up. Approaching that

cavalier, and kissing his hand, "Don Munio Sancho," said he,

"I have heard of your fame as a true and valiant knight, ter-

rible in arms, but schooled in the noble virtues of chivalry.

Such do I trust to find you. In me you behold AbadU, son of

a Moorish Alcayde. I am on the way to celebrate my nuptials
with this lady; chance has thrown us in yoTor power, but I

confide in your magnanimity. Take all our treasure and
jewels; demand what ransom you think proper for our per-
S0L;3, but suffer us not to be insulted or dishonored."
When the good knight heard this appeal, and beheld the

beauty of the youthful pair, his heart was touched with ten-
derness and courtesy. " God forbid," said he, "that I should
disturb such happy nuptials. My prisoners in troth shnU ye
be, for fifteen days, and immured within my castle, where I
claim, as conqueror, the right of celebrating your espousals."
So saying, he despatched one of his fleetest horsemen in

advance, to notify Donna Maria Palacin of the coming of this
bridal party; while he and his huntsmen escorted the caval-
cade, not as captors, but as a guard of honor. As they drew
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near to the castle, the banners were hung out, and the trum-
pets sounded from the battlements; and on their nearer ap-
proach, the draw-bridge was lowered, and Donna Maria came
forth to meet them, attended by her ladies and knights, her
pages and her minstrels. She took the young bride, AULEra, in

her arms, kissed her with the tenderness of a sister, and con-
ducted her into the castle. In the mean time, Don Munio sent
forth missives in every direction, and had viands and dainties

of all kinds collected from the country roimd; and the wedding
of the Moorish lovers was celebrated with aU possible state and
festivity. For fifteen days, the castle was given up to joy and
revelry. There were tiitiugs and jousts at the ring, and bull-

:ights, and banquets, and dances to the sound of minstrelsy.

When the fifteen days were at an end, he made the bride and
bridegroom magnificent presents, and conducbed them and
their attendants safely beyond the borders. Such, in old

times, were the courtesy and generosity of a Spanish cava-

lier.

Several years after this event, the King of Castile sum-
moned his nobles to assist him in a campaign against the

floors. Don Munio Sancho was among the first to answer to

the call, with seventy horsemen, aU staunch and well-tried

warriors. His wife, Donna Maria, hung about his neck.

"Alas, my lord I" exclaimed she, " how often wilt thou tempt

thy late, and when wiU thy thirst for glory be appeased !"

" One battle more," repKedDon Munio, "one battle more, for

the honor of Castile, and I here make a vow, that when this is

over, I will lay by my sword, and repair with my cavaliers in

pilgrimage' to the sepulchre of our Lord at Jerusalem." The

cavaUers aU joined with him in the vow, and Donna Maria felt

in some degree soothed in spirit: still, she saw with a heavy

heart the departure of her husband, and watched his banner

with wistful eyes, until it disappeared among the trees of the

forest.

The King of Castile led his army to the plains of Almanara,

whore they encountered the Moorish host, near to Ucles. The

battle was long and bloody ; the Christians repeatedly wavered,

and were as often rallied by the energy of their commanders.

Don Munio was covered with wounds, but refused to leave the

field. The Christians at length gave way, and the king was

hardly pressed, and in danger of being captured.

Don Munio called upon his cavaliers to follow him to the

rescue. " Now is the time," cried he. " to,prove ,your loyalty.
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Fall to, like brave men 1 "We fight for the true faith, and if we

lose our hves here, we gain a better life hereafter."

Bushing with his men between the king and his pursuers,

they checked the latter in their career, and gave time for their

monarch to escape; but they fell victims to their loyalty.

They all fought to the last gasp. Don Munio was singled out

by a powerful Moorish knight, but having been wounded in

the right arm, he fought to disadvantage, and was slain. The

battle being over, the Moor paused to possess himself of the

spoils of this redoubtable Christaan warrior. When he unlaced

the helmet, however, and beheld the coim.tenance of Don
Munio, he gave a great cry, and smote his breast.. "Wo is

me!" cried he; "I have slain my benefactor! The flower of

knightly virtue! the most magnanimous of cavaliers!"

While the battle had been raging on the plain of Salmanara,

Donna Maria Palacin remained in her castle, a prey to the

keenest anxiety. Her eyes were ever fixed on the road that

led from the country of the Moors, and often she asked the

watchman of the tower, " What seest thou?"

One evening, at the shadowy hour of twilight, the warden
sounded his horn. "I see," cried he, " a numerous train wind-

ing up the valley. There are mingled Moors and Christians.

The banner of m.y lord is in the advance. Joyful tidings !" ex-

claimed the old seneschal: "my lord returns in triumph, and
brings captives !" Then the castle courts rang with shouts of

joy ; and the standard was displayed, and the trumpets were
sounded, and the draw-bridge was lowered, and Donna Maria
went forth with her ladies, and her knights, and her pages,

and her minstrels, to welcome her lord from the wars. But as

the train drew nigh, she beheld a sumptuous bier,covered with
black velvet, and on it lay a warrior, as if taking his repose:

he lay ia his armor, with his helmet on his head, and his

sword in his hand, as one who had never been conquered, and
around the bier were the escutcheons of the house of Hinojosa.
A number of Moorish cavaliers attended the bier, with em-

blems of mourning, and with dejected countenances: and their
leader cast himself at the feet of Donna Maria, and hid his face
in his hands. She beheld in him the gallant Abadil, whom she
had once welcomed with his bride to her castle, but who now
came with the body of her lord, whom he had unknowingly
slain in battle

!
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The sepulchre erected in the cloisters of the Convent of San
Domingo was achieved at the expense of the Moor Abadil, as
a feeble testimony of his grief for the death of the good knight
Don Munio, and his reverence for his memory. The tender
and faithful Donna Maria soon followed her lord to the tomb.
On one of the stones of a small arch, beside his sepulchre, is

the following simple inscription: " Hie jacet Maria Palacin,
uxor Munonis Sancij de Finojosa ;" Here Hes Maria Palacin,
wife of Munio Sancho de Hinojosa.

The legend of Don Munio Sancho does not conclude with his
death. On the same day on which the battle took place on the
plain of Salmanara, a chaplain of the Holy Temple at Jerusa-
lem, while standing at the outer gate, beheld a train of Chris-
tian cavaliers advancing, as if in pilgrimage. The chaplain
was a native of Spain, and as the pilgrims approached, he
knew the foremost to be Don Mimio Sancho de Hinojosa, with
whom he had been well acquainted in former times. Hasten-
ing to the patriarch, he told him of the honorable rank of the
pilgrims at the gate. The patriarch, therefore, went forth

with a grand procession of priests and monks, and received

the pilgrims with all due honor. There were seventy cava-

liers, beside their leader, all stark and lofty warriors. They
carried their helmets in their hands, and their faces were
deadly pale. They greeted no one, nor looked either to the

rigbfc or to the left, but entered the chapel, and kneeling be-

fore the Sepulchre of our Saviour, performed their orisons in

silence. When they had concluded, they rose as if to depart,

and the patriarch and his attendants advanced to speak to

them, but they were no more to be seen. Every one mar-
velled what could be the meaning of this prodigy. The patri-

arch carefully noted down the day, and sent to Castile to learn

tidings of Don Munio Sancho de Hinojosa. He received for

reply, that on the very day specified, that worthy knight, with

seventy of his followers, had been slain in battle. These,

therefore, must have been the blessed spirits of those Chris-

tian warriors, come to fulfil their vow of a pilgrimage to the

Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. Such was CastOian faith, in

the olden time, which kept its word, even beyond the grave.

If any one should doubt of the miraculous apparition of

these phantom knights, let him consult the History of the

Kings of Castile and Leon, by the learned and pious Fray
Prudencio de Sandoval, Bishop of Pamplona, where he will

find it recorded in the History of the King Don Alonzo VI., on
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the hundred and second page. It is too precious a legend to

be lightly abandoned to the doubter.

COMMUNIPAW.

TO THE EDITOE 03' THE KOTCKERBOCKEE.

SiE: I observe, with pleasure, that you are performing from

time to time a pious duty, imposed upon you, I may say, by

the name you have adopted as your titular standard, iu fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the venerable Knickeebockior, ani

gleaning every fact concerning the early times of the Manhat-

toes which may have escaped his hand. I trust, therefore, a

few particulars, legendary and statistical, concerning a place

which figures conspicuously in the early pages of his history,

wOl not be unacceptable. I allude. Sir, to the ancient and

renowned village of Communipaw, which, according to the

veracious Diedrich, and to equally veracious tradition, was

the first spot where our ever-to-be-lamented Dutch progeni-

tors planted their standard and cast the seeds of empire, and

from whence subsequently -sailed the memorable expedition

under Oloffe the Dreamer, which landed on the opposite island

of Manhatta, and founded the present city of New-York, the

city of dreams and speculations.

Communipaw, therefore, may truly be called the parent of

New-York
;
yet it is an astonishing fact, that though immedi-

ately opposite to the great city it has produced, frona whence
its red roofs and tin weather-cocks can actually be descried

peering above the surrounding apple orchards, it should be
almost as rarely visited, and as Uttle known by the inhabi-

tants of the metropolis, as if it had been locked up among the

Rocky Mountains. Sir, I think there is something unnatural
in this, especially in these times of ramble and research, wLen
our citizens are antiquity-hunting in every part of the world.
Curiosity, like charity, should begin at home; and I would
enjoin it on our worthy burghers, especially those of the real

Knickerbocker breed, before they send their sons abroad to
wonder and grow wise among the remains of Greece and
Eome, to let them make a tour of ancient Pavonia, from Wee-
hawk even to the Kills, and meditate, with filial reverence, on
the moss-grown mansions of Communipaw.
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Sir, I regard this much-neglected village as one of the most
remarkable places in the comitry. The intellig-ent traveller,
as he looks down upon it from the Bergen Heights, modestly-
nestled among its cabbage-gardens, whUe the great flaunting
city it has begotten is stretching far and wide on the opposite
side of the bay, the intelligent traveller, I say, wOl be filled with
astonishment ; not. Sir, at the village of Communipaw, which
in truth is a very small village, but at the almost incredible
fact that so small a village should have produced so great a
city. It looks to him, indeed, Mke some squat httle dame,
with a taU grenadier of a son strutting by her side ; or some
simple-hearted hen that has unwittingly hatched out a long-
legged turkey.

But this is not all for which Communipaw is remarkable.
Sir, it is interesting on another account. It is to the ancient
province of the New-Netherlands and the classic era of the
Dutch dynasty, what Herculaneum and Pompeii are to an-
cient Eome and the glorious days of the empire. Here every
thing remains in statu quo, as it was in the days of Oloffe the

Dreamer, Walter the Doubter, and the other worthies of the

golden age ; the same broad-brimmed hats and broad-bottomed
breeches; the same knee-buckles and shoe-buckles; the same
close-qmlled caps and linsey-woolsey short-gowns and petti-

coats; the same implements and utensils and forms and fash-

ions ; in a word, Communipaw at the present day is a picture

of what New-Amsterdam was before the conquest. The "in-

telligent traveller" aforesaid, as he treads its streets, is struck

with the primitive character of every thing around him. In-

stead of Grecian temples for dwelling-houses, with a great

column of pine boards in the way of every window, he beholds

high peaked roofs, gable ends to the street, with weather-cocks

at top, and windows of all sorts and sizes; large ones for the

grown-up members of the family, and Httle ones for the Httle

folk. Instead of cold marble porches, with close-locked doors

and brass knockers, he sees the doors hospitably open; the

worthy burgher smoking his pipe on the old-fashioned stoop

in front, with his "vrouw" knitting beside him; and the cat

and her kittens at their feet sleeping in the sunshine.

Astonished at the obsolete and "old world " air of every thing

around him, the intelligent traveUer demands how all this has

come to pass. Herculaneum and Pompeii remain, it is true,

unafEected by the varying fashions of centuries ; but they were

buried by a volcano and preserved in ashes. What charmed
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spell has kept this wonderful little place unchanged, though in

sight of the most changeful city in the universe? Has it, too,

been buried under its cabbage-gardens, and only dug out in

modern days for the wonder and edification of the world? The

reply involves a poiut of history, worthy of notice and record,

and reflecting immortal honor on Communipaw.
At the time when New-Amsterdam was invaded and con-

quered by British foes, as has been related in the history of the
.

venerable Diedrich, a great dispersion took place among the

Dutch inhabitants. Many, hke the illustrious Peter Stuyves-

ant, buried themselves in rural retreats in the Bowerie ; others,

Uke Wolfert Acker, took refuge in' various remote parts of the

Hudson ; but there was one staunch, unconquerable band that

determined to keep together, and preserve themselves, like

seed coxp., for the future fructification and perpetuity of the

Knickerbocker race. These were headed by one Garret Van
Home, a gigantic Dutchman, the Pelayo of the New-Nether-
lands. Under his guidance, they retreated across the bay and
buried themselves among the marshes of ancient Pavonia, as

did the foUowerts of Pelayo among the mountains of Asturias,

when Spain was overnm. by its Arabian invaders.

The gallant Van Home set up his standard at Communipaw,
and invited all those to rally tmder it, who were true Neder-

landers at heart, and determined to resist aU foreign intermix-

ture or encroachaent. A strict non-intercourse was observed
with the captured city; not a boat ever crossed to it from
Communipaw, and the English language was rigorously tabooed
throughout the village and its dependencies. Every man was
sworn to wear his hat, cut his coat, build his house, and har-

ness his horses, exactly as his father had done before him ; and
to permit nothing but the Dutch language to be spoken in his

household.

As a citadel of the place, and a strong-hold for the preserva-
tion and defence of every thing Dutch, the gallant Van Home
erected a lordly mansion, with a chimney perched at every
comer, which thence derived the aristocratical name of " The
House of the Four Chimneys." Hither he transferred many of
the precious reUques of New-Amsterdam ; the great round-
crowned hat that once covered the capacious head of Wal-
ter the Doubter, and the identical shoe with which Peter the
Headstrong kicked his pusillanimous councillors down-stairs.
St. Nicholas, it is said, took this loyal house under his especial
protection; and a Dutch soothsayer predicted, that as long as
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it shoTild stand, Commmiipa-.T would be safe from the intrusion
either of Briton or Yankee.
In this house would the gallant Van Home and his compeers

hold frequent councils of war, as to the possibihty of re-conquer-
ing the province from the British ; and here would they sit

for hours, nay, days, together smoking their pipes and keeping
watch upon the growing city of New-York; gi'oaning in spirit

whenever they saw a new house erected or ship launched, and
persuading theniselves that Admiral Van Tromp would one day
or other arrive to sweep out the invaderswith the broom which
he carried at his mast-head.

Years rolled by, but Van Tromp never arrived. The British

strengthened theniselves in the land, and the captured city

flourished under their domination. StiU, the worthies of Com-
munipaw would not despair; something or other, they were
sure, would turn up to restore the power of the Hogen Mogens,
the Lord States-General ; so they kept smoking and smohing,

and watching and watching, and turning the same few thoughts
over and over in a perpetual circle, which is commonly called

deMberatiag. In the mean time, being hemmed up within a
narrow compass, between the broad bay and the Bergen hUls,

they grew poorer and poorer, imtil they had scarce the where-

withal to maintain their pipes in fuel during their endless

dehberations.

Andnow must I relatea circumstancewhich will caU for a Httle
exertion of faith on the part of the reader ; but I can only say
that if he doubts it, he had better not utter his doubts in Com-
munipaw, as it is among the rehgious beliefs of the place. It is,

in fact, nothing more nor less than a miracle, worked by the

blessed St. Nicholas, for the relief and sustenance of this loyal

commtmity.
It so happened, in this time of extremity, that in the course

of cleaning the House of the Four Chimneys, by an ignorant

housewife who knew nothing of the historic value of the rel-

iques it contained, the old hat of "Walter the Doubter and the

executive shoe of Peter the Headstrong were thrown out of

doors as rubbish. But mark the consequence. The good St.

Nicholas kept watch over these precious rehques, and wrought

out of them a wonderful providence.

The hat of Walter the Doubter falltug on a stercoraceous

heap of compost, in the rear of the house, began forthwith to

vegetate. Its broad brim spread forth grandly and exfoliated,

and its round crown swelled and crimped and consohdated
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until the whole became a prodigious cabbage, rivalling in mag-

nitude the capacious head of the Doubter. In a word, it was

the origin of that renowned species of cabbage known, by aU

Dutch epicures, by the name of the Governor's Head, and
which is to this day the glory of Communipaw.
On the other hand, the shoe of Peter Stuyvesant being thrown

into the river, in front of the house, gradually hardened and
concreted, and became covered with barnacles, and at length

turned into a gigantic oyster ^ beiag the progenitor of that illus-

trious species known throughout the gastronomical world by
the name of the Governor's Foot.

These miracles were the salvation of Communipaw. The
sages of the place immediately saw in them the hand of St.

Nicholas, and understood their mystic signification. They set

to work with aU diUgence to cultivate and multiply these great

blessings; and so abundantly did the gubernatorial hat and
shoe fructify and increase, that in a httle time great patches of

cabbages were to be seen extending from the viUagef of Com-
munipaw quite to the Bergen HiUs ; while the whole bottom of

the bay in front became a vast bed of oysters. Ever since that

time this excellent community has been divided into two great

classes : those who cultivate the landand those who cultivate the
water. The former have devoted themselves to the nurture
and edification of cabbages, rearing them in aU their varieties;

while the latter have formed parks and plantations, under
water, to which juvenile oysters are transplanted from foreign

parts, to finish their education.

As these great sources of profit multiplied upon their hands,
the worthy inhabitants of Commimipaw began to long for a
market at which to dispose of their superabundance. This
gradually produced once more an intercourse with New-York

;

but it was always carried on by the old people and the negroes;
never would they permit the yoimg folks, of either sex, to visit
the city, lest they should get tainted with foreign manners and
bring home foreign fashions. Even to this day, if you see an
old burgher in the market, with hat and garb of antique Dutch
fashion, you may be sure he is one of the old unconquered race
of the " bitter blood," who maintain their strong-hold at Com-
munipaw.
In modem days, the hereditary bitterness against the English

has lost much of its asperity, or rather has become merged in
anew source of jealousy and apprehension : I allude to the inces-
sant and wide-spreading irruptions from New-England. Word
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has been continually brought back to Communipaw, by those
of the community who return from their trading voyages in

cabbages and oysters, of the alarming power which the Yan-
kees are gaining in the ancient city of New-Amsterdam; elbow-
ing the genuine Knickerbockers out of all civic posts of honor
and profit; bargaining them out of their hereditary home-
steads; pulling down the venerable houses, with crow-step
gables, which have stood since the time of the Dutch rule,

and erecting, instead, granite stores, and marble banks; in

a word, evincing a deadly determination to obUterate every
vestige of the good old Dutch times.

In consequence of the jealousy thus awakened, the worthy
tradera from Communipaw confine their dealings, as much as

possible, to the genuine Dutch families. If they furnish the

Yankees at all, it is with inferior articles. Never can the latter

procure a real "Governor's Head," or "Governor's Foot,"

though they have offered extravagant prices for the same,

to grace their table on the annual festival of the New-England
Society.

But what has carried this hostility to the Yankees to the

highest pitch, was an attempt made by that all-pervading race

to get possession of Communipaw itseK. Yes, Sir ; during the

late mania for land speculation, a daring company of Yankee
projectors landed before the village; stopped the honest burgh-

ers on the pubhc highway, and endeavored to bargain them
out of their hereditary acres ; displayed lithographic maps, in

which their cabbage-gardens were laid out into town lots; their

oyster-parks into docks and quays; and even the House of the

Four Chimneys metamorphosed into a bank, which was to

enrich the whole neighborhood with paper money.

Fortunately, the gallant Van Homes came to the rescue, just

as some of the worthy burghers were on the point of capitulat-

ing. The Yankees were put to the rout, with signal conEusion,

and have never since dared to show their faces in the place.

The good people continue to cultivate their cabbages, and rear

theu- oysters ; they know nothing of banks, nor joint stock com-

panies, but treasure up their money in stocking-feet, at the

bottom of the family chest, or bury it in iron pots, as did their

fathers and grandfathers before them.

As to the House of the Four Chimneys, it still remains in the

great and tall family of the Van Homes. Here are to be seen

ancient Dutch comer cupboards, chests of drawers, and mas-

sive clothei;-presses, quaintly carved, and carefully waxed and
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polished; together with divers thick, black-letter volumes, -with

brass clasps, printed of yore in Leyden and Amsterdam, and

handed down from generation to generation, in the family, but

never read. They are preserved in the archives, among sun-

dry old parchment deeds, in Dutch and English, bearing the

seals of the early governors of the province.

In this house, the primitive Dutch hoUdays of Paas and

Pinxter are faithfully kept up ; and New-Year celebrated with

cookies and cherry-bounce; nor is the festival of the blessed

St. Nicholas forgotten, when all the children are sure to hang

up their stockings, and to have them filled according to their

deserts; though, it is said, the good saint is occasionally per-

plexed in his nocturnal visits, which chimney to descend.

Of late, this portentous mansion has begun to give signs of

dilapidation and decay. Some have attributed this to the

visits made by the young people to the city, jand their bringing

thence various modem fashions; and to their neglect of the

Dutch language, which is gradually becoming confined to the

older persons in the community. The house, too, was greatly

shaken by high winds, during the prevalence of the speculation

mania, especially at the time of the landing of the Yankees.

Seeiag how mysteriously the fate of Communipaw is identified

with this venerable mansion, we cannot wonder that the older

andwiser heads of the community should be filled with dismay,
whenever a brick is toppled down from one of the chimneys, or

a weather-cock is blown o£E from a gable-end.

The present lord of this historic pile, I am happy to say, is

calciilated to maintain it in all its integrity. He is of patri-

archal age, and is worthy of the days of the patriarchs. He
has done his utmost to increase and multiply the true race in

the land. His wife has not been inferior to him in zeal, and
they are surrounded by a goodly progeny of children, and
grand-children, and great-grand-children, who promise to per-
petuate the name of Van Home, until time shall be no more.
So be it ! Long mjiy the horn of the Van Homes continue to
be exalted in the land ! Tali as they are, may their shadows
never be less ! May the House of the Four Chimneys remain
for ages, the citadel of Communipaw, and the smoke of its

Chimneys continue to ascend, a sweet-smelling incense in the
hose of St. Nicholas

!

With great respect, Mr. Editor,

Your ob't servant,

Hermanus Vanderdonk.
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CONSPIEACT OF THE COCKED HATS.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE KNICKERBOCKER.

SiK: I have read with great satisfaction the valuable paper
of your correspondent, Mr. Hermanus Vanderdonk, (who, I
take it, is a descendant of the learned Adrian Vanderdonk, one
of the early historians of the Nieuw-Nederlands,) giving sundry
particulars, legendary and statistical, touching the venerable
village of Communipaw and its fate-bound citadel, the House
of the Four Chimneys. It goes to prove what I have repeatedly
maintained, that we.live in the midst of history and mystery
and romance; and that there is no spot in the world more rich
in themes for the writer of historic novels, heroic melodramas,
and rough-shod epics, than this same business-looking city of
the Manhattoes and its environs. He who would find these
elements, however, must not seek them among the modem
improvements and modem people of this moneyed metropolis,
but must dig for them, as for Kidd the pirate's treasures, in
out-of-the-way places, and among the ruins of the past.

Poetry aiid romance received a fatal blow at the overthrow of

the ancient Dutch dynasty, and have ever since been gradually
withering under the growing domination of the Yankees. They
abandoned our hearths when the old Dutch tiles were super-

seded by marble chimney-pieces; when brass andirons made
way for polished grates, and the crackling and blazing flre of

nut-wood gave place to the smoke and stench of Liverpool

coal; and on the downfall of the last gable-end house, their

requiem was tolled from the tower of the Dutch church in

Nassau-street by the old bell that came from Holland. But
poetry and romance still live unseen among us, or seen onlyby
the enlightened few, who are able to contemplate this city and
its environs through the medium of tradition, and clothed with

the associations of foregone ages.

Would you seek these elements in the country, Mr. Editor,

avoid all turnpikes, raU-roads, and steamboats, those abomina-

ble inventions by which the usurping Yankees are strengthen-

ing themselves in the land, and subduing every thing to utility

and common-place. Avoid all towns and cities of white clap-

board palaces and Grecian temples, studded with "Academies,"

"Seminaries," and "Institutes," which glisten along our bays
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and rivers ; these are the strong-holds of Yankee usurpation

;

but if haply you light upon some rough, rambling road, wind-

ing between stone fences, gray with moss, and overgrown with
elder, poke-berry, mullein, and sweet-briar, with here and
there a low, red-roofed, whitewashed farm-house, cowering

among appie and cherry trees ; an old stone church, with elms,

willows, and button-woods, as old-looking as itself, and tomb-

stones almost buried in their own graves ; and, peradventure,

a smaU log school-house at a cross-road, where the Enghsh is

stiU taught with a thickness of the tongue, instead of a twang
of the nose ; should you, I say, hght upon such a neighborhood,
Mr. Editor, you may thank your stars that you have found one

of the lingering haunts of poetry and romance.
Your correspondent. Sir, has touched upon that sublime and

affecting feature in the history of Communipaw, the retreat of

the patriotic band of Nederlanders, led by Van Home, whom
he justly terms the Pelayo of the New-Netherlands. Ho has
given you a picture of the manner in which they ensconced
themselves in the House of the Four Chimneys, and awaited
with heroic patience and perseverance the day that should see

the flag of the Hogen Mogens once more floating on the fort of

New-Amsterdam.
Your correspondent. Sir, has but given you a ghmpse over

the threshold ; I will now let you into the heart of the mystery
of this most mysterious and eventful village. Yes, sfr, I will

now
" unclasp a secret book;

And to your quick conceiving discontents,

I'll read you matter deep and dangerous,
As tall of peril and adventurous spirit,

As to o'er walk a current, roaiing loud.

On the unsteadfast footing of a spear."

Sir, it is one of the most beautiful and interesting facts con-
nected with the history of Communipaw, that the early feel-

ing of resistance to foreign rule, alluded to by your corre-
spondent, is still kept up. Yes, sir, a settled, secret, and deter-
mined conspiracy has been going on for generations among
this indomitable people, the descendants of the refugees from
New-Amsterdam; the object of which is to redeem their an-
cient seat of empire, and to drive the losel Yankees out of the
land.

Communipaw, it fe true, has the glory of originating this
conspiracy; and it was hatched and reared in the House of the
Four Chimneys ; but it has spread far and wide over ancient
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Pavonia, surmounted the heights of Bergen, Hohoken, and
Weehawk, crept up along the banks of the Passaic and the
Hackensack, until it pervades the whole chivalry of the coun-
try from Tappan Slote in the north to Piscataway in the south,
including the pugnacious village of Eahway, more heroically
denominated Spank-town.
Throughout aU these regions a great "in-and-in confederacy"

prevails, that is to say, a confederacy among the Dutch fami-
lies, hy dint of diligent and exclusive intermarriage, to keep
the race pure and to multiply. If ever, Mr. Editor, in the
course of your travels between Spank-town and Tappan Slote,

you should see a cosey, low-eaved farm-house, teeming with
sturdy, hroad-bmlt little urchins, you may set it down as one
of the breeding places of this grand secret confederacy, stocked
with the embryo deliverers of New-Amsterdam.

Another step ia the progress of this patriotic conspiracy, is

the establishment, in various places within the ancient boun-
daries of the Nieuw-Nederlands, of secret, or rather mysterious
associations, composed of the genuine sons of the Nederlanders,

with the ostensible object of keeping up the memory of old

times and customs, but with the real object of promoting the

views of this dark and mighty plot, and extending its ramifi-

cations throughout the land.

Sir, I am descended from a long line of genuine Nederland-
ers, who, though they remained in the city of New-Amsterdam
after the conquest, and throughout the usurpation, have never

in their hearts been able to tolerate the yoke imposed upon
them. My worthy father, who was one of the last of the

cocked hats, had a Httle knot of cronies, of his own stamp, who
used to meet in our wainscoted parlor, round a nut-wood fire,

taJk over old times, when the city was ruled by its native

burgomasters, and groan over the monopoly of aJl places of

power and profit by the Yankees. I well recollect the effect

upon this worthy Mttle conclave, when the Yankees first insti-

tuted their New-England Society, held their
'

' national festival,

"

toasted their "father land," and sang their foreign songs of tri-

umph within the very precincts of our ancient metropolis.

Sir, from that day, my father held the smeU of codfish and po-

tatoes, and the sight of pumpkin pie, in utter abomination;

and whenever the annual dinner of the New-England Society

came round, it was a sore anniversary for his children. He
got up in an ill humor, grumbled and growled throughout the

day, and not one of us went to bed that night, without having
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had his jacket well trounced, to the tune of "The Pilgrirn

Fathers."

You may judge, then, Mr. Editor, of the exaltation of all

true patriots of this stamp, when the Society of Saint Nich-.

olar< -w&s set up among us, and intrepidly established, cheek by
jole, alongside of the society of the invaders. Never shall 1

forget th^ effect upon my father and his httle knot of brother

groaners, when tidings were brought them that the ancient

banner of the Manhattoes was a<^tuaUy floating from the win-

doT^ of the City Hotel. Sir, they nearly jumped out of their

silver-buckled shoes for joy. They took down their cocked

bats from the pegs on which they had hanged them, as the

IsraeUtes of yore hung their harps upon the willows, in token

of bondage,' clapped them resolutely once more upon their

heads, and cocked them in the face of every Yankee they met
on the way to the banqueting-room.

The institution of this society was hailed with transport

throughout the whole extent of the New-Netherlands; being

considered a secret foothold gained in New-Amsterdam, and a
flattering presage of future triumph. Whenever that society

holds its annual feast, a sympathetic hilarity prevails through-

out the land ; ancient Pavonia sends over its contributions of

cabbages and oysters; the House of the Pour Chimneys is

splendidly illuminated, and the traditional song of St. Nicholas,

the mystic bond of union and conspiracy, is chaunted with
closed doors, in every genuine Dutch family.

i have thuE, I trust, Mr. Editor, opened your eyes to some of

the grand moral, poetical, and political phenomena with
which you aro surrounded. You will now be able to read the
"signs of tho timeo." You wil now understand what is meant
by those '

' Knickerbocker Halls, " and '

' Knickerbocker Hotels,

"

and "Knickerbocker Lunches," that are daily springing up
in our city and what aJl these "Knickerbocker Omni-
buses" are di-iving at. You will see in them so many clouds
before a storm ; so many mysterious but sublime intimations
of the gathering, vengeance of a great though oppressed
people. Above all, you will now contemplate our bay and its

portentous borders, with proper feeHngs of awe and admiration.
Talk of the Bay of Naples, and its volcanic moimtains 1 Why,
Sir, little Commuuipaw, sleeping among its cabbage gardens,
"quiet as gunpowder," yet with this tremendous conspiracy
brewing in its bosom is an object ten times as sublime
fin a moral point of viaw, mark me) as \esuvius in repose,
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though charged with lava and brimstone, and ready for an
eruption.

Let me advert to a circumstance connected with this theme,
which cannot but be appreciated by every heart of sensibility.
You m\ist have remarked, Mr. Editor, on summer evenings,
and on Sunday afternoons, certain grave, primitive-looking
personages, walking the Battery, in close confabulation, with
their canes behind their backs, and ever and anon turning a
wistful gaze toward the Jersey shore. These, Sir, are the sons
of Saint Nicholas, the genuine Nederlanders ; who regard Com-
munipaw with pious reverence, not merely as the progenitor,
but the destined regenerator, of this great metropoMs. Yes'
Sir; they are lookiag with longing eyes to the green marshes
of ancient Pavonia, as did the poor conquered Spaniards of
yore toward the stem mountains of Asturias, wondering
whether the day of deliverance is at hand. Many is the time,
when, in my boyhood, I have walked with my father and his
confidential compeers on the Battery, and Mstened to their cal-

culations and conjectures, and observed the points of their
sharp cocked hats evermore turned toward Pavonia. Nay, Sir,

I am convinced that at this moment, if I were to take down the
cocked hat of my lamented father from the peg on which it has
hung for years, and were to carry it to the Battery, its centre
point, true as the needle-to the pole, would turn to Communipaw.
Mr. Editor, the great historic drama of New-Amsterdam, is

but half acted. The reigns of Walter the Doubter, William
the Testy, and Peter the Headstrong, with the rise, progress,

and dechne of the Dutch dynasty, are but so many parts of

the m^ain action, the triumphant catastrophe of which is yet

to come. Yes, Sir! the dehverance of the New-Nederlands
from Yankee dominatiop. will eclipse the far-famed redemp-
tion of Spain from the Moors, and the oft-sung conquest of

Granada will fade before the chivalrous triumph of New-
Amsterdam. Would that Peter Stuyvesant could rise from his

grave to witness that day

!

Your humble servant,

EOLOFF Vajst Eippek.

P. S. Just as I had concluded the foregoing epistle, I receiyed

a piece of intelligence, which makes me tremble for the fate of

Communipaw. I fear,, Mr. Editor, the grand conspiracy is in

danger of being countermined and counteracted, by those all-
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pervading and indefatigable Yankees. Would you think it,

Sir ! one of them has actuaUy effected an entry in the place by

covered way ; or in other words, under coverof the petticoats.

Finding every other mode ineffectual, he secretly laid siege to

a Dutch heiress, who owns a great cabbage-garden in her

own right. Being a smooth-tongued varlet, he easily prevailed

on her to elope with him, and they were privately married at

Spank-town! The first notice the good people of Communi-

paw had of this awful event, was a hthographed map of the

cabbage garden laid out ia town lots, and advertised for salel

On the night of the wedding, the main weather-cock of the

House of the Four Chimneys was carried away in a whirl-

wind! The greatest consternation reigns throughout the

village 1

A LEGEND OF COMMXTNIPAW.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE KNIOKERBOCKBR MAGAZINE.

Sir: I observed in your last month's periodical, a communi-
cation from a Mr. Vanderdonk, giving some information con-

cerning Communipaw. I herewith send you, Mr. Editor, a
legend connected with that place ; and am much surprised it

should have escaped the researches of your very authentic cor-

respondent, as it relates to an edifice scarcely less fated than
the House of the Four Chimneys. I give you the legend in its

crude and simple state, as I heard it related; it is capable, how-
ever, of being dilated, inflated, and dressed up into very im-
posing shape and dimensions. Should any of your ingenious
contributors in this line feel inchned to take it in hand, they
will find ample materials, collateral and illustrative, among
the papers of the late Reinier Skaats, many years since crier
of the court, and keeper of the City Hall, ia the city of the
Manhattoes; or in the library of that important and utterly re-
nowned functionary, Mr. Jacob Hays, long time high constable,
who, in the course of his extensive researches, has amassed
an amount of valuable facts, to be rivalled only by that great
historical collection, "The Newgate Calendar."

Tour humble servant,

Barent Van Schaick.
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GUESTS FROM GIBBET-ISLAND.

A LEGEND OF COMMUNIPAW.

Whoever has visited the ancient and renowned village
of Goinmunipaw, may have noticed an old stone buUding,
of most ruinous and sinister appearance. The doors and win-
dow-shutters are ready to drop from their hinges; old clothes
are stuffed in the broken panes of glass, while legions of half-
starved dogs prowl about the premises, and rush out and bark
at every passer-by; for your Tieggarly house in a viUage is
most apt to swarm with profligate and ill-conditioned dogs.
What adds to the sinister appearance of this mansion, is a tall
frame in front, not a httle resembling a gallows, and which
looks as if waiting to accommodate some of the inhabitants
with a well-merited airing. It; is not a gallows, however, but
an ancient sign-post ; for this dwelhng, in the golden days of
Communipaw, was one of the most orderly and peaceful of
village taverns, where all the pubMc affairs of Communipaw
were talked and smoked over. In fact, it was in this very
building that Oloffe the Dreamer, and his companions, con-

certed that great voyage of discovery and colonization, inwhich
they explored Buttermilk Channel, were nearly shipwrecked in

the strait of Hell-gate, and finally landed on the Island of Man-
hattan, atid founded the great city of New-Amsterdam.
Even after the proviace had been cruelly wrested from the

sway of their High Mightinesses, by the combined forces of the

British and Yankees, this tavern continued its ancient loyalty.

It is true, the head of the Prince of Orange disappeared from
the sign ; a strange bird being painted over it, with the explan-

atory legend of "Die Wilde Gans," or The Wild Goose; but

this all the world knew to be a sly riddle of the landlord, the

worthy Teunis Van Gieson, a knowing man in a small way,

who laid his finger beside his nose and winked, when any
one studied the signification of his sign, and observed that his

goose was hatching, but would join the flock whenever they

flew over the water; an enigma which was the perpetual rec-

reation and deMght of the loyal but fat-headed burghers of

Communipaw.
Under the sway of this patriotic, though discreet and quiet

publican, the tavern continued to flourish in primeval tran-
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quillity, and was the resort of all true-hearted Nederlanders,

from all parts of Pavonia; who met here quietly and secretly,

to smoke and drink the downfall of Briton and Yankee, and

success to Admiral "Van Tromp.
The only drawback on the comfort of the establishment, was

a nephew of mine host, a sister's son, Yan Yost Vanderscamp
by name, and a real scamp by nature. This unlucky whipster

showed an early propensity to mischief, which he gratified in

a small way, by playing tricks upon the frequenters of the

"Wild Goose; putting gunpowder in their pipes, or sqmbs in

their pockets, and astonishing them with an explosion, while

they sat nodding round the fire-place in the bar-room ; and if

perchance a worthy burgher from some distant part of Pavonia
had lingered until dark over his potation, it was odds but that

young Vanderscamp would slip a briar under his horse's tail,

as he mounted, and send him clattering along the road, in neck-

or-nothing style, to his infinite astonishment and discomfiture.

It may be wondered at, that mine host of the Wild Goose did

not turn such a graceless varlet out of doors ; but Teunis Van
Gieson was an easy-tempered man, and, having no child of his

own, looked upon his nephew with almost parental indulgence.

His patience and good-nature were doomed to be tried by an'

other inmate of his mansion. This was a cross-grained cur-

mudgeon of a negro, named Pluto, who was a kind of enigma
in Communipaw. "Where he came from, nobody knew. He
was found one morning, after a storm, cast like a sea-monster
on the strand, in front of the "Wild Gooce, and lay there, more
dead than alive. The neighbors gathered round, and specu-

lated on this production of the deep ; whether it were fish or

flesh, or a compound of both, commonly yclept a merman.
The kind-hearted Teunis Van Gieson, seeing that he wore the
human form, took him into his house, and warmed him into
life. By degrees, he showed signs of intelUgence, and even
uttered sounds very much like language, but which no one in
Communipaw could understand. Some thought him a negro
just from Guinea, who had either fallen overboard, or escaped
from a slave-ship. Nothing, however, could ever draw from
him any account of his origin. When questioned on the sub-
ject, he merely pointed to Gibbet-Island, a smaU rocky islet,

which Kes in the open bay, just opposite to Comniunipaw, as
if that were his native place, though every body knew it had
never been inhabited.

In the process of time, he acquired isciuethiag of the Dutch
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language, that is to say, he learnt all its vocabulary of oaths
and maledictions, with just words sufficient to string them to-

gether. " Bonder en hhcksen !" (thunder and hghtning,) was
the gentlest of his ejaculations. For years he kept about the
Wild Goose, more like one of those familiar spirits, or house-

hold goblins, that we read of, than like a human being. He
acknowledged allegiance to no one, but performed various
domestic offices, when it suited his humor ; waiting occasion-

ally on the guests
;
grooming the horses, cutting wood, drawing

water ; and aU this without being ordered. La-y any command
on him, and the stubborn sea-urchin was sure to rebel. He was
never so much at home, however, as when on the water, plying

about in skiff or canoe, entirely alone, fishing, crabbing, or

grabbing for oysters, and would bring home quantities for the

larder of the Wild Goose, which he woiild throw down at the

kitchen door, with a growl. No wind nor weather deterred him
from launching forth on his favorite element: indeed, *lhe

wilder the weather, the more he seemed to enjoy it. If a
storm was brewing, he was sure to put ofE from shore; and
wouldbe seen far out in the bay, his light skiff dancing like a
feathe* on the waves, when sea and sky were all in a-turmoil,

and tie stoutest ships were fain to lower their saUs. Some-
times, on such occasions, he would be absent for days together.

How 1b weathered the ternpest, and how and where he sub-

sisted, 10 one could divine, nor did any one venture to ask, for

all hadm almost superstitious awe of him. Some of the Com
munipav oystermen declared that thoy had more than once
seen bin suddenly disappear, canoe and all, as if they plunged
beneaththe waves, and after a while come up again, in quite a

diflerenlpart of the bay; whence they concluded that he could

live undr water like that notable species of wild duck, com-
naonly cdled the HeU-diver. AU began to consider him in the

light of . foul-weather bird, like the Mother Carey's Chicken,

or Stomr Petrel ; and whenever they saw him putting far out

in his sKff, in cloudy weather, made up their minds for a

storm.

The onf being for whom he seemed to have any liking, was
Yan YosiVanderscamp, and him he liked for his very wicked-

ness. H in a manner took the boy under his tutelage,

promptechim to all kinds of mischief, aided him in every wild,

harum-scrum freak, until the lad became the complete scape-

grace of te village ; a pest to his uncle, and to every one else.

Nor weretus pranks confined to the land ; he soon learned to
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accompany old Pluto on the water. Together these worthies

would cruise about the broad bay, and all the neighboring

straits and rivers
;
poking around in skiffs and canoes ; robbing

the set-nets of the fishermen; landing on remote coasts, and
laying waste orchards and water-melon patches; in short,

carrying on a complete system of piracy, on a small scale.

Piloted by Pluto, the youthful Vanderscamp soon became
acquainted with all the bays, rivers, creeks, and inlets of the

watery world around him; coiild navigate from the Hook to

Spiting-devil on the darkest night, and learned to set even tha

terrors of Hell-gate at defiance.

At length, negro and boy suddenly disappeared, and days
and weeks elapsed, but without tidings of them. Some said

they must have run away and gone to sea; others jocosely

hinted, that old Pluto, being no other than his namesake in

disguise, had spirited away the boy to the nettier regions. AH,

hoTlfever, agreed in one thing, that the village was well rid

of them.
In the process of time, the good Teunis Van Gieson sleptwith

his fathers, and the tavern remained shut up, waiting for a

claimant, for the next heir was YanTost Vanderscamj, and
he had not been heard of for years. At length, one day, i boat

was seen pulling for the shore, from a long, black, rakisl-look-

ing schooner, that lay at anchor in the bay. The boal'J crew
seemed worthy of the craft from which they debarked. Never
had such a set of noisy, roistering, swaggering varlets landed
in peaceful Communipaw. They were outlandish in girb and
demeanor, and were headed by a rough, burly, bully tufflan,

with fiery whiskers, a copper nose, a scar across his fjce, and
a great Flaunderish beaver slouched on one side of his lead, in

whom, to their dismay, the quiet inhabitants were piade to

recognize their early pest, Yan Yost Vanderscamp. lie rear
of this hopeful gang was brought up by old Pluto, whdiad lost

an eye, grown grizzly-headed, and looked more like a devU
than ever. Vanderscamp renewed his acquaintance ^ath the
old burghers, much against their wiU, and in a mannr not at
all to their taste. He slapped them familiarly on te back,
gave them an iron grip of the hand, and was hail f^low well
met. According to his own account, he had been all tie world
over ; had made money by bags full ; had ships in eery sea,

and now meant to turn the WUd Goose into a couitry seat,

where he and his comrades, all rich merchants froif foreign
parts, might enjoy theiaselves in the interval of theiivoyages.
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Sure enough, in a little while there was a complete metamor-
phose of the WUd Goose. From being a quiet, peaceful Dutch
public house, it became a most riotous, uproarious private
dwelling ; a complete rendezvous for boisterous men of the seas,

who came here to have what they called a "blow out" on dry
land, and might be seen at all hours, lounging about the door,

or lolling out of the windows; swearing among themselves,

and cracking rough jokes on every passer-by. The house was
fitted up, too, in so strange a manner : hammocks slung to the

walls, instead of bedsteads ; odd kinds of fm-niture, of foreign

fashion; bamboo couches, Spanish chairs; pistols, cutlasses,

and blunderbusses, suspended on every peg; silver crucifixes

on the mcintel-pieces, silver candle-sticks and porringers on
the tables, contrasting oddly with the pewter and Delf ware
of the original establishment. And then the strange amuse-
ments of these sea-monsters ! Pitching Spanish dollars, instead

of quoits; firing blunderbusses out of the window; shoot-

ing at a mark, or at any unhappy dog, or cat, or pig, or

barn-door fowl, that might happen to come within reach.

The only being who seemed to rehsh their rough waggery,

was old Pluto; and yet he led but a dog's life of it; for they

practised all kinds of manual jokes upon him; kicked him
about hte a foot-baU; shook him by his grizzly mop of wool,

and never spoke to him without couphng a curse by way of

adjective to his name, and consigning him to the infernal re-

gions. The old fellow, however, seemed to like them the better,

the rnore they cursed him, though his utmost expression of

pleasure never amounted to more than the growl of a petted

bear, when his ears are rubbed.
. ^,^. „..,,

Old Pluto was the ministering spirit at the orgies of the Wild

Goose- and such orgies as took place there! Such drinking,

singine whooping, swearing; with an occasional interlude of

QuarrelKng and fighting. The noisier grew the revel the more

old Pluto plied the potations, until the guests would become

frantic in their merriment, smashing every thmg to pieces and

throwing the house out of the windows. Sometunes after a

drinking bout, they saUied forth and scoured &e village, to

the dismay of the worthy burghers, who gathered their women

within doors, and would have shut up the house. Vanderscamp,

however, was not to be rebuffed. He insisted on renewing

acquaintance with his old neighbors, and on mtroducmg his

friends, the merchants, to their families ;
swore he was on the

look-out for a wife, and meant, before he stopped, to find bus-
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bands for all their daughters. So, will-ye, nil-ye, sociable he

was ; swaggered about their best parlors, with his hat on one

side of his head ; sat on the good wife's nicely-waxed mahogany
table, kicking his heels against the carved and poMshed legs;

kissed and tousled the young vrouws ; and, if they frowned and

pouted, gave them a gold rosary, or a sparkling cross, to put

them in good humor again.

Sometimes nothing would satisfy him, but he must have

some of his old neighbors to dinner at the Wild Goose.

There was no refusing him, for he had got the complete upper-

hand of the community, and the peaceful burghers all stood

in awe of him. But what a time would the quiet, worthy
men have, among these rake-hells, who would delight to as-

tound them with the most extravagant gunpowder tales, em-
broidered with all kinds of foreign oaths ; clink the can with

them; pledge them in deep potations ; bawl drinking songs in

their ears; and occasionally fire pistols over their heads, or

under the table, and then laugh in their faces, and ask them
how they hked the smoU of gunpowder.
Thus was the httle village of Communipaw for a time like

the unfortunate wight possessed with devils; until Vander-
scamp and his brother merchants would sail on another

trading voyage, when the WUd Goose would be shut up, and
every thing relapse into quiet, only to be disturbed by his next
visitation.

The mystery of all these proceedings gradually dawned upon
the tardy intellects of Communipaw. These were the times
of the notorious Captain Kidd, when the American harbors
were the resorts of piratical adventurers of all kinds, who,
under pretext of mercantile voyages, scoured the West Indies,

made plundering descents upon the Spanish Main, visited

even the remote Indian Seas, and then came to dispose of

their booty, have their revels, and fit out new expeditions, in
the English colonies.

Vanderscamp had served in this hopeful school, and having
risen to importance among the bucaniers, had pitched upon
his native village and early home, as a quiet, out-of-the-way,
unsuspected place, where he and his comrades, while anchored
at New York, might have their feasts, and concert their plans,

without molestation.

At length the attention of the British government was called

to these piratical enterprises, that were becoming so frequent
and outrageous. Vigorous measures were taken to check and
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punisli them. Several of the most noted freebooters were
3aught and executed, and three of Vanderscamp's chosen com-
rades, the most riotous swash-bucklers of the Wild Goose,
Were hanged in chains on Gibbet-Island, in full sight of their

favorite resort. As to Vanderscamp himself, he and his man
iPluto again disappeared, and it was hoped by the people of

Communipaw that he had faUen in some foreign brawl, or
been swung on some foreign gaUows.
For a time, therefore, the tranquillity of the village was re-

stored ; the worthy Dutchmen once more smoked their pipes

in peace, eying, with peculiar complacency, their old pests and
terrors, the pirates, danghng and drying in the sun, on Gibbet
Island.

This perfect calm was doomed at length to be ruffled. The
fiery persecution of the pirates gradually subsided. Justice

was satisfied with the examples that had been made, and there

was no more talk of Kidd, and the other heroes of hke kidney.

On a calm summer evening, a boat, somewhat heavily laden,

was seen pidling into Communipaw. What was the surprise

and disquiet of the inhabitants, to see Yan Tost Vanderscamp
seated at the helm, and his man Pluto tugging at the oars

!

Vanderscamp, however, was apparently an altered man. He
brought home with him a wife, who seemed to be a shrew,

and to have the upper-hand of him. He no longer was the

swaggering, buUy ruffian, but affected the regular merchant,

and talked of retiring from business, and settling down
quietly, to pass the rest of his days in his native place.

The Wild Goose mansion was again opened, but with dimi-

nished splendor, and no riot. It is true, Vanderscamp had fre-

quent nautical visitors, and the sound of revelry was occasion-

ally overheard in his house: but every thing- seemed to be done

under the rose ; and old Pluto was the only servant that offi-

ciated at these orgies. The visitors, indeed, were by no means

of the turbulent Stamp of their predecessors; but quiet, mys-

terious traders, full of nods, and winks, and hieroglyphic

signs, with whqm, to use their cant phrase, " every thing was

smug." Their ships came to anchor at night in the lower bay;

and, on a private signal, Vanderscamp would launch his boat,

and accompanied solely by his man Pluto, would make them

mysterious visits. Sometimes boats pulled in at night, in

front of the Wild Goose, and various articles of merchandise

were landed in the dark, and spirited away, nobody knew

whither. One of the more curious of the inhabitants kept
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watch, and caught a glimpse of the features of some of these

night visitors, by the casual glance of a lantern, and declared

that he recognized more than one of the freebooting frequen-

ters of the WUd Goose, in former times ; from whence he con-

cluded that Vanderscamp was at his old game, and that this

mysterious merchandise was nothing more nor less than
piratical plunder. The more charitable opinion, however, was,

that Vanderscamp and his comrades, having been driven

from their old Une of business, by the " oppressions of govern-

ment," had resorted to smuggling to make both ends meet.

Be that as it may: I come,now to the extraordinary fact,

which is the butt-end of this story. It happened late one
night, that- Tan Yost Va'nderscamp was returning across the
broad bay, in his light skiff, rowed by his man Pluto. He
had been carousing on board of a vessel, newly arrived, and
was somewhat obfuscated in intellect, by the liquor he had
imbibed. It was a still, sultry night; a heavy mass of lurid

clouds was rising in the west, with the low muttering of dis-

tant thimder. Vanderscamp called on Pluto to puU lustily,

that they might get home before the gathering storm. The
old negro made no reply, but shaped his course so as to skirt

the rocky shores of Gibbet-Island. A faint creaking overhead
caused Vanderscamp to cast up his eyes, when, to his horror,
he beheld the bodies of his three pot companions and brothers
in iniquity dangling in the moonlight, their rags fluttering, and
their chains creaking, as they were slowly swimg backward
and forward by the rising breeze.

"What do you mean, you blockhead!" cried Vanderscamp,
"by pulling so close to the island?"

" I thought you'd be glad to see your old friends once more,"
growled the negro; "you were never afraid of a living man,
what do you fear from the dead?"

" Who's afraid?" hiccupped Vanderscamp, partly heated by
liquor, partly nettled by the jeer of the negro; "who's afraid 1

Hajig me, but I would be glad to see them once more, alive or
dead, at the Wild Goose. Come, my lads in the wind!" con-
tinued he, taking a draught, and flourishing the bottle above
his head, " here's fair weather to you in the other world; and
if you should be walking the rounds to-night, odds fish! but
I'll be happy if you wiU drop in to supper."
A dismal creaking was the only reply. The wind blew loud

and shrm, and as it whistled round the gaUows, and among the
bones, sounded as if there were laughing and gibbering in the
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air. Old Pluto chuckled to himself, aad now pulled for home.
The storm burst over the voyagers, while they were yet far
from shore. The rain fell in torrents, the thunder crashed and
pealed, and the hghtning kept up an incessant blaze. It was
stark midnight, before they landed at Communipaw.
Dripping and shivering, Vanderscamp crawled homeward.

He was completely sobered by the storm; the water soaked
from AiTithout, having diluted and cooled the Hquor within.
Arrived at the Wild Goose, he knocked timidly aud dubiously
at the door, for he dreaded the reception he was to experience
from his wife. He had reason to do so. She met biTn at the
threshold, in a precious iU humor.

" Is this a time," said she, "to keep people out of their beds,

and to bring home company, to turn the house upside down?"
"Company?" said"Vanderscamp, meekly; "I have brought

no company with me, wife."

"No, indeed! they have got here before you, but by your
invitation; and blessed-looking company they are, truly !"

Vanderscamp's knees smote together. "For the love of

heaven, where are they, wi!te?"

"Where?—^why, in the blue-room, up-stairs, making them-
selves as much at homei as if the house were their own.

"

Vanderscamp made a desperate effort, scrambled up to the

room, and threw open the door. Sure enough, there at a table,

on which burned a light as blue as brimstone, sat the three

guests from Gibbet-Island, with halters round their necks, and
bobbing their cups together, as if they were hob-or-nobbing,

and troniag the old Dutch freebooter's glee, since translated

into English:
" For three merry lads be we,

And three merry lads be we;
I on the land, and thou on the sand,

And Jack on the gallows-tree."

Vanderscamp saw and heard no more. Starting back with

horror, he missed his footing on the landing-place, and fell

from the top of the stairs to the bottom. He was taken up

speechless, and, either from the fall or the fright, was buried

in the yard of the little Dutch church at Bergen, on the fol-

lowing Sunday.
From that day forward, the fate of the WUd Goose was

sealed. It was pronounced a haunted house, and avoided ac-

cordingly. No one inhabited it but Vanderscamp's shrew of

a widow, and old Pluto, and they were considered but little
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better than its hobgoblin visitors. Pluto grew more and more
haggard and morose, and looked more like an imp of darkness

than a human being. He spoke to no one, but went about mut-

tering to himself; or, as some hinted, talking with the devil,

who, though unseen, was ever at his elbow. Now and then he

was seen pulling about the bay alone, in his skiff, in dark
weather, or at the approach of night-fall; nobody could tell

why, unless on an errand to invite more guests from the gal-

lows. Indeed it was afifirmed that the WUd Goose still con-

tinued to be a house of entertainment for such guests, and that

on stormy nights, the blue chamber was occasionally illumi-

nated, and sounds of diaboUcal merriment were overheard,

mingling with the howling of the tempest. Some treated

these as idle stories, until on one such night, it was about the

time of the equinox, there was a horrible uproar in the Wild
Goose, that could not be mistaken. It was not so much the
sound of revelry, however, as strife, with two or three piercing

shrieks, that pervaded every part of the village. Nevertheless,

no one thought of hastening to the spot. On the contrary, the
honest burghers of Communipaw drew their night-caps over
their ears, and buried their heads under the bed-clothes, at the
thoughts of Vanderscamp and his gaUows companions.
The next morning, some of the bolder and more curious

undertook to reconnoitre. AH was quiet and hfeless at the
WUd Goose. The door yawned wide open, and had evidently
been open all night, for the storm had beaten into the house.
Gathering more courage from the silence and 'apparent deser-
tion, they gradually ventured over the threshold. The house
had indeed the air of having been possessed by devils. Every
thing was topsy-turvy; trunks had been broken open, and
chests of drawers and corner cupboards turned inside out, as
in a time of general sack and pillage ; but the most woful sight
was the widow of Tan Tost Vanderscamp, extended a corpse
on the floor of the blue-chamber, with the marks of a deadly
gripe on the wind-pipe.

All now was conjecture and dismay at Communipaw; and
the disappearance of old Pluto, who was no where to be found,
gave rise to all kinds of wild surmises. Some suggested that
the negro had betrayed the house to some of Vanderscamp's
bucaniering associates, and that they had decamped together
with the booty ; others surmised that the negro was nothing
more nor less than a devil incarnate, who had now accom-
plished his ends, and made off with his dues.
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Events, however, vindicated the negro from this last imputa-
tion. His skiff was picked up, drifting about the bay, bottom
upward, as if wrecked in a tempest; and his body was found,

shortly afterward, by some Communipaw fishermen, stranded
among the rocks of G-ibbet-Island, near the foot of the pirates'

gallows. The fishermen shook their heads, and observed that

old Pluto had ventured once too often to invite Guests from
Gibbet-Mand.

THE BERMUDAS.

A SHAKSPERIAN RESEARCH: BY THE AITTHGR OF THE SKETCH-
BOOK.

"Who did not think, till within these fcure yeares, but thafthese islands had been
rather a habitation for Divells, than fit for \nen to dwell in? Who did not hate the

name, when hee was on land, and shun tne place when he was on the seas? But
behold the misprision and conceits of the world I For true and large experience

hath now told us, it is one of the sweetest paradises that be upon earth."—" A
Plains Descript. of the Barmcdas:" 1613.

In the course of a voyage home from England, our ship had
been struggling, for two or three weeks, with perverse head-

winds, and a stormy sea. It was in the month of May, yet

the weather had at times a wintry sharpness, and it was ap-

prehended that we were in the neighborhood of floating islands

of ice, which at that season of the year drift out of the Gulf of

Saint Lawrence, and sometimes occasion the wreck of noble

ships.

Wearied out by the continued opposition of the elements,

our captain at length bore away to the south, in hopes of

catching the expiring breath of the trade-winds, and making

what is called the southern passage. A few days wrought, as

it were, a magical '

' sea change" in every thing around us. We
seemed to emerge into a different world. The late dark and

angry sea, lashed up into roaring and swashing surges, became

cabn and sunny; the rude winds died away; and gradually a

light breeze sprang up directly aft, filling out every saU, and

wafting us smoothly along on an even keel. The air softened

into a bland and delightful temperature. Dolphins began to

play about us; the nautilus came floating by, like a fairy ship,

with its mimic sail and rainbow tints ; and flying-fish, from
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time to time, made their short excursive flights, and occasion-

ally fell upon the deck. The cloaks and overcoats in which we
had hitherto wrapped ourselves, and moped about the vessel,

were thrown aside ; for a summer warmth had succeeded to

the late wintry chills. Sails were stretched as awnings over

the quarter-deck, to protect us from the mid-day sun. Under
these we lounged away the day, in luxurious indolence, musing,

with half-shut eyes, upon the quiet ocean. The night was
scarcely less beautiful than the day. The rising moon sent a
quivering column of silver along the undulating surface of the

deep, and, gradually climbing the heaven, Mt up our towering

top-saUs and swelling main-sails, and spread a pale, mysterious
hght around. As our ship made her whispering way through
this dreamy world of waters, every boisterous sound on board
was charmed to silence ; and the low whistle, or drowsy song
of a sailor from the forecastle, or the tinkling of a guitar, and
the soft warbling of a female voice from the quarter-deck,

seem.ed to derive a witching melody from the scene and hoiu-.

I was reminded of Oberon's exquisite description of music and
moonhght on the ocean:

"Thou rememberest
Since once I sat upon a promoDtory,
And heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back.
Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath,
That the rude sea grew civil at her song?
And certain stars shot madly from their spheres,
To hear the sea-maid's music."

Indeed, I was in the very mood to conjure up all the ima-
ginary beings with which poetry has peojiled old ocean, and
almost ready to fancy I heard the distant song of the mermaid,
or the mellow shell of the triton, and to picture to myself Nep-
tune and Amphitrite with all their pageant sweeping along the
dim horizon.

A day or two of such fanciful voyaging brought us in sight
of the Bermudas, which first looked Uke mere smnmer clouds,
peering above the quiet ocean. AH day we glided along in
sight of them, with just wind enough to flU our sails; and
never did land appear more lovely. They were clad in emerald
verdure, beneath the serenest of skies: not an angry wave
broke upon their quiet shores, and small fishing craft, riding
on the crystal waves, seemed as if hung in air. It was such a
scene that Fletcher pictured to himself, when he extolled the
halcyon lot of the fisherman

:
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Ahl would thou knewest how much it better were
To bide among the simple fisher-swains:

No shrieking owl, no night-crow lodgeth here,
Nor is our simple pleasure mixed with pains.

Our sports begin with the beginning year;

In cahns, to pull the leaping fish to land,

In roughs, to singand dance along the yellow sand.

In contemplating these beautiful islands, and the peaceful
sea around them, I could hardly realize that these were tho
" still vexed Bermoothes" of Shakspeare, once the dread of

mariners, and infamous in the narratives of the early dis-

coverers, for the dangers and disasters which beset them.
Such, however, was the case; and the islands derived addi-

tional interest in my eyes, from fancying that I could trace in

their early history, and in the superstitious notions connected
with them, some of the elements of Shakspeare's wild and
beautiful drama of the Tempest. I shall take the liberty of

citing a few historical facts, in support of this idea, which may
claim some additional attention from the American reader, as

being connected with the first settlement of Virginia.

At the time when Shakspeare was in the fulness of his

talent, and seizing upon every thing that could furnish aliment

to his imagination, the colonization of Virginia was a favorite

object of enterprise among people of condition in England, and
several of the courtiers of the court of Queen Elijzabeth were

personally engaged in it. In the year 1609 a noble armament
of nine ships and five hundred men sailed for the rehef of the

colony. It was commanded by Sir G-eorge Somers, as admiral,

a gaUant and generous gentleman, above sixty years of age,

and possessed of an ample fortune, yet stUl bent upon hardy

enterprise, and ambitious of signalizing himself in the service

of his country.

On board of his flag-ship, the Sea-Vulture, sailed also Sir

Thomas Gates, lieutenant-general of the colony. The voyage

was long and boisterous. On the twenty-fifth of July, the

admiral's ship was separated from the rest, in a hurricane.

For several days she was driven about at the mercy of the ele-

ments, and so strained and racked, that her seams yawned

open, and her hold was half filled with water. The storm

subsided, but left her a mere foundering wreck. The crew

stood in the hold to their waists in water, vainly endeavor-

ing to bail her with kettles, buckets, and other vessels. The

leaks rapidly gained on them, while their strength was as

rapidly dechning. They lost all hope of keeping the ship
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afloat, until they should reach theAmerican coast; and -wearied

with fruitless toil, determined, in their despair, to give up all

farther attempt, shut down the hatches, and abandon them-

selves to Providence. Some, who had spirituous liquors, or

"comfortable waters," as the old record quaintly terms them,

brought them forth, and shared them with their comrades,

and they aU drank a sad farewell to one another, as men who
were soon to part company in this world.

In this moment of extremity, the worthy admiral, who kept

sleepless watch from the high stern of the vessel, gave the

thriUing cry of "land!" AH rushed on deck, ia a frenzy of

joy, and nothing now was to be seen or heard on board, but

the transports of men who felt as if rescued from the grave.

It is true the land ia sight would not, iu ordioary circum-

stances, have inspired much self-gratulation. It could be

nothing else but' the group of islands called after their dis-

coverer, one Juan Bermudas, a Spaniard, but stigmatized

among the mariners of those days as "the islands of devils!"

" For the islands of the Bermudas," says the old narrative -of

this voyage, '

' as every man knoweth that hath heard or read

of them, were never inhabited by any Christian or heathen
people, but were ever esteemed and reputed a most prodigious

and inchanted place, affording nothing but gusts, stormes, and
foul weather, which made every navigator and mariner to

avoide them, as Scylla and Charybdis, or as they would shun
the DiveU himself." *

Sir George Somers and his tempest-tossed comrades, how-
ever, hailed them with rapture, as if they had been a terres-

trial paradise. Every sail was spread, and every exertion

made to urge the foundering ship to land. Before long, she

struck upon a rock. Fortunately, the late Ftormy winds had
subsided, and there was no suri. A sweUing wave lifted her
from off the rock, and bore her to another; and thus she was
borne on from rock to rock, until she remained wedged be-
tween two, as firmly as if set upon the stocks. The boats were
immediately lowered, and, though the shore was above a mile
distant, the whole crew were landed in safety.

Every one had now his task assigned him. Some made all

haste to unload the ship, before she should go to pieces ; some
constructed wigwams of palmetto leaves, and others ranged
the island in quest of wood and water. To their surpi-ise and

* "A Plaine Dcajr'Ption of the Bai-mudas."
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joy, they found it far different from the desolate and frightful
place they had been taught, by seamen's stories, to expect. It
was well-wooded and fertile; there were birds of various kinds,
and herds of swine roaming about, the progeny of a number
that had swam ashore, ia former years, from a Snanish wreck.
The island abounded with turtle, and great quantities of their
eggs were to be found among the rocks. The bays and inlets
were full of fish; so tame, that if any one stepped into the
water, they would throng around him. Sir George Somers, in
a little while, caught enough with hook and line to furnish a
meal to his whole ship's company. Some of them were so
large, that two were as much as a man could carry. Craw-
fish, also, were taken in abundance. The air was soft and
salubrious, and the sky beautifully serene. Waller, in bis

"Summer Islands," has given us a faithful picture of the
climate:

" For the kind spring, (which but salutes us here,)

Inhabits these, and courts them ail the year;
Bipe fruits and blossoms on the same trees hve;
At once they promise, and at once they givo:

So sweet the air, so moderate the clime,

None sickly lives, or dies before his time.

Heaven sure has kept this spot of earth uncurscdj
To shew how all things were created first."

We may inagine the feelings of the shipwrecked marL' :rs,

on finding themselves cast by stormy seas upon so happy a
coast ; where abundance was to be had without labor ; whore
what in other climes constituted the costly luxuries of the rich,

were within every man's reach; and where hfe promised to be
a mere hoUday. Many of the common sailors, especially, de-

clared they desired no better lot than to pass the rest of their

lives on this favored island.

The commanders, however, were not so ready to console

themselves with mere physical comforts, for the severance

from the enjoyment of cultivated hfe, and aU the objects of

honorable ambition. Despairing of the arrival of any chance

ship on these shunned and dreaded islands, they fitted out the

long-boat, making a deck of the ship's hatches, and having

manned her with eight picked men, despatched her, under the

command of an able and hardy mariner, named Eaven, to

proceed to Virginia, and procure shipping to be sent to their

reMef.

While waiting in anxious idleness for the arrival of the
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looked-for aid, dissensions arose between Sir George Somers

and Sir Thomas Gates, originating, very probably, in jealousy

of the lead which the nautical experience and professional

station of the admiral gave him in the present em.ergency.

Each commander, of course, had his adherents : these dissen-

sions ripened into a complete schism; and this handful of ship-

wrecked men, thus thrown together, on an uninhabited island,

separated into two parties, and lived asunder in bitter feud, as

men rendered fickle by prosperity instead of being brought

into brotherhood"by a common calamity.

Weeks and months elapsed, without bringing the looked-for

aid from Virginia, though that colony was within but a few days'

saU. Fears were now entertained that the long-boat had been
either swallowed up in the sea, or wrecked on some savage

coast ; one or other of which most probably was the case, as

nothing was ever heard of Raven and his comrades.

Each party now set to work to buUd a vessel for itself out of

the cedar with which the island abounded. The wreck of the

Sea-Vulture furnished rigging, and various other articles ; but.

they had no iron for bolts, and other fastenings ; and for want
of pitch and tar, they payed the seams of their vessels with
lime and turtle's oil, which soon dried, and became as hard as

stone.

On the tenth of May, 1610, they set sail, having been about
nine months on the island. They reached Virginia without
farther accident, but found the colony iu great distress for pro-
visions. The account they gave of the abundance that reigned
in the Bermudas, and especially of the herds of swine that
roamed the island, determined Lord Delaware, the governor
of Virginia, to send thither for supplies. Sir George Somers,
with his wonted promptness and generosity, offered to under-
take what was still considered a dangerous voyage. Accord-
ingly, on the nineteenth of June, he set sail, in his own cedar
vessel of thirty tons, accompanied by another small vessel,
commanded by Captain Argall.

The gaUant Somers was doomed again to be tempest-tossed.
His companion vessel was soon driven back to port, but he
kept the sea; and, as usual, remained at his post on deck, ia
aU weathers. His voyage was long and boisterous, and the
fatigues and exposures which he underwent, were too much
for a frame impaired by age, and by previous hardships. He
arrived at Bermudas completely exhausted and broken down.
His nephew, Captain Mathew Somers, attended him in his
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illness with aflEectionate assidmty. Finding his end approach-

ing, the veteran called his men together, and exhorted them to

be true to the interests of Virginia ; to procure provisions with
aU possible despatch, and hasten back to the rehef of the
colony.

With this dying charge, he gave up the ghost, leaving ms
nephew and crew overwhelmed with grief and consternation.

Their first thought was to pay honor to his remains. Opening
the body, they took out the heart and entrails, and buried them,
erecting a cross over the grave. They then embalmed the

body, and set sail with it for England; thus, while paying
empty honors to their deceased commander, neglecting his ear-

nest wish and dying injunction, that they should return with
rehef to Virginia.

The httlebark arrived safely at Whitechurch, in Dorsetshire,

with its melancholy freight. The body of the worthy Somers
was interred with the mihtary honors due to a brave soldier,

and many volleys were fired over his grave. The Bermudas
have since received the name of the Somer Islands, as a tribute

to his memory.
The accounts given by Captain Mathew Somers and his crew

of the deHghtful climate, and the great beauty, fertility, and

abimdance of these islands, excited the zeal of enthusiasts, and

the cupidity of speculators, and a plan was set on foot to colo-

nize them. The Virginia company sold their right to the

islands to one hundred and twenty of their own members, who
erected themselves into a distinct corporation, under the name

of the "Somer Island Society ;" and Mr. Richard More was sent

out, in 1612, as governor, with sixty men, to found a colony:

and this leads me to the second branch of this research.

TEE THREE KINGS OF BERMUDA.

AND THEIR TREASUEE OF AMBERGRIS.

At the time that Sir George Somers was preparing to launch

his cedar-built bark, and saU for Virginia, there were three cul-

prits among his men, who had been guilty of capital offences.

One of them was shot; the others, named Christopher Carter

and Edward Waters, escaped. Waters, indeed, made a very

narrow escape, for he had actuaUy been tied to a tree to be

executed, but cut the rope with a knife, which he had con-
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cealed about his person, and fled to the woods, where he was
joined by Carter. These two worthies kept themselves con-

cealed in the secret parts of the island, untU the departure of

the two vessels. When Sir George Somers revisited the

island, in quest of supplies for the Virginia colony, these cul-

prits hovered about the landing-place, and succeeded in per-

suading another seaman, named Edward Chard, to join them,

giving him the most seductive pictures of the ease and abun-

dance in which they reveUed.

When the bark that bore Sir George's body to England had
faded from the watery horizon, these three vagabonds walked
forth in their majesty and might, the lords and sole inhabi-

tants of these islands. For a time their little conunonwealth
went on prosperously and happily. They built a house, sowed
com, and the seeds of various fruits; and having plenty of

hogs, wUd fowl, and fish of all kinds, with turtle in abundance,

carried on their tripartite sovereignty with great harmony and
much feasting. All kingdoms, however, are doomed to revo-

lution, convulsion, or decay ; and so it fared with the empire
of the three kings of Bermu-ia, albeit they were monarcbs
without subjects. In an evil hour, in their search after turtle,

among the fissures of the rocks, they came upon a great treas-

ure of ambergris, which had been cast on shore by the ocean.

Beside a number of pieces of smaller dimensions, there was one
great mass, the largest that had ever been known, weighing
eighty pounds, and which of itseK, according to the market
value of ambergris in those days, was worth about nine or ten
thousand pounds

!

FroD' ^at moment, the happiness and harmony of the three
kings r/ Bermuda were gone for ever. While poor devils, with
nothif^; to share but the common blessings of the island,

which administered to present enjoyment, but had nothing of
convertible value, they were loving and united : but here was
£icti'/l wealth, which would make them rich men, whenever
they could transport it to a market.
Adieu the delights of the island ! They now became flat and

insipid. Each pictured to himself the consequence he might
now aspire to, in civilized life, could he once get there with
this mass of ambergris. No longer a poor Jack Tar, froHcMng
in the low taverns of Wapping, he might roll through London
in his coach, and perchance arrive, like Whittington, at the
dignity of Lord Mayor.
With riches came envy and covetousness. Each was now
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for asstuning the supreme power, and getting the monopoly of
the ambergris. A civil war at length broke out: Chard and
Waters defied each other to mortal combat, and the kingdom
of the Bermudas was on the point of being deluged with royal
blood. Fortunately, Carter took no part in the bloody feud.
Ambition might have made him view it with secret exultation;
for if either or both of his brother potentates were slain in the
conflict, he would be a gainer in purse and ambergris. But he
dreaded to be left alone in this uninhabited island, and to find
himself the monarch of a solitude: so he secretly purloined
and hid the weapons of the beUigerent rivals, who, having
no means of carrying on the war, gradually cooled down into
a sullen armistice.

The arrival of Governor More, with an overpowering force
of sixty men, put an end to the empire. He took possession of
the kingdom, in the name of the Somer Island Company, and
forthwith proceeded to make a settlement. The three kings
tacitly relinquished their sway, but stood up stoutly for
their treasure. It was determined, however, that they had
been fitted out at the expense, and employed in the service, of
the Virginia Company; that they had found the ambergis
while in the service of that company, and on that company's
land ; that the ambergis, therefore, belonged to that company,
or rather to the Somer Island Company, in consequence of

their recent purchase of the island, and all their appurte-
nances. Having thus legally established their right, and being
moreover able to back it by might, the company laid the lion's

paw upon the spoil; and nothing more remains on historic

record of the Three Kings of Bermuda, and their treasure of

ambergris.

The reader wOl now determine whether I am more extrava-

gant than most of the commentators on Shakspeare, in my
surmise that the story of Sir George Somers' shipwreck, and
the subsequent occurrences that took place on the uninhabited

island, may have furnished the bard with some of the elements

of his drama of the Tempest. The tidings of the shipwreck,

and of the Incidents connected with it, reached England not

.

long before the production of this drama, and made a great

sensation there. A narrative of the whole matter, from which

most of the foregoing particulars are extracted, was published

at the time in London, in a pamphlet form, and could not fail

to be eagerly perused by Shakspeare, and to make a vivid
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impression on his fancy. His expression, in the Tempest, of

"the stiUvext Bermoothes," accords exactlywith the storm-

beaten character of those islands. The enchantments, too,

with which he has clothed the island of Prospero, may they

not be traced to the wild and superstitious notions entertained

about the Bermudas? I have already cited two passages from
a pamphlet pubhshed at the time, showing that they were
esteemed '

' a most prodigious and incKanted place, " and the
'

' habitation of divells ;" and another pamphlet, published shortly

afterward, observes :

'

' And whereas it is reported that this land
of the Barm.udas, with the islands about, (which are many, at

least a hundred,) are inchanted and kept with evil and wicked
spirits, it is a most idle and false report." *

The description, too, given in the same pamphlets, of the
real beauty and fertUity of the Bermudas, and of their serene
and happy climate, so opposite to the dangerous and inhospi-

table character with which they had been stigmatized, accords
with the eulogium of Sebastian on the island of Prospero:

"Though this island seem to be desert, uninhabitable, and almost inaccessible, it

must needs be of subtle, tender, and delicate temperance. The air breathes upon us
here most sweetly. Here is every thing advantageous to life. Hovp lush and lusty

the grass looks! how greeni"

I think too, in the exulting consciousness of ease, security,

and abundance felt by the late tempest-tossed mariners, while

revelhng in the plenteousness of the island, and their inclina-

tion to remain there, released from the labors, the cares, and
the artificial restraints of civilized life, I can see something of

the golden commonwealth of honest Gonzalo

:

*' Had I plantation of this isle, my lord,

And were the king of it, what would I do?

I' the commonwealth I would by contraries

Execute all things; for no kind of traffle

Would I admit; no name of magistrate;

Letters should not be known ; riches, poverty,
And use of service, none; contract, succession,

Bourn, bound of land, tilth, vineyard, none:
No use of metal, corn, or wine, or oil:

No occupation; all men idle, all.

All things in common, nature should produce.
Without sweat or endeavor: Treason, felony,
Sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine.
Would I not have ; but nature should bring forth.
Of its own kind, all foizon, all abundance,
To feed my innocent people."

' " Newes from tlie Barmudas;'' 1612.
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But above all, in the three fugitive vagabonds who remained
In possession of the island of Bermuda, on the departure of

their comrades, and in their squabbles about supremacy, on the

finding of their treasure, I see typified Sebastian, Trinculo, and
their worthy companion Caliban:

" Trinculo, the king and all our company being drowned, we vnW inherit here."
' Monster, I will kill this man ; his daughter and I will be king and queen, (save our

graces I) and Trinculo and thyself shall be viceroys."

I do not mean to hold up the incidents and characters in the

narrative and in the play as parallel, or as being strikingly

similar : neither would I insinuate that the narrative suggested

the play ; I would only suppose that Shakspeare, being occupied

about that time on the drama of the Tempest, the main story

of which, I believe, is of Italian origin, had many of the fanci-

ful ideas of it suggested to his mind by the shipwreck of

Sir Greorge Somers on the " stiQ vext Bermothes," and by the

popular superstitions connected with these islands, and sud-

,
denly put in circulation by that event.

PELATO AXD THE MERCHANT'S DAUGHTER.

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE SKETOH-BOOK.

It is the common lamentation of Spanish historiographers,

that, for an obscure and melancholy space of time immediately

succeeding the conquest of their country by the Moslems, its

history is a mere wilderness of dubious facts, groundless

fables, and rash exaggerations. Learned men, in cells and

cloisters, have worn out their Mves in vainly endeavoring to

connect incongruous events, and to account for startling

improbabilities, recorded of this period. The worthy Jesuit,

Padre Abarca, declares that, for more than forty years during

which he had been employed in theological controversies, he

liad never found any so obscure and inexplicable as those

which rise out of this portion of Spanish history, and that the

only fruit of an indefatigable, prolix, and even prodigious

study of the subject, was a melancholy and mortifying state

of indecision.*

*Padke Pedro Abarca. Anales de Aragon, Anti Regno, §2.
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During this apocryphal period, flourished Pelayo, the deliv-

erer of Spain, whose name, like that of WiUiam Wallace, will

ever he linked with the glory of his country, but Hnked, in like

manner, by a bond in which fact and fiction are inextricably

interwoven.

The quaint old chronicle of the Moor Basis, which, though

wild and fanciful ia the extreme, is frequently drawn upon for

early facts by Spanish historians, professes to give the birth,

parentage, and whole course of fortune of Pelayo, without the

least doubt or hesitation. It makes him a son of the Duke of

Oantabria, and descended, both by father and mother's side,

from the Gothic kings of Spain. I shall pass over the roman-

tic story of his childhood, and shaU content myself with a

scene of his youth, which was spent in a castle among the

Pyrenees, under the eye c£ his widowed and noble-minded

mother, who caused him to be instructed ia everything

befitting a cavalier of gentle birth. While the sons of the

nobility were revelling amid the pleasures of a licentious

court, and simk iu that vicious and effemiaate indulgence

which led to the perdition of unhappy Spain, the youthful

Pelayo, ia his rugged mountain school, was steeled to aU kiads
of hardy exercise. A great part of his time was spent in hunt-
ing the bears, the wild boars, and the wolves, with which the

Pyrenees abounded; and so purely and chastely was he
brought up, by his good lady raother, that, if the ancient
chronicle from which I draw my facts may be reUed on, he
had attained his one-and-twentieth year, without having once
sighed for woman

!

Nor were his hardy contests confined to the wild beasts of
the forest. Occasionally he had to contend with adversaries of

a more formidable character. The skirts and defiles of these
border mountains were often infested by marauders from the
GalHc plains of Gascony. The Gascons, says an old chronicler,
were a people who used smooth words when expedient, but
force when they had power, and were ready to lay their hands
on every thing they met. Though poor, they were proud ; for
there was not one who did not pride himself on beiug a hijo-
dalgo, or the son of somebody.
At the head of a band of these needy hijodalgos of Gascony,

was one Arnaud, a broken-down cavaher. He and four of bis
followers were well armed and mounted ; the rest were a set of
scamper-grounds on foot, fm-nished with darts and javehns.
They were the terror of the border; here to-day and gone to-
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morrow; sometimes in one pass, sometimes ia another. They
would make sudden inroads into Spain, scour the roads, plun-
der the country, and were over the mountains and far away
before a force could be collected to pursue them.
Now it happened one day, that a wealthy burgher of Bor-

deaux, who was a merchant, trading with Biscay, set out on a
journey for that province. As he intended to sojom-n there
for a season, he took with him his wife, who was a goodly
dame, and his daughter, a gentle damsel, of marriageable age,
and exceeding fair to look upon. He was attended by a trusty
clerk from*his comptoir, and a man servant; while another
servant led a hackney, laden with bags of money, with which
he intended to purchase merchandise.
When the G-ascons heard of this wealthy merchant and his

convoy passing through the moimtains, they thanked their

stars, for they considered all peaceful men of traffic as lawful
spoil, sent by providence for the benefit of hidalgos Mke them-
selves, of valor and gentle blood, who lived by the sword.
Placing themselves in ambush, in a lonely defile, by which the
travellers had to pass, they silently awaited their coming. In
a httle while they beheld them approaching. The merchant
was a fair, portly man, in a buff surcoat and velvet cap. His
looks bespoke the good cheer of his native city, and he was
mounted on a stately, weU-fed steed, while his wife and daugh-
ter paced gently on palfreys by his side.

The travellers had advanced some distance in the defile,

when the Ba,ndoleros rushed forth and assailed them. The
merchant, though but little used to the exercise of arms, and
imwieldy in his form, yet made valiant defence, having his

wife and daughter and money-bags at hazard. He was wounded
in two places, and overpowered ; one of his servants was slain,

the other took to flight.

The freebooters then began to ransack for spoil, but were dis-

appointed at not finding the wealth they had expected. Put-

ting their swords to the "breast of the trembling merchant, they

demanded where he had concealed his treasure, and learned

from him of the hackney that was following, laden with money.

Overjoyed at this intelligence, they bound their captives to

trees, and awaited the arrival of the golden spoil.

On this same day, Pelayo was out with his huntsmen among

the mountains, and had taken his stand on a rock, at a narrow

pass, to await the sallying forth of a wild boar. Close by him

was a page, conducting a horse, and at the saddle-bow hung
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his armor, for he was always prepared for fight among these

border mountains. WhUe thus posted, the servant of the mer-

chant came flying from the robbers. On beholding Pelayo, he

fell on his knees,' and implored his hfe, for he supposed him to

be one of the band. It was some time before he could be re-

lieved from his terror, and made to tell his story. When
Pelayo heard of the robbers, he concluded they were the crew
of Gascon hidalgos, upon the scamper. Taking his armor from
the page, he put on his helmet, slung his buckler round his

neck, tooii lance in hand, and mounting his steed, compelled

the trembhng servant to guide him to the scene of action. At
the same time he ordered the page to seek his himtsmen, and
summ.on them to his assistance.

When the robbers saw Pelayo advancing through the forest,

with a single attendant on foot, and beheld his rich armor
sparkling in the sun, they thought a new prize had fallen into

their hands, and Axnaud and two of his companions, mounting
their horses, advanced to meet him. As they approached,
Pelayo stationed himself in a narrow pass between two rocks,

where he could only be assailed in front, and braciag his buck-
ler, and lowering his lance, awaited their coming.

'

'Who and what are ye, " cried he,
'

' and what seek ye in this

land?"

"We are huntsmen," replied Arnaud, "and lo! our game
runs into our toils

!"

"By my faith," rephed Pelayo, "thou wilt find the game
more readily roused than taken : have at thee for a villain !"

So saying, he put spurs to his horse, and ran fuil speed upon
Mm. The Gascon, not expecting so sudden an attack from a
single horseman, was taken by surprise. He hastily couched
his lance, but it merely glanced on the shield of Pelayo, who
sent his own through the middle of his breast, and threw him
out of his saddle to the earth. One of the other robbers made
at Pelayo, and wounded him slightly in the side, but received
a blow from the sword of the latter, which cleft his skull-cap,
and sank into his brain. His companion, seeing him faU, put
spurs to his steed, and galloped off through the forest.
Beholding several other robbers on foot coming up, Pelayo

returned to his station between the rocks, where he was as-
sailed by them all at once. He received two of their darts on
his buckler, a javelin razed his cuirass, and glancing down,
wounded his horse. Pelayo then rushed forth, and struck one
of the robbers dead: the others, beholding several huntsmen
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advancing, took to flight, but were pursued, and several of them
taken.

The good merchant of Bordeaux and his family beheld this

scene with trembUng and amazement, for never had they looked
upon such feats of arms. They considered Don Pelayo as a
leader of some rival band of robbers ; and when the bonds were
loosed by which they were tied to the trees, they fell at his feet

and implored mercy. The females were soonest undeceived,
especially the daughter; for the damsel was struck with the
noble countenance and gentle demeanor of Pelayo, and said to

herself: "Surely nothing evil can dwell in so goodly and gra-

cious a form."
Pelayo now sounded his horn, which echoed from rock to

rock, and was answered by shouts and horns from various

parts of the mountains. The merchant's heart misgave him at

these signals, and especially when he beheld more than forty

men gathering from glen and thicket. They were clad in hunt-

ers' dresses, and armed with boar-spears, darts, and hunting-

swords, and many of them led hounds in long leashes. AU
this was a new and wild scene to the astonished merchant ; nor

were his fears abated, when he saw his .servant approaching

with the hackney, laden with money-bags; "for of a cer-

tainty," said he to himself, "this will be too tempting a spoil

for these wild hunters of the mountains."

Pelayo, however, took no more notice of the gold than if it

had been so much dross; at which the honest burgher mar-

velled exceedingly. He ordered that the wounds of the mer-

chant should be dressed, and his own examined. On taking

oflE his cuirass, his wound was found to be but sUght ; but his

men were so exasperated at seeing his blood, that they would

have put the captive robbers to instant death, had he not for-

bidden them to do them any harm.

The huntsmen now made a great fire at the foot of a tree,

and bringing a boar which they had killed, cut off portions

and roasted them, or broiled them on the coals. Then draw-

ing forth loaves of bread from their wallets, they devoured

their food half raw, with the himgry rehsh of humtsmen and

mountaineers. The merchant, his wife, and daughter, looked

at all this, and wondered, for they had never beheld so savage

a repast.

Pelayo then inquired of them if they did not desire to eat;

they were too much in awe of him to decline, though they felt

a loathing at the thought of partaking of this hunter's fare;
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but lie ordered a linen cloth to be spread under the shade of a
great oak, on the grassy margin of a clear running stream

;

and to their astonishment, they were served, not with the flesh

of the boar, but with dainty cheer, such as the merchant had
scarcely hoped to find out of the walls of his native city of

Bordeaux.
The good burgher was of a community renowned for gas-

tronomic prowess: his fears having subsided, his appetite

was now awakened, and he addressed himself manfully to

the viands that were set before him. His daughter, how-
ever, could not eat : her eyes were ever and anon stealing to

gaze on Pelayo, whom she regarded with gratitude for his pro-

tection, and admiration for his valor ; and now that he had
laid aside his helmet, and she beheld his lofty countenance,
glowing with manly beauty, she thought him someihing more
than mortal. The heart ef the gentle donzella, says the aacient
chronicler, was kind and yielding; and had Pelayo thought fit

to ask the greatest boon that love and beauty could bestow

—

doubtless meaning her fair hand—she could not have had the
cruelty to say him nay. Pelayo, however, had no such
thoughts: the love of woman had never yet entered his heart;

and though he regarded the damsel as the fairest maiden he
had ever beheld, her beauty caused no perturbation in his

breast.

When the repast was over, Pelayo offered to conduct the
merchant and his family through the defiles of the mountains,
lest they should be molested by any of the scattered band of

robbers. The bodies of the slain marauders were buried, and
the corpse of the servant was laid upon one of the horses cap-
tured in the battle. Having formed their cavalcade, they pur-
sued their way slowly up one of the steep and winding passes
of the Pyrenees.

Toward simset, they arrived at the dwelling of a holy hermit.
It was hewn out of the hving rock ; there was a cross over the
door, and before it was a great spreading oak, with a sweet
spring of water at its foot. The body of the faithful servant
who had fallen in the defence of his lord, was buried close by
the wall of this sacred retreat, and the hermit promised to per-
form masses for the repose of his soul. Then Pelayo obtained
from the holy father consent that the merchant's wife and
daughter should pass the night within his ceU; and the hermit
made beds of moss for them, and gave them his benediction

;

but the damsel found Uttle rest, so much were her thoughts
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occupied by the youthful champion who had rescued her from
death or dishonor.

Pelayo, however, was visited by no such wandering of the
mind; but, wrapping himself in his mantle, slept soundly by
the fountain under the tree. At midnight, when evary thing
was buried in deep repose, he was awakened from his sleep

and beheld the hermit before him, with the beams of the moon
shining upon his silver hair and beard.

"This is no time," said the latter, "to be sleeping; arise and
listen to my words, and hear of the great work for which thou
art chosen 1"

Then Pelayo arose and seated himself on a rock, and the
hermit continued his discourse.

" Behold," said he, " the ruin of Spain is at hand ! It will be
delivered into the hands of strangers, and will become a prey
to the spoiler. Its children wiU be slain or carried into capti-

vity; or such as may escape these evUs, will harbor with the

beasts of the forest or the eagles of the moimtain. The thorn
and bramble wiU spring up where now are seen the corn-

field, the vine, and the olive ; and hungry wolves will roam in

place of peaceful flocks and herds. But thou, my son ! tarry

not thou to see these things, for thou canst not prevent them.
Depart on a pilgrimage to the sepulchre of om' blessed Lord in

Palestine
;
purify thyself by prayer ; enroll thyself in the order

of chivalry, and prepare for the great work of the redemption

of thy country; for to thee it wiU be given to raise it from the

deptt of its affliction."

Pelayo would have inquired farther into the evils thus fore-

told, but the hermit rebuked his curiosity.

" Seek not to know more," said he, "than heaven is pleased

to reveal. Clouds and darkness cover its designs, sjid pro-

phecy is never permitted to hft up but in part the veil that

rests upon the future."

The hermit ceased to speak, and Pelayo laid himself down
again to take repose, but sleep was a stranger to his eyes.

When the first rays of the rising sun shone upon the tops of

the mountains, the travellers assembled round the fountain

beneath the tree and made their morning's repast. Then,

having received the benediction of the hermit, they departed

in the freshness of the day, and descended along the hollow

defiles leading into the interior of Spain. The good merchant

was refreshed by sleep and by his morning's meal; and when

he behold his wife and daughter thus secure by his sido^ and
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the hackney laden with his treasure close behind him, his

heart was light in his bosom, and he carolled a chanson as he

went, and the woodlands echoed to his song. But Pelayo rode

in silence, for he revolved in his mind the portentous words of

the hermit ; and the daughter of the merchant ever and anon
stole looks at him full of tenderness and admiration, and deep

sighs betrayed the agitation of her bosom.

At length they came to the foot of the mountains, where the

forests and the .rocks terminated, and an open and secure

country lay before the travellers. Here they halted, for their

roads were widely different. When they came to part, the

merchant and his wife were loud in thanks and benedictions,

and the good burgher-would fain have given Pelayo the largest

of his sacks of gold; but the young man put it aside with a
smile. " Silver and gold," said he, " need I not, but if I have
deserved aught at thy hands, give me thy prayers, for the

prayers of a good man are above all price.

"

In the mean time the daughter had spoken never a word.

A.t length she raised her eyes, which were filled with tears, and
looked timidly at Pelayo, and her bosom throbbed ; and after a

violent struggle between strong affection and virgin modesty,
her heart relieved itself by words.

'"Senor," said she, "I know that I am unworthy of the

notice of so noble a cavalier ; but suffer me to place this ring
upon a finger of that hand which has so bravely rescued us
from death; and when you regard it, you may consider it

as a memorial of your own valor, and not of one who is too

humble to be remembered by you.

"

With these words, she drew a ring from her finger and put
it upon the finger of Pelayo ; and having done this, she blushed
and trem.bled at her own boldness, and stood as one abashed,
with her eyes cast down upon the earth.

Pelayo was moved at the words of the simple maiden, and at
the touch of her fair hand, and at her beauty, as she stood thus
trembling and in tears before him; but as yet he knew nothing
of woman, and his heart was free from the snares of love.

"Amiga," (friend,) said he, "I accept thy present, and will
wear it in remembrance of thy goodness;" so saying, he kissed
her on the cheek.

The damsel was cheered by these words, and hoped that she
tad awakened some tenderness in his bosom; but it was no
such thing, says the grave old chronicler, for his heart was
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devoted to higher and more sacred matters
;
yet certain it is,

that he always guarded well that ring.

When they parted, Pelayo remained with his huntsmen on a
cliff, watchhig that no evil befell them, until they were far

beyond the skirts of "the mountain; and the damsel often
turned to look at him, untU she could no longer discern him,
for the distance and the tears that dimmed her eyes.

And for that he had accepted her ring, says the ancient

chronicler, she considered herself wedded to him in her heart,

and would never marry ; nor could she be brought to look with
eyes of affection upon any other man; but for the true love

which she bore Pelayo, she hved and died a virgin. And she

composed a book which treated of love and chivalry, and the

temptations of this mortal life; and one part discoursed of

celestial matters, and it was called
'

' The Contemplations of

Love ;" because at the time she wrote it, she thought of Pelayo,

and of his having accepted her jewel and called her by the

gentle appellation of "Amiga." And often thinking of him in

tender sadness, and of her never having beheld him more, she

would take the book and would read it as if in his stead; and

while she repeated the words of love which it contained, she

would endeavor to fancy them uttered by Pelayo, and that he

stood before her.

THE KNIGHT OF MALTA.

TO THE EDITOE OF THE KNICKERBOCKER

Sm: In the course of a tour which I made in Sicily, in the

days of my juvenility, I passed some httle time at the ancient

city of Catania, at the foot of Mount ^tna. Here I became

acquainted with the ChevaUer L ,
an old Knight of Malta.

It was not many years after the time that Napoleon had dis-

lodged the knights from their island, and he still wore the

insignia of his order. He was not, however, one of those

reliques of that once chivalrous body, who had been described

as "a few worn-out old men, creeping about certain parts of

Europe, with the Maltese cross on their breasts ;" on the contrary,

though advanced in life, his form was still light and vigorous;

he had a pale, thin, inteUectual visage, with a high forehead,

and a bright, visionary eye. He seemed to take a fancy to me.
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as I certainly did to him, and we soon became intimate. I

visited him occasionally, at his apartments, in the wing of an

old palace, looking toward Mount ^tna. He was an antiquary,

a virtuoso, and a connoisseur. His rooms were decorated with

mutilated statues, dug up from Grecian and Eoman ruins; old

vases, lachrymals, and sepulchral lamps. He had astronomical

and chemical instruments, and black-letter books, in various

languages. I found that he had dipped a little in. chimerical

studies, and had a hankering after astrology and alchymy.
He affected to believe in dreams and visions, and delighted in

the fanciful Eosicrucian doctrines. I cannot persuade myself,

however, that he really beheved in aU these : I rather think he
loved to let his imagination carry him away into the boundless

fairy land which they unfolded.

In company with the chevaMer, I took several excursions on
horseback about the environs of Catania, and the picturesque
skirts of Mount jEtna. One of these led through a village,

which had sprung up on the very tract of an ancient eruption,

the houses being built of lava. At one time we passed, for

some distance, along a narrow lane, between two high dead
convent walls. It was a cut-throat-looking place, in a country
where assassinations are frequent; and just about midway
through it, we observed blood upon the pavement and the
walls, as if a murder had actually been committed there.

The chevaUer spurred on his horse, until he had extricated
himself completely from this suspicious neighborhood. He
then observed, that it reminded him of a sinailar blind alley in
Malta, infam.ous on account of the many assassinations that
had taken place there ; concerning one of which, he related a
long and tragical story, that lasted xmtil we reached Catania.
It involved various circumstances of a wild and supernatural
character, but which he assured me. were handed down in
tradition, and generally credited by the old inhabitants of
Malta.

As I like to pick iip strange stories, and as I was particularly
struck with several parts of this, I made a minute of it, on my
return to my lodgings. The memorandum was lost, with
several others of my travelling papers, and the story had faded
from my mind, when recently, in perusing a French memoir,
I came suddenly upon it, dressed up, it is true, in a very
different manner, but agreeing in the leading facts, and given
upon the word of that famous adventurer, the Coimt CagKostro.

I have amused myself, during a snowy day in the countiy,
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by rendering it roughly into English, for the entertainment of
a youthful circle round the Christmas fire. It was well received
by my auditors, who, however, are rather easily pleased. One
proof of its merits is that it sent some of the youngest of them
quaking to their beds, and gave them very fearful dreams.
Hoping that it may have the same effect upon your ghost-
hunting readers, I offer it, Mr. Editor, for insertion in your
Magazine. I would observe, that wherever I have modified
the French version of the story, it has been in conformity to
some recollection of the narrative of my friend, the Knight of
Malta.

Your obt. servt.,

Geopfeey Crayon.

TEE GRAND PBIOB OF MINORCA.

A VERITABLE GHOST STOET.

"Keep my wits, heaven 1 They say spirits appear
To melancholy minds, and the graves openl"—Fibtoher.

About the middle of the last century, while the Knights of

Saint John of Jerusalem still maintained something of their

ancient state and sway in the Island of Malta, a tragical event
took place there, which is the gro^ndwork of the following

narrative.

It may be as well to premise, that at the time we are treating

of, the order of Saint John of Jerusalem, grown excessively

wealthy, had degenerated from its originally devout and war-

like character. Instead of being a hardy body of "monk-
knights," sworn soldiers of the cross, fighting the Paynim in

the Holy Land, or scouring the Mediterranean, and scourging

the Barbary coasts \vith their galleys, or feeding the poor, and
attending upon the sick at their hospitals, they led a Hfe of

luxury and libertinism, and were to be found in the most
voluptuous courts of Europe. The order, in fact, had become

a mode of providing for the needy branches of the Catholic

aristocracy of Europe. "A commandery," we are told, was a

splendid provision for a younger brother; and men of rank,

however dissolute, provided they belonged to the highest aristo-

cracy, became Knights of Malta, just as they did bishops, or

colonels of regiments, or court chamberlains. After a brief

residence at Malta, the knights passed the rest of their time in
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their own countries, or only made a visit now and then to the

island. While there, having but Uttle military duty to per-

form, they beguiled their idleness by paying attentions to the

fair.

There was one circle of society, however, into which they

could not obtain currency. This was composed of a few fami-

lies of the old Maltese nobUity, natives of the island. These

families, not being permitted to enroll any of their members in

the order, affected to hold no intercourse with its chevahers

;

admitting none into their exclusive coteries but the Grand
Master, whom they acknowledged as their sovereign, and the

members of the chapter which composed his council.

To indemnify themselves for this exclusion, the chevaliers

carried their gallantries into the next class of society, composed
of those who held civil, administrative, and judicial situations.

The ladies of this class were called honorate, or honorables, to

distiaguish them, from the inferior orders; and among them
were many of superior grace, beauty, and fascination.

Even in this more hospitable class, the chevaliers were not
all equally favored. Those of Germany had the decided pre-

ference, owing to their fair and fresh complexions, and the

kindliness of their manners: next to these came the Spanish
cavahers, on account of their profound and courteous devotion,

and most discreet secrecy. Singular as it may seem, the che-

vahers of France fared the worst. The Maltese ladies dreaded
their volatility, and their proneness to boast of their amours,
and shunned all entanglement with them. They were forced,

therefore, to content themselves with conquests among females

of the lower orders. They revenged themselves, after the gay
French manner, by making the " honorate" the objects of all

kinds of jests and mystifications ; by prying into their tender
affairs with the more favored chevahers, and making them the
theme of song and epigram.
About this time, a French vessel arrived at Malta, bringing

out a distinguished personage of the order of Saint John of

Jerusalem, the Commander de Foulquerre, who came to solicit

the post of commander-in-chief of the galleys. He was descended
from an old and warrior hne of French nobUity, his ancestors
having long been seneschals of Poitou, and claiming descent
from the first counts of Angouleme.
The arrival of the commander caused a httle uneasiness

among the peaceably inclined, for he bore the character, in the
island, of being fiery, arrogant, 'and quarrelsome. He had
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already been three limes at Malta, and on each visit had signal-

ized himself by some rash and deadly affray.

As he -was now thirty-five years of age, however, it was hoped
that time might have taken off the fiery edge of his spirit, and
that he might prove more quiet and sedate than formerly.
The commander set up an establishment befitting his rank and
pretensions; for he arrogated to himself an importance greater
even than that of the Grand Master. His house iramediately
became the raUying place of all the young French chevaliers.

They informed him of all the slights they had experienced or
imagined, and indulged their petulant and satirical vein at the
expense of the honorate and their admirers. The chevaUers of

other nations soon found the topics and tone of conversation at

the commander's irksome and offensive, and gradually ceased

to visit there. The commander remained the head of a national

clique, who looked up to him as their model. If he was not as

boisterous and quarrelsome as formerly, he had become haughty
and overbearing. He was fond of talking over his past affairs,

of punetUio and bloody duel. When walking the streets, he
was generally attended by a ruflaing train of young French
cavaliers, who caught his own air of assumption and bravado.

These he would conduct to the scenes of his deadly encounters,

point out the very spot where each fatal lunge had been given,

and dwell vaiagloriously on every particular.

Under his tuition, the young French chevaHers began to add
bluster and arrogance to their former petulancS" and levity;

they fired up on the most trivial occasions, particularly with

those who had been most successful with the fair ; and would

put on the most intolerable drawcansir airs. The other che-

valiers conducted themselves with all possible forbearance and

reserve ; but they saw it would be impossible to keep on long,

in this manner, without coming to an open rupture.

Among the Spanish cavaliers was one named Don Luis de

Lima VasconceUos. He was distantly related to the Grand

Master; and had been enrolled at an early age among his

pages, but had been rapidly promoted by him, until, at the age

of twenty-six, he had been given the richest Spanish comman-

dery in the order. He had, moreover, been fortunate with the

fair, with one of whom, the most beautiful honorata of Malta,

he had long maintained the most tender correspondence.

The character, rank, and connexions of Don Luis put him

on a par with the imperious Commander de Foulquerre, and

pointed him out as a leader and champion to his countrymen.
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The Spanish chevaliers repaired to him, therefore, in a body;

represented aU the grievances they had sustained, and the

evils they apprehended, and urged him to use his influence

with the commander and his adherents to put a stop to the

growing abuses.

Don Luis was gratified by this mark of confidence and esteem
on the part of his countrymen, and promised to have an inter-

view with the Commander de Foulquerre on the subject. . He
resolved to conduct himself Tith the utmost caution and deli-

cacy on the occasion ; to represent to the commander the evil

consequences which might result from the inconsiderate ,con-

duct of the young French chevaliers, and to entreat him to

exert the great influence he so deservedly possessed over them,
to restrain their excesses. Don Luis was aware, however, of

the peril that attended any interview of the kind with this im-
perious and fractious man, and apprehended, however it might
commence, that it would terminate in a duel. StUl, it was an
afiEair of honor, in which , CastUian dignity was concerned

;

beside, he had a lurking disgust at the overbearing manners of

De Foulquerre, and perhaps had been somewhat offended by
certain intrusive attentions which he had presmned to pay to
the beautiful honorata.

It was now Hoiy Week; a time too sacred for worldly feuds
and passions, especiafly in a community under the dominion of
a religious order; it was agreed, therefore, that the dangerous
interview in question should not take place until after the
Easter holidays. It is probable, from subsequent circumstan-
ces, that the Commander de Foulquerre had some intormation
of this arrangement among the Spanish chevahers, and was
determined to be beforehand, and to mortify the pride of their
champion, who was thus preparing to read him a lecture. He
chose Good Friday for his purpose. On this sacred day, it is

customary in Catholic countries to make a tour of aU the
churches, offering up prayers in each. In every Catholic
church, as is weU known, there is a vessel of holy water near
the door. In this, every one, on entering, dips his fingers, and
makes therewith the sign of the cross on his forehead and
breast. An ofiice of gallantry, among the young Spaniards, is
to stand near the door, dip their hands in the holy vessel, and
extend them courteously and respectfully to any lady of their
acquaintance who may enter ; who thus receives the sacred
water at second hand, on the tips of her fingers, and proceeds
to cross herself, with all due decorum. The Spaniards, who
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are the most jealous of lovers, are impatient when this piece of

devotional gallantry is proffered to the object of their affections

by any other hand: on Good Friday, therefore, when a lady
makes a tour of the churches, it is the usage among them for
the inamorato to foUow her from church to church, so as to
present her the holy water at the doOr of each; thus testifying

his own devotion, and at the same time preventing the offlciousE)

services of a rival.

On the day ia question, Don Luis followed the beautiful

honorata, to whom, as has already been observed, he had
long been devoted. " t the very first church she visited, the
Commander de Foulquerre was stationed at the portal, with
several of the young French chevahers about him. Before

Don Luis coiild offer her the holy water, he was anticipated by
the commander, who thrust himself between them, and, while

he performed the gallant office to the l^dy, rudely turned his

back upon her admirer, and trod upon his feet. The insult was
enjoyed by the young Frenchmen who were present : it was
too deep and grave to be forgiven by Spanish pride; and at

once put an end to all Don Luis' plaias of caution and forbear-

ance. He repressed his passion for the moment, however, and
waited until aU the parties left the church ; then, accosting the

commander with an air of coolness and unconcern, he inquired

af-ter his health, a«id asked to what church he proposed making
his second visit. "To the Magisterial Church of Saint John."

Don Luis offered to conduct him thither, by the shortest route.

His offer was accepted, apparently without suspicion, and they

proceeded together. After walking some distance, they entered

a long, narrow lane, witLjut door or window opening upon it,

called the " Strada Stretta," or narrow street. It-was a street

in which duels were tacitly perniitted, or connived at, in Malta,

and were suffered to pass as accidental encounters. Every

where else +''''>" were prohibited. This restriction had been

instituted to diminish the number of duels, formerly so fre-

quent in Malta. As a farther precaution to render these en-

counters less fatal, it was an offence, punishable with death,

for any one to enter this street armed with either poniard or

pistol. It was a lonely, dismal street, just wide enough for

two men to stand upon their guard, and cross their swords;

few persons ever traversed it, unlesswith some sinister design;

and on any preconcerted dueUo, the seconds posted themselves

at each end, to stop aH passengers, and prevent interruption.

In the present instance, the parties had scarce entered the
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street, when Don Luis drew his sword, and called upon the

commander to defend himself.

De Foulquerre was evidently taken by surprise: he drew
back, and attempted to expostulate ; but Don Luis persisted in

defying him to the combat.

After a second or two, he hkewise drew his sword, but im-

mediately lowered the point.
'

' Good Friday !" ejaculated he, shaking his head :

'

' one word
with you ; it is full six years since I have been in a confes-

sional : I am shocked at the state of my conscience ; but within

three days—that is to say, on Monday next "

Don Luis would listen to nothing. Though naturally of a
peaceable disposition, he had been stung to fury, and people of

that character, when once incensed, are deaf to reason. He
compelled the commander to put himself on his guard. The
latter, though a man accustom.ed to brawl in battle, was singu-

larly dismayed. Terror was visible in all his features. He
placed himself with his back to the wall, and the weapons were
crossed. The contest was brief and fatal. At the very first

thrust, the sword of Don Luis passed through the body of his

antagonist. The commander staggered to the wall, and leaned
against it.

" On Good Friday!" ejaculated he again, with a failing voice,

and despairing accents. "Heaven pardon you!" added he;
"take my sword to Tetefoulques, and have a hundred masses
performed in the chapel of the castle, for the repose of my
soul!" With these words he expired.

The fury of Don Luis was at an end. He stood aghast, gaz-
ing at the bleeding body of the commander. He called to mind
the prayer of the deceased for three days' respite, to make his
peace with heaven; he had refused it; had sent bim to the
grave, with all his sins upon his head I His conscience smote
him to the core ; he gathered up the sword of the commander,
which he had been enjoined to take to Tetefoulques, and hur-
ried from the fatal Sfcrada Stretta.

The duel of course made a great noise in Malta, but had no
injurious effect upon the worldly fortunes of Don Luis. He
made a full declaration of the whole matter, before the proper
authorities; the Chapter of the Order considered it one of those
casual encounters of the Strada Stretta, which were mourned
over, but tolerated; the public, by whom the late commander
had been generally detested, declared that he had deserved his
fate. It was but three days after the event, that Don Luis was
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advanced to one of the highest dignities of the Order, being in-

vested by the Grand Master with the priorship of the kingdom
of Minorca.
ffrom that time forward, however, the whole character and

conduct of Don Luis imderwent a change. He became a prey
to a dark melancholy, which nothing could assuage. The most
austere piety, the severest penances, had no effect in aUayiag
the horror which preyed upon his mind.\ He was absent for a
long time from Malta; having gone, it was said, on remote pil-

grimages : when he returned, he was more haggard than ever.

There seemed something mysterious and inexpUcable in this

disorder of his mind. The following is the revelation made by
himself, of the horrible visions, or chimeras, by which he was
haunted:

'
'When I had made my declaration before the Chapter, " said

he,
'

' and my provocations were publicly known, I had made
my peace with man ; but it was not so with God, nor with my
confessor, nor with my own conscience. My act was doubly

criminal, from the day on which it was committed, and from

my refusal toa delay of three days, for the victim of my resent-

ment to receive the sacraments. His despairing ejaculation,

' Good Friday ! Good Friday !

' continually rang in my ears.

' Why did I not grant the respite
!

' cried I to myself ;

' was it not

enough to bill the body, but must I seek to kOl the soul I

'

"On the night of the following Friday,- 1 started suddenly

from my sleep. An unaccountable horror was upon me. I

looked wildly around. It seemed as if I were not in my apart-

ment, nor in my bed, but in the fatal Strada Stretta, lying on

the pavement. I again saw the commander leaning against

the wall; I again heard his dying words: ' Take my sword to

Tetefoulques, and have a himdred masses performed in the

chapel of the castle, for the repose of my soul !

'

" On the following night, I caused one of my servants to sleep

in the same room with me. I saw and heard nothing, either

on that night, or any of the nights following, until the next

Friday; when I had again the same vision, with this difference,

that my valet seemed to be lying at some distance from me on

the pavement of the Strada Stretta. The vision continued to

be repeated on every Friday night, the commander always

appearing in the same manner, and uttering the same words:

' Take mT sword to TItefoulques, and have a hundred masses

performed in the chapel of the castle for the repose of my
soul I'
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" On questioning my servant on the subject, he stated, that

on these occasions he dreamed that he was lying in a very

narrow street, but he neither saw nor heard any thing of the

commander.
"I knew nothing of this Tetefoidques, whither the defunct

was so urgent I should carry his sword. I made inquiries,

therefore, concerning it among the French chevaliers. They
informed me that it was an old castle, situated about four

leagues from Poitiers, in the midst of a forest. It had been

buUt in old times, several centuries since, by Foulques Taille-

fer, (or Fxilke Hackiron,) a redoubtable, hard-fighting Count

of Angouleme, who gave it to an illegitimate son, afterward

created Grand Seneschal of Poitou, which son became the pro

genitor of the Foulquerres of Tetefoulques, hereditary Sene-

schals of Poitou. They farther informed me, that strange sto-

ries were told of this old castle, in the surrounding country,

and that it contained many curious reKques. Among these,

were the arms of Foulques TaiUefer, together with aU those of

the warriors he had slain; and that it was an immemorial
usage with the Foulquerres to have the weapons deposited

there which they had wielded either inwar or in single combat.

This, then, was the reason of the dying injunction of the com-
mander respecting his sword. I carried this weapon with me,
wherever I went, but still I neglected to comply with his re-

quest.
'

' The visions stiU. continued to harass me with undiminished
horror. I repaired to Eome, where I confessed myself to the

Grand Cardinal penitentiary, and informed him of the terrors

with which I was haunted. He promised me absolution, after

I should have performed certain acts of penance, the principal

of which was, to execute the dying request of the commander,
by carrying the sword to Tetefoidques, and having the hundred
masses performed in the chapel of the castle for the repose of

his soul.

" I set out for France as speedily as possible, and made no
delay in my journey. On arriving at Poitiers, I found that
the tidings of the death of the commander had reached there,

but had caused no more aSiiction than among the people of

Malta. Leaving my equipage in the town, I put on the garb of

a pilgrim, and taking a guide, set out on foot for Tetefoulques.
Indeed the roads in this part of the country were impracticable
for carriages.

" I found the castle of Tetefoulques a grand but gloomy and
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dilapidated pile. All the gates were closed, and there reigned
over the whole place an air of almost savage loneliness and
desertion. I had understood that its only inhabitants were the
concierge, or warder, and a kiad of hermit who had charge of
the chapel. After ringing for some time at the gate, I at
length succeeded in bringing forth the warder, who bowed
-with reverence to my pilgrim's garb, f begged him to conduct
me to the chapel, that being the end of my pilgrimage. We
foimd the hermit there, chanting the funeral service ; a dismal
sound to one who came to perform a penance for the death of

a member of the family. When he had ceased to chant, I

informed him that I came to accomphsh an obligation of con-

science, and that I wished him to perform a hundred masses
for the repose of the soul of the commander. He replied that,

not being in orders, he was not authorized to perform mass,

but that he would willingly undertake to see that my debt of

conscience was discharged. I laid my offering on the altar,

and would have placed the sword of the commander there,

likewise. 'Hold!' said the hermit, with a melancholy shake

of the head, 'this is no place for so deadly a weapon, that

has so often been bathed in Christian blood. Take it to the

armory
;
you will find there trophies enough of like character.

It is a place into which I never enter.'
'

' The warder here took up the theme abandonedby the peace-

ful man of God. He assured me that I would see in the armory
the swords of all the warrior race of Foulquerres, together

with those of the enemies over whom they had triumphed.

This, he observed, had been a usage kept up siace the time of

MeUusine, and of her husband, Greoffrey a la Grand-dent, or

Geoffrey with the Great-tooth.

"I followed the gossiping warder to the armory. It was a

great dusty hall, hung round with Gothic-looking portraits, of

a stark line of warriors, each with his weapon, and the wea-

pons of those he had slain in battle, hung beside his picture.

The most conspicuous portrait was that of Foulques Taillefer,

(Fulke Hackiron,) Count of Angouleme, and founder of the

castle. He was represented at full length, armed cap-a-pie,

and grasping a huge buckler, on which were emblazoned throe

lions passant. The figure was so striking, that it seemed ready

to start from the canvas : and I observed beneath this picture,

a trophy composed of many weapons, proofs of the numerous

triumphs of this hard-fighting old cavalier. Beside the wea-

pons connected with the portraits, there were swords of all
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sliapes, sizes, and centuries, hung round the haU; with piles of

armor, placed as it were in effigy.

" On each side of an immense chimney, were suspended the

portraits of the first seneschal of Poitou (the niegitimate son of

Foulques Taillefer) and his wife Isabella de Lusignan; the pro-

genitors of the grim race of Foulquerres that frowned around.

They had the look of being perfect likenesses ; and as I gazed on

them, I fancied I could trace in their antiquated features some

family resemblance to their unfortunate descendant, whom I

had slain! This was a dismal neighborhood, yet the armory

was the only part of the castle that had a habitable air; so I

asked the warder whether he could not make a fire, and give

me something for supper there, and prepare me a bed in one

comer.
'"A fireand a supper you shall have, and that cheerfully, most

worthy pilgrim, ' said he; 'but as to a bed, I advise you

to come and sleep in my chamber.'
" ' "Why so? ' inquired I; ' why shall I not sleep in this haU?

'

'"I have my reasons; I will make a bed for you close to

mine.'
" I made no objections, for I recollected that it was Friday,

and I dreaded the return of my vision. He brought in billets

o^ wood, kindled a fire in the great overhanging chimney, and
then went forth to prepare my supper. I drew a heavy chair

before the fire, and seating myself in it, gazed muzingly round
upon the portraits of the Foulquerres, and the antiquated

armor and weapons, the mementos of many a bloody deed. As
the day declined, the smoky draperies of the hall gradually

became confounded with the dark ground of the paintings, and
the lurid gleams from the chimney only enabled me to see

visages staring at me from the gathering darkness* All this

was dismal in the extreme, and somewhat appaUing; perhaps
it was the state of my conscience that rendered me peculiarly

sensitive, and prone to fearful imaginings.
" At length the warder brought in my supper. It consisted

of a dish of trout, and some crawfish taken in the fosse of the

castle. He procured also a bottle of wine, which he informed
me was wine of Poitou. I requested him to invite the hermit
to join me in my repast ; but the holyman sent back word that
he allowed himself nothing but roots and herbs, cooked with
water. I took my meal, therefore, alone, but prolonged it as
much as possible, and sought to cheer my drooping spirits by
the wine of Poitou, which I found very tolerable.
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' When supper was over, I prepared for my evening devo-
tions. I have always been very punctual in reciting my brevi-
ary

; it is the prescribed and bounden duty of all chevaliers of
the reUgious orders; and I can answer for it, is faithfully
performed by those of Spain. I accordiagly drew forth from
my pocket a small missal and a rosary, and told the warder
he need only designate to me the way to his chamber, where I
could come and rejoin him, when I had finished my prayers.

" He accordingly pointed out a winding stair-case, opening
from the haU. 'You will descend this stair-case,' said he,
' until you come to the fourth landing-place, where you enter a
vaulted passage, termiaated by an arcade, with a statue of the
blessed Jeanne of France

;
you cannot help finding my room,

the door of which I will leave open ; it is the sixth door from
the landing-place. I advise you not to remain in this hall after
midnight. Before that hour, you will hear the hermit ring the
bell, in going the rounds of the corridors. Do not linger here
after that signal.'

"The warder retired, and I commenced my devotions. I
continued at them earnestly; pausing from time to time to put
wood upon the fire. I did not dare to look much around me,
for I felt myself becoming a prey to fearful fancies. The pic-

tures appeared to "become animated. If I regarded one atten-

tively, for any leneth of time, it seemed to move the eyes and
lips. Above all, the portraits of the Grand Seneschal and his

lady, which hung on each side of the great chironey, the pro-

genitors of the Foulquerres of TetefoiUque, regarded me, I

thought, with angry and baleful eyes: I even fancied they
exchanged significant glances with each other. Just then a
terrible blast of*wind shook all the casements, and, rushing

through the haU, made a fearful rattling and clashing among
the armor. Tomy startled fancy, it seemed something super-

natural.

"At length I heard the beU of the hermit, and hastened to

quit the haU. Taking a sohtary Hght, which stood on the sup-

per-table, I descended the winding stair-case; but before I had
reached the vaulted passage leading to the statue of the blessed

Jeanne of France, a blast of wind extinguished my taper. I

hastily remounted the stairs, to Hght it again at the chimney

;

but judge of my feelings, when, on arriving at the entrance to

the armory, I beheld the Seneschal and his lady, who had
descended from their frames, and seated themselves on each

side of the fire-place

!
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" ' Madam, my love,' said the Seneschal, with great formality,

and in antiquated phrase, 'what think you of the presump-

tion of this CastUian, who comes to harbor himself and make
wassail in this our castle, after having slain our descendant,

the commander, and that without granting him time for con-

fession?
'

" ' Truly, my lord,' answered the female spectre, with no less

statehness of manner, and with great asperity of tone ;
' truly,

my lord, I opine that this CastUian did a grievous wrong in this

encounter ; and he should never be suffered to depart hence,

without your throwing him the gauntlet. ' I paused to hear no
more, but rushed again down-stairs, to seek the chamber of the

warder. It was impossible to find it in the darkness, and in the

perturbation of my mind. After an hour and a half of fruitless

search, and mortal horror and anxieties, I endeavored to per-

suade myseM that the day was about to break, and listened

impatiently for the crowing of the cock ; for I thought if I could

hear his cheerful note, I should be reassured ; catching, in the

disordered state of my nerves, at the popular notion that

ghosts never appear after the first crowing of the cock.
" At length I rallied myself, and endeavored to shake off the

vague terrors wMch haunted me. I tried to persuade myself

that the two figures which I had seemed to see and hear, had
existed only in my troubled imagination. I stiU had the end
of the candle in my hand, and determined to make another
effort to re-hght it, and find my ,way to bed; for I was ready to

sink with fatigue. I accordingly sprang up the stair-case,

three steps at a time, stopped at the door of the armory, and
peeped cautiously in. The two Gothic figures were no longer
in the chimney comers, but I neglected to notice whether they
had reascended to their frames. I entered, and made desper-
ately for the fire-place, but scarce had I advanced three strides,

when Messire Foulques TaiUefer stood before me, in the centre
of the haU, armed cap-a-pie, and standing in guard, with the
point of Ms sword silently presented to me. I would have
retreated to the stair-case, but the door of it was occupied by
the phantom figure of an esquire, who rudely flung a gauntlet
in my face. Driven to fury, I snatched down a sword from the
wall : by chance, it was that of the conmiander which I had
placed there. I rushed upon my fantastic adversary, and
seemed to pierce him through and through ; but at tho same
time I felt as if something pierced my heart, burning hks a
red-hot iron. My blood inundated the hail, and I fell senseless.
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"When I recovered consciousness, it was broad day, and I
found myself in a small chamber, attended by the warder and
the hermit. The former told me that on the previous night, he
had awakened long after the midnight hour, and perceiving
that I had not come to his chamber, he had furnished himseM
with a vase of holy water, and set out to seek me. He found
me stretched senseless on the pavement of the armory, and
bore me to this room. I spoke of my wound, and of the quan-
tity of blood that I had lost. He shook his head, and knew
nothing about it ; and to my surprise, on examination, I found
myself perfectly sound and unharmed. The wound and blood,

therefore, had been aH delusion. Neither the warder nor the
hermit put any questions to me, but advised me to leave the
castle as soon as possible. I lost no time in complying with
their counsel, and felt my heart reUeved from an oppressive

weight, as I left the gloomy and fate-bound battlements of

Tetefoulques behind me.
" I arrived at Bayonne, on my way to Spain, on the follow-

ing Friday. At midnight I was startled from my sleep, as I

had formerly been ; but it was no longer by the vision of the

dying commander. It was old Foulques Taillefer who stood

before me, armed cap-a-pie, and presenting the point of his

sword. I made the sign of the cross, and the spectre vanished,

but I received the same red-hot thrust in the heart which I had
felt in the armory, and I seemed to be bathed in blood. I would
have called out, or have arisen from my bed and gone in quest

of succor, but I could neither speak nor stir. This agony en-

dured until the crowing of the cock, when I fell asleep again

;

but the next day I was ill, and in a most pitiable state. I

have continued to be harassed by the same vision every Fri-

day night ; no acts of penitence and devotion have been able to

relieve me from it; and it is only a lingering hope in divine

mercy, that sustains me, and enables me to support so lamen-

table a visitation."

The Grand Prior of Minorca wasted gradually away xmder

this constant remorse of conscience, and this horrible incubus.

He died some time after having revealed the preceding particu-

lars of his case, evidently the victim of a diseased imagination.

The above relation has been rendered, in many parts literally,

from the French memoir, in which it is given as a true story:

if so, it is one of those instances in which truth is more

romantic than fiction

.

Gr. C.
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LEGEND OF THE ENGULPHED CONVENT.

BY GEOFFEBY CRAYON, GENT.

At the dark and melancholy period when Don Roderick the

Goth and his chivalry were overthrown on the banks of the

Guadalete, and all Spain was overrun by the Moors, great was
the devastation of churches and convents throughout that

pious kingdom. The miraculous fate of one of those holy piles

is thus recorded ia one of the authentic legends of those days.

On the siunmit of a hill, not very distant from the capital

city of Toledo, stood an ancient convent and chapel, dedicated

to the invocation of Saint Benedict, and inhabited by a sister-

hood of Benedictine nuns. This holy asylum was confined to

females of noble hneage. The younger sisters of the highest

families were here given in religious marriage to their Saviour,

in order that the portions of their elder sisters might be in-

creased, and they enabled to make suitable matches on earth,

or that the family wealth might go undivided to elder brothers,

and the dignity of their ancient houses be protected from
decay. The convent was renowned, therefore, for enshrining

within its walls a sisterhood of the purest blood, the most im-

maculate virtue, and most resplendent beauty, of all Gothic

Spain.

When the Moors overran the kingdom, there was nothing

that more excited their hostility than these virgin asylums.

The very sight of a convent-spire was sufficient to set their

Moslem blood in a foment, and they sacked it with as fierce a
zeal as though the sacking of a nunnery were a sure passport

to Elysium.

Tidings of such outrages committed in various parts of the

kingdom reached this noble sanctuary and filled it with dis-

may. The danger came nearer and nearer; the infidel hosts

were spreading all over the country, Toledo itself was cap-

tured ; there was no flying from the convent, and no security

within its walls.

In the midst of this agitation, the alarm was given one day
that a great band of Saracens were spurring across the plain.

In an instant the whole convent was a scene of confusion.

Some of the nuns wrung their fair hands at the windows;
others waved their veils and uttered shrieks from the tops of

the towers, vainly hoping to draw relief from a coim.try over-
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i-un by the foe. The sight of these iimocent doves thus flutter-
ing about their dove-cote, but increased the zealot fury of the
Avhiskered Moors. They thundered at the portal, and at every
blo-w the ponderous gates trembled on their hinges.
The nuns now crowded round the abbess. They had been

accustomed to look up to her as all-powerful, and they now im-
plored her protection. The mother abbess looked with a rueful
eye upon the treasures of beauty and vestal virtue exposed to
such imminent perU. Alas ! how was she to protect them from
the spoiler ! She had, it is true, experienced many signal inter-

positions of providence in her individual favor. Her early
days had been passed amid the temptations of a court, where
her virtue had been purified by repeated trials, from none of

which had she escaped but by a miracle. But were miracles
never to cease? Could she hope that the marvellous protection

shown to herself would be extended to a whole sisterhood?

There was no other resource. The Moors were at the thresh-

old ; a few moments more and the convent would be at their

mercy. Summoning her nuns to follow her, she hurried into

the chapel ; and throwing herself on her knees before the image
of the blessed Mary, "Oh, holy Lady!" exclaimed she, "oh,
most pure andimmaculate of virgins! thou seest our extremity.
The ravager is at the gate, and there is none on earth to help

us ! Look down with pity, and grant that the earth may gape
and swallow us rather than that our cloister vows should suf-

fer violation!"

The Moors redoubled their assault upon the portal; the gates

gave way, with a tremendous crash ; a savage yell of exulta-

tion arose ; when of a sudden the earth yawned ; down sank the
convent, with its cloisters, its dormitories, and all its nuns.

The chapel tower was the last that sank, the bell ringing

forth a peal of triumph in the very teeth of the infidels.

Forty years had passed and gone, since the period of this

miracle. The subjugation of Spain was complete. The Moors
lorded it over city and country; and such of the Christian

population as remained, and were permitted to exercise their

rehgion, did it in humble resignation to the Moslem sway.
At this time, a Christian cavalier, of Cordova, hearing that

a patriotic band of his countrymen had raised the standard of

the cross in the mountains of the Asturias, resolved to join

them, and unite in breaking the yoke of bondage. Secretly
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arming himself, and caparisoning his steed, he set forth from

Cordova, and pursued his course by unfrequented mule-paths,

and along the dry channels made by winter torrents. His

spirit burned with indignation, whenever, on commandiag a

view over a long sweeping plain, he beheld the mosque swell-

ing in the distance, and the Arab horsemen careering about,

as if the rightful lords of the sod. Many a deep-drawn sigh,

and heavy groan, also, did the good cavalier utter, on pass-

ing the ruins of churches and convents desolated by the con-

' querors.

It was on a sultry midsummer evening, that this wander-

ing cavaher, in skirting a hm thickly covered with forest, heard

the faint tones of a vesper bell sounding melodiously ia the

air, and seeming to come from the summit of the hill. The
cavalier crossed himself with wonder, at this unwonted and
Christian sound. He supposed it to proceed from one of those

humble chapels and hermitages permitted to exist through

the indulgence of the Moslem conquerors. Turning his steed

up a narrow path of the forest, he sought this sanctuary, in

hopes of finding a hospitable shelter for the night. As he

advanced, the trees threw a deep gloom around him, and
the bat flitted across his path. The bell ceased to toU, and
all was sUence.

Presently a choir of female voices came stealing sweetly

through the forest, chanting the evening service, to the solemn
accompaniment of an organ. The heart of the good cavaher
melted at the sound, for it recalled the happier days of his

country. Urging forward his weary steed, he at length ar-

rived at a broad grassy area, on the summit of the hill, sur-

rounded by the forest. Here the melodious voices rose in full

chorus, like the swelling of the breeze ; but whence they came,
he could not teU. Sometimes they were before, sometimes
behind him; sometimes in the air, sometimes as if from within
the bosom of the earth. At length they died away, and a holy
stnhiess settled on the place.

The cavaher gazed around with bewildered eye. There
was neither chapel nor convent, nor humble hermitage, to
be seen ; nothing but a moss-grown stone pinnacle, rising out
of the centre of the area, surmounted by a cross. The green-
sward around appeared to have been sacred from the tread
of man or beast, and the surrounding trees bent toward the
cross, as if in adoration.

The cavalier felt a sensation of holy awe. He alighted and
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tethered his steed on the skirts of the forest, where he might
crop the tender herhage ; then approaching the cross, he knelt

and poured forth his evening prayers before this relique of

the Cliristian days of Spain. His orisons being concluded,

he laid himself down at the foot of the pinnacle, and rechn-

ing his head against one of its stones, fell into a deep sleep.

About midnight, he was awakened by the tolling of a bell,

and found himself lying before the gate of an ancient con-

vent. A train of nuns passed by, each bearing a taper. The
cavalier rose and followed them into the chapel; in the cen-

tre of which was a bier, on which lay the corpse of an aged
nun. The organ performed a solemn requiem: the nuns join-

ing in chorus. "When the funeral service was finished, a
melodious voice chanted, " Requiescat in pace!"—"May she

rest in peace !" The hghts immediately vanished ; the whole

passed away as a dream; and the cavalier found himself at

the foot of the cross, and beheld, by the faint rays of the

rising moon, his steed quietly grazing near him.

When the day dawned, the cavaher descended the hUl, and
following the course of a small brook, came to a cave, at the

entrance of which was seated an ancient man, clad in hermit's

garb,with rosary and cross, and a beard that descended to his

gii-dle. He was one of those holy anchorites permitted by the

Moors to hve unmolested in dens and caves, and humble her-

mitages, and even to practise the rites of their rehgion. The

cavalier checked his horse, and dismounting, knelt and craved

a benediction. He then related all that had befallen hha in

the night, and besought the hermit to explain the mystery.

"What thou hast heard and seen, my son," replied the

other, "is but type and shadow of the woes of Spain."

He 'then related the foregoing story of the miraculous de-

liverance of the convent.
.

"Forty years," added the holy man, "have elapsed smce

this event, yet the beUs of that sacred edifice are stUl heard,

from time to time, sounding from under ground, together

with the pealing of the organ, and the chanting of the choir

The Moors avoid this neighborhood, as haunted ground, and

the whole place, as thou mayest perceive, has become covered

with a thick and lonely forest."

The cavalier listened with wonder to the story of this en-

gulphed convent, as related by the holy man. For three days

and nights did they keep vigils beside the cross; but nothing

aaore was to be seen of nun or convent. It is supposed that,
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forty years having elapsed, the natural lives of all the nuns
were finished, and that the cavalier had beheld the obsequies

of the last of the sisterhood. Certain it is, that from that

time, beU, and organ, and choral chant have never more been

heard.

The mouldering pinnacle, surmounted by the cross, stiU

remains an object of pious pilgrimage. Some say that it

anciently stood in front of the convent, but others assert that

it was the spire of the sacred edifice, and that, when the

main body of the building sank, this remained above ground,

like the top-mast of some taU ship that has foundered.

These pious beUevers maintain, that the convent is miracu-

lously preserved entire in the centre of the mountain, where,

if proper excavations were made, it would be found, with all

its treasures, and monuments, and shrines, and rehques, and
the tombs of its virgin nuns.

Should any one doubt the truth of this marvellous inter-

position of the Virgin, to protect the vestal purity of her
votaries, let him read the excellent work entitled "Espana
Triumphante," written by Padre Fray Antonio de Sancta
Maria, a bare-foot friar of the Carmelite order, and he will

doubt no longer.

THE COUNT VAN HOEN.

DuEiNQ the minority of Louis XV., wMle the Duke of
Orleans was Eegent of France, a young Flemish nobleman,
the Count Antoine Joseph Van Horn, made his sudden ap-
pearance in Paris, and by his character, conduct, and the sub-
sequent disasters in which he became involved, created a great
sensation in the high circles of the proud aristocracy. He
was about twenty-two years of age, tall, finely formed, with a
pale, romantic countenance, and eyes of remarkable brilliancy
and wildness.

He was of one of the most ancient and highly-esteemed
families of European nobUity, being of the line of the Princes
of Horn and Overique, sovereign Counts of Hautekerke, and
hereditary Grand Veneurs of the empire.
The family took its.name from the little town and seigneurie

of Horn, in Brabant ; and was known as early as the eleventh
century among the little dynasties of the Netherlands, and
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fflnce that time by a long line of illustrious generations. At
bhe peace of Utrecht, when the Netherlands passed under sub-
jection to Austria, the house of Van Horn came under the
dommation of the emperor. At the tune we treat of, two of
the branches of this ancient house were extinct; the third and
only surviving branch was represented by the reigning prince,
Maximilian Emanuel Van Horn, twenty-four years of age, who
resided in honorable and courtly style on his hereditary do-
mains at Baussigny, in the Netherlands, and his brother, the
Coimt Antoine Joseph, who is the subject of this memoir.
The ancient house of Van Horn, by the intermarriage of its

rarious branches with the noble fanuhes of the continent, had
become widely connected and interwoven with the high aris-
tocracy of Europe. The Count Antoine, therefore, could claim
relationship to many of the proudest names in Paris. In fact,
he was grandson, by the mother's side, of the Prince de Ligne'
and even might boast of affinity to the Eegent (the Duke of
Orleans) himself. There were circimistances, however, con-
aected with his sudden appearance in Paris, and his previous
story, that placed him in what is termed "a false position;" a
word of baleful significance in the fashionable vocabulary of
France.

The young count had been a captain in the service of Aus-
tria, but had been cashiered for irregular conduct, and for

disrespect to Prince Louis of Baden, commander-in-chief. To
check him in his wild career, and bring him to sober reflection,

his brother the prince caused him to be arrested and sent to

the old castle of Van Wert, in the domains of Horn. This was
the same castle m which, ia former times, John Van Horn,
Stadtholder of Gueldres, had imprisoned his father ; a circum-

stance which has furnished Eembrandt with the subject of an
admirable painting. The governor of the castle was one Van
Wert, grandson of the famous John Van Wert, the hero of

many a popiilar song and legend. It was the intention of tho

prince that his brother should be held in honorable durance,

for his object was to sober and improve, not to punish and
afflict him. Van Wert, however, was a stern, harsh man of

violent passions. He treated the youth in a manner that pri-

soners and offenders were treated in the strong-holds of the

robber counts of Germany in old times; confined him in a
dungeon and inflicted on him such hardships anI indignities

that the iiTitable temperament of the yftung count was roused

to continual furv. wliich' ended in insanity. For six month?
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was the unfortunate youth kept in this horrible state, without

his brother the prince being informed of his melancholy condi-

tion or of the cruel treatment to which he was subjected. At
length, one day, in a paroxysm of frenzy, the count knocked
down two of his gaolers with a beetle, escaped from the castle

of Van Wert, and eluded aU pursuit ; and after roving about

in. a state of distraction, made his way to Baussigny and
appeared Kke a sceptre before his brother.

The prince was shocked at his wretched, emaciated appear-

ance and his lamentable state of mental alienation. He re-

ceived him with the most compassionate tenderness; lodged
him in his own room, appointed three servants to attend and
watch over him day and night, and endeavored by the most
soothing and afifectionate assiduity to atone for the past act of

rigor with which he reproached himself. When he learned,

however, the manner in which his unfortunate brother had
been treated in confinement, and the course of brutaUties that

had led to his mental malady, he was roused to indignation.

His first step was to cashier Van Wert from his command.
That violent man set the prince at defiance, and attempted to

maintain himself in his government and his castle by instigat-

ing the peasants, for several, leagues round, to revolt. His
insurrection might have been formidable against the power of

a petty prince ; but he was put under the ban of the empire
and seized as a state prisoner. The memory of his grandfather,

the oft-sung John Van Wert, alone saved him from a gibbet

;

but he was imprisoned in the strong tower of Hom-op-Zee.
There he remained until he was eighty-two years of age, sav-

age, violent, and unconquered to the last ; for we are told that
he never ceased fighting and thumping as long as he could
close a fist or wield a cudgel.

In the mean time a course of kind and gentle treatment and
wholesome regimen, and, above all, the tender and affectionate

assiduity of his brother, the prince, produced the most salutary
effects upon Count Antoine. He gradually recovered his

reason; but a degree of violence seemed always lurking at the
bottom of his character, and he required to be treated with the
greatest caution and mildness, for the least contradiction exas-
perated him.
In this state of mental convalescence, he began to find the

supervision and restraints of brotherly affection insupportable;
so he left the Netherlands furtively, and repaired to Paris
whither, in fact, it is said he was called by motives of interest
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to make arrangements concerning a valuable estate which he
inherited from his relative, the Princess d'Epiaay.
On his arrival in Paris, he called upon the Marquis of Crequi,

and other of the high nobility with whom he was connected.
He was received with great courtesy; but, as he brought no
letters from his elder brother, the prince, and as various cir-

cumstances of his previous history had transpired, they did
not receive him into their families, nor introduce him to then."

ladies. StiU they feted him in bachelor style, gave him. gay
and elegant suppers at their separate apartments, and took
him to their boxes at the theatres. He was often noticed, too,

at the doors of the most fashionable churches, taking his stand
among the young men of fashion ; and at such times, his taU,

elegant figure, his pale but handsome countenance, and his

flashing eyes, distinguished him from among the crowd; and
the ladies declared that it was almost impossible to support his

ardent gaze.

The Count did not afflict himself much at his limited circu-

lation in the fastidious circles of the high aristocracy. He
relished society of a wilder and less ceremonious cast; and
meeting with loose companions to his taste, soon ran into all

the excesses of the capital, in that most hcentious period. It

is said that, in the course of his wild career, he had an intrigue

with a lady of quality, a favorite of the Eegent; that he was
surprised by that prince in one of his interviews; that sharp

words parsed between them ; and that the jealousy and ven-

geance thus awakened, ended only with his life.

About this time, the famous Mississippi scheme of Law was
at its height, or rather it began to threaten that disastrous

catastrophe which convulsed the whole financial world. Every

effort was making to keep the bubble mflated. The vagrant

population of France was swept o£E from the streets at night,

and conveyed to Havre de Grace, to be shipped to the pro-

jected colonies; even laboring people and mechanics were thus

crimped and spirited away. As Count Antoine was in the

habit of sallying forth at night, in disguise, in pursuit of his

pleasures, he came near being carried ofE by a gang of crimps;

it seemed, in fact, as if they had been lying in wait for him, as

he had experienced very rough treatment at their hands.

Complaint was made of his case by his relation, the Marquis

de Crdqui, who took much interest in the youth; but the Mar-

quis received mysterious intimations not to interfere in the

matter, but to advise the poun^ to quit Pa^^ immediately;
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" If he lingers, he is lost !" This has been cited as a proof that

vengeance was dogging at the heels of the unfortunate youth,

and only watching for an opportunity to destroy him.

Such opportunity occurred but too soon. Among the loose

companions with whom the Count had become intimate, were
two who lodged in the same hotel with him. One was a youth
only twenty years of age, who passed himself off as the Cheva-

lier d'Etampes, but whose real name was Lestang, the prodi-

gal son of a Flemish banker. The other, named Laurent de

MiUe, a Piedmontese, was a cashiered captain, and at the time

an esquire in the service of the dissolute Princess de Carignan,

who kept gambling-tables in her palace. It is probable that

gambling propensities had driven these young men together,

and that their losses had brought them to desperate measures:
certain it is, that aU Paris was suddenly astounded by a raur-

der which they were said to have committed. What inade the
crime more startling, was, that it seemed connected with the

great Mississippi scheme, at that time the fruitful source of all

kinds of panics and agitations. A Jew, a stock-broker, who
dealt largely in shares of the bank of Law, founded on the

Mississippi scheme, was the victim. The story of his death is

variously related. The darkest account states, that the Jew
was decoyed by these young men into an obscure tavern,

under pretext of negotiating with him for bank shares to the
amount of one hundred thousand crowns, which he had with
him in his pocket-book. Lestang kept watch upon the stairs.

The Count and De MiUo entered with the Jew into a chamber.
In a little while there were heard cries and struggles from
within. A waiter passing by the room, looked in, and seeing
the Jew weltering in his blood, shut the door again, double-
locked it, and alarmed the house. Lestang rushed down-
stairs, made his way to the hotel, secured his most portable
effects, and fled the country. The Count and De MiUe en-
deavored to escape by the window, but were both taken,- and
conducted to prison.

A circumstance which occurs in this part of the Coimt's
story, seems to point him out as a fated man. His mother,
and his brother, the Prince Van Horn, had received intelli-

gence some time before at Baussigny, of the dissolute Hfe the
Count was leading at Paris, and of his losses at play. They
despatched a gentleman of the prince's household to Paris, to
pay the debts of the Count, and persuade him to return to
Flanders

; or, if he should refuse, to obtain an order from the
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Regent for him to quit the capital. Unfortunately the gentle-

man did not arrive at Paris until the day after the murder.
The news of the Count's arrest and imprisonment on a

charge of murder, caused a violent sensation among the high
aristocracy. All those connected with him, who had treated
him hitherto with indifference, found their dignity deeply in-

volved iu the question of his guilt or innocence. A general
convocation was held at the hotel of the Marquis de Crequi, of
all the relatives and aUies of the house of Horn. It was an as-

semblage of the most proud and aristocratic personages of

Paris. Inquiries were made into the circumstances of the
affair. It was ascertained, beyond a doubt, that the Jew was
dead, and that he had been kOled by several stabs of a pon-
iard. In escaping by the window, it was said that the Count
had fallen, and been immediately taken; but that De MiUe had
fled through the streets, pursued by the populace, and had been
arrested at some distance from the scene of the murder; that

the Count had declared himself innocent of the death of the
Jew, and that he had risked his own life ia endeavoring to

protect him; but that De Mille, on being brought back to the

tavern, confessed to a plot to murder the broker, and rob him
of his pocket-book, and inculpated the Count in the crime.

Another version of the story was, that the Coimt Van Horn
had deposited with the broker, bank shares to the amount of

eighty-eight thousand livres ; that he had sought him in this

tavern, which was one of his resorts, and had demanded the

\shares; that the Jew had denied the deposit; that a quan-el

. ensued, in the course of which the Jew struck the Count

the face; that the latter, transported with rage, had

snktehed up a knife from a table, and wounded the Jew in

theshbulder; and that thereupon De MUle, who was present,

and whohSdriikewise been defrauded by the broker, fell on

him, and despatched him with blows of a poniard, and seized

upon his pocket-book; that he had offered to divide the con-

tents of the latter with the Count, pro rata, of what the usurer

had defrauded them; that the latter had refused the proposi

tion with disdain, and that, at a noise of persons approach-

ing, both had attempted to escape from the premises, but had

been taken.

Eegard the story in any way they might, appearances were

terribly against the Count, and the noble assemblage was in

great consternation, What was to be done to ward off so foul

a disgrace and to save their illustrious escutcheons from this
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murderous stain of blood? Their first attempt was to prevent

the affair from going to trial, and their relative from being

dragged before a criminal tribunal, on so horrible and de-

grading a charge. They appMed, therefore, to the Eegent, to

intervene his power; to treat the Count as having acted under

an access of his mental malady ; and to shut him up in a mad-
house. The Eegent was deaf to their sohcitations. He re-

phed, coldly, that if the Count was a madman, one could not

get rid too quickly of madmen who were furious in their in-

sanity. The crime was too pubhc and atrocious to be hushed

up or slurred over; justice must take its course.

Seeing there was no avoiding the humiliating scene of a

pubhc trial, the noble relatives of the Count endeavored to pre-

dispose the minds of the magistrates before whom he was to

be arraigned. They accordingly made urgent and eloquent

representations of the high descent, and noble and powerful

connexions of the Count; set forth the circumstances of his

early history ; his mental malady ; the nervous irritability to

which he was subject, and his extreme sensitiveness to insult

or contradiction. By these means they sought to prepare the

judges to interpret every thing in favor of the Count, and,

even if it should prove that he had inflicted the mortal blow
on the usurer, to attribute it to access of insanity, provoked
by insult.

To give full effect to these representations, the noble con-

clave determined to bring upon the judges the dazzUng rays
of the whole assembled aristocracy. Accordingly, on the day
that the trial took place, the relations of the Coimt, to the
number of fifty-seven persons, of both sexes, and of the high-
est rank, repaired in a body to the Palace of Justice, and took
their stations in a long corridor which led to the court-room.
Here, as the judges entered, they had to pass in review this

array of lofty and noble personages, who saluted them mourn-
fully and significantly, as they passed. Any one conversant
with the stately pride and jealous dignity of the French
noblesse of that day, may imagine the extreme state of sensi-

tiveness that produced this self-abasement. It was confidently
presumed, however, by the noble suppliants, that having once
brought themselves to this measure, their influence over the
tribunal would be irresistible. There was one lady present,
however, Madame de Beauffremont, who was affected with
the Scottish gift of second sight, and related such dismal and
sinister apparitions as passing before her eyes, that many of
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her female companions were filled with doleful presenti-
ments.

Unfortmiately for the Count, there was another interest at
work, more powerful even than the high aristocracy. The all-

potent Abbe Dubois, the grand favorite and bosom counsellor
of the Eegent, was deeply interested iu the scheme of Law,
and the prosperity of his bank, and of course in the security of

the stock-brokers. Indeed, the Eegent himself is said to have
dipped deep in the Mississippi scheme. Dubois and Law,
therefore, exerted their influence to the utmost to have the
tragic affair pushed to the extremity of the law, and the mur-
der of the broker punished in the most signal and appalling
manner. Certain it is, the trial was neither long nor intricate.

The Count and his feUow prisoner were equally inculpated in

the crime ; and both were condemned to a death the most hor-

rible and ignominious—to be broken alive on the wheel

!

As soon as the sentence of the court was made pubhc, all the

nobility, in any degree related to the house of Van Horn, went
into mourning. Another grand aristocratical assemblage was
held, and a petition to the Eegent, on behalf of the Count, was
drawn out and left with the Marquis de Crequi for signature.

This petition set forth the previous insanity of the Count, and
showed that it was a hereditary malady of his family. It

stated various circumstances in mitigation of his offence, and
implored that his sentence might be commuted to perpetual

imprisonment.
Upward of fifty names of the highest nobility, beginning

with the Prince de Ligne, and including cardinals, arch-

bishops, dukes, marquises, etc., together with ladies of equal

rank, were signed to this petition. By one of the caprices of

human pride and vanity, it became an object of ambition to

get enrolled among the illustrious suppUants ; a kind of testi-

monial of noble blood, to prove relationship to a murderer!

The Marquis de Crequi was absolutely besieged by applicants

to sign, and had to refer their claims to this singular honor, to

the Prince de Ligne, the grandfather of the Count. Many who
were excluded, were highly incensed, and numerous feuds took

place. Nay, the affronts thus given to the morbid pride of

some aristocratical families, passed from generation to genera-

tion; for, fifty years afterward, the Duchess of Mazarin com-

plained of a slight which her father had received from the Mar-

quis de Crequi; which prdved to be something connected with

the signature of this petition.
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This important document being completed, the illustrious

body of petitioners, male and female, on Saturday evening,

the eve of Pahn Sunday, repaired to the Palais Royal, the resi-

dence of the Regent, and were ushered, with great ceremony
but profound silence, into his hall of council. They had ap-

pointed four of their number as deputies, to present the peti-

tion, viz. : the Cardinal de Rohan, the Duke de Havre, the

Prince de Ligne, and the Marquis de Crequi. After a little

while, the deputies were summoned to the cabinet of the Re-

gent. They entered, leaving the assembled petitioners in a state

of the greatest anxiety. As time slowly wore away, and the

evening advanced, the gloom of the company increased. Sev-

eral of the ladies prayed devoutly: the good Princess of Ar-
magnac told her beads.

The petition was received by the Regent with a most unpropi-
tious aspect. "In asking the pardon of the criminal," said he,

"you display more zeal for the house of Van Horn, than for

the service of the king." The noble deputies enforced the peti-

tion by every argtmient in their power. They supplicated the
Regent to consider that the infamous punishment in question
would reach not merely the person of the condemned, not
merely the house of Van Horn, but also the genealogies of

princely and illustrious families, in whose armorial bearings
might be found quarterings of this dishonored name.

" Gentlemen," replied the Regent, " it appears to me the dis-

grace consists in the crime, rather than in the punishment."
The Prince de Ligne spoke with warmth: "I have in my

genealogical standard," said he, "four escutcheons of Van
Horn, and of course have four ancestors of that house. I must
have them erased and effaced, and there would be so many
blank spaces, hke holes, in my heraldic ensigns. There is not
a sovereign family which would not suffer, through the rigor

of your Royal Highness ; nay, all the world knows, that in the
thirty-two quarterings of Madame, your mother, there is an
escutcheon of Van Horn."
"Very well," replied the Regent, " I will share the disgrace

with you, gentlemen."
Seeing that a pardon could not be obtained, the Cardinal

de Rohan and tlie Marquis de Crequi left the cabinet ; but the
Prince de Ligne and the Duke de Havre remained behind.
The honor of their houses, more than the life of the unhappy
Count, was the great object of their solicitude. They now en-
deavored to obtain a minor gi'ace. They represented that in
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the Netherlands, and in Germany, there was an important dif

ference in the puhlic mind as to the mode of inflicting the pun-
ishment of death upon persons of quality. That decapitation
had no influence on the fortunes of the family of the executed,
but that the punishment of the wheel was such an infamy,
that the uncles, aunts, brothers, and sisters of the criminal,

and his whole family, for three succeeding generations, were
excluded from all noble chapters, princely abbeys, sovereign
bishoprics, and even Teutonic commanderies of the Order of

Malta. They -showed how this would operate immediately
upon the fortunes of a sister of the Count, who was on the
point of being received as a canoness into one of the noble
chapters.

While this scene was going on in the cabinet of the Eegent,
the illustrious assemblage of petiti®iiiers remained in the hall of

council, in the most gloomy state of suspense. The re-entrance

from the cabinet of the Cardinal de Rohan and the Marquis de
Crequi, with pale, downcast countenances, had struck a chill

into every heart. StUl they Ungered imtil near midnight, to

learn the result of the after apphcation. At length the cabi-

'

net conference was at an end. The Eegent came forth, and sa-

luted the high personages cf the assemblage in a courtly man-
ner. One old lady of quality, Madame de Guyon, whom he
had known in his infancy, he kissed on the cheek, calling her

his " good aunt." He made a most ceremonious salutation to

the stately Marchioness de Crequi, telling her he was charmed
to see her at the Palais Royal; " a complimen'<i very iU-timed,"

said the Marchioness, "considering the circumstance which
brought me there." He then conducted the ladies to the door

of the second saloon, and there dismissed them, with the most

ceremonious pohteness.

The apphcation of the Prince de Ligne and the Duke de

Havre, for a change of the mode of punishment, had, after

much drBBculty, been successful. The Eegent had promised

solemnly to send a letter of commutation to the attorney-gen-

eral on Holy Monday, the 25th of March, at five o'clock in the

morning. According to the same promise, a scaffold would be

arranged in the cloister of the Conciergerie, or prison, where

the Count would be beheaded on the same morning, imme-

diately after having received absolution. This mitigation of

the form of punishment gave but httle consolation to the great

body of petitioners, who had been anxious for the pardon of the

youth: it was looked upon as aU-important, however, by the
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Prince de Ligne, who, as has been before observed, was ex-

quisitely alive to the dignity of his family.

The Bishop of Bayeux and the Marquis de Crequi visited the

unfortunate youth in prison. He had just received the com-
munion in the chapel of the Conciergerie, and was kneeling

before the altar, Ustening to a mass for the dead, which was
performed at his request. He protested his innocence of any
intention to murder the Jew, but did not deign to allude to the

accusation of robbery. He made the bishop and the Marquis
promise to see his brother the prince, and inform him of this

his dying asseveration.

Two other of his relations, the Prince Eebecq-Montmorency
and the Marshal Van Isenghien, visited him secretly, and of-

fered him poison, as a means of evading the disgrace of a public

execution. On his refusing to take it, they left him with high
indignation. " Miserable man !" said they, "you are fit only to

perish by the hand of the executioner !"

The Marquis de Crequi sought the executioner of Paris, to

bespeak an easy and decent death for the unfortunate youth.
" Do not make him suffer," said he; " uncover.no part of him
but the neck ; and have his body placed in a coffln, before you
deliver it to his family." The executioner promised all that was
requested, but declined a rouleau of a hundred louis-d'ors which
the Marquis would have put into his hand. '

' I am paid by the

king for fulfilling my office," said he; and added that he had
already refused a Hke sum, offered by another relation of the

Marquis.

The Marquis de Crequi returned home in a state of deep afflic-

tion. There he found a letter from the Duke de St. Simon, the
familiar friend of the Regent, repeating the promise of that

prince, that the punishment of the wheel should be commuted
to decapitation.

"Imagine," says the Marchioness de Crequi, who in her
memoirs gives a detailed account of this affair, " imagine what
we experienced, and what was our astonishment, our grief, and
indignation, when, on Tuesday, the 26th of March, an hour
after midday, word was brought us that the Count Van Horn
had been exposed on the wheel, in the Place de Greve, since

half-past six in the morning, on the same scaffold with the
Piedmontese de Mille, and that he had been tortured previous
to execution !"

One more serine of aristocratic pride closed this tragic story.

The Marquis de Crequi, on receiving this astounding news, im-
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mediately arrayed himself in the uniform of a general officer,

with his cordon of nobility on the coat. He ordered six valets
to attend him in grand livery, and two of his carriages, each
with six horses, to be brought forth. In this sumptuous state,

he set off for the Place de Greve, where he had been preceded
by the Princes de Ligne, de Eohan, de Croiiy, and the Duke
de Havre.
The Count Van Horn was already dead, and it was believed

that the executioner had had the charity to give him the coup
de grace, or " death-blow," at eight o'clock in the morning. At
five o'clock in the eveniag, when the Judge Commissary left

his post at the Hotel de Ville, these noblemen, with their own
hands, aided to detach the mutilated remains of their relation;

the Marquis de Crequi placed them in one of his carriages, and
bore them ofE to his hotel, to receive the last sad obsequies.

The conduct of the Regent In this affair excited general

indignation. His needless severity was attributed by some to

vindictive jealousy ; by others to the persevering machinations

of Law. The house of Van Horn, and the high nobility of

Flanders and Germany, considered themselves flagrantly out-

raged : many schemes of vengeance were talked of, and a hatred

engendered against the Regent, that followed him through life,

and was wreaked with bitterness upon his memory after his

death.

The following letter is said to have been written to the Regent

by the Prince'Van Horn, to whom the former had adjudged

the confiscated effects of the Count

:

" I do not complain, Sir, of the death of my brother, but I

complain that your Royal Highness has violated in his person

the rights of the kingdom, the nobility, and the nation. I thank

you for the confiscation of his effects; but I should think my-
self as much disgraced as he, should I accept any favor at your

hands. / hope that God and the King may render to you as

strictjustice as you have rendered to my unfm^tunate brother."
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PREFACE.

Few events in history have been so signal and striking in
their main circumstances, and so overwhelming and enduring
in their consequences, as that of the conquest of Spain by the
Saracens

;
yet there are few where the motives, and characters,

and actions of the agents have been enveloped in more doubt
and contradiction. As in the memorable story of the FaU of

Troy, we have to make out, as well as we can, the veritable de-

tails through the mists of poetic fiction
; yet poetry has so com-

bined itself with, and lent its magic colouring to, every fact,

that to strip it away would be to reduce the story to a meagre
skeleton and rob it of all its charms. The storm of Moslem in-

vasion that swept so suddenly over the peninsula, silenced for

a time the faint voice of the muse, and drove the sons of learn-

ing from their cells. The pen was thrown aside to grasp the

sword and spear, and men were too much taken up with bat-

tling against the evils which beset them on every side, to find

time or inclination to record them.
When the nation had recovered in some degree from the

effects of this astounding blow, or rather, had become accus-

tomed to the tremendous reverse which it produced, and sage

men sought to inquire and write the particulars, it was too late

to ascertain them in their exact verity. The gloom and melan-

choly that had overshadowed the land, had given birth to a

thousand superstitious fancies; the woes and terrors of the past

were clothed with supernatural miracles and portents, and the

actors in the fearful drama had already assumed the dubious

characteristics of romance. Or if a writer from among the con-

querors undertook to touch upon the theme, it was embellished

with all the wUd extravagancies of an oriental imagination;

which afterwards stole into the graver works of the monkish

historians.

Hence, the earliest chronicles which treat of the downfall of

Spain, are apt to be tinctured with those saintly miracles which
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savour of the pious labours of the cloister, or those fanciful fic-

tions that betray their Arabian authors. Yet, from these apoc-

ryphal sources, the most legitimate and accredited Spanish

histories have taken their rise, as pure rivers may be traced

up to the fens and mantled pools of a m.orass. It is true, the

authors, with cautious discrimination, have discarded those par-

ticulars too starthng for belief, and have culled only such as,

from their probability and congruity, might be safely recorded

as historical facts
;
yet, scarce one of these but has been con-

nected ia the original with some romantic fiction, and, even in

its divorced state, bears traces of its former alhance.

To discard, however, every thing wUd and marvellous in this

portion of Spanish history, is to discard some of its most beau-

tiful, instructive, and national features ; it is to judge of Spain
by the standard of probability suited to tamer and more pro-

saic countries. Spain is virtually a land of poetry and ro-

mance, where every-day life partakes of adventure, and where
the least agitation or excitement carries every thing up into ex-

travagant enterprise and daring exploit. The Spaniards, in all

ages, have been of swelling and braggart spirit, soaring ia

thought, pompous in word, and valiant, though vain-glorious,

in deed. Their heroic aims have transcended the cooler con-
ceptions of their neighbours, and their reckless daring has
borne them on to achievements which prudent enterprise could
never have accomplished. Since the time, too, of the conquest
and occupation of their country by the Arabs, a strong infusion
of oriental magnificence has entered into the national charac-
ter, and rendered the Spaniard distinct from every other na-
tion of Europe.
In the following pages, therefore, the author has ventured to

dip more deeply into the enchanted fountains of old Spanish
chronicles, than has usually been done by those who, in modem
times, have treated of the eventful period of the conquest ; but in
so doing, he trusts he will illustrate more fully the character of
the people and the times. He has thought proper to throw these
records into the form of legends, not claiming for them the au-
thenticity of sober history, yet giving nothing that has not
historical foundation. AH the facts herein contained, however
extravagant some of them maybe deemed, will be found in the
works of sage and reverend chroniclers of yore, growing side
by side with long acknowledged truths, and might be supported
by learned and imposing references in the margin.
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Legends of the Conquest of Spain.

THE LEGEND OF DON RODERICK.*

CHAPTER I.

OF THE ANCIENT INHABITANTS OF SPAIN—OF THE MISRULE OF
WITIZA THE WICKED.

Spain, or Iberia as it was called in ancient days, has been a
country harassed from the earliest times by the invader. The
Celts, the Greeks, the Phenicians, the Carthaginians, by turns
or simultaneously, infringed its territories, drove the native

Iberians from their rightful homes, and estabhshed colonies

and founded cities in the land. It subsequently fell into the

aU-graspiag power of Rome, remaining for some time a subju-

gated province ; and when that gigantic empire crumbled into

pieces, the Suevl, the Alani, and the Vandals, those barbarians

of the north, overran and ravaged this devoted country, and
portioned out the soil among them.

Their sway was not of long duration. In the fifth century

the Goths, who were then the aUies of Rome, undertook the re-

conquest of Iberia, and succeeded, after a desperate struggle oi

three years' duration. They drove before them the barbarous

hordes, their predecessors, intermarried and incorporated

themselves with the original inhabitants, and founded a power-

ful and splendid empire, comprising the Iberian peninsula,

the ancient Narbonnaise, afterwards called Gallia Gotica, or

* Many of the facts in this legend are taken from an old chronicle, written in

quaint and antiquated Spanish, and professing to be a translation from the Arabian

chronicle of the MoorHasis, by Mohammed, a Moslem wi'iter, and Gil Perez, a Span-

ish priest. It is supposed to be a piece of literary mosaic work, made up from boti

Spanish and Arabian chronicles: yet, from this vrorkmost of the Spanish historian^

have drawn their particulars relative to the fortunes of Don Roderick.
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Gothic Gaul, and a part of the African coast called llngitania.

A new nation was, in a manner, produced by this mixture of

the Goths and Iberians. Sprung from a union of warrior races,

reared and nurtured amidst the din of arms, the Gothic Span-

iards, if they may be so termed, were a warlike, unquiet,, yet

high-minded and heroic people. Their simple and abstemious

habits, their contempt for toil and suffering, and their love of

daring enterprise, fitted them for a soldier's Hfe. So addicted

were they to war that, when they had no external foes to con-

tend with, they fought with one another; and, when engaged

in battle, says an old chronicler, the very thunders and light-

nings of heaven could not separate them.*

For two centuries and a half the Gothic power remained im-

shaken, and the sceptre was wielded by twenty-five successive

kings. The crown was elective, in a council of palatines, com-

posed of the bishops and nobles, who, while they swore alle-

giance to the newly-made sovereign, bound him by a recipro-

cal oath to be faithful to his trust. Their choice was made

from among the people, subject only to one condition, that the

king should be of pure Gothic blood. But though the crown

was elective in principle, it gradually became hereditary from

usage, and the power of the sovereign grew to be almost abso-

lute. The king was commander-in-chief of the armies; the

whole patronage of the kingdom was in his hands ; he sum-

moned and dissolved the national councils ; he made and re-

voked laws according to his pleasm-e ; and, having ecclesiasti-

cal supremacy, he exercised a sway even over the consciences

of his subjects.

The Goths, at the time of their inroad, were stout adherents

to the Arian doctrines ; but after a time they embraced the

GathoHc faith, which was maintained by the native Spaniards

free from many of the gross superstitions of the church at

Rome, and this unity of f^ith contributed more than any thing

else to blend and harmonize the two races into one. The bish-

ops and other clergy w-ere exemplary in their lives, and aided

to promote the influence of the laws and maintain the authority

of the state. The fruits of regular and secure government were
manifest in the advancement of agriculture, commerce, and the

peaceful arts ; and in the increase of wealth, of luxury, and re-

finement ; but there was a gradual decline of the simple, hardy,

* Florian de Ocampo, lib. 3, c. 12. Justin, Abrev. Trog. Pomp. L. 44. Bleda,

Cronica, L. 2, c. 3.
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and warlike habits that had distinguished the nation in its

semi-barbarous days.

Such was the state of Spain when, in the year of Eedemption
701, Witiza was elected to the Gothic throne. The beginning
of his reign gave promise of happy days to Spain. He redressed
grievances, moderated the tributes of his subjects, and con-
ducted himself with mingled mildness and energy in the ad-
ministration of the laws. In a little while, however, he threw
off the mask, and showed himself in his true nature, cruel and
luxurious.

Two of his relatives, sons of a preceding king, awakened his

jealousy for the security of his throne. One of them, named
Favila, duke of Cantabria, he put to death, and would have in-

flicted the same fate upon his son Pelayo, but that the youth
was beyond his reach, being preserved by Providence for the

future salvation of Spain. The other object of his suspicion

was Theodofredo, who lived retired from court. The violence

of Witiza reached him even in his retirement. His eyes were
put out, and he was immured within a castle at Cordova. Eod-

erick, the youthful son of Theodofredo, escaped to Italy, where
he received protection from the Romans.
Witiza, now considering him.self secure upon the throne,

gave the reins to his licentious passions, and soon, by his

tyranny and sensuality, acquired the appellation of Witiza

the Wicked. Despising the old Gothic continence, and yield-

ing to the example of the sect of Mahomet, which suited his

lascivious temperament, he indulged in a plurahty of wives

and concubines, encouraging his subjects to do the same. Nay,

he even sought to gain the sanction of the church to his ex-

cesses, promulgating a law by which the clergy were released

from their vows of celibacy, and permitted to marry and to

entertain paramours.

The sovereign Pontiff Gonstantine threatened to depose and

excommunicate him, unless he abrogated this Hcentious law;

but Witiza set him at defiance, threatening, like his Gothic

predecessor Alaric, to assail the eternal city with his troops,

and make spoil of her accumulated treasures.* "We will

adorn our damsels," said he, "with the jewels of Rome, and

replenish our coffers from the mint of St. Peter."

Some of the clergy opposed themselves to the innovating

spirit of the monarch, and endeavoured from the pulpits to

* Chron. de Luitprando, 709. Abai-ca, Anales de Aragon (el Mahometismo, Fol. 5).
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rally the people to the pure doctrines of their faith ; but they

were deposed from their sacred office, and banished as sedi-

tious mischief-makers. The church of Toledo continued re-

fractory ; the archbishop Sindaredo, it is true, was disposed to

accommodate himself to the corruptions of the times, but the

prebendaries battled intrepidly against the new laws of the

monarch, and stood manfully in defence of their vows of chas-

tity. "Since the church of Toledo will not yield itself to our

will, " said Witiza, '

' it shall have two husbands. " So saying,

he appointed his own brother Oppas, at that time archbishop

of SevUle, to take a seat with Sindaredo in the episcopal chair

of Toledo, and made him primate of Spain. He was a priest

after his own heart, and seconded him in all his profligate

abuses.

It was in vain the denunciations of the church were fulmi-

nated from the chair of St. Peter; Witiza threw off all alle-

giance to the Eoman Pontiff, threatening with pain of death
those who should obey the papal mandates. "We wiU suffer

no foreign ecclesiastic, with triple crown," said he, "to domi-
neer over GYxr dominions.

"

The Jews had been banished from the country during the

preceduig reign, but "Witiza permitted them to return, and
even bestowed upon their synagogues privileges of which he
had despoiled the churches. The children of Israel, when scat-

tered throughout the earth by the fall of Jerusalem, had car-

ried with them into other lands the gainful arcana of traffic,

and were especially noted as opulent money-changers and
curious dealers in gold and silver and precious stones ; on this

occasion, therefore, they were enabled, it is said, to repay the
monarch for his protection by bags of money, and caskets of

sparkling gems, the rich product of their oriental commerce.
The kingdom at this time enjoyed external peace, but there

were symptoms of internal discontent. Witiza took the alarm

;

he remembered the ancient turbulence of the nation, and its

proneness to internal feuds. Issuing secret orders, therefore,

in all directions, he dismantled most of the cities, and demol-
ished the castles and fortresses that might serve as rallying

points for the factious. He disarmed the people also, and con-

verted the weapons of war into the implements of peace. It

seemed, in fact, as if the millennium were dawning upon the
land, f6r the sword was beaten into a ploughshare, and the
spear into a pruning-hoort.

While thus the ancient martial fire of the nation was extin-
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guished, its morals likewise were corrupted. The altars were
abandoned, the churches closed, wide disorder and sensuality-

prevailed throughout the land, so that, according to the old
chroniclers, within the compass of a few short years, " Witiza
the "Wicked taught all Spain to sin."

CHAPTER II.

THE RISE OF DON RODERICK—HIS GOVERNMENT.

Woe to the ruler whq founds his hope of sway on the weak-
ness or corruption of the people. The very measures taken
by Witiza to perpetuate his power ensured his downfall.

While the whole nation, under his licentious rule, was sink-

ing into vice and effeminacy, and the arm of war was
unstrung, the youthful Eoderick, son of Theodofredo, was
training up for action in the stem but wholesome sfihool of

adversity. He instructed himself in the use of arms ; became
adroit and vigorous by varied exercises ; learned to despise aU
danger, and inured himself to hunger and watcMukioss and
the rigour of the seasons.

His merits and misfortunes procured him many friends

among the Romans; and when, being arrived at a fitting age,

he undertook to revenge the wrongs of his father and his

kindred, a host of brave and hardy soldiers flocked to his

standard. With these he made his sudden appearance in

Spain. The friends of his house and the disaffected of all

classes hastened to join him, and he advanced rapidly and

without opposition, through an unarmed and enervated land.

Witiza saw too late the evil he had brought upon himself.

He made a hasty levy, and took the field with a scantily

equipped and tmdiscipMned host, but was easily routed and

made prisoner, and the whole kingdom submitted to Don
Eoderick.

The ancient city of Toledo, the royal residence of the Gothic

kings, was the scene of high festivity and solemn ceremonial

on the coronation of the victor. Whether he was elected

to the throne according to the Gothic usage, or seized it by

the right of conquest, is a matter of dispute among histori-

ans but all agree that the nation submitted cheerfully to his
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sway, and looked forward to prosperity and happiness under

their newly elevated monarch. His appearance and character

seemed to justify the anticipation. He was in the splendour

of youth, and of a majestic presence. His soul was bold and
daring, and elevated by lofty desires. He had a sagacity that

penetrated the thoughts of men, and a magnificent spirit that

won all hearts. Such is the picture which ancient writers give

of Don. Roderick, when, with all the stern and simple virtues

unimpaired, which he had acquired in adversity and exUe, and
flushed with the triumph of a pious revenge, he ascended the

Gothic throne.

Prosperity, however, is
,
the real touchstone of the human

heart ; no sooner did Eoderick find himself in possession of the

crown, than the love of power and the jealousy of rule were
awakened in his breast. His first measure was against Witiza,

who was brought in chains into his presence. Roderick be-

held the captive monarch with an unpitying eye, remembering
only his wrongs and cruelties to his father. " Let the evils he
has inflicted on others be visited upon his own head," said he;

"as he did unto Theodofredo, even so be it done unto him."
So the eyes of Witiza were put out, and he was thrown into

the same dungeon at Cordova in which Theodofredo had lan-

guished. There he passed the brief remnant of his days in

perpetual darkness, a prey to wretchedness and remorse.
Eoderick now cast an uneasy aaid suspicious eye upon Evan

and Siseburto, the two sons of "Witiza. Fearful lest they
should foment some secret rebellion, he banished them the
kingdom. They took refuge in the Spanish dominions in

Africa, where they were received and harboured by Eequila,

governor of Tangier, out of gratitude for favours which he had
received from their late father. There they remained, to brood
over their fallen fortunes, and to aid in working out the future
woes of Spain.

Their uncle Oppas, bishop of Seville, who had been made
co-partner, by Witiza, in the archiepiscopal chair at Toledo,
would have likewise fallen under the suspicion of the king ; but
he was a man of consummate art, and vast exterior sanctity,

and won upon the good graces of the monarch. He was suf-

fered, therefore, to retain his sacred office at Seville : but the
see of Toledo was given in charge to the venerable Urbino ; and
the law of Witiza was revoked that dispensed the clergy from
their vows of ceUbacy.
The jealousy of Eoderick for the security of his crown was
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soon again aroused, and Ms measures were prompt and severe.

Having been informed that the governors of certain castles

and fortresses in Castie land Andalusia had conspired against
him, he caused them to be put to death and their strongholds
to be demolished. He now went on to imitate the pernicious
policy of his predecessor, throwing do^vn waUs and towers,

disarming the people, and thus incapacitating them from re-

beUion. A few cities were permitted to retain their fortifica-

tions, but these were intrusted to alcaydes ia whom he had
especial confidence ; the greater part of the kingdom was left

defenceless; the nobles, who had been roused to temporary
manhood during the recent stir of war, sunk back into the

inglorious state of inaction which had disgraced them during

the reign of Witiza, passing their time in feasting and dancing

to the soimd of loose and wanton minstrelsy.* It was scarcely

possible to recognize in these idle wassaUers and soft voluptu-

aries the descendants of the stem and frugal warriors of the

frozen north; who had braved flood and mountain, and heat

and cold, and had battled their way to empu-e across half a

world in arms.

They surrounded their youthful monarch, it is true, with a

blaze of military pomp. Nothing could surpass the splendour

of their arms, which were embossed and enamelled, and en-

riched with gold and jewels and curious devices; nothing

could be more gallant and glorious than their aiTay; it was

all plume and banner and silken pageantry, the gorgeous

trappings for tnt and tourney and courtly revel ; but the iron

soul of war was wanting.

How rare it is to learn wisdom from the misfortunes of

others. With the fate of Witiza full before his eyes, Don

Roderick indulged in the same pernicious errors, and was

doomed, in like manner, to prepare the way for his own per-

dition.

CHAPTER HI.

OF THE LOVES OF EODERIOK AND THE PRINCESS ELYATA.

As yet the heart of Roderick, occupied by the struggles of

his early life, by warlike enterprises, and by the inquietudes of

newly-gotten power, had been insensible to the charms of

* Mariana, Hist, Esp. L. 6, c. 21.
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women; but in the present voluptuous calm, the amorous
propensities of his nature assum.ed. their sway. There are

divers accounts of the youthful beauty who first found favour

in. his eyes, and was elevated by him to the throne. We fol-

low in our legend the details of an Arabian chronicler,* au-

thenticated by a Spanish poet.t Let those who dispute our
facts, produce better authority for their contradiction.

Among the few fortified places that had not been dismantled

by Don Roderick, was the ancient city of Denia, situated on
the Mediterranean coast, and defended on a rock-built castle

that overlooked the sea.

The Alcayde of the castle, with many of the people of Denia,

was one day on his knees in the cliapel, imploring the Virgin

to allay a tempest which was strewing the coast with wrecks,
when a sentiuel 'brought word that a Moorish cniiser was
standing for the land. The Alcayde gave orders to ring the
alarm bells, Kght signal fires on the hill tops, and rouse the
country, for the coast was subject to cruel maraudings from
the Barbary curisers.

In a little while the horsemen of the neighbourhood were
seen pricking along the beach, armed with such weapons as
they could find, and the Alcayde and his scanty garrison de-

scended from the MU. In the mean time the Moorish bark
came rolling and pitching towards the land. As it drew near,
the rich carving and gilding with which it was decorated, its

silken bandaroles and banks, of crimson oars, showed it to be
no warhke vessel, but a sumptuous gaJiot destined for state and
ceremony. It bore the marks of the tempest; the masts were
broken, the oars shattered, and fragments of snowy sails and
silken awnings were fluttering in the blast.

As the galiot grounded upon the sand, the impatient rabble
rushed into the surf to capture and make spoil; but were
awed into admiration and respect by the appearance of the
illustrious company on board. There were Moors of both
sexes sumptuously arrayed, and adorned with precious jewels,
bearing the demeanour of persons of lofty rank. Among them
shone conspicuous a youthful beauty, magnificently attired,
to whom all seemed to pay reverence.
Several of the Moors surrounded her with drawn swords,

threatening death to any that approached; others sprang

* Perdida de EspaiSa, por Abulcasim Tarif Abentarique, lib. 1.

' Lope de Vega.
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from the bark, and throwing themselves on their knees before
the Alcayde, implored him, by his honour and courtesy as a
knight, to protect a royal virgin from injury and insult.

" You behold before you," said they, " the only daughter of
the king of Algiers, he betrothed bride of the son of the kiag
of Tmiis. We were conducting her to the, court of her expect-
ing bridegroom, when a tempest drove us from our course, and
compelled us to take refuge on your coast. Be not more cruel
than the tempest, but deal nobly with that which even sea and
storm have spared."
The AJcayde Ustened to their prayers. He conducted the

princess and her train to the castle, where every honour due
to her rank was paid her. Some of her ancient attendants
interceded for her liberation, promising countless sums to be
paid by her father for her ransom; but the^cayde turned a
deaf ear to all their golden offers. "She is a royal captive,"
said he; "it belongs to my sovereign alone to dispose of her."
After she had reposed, therefore, for some days at the castle,

and recovered from the fatigue and terror of the seas, he
caused her to be conducted, with all her train, in magnificent
state to the court of Don Eoderick.

The beautiful Elyata * entered Toledo more hke a triumphant
sovereign than a captive. A chosen band of Christian horse-

men, splendidly armed, appeared to wait upon her as a mere
guard of honour. She was surrounded by the Moorish dam-
sels of her train, and followed by her own Moslem, guards, all

attired with the magnificence that had been intended to grace

her arrival at the court of Tunis. The princess was arrayed

in bridal robes, woven in the most costly looms of the orient

;

her diadem sparkled with diamonds, and was decorated with

the rarest plumes of the bird of paradise, and even the silken

trappings of her palfrey, which swept the ground, were covered

with pearls and precious stones. A.S this brilliant cavalcade

crossed the bridge of the Tagus, all Toledo poured forth to be-

hold it, and nothing was heard throughout the city but praises

of the wonderful beauty of the princess of Algiers. King
Eoderick came forth, attended by the chivalry of his court, to

receive the royal captive. His recent voluptuous Hfe had dis-

posed him for tender and amorous affections, and at the first

sight of the beautiful Elyata he was enraptured with her

charms. Seeing her face clouded with sorrow and anxiety,

* By some she is called Zara.
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he soothed her with gentle and courteous words, and conduct-

ing her to a royal palace, " Behold, " said he, " thy habitation,

where no one shall molest thee ; consider thyself at home in

the mansion of thy father, and dispose of c .ly thing according

to thy will."

Here the princess passed her time, with the female atten-

dants who had accompanied her from Algiers; and no one

but the king was permitted to visit her, who daily became
more and more enamoured of his lovely captive, and sought

by tender assiduity to gain her affections. The distress of the

princess at her captivity was soothed by this gentle treatment.

She was of an age when sorrow cannot long hold sway over

the heart. Accompanied by her youthful attendants, she

ranged the spacious apartments of the palace, and sported

among the groves and alleys of its garden. Every day the

remembrance of the paternal home grew less and less painful,

and the king became more and more amiable in her eyes ; and
when, at length, he offered to share his heart and throne with
her, she Ustened with downcast looks and kindling blushes,

but with an air of resignation.

One obstacle remained to the complete fruition of the mon-
arch's wishes, and this was the religion of the princess. Eod-
erick forthwith employed the archbishop of Toledo to instruct
the beautiful Elyata in the mysteries of the Christian faith.

The female intellect is quick in perceiving the merits of new
doctrines; the archbishop, therefore, soon succeeded in con-
verting, not merely the princess, but most of her attendants,
and a day was appointed for their public baptism. The cere-

mony was performed with great pomp and solemnity, in the
presence of all the nobility and chivalry of the court. The
princess and her damsels, clad in white, walked on foot to the
cathedral, while numerous beautiful children, arrayed as an-
gels, strewed their path with flowers; and the archbishop
meeting them at the portal, received them, as it were, into the
bosom of the church. The princess abandoned her Moorish
appellation of Elyata, and was baptized by the name of Exilona,
by which she was thenceforth called, and has generally been
known in history.

The nuptials of Roderick and the beautiful convert took
place shortly afterwards, and were celebrated with great mag-
nificence. There were jousts, and tourneys, and banquets,
and other rejoicings, which lasted twenty days, and were at-
tended by the principal nobles from all parts of Spain. After
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these were over, such of the attendants of the princess as re-

fused to embrace Christianity and desired to return to Africa,
were dismissed with munificent presents ; and an embassy was
sent to the king of Algiers, to inform him of the nuptials of his
daughter, and to proffer him the friendship of King Eoderick.*

CHAPTER IV.

OF COUNT JULIAN.

For a time Don Eoderick lived happily with his young and
beautiful queen, and Toledo was the seat of festivity and splen-

dour. The principal nobles throughout the kingdom repaired

to his court to pay him homage, and to receive his commands

;

and none were more devoted in their reverence than those who
were obnoxious to suspicion from their connexion with the late

king.

Among the foremost of these was Count JuUan, a man des-

tined to be infamously renowned in the dark story of his coun-

try's woes. He was of one of the proudest Gothic famiUes,

lord of Consuegra and Algeziras, and connected by marriage
with Witiza and the Bishop Oppas; his wife, the Countess
Frandina, being their sister. In consequence of this connex-

ion, and of his own merits, he had enjoyed the highest dig-

nities and commands, being one of the Espatorios, or royal

sword-bearers ; an office of the greatest confidence about the

person of the sovereign, t He had, moreover, been entrusted

with the miMtary government of the Spanish possessions on
the African coast of the strait, which at that time were threat-

ened by the Arabs of the East, the followers of Mahomet, who
were advancing their victorious standard to the extremity of

* " Como esta Infanta era muy hermosa, y el Eey [Don Rodrigo] dispuesta y gen-

til hombre, entro por medio el amor y afloion, y junto con el regalo con que la avia

mandado hospedar y servir ful causa que el rey persuadio esta Infanta, que si se

tomava a su ley de christiano la tomaria por muger, y que la haria seflora de sub

Eeynos. Con esta persuasion ella feu contenta, y aviendose vuelto Christiana, se

caso con ella, y se oelebraron sus bodas con muchas fiestas y regozijos, como era

razon."—Abulcasim, Conq'st de Eapan. cap. 3.

t Condes Espatorios; so called from the drawn, swords of ample size and breadth

with which they kept guard in the ante-chambers of the Gothic kings. Comes
Spathariorum, custodum corporis Regis Profectus. Hunc et Propospatharium ajv

pellatum existimp.—Patr. Pant, de Offlc. Goth.
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"Western Africa. Count Julian established his seat of govern-

ment at Ceuta, the frontier bulwark and one of the far-famed

gates of the Mediterranean Sea. Here he boldly faced, and
held in check, the torrent of Moslem invasion.

Don Julian was a man of an active, but irregular genius, and
a grasping ambition ; he had a love for power and grandeur, in

which he was joined by his haughty countess ; and they could

ill brook the downfall of their house as threatened by the fate

of Witiza. They had hastened, therefore, to pay their court

to the newly elevated monarch, and to assure him of their

fidelity to his interests.

Roderick was readily persuaded of the sincerity of Count
Julian ; he was aware of his merits as a soldier and a governor,

and continued him in his important command : honouring him
with many other niarks of implicit confidence. Count Julian

sought to confirm this confidence by every proof of devotion.

It was a custom among the Goths to rear many of the children
of the most illustrious families in the royal household. They
served as pages to the king, and handmaids and ladies of hon-
our to the queen, and were instructed in all manner of accom-
pUshments befitting their gentle blood. When about to depart
for Ceuta, to resume his command, Don Juhan brought his
daughter Morinda to present her to the sovereigns. She was
a beautiful virgin that had not as yet attained to womanhood.
" I confide her to your protection," said he to the king, " to be
unto her as a father; and to have her trained in the paths of
virtue. I can leave with you no dearer pledge of my loyalty."
King Eoderick received the timid and blushing maiden into

his paternal care
;
promising to watch over her happiness with

a parent's eye, and that she should be enrolled among the most
cherished attendants of the queen. With this assurance of the
welfare of his chUd, Count Julian departed, well pleased, for
his government at Ceuta.

CHAPTER V.

THE STOET OF FLORINDA.

The beautiful daughter of Count Julian was received with
great favour by the Queen ExUona and admitted among the
noble damsels that attended upon her person. Here she lived
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in honour and apparent security, and surrounded by innocent
delights. To gratify his queen, Don Eoderick had built for her
rural recreation a palace without the walls of Toledo, on the
banks of the Tagus. It stood in the midst of a garden, adorned
after the luxurious style of the East. The air was perfumed
by fragrant shrubs and flowers; the groves resounded with the
song of the nightingale, while the gush of fountains and water-
falls, and the distant murmur of the Tagus, made it a deUght-
ful retreat during the sultry days of sununer. The charm of
perfect privacy also reigned throughout the place, for the gar-
den walls were high, and numerous guards kept watch with-
out to protect it from all intrusion.

In this delicious abode, more befitting an oriental voluptuary
than a Gothic king, Don Eoderick was accustomed to while
away much of that time which should have been devoted to
the toilsome cares of government. The very security and
peace which he had produced throughout his dominions by
his precautions to abolish the means and habitudes of war,
had effected a disastrous change in his character. The hardy
and heroic qualities which had conducted him to the throne,

were softened in the lap of indulgence. Surrounded by the

pleasures of an idle and efEeminate court, and beguiled by the

example of his degenerate nobles, he gave way to a fatal sen-

suality that had lain dormant in his nature dm-ing the virtu-

ous days of his adversity. The mere love of female beauty

had first enamoured him of Exilona, and the same passion,

fostered by voluptuous idleness, now betrayed him into the

commission of an act fatal to himself and Spain. The follow-

ing is the story of his error as gathered from an old chronicle

and legend.

In a remote part of the palace was an apartment devoted to

the queen. It was like an eastern harem, shut up from the

foot of man, and where the king himself but rarely entered.

It had its own courts, and gardens, and fountains, where the

queen was wont to recreate herself with her damsels, as she

had been accustomed to do in the jealous privacy of her fa-

ther's palace.

One sultry day, the king, instead of taking his siesta, or

mid-day slumber, repaired to this apartment to seek the

society of the queen. In passing through a smaU oratory,

he was drawn by the sound of female voices to a casement

overhung with myrtles and jessamines. It looked into an

interior garden or court, set out with ^xdnge-trees, in the
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midst of which was a marble fountain, surrounded by a

grassy bank, enamelled with flowers.

It was the high noontide of a summer day, when, in sultry

Spain, the landscape trembles to the eye, and all nature seeks

repose, except the grasshopper, that pipes his lulling note

to the herdsman as he sleeps beneath the shade.

Around the fountain were several of the damsels of the

queen, who, confident of the sacred privacy of the place, were

yielding in that cool retreat to the indulgence prompted by the

season and the hour. Some lay asleep on the flowery bank;

others sat on the margin of the fountain, talking and laughing,

as they bathed their feet in its limpid waters, and King Eod-

erick beheld delicate Hmbs shining through the wave, that

might rival the marble in whiteness.

Among the damsels was one who had come from the Bar-

bary coast with the queen. Her complexion had the dark

tinge of Mauritania, but it was clear and transparent, and the

deep rich r6se blushed through the lovely brown. Her eyes

were black and full of fire, and flashed from under long silken

eyelashes.

A sportive contest arose among the maidens as to the com-

parative beauty of the Spanish and Moorish forms; but the

Mauritanian damsel revealed limbs of voluptuous symmetry
that seemed to defy all rivalry.

The Spanish beauties were on the point of giving up the

contest, when they bethought themselves of the yoimg Flo-

rinda, the daughter of Count Julian, who lay on the grassy

bank, abandoned to a summer sliunber. The soft glow of

youth and health mantled on her cheek ; her fringed eyelashes

scarcely covered their sleeping orbs ; her moist and ruby Mps
were slightly parted, just revealing a gleam of her ivory teeth,

while her innocent bosom rose and fell beneath her bodice,

like the gentle swelling and sinking of a tranquil sea. There

was a breathing tenderness and beauty in the sleeping virgin,

that seemed to send forth sweetness like the flowers around
her.

"Behold," cried her companions exultingly, "the champion
of Spanish beauty !"

In their playful eagerness they half disrobed the innocent
Morinda before she was aware. She awoke in time, however,
to escape from their busy hands; but enough of her charms
had been revealed to convince the monarch that they were
not to be rivalled by the rarest beauties of Mauritania.
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From this day the heart of Eoderick was inflamed with a
fatal passion. He gazed on the beautiful Flormda with fervid
desire, and sought to read in her looks whether there was
levity or wantonness in her bosom; but the eye of the damsel
ever sunk beneath his gaze, and remained bent on the earth in
virgin modesty.

It was in vain he caUed to mind the sacred trust reposed
in him by Count Julian, and the promise he had given to
watch over his daughter with paternal care; his heart was
vitiated by sensual indulgence, and the consciousness of power
had rendered him selfish in his gratifications.
Being one evening in the garden where the queen was divert-

ing herself with her damsels, and coming to the fountain
where he had beheld the innocent maidens at their sport, he
could no longer restrain the passion that raged within 'his
breast. Seating himself beside the foimtaia, he called Flo-
rinda to him to draw forth a thorn which had pierced his
hand. The maiden knelt at his feet, to examine his hand,
and the touch of her slender fingers thriQed through his veins.
As she knelt, too, her anaber locks fell in rich ringlets about
her beautiful head, her innocent bosom palpitated beneath
the crimson bodice, and her timid blushes increased the efful-

gence of her charms.
Having examined the monarch's hand in vain, she looked

up in his face with artless perplexity.

"Senor," said she, "I can find no thorn, nor any sign of

wound."
Don Eoderick grasped her hand and pressed it to his heart.

"It is here, lovely Florinda!" said he. "It is here! and thou

alone canst pluck it forth !"

"My lord !" exclaimed the blushing and astonished maiden.

"Florinda!" said Don Eoderick, "dost thou love me ?"

"Senor," said she, "my father taught me to love and
reverence you. He confided me to your care as one who
would be as a parent to me, when he should be far distant,

serving your majesty with life and loyalty. May God incUno

your majesty ever to protect me as a father." So saying, the

maiden dropped her eyes to the ground, and continued kneel-

ing: but her countenance had become deadly pale, and as she

knelt she trembled.

"Florinda," said the king, "either thou dost not, or thou

wilt not understand me. I would have thee love me, not as a

father, nor as a monarch, but as one who adores thee. Why
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dost thou start ? No one shall know our loves ; and, moreover,

the love of a monarch inflicts no degradation like the love of

a common man—riches and honours attend upon it. I wiU

advance thee to rank and dignity, and place thee above the

proudest females of my court. Thy father, too, shall be more

exalted and endowed than any noble in my reahn."

The soft eye of Florinda kindled at these words. " Seiior,"

said she, "the hne I spiing from can receive no dignity by

means so vile ; and my father would rather die than pin-chase

rank and power by the dishonour of his child. But I see,"

continued she, "that your majesty speaks in this manner

only to try me. You may have thought me light and simple,

and unworthy to attend upon the queen. I pray your majesty

to pardon me, that I have taken your pleasantry in such

serious part."

In this way the agitated maiden sought to evade the ad-

dresses of the monarch, but stiU her cheek was blanched, and

her lip quivered as she spake.

The king pressed her hand to his Mps with fervour, "May
ruin seize me," cried he, " if I speak to prove thee. My heart,

my kingdom, are at thy conamand. Only be mine, and thou

shalt rule absolute mistress of myself and my domains."

The damsel rose from the earth where she had hitherto

knelt, and her whole countenance glowed with virtuous in-

dignation. "My lord," said she, "I am your subject, and in

your power ; take my life if it be your pleasure, but nothing

shall tempt me to commit a crime which would be treason to

the queen, disgrace to my father, agony to my mother, and
perdition to myself." With these words she left the garden,

and the king, for the moment, was too much awed by her

indignant virtue to oppose her departure.

We shall pass briefly over the succeeding events of the story

of Florinda, about which so much has been said and sung by
chronicler and bard : for the sober page of history should be

carefully chastened from all scenes that might inflame a wan-
ton imagiaation,— leaving them to poems and romances, and
such like highly seasoned works of fantasy and recreation.

Let it suffice to say, that Don Roderick pursued his suit to

the beautiful Florinda, his passion being more and more in-

flamed by the resistance of the virtuous damsel. At length,

forgetting what was due to helpless beauty, to his own honour
as a knight, and his word as a sovereign, he triumphed over
her weakness by base and umnanly violence.
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There are not wanting those who affirm that the hapless

Florinda lent a yielding ear to the solicitations of the monarch,
and her name has been treated with opprobrium in several of

the ancient chronicles and legendary ballads that have trans-

mitted, from generation to generation, the story of the woes of

Spain. In very truth, however, she appears to have been a
guiltless victim, resisting, as far as helpless female could resist,

the arts and intrigues of a powerful monarch, who had nought
to check the indulgence of his wiU, and bewailing her disgrace

with a poignancy that shows how dearly she had prized her

honour.

In the first paroxysm of her grief she wrote a letter to her

father, blotted with her teai-s and almost incoherent from her

agitation. "Would to God, my father," said she, "that the

earth had opened and swallowed me ere I had been reduced to

write these lines. I blush to tell thee, what it is not proper to

conceal. Alas, my father ! thou hast entrusted thy lamb to

the guardianship of the Hon. Thy daughter has been dis-

honoured, the royal cradle of the Goths polluted, and our line-

age insiilted and disgraced. Hasten, my father, to rescue your
child from the power of the spoiler, and to vindicate the honour
of your house."

When Floriuda had written these lines, she summoned a

youthful esquire, who had been a page in the service of her

father. " Saddle thy steed," said she, " and if thou dost aspire

to knightly honour, or hope for lady's grace ; if thou hast fealty

for thy lord, or devotion to his daughter, speed swiftly upon
my errand. Rest not, halt not, spare not the spur, but hie

thee day and night until thou reach the sea ; take the first

bark, and haste with sail and oar to Ceuta, nor pause until

thou give this letter to the count my father." The youth put

the letter in his bosom. "Trust me, lady," said he, "IwUl
neither halt, nor turn aside, *ior cast a look behind, untU I

reach Count Julian." He mounted his fleet steed, sped his

way across the bridge, and soon left behind him the verdant

vaUey of the Tagus.
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CHAPTER VI.

DON EODERICK RECEIVES AN EXTEAORDINAKT EMBASSY.

The heart of Don Eoderick was not so depraved by sensual-

ity, but that the wrong he had been guilty of toward the in-

nocent Florinda, and the disgrace he had inflicted on her

house, weighed heavy on his spirits, and a cloud began to

gather on his once clear and unwrinkled brow.

Heaven, at this time, say the old Spanish chronicles, per-

mitted a marvellous intimation of the wrath with which it in-

tended to visit the monarch and his people, in punishment of

their sins; nor are we, say the same orthodox writers, to

startle and withhold our faith when we meet in the page of

discreet and sober history with these signs and portents, which

transcend the probabilities of ordiaary life; for the revolutions

of empires and the downfall of mighty kings are awful events,

that shake the physical as well as the moral world, and are

often annoimced by forerunning marvels and prodigious omens.

With such like cautious preliminaries do the wary but credu-

lous historiographers of yore usher ,in a marvellous event of

prophecy and enchantment, linked in ancient story with the

fortunes of Don Eoderick, but which modern doubters would
fain hold up as an apocryphal tradition of Arabian origin.

Now, so it happened, according to the legend, that about this

time, as King Roderick was seated one day on his throne, sur-

rounded by his nobles, in the ancient city of Toledo, two men
of venerable appearance entered the hall of audience. Their

snowy beards descended to their breasts, and their gray hairs

were bound with ivy. They were arrayed in white garments
of foreign or antiquated fashion, which swept the ground, and
were cinctured with girdles, vrought with the signs of the
zodiac from which were suspended enormous bunches of keys
of every variety of form. Having approached the throne
and made obeisance: "Enow, O king," said one of the old

men, "that in days of yore, when Hercules of Libya, sur-

named the Strong, had set up. his pillars at the ocean strait, he
erected a tower near to this ancient city of Toledo. He built it

of prodigious strength, and finished it with magic art, shutting
up within it a fearful secret, never to be penetrated without
peril and disaster. To protect this terrible mystery he closed

the entrance to the edifice with a ponderous door of iron.
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secured by a great lock of steel, and he left a command that

every king who should succeed him should add another lock

to the portal; denouncing woe and destruction on him who
should eventually unfold the secret of the tower.

"The guardianship of the portal was given to our ancestors,

and has continued in our family, from generation to genera-

tion, since the days of Hercules. Several kings, from time to

time, have caused the gate to be thrown open, and have at-

tempted to enlier, but have paid dearly for their temerity.

Som^e have perished within, the threshold, others have been
overwhelmed with horror at tremendous sounds, which shook
the foundations of the earth, and have hastened to reclose the

door and secure it with its thousand locks. Thus, siace the

days of HerciUes, the inmost recesses of the pile have never

been penetrated by mortal man, and a profound mystery con-

tinues to prevail over this great enchantment. This, O king,

is all we have to relate ; and our errand is to entreat thee to

repair to the tower and aflQx thy lock to the portal, as has

been done by all thy predecessors." Having thus said, the

ancient men made a profoimd reverence and departed from the

presence chamber.*

Don Eoderick remained for some time lost in thought after

the departure of the men; he then dismissed all his court

excepting the venerable Urbino, at that time archbishop of

Toledo. The long white beard of this prelate bespoke his ad-

vanced age, and his overhanging eyebrows showed him a man

full of wary counsel.

"Father," said the king, " I have an earnest desire to pene-

trate the mystery of this tower." The worthy prelate shook

hishoary head.
'

' Beware, my son, " said he ;
" there are secrets

hidden from man for his good. Tour predecessors for many

generations have respected this mystery, and have increased

in might and empire. A knowledge of it, therefore, is not

material to the welfare of your kingdom. Seek not then to

indulge a rash and unprofitable curiosity, which is interdicted

under such awful menaces."
" Of what importance," cried the king, "are the menaces of

Hercules the Libyan? was he not a pagan; and can his en-

chantments have aught avaU against a behever in our holy

faith? - Doubtless in this tower are locked up treasures of gold

* Perdida de EspaBa, por Abulcasim Tarif Abentarique; 1. 1, e. 6. Cronica del Eey

T.™ T?oHri>ro nor el Moro Basis, 1. 1, u. 1. Bleda, Cron. cap. vii.
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and jewels, amassed in days of old, the spoils of mighty kings,

the riches of the pagan world. My coffers are exhausted; I

have need of supply ; and surely it would be an acceptable act

in the eyes of heaven, to draw forth this wealth which lies

buried under profane and necromantic spells, and consecrate it

to religious purposes."

The venerable archbishop still continued to remonstrate, but
Don Eoderick heeded not his counsel, for he was led on by his

maUgnant star. "Father," said he, " it is in vain you attempt
to dissuade me. My resolution is fixed. To-morrow I will

explore the hidden mystery, or rather the hidden treasures, of

this tower."

CHAPTER VII.

STOEY OF THE MAEVELLOUS AND POETENTOTJS TOWEE.

The morning sun shone brightly upon the cHff-built towers of
Toledo, when King Roderick issued out of the gate of the city
at the head of a numerous train of courtiers and cavaUers, and
crossed the bridge that bestrides the deep rocky bed of the
Tagus. The shining cavalcade wound up the road that leads
among the mountaias, and soon came in sight of the necromantic
tower.

Of this renowned edifice marvels are related by the ancient
Arabian and Spanish chroniclers, "and I doubt much," adds
the venerable Agapida, "whether many readers will not con-
sider the whole as a cunningly devised fable, sprung from an
oriental imagination ; but it is not for me to reject a fact which
is recorded by all those writers who are the fathers of our
national history; a fact, too, which is as weU attested as most
of the remarkable events in the story of Don Eoderick. None
but Hght and inconsiderate minds," continues the good friar,
"do hastily reject the marveUous. To the thinking mind the
whole world is enveloped in mystery, and every thing is full of
type and portent. To such a mind the necromantic tower of
Toledo win appear as one of those wondrous monuments of
the olden time; one of those Egyptian and Chaldaic piles,
storied with hidden wisdom and mystic prophecy, which have
been devised in past ages, when man yet enjoyed an intercourse
with high and spiritual natures, and when hmnan foresight
partook of divination."
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This singular tower was round and of great height and gran-
deur, erected upon a lofty rock, and surrounded by crags and
precipices. The foundation was supported by four brazen
Uons, each taUer than a cavalier on horseback. The walls were
built of small pieces of jasper and various coloured marbles,

not larger than a man's hand; so subtUely joined, however,
that, but for their different hues, they might be taken for onc
entire stone. They were arranged with marvellous cunning so

as to represent battles and warlike deeds of times and heroes

long since passed away, and the whole surface was so admirably
polished that the stones were as lustrous as glass, and reflected

the rays of the sun with such resplendent brightness as to daz-

zle all beholders.*

Kiug Eoderick and his courtiers arrived wondering and
amazed at the foot of the rock. Here there was a narrow arched

way cut through the hving stone: the only entrance to the

tower. It was closed by a massive iron gate covered with

rusty locks of divers workmanship and in the fashion of differ^

ent centuries, which had been affixed by the predecessors of

Don Eoderick. On either side of the portal stood the two an-

cient guardians of the tower, laden with the keys appertaining

to the locks.

The king alighted, and approaching the portals, ordered the

guardians to unlock the gate. The hoary-headed men drew

back with terror.
'

' Alas !" cried they,
'

' what is it your majesty

requires of us? Would you liave the mischiefs of this tower

unbound, and let loose to shake the earth to its foundations?"

The venerable archbishop Urbino likewise implored him not

to disturb a mystery which had been held sacred frona genera-

tion to generation within the memory of man, and which even

Caesar himself, when sovereign of Spain, had not ventured to

invade. The youthful cavaliers, however, were eager to pur-

sue the adventure, and encouraged him in his rash curiosity.

'Come what come may," exclaimed Don Eoderick, "I am
resolved to penetrate the mystery of this tower." So saying,

he again commanded the guardians to unlock the portal. The

ancient men obeyed with fear and trembling, but their hands

shook with age, and when they appKed the keys the locks were

so rusted by time, or of such strange workmanship, that they

resisted their feeble efforts, whereupon the young cavaliers

*From the minute account of the good friar, drawn from the ancient chronicles,

it would appear that the walls of the tower were pictured in mosaic work.
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pressed forward and lent their aid. Still the locks were so

numerous and diflELcult, that with all their eagerness and

strength a great part of the day was exhausted before the

whole of them could be mastered.

When the last bolt had yielded to the key, the guardians and
' the reverend archbishop again entreated the king to pause

and reflect. " Whatever is within this tower," said they, "is

as yet harmless and lies bound under a mighty spell: venture

not then to open a door which may let forth a flood of evil

upon the land. " But the anger of the king was roused, and he

ordered that the portal should be instantly thrown open. In

vain, however, did one after another exert his strength, and
equally in vain did the cavahers unite their forces, and apply

their shoulders to the gate ; though there was neither bar nor

holt remaining, it was perfectly immovable.

The patience of the king was now exhausted, and he ad-

vanced to apply his hand ; scarcely, however, did he touch the

iron gate, when it swung slowly open, uttering, as it were, a

dismal groan, as it turned reluctantly upon its hinges. A cold,

damp wind issued forth, accompanied by a tempestuous sound.

The hearts of the ancient guardians quaked within them, and
their knees smote together ; but several of the youthful cava-

liers rushed in, eager to gi'atify their curiosity, or to signalize

themselves in this redoubtable enterprise. They had scarcely

advanced a few paces, however, when they recoiled, overcome
by the baleful air, or by some fearful vision.* Upon this, the

king ordered that fires should be kindled to dispel the dark-

ness, and to correct the noxious and long imprisoned air; he
then led the way into the interior ; but, though stout of heart,

he advanced with awe and hesitation.

After proceeding a short distance, he entered a hall, or ante-

chamber, on the opposite of which was a door, and before it,

on a pedestal, stood a gigantic figure, of the colour of bronze,

and of a terrible aspect. It held a huge mace, which it twirled

incessantly, giving such cruel and resoim.ding blows upon the

earth as to prevent aU further entrance.

The king paused at sight of this appalling figure, for whether
it were a living being, or a statue of magic artifice, he could
not teU. On its breast was a scroU, whereon was inscribed

in large letters, " I do my duty." t After a Httle while Roder-
ick plucked up heart, and addressed it with great solemnity:

* Bleda, Cronica, cap. 7. t IdeiUo
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'Whatever thou be," said he, "know that I come not to vio-

late this sanctuary, but to inquire into the mystery it con-

tains; I conjure thee, therefore, to let me pass in safety."

Upon this the figure paused with uphfted mace, and the king
and his train passed unmolested through the door.

They now entered a vast chamber, of a rare and sumptu-
ous architecture, difficult to be described. The waUs were
encrusted with the most precious gems, so joined together as

to form one smooth and perfect surface. The lofty dome ap-

peared to be self-supported, and was studded with gems, lus-

trous as the stars of the firmament. There was neither wood,
nor any other common or base material to be seen throughout

the edifice. There were no windows or other openings to
admit the day, yet a radiant light was spread throughout the

place, which seemed to shine from the walls, and to render

every object distinctly visible.

In the centre of this haH stood a table of alabaster of

the rarest workmanship, on which was inscribed in Greek
characters, that Hercules Alcides, the Theban Greek, had
founded this tower in the year of the world three thousand

and six. Upon the table stood a golden casket, richly set

round with precious stones, and closed with a lock of mother-

of-pearl, and on the lid were ioscribed the following words:
" In this coffer is contained the mystery of the tower. The

hand of none but a kmg can open it; but let him beware! for

marvellous events wiU be revealed to him, which are to take

place before his death."

King Eoderick boldly seized upon the casket. The venerable

archbishop laid his hand upon his arm, and made a last remon-

strance. "Forbear, my son 1" said ho; "desist while there is

yet time. Look not into the mysterious decrees of Providence.

God has hidden them ih mercy from our sight, and it is impious

to rend the veil by which they are concealed!"

"What ttave I to dread from a knowledge of the future?"

replied Roderick, with an air of haughty presumption. " If

good be destined me, I shall enjoy it by anticipation; if evil, I

shall arm myself to meet it." So saying, he rashly broke the

lock.

Within the coifer he found nothing but a linen cloth, folded

between two tablets of copper. On unfolding it he beheld

painted on it figures of men on horseback, of fierce demeanour,

clad in turbans and robes of various colours, after the fashion

of the Arabs, with scimitars hanging from their necks and
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cross-bows at their saddle-backs, and they carried banners and

pennons with divers devices. Above them was inscribed in

Greek characters, "Rash monarch ! behold the men who are to

hurl thee from thy throne, and subdue thy kingdom !"

At sight of these things the king was troubled in spirit, and

dismay fell upon his attendants. While they were yet regard-

ing the paintings, it seemed as if the figures began to move,

and a faint sound of warlike timault arose from the cloth, with

the clash of .cymbal and bray of trumpet, the neigh of steed

and shout of army; but all was heard indistinctly, as if afar

off, or in a reverie or dream. The more they gazed, the plainer

became the motion, and the louder the noise; and the linen

cloth roUed forth, and amplified, and spread out, as it were, a

mighty banner, and filled the hall, and mingled with the air,

until its texture was no longer visible, or appeared as a trans-

parent cloud. And the shadowy figures appeared all in

motion, and the din and uproar became fiercer and fiercer; and
whether the whole were an animated picture, or a vision, or an
array of embodied spirits, conjured up by supernatural power,

no one present could tell. They beheld before them a great

field of battle, where Christians and Moslems were engaged in

deadly conflict. They heard the rush and tramp of steeds, the

blast of trump and clarion, the clash of cymbal, and the stormy
din of a thousand drums. There was the clash of swords, and
maces, and battle-axes, with the whistling of arrows and the

hurtUng of darts and lances. The Christians quailed before the

foe; the infidels pressed upon them and put them to utter

rout ; the standard of the cross was cast down, the banner of

Spain was trodden under foot, the air resounded with shouts of

triumph, with yells of fury, and with the groans of dying men.
Amidst the flying squadrons King Roderick beheld a crowned
warrior, whose back was towards him, but whose armour and
device were his own, and who was mounted on a white steed

that resembled his own war-horse Oreha. In the confusion of

the flight, the warrior was dismounted and was no longer to be

seen, and Oreha galloped wildly through the field of battle

without a rider.

Roderick stayed to see no more, but rushed from the fatal

hall, followed by his terrified attendants. They fled through
the outer chamber, where the gigantic figure with the whirling
mace had disappeared from his pedestal, and on issuing into

the open air, they found the two ancient guardians of the

tower lying dead at the portal, as though they had been
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crushed by some mighty blow. All nature, which had been
clear and serene, was now in wild uproar. The heavens were
darkened by heavy clouds ; loud bursts of thunder rent the air,
and the earth was deluged with rain and rattling haU.
The king ordered that the iron portal should be closed, but

the door was immovable, and the cavaliers were dismayed by
the tremendous- turmoil and the mingled shouts and groans
that continued to prevail within. The kiag and his train hast-
ened back to Toledo, pxirsued and pelted by the tempest. The
moimtains shook and echoed with the thunder, trees were up-
rooted and blown down, and the Tagus raged and roared and
flowed above its banks. It seemed to the affrighted courtiers as
if the phantom legions of the tower had issued forth and min-
gled with the storm; for amidst the claps of thunder and the
howMng of the wind, they fancied they heard the sound of the
drums and trumpets, the shouts of armies, and the rush of
steeds. Thus beaten by tempest and overwhelmed with
horror, the king and his courtiers arrived at Toledo, clattering
across the bridge of the Tagus, and entering the gate in head-
long confusion as though they had been pursued by an enemy.
In the morning the heavens were again serene, and all nature

was restored to tranquiUity. The king, therefore, issued forth
with his cavaliers, and took the road to the tower, followed by
a great multitude, for he was anxious once more to close the
iron door, and shut up those evils that threatened to overwhelm
the land. But lo! on coming in eight of the tower, a new
wonder met their eyes. An eagle appeared high in the air,

seeming to descend from heaven. He bore in his beak a burn-
ing brand, and lighting on the summit of the tower, fanned
the fire with his wings. In a little while the edifice burst forth

iuto a blaze as though it had been built of rosin, and the flames

moimted into the air with a brilliancy more dazzHng than the

sun; nor did they cease until every stone was consumed and
the whole was reduced to a heap of ashes. Then there came a

vast flight of birds, small of size and sable of hue, darkening

the sky like a cloud; and they descended and wheeled in

circles round the ashes, causing so great a wind with their

wings that the whole was borne up into the air, and scattered

throughout aU Spain, and wherever a particle of that ashes fell

it was as a stain of blood. It is furthermore recorded by
ancient men and writers of former days, that aU those on
whom this dust feU were afterwards slain in battle, when the

country was conquered by the Arabs, and that the destruction
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of this necromantic tower was a sign and token of the ap-

proaching perdition of Spain.
" Let all those," concludes the cautious friar, " who question

the verity of this most marvellous occurrence, consult those

admirahle sources of our history, the chronicle of the Moor
Basis, and the work entitled. The Fall of Spain, written by the

Moor Abulcasim Tarif Abentarique. Let them consult, more-

over, the venerable historian Bleda, and the cloud of other

Catholic Spanish writers who have treated of this event, and

they will find I have related nothing that has not been printed

and published under the inspection and sanction of our holy

mother church. God alone knoweth the truth of these things;

I speak nothing butwhat has been handed down to me from
times of old." ,

CHAPTER VIII.

COUNT JULIAN—HIS FORTUNES IN AFRICA.—HE HEARS OF THB
DISHONOUR OF HIS CHILD—HIS CONDUCT THEREUPON.

The course of our legendary narration now returns to notice

the fortunes of Count Julian, after his departure from Toledo,

to resume his government on the coast of Barbary. He left

the Countess Frandina at Algeziras, his paternal domain, for

the province under his command was threatened with inva-

sion. In fact, when he arrived at Ceuta he found his post

in imminent danger from the aU-conquering Moslems. The
Arabs of the east, the followers of Mahomet, having subjugated
several of the most potent oriental kins^oms, had established

their seat of empire at Damascus, where, at this time, it was
filled by Waled Almanzor, sumamed "The Sword of G-od.'

From thence the tide of Moslem conquest had rolled on to the

shores of the Atlantic, so that all Almagreb, or Western Africa,

had submitted to the standard of the Prophet, with the ex-

ception of a portion of Tingitan;ia, lying along the straits ; being

the province held by the Goths of Spain, and commanded by
Count Julian. The Arab invaders were a hundred thousand

strong, most of them veteran troops, seasoned in warfare and
accustomed to victory. They were led by an old Arab Gen-
eral, Muza ben Nosier, to whom was confided the government
of Almagreb ; most of which he had himself conquered. The
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ambition of tMs veteran was to make the Moslem conquest
complete, by expelling the Christians from the African shores;
with this view his troops menaced the few remaining Gothic
fortresses of Tingitania, while he himself sat down in person
before the walls of Ceuta. The Arab chieftain had been ren-
dered confident by continual success, and thought nothing
could resist his arms and the sacred standard of the Prophet.
Impatient of the tedious delays of a siege, he led his troops
boldly against the rock-buUt towers of Ceuta, and attempted
to take the place by storm. The onset was fierce, and the
struggle desperate ; the swarthy sons of the desert were light

and vigorous, and of fiery spirit, but the Goths, inured to

danger on this frontier, retained the stubborn valour of their

race, so impaired among their brethren in Spain. They were
commanded, too, by one skUled in warfare and ambitious of re-

nown. After a vehement conflict the Moslem assailants were
repulsed from aJl points, and driven from the walls. Don
Julian saUied forth and harassed them in their retreat, and so

severe was the carnage that the veteran Muza was fain to

break up his camp and retire confounded from the siege.

The victory at Ceuta resounded throughout Tingitania, and.

spread universal joy. On every side were heard shouts of

exultation mingled with praises of Count Julian. He was

hailed by the people, wherever he went, as their dehverer, and

blessings were invoked upon his head. The heart of Count

Julian was hfted up, and his spirit swelled within him; but it

was with noble and virtuous pride, for he was conscious of

having merited the blessings of his coimtry.

In the midst of his exultation, and while the rejoicings of

the people were yet sounding in his eats, the page arrived who

bore the letter from his unfortunate daughter.

"What tidings from the king?" said the count, as the page

knelt before him.
'
' None, my lord, " replied the youth ;

" but I

bear a letter sent in all haste by the Lady Florinda.

"

He took the letter from his bosom and presented it to his

lord^ As Count Julian read it his countenance darkened and

fell.' "This," said he, bitterly, "is my reward for serving a

tyrant ; and these are the honours heaped on me bymy country

while fighting its battles in a foreign land. May evil overtake

me, and infamy rest upon my name, if I cease until I have full

measure of revenge."

Count Julian was vehement in his passions, and took no

counsel in his wrath. His spirit was haughty in the extreme,
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but destitute of true magnanimity, and when once wounded,

turned to gall and venom. A dark and malignant hatred en-

tered into his soul, not only against Don Roderick, but against

aU Spain ; he looked upon it as the scene of his disgrace, a land

in which his family was dishonoured, and, in seeking to avenge

the wrongs he had suffered from his sovereign, he meditated

against his native country one of the blackest schemes of

treason that ever entered into the hmnan heart.

The plan of Count JuMan was to hurl King Eoderick from

his throne, and to deliver all Spain into the hands of the infi-

dels. In concerting and executing this treacherous plot, it

seemed as if his whole nature was changed ; every lofty and

generous sentiment,was stifled, and he stooped to the meanest

dissimulation. His first object was, to extricate his family

from the power of the king, and to remove it from Spain before

his treason should be known; his next, to deprive the country

of its remaining means of defence against an invader.

With these dark purposes at heart, but with an open and
serene countenance, he crossed to Spain and repaired to the

court at Toledo. Wherever he came he was hailed with accla-

mation, as a victorious general, and appeared in the presence

of his sovereign radiant with the victory at Ceuta. Conceal-

ing from King Eoderick his knowledge of the outrage upon his

house, he professed nothing but the most devoted loyalty and
affection.

The king loaded him with favours ; seeking to appease his

own conscience by heaping honours upon the father in atone-

ment of the deadly wrong inflicted upon his child. He re-

garded Count Julian, also, as a man able and experienced in

warfare, and took his advice in all matters relating to the

military affairs of the kingdom. The count magnified the

dangers that threatened the frontier under his command, and
prevailed upon the king to send thither the best horses and
arms remaining from the time of Witiza, there being no need

of them in the centre of Spain, in its present tranquil state.

The residue, at his suggestion, was stationed on the frontiers

of Gallia ; so that the kingdom was left almost wholly with-

out defence against any sudden irruption from the south.

Having thus artfully arranged his plans, and all things being

prepared for his return to Africa, he obtained permission to

withdraw his daughter from the court, and leave her with her
mother, the Countess Frandina, who, he pretended, lay dan-
gerously iU at Algeziras. Cotmt Juhan issued out of the gate
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of the city, followed by a shining band of chosen followers,

while beside him, on a palfrey, rode the pale and weeping
Morinda. The populace hailed and blessed him as he passed,
but his heart turned from them with loathing. As he crossed

the bridge of the Tagus he looked back with a dark brow upon
Toledo, and raised his mailed haiid and shook it at the royal

palace of King Eoderick, which crested the rocky height. "A
father's curse," said he, "be upon thee and thine 1 may deso-

lation fall upon thy dwelling, and confusion and defeat upon
thy realm !"

In his journeyrags through the country, he looked round
him with a malignant eye ; the pipe of the shepherd, and the

song of the husbandman, were as discord to his soul; every

sight and sound of human happiness sickened him at heart

;

and, in the bitterness of his spirit, he prayed that he might

see the whole scene of prosperity laid waste with fire and
sword by the invader.

The story of domestic outrage and disgrace had already

been made known to the Countess Trandina. When the hap-

less Florinda came in presence of her mother, she fell on her

neck, and hid her face in her bosom, and wept; but the

countess shed never a tear, for she was a woman haughty of

spirit and strong of heart. She looked her husband sternly in

the face. " Perdition Hght upon thy head," said she, "if thou

submit to this dishonour. For my own part, woman as I am,

I will assemble the followers of my house, nor rest until rivers

of blood have washed away this stain."

"Be satisfied," repMed the count; "vengeance is on foot, and

will be sure and ample."

Being now in his own domains, surrounded by his relatives

and friends. Count Julian went on to complete his web of

treason. In this he was aided by his brother-in-law, Oppas,

the bishop of SevUle : a dark man and perfidious as the night,

but devout in demeanour, and smooth and plausible in council.

This artful prelate had contrived to work himself into the

entire confidence of the king, and had even prevailed upon

him to permit his nephews, Evan and Siseburto, the exiled

sons of Witiza, to return into Spain. They resided in Andalu-

sia and were now looked to as fit instruments in the present

traitorous conspiracy.

By the advice of the bishop. Count Juhan called a secret

meeting of his relatives and adherents on a wild rocky moim-
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ish appellation of " La Sierra de Calderin," or the mountain ol

treason.* When aU were assembled, Count Julian appeared

among them, accompanied by the bishop and by the Countess

Frandina. Then gathering around him those who were of his

blood and kindred, he revealed the outrage that had been

ofEered to their house. He represented to them that Eoderick

was their legitimate enemy ; that he had dethroned Witiza,

their relation, and had now stained the honour of one of the

most illustrious daughters of their line. The Countess Fran-

dina seconded his words. She was a woman majestic in

person and eloquent of tongue, and being inspired by a

mother's feeUngs, her speech aroused the assembled caTaliers

to fury.

The count took advantage of the excitement of the moment
to unfold his plan. The main object was to dethrone Don
Eoderick, and give the crown to the sons of the late King
Witiza. By this means they would visit the sins of the tyrant

upon his head, and, at the same time, restore the regal honours

to their line. For this purpose their own force would be in-

sufficient, but they might procure the aid of Muza ben Nosier,

the Arabian general, in Mauritania, who would, no doubt,

gladly send a part of his troops into Spain to assist in the

enterprise.

The plot thus suggested by Count Julian received the un-

holy sanction of Bishop Oppas, who engaged to aid it secretly

with all his influence and means ; for he had great wealth and
possessions, and many retainers. The example of the reverend
prelate determined aU who might otherwise have wavered,
and they bound themselves by dreadful oaths to be true to the

conspiracy. Count Julian undertook to proceed to Africa,

and seek the camp of Muza, to negotiate for his aid, while the

bishop was to keep about the person of King Roderick, and
lead him into the net prepared for him.

All things being thus arranged. Count Julian gathered to-

gether his treasure, and taking his wife and daughter and aU
his household, abandoned the country he meant to betray;
embarking at Malaga for Ceuta. The gate of the wall of that

city, through which they went forth, continued for ages to

bear the name of Puerta de la Cava, or the gate of the harlot

;

for such was the opprobrious and unmerited appellation be-

stowed by the Moors on the unhappy Florinda.f

* Bleda, cap. 5. t Idem., cap. 4.
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CHAPTER IX.

SECRET VISIT OF COUNT JULIAN TO THE ARAB CAMP— FIRST
EXPEDITION OP TAEIC EL T^ERXO.

When Count Julian had placed his family in security in
Ceuta, surrounded by soldiery devoted to his fortunes, he took
with him a few confidential followers, and departed in secret

for the camp of the Arabian Emir, Muza ben Nosier. The
camp was spread out in one of those pastoral valleys which lie

at the feet of the Barbary hills, with the great range of the
Atlas mountains towering in the distance. In the motley
army here assembled were warriors of every tribe and nation,

that had been united by pact or conquest in the cause of Islam.

There were those who had followed Muza from the fertile re-

gions of Egypt, across the deserts of Barca, and those who had
joined Ms stsindard from among the sun-burnt tribes of Mauri-

tania. These were Saracen and Tartar, Syrian and Copt, and
swarthy Moor ; sumptuous warriors from the civilized cities of

the east, and the gaunt and predatory rovers of the desert.

The greater part of the army, however, was composed of

Arabs ; but differing greatly from the first rude hordes that

enlisted under the banner of Mahomet. Almost a centuiy of

continual wars with the cultivated nations of the east had

rendered them accomplished warriors ; and the occasional so-

journ in luxurious countries and populous cities, had acquaint-

ed them with the arts and habits of civihzed life. Still the

roving, restless, and predatory habits of the genuine son of

Ishmael prevailed, in defiance of every change of clime or

situation.

Count JuKan found the Arab conqueror Muza surrounded by

somewhat of oriental state and splendour. He was advanced

in Ufa, but of a noble presence, and concealed his age by ting-

ing his hair and beard with henna. The count assumed an air

of soldier-like frankness and decision when he came into his

presence.
'

' Hitherto, " said he,
'

' we have been enemies
;
but I

come to thee in peace, and it rests with thee to make me the

most devoted of thy friends. I have no longer country or king.

Eoderick the Goth is an usurper, and my deadly foe; he has

woimded my honour in the tenderest point, and my country

cfFriT-ds me no redress. Aid me in my vengeance, and I will
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deliver all Spain into thy hands ; a land far exceeding in fer-

tility and wealth aU the vaunted regions thou hast conquered

in Tingitania."

The heart of Muza leaped with joy at these words, for he was

a bold and ambitious conqueror, and, having overrun all west-

em Africa, had often cast a wistful eye to the mountains of

Spain, as he beheld them brightening beyond the waters of the

strait. Still he possessed the caution of a veteran, and feared

to engage in an enterprise of such moment, and to carry his

arms into another division of the globe, without the approba-

tion of his sovereign. Having drawn from Count Julian the

particulars of his plan, and of the means he possessed to carry

it into effect, he laid them before his confidential counsellors

and oflQcers, and demanded their opinion. "These words of

Count Julian," said he, "may be false and deceitful; or he

may not possess the power to fulfil his promises. The whole

may be a pretended treason to draw us on to our destruction.

It is more natural that he should be treacherous to us than to

his country."

Among the generals of Muza, was a gaunt swarthy veteran,

scarred with wounds; a very Arab, whose great dehght was
roving and desperate enterprise, and who cared for nothing be-

yond his steed, his lance, and scimitar. He was a native of

Damascus; his name was Taric ben Zeyad, but, from having

lost an eye, he was known among the Spaniards by the appel-

lation of Taric el Tuerto, or Taric, the one-eyed.

The hot blood of this veteran IshmaeUte was in a ferment

when he heard of a new country to invade, and vast regions to

subdue, and he dreaded lest the cautious hesitation of Muza
should permit the glorious prize to escape them. "You speak
doubtingly," said he, " of the words of this Christian cavalier,

but their truth is easily to be ascertained. Give me four gal-

leys and a handful of men, and I will depart with this Count
Julian, skirt the Christian coast, and bring thee back tidings of

the land, and of his means to put it in our power."
The words of the veteran pleased Muza ben Nosier, and he

gave his consent ; and Taric departed with four galleys and
five hundred men, guided by the traitor Juhan.* This first

expedition of the Arabs against Spain took place, according to

certain historians, in the year of our Lord seven hundred and

* Beuter, Cron. Gen. de Espaua, L. 1, e. 28. Marmol. Descrip. de Africa, L.

2, Q. 10.
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twelve ; though others differ on this point, as indeed they do
upon ahnost every point in this early period of Spanish histoly.
The date to which the judicious chroniclers inchne, is that of
seven hundred and ten, in the month of July. It would appear
from some authorities, also, that the galleys of Taric cruised
along the coasts of Andalusia and Lusitania, under the feigned
character of merchant barks, nor is this at aU improbable,
while they were seeking merely to observe the land, and get a
knowledge of the harbours. Wherever they touched, Count
Julian despatched emissaries to assemble his friends and ad-
herents at an appointed place. They gathered together secretly
at Gezira Alhadra, that is to say, the Green Island, where they
held a conference with Cotmt Julian in presence of Taric ben
Zeyad.* Here they again avowed their readiness to flock to
his standard whenever it shoiild be openly raised, and made
known their various preparations for a rebellion. Taric was
convinced, by all that he had seen and heard, that Count
Julian had not deceived them, either as to his disposition or

his means to betray his country. Indulging his Arab inclina-

tions, he made an inroad into the land, collected great spoil

and many captives, and bore off his plunder in triumph to

Muza, as a specimen of the riches to be gained by the conquest

of the Christian land.f

CHAPTER X.

LETTER OF MUZA TO THE CALIPH—SECOND EXPEDITION OF TARIO

EL TUERTO.

On hearing the tidings brought by Taric el Tuei-to, and be-

holding the spoil he had collected, Muza wrote a letter to the

CaUph Waled Almanzor, setting forth the traitorous proffer of

Count JuHan, and the probability, through his means, of mak-

ing a successful invasion of Spain. "Anew land," said he,

"spreads itself out before our deUghted eyes, and invites our

conquest. A land, too, that equals Syria in the fertility of its

"

sou, and the serenity of its sky; Yemen, or Arabia the happy,

in its delightful temperature ; India in its flowers and spices;

Hegiaz in its fruits and flowers ; Cathay in its precious min-

erals, and Aden in the excellence of its ports and harbours. It

* Bleda, Cron. c. 5. + CPH'ie, Hj??- P9S( AT^b. parf 5, p. §,
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is populous also, and wealthy ; having many splendid cities and
majestic monimients of ancient art. What is to prevent this

glorious land from becoming the inheritance of the faithful?

Already we have overcome the tribes of Berbery, of Zab, of

Derar, of Zaai-a, Mazamuda and Sus, and the victorious stand-

ard of Islam floats on the towers of Tangier. But four leagues

of sea separate us from the opposite coast. One word from my
sovereign, and the conquerors of Africa wiU pour their legions

into Andalusia, rescue it from the domination of the unbehever,

and subdue it to the law of the Koran."

*

The caliph was overjoyed with the contents of the letter.

" God is great !" exclaimed he, "and Mahomet is his prophet!

It has been fcretold by the ambassador of God that his law
should extend to the ultimate parts of the west, and be carried

by the sword into new and unknown regions. Behold another
land is opened for the triumphs of the faithful. It is the will

of Allah, and be his sovereign will obeyed." So the caliph

sent missives to Muza, authorizing him to undertake the con-

quest.

Upon this there was a great stir of preparation, and numer-
ous vessels were assembled and equipped at Tangier to convey
the invading army across the straits. Twelve thousand men
were chosen for this expedition : most of them light Arabian
troops, seasoned in warfare, and fitted for hardy and rapid en-

terprise. Among them were many horsemen, mounted on fleet

Arabian steeds. The whole was put under the command of the

veteran Taric el Tuerto, or the one-eyed, in whom Muza re-

posed impUcit confidence as in a second self. Taric accepted
the command with joy ; his martial fire was roused at the idea
of having such an army under his sole command, and such a
country to overrun, and he secretly determined never to return
unless victorious.

He chose a dark night to convey his troops across the straits

of Hercules, and by break of day they began to disembark at
Tarifa before the country had time to take the alarm. A few
christians hastily assembled from the neighbourhood and op-
posed their landing, but were easUy put to flight. Taric stood
on the sea-side, and watched tmtil the last squadron had
landed, and all the horses, armour, and munitions of war,
were brought on shore ; he then gave orders to set fire to the
ships. The Moslems were struck with terror when theybe-

* Conde, part 1, u. 8.
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held their fleet wrapped in flames and smoke, and sinking
beneath the waves. " How shall we escape," exclaimed they,
"if the fortune of war should be against us?" " There is no
escape for the coward!" cried Taric, "the brave man thinks of
none; yom- only chance is victory." " But how without ships
shall we ever return to our homes ?" "Your home," repUed
Taric,

'

' is before you ; but you must win it with your swords.

"

"While Taric was yet talking with his followers, says one of
the ancient chroniclers, a Christian female was descried wav-
ing a white pennon on a reed, in signal of peace. On being
brought into the presence of Taric, she prostrated herself be-

fore him. " Senor," said she, " I am an ancient woman; and
it is now full sixty years past, and gone since, as I was keeping
vigils one winter's night by the fireside, I heard my father,

who was an exceeding old man, read a prophecy said to have
been written by a holy friar ; and this was the purport of the

prophecy, that a time would arrive when our country would
be invaded and conquered by a people from Africa of a strange

garb, a strange tongue, and a strange rehgion. They were to

be led by a strong and valiant captain, who would be known
by these signs : on his right shoulder he would have a hairy
mole, and his right arm would be much longer than the left,

and of such length as to enable him to cover his knee with his

hand without bending his body."

Taric listened to the old beldame with grave attention, and
when she had concluded, he laid bare his shoulder, and lol

there was the mole as it had been described; his right arm,

also, was in verity found to exceed the other iri.length, though

not to the degree that had been mentioned. Upon this the

Arab host shouted for joy, and felt assured of conquest.

The discreet Antonio Agapida, though he records this cir-

cumstance as it is set down in ancient chronicle, yet withholds

his belief from the pretended prophecy, considering the whole

a cunning device of Taric to increase the coiu'age of his troops.

" Doubtless," says he, " there was a collusion between this an-

cient sibyl and the crafty son of Ishm:::^!; for these infidel

leaders were full of damnable inventions to work upon the su-

perstitious fancies of their followers, and to inspire them with

a blind confidence in the success of their arms."

Be this as it may, the veteran Taric took advantage of the

excitement of his soldiery, and led them forward to gain pos-

session of a strong-hold, which was, in a manner, the key to

all the adjacent country. This was a lofty mountain or pro-
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montory almost surrounded by the sea, and connected with
the main land by a narrow isthmus. It was called the rock

of Calpe, and, hke the opposite rock of Ceuta, commanded the

entrance to the Meditei-ranean Sea. Here ia old times, Her-

cules had set up one of his pillars, and the city of Heraclea had
been built.

As Tai'ic advanced against this promontory, he was opposed

by a hasty levy of the Christians, who had assembled under
the banner of a Gothic noble of great power and importance,

whose domains lay along the mountainous coast of the Medi-

terranean. The name of this Christian cavalier was Theodo-

mir, but he has universally been called Tadmir by the Arabian
historians, and is renowned as being the first commander that

made any stand against the inroad of the Moslems. He was
about forty years of age ; hardy, prompt, and sagacious ; and
had aU the Gothic nobles been equally vigilant and shrewd in

their defence, the banner of Islamwould never have triimiphed

over the land.

Theodomir had but seventeen hundred men under his com-
mand, and these but rudely armed; yet he made a resolute

stand against the army of Taric, and defended the pass to the

promontory with great valour. He was at length obUged to

retreat, and Taric advanced and planted his standard on the

rock of Calpe, and fortified it as his strong-hold, and as the

means of securing an entrance into the land. To commemo-
rate his first victory, he changed the name of the promontory,

and called it Gibel Taric, or the Moimtain of Tarib, but in pro-

cess of time the name has gradually been altered to Gibraltar.

In the meantime, the patriotic chieftain Theodomir, having
collected his routed forces, encamped with them on the skirts

of the mountains, and summoned the country round to join his

standard. He sent off missives in all speed to the king, im-

parting in brief and blunt terms the news of the invasion, and
craving assistance with equal frankness. " Senor," said he,

in his letter, " the legions of Africa are upon us, but whether
they come from, heaven or earth I know not. They seem to

have fallen from the clouds, for they have no ships. We have
been taken by surprise, overpowered by numbers, and obliged

to retreat ; and they have fortified themselves in our territory.

Send us aid, senor, with instant speed, or rather, come your-
self to our assistance." *

* Conde, part i, c. 9,
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CHAPTER XI.

MEASURES OF DON RODERICK ON HEARING OP THE INTASION—
EXPEDITION OF ATAULPHO—VISION OP TARIC.

When Don Eoderick heaxd that legions of turbaned troops
had poured into the land from Africa, he called to mind the
visions and predictions of the necromantic tower, and great fear
came upon him. But, though stmk from his former hardihood
and virtue, though enervated by indulgence, and degraded in
spirit by a consciousness of crime, he was resolute of soul, and
roused himself to meet the coming danger. He summoned a
hasty levy of horse and foot, amounting to forty thousand;
but now were felt the effects of the crafty counsel of Count
Julian, for the best of the horses and armour intended for the
pubUc service, had been sent into Africa, and were really in
possession of the traitors. Many nobles, it is true, took the
field with the sumptuous array with which they had been ac-

customed to appear at tournaments and jousts, but most of

their vassals were destitute of weapons, and cased in cuirasses

of leather, or suits of armour almost consumed by rust. They
were without disciphne or animation; and their horses, hke
themselves, pampered by slothful peace, were little fitted to

bear the heat, the dust, and toil of long campaigns.
This army Don Eoderick put under the command of his kins-

man Ataulpho, a prince of the royal blood of the Goths, and of

a noble and generous nature; and he ordered him to march
with all speed to meet the foe, and to recruit his forces on the

way with the troops of Theodomir.

In the meantime, Taric el Tuerto had received large rein-

forcements from Africa, and the adherents of Count JuUan,

and all those discontented with the sway of Don Roderick, had

flocked to his standard; for many were deceived by the repre-

sentations of Count Julian, and thought that the Arabs had

come to aid him in. placing the sons of Witiza upon the throne.

Guided by the count, the troops of Taric penetrated into vari-

ous parts of the country, and laid waste the land; bringing

back loads of spoil to their strong-hold at the rock of Calpe.

The Prince Ataulpho marched with his army through Anda-

lusia, and was joined by Theodomir with his troops; he met

with various detachments of the enemy foraging the coimtry,

and hod several bloody skirmishes; but he succeeded in driv-
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ing them before him, and they retreated to the rock of Calpe,

where Taric lay gathered up with the main body of his army.

The prince encamped not far from the bay which spreads it-

self out before the promontory. In the evening he despatched

the veteran Theodomir, with a trumpet, to demand a parley of

the Arab chieftain, who I'eceived the envoy in his tent, sur-

rounded by his captains. Theodomir was frank and abrupt in

speech, for the most of his life had been passed far from courts.

He dehvered, in round terms, the message of the Prince Ataul-

pho ; upbraiding the Arab general with his wanton invasion of

the land, and summoning him to surrender his army or to ex-

pect no mercy.
The single eye of Taric el Tuerto glowed hke a coal of fire at

this message. "TeU your commander," replied he, "that I

have crossed the strait to conquer Spain, nor will I return un-

til I have accomplished my purpose. TeU him I have men
skOled in war, and armed in proof, with whose aid I trust soon

to give a good account of his rabble host.

"

A murmur of applause passed through the assemblage of

Moslem captains. Theodomir glanced on them a look of defi-

ance, but his eye rested on a renegade Christian, one of his own
ancient comrades, and a relation of CoTm.t Julian. "As to

you, Don Graybeard," said he, "you who turn apostate in

your decUmng age, I here pronounce you a traitor to your
Grod, your king, and country ; and stand ready to prove it this

instant upon your body, if field be granted me."
The traitor knight was stung with rage at these words, for

truth rendered them piercing to the heart. He would have
immediately answered to the challenge, but Taric forbade it,

and ordered that the Christian envoy shoiild be conducted from
the camp. "'Tis well," replied Theodomir; "God will give

me the field which you deny. Let yon hoary apostate look to

himself to-morrow in the battle, for I pledge myself to use my
lance upon no other foe until it has shed his blood upon the

native soil he has betrayed." So saying, he left the camp, nor
coiild the Moslem chieftains help admiring the honest indigna-

tion of this patriot knight, while they secretly despised his

renagado adversary.

The ancient Moorish chroniclers relate many awful portents,

and strange and mysterious visions, which appeared to the

commanders of either army dm-ing this anxious night. Cer-

tainly it was a night of fearfxil suspense, and Moslem and Chris-

tian looked forward with doubt to the fortune of the coming
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day. The Spanisli sentinel walked his pensive round, listen-

ing occasionally to the vague sounds from the distant rock of

Calpe, and eyeing it as the mariner eyes the thunder-cloud,

pregnant with terror and destruction. The Arabs, too, from
their lofty chffs beheld the numerous camp-fires of the Chris-

tians gradually lighted up, and saw that they were a powerful

host ; at the same time the night breeze brought to their ears

the sullen roar of the sea which separated them from Africa.

When they considered their perilous situation, an army on one

side, with a whole nation aroused to reinforce it, and on the

other an impassable sea, the spirits of many of the warriors

were cast down, and they repented the day when they had

ventured into this hostile land.

Taric marked their despondency, but said nothing. Scarce

. had the first streak of morning light trembled along the sea,

'however, when he summoned his principal warriors to his

tent. " Be of good cheer, " said he ;
" AUah is with us, and has

sent his Prophet to give assurance of his aid. Scarce had I re-

tired to my tent last night, when a man of a majestic and vener-

able presence stood before me. He was taller by a palm than

the ordinary race of men, his flowing beard was of a golden

hue, and his eyes were so bright that they seemed to send forth

flashes of fire. I have heard the Emir Bahamet, and other an-

cient men, describe the Prophet, whom they had seen many

times while on earth, and such was his form and lineament.

'Fear nothing, O Taric, from the morrow,' said he; 'I will be

with thee in the fight. Strike boldly, then, and conquer.

Those of thy followers who survive the battle wfll have this

land for an inheritance; for those who fafl, a mansion in para-

dise is prepared, and immortal houris await then: coming.' He

spake and vanished; I heard a strain of celestial melody, and

my tent was filled with the odours of Arabia the happy.

"Such" say the Spanish chroniclers, "was another of the

arts by which this arch son of Ishmael sought to anmiate the

hearts of his followers; and the pretended vision has been re-

corded by the Arabian writers as a veritable occurrence. Mar-

veUous, indeed, was the effect produced by it upon the mfidel

soldiery, who now cried out with eagerness to be led agamst

the foe."
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CHAPTEE XII.

BATTLE OF CALPE—FATE OF ATAULPHO.

The gray summits of the rock of Calpe brightened with the

first rays of morning, as the Christian army issued forbh from
its encampment. The Prince Ataulpho rode from squadron
to squadron, animating his soldiers for the battle. "Never
should we sheath our swords," said he, "while these infidels

have a footing in the land. They are pent up within yon rocky
mountain; we must assail them ia their rugged hold. We
have a long day before us ; let not the setting sun shine upon
one of their host who is not a fugitive, a captive, or a corpse."

The words of the prince were received with shouts, and the

army moved towards the promontory. As they advanced,
they heard the clash of cymbals and the bray of trmnpets, and
the rocky bosom of the mountain glittered with hehns and
spears and scimitars ; for the Arabs, inspired with fresh confi-

dence by the words of Taric, were sallying forth, with flaunt-

ing banners, to the combat.
The gaunt Arab chieftain stood upon a rock as his troops

marched by ; his buckler was at his back, and he brandished
in his hand a double-pointed spear. CalUng upon the several

leaders by their names, he exhorted them to direct their at-

tacks against the Christian captains, and especially against

Ataulpho; "for the chiefs being slain," said he, "their follow-

ers wiU vanish from before us Kke the morning mist."

The Gothic nobles were easily to be distinguished by the
splendour of their arms, but the Prince Ataulpho was con-

spicuous above all the rest for the youthful grace and majesty
of his appearance, and the bravery of his array. He was
mounted on a superb Andalusian charger, richly caparisoned
with crimson velvet, embroidered with gold. His surcoat was
of like colour and adornment, and the plumes that waved
above his burnished helmet were of the purest white. Ten
mounted pages, magnificently attired, followed him to the field,

but their duty was not so much to fight as to attend upon their
lord, and to furnish him with steed or weapon.
The Christian troops, though irregular and undisciplined,

were full of native courage ; for the old warrior spirit Of their

Gothic sires still glowed in their bosoms. There were two bat-

taUons of infantry, but Ataulpho stationed them in the rear ^
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"for God forbid," said he, " that foot-soldiers should have the
place of honour in the battle, when I have so many valiant
cavaliers." As the armies drew nigh to each other, however,
it was discovered that the advance of the Arabs was com-
posed of infantry. Upon this the cavaliers checked their

steeds, and requested that the foot-soldiery might advance
and disperse this losel crew, holding it beneath their dignity
to contend with pedestrian foes. The prince, however, com-
manded them to charge ; upon which, putting spurs to their

steeds, they rushed upon the foe.

The Arabs stood the shock manfully, receiving the horses

upon the points of their lances ; many of the riders were shot

,
down with bolts from cross-bows, or stabbed with the poniards

of the Moslems. The cavaliers succeeded, however, in break-

ing into the midst of the battahon and throwing it into con-

fusion, cutting down some with their swords, transpiercing

others with their spears, and trampUng many under the hoofs

of their horses. At this moment, they were attacked by a
band of Spanish horsemen, the recreant partisans of Count
Julian. Their assault bore hard upon their countrymen, who
were disordered by the contest with the foot-soldiers, and

many a loyal Christian knight fell beneath the sword of an
unnatural foe.

The foremost among these recreant warriors was the rene-

gado cavalier whom Theodomir had challenged in the tent of

Taric. He dealt his blows about him with a powerful arm and

with malignant fury, for nothing is more deadly than the

hatred of an apostate. In the midst of his career he was

espied by the hardy Theodomir, who came spurring to the

encounter. "Traitor," cried he, "I have kept my vow. This

lance has been held sacred from aU other foes to make a pas-

sage for thy perjured soul." The renegade had been renowned

for prowess before he became a traitor to his country, but guilt

will sap the courage of the stoutest heart. When he beheld

Theodomir rushing upon him, he would have turned and fled

;

pride aJone withheld him; and, though an admirable master

of defence, he lost aU skiU to ward the attack of his adversary.

At the first assault the lance of Theodomir pierced him through

and through; he fell to the earth, gnashed his teeth as he rolled

in the dust, but yielded his breath without uttering a word.

The battle now became general, and lasted throughout the

morning with varying success. The stratagem of Taric, how-

ever, began to produce its effect. The Christian leaders and
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most conspicuous cavaliers were singled out and severally

assailed by overpowering numbers. They fought desperately,

and performed miracles of prowess, but fell, one by one, be-

neath a thousand wounds. Still the battle lingered on through-

out a great part of the day, and as the declining sun shone

through the clouds of dust, it seemed as if the conflicting hosts

were wrapped in smoke and fire.

The Prince Ataulpho saw that the fortune of battle was^
against him. He rode about the field calling out the names
of the bravest of his knights, but few answered to his call ; the '

rest lay mangled on the field. With this handful of warriors

he endeavoured to retrieve the day, when he was assailed by
Tenderos, a partisan of Count Julian, at the head of a body of

recreant Christians. At sight of this new adversary, fire

flashed from the eyes of the prince, for Tenderos had been

brought up in his father's palace. "Well dost thou, traitor!"

cried he, "to attack the son of thy lord, who gave thee bread;

thou, who hast betrayed thy country and thy God !"

So saying, he seized a lance from one of his pages, and
charged furiously upon the apostate; but Tenderos met him
in mid career, and the lance of the prince was shivered upon
his shield. Ataulpho then grasped his mace, which hung at

his saddle-bow, and a doubtful fight ensued. Tenderos was
powerful of fame and superior in the use of his weapons, but
the curse of treason seemed to paralyse his arm. He wounded
Ataulpho sHghtly between the greaves of his armour, but the

prince dealt a blow with his mace that crushed through helm
and skull and reached the brains ; and Tenderos fell dead to

earth, his armour rattling as he fell.

At the same moment, a javelin hurled by an Arab trans-

pierced the horse of Ataulpho, which sunk beneath him. The
prince seized the reins of the steed of Tenderos, but the faith-

ful animal, as though he knew him to be the foe of his late lord,

reared and plunged and refused to let him mount. The prince,

however, used him as a shield to ward off the press of foes,

while with his sword he defended himself against those in

front of him. Taric ben Zeyad arrived at the scene of con-
flict, and paused for a moment in admiration of the surpassing
prowess of the prince; recollecting, however, that his fall

would be a death-blow to his army, he spurred upon him,
and wounded him severely with his scimitar. Before he
could repeat his blow, Theodomir led up a body of Christian
cavaMers to the rescue, and Taric was parted from his prey by
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the tumult of the fight. The prince sank to the earth, covered
with wounds and exhausted by the loss of blood. A faithful
page drew him from under the hoofs of the horses, and, aided
by a veteran soldier, an ancient vassal of Ataulpho, conveyed
him to a short distance from the scene of battle, by the side of
a small stream that gushed out from among rocks. They
stanched the blood that flowed from his woimds, and washed
the dust from his face, and laid him. beside the fountain. The
page sat at his head, and supported it on his knees, and the
veteran stood at his feet, with his brow bent and his eyes full

of sorrow. The prince gradually revived, and opened his eyes.
"How fares the battle?" said he. "The struggle is hard,"
replied the soldier, "but the day may yet be ours."
The prince felt that the hour of his death was at hand, and

ordered that they should aid him to rise upon his knees.
They supported Mm between them, and he prayed fervently
for a short time, when, finding his strength declining, he
beckoned the veteran to sit down beside him on the rock.

Continuing to kneel, he confessed himself to that ancient sol-

dier, having no priest or friar to perform that office in this

hour of extremity. When he had so done, he sunk agaia upon
the earth and pressed it with his Hps, as if he would take a
fond farewell of his beloved coimtry. The page would then
have raised his head, but found that his lord had yielded up
the ghost.

A number of Arab warriors, who came to the fountain to

slake their thirst, cut off the head of the prince and bore it in

triumph to Taric, crying, "Behold the head of the Christian

leader." Taric immediately ordered that the head should be

put upon the end of a lance, together with the surcoat of the

prince, and borne about the field of battle, with the sound of

tnmapets, atabals, and cymbals.

When the Christians beheld the surcoat, and knew the fea-

tures of the prince, they were struck with horror, and heart

and hand failed them. Theodomir endeavoured in vain to

rally them; they threw by theii* weapons and fled; and they

continued to fly, and the enemy to pursue and slay them, until

the darkness of the night. The Moslems then returned and

plimdered the Christian camp, where they found abundant

spoil.
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CHAPTER XIII.

TERROR OF THE COUNTRY—RODERICK ROUSES HIMSELF TO ARMS.

The scattered fugitives of the Christian army spread terror

throughout the land. The inhabitants of the towns and vil-

lages gathered around them as they applied at their gates for

food, or laid themselves down faint and wounded beside the

public fountains. When they related the tale of their defeat,

old men shook their heads and groaned, and the women
uttered cries and lamentations. So strange and unlooked-for

a calamity filled them with consternation and despair ; for it

was long since the alarm of war had sounded in their land, and
this was a warfare that carried chains and slavery, and all

kinds of horrors in its train.

Don Eoderick was seated with his beauteous queen, ExUona,
in the royal palace which crowned the rocky summit of Toledo,

when the bearer of Ul-tidings came galloping over the bridge

of the Tagus. " What tidings from the army?" demanded the

king, as the panting messenger was brought into his presence.

"Tidings of great woe," exclaimed the soldier. "The prince

has fallen in battle. I saw his head and surcoat upon a Moor-
ish lance, and the army was overthrown and fled."

At hearing these words, Roderick covered his face with his

hands, and for some time sat in silence ; and all his courtiers

stood mute and aghast, and no one dared to speak a word. In
that awful space of time passed before his thoughts aU his

errors and his crimes, and all the evils that had been predicted

in the necromantic tower. His mind was filled with horror

and confusion, for the hour of his destruction seemed at hand

;

but he subdued his agitation by his strong and haughty spirit

;

and when he uncovered his face no one could read on his brow
the trouble and agony of his heart. Still every hour brought
fresh tidings of disaster. Messenger after messenger came
spurring into the city, distracting it with new alarms. The
infidels, they said, were strengthening themselves in the land

:

host after host were pouring in from Africa: the seaboard of

Andalusia glittered with spears and scimitars. Bands of tur-

baned horsemen had overrun the plains of Sidonia, even to the

banks of the Gruadiana. Melds were laid waste, towns and
cities plundered, the inhabitants carried into captivity, and
the whole country lay in smoking desolation.
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Roderick heard all these tidings with an undaunted aspect,
nor did he ever again betray sign of consternation ; but, the
anxiety of his soiil was evident in his warlike preparations.
He issued orders that every noble and prelate of his kingdom
should put himself at the head of his retainers and take the
field, and that every man capable of bearing arms should
hasten to his standard, bringing whatever horse and mule
and weapon he possessed; and he appointed the plain of

Cordova for the place where the army was to assemble.
Throwing by, then, all the trappings of his late slothful and
voluptuous Mfe, and arming himself for warlike action, he de-

parted from Toledo at the head of his guard, composed of the

flower of the youthful nobility. His queen, Exilona, accom-
panied him, for she craved permission to remain in one of the

cities of Andalusia, that she might be near her lord in this

time of peril.

Among the first who appeared to hail the arrival of the king

at Cordova, was the Bishop Oppas, the secret partisan of the

traitor Julian. He brought with him his two nephews, Evan
and Siseburto, the sons of the late king Witiza, and a great

host of vassals and retainers, all well armed and appointed;

for they had been furnished by Count Julian with a part of

the arms sent by the king to Africa. The bishop was smooth

of tongue, and profound in his hypocrisy ; his pretended zeal

and devotion, and the horror with which he spoke of the

treachery of his kinsman, imposed upon the credulous spirit

of the Mng, and he was readily admitted into his most secret

councils.

The alarm of the infidel invasion had spread throughout the

land, and roused the Gothic valour of the iahabitants. On re-

. ceiving the orders of Roderick, every town and hamlet, every

mountain and vaHey, had sent forth its fighting men, and the

whole country was on the march towards Andalusia. In a lit-

tle while there were gathered together, on the plain of Cor-

dova, near fifty thousand horsemen, and a countless host of

foot-soldiers. The Gothic nobles appeared in burnished ar-

mour curiously inlaid and adorned, with chains and jewels of

gold and ornaments of precious stones, and sUken scarfs, and

surcoats of brocade, or velvet richly embroidered ;
betraymg

the luxury and ostentation into which they had dechned from

the iron hardihood of their warHke sires. As to the common

people some had lances and shields and swords and cross-

bows but the greater part were unai-med, or provided merely
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with slings, and clubs studded with naUs, and with the iron

implements of husbandry ; and many had made shields for

themselves from the doors and windows of their habitations.

They were a prodigious host, and appeared, say the Arabian
chroniclers, hke an agitated sea ; but, though brave in spirit,

they possessed no knowledge of warhke art, and were iaeffcc-

tual through lack of arms and discipline.

Several of the most ancient and experienced cavaliers, be-

holding the state of the army, advised Don Roderick to await

the arrival of more regular troops, which were stationed in

Iberia, Cantabria, and Gallia Gothica; but this counsel was
strenuously opposed by the Bishop Oppas ; who urged the king
to march inmiediately against the infidels. "As yet," said he,
'

' their number is but limited, but every day new hosts arrive,

like flocks of locusts, from Africa. They wUl augment faster

than we ; they are hving, too, at our expense, and, while we
pause, both armies are consuming the substance of the- land."

King Eoderick hstened to the crafty counsel of the bishop,

and determined to advance without delay. He mounted his

war horse, Oreha, and rode among his troops assembled on
that spacious plain, and wherever he appeared he was received

with acclamations ; for nothing so arouses the spirit of the sol-

dier as to behold his sovereign in. arms. He addressed them
in words calculated to touch their hearts and animate their

courage. "The Saracens," said he, "are ravaging our land,

and their object is our conquest. Shoidd they prevail, your
very existence as a nation is at an end. They wiU overturn
your altars ; trample on the cross ; lay waste your cities ; carry
off your wives and daughters, and doom yourselves and sons

to hard and cruel slavery. No safety remains for you but in

the prowess- of your arms. For my own part, as I am your
king, so will I be your leader, and will be the foremost to en-

counter every toil and danger.

"

The soldiery answered their monarch with loud acclama-
tions, and solemnly pledged themselves to fight to the last

gasp in defence of their country and their faith. The king
then arranged the order of their march: all those who were
armed with curiasses and coats of mail were placed in the
front and rear; the centre of the army was composed of a
promiscuous throng, without body armour, and but scantUy
provided with weapons.
When they were about to march, the king called to him a

noble cavalier named Eamiro, and delivering him the royal
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Standard, charged him to guard it well for the honour of Spain-
scarcely, however, had the good knight received it in his hand'
when he feU dead from his horse, and the stafE of the standard
was broken m twain. Many ancient courtiers who were
present, looked upon this as an evil omen, and counseUed thekmg not to set forward on his march that day; but, disregard-
ing all auguries and portents, he ordered the royal banner to
be put upon a lance and gave it in charge of another standard
bearer: then commanding the trumpets to be sounded, he de-
parted at the head of his host to seek the enemy.
The field where this great army assembled was caUed, from

the solemn pledge given by the nobles and the soldiery, El
campo de la verdad; or. The Field of Truth; a name, says the
sage chronicler Abulcasim, which it bears even to the present
day.*

CHAPTER XIV.

MAECH OF THE GOTBaC AEMY—ENCAMPMENT ON THE BANKS OF
THE GUADALETB—MYSTERIOUS PBEDIOTIONS OF A PALMER—
CONBtrCT OF PELISTES THEREUPON.

The hopes ofAndalusia revived as this mighty host stretched
in lengthening lines along its fertile plains; from morn until
night it continued to pour along, with sound of drum and
trumpet; it was led on by the proudest nobles and bravest
cavaliers in the land, and, had it possessed arms and disci-

pline, might have undertaken the conquest of the world.
After a few day^' march, Don Roderick arrived in sight of

the Moslem army, encamped on the banks of the Guadalete,t
where that beautiful stream winds through the fertile land of

Xeres. The infidel hpst was far inferior in number to the
Christians, but then it was composed of hardy and dexterous
troops, seasoned to war, and admirably armed. The camp
shone gloriously in the setting sun, and resounded with the

clash of cymbal, the note of the trumpet, and the neighing of

fiery Arabian steeds. There were swarthy troops from every

* La Perdida de Espafia, cap. 9. Bleda, L. 2, c. 8.

+ This name was given to it subsequently by the Arabs. It signifies the River of

Death. Vide Pedraza, Hist. Granad. p. 3, c. 1.
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nation of the African coast, together with legions from Syria

and Egypt, while the Mght Bedouios were careering about the

adjacent plain. What grieved and incensed the spirits of the

Christian warriors, however, was to behold, a little apart from
the Moslem host, an encampment of Spanish cavaliers, with
the banner of Count Juhan waving above their tents. They
were ten thousand in number, valiant and hardy men, the most
experienced of Spanish soldiery, most of them having served

in the African wars ; they were well armed and appointed also,

with the weapons of which the count had beguiled his sover-

eign ; and it was a grievous sight to behold such good soldiers

arrayed against their country and their faith.

The Christians pitched their tents about the hour of vespers,

at a short league distant from the enemy, and remained gazing
with anxiety and awe upon this barbaric host that had caused
such terror and desolation in the land : for the first sight of a
hostUe encampment in a coimtry disused to war, is terrible to

a newly enlisted soldier. A marvellous occurrence is recorded

by the Arabian chroniclers as having taken place in the Chris-

tian camp ; but discreet Spanish writers relate it with much
modification, and consider it a stratagem of the wily Bishop
Oppas, to sound the loyalty of the Christian cavaliers.

As several leaders of the army were seated with the bishop
in his tent, conversing on the dubious fortunes of the ap-

proaching contest, an ancient pilgrim appeared at the en-

trance. He was bowed down with years, his snowy beard
descended to his girdle, and he supported his tottering steps

with a palmer's staff. The cavaliers rose and received him
with great reverence as he advanced within the tent. Hold-
ing up his withered hand, "Woe, woe to Spain I" exclaimed
he, "for the vial of the wrath of Heaven is about to be poured
out. Listen, warriors, and take warning. Four nionths since,

having performed my pUgrimage to the sepulchre of our Lord
in Palestine, I was on my return towards my native land.

Wearied and way-worn, I lay down one night to sleep beneath
a palm tree, by the side of a fountain, whfen I was awakened
by a voice saying unto me, in soft accents, ' Son of sorrow,
why sleepest thou?' I opened my eyes, and beheld one of fair

and beauteous coimtenance, in shining apparel, and with glori-

ous wings, standing by the fountain ; and I said, ' Who art

thou, who callost upon me in this deep hour of the night?'

"'Fear not,' replied the stranger; 'I am an angel from
heaven, sent to reveal unto thee the fate of thy country. Be-
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hold, the sins of Eoderick have come up before God, and His
anger is kindled against him, and He has given him up to be
invaded and destroyed. Hasten then to Spain., and seek the
camp of thy countrymen. Warn them that such only shall be
saved as shall abandon Eoderick; but those who adhere to
him shall share his punishment, and shall fall under the sword
of the invader. '

"

'

The pilgrim ceased, and passed forth from the tent; certain
of the cavahers followed him to detain him, that they might
converse further with him about these matters, but he was no
where to be found. The sentinel before the tent said, " I saw
no one come forth, but it was as if a blast of wind passed by
me, and there was a rustUng as of dry leaves."

The cavaliers remained looking upon each other with aston-

ishment. The Bishop Oppas sat with his eyes fixed upon the
ground, and shadowed by his overhanging broTv. At length,

breaking silence, in a low and faltering voice: "Doubtless,"
said he, "this message is from God; and since He has taken
compassionupon us, and given us notice of His impendiag judg-

ment, it behoves us to hold grave council, and determine how
best we may accomphsh His wiU and avert His displeasure."

The chiefs still remained silent as men confounded. Among
them was a veteran noble named Pehstes. He had distia-

guished himself in the African wars, fighting side by side with

Coimt Julian; but the latter had never dared to tamper with

his faith, for he knew his stern integrity. PoUstes had brought

with biTTi to the camp his only son, who had never drawn a

sword except in tourney. When the young man saw that the

veterans held their peace, the blood mantled in his cheek, and,

overcoming his modesty, he broke forth with a generous

wai-mth: "I know not, cavahers," said he, "what is passing

in your minds, but I believe this pilgrim to be an envoy from

the devil ; for none else could have given such dastard and per-

fidious counsel. For my own part, I stand ready to defend my
king, my country, and my faith; I know no higher duty than

this
;'

and if God thinks fit to strike me dead in the perform-

ance of it, His sovereign will be done !"

When the young man had risen to speak, his father had

fixed his eyes upon him with a grave and stem demeanour,

leaning upon a two-handed sword. As soon as the youth had

finished, Pehstes embraced him with a father's fondness.

"Thou hast spoken well, my son," said he; "if I held my
peace at the counsel of this losel pilgrim, it was but to hear thy
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opinion, and to learn whether thou wert worthy of thy lineage

and of the training I had given thee. Hadst thou counselled

otherwise than thou hast done, hadst thou shown thyself

craven and disloyal ; so help me God, I woxild have struck off

thy head with this weapon which I hold in my hand. But
thou hast counselled Kke a loyal and a Christian knight, and I

thank God for having given me a son worthy to perpetuate the

honours of my line. As to this pilgrim, be he saint or be he
devil, I care not ; this much I promise, that i£ I am to die in

defence of my country and my king, my kfe shall be a costly

purchase to the foe.- Let each man make the same resolve,

and I trust we shall yet prove the pUgrim a lying prophet.

"

The words of PeUstes roused the spirits of many of the cava-

liers; others, however, remained full of anxious foreboding,

and when this fearfid prophecy was rumoured about the camp,
as it presently was by the emissaries of the bishop, it spread

awe and dismay among the soldiery.

CHAPTER XV.

SKIRMISHING OF THE AEMIES—PELISTES AND HIS SON—PELISTES
AND THE BISHOP.

On the following day the two armies remained regarding
each other with wary, but menacing aspect. About noontide
King Roderick sent forth a chosen force of five himdred horse
and two hundred foot, the best armed of his host, to skirmish
with the enemy, that, by gaining some partial advantage, they
might raise the spirits of the army. They were led on by
Theodomir, the same Gothic noble who had signalized himself
by first opposing the invasion of the Moslems.
The Christian squadrons paraded with flying pennons in the

valley which lay between the armies. The Arabs were not
slow in answering their defiance. A large body of horsemen
sallied forth to the encounter, together with three hundred of

the followers of Count Julian. There was hot skirmishing
about the field and on the banks of the river ; many gallant

feats were displayed on either side, and many valiant warriors
were slain. As the night closed in, the trumpets from either

camp summoned the troops to retire from the combat. In this

day's action the Christians suffered greatly in the loss of their
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distinguished cavaliers; for it is the nohlest spirits who ven-
ture most, and lay themselves open to danger; and the Mos-
lem soldiers had instructions to single out the leaders of the
adverse host. All this is said to have been devised by the
perfidious Bishop Oppas, who had secret communications with
the enemy, while he influenced the councils of the king; and
who trusted that by this skirmishing warfare the flower of the
Christian troops would be cut off, and the rest disheartened.
On the following morning a larger force was ordered out to

skirmish, and such of the soldiery as were unarmed were com-
manded to stand ready to seize the horses and strip off the
armour of the killed and wounded. Among the most illus-

trious of the warriors who fought that day was PeUstes, the
Gothic noble who had so sternly checked the tongue of the
Bishop Oppas. He led to the field a large body of his own
vassals and retainers, and of cavaUers trained up in his house,

who had followed him to the wars in Africa, and who looked

up to him more as a father than a chieftain. Beside him was
his only son, who now for the first time was fleshing his sword
in battle. The conflict that day was more general and bloody

than the day preceding ; the slaughter of the Christian warriors

was immense, from their lack of defensive armour; and as

nothing could prevent the flower of the Gothic chivalry from

spurring to the combat, the field was strewed with the bodies

of the youthful nobles. None suffered more, however, than

the warriors of Pelistes. Their leader himself was bold and

hardy, and prone to expose himself to danger; but years and

experience had moderated his early fire ; his son, however, was

eager to distinguish himself in this, his first essay, and rushed

with impetuous ardour into the hottest of the battle. In vain

his father called to caution him ; he was ever in the advance;

and seemed unconscious of the perils that surrounded him.

The cavaMers and vassals of his father followed him with de-

voted zeal, and many of them paid for their loyalty with their

lives. When the trumpets sounded in the evening for retreat,,

the troops of Pelistes were the last to reach the camp. They

came slowly and mournfully, and much decreased in number.

Their veteran commander was seated on his war-horse, but the

blood trickled from the greaves of his armour. His vahant

son was borne on the shields of his vassals; when they laid

him on the earth near to where the king was standing, they

foimd that the heroic youth had expired of his wounds. The

cavaliers surrounded the body and gave utterance to their
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grief, but the father restrained his agony, and looked on with
the stern resignation of a soldier.

Don Eoderick surveyed the field of battle with a inieful eye,

for it was covered with the mangled bodies of his most illus-

trious warriors ; he saw, too, with anxiety, that the common
people, unused to war and unsustained by discipline, were har-

assed by incessant toils and dangers, and were cooling in their

zeal and courage.
'

,

The crafty Bishop Oppas marked the internal trouble of the

king, and thought a favourable moment had arrived to sway
him to his purpose. He called to his mind the various portents

and prophecies which had forerun their present danger. " Let
not my lord the king," said he, "make hght of these mysteri-

ous revelations, which appear to be so disastrously fulfilling.

The hand of Heaven appears to be against us. Destruction is

impending over our heads. Our troops are rude and unskilful,

but phghtly armed, and much cast down in spirit. Better is it

that we should make a treaty with the enemy, and, by grant-

ing part of his demands, prevent the utter ruin of our country.

If such counsel be acceptable to my lord the king, I stand

ready to depart upon an embassy to the Moslem camp."
Upon hearing these words, Pelistes, who had stood in mourn-

ful silence, regarding the dead body of his son, burst forth

with honest indignation. "By this good sword," said he,

"the man who yields such dastard counsel deserves death

from the hand of his countryman rather than from the foe

;

and, were it not for the presence of the king, may I forfeit

salvation if I would not strike him dead upon the spot."

The bishop turned an eye of venom upon Pelistes. "My
lord," said he, " I, too, bear a weapon, and know how to wield

it. Were the king not present, you would not dare to menace,

nor should you advance one step without my hastening to

meet you."
The king interposed between the jarring nobles, and rebuked

the impetuosity of Pehstes, but at the same time rejected the

counsel of the bishop. "The event of this conflict," said he,

"is in the hand of God; but never shall my sword return

to its scabbard while an infidel invader remains within the

land."

He then held a council with his captains, and it was de-

termined to offer the enemy general battle on the following

day. A herald was despatched defjdng Taric ben Zeyad to

the contest, and the defiance was gladly accepted by the
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Moslem chieftain.* Don Eoderick then formed the plan of ac-
tion, and assigned to each commander his several station, after
which he dismissed his officers, and each one sought his tent,
to prepare by diligence or repose for the next day's eventful
contest.

CHAPTER XVI.

TRAITOROUS MESSAGE OF COTJNT JULIAN.

Taric ben Zeyad had been surprised by the valour of the
Christian cavaliers in the recent battles, and at the munber and
apparent devotion of the troops which accompanied the king
to the field. The confident defiance of Don Roderick increased
his surprise. When the herald had retired, he tiu-ned an eye
of suspicion on Count Juhan. "Thou hast represented thy
countrymen," said he, " as sunk in effeminacy and lost to all

generous impiilse
;
yet I find them fighting jvrith the courage

and the strength of lions. Thou h^t represented thy king
as detested by his subjects and surrounded by secret treason;

but I behold his tents whitening the hills and dales, while

thousands are hourly flocking to his standard. Woe unto thee

if thou hast dealt deceitfully with us, or betrayed us with guile-

ful words."
Don Julian retired to his tent in great trouble of mind, and

fear came upon him that the Bishop Oppas might play him
false ; for it is the lot of traitors ever to distrust each other.

He called to bim the same page who had brought him the

letter from Morinda, revealing the story ofher dishonour.

"Thou knowest, my trusty page," said he, "that I have

reared thee in my household, and cherished thee above all

thy companions. If thou hast loyalty and affection for thy

lord, now is the time to serve him. Hie thee to the Christian

camp, and find thy way to the tent of the Bishop Oppas. If

any one ask thee who thou art, teU them thou art of the house-

hold of the bishop, and bearer of missives from Cordova.

When thou art admitted to the presence of the bishop, 'show

bim this ring, and he will commune with thee in secret. Then

teU him Count Julian greets him as a brother, and demands

how the wrongs of his daughter Florinda are to be redressed.

* Bleda, Cronica.
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Mark well Ms reply, and bring it word for word. Have thy

lips closed, but thine eyes and ears open; and observe every
thing of note in the camp of the king. So, speed thee on thy
errand—away, away!"

Tlie page hastened to saddle a Barbary steed, fleet as the

wind, and of a jet black colour, so as not to be easily discerni-

ble in the riight. He girded on a sword and a dagger, slung an
Arab bow with a quiver of arrows at his side, and buckler at

his shoulder. Issuing out of the camp, he sought the banks of

the GuadaJete, and proceeded sUently along its stream, which
reflected the distant flres of the Christian camp. As he passed

by the place which had been the scene of the recent conflict,

he heard, from time to time, the groan of some expiring war-
rior who had crawled among the reeds on the margin of the

river; and sometimes his steed stepped cautiously over the

mangled bodies of the slain. The young page was unused to

the sights of war, and his heart beat quick within him. He
was hailed by the sentinels as he approache,d the Christian

camp, and, on giving the reply taught him by Count Julian,

was conducted to the tent of the Bishop Oppas.
The bishop had not yet retired to his couch. When he be-

held the ring of Count Julian, and heard the words of his mes-
sage, he saw that the page was one in whom he might confide.

"Hasten back to thy lord," said he, "and tell him to have
faith in me and elU shall go weU. As yet I have kept my
troops out of the combat. They are all fresh, well armed, and
well appointed. The king has confided to myself, aided by the

princes Evan and Siseburto, the command of a wing of the

army. To-morrow, at the hour of noon, when both armies are

in the heat of action, we wOl pass over with our forces to the

Moslems. But I claim the compact made with Taric ben
Zeyad, that my nephews be placed in dominion over Spain,

and tributary only to the CaUph of Damascus." With this

traitorous message the page departed. He led his black steed

by the bridle, to present less mark for observation, as he went
stumbling along near the expiring fires of the camp. On pass-

ing i;he last outpost, where the guards were half slumbering
on their arms, he was overheard and summoned, but leaped

lightly into the saddle and put spurs to his steed. An arrow
whistled by his ear, and two more stuck in the target which
he had thrown upon his back. The clatter of swift hoofs

echoed behind hini, but he had learnt of the Arabs to fight

and fly. Plucking a shaft from his quiver, and turning and
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rising in his stirrups as his courier galloped at full speed, he
drew the ai-row to the head and launched it at Bis pursuer.
The twang of the how- string was followed hy the crash of ar-
mour, add a deep groan, as the horseman tumhled to the earth.
The page pursued his course without further molestation, and
arrived at the Moslem camp hefore the break of day.

CHAPTER XVII.

LAST DAY OF THE BATTLE.

A LIGHT had burned throughout the night in the tent of the
king, and anxious thoughts and dismal visions troubled his

repose. If he fell into a slumber, he beheld in his dreams the
shadowy phantoms of the necromantic tower, or the injured
Morinda, pale and dishevelled, imprecating the vengeance of

heaven upon his head. In the mid-watches of the night, when
aU was silent except the footsteps of the sentinel, pacing before

his tent, the king' rose from his couch, and walking forth

looked thoughtfully upon the martial scene before hini. The
pale crescent of the moon hung over the Moorish camp, and
dimly lighted up the windings of the Guadalete. The heart of

the king was heavy and oppressed; but he felt only for himself,

says Antonio Agapida; he thought nothing of the perils im-

pending over the thousands of devoted subjects in the camp
below him; sleeping, as it were, on the margia of their graves.

The faiat clatter of distant hoofs, as if in rapid flight, reached

the monarch's ear, but the horsemen were not to be descried.

At that very hour, and along the shadowy banks of that river,

here and there gleaming with the scanty moonlight, passed

the fugitive messenger of Count JuHan, with the plan of the

next day's treason.

The day had not yet dawned, when the sleepless and im-

patient monarch summoned his attendants and arrayed him-

self for the field. He then sent for the venerable Bishop

Urbitio, who had accompanied him to the camp, and, laying

aside his regal crown, he knelt with head uncovered, and con-

fessed his sins before the holy man. After this a solemn mass

was performed in the royal tent, and the eucharist adminis-

tered to the monarch. When these ceremonies were con-

cluded, he besought the archbishop to depart forthwith for
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Cordova, th^re to await the issue of the battle, and to be ready
to bring forward reinforcements and supplies. The archbishop

saddled his mule and departed just as the faint blush of morn-
ing began to kindle in the east. Already the camp resounded
with the thrilling call of the trumpet, the clank of armour,

and the tramp and neigh of steeds. As the archbishop passed

through the camp, he looked with a compassionate heart on
this vast multitude, of whom so many were soon to perish.

The warriors pressed to kiss his hand, and many a cavalier fuU
of youth and fire received his benediction, who was to He stiff

and cold before the evening.

When the troops were marshalled for the field, Don Roderick
prepared to sally forth in the state and pomp with which the

Gothic kiags were wont to go to battle. He was arrayed in

robes of gold brocade; his sandals were embroidered with
pearls and diamonds; he had a sceptre in his hand, and he
wore a regal crown resplendent with inestimable jewels. Thus
gorgeously apparelled, he ascended a lofty chariot of ivory,

the axle-trees of which were of silver, and the wheels and pole

covered with plates of burnished gold. Above his head was a
canopy of cloth of gold embossed with armorial devices, and
studded with precious stones.* This sumptuous chariot was
drawn by milk-white horses, with caparisons of crimson
velvet, embroidered with pearls. A thousand youthful cava-

liers surrounded the car ; all of the noblest blood and bravest

spirit; all knighted by the king's own hand, and sworn to

defend him to the last.

When Eoderick issued forth in this resplendent state, says

an Arabian writer, surrounded by his guards in gilded armour
and waving plumes and scarfs and surcoats of a thousand dyes,

it was as if the sun were emerging in the dazzUng chariot of

the day from amidst the glorious clouds of morning.

As the royal car roUed along in front of the squadrons, the

soldiers shouted with admiration. Don Eoderick waved his

sceptre and addressed them from his lofty throne, reminding

them of the horror and desolation which had already been
spread through the land by the invaders. He called upon
them to summon up the ancient valour of their race and
avenge the blood of their brethren. "One day of glorious

fighting," said he, "and this infidel horde wiU be driven into

the sea or will perish beneath your swords. Forward bravely

* Entrand. Chron. an. Chris. 714.
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to the fight
;
your families are behind you praying for your

success; the invaders of your country are before you; God is

above to bless his Holy cause, and your king leads you to the
field." The army shouted with one accord, "Forward to the

foe, and death be his portion who shuns the encounter I"

The rising sun began to shine along the glistening waters of

the Guadalete as the Moorish army, squadron after squadron,

came sweeping down a gentle declivity to the sound of martial

music. Their turbans and robes, of various dyes and fashions,

gave a splendid appearance to their host ; as they marched, a

cloud of dust arose and partly hid them from the sight, but

still there would break forth flashes of steel and gleams of

burnished gold, like rays of vivid Hghtning; while the sound

of drum and trumpet, and the clash of Moorish cymbal, were as

the warhke thunder within that stormy cloud of battle.

As the armies drew near each other, the sun disappeared

among gathering clouds, and the gloom of the day was in-

creased by the columns of dust which rose from either host.

At length the trumpets sounded for the encounter. The battle

cormnenced with showers of arrows, stones, and javehns. The

Christian foot-soldiers fought to disadvantage, the greater part

beiag destitute of helm or buckler. A battalion of light

Arabian horsemen, led by a Greek renegade named Maguel el

Emni, careered in front of the Christian line, launching their

darts, and then wheeling off beyond the reach of the missiles

hurled after them. Theodomir now brought up his seasoned

troops into the .action, seconded by the veteran Pelistes, and

in a little while the battle became furious and promiscuous.

It was glorious to behold the old Gothic valour shining forth

in this hour of fearful trial. Wherever the Moslems feU,

the Christians rushed forward,' seized upon their horses, and

stripped them of their armour and their weapons. They

fought desperately and successfully, for they fought for then-

country and their faith. The battle raged for several hours;

the field was strewn with slain, and the Moors, overcome by

the multitude and fury of their foes, began to falter

When Taric beheld his troops retreating before the enemy,

he threw himself before them, and, rising in his stu-rups, "O

Moslems! conquerors of Africa!" cried he, "whither would

vou fly? The sea is behind you, the enemy before; you have

no hope but in your valour and the help of God. Do as I do

and the day is ours !"

j „
w,-+i, fV,«=A words he nut spurs to his horse and sprung
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among the enemy, striking to right and left, cutting down and
destroying, while his steed, fierce as himself, trampled upon
the foot-soldiers, and tore them with his teeth. At this mo-
ment a mighty shout arose in various parts of the field ; the

noontide hour had arrived. The Bishop Oppas with the two
princes, who had hitherto kept their bands out of the fight,

suddenly went over to the enemy, and turned their weapons
upon their astonished countrymen. From that moment the

fortune of the day was changed, and the field of battle became
a scene of wild confusion and bloody massacre. The Christians

knew not whom to contend with, or whom to trust. It seemed
as if madness had seized upon their friends and kinsmen, and
that their worst enemies were among theraselves.

The courage of Don Eoderick rose with his danger. Throw-
iiig ofif the cumbrous robes of royalty and descending from his

car, he sprang upon his steed Orelia, grasped his lance and
buckler, and endeavoured to rally his retreating troops. He
was surrounded and assailed by a multitude of his own trai-

torous subjects, but defended himself with wondrous prowess.

The enemy thickened around him ; his loyal band of cavaliers

were slain, bravely fighting in his defence ; the last that was
seen of the king was in the midst of the enemy, dealing death

at every blow.

A complete panic feU upon the Christians ; they threw away
their arms and fled in all directions. They were pursued with
dreadful slaughter, until the darkness of the night rendered it

impossible to distinguish friend from foe. Taric then called off

his troops from the pursuit, and took possession of the royal

camp ; and the couch which had been pressed so uneasily on
the preceding night by Don Roderick, now yielded sound repose

to his conqueror.*

CHAPTEE XVIII.

THE FIELD OF BATTLE AFTER THE DEFEAT—THE FATE OF
EODEEICK.

On the morning after the battle, the Arab leader, Taric ben
Zeyad, rode over the bloody field of the Guadalete, strewed
with the ruins of those splendid armies which had so lately

* This battle is called indiscriminately by historians the battle of Guadalete, or

of Xeres, from the neighbourhood of that city.
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passed like glorious pageants along the river btoks. There Mooi
and Christian, horseman and horse, lay gashed with hideous
wounds; and the river, stUl red with blood, was filled with the
bodies of the slain. The gaunt Arab was as a wolf roaming
through the fold he had laid waste. On every side his eye
revelled on the ruin of the country, on the wrecks of haughty
Spain. There lay the flower of her youthful chivalry, mangled
and destroyed, and the strength of her yeomanry prostrated
in the dust. The Gothic noble lay confounded with his vassals

;

the peasant with the prince; all ranks and dignities were
mingled in. one bloody massacre.

. When Taric had surveyed the field, he caused the spoils of
the dead and the plunder of the camp to be brought before him.
The booty was immense. There were massy chains, and rare
jewels of gold; pearls and precious stones; rich silks and bro-

cades, and all other luxurious decorations in which the Gothic
nobles had indulged in the latter times of their degeneracy.

A vast amount of treasure was hkewise found, which had been
brought by Roderick for the expenses of the war.

Taric then ordered that the bodies of the Moslem warriors

should be interred ; as for those of the Christians, they were
gathered in heaps, and vast pyres of wood were formed, on
which they were consumed. The flames of these pyres rose

high in the air, and w^ere seen afar off m the night ; and when
the Christians beheld them from the neighbouring hills, they

beat their breasts and tore their hair, and lamented over them
as over the funeral fires of their countryr The carnage of that

battle infected the air for two whole months, and bones were

seen lying in heaps upon the field for more than forty years

;

nay, when ages had passed and gone, the husbandman, turn-

ing up the soil, would still find fragments of Gothic cuirasses

and helms, and Moorish scimitars, the. relics of that dreadful

fight.

For three days the Arabian horsemen pursued the flying

Christians; himting th^m over the face of the country; so that

but a scanty number of that mighty host escaped to tell the

tale of their disaster.

Taric ben Zeyad considered his victory incomplete so long as

the Gothic monarch survived; he proclaimed great rewards,

therefore, to whomsoever should bring Roderick to him, dead

or alive. A diligent search was accordingly made m every

direction, but for a long time in vain; at length a soldier

brought to Taric the head of a Christian warrior, on which was
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a cap decorated with feathers and precious stones. The Arab
leader received it as the head of the unfortimate Roderick,

and sent it, as a trophy of his victory, to Muza ben Nosier,

who, in like manner, transmitted it to the caliph at Damas-
cus. The Spanish historians, however, have always denied its

identity.

A mystery has ever hung, and ever must contiaue to hang,

over the fate of King Eoderick, in that dark and dolefal day
of Spain. Whether he went down amidst the storm of battle,

and atoned for his sins and errors by a patriot grave, or whether

he survived to repent of them in hermit exile, must remain

matter of conjecture and dispute. The learned Archbishop
Rodrigo, who has recorded the events of this disastrous iield,

affirms that Eoderick fell beneath the vengeful blade of the

traitor Julian, and thus expiated with his blood his crime

against the hapless Floriuda ; but the archbishop stands alone

in his record of the fact. It seems generally admitted that

OreUa, the favourite war-horse, was found entangled in a marsh
on the borders of the Guadalete, with the sandals and mantle
and royal insignia of the king lying close by him. The river at

this place ran broad and deep, and was encumbered with the

dead bodies of warriors and steeds ; it has been supposed, there-

fore, that he perished in the stream ; but his body was not
found within its waters.

When several years had passed away, and men's minds, being

restored to some degree of tranquillity, began to occupy them-
selves about the events of this dismal day, a rimiour arose that

Eoderick had escaped from the carnage on the banks of the

Guadalete, and was still alive. It was said, that having from
a rising ground caught a view of the whole field of battle, and
seen that the day was lost, and Ms army flying in aU directions,

he likewise sought his 'Safety in flight. It is added, that the

Arab horsemen, while scouring the mountains in quest of

fugitives, found a shepherd arrayed in the royal robes, and
brought him before the conqueror, beheving him to be the king
himself. Count JiiLian soon dispelled the error. On being
questioned, the trembling rustic declared that while tending
his sheep in the folds of the mountains, there came a cavalier

on a horse wearied and spent and ready to sink beneath the

spur. That the cavalier with an authoritative voice and mena-
cing air commanded him to exchange garments with him, and
clad himself in his rude garb of sheep-skin, and took his crook
and his scrip of provisions, and continued up the rugged de-
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files of the raountains leading towards Castile, until he was
lost to view.*

This tradition was fondly cherished by many, who clung to

the behef in the existence of their monarch as their main hope
for the redemption of Spain. It was even aflfirmed that he had
taten refuge, with many of his host, in an island of the " Ocean
sea," from whence he might yet return once more to elevate

his standard, and battle for the recovery of his throne.

Tear after year, however, elapsed, and nothing was heard of

Don Roderick
; yet, like Sebastian of Portugal, and Ai'thur of

England, his name continued to be a rallying point for popular

faith, and the mystery of his end to give rise to romantic

fables. At length, when generation after generation had sunk
into the grave, and near two centuries had passed and gone,

traces were said to be discovered that threw a hght on the final

fortunes of the unfortunate Roderick. At that time, Don
Alphonso the Great, King of Leon, had wrested the city of

Viseo in Lusitania from the hands of the Moslems. As his

soldiers were ranging about the city and its environs, one of

them discovered in a field, outside of the walls, a small chapel

or hermitage, with a sepulchre in front, on which was inscribed

this epitaph in Gothic characters:

HIC RBQUIESCIT RUDERICUS,
ULTIMUS REX GOTHORUM.

I

(Here lies Eoderick,

The last king of the Goths.)

It has been believed by many that this was the veritable

tomb of the monarch, and that in this hermitage he had finished

his days in solitary penance. The warrior, as he contemplated

the supposed tomb of the once haughty Eoderick, forgot all his

faults and eiTors, and shed a soldier's tear over his memory;

but when his thoughts turned to Count Julian, his patriotic

indignation broke forth, and with his dagger he inscribed a

rude malediction on the stone.

"Accirrsed," said he, "be the impious and headlong ven-

geance of the traitor Julian. He was a murderer of his king

;

a destroyer of his kindred; a betrayer of his country. May

his name be bitter in every mouth, and his memory infamous

to all generations!"
.„ , . ,

Here ends the legend of Don Roderick.

* Bleda, Cron. L. ?, c. 9. Abulcasim Tarif Abentaiique, L. 1, u. 10.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE FOREGOING LEGEND.

THE TOMB OF EODEEICK.

The venerable Sebastiano, Bishop of Salamanca, declares

that the inscription on the tomb at Viseo in Portugal existed in

his time, and that he had seen it. A particular account of the

exile and hermit life of Roderick is furnished by Berganza, on

the authority of Portuguese chronicles.

Algunos historiadores Portugueses asseguran, que el Rey
Eodrigo, perdida la battalia, huyo a tierra de Merida, y se

recogio en el monasterio de Cauliniano, en donde, arrepentido

de sus culpas, procure confessaxlas con muchas lagTimas.

Deseando mas retiro, y escogiendo por companero a un monge
Uamado Eoman, y elevando la Imagen de Nazarieth, que Cy-

riaco monge de nacion griego avra traido de Jerusalem al mo-

nasterio de CauHniano, se subio a un monte muy aspero, que

estaba sobre el mar, junto al lugar de Pedemeyra. Vivio

Eodrigo en compania de el monge en el hueco de una gruta por

espacio de un ano ; despues se passo a la ermita de san Miguel,

que estaba cerca de Viseo, en donde murio y fue sepultado.

Puedese ver esta relacion en las notas de Don Thomas Tamayo
sobre Paido deacano. El chronicon de san MiUan, que Uega

hasta el ano 883, deze que, hasta su tiempo, si ignora el fin del

Eey Eodrigo. Pocos afios despues el Eey Don Alonzo el Magno,
aviendo ganado la ciudad de Viseo, encontro en ima iglesia el

epitaflo que en romance dize—aqui yaze Eodrigo, ultimo Eey
de los Godos.—Berganza, L. 1, c. 13.

THE CAVE OF HEECULES.

As the story of the necromantic tower is one of the most
famous as well as least credible points in the history of Don
Eoderick, it may be well to fortify or buttress it by some ac-

count of another marvel of the city of Toledo. This ancient

city, which dates its existence almost from, the time of the

flood, claiming as its founder Tubal, the son of Japhet, and
grandsoii of Noah,* has been the warrior hold of many genera-

tions, and a strange diversity of races. It bears traces of the

* Salazar, Hist. Gran. Cardinal, Prologo, vol. i. plan 1.
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artifices and devices of its various occupants, and is full of
mysteries and subjects for antiquarian conjecture and perplex-
ity. It is built upon a high rocky promontory, with the Tagus
bra-wling roimd its base, and is overlooked by cragged and pre-
cipitous hiUs. These hills abound with clefts and caverns ; and
the promontory itself, on which the city is buHt, bears traces
of vaults and subterraneous habitations, which are occasionally
discovered under the ruios of ancient houses, or beneath the
churches and convents.
These are supposed by some to have been the habitations or

retreats of the primitive inhabitants; for it was the custom of
the ancients, according to Phny, to make caves in high and
rocky places, and Uve iu them through fear of floods; and such
a precaution, says the worthy Don Pedro de Eoxas, in his his-

tory of Toledo, was natural enough among the first Toledans,
seeing that they founded their city shortly after the deluge
while the memory of it was still fresh in their minds.
Some have supposed these secret caves and vaults to have

been places of concealment of the inhabitants and their treas-

ure, during times of war and violence; or rude temples for the
performance of religious ceremonies in times of persecution.

There are not wanting other, and grave writers, who give them
a still darker purpose. In these caves, say they, were taught
the diabohcal mysteries of magic; and here were performed
those infernal ceremonies and incantations horrible in the eyes
of God and man. " History," says the worthy Don Pedro de
Roxas, " is fuU of accounts that the magi taught and performed
their magic and their superstitious rites in profound caves and
secret places ; because as this art of the devQ was prohibited

from the very origin of Christianity, they always sought for

hidden places in which to practise it. " In the time of the Moors
this art, we are told, was pubhcly taught at their universities,

the same as astronomy, philosophy, and mathematics, and at

no place was it cultivated with more success than at Toledo.

Hence this city has ever been darkly renowned for mystic

science ; insomuch that the magic art was called by the French,

and by other nations, the Arte Toledana.

Of all the marvels, however, of this ancient, picturesque,

romantic, and necromantic city, none in modem times smpass

the cave of Hercules, if we may take the account of Don Pedro

de Eoxas for authentic. The entrance to this cave is within

the church of San Gines, situated in nearly the highest part of

Che city. The portal is secured by massy doors, openins within
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the walls of the church, but which are kept rigorously closed.

The cavern extends under the city and beneath the bed ol the

Tagus to the distance of three leagues beyond. It is, in some
places, of rare architecture, buUt of small stones curiously

wrought, and supported by columns and arches.

In the year 1546 an account of this cavern was given to the

archbishop and cardinal Don Juan Martinez Sihceo, who,
desirous of examining it, ordered the entrance to be cleaned,

A nimiber of persons, furnished with provisions, lanterns, and
cords, then went in, and having proceeded about half a league,

came to a place where there was a kind of chapel or temple,

having a table or altar, with several statues of bronze in niches

or on pedestals.

While they were regarding this mysterious scene of ancient

worship or incantation, one of the statues -fell, with a noise

that echoed through the cavern, and smote the hearts of the

adventurers with terror. Eecovering from their alarm they
proceeded onward, but were soon again dismayed by a roaring

and rushing sound that increased as they advanced. It was
made by a furious and turbulent stream, the dark waters of

which were too deep and broad and rapid to be crossed. By
this time their hearts were so chiUed with awe, and their

thoughts so bewildered, that they coiild not seek any other

passage by which they might advance ; so they turned back
and hastened out of the cave. It was nightfall when they

sallied forth, and they were so much affected by the terror

they had undergone, and by the cold and damp air of the

cavern, to which they were the more sensible from its being in

the summer, that all of them fell sick and several of them died.

Whether the archbishop was encouraged to pursue his re-

search and gratify his curiosity, the history does not mention.

Alonzo TeUes de Meneses, in his history of the world, re-

cords, that not long before his time a boy of Toledo, being

threatened with punishment by his master, fled and took

refuge in this cave. Fancying his pursuer at his heels, he
took no heed of the obscurity or coldness of the cave, but kept

groping and blundering forward, until he came forth at three

leagues' distance from the city.

Another and very popular ^story of this cave, current among
the common people, was, that in its remote recesses lay con-

cealed a great treasure of gold, left there by the Romans.
Whoever would reach this precious hoard must pass through
several caves or grottoes; each having its particular terror.
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and all under the guardianship of a ferocious dog, who has the
key of aU the gates, and watches day and night. At the ap-
proach of any one he shows his teeth, and makes a hideous
growhng; but no adventurer after wealth has had courage to
brave a contest with this terriflc Cerberus.
The most intrepid candidate on record was a poor man who

had lost his all, and had those grand incentives to desperate
enterprise, a wife and a large family of children. Hearing the
story of this cave, he determined to venture alone in search of
the treasure. He accordingly entered, and wandered many
hours, bewildered, about the cave. Often'would he have re-

turned, but the thoughts of his wife and children urged him
on. At length he arrived near to the place where he supposed
the treasure lay hidden; but here, to his dismay, he beheld
the floor of the cavern strewn with himian bones ; doubtless
the remains of adventurers like himself, who had been torn to
pieces.

Losing aU courage, he now turned and sought his way out
of the cave. Horrors thickened upon him as he fled. He
beheld direful phantoms glaring and gibbering around him,

and heard the sound of pursuit in the echoes of his footsteps.

He reached his home overcome with affright; several hours

elapsed before he could recover speech to teU his story, and
he died on the following day.

The judicious Don Pedro de Roxas holds the account of the

buried treasure for fabulous, but the adventure of this un-

lucky man for very possible; being led on by avarice, or

rather the hope of retrieving a desperate fortune. He, more-

over, pronounces his dying shortly after coming forth as very-

probable ; because the darkness of the cave ; its coldness ; the

fright at finding the bones ; the dread of meeting the imagi-

nary dog, all joining to operate upon a man who was past the

prime of his days, and enfeebled by poverty and scanty food,

might easily cause his death.

Many have considered this cave as intended originally for a

sally or retreat from the city in case it should be taken; an

opinion rendered probable, it is thought, by its grandeur and

great extent.

The learned Salazar de Mendoza, however, in his history of

the grand cardinal of Spain, aflSrms it as an estabhshed fact,

that it was first wrought out of the rock by Tubal, the son of

Japhet, and grandson of Noah, and afterwards repaired and

greatly augmented by Hercules the Egyptian, who naade it his
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habitation after he had erected his pillars at the straits of

Gibraltar. Here, too, it is said, he read magic to his follow-

ers and taught them those supernatural arts by which he

accompUshed his vast achievements. Others think that it was

a temple dedicated to Hercules; as was the case, according to

Pomponius Mela, with the great cave in the rock of Gibraltar;

certain it is, that it has always borne the name of " The Cave

of Hercules."

There are not wanting some who have insinuated that it was

a work dating from the time of the Romans, and intended as

a cloaca or sewer of the city ; but such a grovelling insinuation

will be treated with proper scorn by the reader, after the

nobler purposes to which he has heard this marvellous cavern

consecrated.

From all the circumstances here adduced from learned and

reverend authors, it will be perceived that Toledo is a city

fruitful of marvels, and that the necromantic tower of Her-

cules has more soUd foundation than most edifices of similar

import in ancient history.

The writer of these pages will venture to add the result of

his personal researches respecting the far-famed cavern in

question. Eambhng about Toledo in the year 1826, in com-

pany with a small knot of antiquity himters, among whom
was an eminent British painter,* and an English nobleman,!

w4io has since distinguished himself in Spanish historical re-

seareh, we directed our steps to the church of San Gines, and
inquired for the portal of the secret cavern. The sacristan was
a voluble and communicative man, and one not likely to be

niggard of his tongue about any thing he knew, or slow to

boast of any marvel pertaining to his church ; but he professed

utter ignorance of the existence of any such portal. He re-

membered to have heard, however, that immediately under
the entrance to the church there was an arch of mason-work,
apparently the upper part of some subterranean portal ; but

that all had been covered up and a pavement laid down there-

on; so that whether it led to the magic cave or the necro-

mantic tower remains a mystery, and so must remain until

some monarch or archbishop shall again have courage and
authority to break the spell,

* Mr. D. W—kie. + Lord Mah—n.
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LEGEND OF THE SUBJUGATION OF SPAIN.*

CHAPTER I.

CONSTEENATION OF SPAIN—CONDUCT OF THE CONQUERORS-
mssrvEs between tabic and muza.

The overthrow of King Roderick and his army on the banks
of the Guadalete, threw open all southern Spain to the im-oads
of the Moslems. The whole country fled before them ; villages
and hamlets were hastily abandoned ; the inhabitants placed
their aged and infirm, their wives and children, and their most-
precious effects, on mules and other beasts of burden, and,
driving before them their flocks and herds, made for distant
parts of the land ; for the fastnesses of the moimtains, and for
such of the cities as yet possessed walls and bulwarks. Many
gave out, faint and weary, by the way, and fell into the hands
of the enemy; others, at the distant sight of a turban or a
Moslem standard, or on hearing the clangour of a trumpet,
abandoned their flocks and herds and hastened their flight

with their families. If their pursuers gained upon them, they
threw by their household goods and whatever was of burthen,
and thought themselves fortunate to escape, naked and desti-

tute, to a place of refuge. Thus the roads were covered with
scattered flocks and herds, and with spoil of aU kind.

The Arabs, however, were not guilty of wanton cruelty or

ravage; on the contrary, they conducted themselves with a,

moderation but seldom witnessed in more civilized conquerors.

Taric el Tuerto, though a thorough man of the sword, and one

* In this legend most of the facts respecting the Arab inroads into Spain are on
the authority of Arabian writers; who had the most accurate means of informa-

tion. Those relative to the Spaniards are chiefly from old Spanish chronicles. It

is to be remarked that the Arab accounts hare most the air of verity, and the

events as they relate them are in the ordinary course of common life. The Span-

ish accounts, on the contrary, are full of the marvellous; for there were no greater

romancers than the monkish chronielers.
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whose whole thoughts were warlike, yet evinced wonderful
judgment and discretion. He chocked the predatory habits of

his troops with a rigorous hand. They were forbidden, under
pain of severe punishment, to molest any peaceable and unfor-

tified towns, or any unarmed and unresisting people, who re-

mained quiet in their homes. No spoU was permitted to be

made excepting in fields of battle, in camps of routed foes, or

in cities taken by the sword.

Taric had little need to exercise his severity ; his orders were
obeyed through love, rather than fear, for he was the idol of

his soldiery. They admired his restless and daring spirit,

which nothing could dismay. His gaunt and sinewy form,

his fiery eye, his visage seamed with scars, were suited to the

hardihood of his deeds; and when mounted on his foaming
steed, careering the field of battle with quivering lance or

flashing scimitar, his Arabs woidd greet him with shouts of

enthusiasm. But what endeared him to them more than all

was his soldier-Kke contempt of gain. Conquest was his only

passion
;
glory the only reward he coveted. As to the spoU of

the conquered, he shared it freely among his followers, and
squandered his own portion with open-handed generosity.

While Taric was pushing his triumphant course through
Aoidplusia, tidings of his stupendous victory on the banks of

the Guadalete were carried to Muza ben Nosier. Messengers
after messengers arrived, vying who should most extol the

achievements of the conqueror and the grandeur of the con-

quest. '

' Taric, " said they, '

' has overthrown the whole force

of the unbelievers in one mighty battle. Their king is slain;

thousands and tens of thousands of their warriors are de-

stroyed ; the whole land hes at our mercy ; and city after city

is surrendering to the victorious arms of Taric."

The heart of Muza ben Nosier sickened at these tidings, and,
instead of rejoicing at the success of the cause of Islam, he
trembled with jealous fear lest the triumphs of Taric in Spain
should eclipse his own victories in Africa. He despatched mis-
sives to the Caliph Waled Almanzor, informing him of these
new conquests, but taking the whole glory to himself, and
making no mention of the services of Taric ; or at least, only
mentiordng him incidentally as a subordinate commander.
"The battles," said he, "have been terrible as the day of judg-
ment; but by the aid of Allah we have gained the victory."

He then prepared in all haste to cross over into Spain and
assume the command of the conquering army ; and he wrote
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a letter in advance to interrupt Taric in the midst of his career.

"Wherever this letter may find thee," said he, "I charge thee

halt with thy army and await my coming. Thy force is inade-

quate to the subjugation of the land, and by rashly venturing,

thou mayst lose every thing. I will be with thee speedHy,

with a reinforcement of troops competent to so great an enter-

prise. "

The letter overtook the veteran Taric while in the full glow
of triumphant success; having overrun some of the richest

parts of Andalusia, and just received the surrender of the city

of Ecija. As he read the letter the blood mantled in. his sun-

burnt cheek and fire kindled iu his eye, for he penetrated the

motives of Muza. He suppressed his wrath, however, and
turning with a bitter expression of forced composure to his

captains, "Unsaddle your steeds," said he, "and plant your

lances in the earth ; set up your tents and take your repose

:

for we must await the coming of the Wah with a mighty force

to assist us iu our conquest."

The Arab warriors broke forth with loud murmurs at these

words: "What need have we of aid," cried they, "when the

whole country is flying before us; and what better commander

can we have than Taric to lead us on to victory?"

Count Julian, also, who was present, now hastened to give

his traitorous counsel.

"Why pause," cried he, "at this precious moment? The

great army of the Goths is vanquished, and their nobles are

slaughtered or dispersed. FoUow up your blow before the

land'can recover from its panic. Overrun the provinces, seize

upon the cities, make yourself master of the capital, and your

conquest is complete."*

The advice of Julian was applauded by aU the Arab chief-

tains, who were impatient of any interruption in their career of

conquest. Taric was easily persuaded to what was the wish of

his heart Disregarding the letter of Muza, therefore, he pre-

pared to pursue his victories. For this purpose he ordered a

review of his troops on the plain of Ecija. Some were mounted

on steeds which they had brought from Africa ;
the rest he sup-

plied with horses taken from the Christians. He repeated his

general orders, that they should inflict no wanton mjury, nor

Blunder any place that offered no resistance. They were for-

bidden, also, to encumber themselves with booty, or even with

*_Conde. p. 1. >; 10
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provisions ; but were to scour the country with all speed, and
seize upon all its fortresses and strong-holds.

He then divided his host into three several armies. One he
placed under the command of the Greek renegado, Magued el

Eumi, a man of desperate courage ; and sent it against the an-

cient city of Cordova. Another was sent against the city of

Malaga, and was led by Zayd ben Kesadi, aided by the Bishop
Oppas. The third was led by Taric himself, and with this he
determined to make a wide sweep through the kingdom.*

CHAPTER n.

CAPTURE OF GRANADA—SUBJUGATION OF THE ALPUXARRA
MOUNTAINS.

The terror of the arms of Taric ben Zeyad went before him;
and, at the same time, the report of his lenity to those who
submitted without resistance. Wherever he appeared, the
towns, for the most part, sent forth some of their principal

inhabitants to proffer a surrender ; for they were destitute of

fortifications, and their fighting men had perished in battle.

They were all received into allegiance to the caliph, and were
protected from pillage or molestation.

After marching some distance through the country, he
entered one day a vast and beautiful plain, interspersed with
villages, adorned with groves and gardens, watered by wind-
ing rivers, and surrounded by lofty mountains. It was the

famous vega, or plain of Granada, destined to be for ages the

favourite abode of the Moslems. When the Arab conquerors

beheld this delicious vega, they were lost in admiration ; for it

seemed as if the Prophet had given them a paradise on earth,

as a reward for their services in his cause.

Taric approached the city of Granada, which had a formida-

ble aspect, seated on lofty hiUs and fortified with Gothic walls

and towers, and with the red castle or citadel, buUt in times of

old by the Phcenicians or the Romans. As the Arab chieftain

eyed the place, he was pleased with its stem warrior look, con-

trasting with the smiling beauty of its vega, and the freshness

and voluptuous abundance of its hills and vaUeys. He pitched

* Cronica de EspaHa, de Alonzo el Sabio. P. 3, c. 1.
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his tents before its walls, and made preparations to attack it
with all his force.

The city, however, bore but the semblance of power. The
flower of its youth had perished in the battle of the Gaudalete;
many of the principal inhabitants had fled to the mountains,
and few remained in the city excepting old men, women, and
children, and a number of Jews, which last were weU disposed
to take part with the conquerors. The city, therefore, readily
capitulated, and was received into vassalage on favourable
terms. The inhabitants were to retain their property, their
laws, and their religion; their churches and priests were to be
respected; and no other tribute was required of them than
*uch as they had been accustomed to pay to their Gothic
kings.

On taking possession of Granada, Taric garrisoned the tow-
ers and castles, and left as alcayde or governor a chosen war-
rior named Betiz Aben Habuz, a native of Arabia FeKx, who
had distinguished himself by his valour and abilities. This
alcayde subsequently made himself king of Granada, and built

a palace on one of its bills ; the remains of which may be seen
at the present day.t
Even the dehghts of Granada had no power to detain the

active and ardent Taric. To the east of the pitj he beheld a
lofty chain of mountains, towering to the sky, and crowned
with shining snow. These were the "Mountains of the Sun
and Air ;" and the perpetual snows on their summits gave birth

to streams that fertflized the plains. In their bosoms, shut up
among cliffs and precipices, were many small valleys of great

beauty and abundance. The inhabitants were a bold and
hardy race, who looked upon their mountains as everlasting

+ ThB house shown as the ancient residence of Aben Habuz is called la Oasa del

Gallo, or the house of the weathercock; so named, says Pedraza, in his history of

Granada, from a bronze figure of an Arab horseman, armed with lance and buolt-

ler, which once surmounted it, and which varied with every wind. On this warlilje

weathercock was inscribed, in Arabic characters,

Dice el sabio Aben Habuz
Que asi se defiende el Andaluz.

(In this way, says Aben Habuz the wise,

The Andalusian his foe defies.)

The Casa del Gallo, even until within twenty years, possessed two great halls

beautifully decorated with morisco reliefs. It then caught Are and was so dam-

aged as to require to be nearly rebuilt. It is now a manufactory of coarse canvas,

and has nothing of the Moorish character remaining. It oommands a beautiful

view of the city and the vega.
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fortresses that could never be taken. The inhabitants of the

surrounding country had fled to these natural fastnesses for

refuge, and driven thither their flocks and herds.

Taric felt that the dominion he had acquired of the plains

would be insecure until he had penetrated and subdued these

haughty mountains. Leaving Aben Habuz, therefore, in com-

mand of Granada, he marched with his army across the vega,

and entered the folds of the Sierra, which stretch towards the

south. The inhabitants fled with affright on hearing the

Moorish trumpets, or beholding the approach of the turbaned

horsemen, and plunged deeper into the recesses of their moun-
tains. As the army advanced, the roads became more and more
rugged and diflicult ; sometimes climbing great rocky heights,

and at other times descending abruptly into deep ravines,

the beds of winter torrents. The mountains were strangely

wild and sterile ; broken into cliffs and precipices of variegated

marble. At their feet were little valleys enamelled with

groves and gardens, interlaced with silver streams, and stud-

ded with villages and hamlets ; but all deserted by their in-

habitants. No one appeared to dispute the inroad of the

Moslems, who continued their march with increasing confi-

dence, their pennons fluttering from rock and cliff, and the

valleys echoing tp the din of trumpet, drum, and cymbal. At
length they came to a defile where the mountains seemed to

have been rent asunder to make way for a foaming torrent.

The narrow and broken road wound along the dizzy edge of

precipices, until it came to where a bridge was thrown across

the chasm. It was a fearful and gloomy pass
;
great beetling

cliffs overhung the road, and the torrent roared below. This

awful defile has ever been famous in the warlike history of

those mountains, by the name, in former times, of the Bar-

ranco de Tocos, and at present of the bridge of Tablete. The
Saracen army entered fearlessly into the pass; a part had
already crossed the bridge, and was slowly toiling up the rug-

ged road on the opposite side, when great shouts arose, and
every cliff appeared suddenly peopled with furious foes. In
an instant a deluge of missiles of every sort was rained upon
the astonished Moslems. Darts, arrows, javelins, and stones,

came whistling down, singling out the most conspicuous cava-

liers ; and at times great masses of rock, bounding and thun-

dering along the mountain side, crushed whole ranks at once,

or hurled horses and riders over the edge of the precipices.

It was in vain to attempt to brave this mountain warfare.
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The enemy were beyond the reach of missiles, and safe from
ptirsuit

;
and the horses of the Arabs were here an incumbrance

rather than an aid. The trumpets sounded a retreat, and the
army retired in tumult and confusion, harassed by the enemy
until extricated from the deffle. Taric, who had beheld cities
and castles surrendering without a blow, was enraged at being
braved by a mere horde of mountain boors, and made another
attempt to penetrate the moimtains, but was again waylaid
and opposed with horrible slaughter.
The fiery son of Ishmael foamed with rage at being thus

checked in his career and foiled in his revenge. He was on
the point of abandoning the attempt, and returning to the
vega, when a Christian boor sought his camp, and was ad-
mitted to his presence. The miserable wretch possessed a
cabin and a Mttle patch of ground among the mountains, and
offered, if these should be protected from ravage, to inform the
Arab commander of a way by which troops of horse might
oe safely introduced into the bosom of the sierra, and the
whole subdued. The name of this caitiff was Fandino, and it

deserves to be perpetually recorded with ignominy. His case

is an instance how much it is iu the power, at times, of the

most insignificant being to do mischief, and how all the valour
of the magnanimous and the brave may be defeated by the

treason of the selfish and the despicable.

Instructed by this traitor, the Arab commander caused ten

thousand foot-soldiers and four thousand horsemen, com-
manded by a valiant captain, named Ibrahim Albuxarra, to

be conveyed by sea to the little port of Adra, at the Mediter-

ranean foot of the mountains. Here they landed, and, guided

by the traitor, penetrated to the heart of the sierra, laying

every thing waste. The brave mountaineers, thus hemmed in

between two armies, destitute of fortresses and without hope

of succour, were obliged to capitulate ; but th^Ir valour was not

without avail, for never, even in Spain, did vanquished people

surrender on prouder or more honom-able terms. We have

named the wretch who betrayed his native mountains ; let us,

equally, record the name of him whose pious patriotism saved

them from desolation. It was the reverend Bishop Centerio.

While the warriors rested on their arms in grim and menacing

tranquillity among the cliffs, this venerable prelate descended

to the Arab tents in the valley, to conduct the capitulation. In

stipulating for the safety of his people, he did not forget that

they were brave men, and that they stiU had weapons in their
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hands. He obtained conditions accordingly. It was agreed

that they should be permitted to retain their houses, lands,

and personal efEects ; that they should be unmolested in their

religion, and their temples and priests respected; and that

they should pay no other tribute than such as they had been

accustomed to render to their kings. Should they prefer to

leave the country and to remove to any part of Christendom,

they were to be allowed to sell their possessions ; and to take

with them the money, and all their other effects.*

Ibrahim Albuxarra remained in command of the territory,

and the whole sierra, or chain of mountains, took his name,

which has since been shghtly corrupted into that of the

Alpuxarras. The subjugation of this rugged region, however,

was for a long time incomplete ; many of the Christians main-

tained a wild and hostile independence, living in green glens

and scanty valleys among the heights ; and the sierra of the

Alpuxarras has, in aU ages, been one of the most difficult parts

of Andalusia to be subdued.

CHAPTER III.

EXPEDITION OF MAGUED AGAINST CORDOVA—DEFENCE OF THE
PATRIOT PELISTES.

While the veteran Taric was making this wide circuit

through the land, the expedition under Magued the renegade
proceeded against the city of Cordoya. The inhabitants of

that ancient place had beheld the great army of Don Roderick
spreading like an inundation over the plain of the Guadal-
quivir, and had felt confident that it must sweep the infidel

invadeps from the land. What then was their dismay, when
scattered fugitives, wild with horror and affright, brought
them tidings of the entire overthrow of that mighty host, and
the disappearance of the king ! In the midst of their conster-

nation, the Gothic noble, Pehstes, arrived at their gates, hag-

gard with fatigue of body and anguish of mind, and leading

a remnant of his devoted cavahers, who had survived the

dreadful battle of the Guadalete. The people of Cordova knew
the valiant and steadfast spirit of Pelistc, and raUied round

* Pedraza, Hist. Granad. p. 3, c. 2. Bleda, Ci'onica, L. 2, c. 10.
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Mm as a last hope. "Roderick is fallen," cried they, "and
we,have, neither king nor captain; be unto us as a sovereign;

take command of otir city, and protect us m. this hour of

pern !"

The heart of Pelistes was free from ambition, and was too

much broken by grief to be flattered by the offer of command

;

but he felt above every thing for the woes of his country, and
was ready to assume any desperate service in her cause.

"Tour city," said he, " is surrounded by walls and towers,

and may yet check the progress of the foe. Promise to stand

by me till the last, and I will imdertake your defence." The

inhabitants aU promised implicit obedience and devoted zeal;

for what will not the inhabitants of a wealthy city promise

and profess in a moment of alarm. The instant, however,

that they heard of the approach of the Moslem troops, the

wealthier citizens packed up their effects and fled to the

mountains, or to the distant city of Toledo. Even the monks

collected the riches of their convents and churches, and fled.

Pelistes, though he saw himself thus deserted by those who

had the greatest interest in the safety of the city, yet deter-

mined not to abandon its defence. He had stfll his faithful

though scanty band of cavaliers, and a number of fugitives of

the army; in all amounting to about four hundred men. He

stationed guards, therefore, at the gates and in the towers,

and made every preparation for a desperate resistance.

In the meantime, the army of Moslems and apostate Chris-

tians advanced, under the command of the Greek renegade,

Magued, and guided by the traitor Julian. While they were yet

at some distance from the city, their scouts brought to them a

shepherd, whom they had surprised on the banks of the Gua-

dalquivir' The trembling hind was an inhabitant of Cordova,

and revealed to them the state of the place, and the weakness

of its garrison.

"And the waUs and gates," said Magued, are they strong

and well guarded?" t ^ .i
" The wails are high, and of wondrous strength, rephed the

sheph'^rd "and soldiers hold watch at the gates by day and

nieht " But there is one place where the city may be secretly

entered In a part of the wall, not far from the bridge, the

battlements are broken, and there is a breach at some he^ht

from the ground. Hard by stands a fig-tree, by the aid of

which the wall may easily be scaled."
, , ,, ^ .,, , .

Having received this mformation, Magued halted with his
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army, and sent forward several renegado Christians, partisans

of Count Julian, who entered Cordova as if flying before the

enemy. On a dark and tempestuous night, the Moslems ap-

proached to the end of the bridge which crosses the Guadal-

quivir, and remained in ambush. Magued took a small party

of chosen men, and, guided by the shepherd, forded the stream

and groped silently along the wall to the place where stood the

fig-tree. The traitors, who had fraudtdently entered the city,

were ready on the wall to render assistance. Magued ordered

his followers to make use of the long folds of their turbans

instead of cords, and succeeded without diflB.culty in clamber-

ing into the breach.

Drawing their scimitars, they now hastened to the gate

which opened towards the bridge; the guards, suspecting no
assault from within, were taken by surprise, and easily over-

powered ; the gate was thrown open, and the army that had
remained in ambush, rushed over the bridge, and entered with

out opposition.

The alarm had by this time spread throughout the city ; but

already a torrent of armed men was pouring through the

streets. Pehstes saUied forth with his cavaliers and such of

the soldiery as he could collect, and endeavoured to repel the

foe ; but every effort was in vara. The Christians were slowly

driven from street to street, and square to square, disputing

every inch of ground; until, finding anotherbody of the enemy
approaching to attack them in rear, they took refuge in a

convent, and succeeded in throwing to and barring the pon-

derous doors. The Moors attempted to force the gates, but

were assailed with such showers of missiles from the windows
and battlements that they were obliged to retire. Pehstes

examined the convent, and found it admirably calculated for

defence. It was of great extent, with spacious courts and
cloisters. The gates were massive, and secured with bolts

and bars; the walls were of great thickness; the windows
high and grated ; there was a great tank or cistern of water,

and the friars, who had fled from the city, had left behind a

good supply of provisions. Here, then, Pelistes proposed to

make a stand, and to endeavour to hold out until succour should

arrive from some other city. His proposition was received

with shouts by his loyal cavaliers ; not one of whom but was
ready to lay down his life in the service of his commander.
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CHAPTER IV.

DEFENCE Off THE CONVENT OF ST. GEORGE BY PELISTES.

Foe three long and anxious months did the good knight
Pelistes and his cavaliers defend their sacred asylum against
the repeated assaults of the infidels. The standard of the true
faith was constantly displayed from the loftiest tower, and a
fire blazed there throughout the night, as signals of distress to
the surrounding country. The watchman from his turret kept
a wary lookout over the land, hoping in every cloud of dust
to descry the glittering hehns of Christian warriors. The
country, however, was forlorn and abandoned, or if per-

chance a human being was perceived, it was some Arab horse-

man, careering the plain of the Guadalquivir as fearlessly as

if it were his native desert.

By degrees the provisions of . the convent were consumed,
and the cavaliers had to slay their horses, one by one, for food.

They suffered the wasting miseries of famine -without a mur-
mur, and always met their commander with a smile. Pelistes,

however, read their sufferings in their wan and emaciated

countenances, and felt more for them than for himself. He
was grieved at heart that such loyalty and valour should only

lead to slavery or death, and resolved to make one desperate

attempt for their deliverance. Assembling them one day in

the court of the convent, he disclosed to them his purpose.
" Comrades and brothers in arms," said he, " it is needless to

conceal danger from brave men. Our case is desperate; our

countrymen either know not or heed not our situation, or

have not the means to help us. There is but one chance of

escape; it is full of peril, and, as your leader, I claim the right

to brave it. To-morrow at break of day I will sally forth

and make for the city gates at the moment of their being

opened; no one will suspect a solitary horseman; I shall be

taken for one of those recreant christians who have basely

mingled with the enemy. If I succeed in getting out of the

city I will hasten to Toledo for assistance. In all events I shall

be back in less than twenty days. Keep a vigilant lookout

toward the nearest mountain. If you behold five lights blaz-

ing upon its summit, be assured I am at hand with succour,

and prepare yourselves to sally forth upon the city as I attack
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the gates. Should I fail in obtaining aid, I wUl return to die

with you."

When he had finished, his warriors would fain have severally

undertaken the enterprise, and they remonstrated against his

exposing himself to such peril ; but he was not to be shaken
from his purpose. On the following morning, ere the break

of day, his horse was led forth, caparisoned, iato the court of

the convent, and Pehstes appeared in complete armour. As-

sembling his cavaliers in the chapel, he prayed with them for

some time before the altar of the holy Virgin. Then risiag

and standing in the midst of them, "God knows, my com-
panions," said he, "whether we have any longer a country; if

not, better were we in our graves. Loyal and true have ye been
to me, and loyal have ye been to my son, even to the hour of

his death ; and grieved am I that I have no other means of

proving my love for you, than by adventuring my worthless

hfe for your deUverance. All I ask of you before I go, is a

solemn promise to defend yourselves to the last like brave men
and Christian cavaliers, and never to renounce joxvc faith, or

throw yourselves on the mercy of the renegado Magued, or the

traitor Julian." They aU pledged their words, and took a
solemn oath to the same effect before the altar.

Pelistes then embraced them one by one, and gave them his

benediction, and as he did so his heart yearned over them, for

he felt towards them, not merely as a companion in arms and as

a commander, but as a father ; and he took leave of them as if

he had been goiag to his death. The warriors, on their part,

crowded round him in silence, kissing his hands and the hem
of his surcoat, and many of the sternest shed teans.

The gray of the dawning had just streaked the east, when
Pelistes took lance in hand, hung his shield about his neck,

and mounting his steed, issued quietly forth from a postern of

the convent. He paced slowly through the vacant streets, and
the tramp of his steed echoed afar in that silent hour ; but no

one suspected a warrior, moving thus singly and tranquilly in

an armed city, to be an enemy. He arrived at the gate just at

the hour of opening ; a foraging party was entering with cattle

and with beasts of burden, and he passed unheeded through
the throng. As soon as he was out of sight of the soldiers who
guarded the gate, he quickened his pace, and at length, gallop-

ing at full speed, succeeded in gaining the mountains. Here
he paused, and alighted at a sohtary farm-house to breathe bis

panting steed; but had scarce put foot to ground when he
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heard the distant sound of pursuit, and beheld a horseman
spurring up the mountain.

ThroT,ving himself again upon his steed, he abandoned the
road and galloped across the rugged heights. The deep dry-
channel of a torrent checked his career, and his horse stum-
bling upon the margiti, rolled with his rider to the bottom.
FeUstes was sorely bruised by the fall, and his whole visage
was bathed in blood. His horse, too, was maimed and unable
to stand, so that there was no hope of escape. The enemy drew
near, and proved to be no other than Magued, the renegade
general, who had perceived him as he issued forth from the
city, and had followed singly in pursuit. "Well met, senor
alcayde!" exclaimed he, "and overtaken in good time. Sur-
render yourself my prisoner.

"

Pelistes made no other reply than by drawing his sword,
bracing his shield, and preparing for defence. Magued, though
an apostate, and a fierce warrior, possessed some sparks of

knightly magnanimity. Seeing his adversary dismounted, he
disdained to take him at a disadvantage, but, alightiug, tied

liis horse to a tree.

The conflict that ensued was desperate and doubtful, for

seldom had two wai'riors met so well matched or of equal

prowess. Their shields were hacked to pieces, the ground was
strewed with fragments of their armour, and stained with

their blood. They paused repeatedly to take breath ; regard-

ing each other with wonder and admiration. Pelistes, how-

ever, had been previously injured by his fall, and fought to

great disadvantage. The renegado perceived it, and sought not

to slay him, but to take him alive. Shifting his ground con-

tinually, he wearied his antagonist, who was growing weaker

and weaker from the loss of blood. At length Pehstes seemed

to summon up aU his remaining strength to make a signal

blow ; it was skilfully parried, and he fell prostrate upon the

ground. The renegado ran up, and putting his foot upon his

sword, and the point of his scimitar to his throat, called upon

Viim to ask his life ; but Pehstes lay without sense, and as one

dead. Magued then unlaced the helmet of his vanquished

enemy, and seated himself on a rock beside him, to recover

breath.' In this situation the warriors were found by cer-

tain Moorish cavaliers, who marvelled much at the traces of

that stem and bloody combat.

Finding there was yet life in the Christian knight, they laid

him upon one of their horses, and aiding Magued to remoimt
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his steed, proceeded slowly to the city. As the convoy passed

by the convent, the cavaliers looked forth and beheld their

commander borne along bleeding and a captive. Furious at

the sight, they sallied forth to the rescue, but were repulsed by

a superior force and driven back to the great portal of the

church. The enemy entered peU-meU with them, fighting

from aisle to aisle, from altar to altar, and in the courts and

cloisters of the convent. The greater part of the cavaliers

died bravely, sword in hand; the rest were disabled with

wounds and made prisoners. The convent, which was lately

their castle, was now made their prison, and i^ after-times, in

commemoration of this event, was consecrated by the name of

St. George of the Captives.

CHAPTER V.

MEETING BETWEEN THE PATRIOT PELISTES AND THE TRAITOR
JULIAN.

The loyalty and prowess of the good knight PeHstes had
gained him the reverence even of his enemies. He was for a

long time disabled by his wounds, during which he was kiudly

treated by the Arab chieftains, who strove by every courteous

means to cheer his sadness and make him forget that he was
a captive. When he was recovered from his wounds they

gave him a magnificent banquet, to testify their admiration of

his virtues.

Pelistes appeared at the banquet clad in sable armour, and
with a countenance pale and dejected, for the ills of his

country evermore preyed upon his heart. Among the assem-

bled guests was Count Julian, who held a high command in

the Moslem army, and was arrayed in garments of mingled
Christian and morisco fashion. PeUstes had been a close

and bosom friend of Jiilian in former times, and had served

with him in the wars in Africa, but v/hen the count advanced
to accost him with his wonted amity, he turned away in

silence and deigjied not to notice him; neither, during the

whole of the repast, did he address to him ever a word, but

treated him as one unknown.
When the banquet was nearly at a close, the discourse

turned upon the events of the war, and the Moslem chieftains.
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in great coirrtesy, dwelt upon the merits of many of the Chris-
tian cavaliers who had fallen in battle, and all extolled the
valour of those who had recently perished in the defence of the
convent. PeUstes remained silent for a time, and checked the
grief which swelled within his bosom as he thought of his de-
voted cavahers. At length, Uftiag up his voice, "Happy are
the dead," said he, "for they rest in peace, and are gone to
receive the reward of their piety and valour! I could mourn
over the loss of my companions in arms, but they have fallen
with honour, and are spared the wretchedness I feel in
witnessing the thraldom of my country. I have seen my only
son, the pride and hope of my age, cut down at my side; I
have beheld kindred, friends, and followers faUing one by one
around me, and have become so seasoned to those losses that I

have ceased to weep. Yet there is one man over whose loss I

wiU never cease to grieve. He was the loved companion of

my youth, and the steadfast associate of my graver years. He
was one of the most loyal of Christian knights. As a friend

he was loving and sincere ; as a warrior his achievements were
above all praise. What has become of him, alas ! I know not.
If fallen in battle, and I knew where his bones were laid,

whether bleaching on the plains of Xeres, or biuied in the

waters of the Guadalete, I would seek them out and enshrine

them as the relics of a sainted patriot. Or if, like many of his

companions in arms, he shovdd be driven to wander in foreign

lands, I would join him in his hapless exile, and we would
mourn together over the desolation of our country."

Even the hearts of the Arab warriors were touched by the

lament of the good Pelistes, and they said—"Who was this

peerless friend in whose praise thou art so fervent?"

" His name," repKed Pelistes, "was Count Julian."

The Moslem warriors stared with surprise. "Noble cava-

lier," exclaimed they, "has grief disordered thy senses? Be-

hold thy friend Kving and standing before thee, and yet thou

dost not know him ! This, this is Count Julian !"

Upon this, PeHstes turned his eyes upon the count, and

regarded him for a time with a lofty and stern demeanour;

and the countenance of Julian darkened, and was troubled,

and his eye sank beneath the regard of that loyal and honour-

able cavalier. And Pelistes said, "In the name of God, I

charge thee, man unknown! to answer. Dost thou presume

to call thyself Count Julian?"

The count reddened with anger at these words. "Pelistes,"
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said he, "what means this mockery? thou knowest me well;

thou knowest me for Count Juhan.

"

" I know thee for a base impostor !" cried Pelistes. " Count
Julian was a noble Gothic knight ; but thou appearest in mon-
grel Moorish garb. Count Julian was a Christian, faithful and
devout; but I behold in thee a renegado and an infidel. Count
Julian was ever loyal to his king, and foremost in his coun-

try's cause ; were he hving he would be the first to put shield

on neck and lance in rest, to clear the land of her invaders

;

but thou art a hoary traitor ! thy hands are stained -vrith the

royal blood of the Goths, and thou hast betrayed thy coimtry
and thy God! Therefore, I again repeat, man unkaown! if

thou sayest thou art Count Julian, thou liest! My friend,

alas! is dead; and thou art some fiend from hell, which hast

taken possession of his body to dishonour his memory and
render him an abhorrence among men!" So saying, Pelistes

turned his back upon the traitor, and went forth from the

banquet; leaving Count Julian overwhelmed with confusion,

and an object of scorn to all the Moslem cavaliers.

CHAPTEE VI.

HOW TABIC EL TUEETO CAPTURED THE CITY OF TOLEDO THROUGH
THE AID OF THE JEWS, AND HOW HE FOUND THE FAMOUS
TALISIHANIC TABLE OF SOLOMON.

While these events were passing in Cordova, the one-eyed

Arab general, Taric el Tuerto, having subdued the city and
vega of Granada, and the Mountains of the Sun and Air,

directed his march into the interior of the kingdom, to attack

the ancient city of Toledo, the capital of the Gothic kings. So
gTeat was the terror caused by the rapid conquests of the

invaders, that at the very rumour of their approach, many
of the inhabitants, though thus in the very citadel of the

kingdom, abandoned it and fled to the mountains with their

families. Enough remained, however, to have made a formi-

dable defence ; and, as the city was seated on a lofty rock,

surrounded by massive walls and towers, and almost girdled

by the Tagus, it threatened a long resistance. The Arab
warriors pitched their tents in the vega, on the borders of-

the river, and prepared for a tedious siege.
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One evening, as Taric was seated in his tent meditating on
the mode in which he should assail this rock-built city, certain
of the patrols of the camp brought a stranger before him.
"As we were going our roimds," said they, "we beheld this
man lowered down with cords from a tower, and he dehvered
himself into our hands, praying to be conducted to thy
presence, that he might reveal to thee certain things im-
portant for thee to know."

Taric fixed his eyes upon the stranger: he was a Jewish
rabbi, with a long beard which spread upon his gabardine, and
descended even to his girdle. "What hast thou to reveal?"
said he to the Israelite. "What I have to reveal," repMed the
other, "is for thee alone to hear; command then, I entreat
thee, that these men withdraw." When they were alone he
addressed Taric in Arabic: "Know, O leader of the host of

Islam," said he, "that I am sent to thee on the part of the
children of Israel resident in Toledo. We have been oppressed
and insiilted by the Christians in the time of their prosperity,

and now that they are threatened with siege, they have taken
from us aU our provisions and our money, they have com-
pelled us to work like slaves, repairing their walls ; and they
oblige us to bear arms and guard a part of the towers. We
abhor their yoke, and are ready, if thou wilt receive us as

subjects and permit us the free enjoyment of our religion and
our property, to dehver the towers we guard into thy hands,

and to give thee safe entrance into the city."

The Arab chief was overjoyed at this proposition, and he
rendered, much honour to the rabbi, and gave orders to clothe

him in a costly robe, and to perfume his beard with essences

of a pleasant odour, so that he was the most sweet smelling of

his tribe; and he said, "Make thy words good, and put me in

possession of the city, and I will do all and more than thou

hast required, and will bestow countless wealth upon thee and

thy brethren."

Then a plan was devised between them by which the city

was to be betrayed and given up. "But how shall I be

secured " said he, "that aU thy tribe wUl fulfil what thou

hast engaged, and that this is not a stratagem to get me
and my people into your power ?"

"This shall be thy assurance," replied the rabbi: "Ten of

the principal Israelites will come to this tent and remam
as hostages."

"It is enough," said Taric; and he made oath to accomplish
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all that lie had promised ; and the Jewish hostages came and
delivered themselves into his hands.

On a dark night, a chosen band of Moslem warriors ap-

proached the part of the walls guarded by the Jews, and were

secretly admitted into a postern gate and concealed within a
tower. Three thousand Arabs were at the same time placed

in ambush among rocks and thickets, in a place on the op-

posite side of the river, commanding a view of the city. On
the following morning Taric ravaged the gardens of the vaUey,

and set fire to the farm-houses, and then breaking up his camp
marched off as if abandoning the siege.

The people of Toledo gazed with astonishment from their

walls at the retiring squadrons of .the enemy, and scarcely

could credit their unexpected deliverance ; before night there

was not a turban nor a hostile lance to be seen ia the vega.

They attributed it aU to the special intervention of their

patron saint, Leocadia; and the following day being palm
Sunday, they sallied forth in procession, man, woman, and
child, to the church of that blessed saint, which is situated

without the walls, that they might return thanks for her

marvellous protection.

When all Toledo had thus poured itself forth, and was
marching with cross and rehc and soleitin chaunt towards
the chapel, the Arabs, who had been concealed in the tower,

rushed forth and barred the gates of the city. While some
guarded the gates, others dispersed themselves about the

streets, slaying all who made resistance; and others kindled
a fire and made a column of smoke on the top of the citadel.

At sight of this signal, the Arabs, in ambush, beyond the

liver, rose with a great shout, and attacked the multitude
who were thronging to the church of St. Leocadia. There
was a great massacre, although the people were without
arms, and made no resistance; and it is said, in ancient

chronicles, that it was the apostate Bishop Oppas who guided
the Moslems to their prey, and incited them to this slaughter.

The pious reader, says Fray Antonio Agapida, will be slow to

beheve such turpitude; but there is Aothing more venomous
than the rancour of an apostate priest; for the best things
in this world, when corrupted, become the worst and most
baneful.

Many of the Christians had taken refuge within the church,
and had barred the doors, but Oppas commanded that fire

should be set to the portals, threatening to put every one
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withm to the sword. HappUy the veteran Taric arrived
just in time to stay the fury of this reverend renegade. He
ordered the trumpets to call ofiE the troops from the carnage,
and extended grace to all the surviving inhabitants. They
were permitted to remain in quiet possession of their homes
and eilects, paying only a moderate tribute; and they were
allowed to exercise the rites of their religion iji the existing
churches, to the number of seven, but were prohibited from
erecting any others. Those who preferred to leave the city,
were suffered to depart in safety, but not to take with them
any of their wealth.
Immense spoil was found by Taric in the alcazar, or royal

castle, situated on a rocky eminence, in the highest part of the
city. Among the regalia treasured up in a secret chamber,
were twenty-five regal crowns of fine gold, garnished with
jacynths, am_ethysts, diamonds, and other precious stones.
These were the crowns of the different Gothic kings who had
reigned in Spain; it having been the usage, on the death of
each king, to deposit his crown in this treasury, inscribing on
it his name and age.*

When Taric was thus in possession of the city, the Jews
came to him in procession, with songs and dances and the
sound of timbrel and psaltery, hailing him as their lord, and
reminding him of his promises.

The son of Ishmael kept his word with the children of Israel;

they were protected in the possession of all their wealth and
the exercise of their religion, and were, moreover, rewarded
with jewels of gold and jewels of silver, and much moneys.!
A subsequent expedition was led by Taric against Guadalax-

ara, which surrendered without resistance ; he moreover cap-

tured the city of Medina Ceh, where he found an inestimable

table which had formed a part of the spoU taken at Rome by
Alaric, at the time that the sacred city was conquered by the

G-oths. It was composed of one single and entire emerald, and
possessed talismanic powers ; for traditions affirm that it was
the work of genii, and had been wrought by them for King
Solomon the wise, the son of David. This marvellous relic

was carefully preserved by Taric, as the most precious of all

his spoils, being intended by hmi as a present to the cahph;

*Conde, Hist, de las Arabes en EspaSa, u. la.

+ The stratagem of the Jews of Toledo is recorded briefly by Bishop Lucas de

Tuy in his chronicle, but is related at large in the chronicle of the Moor Kasis.
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and in commemoration of it the city was called by the Arabs,

Medina Almeyda; that is to say, "The City of the Table."*

Having made these and other conquests of less importance,

and having collected great quantities of gold and silver, and

rich stufEs and precious stones, Taric returned with his booty

to the royal city of Toledo.

CHAPTER Vn.

MUZ A. BEN NOSIEE; HIS ENTEAI^CE INTO SPAIN, AND CAPTURE
CAEMONA.

Let us leave for a season the bold Taric in his triumphant

progress from city to city, while we turn our eyes to Muza ben

Nosier, the renowned Emir of Almagreb, and the commander-

in-chief of the Moslem forces of the west. When that jealous

chieftain had despatched his letter commanding Taric to pause

and await his coming, he immediately made every preparation

to enter Spain with a powerful reinforcement, a,nd to take

command of the conqueriag army. He left his eldest son,

Abdalasis, in Caervan, with authority over Almagreb, or

Western Africa. This Abdalasis was in the flower of his

youth, and beloved by the soldiery for the magnanimity and
the engaging afEabUity which graced his courage.

Muza ben Nosier crossed the strait of Hercules with a chosen

force of ten thousand horse and eight thousand foot, Arabs
and Africans. He was accompanied by his two sons, Meruan
and Abdelola, and by numerous illustrious Arabian cavaliers

of the tribe of the Koreish. He landed his shining legions on
the coast of Andalusia, and pitched his tents near to the G ua-

diana. There first he received intelligence of the disobedience

of Taric to his orders, and that, without waiting his arrival,

the impetuous chieftain had continued his career, and with his

light Arab squadrons had overrun and subdued the noblest

provinces and cities of the kingdom.

* According to Arabian legends, this table was a mirror revealing all great events;

insomuch that by looking on it the possessor might behold battles and sieges and
feats of chivalry, and all actions worthy of renown; and might thus ascertain the
truth of all historic transactions. It was a mirror of history, therefore; and had
very probably aided King Solomon in acquiring that px'odigious knowledge and
wisdom for which he was renowned.
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The jealous spirit of Muza was still more exasperated by
these tidings; he looked upon Taric no longer as a friend and
coadjutor, but as an invidious rival, the decided enemy of his
glory ; and he determined on his ruin. His first consideration,
however, was to secure to himself a share in the actual con-
quest of the land before it should be entirely subjugated.
TaMng guides, therefore, from among his Christian captives,

he set out to subdue such parts of the country as had not been
visited by Taric. The first place which he assailed was the
ancient city of Carmona ; it was not of great magnitude, but
was fortified with high walls and massive towers, and many of

the fugitives of the late army had thrown themselves into it.

The Groths had by this time recovered from their first panic

;

they had become accustomed to the sight of Moslem troops,

and their native courage had been roused by danger. Short-

ly after the Arabs had encamped before their walls, a band
of cavaliers made a sudden sally one morning before the

break of day, fell upon the enemy by surprise, killed above
three hundred of them in their tents, and effected their retreat

into the city ; leaving twenty of their number dead, covered

with honourable wounds, and in the very centre of the camp.

On the following day they made another sally, and fell on a

different quarter of the encampment ; but the Arabs were on

their guard, and met them with superior numbers. After

fighting fiercely for a time, they were routed, and fled full

speed for the city, with the Arabs hard upon their traces.

The guards within feared to open the gate, lest with their

friends they should admit a torrent of enemies. Seeing them-

selves thus shut out, the fugitives determined to die like brave

soldiers rather than surrender. Wheeling suddenly round,

they opened a path through the host of their pursuers, fought

their way back to the camp, and raged about it with desperate

fury until they were all slain, after having kiQed above eight

hundred of the enemy.*

Muza now ordered that the place should be taken by storm.

The Moslems assailed it on all sides, but were vigorously re-

sisted- many were slain by showers of stones, arrows, and

boiling pitch, and many who had mounted with scaling lad-

ders were thrown headlong from the battlements. The al-

cayde, Galo, aided solely by two men, defended a tower and a

portion of the wall; kilhng and wounding with a cross-bow

* Abuloasim, Perdida de EspaiSa, L. 1, e. 13.
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more than eighty of the enemy. The attack lasted above half

a day, when the Moslems were repulsed with the loss of fifteen

hundred men.
Muza was astonished and exasperated at meeting with such

a formidable resistance from so small a city ; for it was one of

the few places, during that memorable conquest, where the

Gothic valour shone forth with its proper lustre. While the

Moslem army lay encamped before the place, it was joined by
Magued the renegado, and Count Julian the traitor, with one

thousand horsemen ; most of them recreant Christians, base

betrayers of their country, and more savage in their warfare

than the Arabs of the desert. To find favour in the eyes

of Muza, and to evince his devotion to the cause, the count

imdertook, by wily stratagem, to put this gallant city in his

power.

One evening, just at twilight, a number of Christians,

habited as travelling merchants, arrived at one of the gates,

conducting a train of mules laden with arms and warlike

munitions. "Open the gate quickly," cried they; "we bring

supplies for the garrison, but the Arabs have discovered, and
are jn pursuit of us." The gate was thrown open, the mer-
chants entered with their beasts of burden, and were joyfully

received. Meat and drink were placed before them, and after

they had refreshed themselves they retired to the quarters

allotted to them.
These pretended merchants were Count Julian and a number

of his partisans. At the hour of midnight they stole forth

silently, and assembling together, proceeded to what was
called the Gate of Cordova. Here setting suddenly upon the

unsuspecting guards, they put thera to the edge of the sword,

and throwing open the gates, admitted a great body of the

Arabs. The inhabitants were roused from their sleep by soimd
of drum and trumpet, and the clattering of horses. The Arabs
scoured the streets; a horrible massacre was commenced, in

which none were spared but such of the females as were young
and beautiftd, and fitted to grace the harems of the conquerors.

The arrival of Muza put an end to the pillage and the slaugh-

ter, and he granted favourable terms to the survivors. Thus
the vaUant little city of Carmona, after nobly resisting the

open assaults of the infidels, fell a victim to the treachery of

apostate Christians. *

* Cron. gen. de EspaHa, por Alonzo el Sabio . P. 3, c. 1.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MUZA MARCHES AGAINST THE CITY OF SKVILLK.

After tlie capture of Carmona, Muza descended into a noble

plain, covered with, fields of grain, with orchards and gardens,

through which glided the soft-flowing Guadalquivir. On the
borders of the river stood the ancient city of Seville, sur-

rounded by Roman walls, and defended by its golden tower.

Understanding from his spies that the city had lost the flower of

its youth in the battle of the Guadalete, Muza anticipated but a
faint resistance. A considerable force, however, still remained
within the place, and what they wanted in munbers they made
up in resolution. For some days they withstood the assaults

of the enemy, and defended their walls with great courage.

Their want of warlike munitions, however, and the superior

force and sldll of the besiegiag army, left them no hope of

being able to hold out long. There were two youthful cava-

Hers of uncommon valour in the city. They assembled the

warriors and addressed them. "We cannot save the city,"

said they; "but at least we may save ourselves, and preserve

so many strong arms for the service of our country. Let us

cut our way through the infidel force and gain' some secure

fortress, from whence we may return with augmented nmn-
bers for the rescue of the city."

The advice of the young cavaUers was adopted. In the

dead of the night the garrison assembled to the number of

about three thousand; the most part mounted on horseoack.

Suddenly sallying from one of the gates, they rushed in a com-

pact body upon the camp of the Saracens, which was negU^

gently guarded, for the Moslems expected no such act of

desperation. The camp was a scene of great carnage and

confusion; many were slain on both sides; the two valiant

leaders of the Christians fell covered with wounds, but the

main body succeeded in forcing their way through the centre

of the army, and in making their retreat to Beja in Lusitania.

Muza was' at a loss to know the meaning of this desperate

sally. In the morning he perceived the gates of the city wide

open A number of ancient and venerable men presented

themselves at his tent, offering cubmission and imploring

mercy, for none were left in the place but the old, the infirm,

and the miserable. Muza listened to them with compassion,
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and granted their prayer, and the only tribute he exacted was

three measures of wheat and three of barley from each house

or family. He placed a garrison of Arabs in the city, and left

there a number of Jews to form a body of population. Having

thus secured two imjiortant places in Andalusia, he passed the

boundaries of the province, and advanced with great martial

pomp into Lusitania.

CHAPTER IX.

MUZA BESIEGES THE CITY OF MERIDA.

The army of Muza was now augmented to about eighteen

thousand horsemen, but he took with him but few foot-sol-

diers, leaving them to garrison the conquered towns. He met

with no resistance on his entrance into Lusitania. City after

city laid its keys at his feet, and implored to be received into

peaceful vassalage. One city alone prepared for vigorous de-

fence, the ancient Merida, a place of great extent, uncounted

riches, and prodigious strength. A noble Goth named Sacarus

was the governor ; a man of consummate wisdom, patriotism,

and valour. Hearing of the approach of the invaders, he

gathered within the walls all the people of the surroundiag

country, with their horses and mules, their flocks and herds

and most precious efEects. To insure for a long time a supply

of bread, he fiUed the magazines with grain, and erected wind-

mills on the churches. This done, he laid waste the surround-

ing country to a great extent, so that a besieging army would
have to encamp in a desert.

When Muza came in sight of this magnificent city, he was
struck with admiration. He remained for some time gazing

in silence upon its mighty walls and lordly towers, its vast ex-

tent, and the stately palaces and temples with which it was
adorned. "Surely," cried he, at length, " all the people of the

earth have combined their power and skUl to embellish and
aggrandize this city. AUah Achbar ! Happy will he be who
shall have the glory of making such a conquest !"

Seeing that a place so populous and so strongly fortified

would be hkely to maintain a long and formidable resistance,

he sent messengers to Africa to his son Abdalasis, to collect all
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the forces that could be spaxed from the garrisons of Mauri-
tania, and to hasten and reinforce him.
While Muza was forming his encampment, deserters from

the city brought him word that a chosen band intended to
sally forth at midnight and surprise his camp. The Arab com-
mander immediately took measiu'es to receive them with a
counter surprise. Having formed his plan, and conmiunicated
it to his principal officers, he ordered that, throughout the day,
there should be kept up an appearance of neghgent confusion
in his encampment. The outposts were feebly guarded ; fires

were hghted in various places, as if preparing for feasting;

bursts of music and shouts of revelry resounded from different

quarters, and the whole camp seemed to be rioting in careless

security on the plunder of the land. As the night advanced,

the fires were gradually extinguished, and silence ensued, as if

the soldiery had sunk into deep sleep after the carousal.

In the meantime, bodies of troops had been secretly and
silently marched to reinforce the outposts ; and the renegade

Magued, with a numerous force, had formed an ambuscade in

a deep stone quarry by which the Christians would ha,ve to

pass. These preparations being made, they awaited the ap-

proach of the enemy in breathless silence.

About midnight, the chosen force intended for the sally

assembled, and the command was confided to Count Tendero,

a Gothic cavalier of tried prowess. After having heard a

solemn mass and received the benediction of the priest, they

marched out of the gate with all possible silence. They were

suffered to pass the ambuscade in the quarry without molesta-

tion; as they approached the Moslem camp, every thing ap-

peared quiet, for the foot-soldiers were concealed in slopes and

hollows, and every Arab horseman lay in his armour beside

his steed. The sentinels on the outposts waited until the

Christians were close at hand, and then fled in apparent con-

sternation.
, , ^, .

Count Tendero gave the signal for assault, and the Chris-

tians rushed confidently forward. In an instant an uproar of

drums, trumpets, and shrill war-cries burst forth from every

side. An army seemed to spring up from the earth ;
squadrons

of horse came thimdering on them in front, while the quarry

poured forth legions of armed warriors in their rear.

The noise of the terrific conflict that took place was heard on

the city walls, and answered by shouts of exultation, for the

Christians thought it rose from the terror and confusion of the
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Arab camp. In a little while, however, they were undeceived

by fugitives from the fight, aghast with terror, and covered
with wounds. "Hell itself," cried they, "is on the side of

these infidels; the earth casts forth warriors and steeds to aid

them. We have fought, not with men, but devils !"

The greater part of the chosen troops who had sallied, were
cut to pieces in that scene of massacre, for they had been con-

founded by the tempest of battle which suddenly broke forth

around them. Count Tendero fought with desperate valour,

and fell covered with wounds. His body was found the next

morning, lyiag among the slain, and transpierced with half a
score of lances. The renegade Magued Qut ofiE his head and
tied it to the tail of his horse, and repaired with this savage
trophy to the tent of Muza ; but the hostility of the Arab gen-

eral was of a less malignant kind. He ordered that the head

and body should be placed together upon a bier and treated

with becoming reverence.

In the course of the day a train of priests and friars came
forth from the city to request permission to seek for the body
of the count. Muza delivered it to them, with many soldier-

like encomiums on the valour of that good cavalier. The
priests covered it with a paU of cloth of gold, and bore it back
in melancholy procession to the city, where it was received

with loud lamentations.

The siege was now pressed with great vigour, and repeated

assaults were made, but in vain. Muza saw, at length, that the

walls were too high to be scaled, and the gates too strong to be

burst open without the aid of engines, and he desisted from
the attack until machines for the purpose could be constructed.

The governor suspected from this cessation of active warfare,

that the enemy flattered themselves to reduce the place by fa-

mine ; he caused, therefore, large baskets of bread to be thrown
from the wall, and sent a messenger to Muza to inform him that

if his army should be inwant of bread, he would supply it, hav-
ing sufficient corn in his granaries for a ten years' siege.*

The citizens, however, did not possess the undaunted spirit

of their governor. When they found that the Moslems were
constructing tremendous engines for the destruction of their

walls, they lost all courage, and, surrounding the governor in

a clamorous multitude, compelled him to send forth persons to

capitulate.

* Bleda, Cronica, L. S. c, 11.
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The ambassadors came into the presence of Muza with awe,
for they expected to find a fierce and formidable warrior in
one who had filled the land with terror; but to their astonish-
ment, they beheld an ancient and venerable man, with white
hair, a snowy beard, and a pale emaciated countenance. He
had passed the previous night without sleep, and had been all

day in the field ; he was exhausted, therefore, by watchfulness
and fatigue, and his garments were covered with dust.

"What a devil of a man is this," murmured the ambassa-
dors, one to another, "to tmdertake such a siege when on the
verge of the grave. Let us defend our city the best way we
can; surely we can hold out longer than the life of this gray-
beard."

They returned to the city, therefore, scofiing at an invader
who seemed fitter to lean on a crutch than wield a lance; and
the terms offered byMuza, which would otherwise have been
thought favourable, were scomfuUy rejected by the inhabitants.

A few days put an end to this mistaken confidence. Abdalasis,

the son of Muza, arrived from Africa at the head of his rein-

forcement ; he brought seven thousand horsemen and a host of

Barbary archers, and made a glorious display as he marched
into the camp. The arrival of this youthful warrior was
hailed with great acclamations, so much had he won the hearts

of the soldiery by the frankness, the suavity, and generosity

of his conduct. Immediately after his arrival a grand assault

was made upon the city, and several of the huge battering

engines being finished, they were wheeled up and began to

thunder against the walls.

The unsteady populace were again seized with terror, and,

surrounding their governor with fresh clamours, obliged him

to send forth ambassadors a second time to treat of a surrender.

When admitted to the presence of Muza, the ambassadors

could scarcely believe their eyes, or that this was the same

withered, white-headed old man of whom they had lately

spoken with scoffing. His hair and beard were tinged of a

ruddy brown; his countenance was refreshed by repose and

flushed with indignation, and he appeared a man in the

matured vigour of his days. The ambassadors were struck

with awe. " Surely," whispered they, one to the other, "this

must be either a devil or a magician, who can thus make him-

self old and young at pleasure."

Muza received them haughtily.
'

' Hence, " said he, " and tell

your people I grant them the same terms I have alreadv prof-
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fered, provided the city be instantly surrendered ; but, by the

head of Mahomet, if there be any further delay, not one

mother's son of ye shall receive mercy at my hands 1"

The deputies returned into the city pale and dismayed.

"Go forth! go forth 1" cried they, "and accept whatever
terms are offered ; of what avail is it to fight against men who
can renew their youth at pleasure? Behold, we left the leader

of the infidels an old and feeble man, and to-day we find him
youthful and vigorous." *

The place was, therefore, surrendered forthwith, and Muza
entered it in triumph. His terms were merciful. Those who
chose to remain were protected in persons, possessions, and
religion; he took the property of those only who abandoned
the city or had fallen in battle ; together with all arms and
horses, and the treasures and ornaments of the churches.

Among these sacred spoils was found a cup made of a single

pearl, which a king of Spain, in ancient times, had brought
from the temple of Jerusalem when it was destroyed by
Nabuchodonosor. This precious relic was sent by Muza to the

caliph, and was placed in the principal mosque of the city of

Damascus.!
Muza knew how to esteem merit even in an enemy. When

Sacarus, the governor of Merida, appeared before him, he

lauded him greatly for the skUl and courage he had displayed

in the defence of his city ; and, taking off his own scimitar,

which was of great value, girded it upon him. with his own
hands. "Wear this," said he, "as a poor memorial of my
admiration; a soldier of such virtue and valour is worthy of

far higher honours."

He would have engaged the governor in his service, or have
persuaded him to remain in the city, as an lEustrious vassal of

the caliph, but the noble-minded Sacarus refused to bend to the

yoke of the conquerors ; nor could he bring himself to reside

contentedly in his country, when subjected to the domination

of the infidels. Gathering together aU those who chose to

accompany him into exile, he embarked to seek some country

where he might live in peace and in the free exercise of his

religion. What shore these ocean pilgrims landed upon hais

never been revealed ; but tradition vaguely gives us to beheve

* Conde. p. 1, c. 13. Ambrosio de Morales. N. B.—In the chronicle of Spain,

composed by order of Alonzo the Wise, this anecdote is given as having happened
at the siege of Seville.

t Mannol. Descrip. de Africa, T. 1, L. 2.
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that it was some unknown island far in the bosom of the
Atlantic*

CHAPTER X.

EZPEDinON OF ABDALASIS AGAINST SEVILLE AND THE "LAND
OF TADMIE."

After the capture of Merida, Muza gave a grand banquet
to his captaias and distinguished warriors ia that magnificent
city. At this martial feast were many Arab cavaliers who had
been present iu various battles, and they vied with each other
iu recountiog the daring enterprises in which they had been
engaged, and the splendid triumphs they had witnessed. While
they talked with ardovu- and exultation, Abdalasis, the son of

Muza, alone kept silence, and sat with a dejected countenance.

At length, when there was a pause, he turned to his father

and addressed him with modest earnestness. "My lord and
father," said he, "I blush to hear your warriors recount the

toils and dangers they have passed, while I have done nothing

to entitle me to their companionship. When I return to Egypt
and present myseK before the caliph, he wiU ask me of my
services in Spain ; what battle I have gained ; what town or

castle I have taken. How shall I answer him? If you love

me, then, as your son, give me a command, entrust to me
an enterprise, and let me acquire a name worthy to be men-

tioned among men."
The eyes of Muza kindled with joy at finding Abdalasis thus

ambitious of renown in arms. " AUah be praised I" exclaimed

he, "the heart of my son is in the right place. It is becoming

in ' youth to look upwards and be aspiring. Thy desire, Ab-

d9,lasis, shall be gratified."

An opportunity at that very time presented itself to prove

the prowess and discretion of the youth. During the siege of

Merida, the Christian troops which had taken refuge at Beja

had reinforced themselves from Peiiaflor, and suddenly return-

ing, had presented themselves before the gates of the city of

Seville.+ Certain of the Christian inhabitants threw open the

* Abulcasim.Perdida de EspaHa, L, 1, c. 18.

t Eapinosa, Antq. y Grand, de Seville, L. 2, c. 3.
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gates and admitted them. The troops rushed to the alcazar,

took it by surprise, and put many of the Moslem garrison to

the sword; the residue made their escape, and fled to the

Arab camp before Merida, leaving Seville in the hands of the

Christians.

The veteran Muza, now that the siege of Merida was at an

end, was meditating the recapture and pimishment of Seville at

the very time when Abdalasis addressed him. " Behold, my
son," exclaimed he, "an enterprise worthy of thy ambition!

Take with thee all the troops thou hast brought from Africa;

reduce the city of SevUle again to subjection, and plant thy

standard upon its alcazar. But stop not there : carry thy con-

quering sword into the southern parts of Spain ; thou will find

there a harvest of glory yet to be reaped."

Abdalasis lost no time in departing upon this enterprise.

He took with him Count JuHan, Magued el Eumi, and the

Bishop Oppas, that he might benefit by their knowledge of the

country. When he came in sight of the fair city of Seville,

seated hke a queen in the midst of its golden plain, with the

Guadalquivir flowing beneath its walls, he gazed upon it with

the admiration of a lover, and lamented in his soul that he

had to visit it as an avenger. His troops, however, regarded

it with wrathful eyes, thinldng only of its rebellion, and of

the massacre of their' countrymen iu the alcazar.

The principal people ia the city had taken no part in this

gallant but fruitless insurrection ; and now, when they beheld

the army of Abdalasis encamped upon the banks ot the

Guadalquivir, would fain have gone forth to make explana-

tions, and intercede for mercy. The populace, however, for-

bade any one to leave the city, and barring the gates, prepared
to defend themselves to the last.

The place was attacked with resistless fury. The gates were
soon burst open; the Moslems rushed in, panting for revenge.

They confined not their slaughter to the soldiery in the alca-

zar, but roamed through every street, confounding the inno-

cent with the guilty in one bloody massacre, and it was with
the utmost difllculty that Abdalasis could at length succeed in

staying their sanguinary career.*

The son of Muza proved himseK as mild in conquest as he
had been intrepid in assault. The moderation and benignity

of his conduct soothed the terrors of the vanquished, and his

*Conde, p. I.e. 14.
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wise precautions restored tranquillity. Having made proper
regulations for the protection of the inhabitants, he left a
strong garrison in tne place to prevent any future insurrec-

tion, and then departed on the further prosecution of his

enterprise.

Wherever he went his arms were victorious ; and his vic-

tories were always characterised by the same magnanimity.
At length he arrived on the confines of that beautiful region

comprising lofty and precipitous mountains and rich and deh-

cious plains, afterwards known by the name of the kingdom
of Murcia. All this part of the country was defended by the

veteran Theodomir, who, by skilful management, had saved a

remnant of his forces after the defeat on the banks of the

Guadalete.

Theodomir was a stanch warrior, but a wary and prudent

man. He had experienced the foUy of opposing the Arabs ia open

field, where their cavalry and armour gave them such superior-

ity ; on their approach, therefore, he assembled all his people

capable of bearing arms, and took possession of the cUffs and

moimtain passes. "Here," said he, "a simple goatherd, who
can hirrl down rocks and stones, is as good as a warrior armed

in proof." In this way he checked and harassed the Moslem

army in all its movements ; showering down missiles upon it

from overhanging precipices, and waylaying it in narrow and

rugged defiles, where a few raw troops could make stand

against a host.

Theodomir was in a fair way to baffle his foes and obhge

them to withdraw from his territories; unfortunately, how-

ever the wary veteran had two sons with him, young men of

hot and heavy valour, who considered all this prudence of their

father as savouring of cowardice, and who were anxious to ti-y

their prowess in the open field.
'

' What glory, " said they, is

to be gained by destroying an enemy in this way, from the co-

vert of rocks and thickets?"
" You talk hke young men," repMed the veteran. Glory is

a prize one may fight for abroad, but safety is the object when

the enemy is at the door."
, ^ ^

One day, however, the young men succeeded m drawmg

down their father into the plain. Abdalasis immediately seized

on the opportunity and threw himself between the Goths and

their mountain fastnesses. Theodomir saw too late the dai^ger

into which he was betrayed. " What can our raw troops do,

s^id he " against thosp squadrons rf horse that move hke cas-
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ties? Let us make a rapid retreat to Orihuela and defend our.

selves from behind its walls."

"Father," said the eldest son, "it is too late to retreat;

remain here with the reserve while my brother and I advance.

Fear nothing; am not I your son, and would I not die to de-

fend you?"
"In truth," replied the veteran, " I have my doubts whether

you are my son. But if I remain here, and you should all bo

killed, where then would be my protection? Come," added
he, turning to the second son, " I trust that thou art virtually

my son; let us hasten to retreat before it is too late."

"Father," replied the youngest, "I have not a doubt that I

am honestly and thoroughly your son, and as such I honour
you ; but I owe duty likewise to my mother, and when I sallied

to the war she gave me her blessing as long as I should act

with valour, but her curse should I prove craven and fly the

field. Fear nothing, father; I wiU defend you while living,

and even after you are dead. You shall never fail of an hon-

ourable sepulture among your kindred."

"A pestilence on ye both," cried Theodomir, " for a brace of

misbegotten madmen ! What care 1, think ye, where ye laymy
body when I am dead? One day's existence in a hovel is worth
an age of interment in a marble sepulchre. Come, my friends,"

said he, turning to his principal cavaliers, "let us leave these

hot-headed striplings and make our retreat; if we tarry any
longer the enemy wOl be upon us."

Upon this the cavaliers and proud hidalgoes drew up scorn-

fully and tossed their heads: "What do you see in us," said

they, "that you think we will show our backs to the enemy?
Forward ! was ever the good old Gothic watchword, and with
that we will live and die !"

While time was lost in these disputes, the Moslem army kept

advancing, untU retreat was no longer practicable. The battle

was tumultuous and bloody. Theodomir fought like a Hon,

but it was all in vain : he saw his two sons cut down, and the

greater part of their rash companions, while his raw mountain
troops fled in all directions.

Seeing there was no longer any hope, he seized the bridle of

a favourite page who was near him, and whp was about spur-

ring for the mountains. "Part not from me," said he, "but
do thou at least attend to my counsel, my son ; and, of a truth,

I believe thou art my son; for thou art the offspring of one of

my handmaids who was kind "nto me. " And indeed the youth
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marvellously resembled him. Turning then the reins of his

own steed, and giving him the spur, he fled amain from the
field, followed by the page ; nor did he stop imtU he atrived
within the walls of Orihuela.

Ordering the gates to be barred and bolted, he prepared to

receive the enemy. There were but few men in the city capa-

ble of bearing arms, most of the youth having fallen in the field.

He caused the women, therefore, to clothe themselves in male
attire, to put on hats and helmets, to take long reeds in their

hands instead of lances, and to cross their hair upon their chins

in semblance of beards. "Vyith these troops he lined the walls

and towers.

It was about the hour of twilight that Abdalasis approached

with his army, but he paused when he saw the walls so numer-

ously garrisoned. Then Theodomir took a flag of truce in his

hand, and put a herald's tabard on the page, and they two

sallied forth to capitulate, and were graciously received by
Abdalasis.

" I come," said Theodomir, "on the behalf of the commander

of this city to treat for terms worthy of your magnanimity and

of his dignity. You perceive that the city is capable of with-

standing a long siege, Dut he is desirous of sparing the Uves of

his soldiers. IJromise that the inhabitants SHaU be at liberty

to depart unmolested with their property, and the city, will be

delivered up to you to-morrow morning without a blow; other-

wise we are prepared to fight until not a man be left."

Abdalasis was well pleased to get so powerful a place upon

such easy terms, but stipulated that the garrison should lay

down their arms. To this Theodomir readily assented, with

the exception, however, of the governor and his retinue, which

was granted out of consideration for his dignity. The articles

of capitulation were then drawn out, and when Abdalasis liad

affixed his name and seal, Theodomir took the pen and wrote

his signature. ' ' Behold in me, " said he,
'

'
the governor of the

citv
'"

Abdalasis was pleased with the hardihood of the commander

of the place in thus venturing personally into his power and

entertained the veteran with stUl greater honour. When Theo-

domir returned to the city, he made known the capitulation,

and charged the inhabitants to pack up then- efEects dunng the

night and be ready to sally forth in the mormng. ^
^ ^ ^ ^

At the dawn of day the gates were thrown open, and Abdala-

sis looked to see a great force issuing forth, but, to Ms surprise,
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beheld merely Theodomir and his page in battered armour,
followed by a multitude of old men, women, and children.

Abdalasis waited until the whole had com.e forth, then turn-

ing to Theodomir, "Where," cried he, " are the soldiers whom
I saw last evening lining the walls and towers?"

" Soldiers have I none," replied the veteran. " As to my gar-

rison, behold it before you. With these women did I man my
walls, and this my page is my herald, guard, and retinue."

Upon this the Bishop Oppas and Count JuMan exclaimed
that the capitulation was a base fraud and ought not to be com-
phed with; but Abdalasis rehshed the stratagem of the old

soldier, and ordered that the stipulations of the treaty should

be faithfully performed. Nay, so high an opinion did he con-

ceive of the subtle wisdom of this commander, that he permit-

ted him to remainin authority over the surrounding country

on his acknowledging allegiance and engaging to pay tribute

to the caliph; and all that part of Spain, comprising the beau-

tiful provinces of Murcia and Valencia, was long after known
by the Arabic name of its defender, and is still recorded in

Arabian chronicles as "The land of Tadmir." *

Having succeeded in subduing this rich and fruitfiil region,

and having gained great renown for his generosity as well as

valour, Abdalasis returned with the chief part of his army to

the city of Seville.

CHAPTER XI.

MUZA ARRIVES AT TOLEDO—INTERVIEW BETWEEN HIM AND
TABIC.

When Muza ben Nosier had sent his son Abdalasis to subdue
Seville, he departed for Toledo to call Taric to accoim.t for his

disobedience to his orders; for, amidst all his own successes,

the prosperous career of that commander preyed upon his

mind. What can content the jealous and ambitious heart?

As Muza passed through the land, towns and cities submit-

ted to him without resistance ; he was lost ia wonder at the

richness of the country and noble monuments of art with
wliich it was adorned ; when he beheld the bridges, construct-

* Conde, p. 1. Cronica del Moro Basis. Cron. gen. Espafia, por Alonzo el Sabio,

p. 3, c. I.
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ed in ancient times by the Eomans, they seemed to him the
work, not of men, but of genii. Yet all these admirable ob-
jects only made him repine the more that he had not had the
exclusive glory of invading and subduing the land; and exas-
perating him the more against Taric, for having apparently
endeavoured to monopolize the conquest.

Taric heard of his approach, and came forth to meet him at
Talavera, accompanied by many of the most distinguished
companions of his victories, and with a train of horses and
mules laden with spoils, with which he trusted to propitiate
the favour of his commander. Their meetiag took place on
the banks of the rapid river Tietar, which rises in the moun-
tains of Placencia and throws itself into the Tagus. Muza, in
former days, while Taric had acted as his subordinate and
indefatigable officer, had cherished and considered him as a sec-

ond self; but now that he had started up to be a rival, he could

not conceal his jealousy. When the veteran came into his

presence, he regarded bim for a moment with a stem and in-

dignant aspect. " Why hast thou disobeyed my orders?" said

he. " I commanded thee to await my arrival with reinforce-

ments, but thou hast rashly overrun the country, endangering

the loss of our armies and the ruin of our cause."

"I have acted," rephed Taric, " in such manner as I thought

would best serve the cause of Islam, and in so doing I thought

to fulfil the wishes of Muza. Whatever I have done has been

as your servant; behold yoiu- share, as commander-in-chief, of

the spoils which I have collected." So saying, he produced an

immense treasure in silver and gold and costly stuffs, and pre-

cious stones, and spread it before Muza.

The anger of the Arab commander was stiU more kindled at

the sight of this booty, for it proved how splendid had been

the victories of Taric ; but he restrained his wrath for the pres-

ent, and they proceeded together in moody sUence to Toledo.

When he entered this royal city, however, and ascended to the

ancient palace of the Gothic kings, and reflected that all this

had been a scene of triimaph to his rival, he could no longer

repress his indignation. He demanded of Taric a strict ac-

count of all the riches he had gathered in Spain, even of the

presents he had reserved for the caliph, and, above aU, he

made him yield up his favourite trophy, the talismanic table

of Solomon. When aU this was done, he again upbraided him

bitterly vnXh. his disobedience of orders, and with the rashness

of his conduct. " What blind confidence in fortune hast thou
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shown," said he, "in overrunning such a country and assail-

ing such powerful cities with thy scanty force ! What mad-

ness, to venture every thing upon a desperate chance, when
thou knewest I was coming with a force to make ihe victory

secure. All thy success has been owing to mere luck, not to

judgment nor generalship."

He then bestowed high praises upon the other chieftains for

their services in the cause of Islam, but they answered not a

word, and their countenances were gloomy and discontented;

for they felt the injustice done to their favourite leader. As to

Taric, though his eye burned like fire, he kept his passion

within bounds. " I have done the best I could to serve God
and the caliph, "said he, emphatically; "my conscience acquits

me, and I trust my sovereign will do the same."

"Perhaps he may," rephed Muza, bitterly; "but, in the

meantime, I cannot confide his interests to a desperado who is

heedless of orders and throws every thing at hazard. Such a

general is unworthy to be intrusted with the fate of armies."

So saying, he divested Taric of his command, and gave it to

Magued the renegado. The gaunt Taric stUl maintained an air

of stern composure. His only words were, '

' The caliph will do

me justice!" Muza was so transported with passion at this

laconic defiance that he ordered him to be thrown into prison,

and even threatened his life.

Upon this, Magued el Rinni, though he had risen by the dis-

grace of Taric, had the generosity to speak out warmly in his

favour. " Consider," said he to Muza, "-what may be the con-

sequences of this severity. Taric has many friends in the

army; his actions, too, have been signal and illustrious, and
entitle him to the highest honours and rewards, instead of dis-

grace and imprisonment."
The anger of Muza, however, was not to be appeased ; and he

trusted to justify his measures by despatching missives to the

caliph, complaining of the insubordination of Taric, and his

rash and headlong conduct. The result proved the wisdom of

the caution given by Magued. In the course of a Httle while

Muza received a humiliating letter from the caliph, ordering

him to restore Taric to the command of the soldiers "whom he
had so gloriously conducted;" and not to render useless "one
of the best swords in Islam !" *

It is thus the envious man brings humiliation and reproach

» Conde, Part 1, e. 15.
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Upon himself, in endeavouring to degrade a meritorious rival.
When the tidings came of the justice rendered by the caliph to
the merits of the veteran, there was general joy throughout
the army, and Muza read in the smiling countenances of every
one around him a severe censure upon his conduct. He con-
cealed, however, his deep humiliation, and affected to obey
the orders of his sovereign with great alacrity; he released
Taric from prison, feasted him at his own table, and then pub-
licly replaced him at the head of his troops. The army re-

ceived its favourite veteran with shouts of joy, and celebrated
with rejoicings the reconciliation of the commanders ; but the
shouts of the soldiery were abhorrent to the ears of Muza.

CHAPTEE XII.

MUZA PROSECUTES THE SCHEME OF CONQUEST—SIEGE OF SARA-

GOSSA.—COMPLETE SUBJUGATION OF SPAIN.

The dissensions, which for a time had distracted the con-

quering army, being appeased, and the Arabian generals being

apparently once more reconciled, Muza, as commander-in-

chief, proceeded to complete the enterprise by subjugating

the northern parts of Spain. The same expeditious mode of

conquest that had been sagaciously adopted by Taric, was still

pursued. The troops were lightly armed, and freed from

every superfluous incumbrance. Each horseman, beside his

arms, carried a small sack of provisions,' a copper vessel in

which to cook them, and a skin which served him for surcout

and for bed. The infantry carried nothing but their arms.

To each regiment or squadron was allowed a hmited number of

svraipter.mules and attendants; barely enough to carry their

necessary baggage and supphes: nothing was permitted that

could needlessly diminish the number of fighting men, delay

their rapid movements, or consume their provisions. Strict

orders were again issued, prohibiting, on pain of death, all

plunder excepting the camp of an enemy, or cities given up to

pillage. *

The armies now took their several lines of march. That

* Conde, p. 1, c. 15.
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under Taric departed towaxds the northeast; beating up the

country towards the source of the Tagus ; traversing the chain

of the Iberian or Arragonian mountains, and pouring down
into the plains and valleys watered by the Ebro. It was won-

derful to see, in so brief a space of time, such a vast and difQ-

cult country penetrated and subdued, and the invading army,

lilie an inundating flood, pouring its streams into the most

reinote recesses.

While Taric was thus sweeping the country to the northeast,

Muza departed in an opposite direction
;
yet purposing to meet

him, and join their forces in the north. Bending his coxu-se

westwardly, he made a circuit behind the mountains, and

then, advancing into the open country, displayed his banners

before Salamanca, which surrendered .without resistance.

From hence he continued on towards Astorga, receiving the

terrified submission of the land; then turning up the valley of

the Douro, he ascended the course of that famous river

towards the east ; crossed the Sierra de Moncayo, and, arriving

on the banks of the Ebro, marched down along its stream,

untU he approached the strong city of Saragossa,' the citadel of

aU that part of Spain. In this place had taken refuge many of

the most vaUant of the Gothic warriors; the remnants of

armies, and fugitives from conquered cities. It was one of the

last rallying points of the land. When Muza arrived, Taric

had already been for some time before the place, laying close

siege ; the inhabitants were pressed by famine, and had suffered

great losses in repeated combats, but there was a spirit and
obstinacy in their resistance surpassing any thing that had
yet been witnessed by the invaders.

Muza now took command of the siege, and ordered a general

assault upon the walls. The Moslems planted their scaUng
ladders, and mounted with their accustomed intrepidity, but

were vigorously resisted; nor could all their efforts obtain

them a footing upon the battlements. While they were thus

assailing the walls, Count Jiihan ordered a heap of combusti-

bles to be placed against one of the gates, and set on fire. The
inhabitants attempted in vain from the barbican to extinguish

the flames. They burnt so fiercely, that in a Uttle while the

gate fell from its hinges. Count Julian galloped into the city,

mounted upon a powerful charger, himself and his steed aU
covered with mail. He was followed by three hundred of his

partisans, and supported by Magued the renegado, with a
troop of horse.
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The inhabitants disputed every street and public square;

they made barriers of dead bodies, fighting behind these ram-
parts of their slaughtered countrymen. Every window and
roof was filled with combatants ; the very women and children

joined in the desperate fight, throwing down stones and mis-

siles of aU kinds, and scalding water upon the enemy.
The battle raged until the hour of vespers, when the prin-

cipal inhabitants held a parley, and capitulated for a surrender.

Muza had been incensed at their obstinate resistance, which
had cost the lives of so many of his soldiers ; he knew, also,

that in the city were collected the riches of many of the towns
of eastern Spain. He demanded, therefore, beside the usual

teims, a heavy sum to be paid down by the citizens, called the

contribution of blood; as by this they redeemed themselves

from the edge of the sword. The people were obhged to com-

ply. They collected all the jewels of their richest families,

and all the ornaments of their temples, and laid them at the

feet of Muza; and placed in his power many of their noblest

youths as hostages. A strong garrison was then appointed,

and thus the fierce city of Saragossa was subdued to the yoke

of the conqueror.

The Arab generals pursued their conquests even to the foot

of the Pyrenees ; Taric then descended along the course of the

Ebro, and continued along the Mediterranean coast ; subduing

the famous city of Valencia, with its rich and beautiful

domains, and carrying the success of his arms even to Denia.

Muza undertook with his host a wider range of conquest.

He overcame the cities of Barcelona, Gerona, and others that

lay on the skirts of the eastern mountains; then crossing into

the land of the Franks, he captured the city of Narbonne; in a

temple of which he foimd seven equestrian images of silver,

which he brought off as trophies of his victory.* Returning

into Spain, he scoured its northern regions along Gallicia and

the Asturias; passed triinnphantly through Lusitania, and

arrived once moi'e in Andalusia, covered with laurels and

enriched with immense spoils.

Thus was completed the subjugation of unhappy Spain. All

its cities and fortresses, and strong-holds, were in the hands of

the Saracens, excepting some of the wild mountain tracts that

bordered the Atlantic, and extended towards the north. Here,

then, the story of the conquest might conclude, but that the

* Conde, p. 1, c. 16.
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indefatigable chronicler, Fray Antonio Agapida, goes on to

record the fate of those persons who were most renowned in

the enterprise. We shall follow his steps, and avail ourselves

of his information, laboriously collected from vaiious sources;

and, truly, the story of each of the actors in this great his-

torical drama, bears with it its striking moral, and is fuU of

admonition and instruction

CHAPTER Xin.

FEUD BETWEEN THE AEAB GENERALS—THEY AEE SUMMONED TO
APPEAR BEFORE THE CALIPH AT DAMASCUS—^RECEPTION OF

TAEIO.

The heart of Muza ben Nosier was now Ufted up, for he con-

sidered his glory complete. He held a sway that might have
gratified the ambition of the proudest sovereign, for aU west-

ern Africa and the newly acquired peninsula of Spain were
obedient to his rule ; and he was renowned throughout aU the

lands of Islam as the great conqueror of the west. But sudden
humiliation awaited him in the very moment of his highest

triumph.
Notwithstanding the outward reconciliation of Muza and

Taric, a deep and implacable hostility Continued to exist be-

tween them ; and each had busy partisans who distracted the

armies by their feuds. Letters were incessantly despatched to

Damascus by either party, exalting the merits of their own
leader and decrying his rival. Taric was represented as rash,

arbitrary, and prodigal, and as injuring the discipline of the
army, by sometimes treating it with extreme rigour, and at

other times giving way to hcentiousness and profusion. Muza
was lauded as prudent, sagacious, dignified, and systematic in

his dealings. The friends of Taric, on the other hand, repre-

sented him as brave, generous, and high-minded; scrupulous
in reserving to his sovereign his rightful share of the spoils,

but distributing the rest bounteously among his soldiers, and
thus increasing their alacrity in the service. "Muza, on the

contrary," said they, "is grasping and insatiable; he levies

intolerable contributions and collects immense treasure, but
sweeps it all into his own coffers."
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The caliph was at length wearied out by these complaints,
and feared that the safety of the cause might be endangered
by the dissensions of the rival generals. He sent letters, there-
fore, ordering them to leave suitable persons in charge of their
several commands, and appear, forthwith, before him at Da-
mascus.
Such was the greeting from his sovereign that awaited Muza

on his return from the conquest of northern Spain. It was
a grievous blow to a man of his pride and ambition; but he
prepared instantly to obey. He returned to Cordova, collect-

ing by the way all the treasures he had deposited in various
places. At that city he called a meeting of his principal

officers, and of the leaders of the faction of apostate Christians,

and made them, all do homage to his son Abdalasis, as emir or
governor of Spain. He gave this favomite- son much sage
advice for the regulation of his conduct, and left with him his

nephew, Ayub, a man greatly honoured by the Moslems for his

wisdom and discretion ; exhorting Abdalasis to consult him on
aH occasions and consider him as his bosom coimseUor. He
made a parting address to his adherents, fuU of cheerful con-

fidence; assuring them that he would soon return, loaded with
new favours and honours by his sovereign, and enabled to re-

ward them aU for their faithful services.

When Muza saUied forth from Cordova, to repair to Damas-
cus, his cavalgada appeared like the sumptuous pageant of

some oriental potentate; for he had numerous guards and

attendants splendidly armed and arrayed, together with four

hundred hostages, who were youthful cavaliers of the noblest

fajnihes of the Goths, and a great number of captives of both

sexes, chosen for their beauty, and intended as presents for the

caliph. Then there was a vast train of beasts of burden, laden

with the plunder of Spain; for he took with him all the wealth

he had coHected in his conquests ; and all the share that had

been set apart for his sovereign. With this display of trophies

and spoils, showing the magnificence of the land he had con-

quered, he looked with confidence to silence the caltimnies of

his foes.

As he traversed the valley of the Guadalquivir he often

turned and looked back wistfully upon Cordova; and, at the

distance of a league, when about to lose sight of it, he checked

his steed upon the summit of a hill, and gazed for a long time

upon its palaces and towers. "O Cordova I" exclaimed he,

" great and glorious art thou among cities, and abundant in all
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delights. With grief and sorrow do I part from thee, for sure

I am it would give me length of days to abide within thy
pleasant walls !" When he had uttered these words, say the

Arabian chronicles, he resumed his wayfaring; but his eyes

were bent upon the ground, and frequent sighs bespoke the

Jieaviness of his heart.

Embarking at Cadiz he passed over to Africa with aU his

people and effects, to regulate his government in that coimtry.

He divided the command between his sons, Abdelola and Me-
ruan, leaving the former in Tangier, and the latter in Cairvan.

Thus having secured, as he thought, the power and prosperity

of his family, by placing all his sons as his lieutenants in the

country he had conquered, he departed for Syria, bearing with
him the sumptuous spoils of the west.

While Muza was thus disposing of his commands, and mov-
ing cumbrously under the weight of wealth, the veteran Tario

was more speedy and alert in obeying the summons of the

caliph. He knew the importance, where complaints were to

be heard, of being first in presence of the judge ; beside, he was
ever ready to march at a moment's warning, and had nothing

to impede him in his movements. The spoils he had made in

his conquests had either been shared among his soldiers, or

yielded up to Muza, or squandered away with open-handed
profusion. He appeared in Syria with a small train of war-
worn followers, and had no other trophies to show than his

battered armour, and a body seamed with scars. He was re-

ceived, however, with rapture by the multitude, who crowded
to behold one of those conquerors of the west, whose wonderful
achievements were the theme of every tongue. They were
charmed with his gaunt and martial air, his hard sunburnt
features, and his scathed eye. "All haU," cried they, " to the

sword of Islam, the terror of the unbelievers ! Behold the true

. model of a warrior, who despises gain and seeks for nought but

glory !"

Taric was graciously received by the caliph, who asked
tidings of his victories. He gave a soldier-Mke account of his

actions, frank and fioll, without any feigned modesty, yet with-

out vain-glory. "Commander of the faithful," said he, "I
bring thee no silver, nor gold, nor precious stones, nor captives,

for what spoils I did not share with my soldiers I gave up to

Muza as my commander. How I have conducted myself the

honourable warriors of thy host will tell thee; nay, let our
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enemies, the Christians, be asked if I have ever shown myseM
cowardly or cruel or rapacious.

"

" What kind of people are these Christians?" demanded the
caliph.

"The Spaniards," repUed Taric, "are hons in their castles,

eagles in their saddles, but mere women when on foot. When
vanquished they escape Kke goats to the mountains, for they
need not see the ground they tread on."

" And teU me of the Moors of Barbary."
" They are like Arabs in the fierceness and dexterity of their

attacks, and ia their knowledge of the stratagems of war; they

resemble them, too, in feature, ia fortitude, and hospitality;

but they are the most perfidious people upon earth, and never

regard promise or pUghted faith."

" And the people of Afranc; what sayest thou of them?"
" They are infinite in number, rapid in the onset, fierce in

battle, but confused and headlong in flight."

"And how fared it with thee among these people? Did they

sometimes vanquish thee ?"

"Never, by Allah!" cried Taric, with honest warmth;

"never did a banner of mine fly the field. Though the enemy

were two to one, my Moslems never shunned the combat !"

The caliph was well pleased with the martial bluntness of

the veteran, and showed him great honour; and wherever

Taric appeared hfe was the idol of the populace.

CHAPTEE XIV.

MUZA ARRIVES AT DAMASCUS-HIS INTERVIEW WITH THE CA-

LIPH—THE TABLE OF SOLOMON—A RIGOROUS SENTENCE.

Shortly after the arrival of Taric el Tuerto at Damascus, the

caliph feU dangerously ill, insomuch that his life was despaired

of During his iUness, tidings were brought that Muza ben

Nosier had entered Syria with a vast cavalcade, beaiing all

the riches and trophies gained in the western conquests. Now

Suleiman ben Abdeknelec, brother to the caliph, was successor

to the throne, and he saw that his brother had not long to

live and wished to grace the commencement of his reign by

this'triumphant display of the spoils of Christendom; he sent

messengers, therefore, to Muza, saying, " The caliph is ill and
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cannot receive thee at present; I pray thee tarry on the road

until his recovery. " Muza, however, paid no attention to the

messages of Suleiman, but rather hastened his march to arrive

before the death of the xjaliph. And Suleiman treasured up
his conduct in his heart.

Muza entered the city in a kind of trium.ph, with a long

train of horses and mules and camels laden with treasure,

and with the four hundred sons of Gothic nobles as hostages,

each decorated with a diadem and a girdle of gold ; and with

one hundred Christian damsels, whose beauty dazzled all be-

holders. As he passed through the streets he ordered purses

of gold to be thrown among the populace, who rent the air

with acclamations. "Behold," cried they, "the veritable

conqueror of the unbelievers! Behold the true model of a

conqueror, who brings home wealth to his country!" And
they heaped benedictions on the head of Muza.
The CaUph Waled Almanzor rose from his couch of illness to

receive the emir ; who, when he repaired to the palace, flUed

one of its great courts with treasures of all kinds ; the halls,

too, were thronged with the youthful hostages, magnificentlr

attired, and with Christian damsels, lovely as the houries ot

paradise. When the caHph demanded an account of the con-

quest of Spain, he gave it with great eloquence; but, in

describing the various victories, he made no mention of the

name of Taric, but spoke as if everything had been effected by
himself. He then presented the spoils of the Christians as if

they had been aU taken by his own hands ; and when he deH-

vered to the caliph the miraculous table of Solomon, he dwelt

with animation on the virtues of that inestimable talisman.

Upon this, Taric, who was present, could no longer hold.his

peace. " Commander of the faithful, " said he, "examiae this

precious table, if any part be wanting." The caliph examined
the table, which was composed of a single emerald, and he

found that one foot was supphed with a foot of gold. The
caliph turned to Muza and said, " Where is the other foot of

the table?" Muza answered, "I know not; one foot was
wanting when it came into my hands." Upon this, Taric drew
from beneath his robe a foot of emerald of hke workmanship
to the others, and fitting exactly to the table. "Behold, O com-
mander of the faithful!" cried he, "a proof of the real finder

of the table; and so is it with the greater part of the spoils

exhibited by Muza as trophies of his achievements. It was I

who gained them, and who captured the cities in which they
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were found. If you want proof, demand of these Christian
cavahers here present, most of whom I captured; demand of
those Moslem warriors who aided me in my battles."
Muza was confoxmded for a moment, but attempted to Tindi-

cate himself. "I spake," said he, "as the chief of your
armies, tmder whose orders and banners this conquest was
achieved. The actions of the soldier are the actions of the
cormnander. In a great victory it is not supposed that the
chief of the army takes aU the captives, or kills all the slain,
or gathers aU the booty, though all are enumerated in the
records of his triumph." The cahph, however, was wroth, and
heeded not his words. "You have vaunted your own de-
serts," said he, "and have forgotten the deserts of others; nay,
you have sought to debase another who has loyally served his
sovereign ; the reward of your envy and covetousness be upon
your own head!" So saying, he bestowed a great part of the
spoils upon Taric and the other chiefs, but gave nothing to
Muza; and the veteran retired amidst the sneers and murmurs
of those present.

In a few days the Caliph "Waled died, and was succeeded by
his brother Suleiman. The new sovereign cherished deep re-

sentment against Muza for having presented himself at court

contrary to his command, and he hstened readUy to the calum-
nies of his enemies ; for Muza had been too illustrious in his

deeds not to have many enemies. AU now took courage when
they found he was out of favour, and they heaped slanders on
his head ; charging him with embezzling much of the share of

the booty belonging to the sovereign. The new caliph lent a

willing ear to the accusation, and commanded him to render

up aU that he had pillaged from Spain. The loss of his riches

might have been borne with fortitude by Muza, but the stigma

upon his fame filled his heart with bitterness. " I have been a

faithful servant to the throne from my youth upwards," said

he, "and now I am degraded in my old age. I care not for

wealth, I care not for life, but let me not be deprived of that

honour which God has bestowed upon me!"

The caliph was still more exasperated at his repining, and

stripped him of his commands; confiscated his efEects; fined

him two hundred thousand pesants of gold, and ordered that

he should be scourged and exposed to the noontide sun, and

afterwards thrown into prison.* The popxilace also reviled

* Conde, p. 1, c. 17.
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and scoffed at him in hie misery, and as they beheld him led

forth to the public gaze, and fainting in the sun, they pointed

at him with derision and exclaimed— " Behold the envious

man and the impostor; this is he who pretended to have con-

quered the land of the unbelievers !"

CHAPTER XV.

CONDUCT OF ABDALASIS AS EMIR OF SPAIN.

While these events were happening in Syria, the youthful

Abdalasis, the son of Muza, remained as emir or governor

of Spain. He was of a generous and benignant disposition,

but he was open and confiding, and easily led away by the

opinions of those he loved. Fortunately his father had left

with him, as a bosom counsellor, the discreet Ayub, the

nephew of Muza ; aided by his advice, he for some time ad-

ministered the pubhc affairs prudently and prosperously.

Not long after the departure of his father, he received a let-

ter from him, written while on bis journey to Syria ; it was to

the following purport

:

"Beloved son; honour of thy lineage; Allah guard thee

from all harm and peril ! Listen to the words of thy father.

Avoid aU treachery though it should promise great advantage,

and trust not in him who counsels it, even though he should

be a brother. The company of traitors put far from thee ; for

how canst thou be certain that he who has proved false to

others wiU prove true to thee? Beware, O my son, of the

seductions of love. It is an idle passion which enfeebles the

heart and blinds the judgment ; it renders the mighty weak,
and makes slaves of princes. If thou shouldst discover any
foible of a vicious kind springing up in thy nature, pluck it

forth, whatever pang it cost thee. Every error, while new,
may easily be weeded out, but if suffered to take root, it

flourishes and bears seed, and produces fruit an hundred-fold.

Follow these counsels, son of my affections, and thou shalt

live secure."

Abdalasis meditated upon this letter, for some part of it

seemed to contain a mystery which he could not comprehend.
He called to him his cousin and counsellor, the discreet Ayub.
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'
' What means my father, " said he, "in cautioning me against
treachery and treason? Does he think my nature so base that
it could descend to such means?"
Ayub read the letter attentively, "Thy father," said he,

"would put thee on thy guard against the traitors Julian and
Oppas, and those of their party who surround thee. "What
love canst thou expect from men who have been unnatural to

their kindred, and what loyalty from wretches who have be-

trayed their country?"

Abdalasis was satisfied with the interpretation, and he acted

accordingly. He had long loathed aU communion with these

men, for there is nothing which the open ingenuous nature so

much abhors as duplicity and treason. Policy, too, no longer

required their agency ; they had rendered their infamous ser-

vice, and had no longer r country to betray; but they might

turn and betray their employers. Abdalasis, therefore, re-

moved them to a distance from his court, and placed them in

situations where they could do no harm, and he warned his

commanders from being in any wise influenced by their

coimsels, or aided by their arms.

He now confided entirely in his Arabian troops, and in the

Moorish squadrons from Africa, and with their aid he com-

pleted the conquest of Lusitania to the ultimate parts of the

Algarbe, or west, even to the shores of the great Ocean sea.*

From hence he sent his generals to overrun all those vastmand

rugged sierras, which rise like ramparts along the ocean bor-

ders of the peninsula; and they carried the standard of Islam

in triimaph even to the moimtains of Biscay, collecting all

manner of precious spoil.

"It is not enough, O Abdalasis," said Ayub, "that we con-

quer and rule this country with the sword; if we wish our

dominion to be secure, we must cultivate the arts of peace,

and study to secure the confidence- and promote the welfare

of the people we have conquered." Abdalasis relished coimsel

which accorded so well with his own beneficent nature. He
endeavoured, therefore, to aUay the ferment and confusion of

the conquest ; forbade, under rigorous punishment, all wanton

spoil or oppression, and protected the native inhabitants in

the enjoyment and cultivation of their lands, and the pursuit

* Alearbe, or Algarbia, in Arabic signifies the west, as Axarkia is the east,

Aleufla the north, and Aquibla the south. This will serve to explain some of the

geographical names on the peninsula, which are of Arabian origin.
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of all useful occupations. By the advice of Ayub, also, he

encouraged great numbers of industrious Moors and Arabs

to emigrate from Africa, and gave them houses and lands;

thus introducing a peaceful Mahometan population into the

conquered provinces.

The good effect of the counsels of Ayub were soon apparent.

Instead of a sudden but transient influx of wealth, made by
the ruin of the land, which left the country desolate, a regular

and permanent revenue sprang up, produced by reviving

prosperity, and gathered without violence. Abdalasis ordered

it to be faithfully collected, and deposited in coffers by pubhc

officers appointed in each province for the purpose; and the

whole was sent by ten deputies to Damuscus to be laid at the

feet of the caliph; not as the spoils of a vanquished country,

but as the peaceful trophies of a wisely administered govern-

ment.
The common herd of warKke adventurers, the mere men of

the sword, who had thronged to Spain for the purpose of

ravage and rapine, were disappointed at being thus checked in

their career, and at seeing the reign of terror and violence

drawing to a close. What manner of leader is this, said they,

who forbids us to make spoil of the enemies of I^lam, and to

enjoy the land we have wrested from the unbelievers? The
partisans of Julian, also, whispered their calumiiies. "Be-
hold," said they, "with what kindness he treats the enemies

of your faith ; all the Christians who have borne arms against

you, and withstood your entrance into the land, are favoured

and protected; but it is enough for a Christian to have be-

friended the cause of the Moslems to be singled out by
Abdalasis for persecution, and to be driven with scorn from
his presence."

These insinuations fermented the discontent of the turbulent
and rapacious among the Moslems, but all the friends of peace
and order and good government applauded the moderation of

the youthful emir.

CHAPTER XVI.

LOVES OF ABDALASIS AND EXXLONA.

Abdalasis had fixed his seat of government at Seville, as
permittiag easy and frequent communications with the coast
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of Africa. His palace was of noble architectxire, with delight-
ful gardens extending to the banks of the Guadalquivir. In a
part of this palace resided many of the most beautiful Christian
females, who were detained as captives, or rather hostages, to
insure the tranquillity of the country. Those who were of
noble rank were entertained in luxury and magnificence;
slaves were appointed to attend upon them, and they were
arrayed in the richest apparel and decorated with the most
precious jewels. Those of tender age were taught all graceful
accomplishments; and even where tasks were imposed, they
were of the most elegant and agreeable kind. They em-
broidered, they sang, they danced, and passed their -times in
pleasing revelry. Many were lulled by this easy and volup-
tuous existence; the scenes of horror through which they had
passed were gradually eflEaced from their minds, and a desire
was often awakened of rendering themselves pleasing in the
eyes of their conquerors.

After his return from his campaign in Lusitania, and during
the intervals of public duty, Abdalasis solaced himself in the
repose of this palace, and in the society of these Christian cap-
tives. He remarked one among them who ever sat apart, and
neither joined in the labours nor sports of her companions.
She was lofty in her demeanour, and the others always paid

her reverence
;
yet sorrow had given a softness to her charms,

and rendered her beauty touching to the heart. Abdalasis

found her one day in the garden with her companions ; they

had adorned their heads with flowers, and were singiag the

songs of their country, but she sat by herself and wept. The

youthful emir was moved by her tears, and accosted her in

gentle accents. "O fairest of women!" said he, "why dost

thou weep, and why is thy heart troubled?" "Alas!" replied

she, "have I not cause to weep, seeing how sad is my condi-

tion, and how great the height from which I have fallen ? In

me you behold the wretched Exilona, but lately the wife of

Roderick, and the queen of Spain, now a captive and a slave!"

and, having said these words, cast her eyes upon the earth, and

her tears began to flow afresh.

The generous feelings of Abdalasis were aroused at the sight

of beauty and royalty in tears. He gave orders that Exilona

should be entertained in a style befltting her former rank; he

appointed a train of female attendants to wait upon her, and a

guard of honour to protect her from all intrusion. All the time

that he could spare from public concerns was passed in her
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society; and he even neglected his divan, and suffered his

counsellors to attend in vain, wMIe he lingered in the apart-

ments and gardens of the palace, listening to the voice of

Exilona.

The discreet Ayuh saw the danger into which he was falling.

"O Abdalasis," said he, "remember the words of thy father.

'Beware, my son,' said he, 'of the seductions of love. It ren-

ders the mighty weak, and makes slaves of princes ! '

" A blush i

kindled on the cheek of Abdalasis, and he was silent for a mo-

ment. "Why," said he, at length, "do you seek to charge me
with such weakness ? It is one thing to be infatuated by the

charms of a woman, and another to be touched by her misfor-

tunes. It is the duty of my station to console a princess who
has been reduced to the lowest humiliation by the triumphs of

our arms. In doing so I do but listen to the dictates of true

magnanimity."
Ayub was silent, but his brow was clouded, and for once

Abdalasis parted in discontent from his counsellor. In propor-

tion as he was dissatisfied with others or with himself, he sought

the society of ExUona, for there was a charm in her conversa-

tion that banished every care. He daily became more and
more enamoured, and ExUona gradually ceased to weep, and
began to listen with secret pleasure to the words of her Arab
lover. When, however, he sought to urge his passion, she

recollected the light estimation in which her sex was held by the

followers of Mahomet, and assimied a countenance grave and
severe.

"Fortune," said she, "has cast me at thy feet; behold I am
thy captive and thy spoil. But though my person is in thy
power, my soul is imsubdued ; and know that, should I lack

force to defend my honour, I have resolution to wash out all

stain upon it with my blood. I trust, however, in thy courtesy

as a cavalier to respect me in my reverses, remembering what
I have been, and that though the crown has been wrested from
my brow, the royal blood still warms within my veins." *

The lofty spirit of Exilona, and her proud repulse, served but
to increase the passion of Abdalasis. He besought her to unite

her destiny with his, and share his state and power, promising
that she should have no rival nor copartner in his heart. What-
ever scruples the captive queen might originally have felt to a
union with one of the conquerors of her lord, and an enemy

* Faxardo. corona, Gothica, T. 1, p. 492. Joan. Mar. de reb. Hisp. L. 6, o. 27.
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of her adopted faith, they were easily vanquished, and she be-
came the bride of Abdalasis. He would fainhave persuaded her
to return to the faith of her fathers; but though of Moorish
origin, and brought up in the doctrines of Islam, she was too
thorough a convert to Christianity to consent, and looked back
with disgust upon a rehgion that admitted a plurality of wives.
When the sage Ayub heard of the resolution of Abdalasis to

espouse ExUona he was in despair. "Alas, my cousin!" said
he, "what infatuation possesses thee ? Hast thou then entirely
forgotten the letter of thy father ? ' Beware, my son,' said he,
'of love; it is an idle passion, which enfeebles the heart and
blinds the judgment.'" But Abdalasis interrupted him with
impatience. '

' My father, " said he,
'

' spake but of the blandish-
ments of wanton love; against these I am secured by my
virtuous passion for ExHona."
Ayub would fain have impressed upon him the dangers he

ran of awakening suspicion in the caliph, and discontent among
the Moslems, by wedding the queen of the conquered Roderick,

aad one who was an enemy to the religion of Mahomet ; but
the youthful lover only listened to his passion. Their nuptials

were celebrated at Seville with great pomp and rejoicings, and
he gave his bride the name of OmaUsam; that is to say, she of

the precious jewels : * but she continued to be known among
the Christians by the name of Exilona.

CHAPTER XVn.

FATE OF ABDALASIS AND EXILONA—^DEATH OF MUZA.

Possession, instead of cooling the passion of Abdalasis, only

added to its force; he became blindly enamoured of his beau-

tiful bride, and consulted her wUl in all things; nay, having

lost aU relish for the advice of the discreet Ayub, he was even

guided by the counsels of his wife in the afEairs of government.

Exilona, unfortunately, had once been a queen, and she could

not remember her regal glories without regret. She saw that

Abdalasis had great power in the land; greater even than had

been possessed by the Gothic kings; but she considered it as

wanting in true splendour until his brows should be encircled

t Conde, p. 1, o. 17.
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with the outward badge of royalty. One day, when they were

alone in the palace of Seville, and the heart of Abdalasis was
given up to tenderness, she addressed him in fond yet timid

accents. "Will not my lord be ofEended," said she, " if I make
an unwelcome request ?" Abdalasis regarded her with a smile.

"What canst thou ask of me, Exilona," said he, " that it would
not be a happiness for me to grant ?" Then Exilona produced

a crown of gold, sparkhng with jewels, which had belonged to

the king, Don Roderick, and said, "Behold, thou art king in

authority, be so in thy outward state. There is majesty and
glory in a crown ; it gives a sanctity to power." Then putting

the crown upon his head, she held a mirror before him that he

might behold the majesty of his appearance. Abdalasis chid

her fondly, and put the crown away from him, but Exilona

persisted in her prayer. " Never," said she, "has there been a

kiag in Spain that did not wear a crown." So Abdalasis suf-

fered himself to be beguiled by the blandishments of his wife,

and to be iuvested with the crown and sceptre and other signs

of royalty.*

It is aflSrmed by ancient and discreet chroniclers, that Abda-
lasis only assumed this royal state in the privacy of his paliice,

and to gratify the eye of his youthful bride ; but where was a
secret ever confined within the walls of a palace? The assump-
tion of the insignia of the ancient Gothic kings was soon ru-

moured about, and caused the most violent suspicions. The
Moslems had already felt jealous of the ascendancy of this

beautiful woman, and it was now confidently asserted that

Abdalasis, won by her persuasions, had secretly turned Chris-

tian.

The enemies of Abdalasis, those whose rapacious spirits had
been kept in check by the beneficence of his rule, seized upon
this occasion to ruin him. They sent letters to Damascus ac-

cusing him of apostasy, and of an iutention to seize upon the
throne in right of his wife, Exilona, as widow of the late King
Roderick. It was added, that the Christians were prepared to

flock to his standard as the only means of regaining ascen-

dancy in their country.

These accusations arrived at Damascus just after the acces-

sion of the sanguinary Suleiman to the throne, and in the
height of his persecution of the unfortunate Muza. The caliph

* Cron. gen. de Alonzo el Sabio, p. 3. Joan. Mar. de reb. Hisp. lib. 6, c. 27. Conde.

p. 1, c 19.
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waited for no proofs in confirmation; he inunediately sent
private orders that Abdalasis shc^iild be put to death, and that
the same fate should be dealt to his two brothers who governed
in Africa, as a sure means of crushing the conspiracy of this
ambitious family.

The mandate for the death of Abdalasis was sent to Abhilbar
ben Obeidah and Zeyd ben Nabegat, both of whom had been
cherishc '' friends of Muza, and had hved ia intimate favour
and companionship with his son. When they read the fatal
parchment, the scroll fell from their trembhng hands. " Can
such hostility exist against the family of Muza?" exclaimed
they. "Is this the reward for such great and glorious ser-

vices?" The cavaliers remained for some time plunged in
horror and consternation. The order, however, was absolute,

and left them no discretion. '

' Allah is great, " said they, '

' and
commands us to obey our sovereign." So they prepared to

execute the bloody mandate with the blind fldehty of Moslems.
It was necessary to proceed with caution. The open and

magnanimous character of Abdalasis had won the hearts of a
great part of the soldiery, and his magnificence pleased the

cavaliers who formed his guard; it was feared, therefore, that

a sanguinary opposition would be made to any attempt upon
his person. The rabble, however, had been imbittered against
bim from his having restrained their depredations, and because

they thought bim an apostate in his heart, secretly bent upon
betraying them to the Christians. While, therefore, the two
officers made vigilant dispositions to check any movement on

the part of the soldiery, they let loose the bUnd fury of the

populace by publishing the fatal mandate. In a moment the

city was in a ferment, and there was a ferocious emulationwho
should be first to execute the orders of the caUph.

Abdalasis was at this time at a palace in the country not far

from Seville, commanding a delightful view of the fertUe plain

of the Guadalquivir. Hither he was accustomed to retire

from the tumult of the court, and to pass his time among

groves and fountains and the sweet repose of gardens, in the

society bf Exilona. It was the dawn of day, the hour of early

prayer, when the furious populace arrived at this retreat.

Abdalasis was offering up his orisons in a small mosque which

he had erected for the use of the neighbouring peasantry.

Exilona was in a chapel in the interior of the palace, where her

confessor, a holy friar, was performing mass. They were both

surprised at their devotions, and dragged forth by the hands
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of the rabble. A few guards, who attended at the palace,

would have made defence, but they were overawed by the

sight of the written mandate of the caliph.

The captives were borne in triumph to Seville. All the be-

neficent virtues of Abdalasis were forgotten; nor had the

charms of Exilona any effect in softening the hearts of the

populace. The brutal eagerness to shed blood, which seems

inherent in human nature, was awakened, and woe to the vic-

tims when that eagerness is quickened by religious hate. The
illustrious couple, adorned with all the grace of youth and
beauty, were hurried to a scaffold in the great square of Se-

ville, and there beheaded amidst the shouts and execrations of

an infatuated multitude. Their bodies were left exposed upon
the ground, and would have been devoured by dogs, had they

not been gathered at night by some friendly hand, and poorly

interred in one of the courts of their late dweLing.

Hius terminated the loves and lives of Abdalasis and ExUona,
in the year of the incarnation seven him.dred and fourteen.

Their names were held sacred as martyrs to the Christian

faith; but many read in their imtimelyfate a lesson against

ambition and vain-glory; having sacriflced real power and
substantial rule to the glittering bauble of a crown.

The head of Abdalasis was embalmed and enclosed in a cas-

ket, and sent to Syria to the cruel Suleiman. The messenger
who bore it overtook the cahph as he was performing a pil-

grimage to Mecca. Muza was among thecourtiere in his train,

having been released from prison. On opening the casket and
regarding its contents, the eyes of the tyrant sparkled with
mahgnant satisfaction. Calling the unhappy father to his

side: "Muza," said he, "dost thou know this head?" The
veteran recognized the features of his beloved son, and turned
his face away with anguish. "Yes! well do I know it," re-

plied he; " and may the curse of God light upon him who has
destroyed a better man than himself!"
Without adding another word, he retired to Mount Deran,

a prey to devouring melancholy. He shortly after received
tidings of the death of his two sons whom he had left in the
government of western Africa, and who had fallen victims to
the jealous suspicions of the caliph. His advanced age was
not proof against these repeated blows, and this utter ruin of
his late prosperous family, and he sank into his grave sorrow-
ing and broken-hearted.
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Such was the lamentable end of the conqueror of Spain;

whose great achievements were not suflScient to atone, in the

eye of his sovereign, for a weakness to which all men ambi-

tious of renown are subject ; and whose triumphs eventually

brought persecution upon himself, and untimely death upon
his children.

Here ends the legend of the Subjugation of Spain,
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LEGEND OF COUNT JULIAN AND HIS FAMILY.

In the preceding legends is darkly shadowed out a true story

of the woes of Spain. It is a story full of wholesome admoni-
tion, rebuking the insolence of human pride and the vanity of

human ambition, and showing the futility of all greatness that

is not strongly based on virtue. We have seen, in brief space

of time, most of the actors in this historic drama disappearing,

one by one, from the scene, and going down, conqueror and
conquered, to gloomy and unhonoured graves. It remains
to close this eventful history by holding up, as a signal warn-
ing, the fate of the traitor whose perfidious scheme of ven-

geance brought ruin on his native land.

Many and various are the accounts given in ancient chroid

cles of the fortunes of Count Jtilian and his family, and many
are the traditions on the subject still extant among the popu-
lace of Spain, and perpetuated in those countless baUads sung
by peasants and muleteers, which spread a singular charm
over the whole of this romantic land.

He who has travelled in Spain in the true way in which the

country ought to be travelled ; sojourning in its remote pro-

vinces ; rambling among the rugged defiles and secluded val-

leys of its mountains; and making himself familiar with the

people in their out-of-the-way hamlets and rarely-visited

neighbourhoods, will remember many a group of travellers

and muleteers, gathered of an evening around the door or the

spacious hearth of a mountain venta, wrapped in their brown
cloaks, and listening with grave and profound attention to the

long historic ballad of some rustic troubadour, either recited

with the true ore rotundo and modulated cadences of Spanish
elocution, or chaunted to the tinkling of a guitar. In this way
he may have heard the doleful end of Count Julian and his

family recounted in traditionary rhymes, that have been
handed down from generation to generation. The partictdars,

however, of the following wild legend are chiefly gathered
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from the writings of the pseudo Moor, Rasis; how far theymay be safely tsiken as historic facts it is impossible now to
ascertain; we must content ourselves, therefore, with their
answering to the exactions of poetic justice.

As, yet every thing had prospered with Count Juhan He
had gTatifled his vengeance; he had been successful in his
treason, and had acquired countless riches from the ruin of his
country. But it is not outward success that constitutes pros-
perity. The tree flourishes with fruit and foliage while blast-
ed and withering at the heart. Wherever he went. Count
Julian read hatred in every eye. The Christians cursed him as
the cause of all their woe; the Moslems despised and distrusted
him as a traitor. Men whispered together as he approached,
and then turned away in scorn; and mothers snatched away
their children with horror if he ofEered to caress them. He
ndthered under the execration of his fellow-men, and last,

and worst of all, he began to loathe himself. He tried iu vain
to persuade himself that he had but taken a justifiable ven-
geance ;

he felt that no personal wrong can justify the crime
of treason to one's country.

For a time, he sought in luxurious indulgence to soothe or
forget the miseries of the mind. He assembled round bim
every pleasure and gratification that boundless wealth could

purchase, but all in vain. He had no rehsh for the dainties of

his board ; music had no charm wherewith to luU his soul, and
remorse drove slumber from his pillow. He sent to Ceuta for

his wife Frandina, his daughter Florinda, and his youthful son

Alarbot ; hoping in the bosom of his family to find that syra-

pathy and kindness which he could no longer meet with in the

world. Their presence, however, brought him no alleviation.

Florinda, the daughter of his heart, for whose sake he had

undertaken this signal vengeance, was sinking a victim to its

effects. Wherever she went, she found herself a by-word of

shame and reproach. The outrage she had suffered was im-

puted to her as wantonness, and her calamity was noagnified

into a crime. The Christians never mentioned her name with-

out a curse, and the Moslems, the gainers by her misfortune,

spake of her only by the appellation of Cava, the vilest epithet

they could apply to woman.
But the opprobrium of the world was nothing to the up-

braiding of her own heart. She charged herself with all the

miseries of these disastrous wars ; the deaths of so many gallant

cavaliers; the conauest and perdition of her country. The
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anguish of her mind preyed upon the beauty of her person.

Her eye, once soft and tender in its expression, became wUd
and haggard ; her cheek lost its bloom, and became hollow and
pallid, and at times there was desperation in her words.

When her father sought to embrace her she withdrew with

shuddering from his arms, for she thought of his treason and
the ruin it had brought upon Spain. Her wretchedness in-

creased after her return to her native country, until it rose to

a degree of frenzy. One day when she was wailking with her

parents in the garden of their palace, she entered a tower, and,

having barred the door, ascended to the battlements. From
thence she called to them in piercing accents, expressive of

her insupportable anguish and desperate determination. '

' Let
this city," said she, "be henceforth called Malacca, in memo-
rial of the most wretched of women, who therein put an end

to her days." So saying, she threw herself headlong from the

tower and was dashed to pieces. The city, adds the ancient

chronicler, received the name thus given it, though afterwards

softened to Malaga, which it still retains in memory of the

tragical end of Florinda.

The Countess Frandina abandoned this scene of woe, and
returned to Ceuta, accompanied by her infant son. She took

with her the remains of her unfortunate daughter, and gave
them honourable sepulture in a mausoleum of the chapel be-

longing to the citadel. Count Juhan departed for Carthagena,

where he remained plunged in horror at this doleful event.

About this time, the cruel Suleiman, having destroyed the

family of Muza, had sent an Arab general, named Alahor, to

succeed Abdalasis as emir or governor of Spain. The new
emir was of a cruel and suspicious nature, and commenced his

sway with a stern severity that soon made those under his

command look back with regret to the easy rule of Abdalasis.

He regarded with an eye of distrust the renegade Christians

who had aided in the conquest, and who bore arms in the ser^

vice of the Moslems ; but his deepest suspicions fell upon Count
Julian. "He has been a traitor to his own countrymen," said

he; "how can we be sure that he wiU not prove traitor to us?"

A sudden insurrection of the Christians who had taken re-

fuge in the Asturian mountains, quickened his suspicions, and
inspired him with fears of some dangerous conspiracy against

his power. In the height of his anxiety, he bethought him. of

an Arabian sage named Yuza, who had accompanied him. from
Africa. This son of science was withered in form, and looked
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as if he had outlived the usual term of m irtal Mfe. In the
course of his studies and travels in the east, he had collected
the knowledge and experience of ages ; being skilled in astro-
logy, and, it is said, in necromancy, and possessing the mar-
vellous gift of prophecy or divination. To this expounder of
mysteries Alahor appMed to learn whether any secret treason
menaced his safety.

The astrologer listened with deep attention, and overwhelm-
ing brow, to aU the surmises and suspicions of the emir, then
shut himself up to consult his books and commune with those
supernatural intelligences subservient to his wisdom. At an
appointed hour the emir sought him in his cell. It was flUed

with the smoke of perfumes ; squares and circles and various
diagrams were described upon the floor, and the astrologer

was poring over a scroll of parchment, covered with cabalistic

characters. He received Alahor with a gloomy and sinister

aspect
;
pretending to have discovered fearful portents in the

heavens, and to have had strange dreams aiid mystic visions.

"O emir," said he, "be on your guard! treason is around
you and in your path ;

your Hfe is in peril. Beware of Count
Juhan and his family."

"Enough," said the emir. "They shall all die! Parents

and children—^all shall die !"

He forthwith sent a summons to Count Julian to attend him-

in Cordova. The messenger found him plunged in affiction

for the recent death of his daughter. The count excused him-

self, on account of this misfortune, from obeying the commands
of the emir in person, but sent several of his adherents. His

hesitation, and the circumstance of his having sent his family

across the straits to Africa, were construed by the jealous

mind of the emir into proofs of guHt. He no longer doubted

his being concerned in the recent insurrections, and that he

had sent his family away, preparatory to an attempt, by force

of arms, to subvert the Moslem domination. In his fury he

put to death Siseburto and Evan, the nephews of Bishop Oppas

and sons of the former king, Witiza, suspecting them of taking

part in the treason. Thus did they expiate their treachery to

their country in the fatal battle of the Guadalete.

Alahor next hastened to Oarthagena to seize upon Count

Julian. So rapid were his movements that the count had

barely time to escape with fifteen cavaliers, with whom he

took refuge in the strong castle of MarcueUo, among the moun-

tains of Arragon. The emir, enrag-ed to be disappointed of his
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prey, embarked at Carthagena and crossed the straits to Ceuta,

to make captives of the Countess Frandina and her son.

The old chronicle from which we take this part of our legend,

presents a gloomy picture of the countess in the stern fortress

to which she had fled for refuge; a picture heightened by
supernatural horrors. These latter, the sagacious reader will

admit or reject according to the measure of his faith and
judgment; always remembering that in "dark and eventful

times, hke those in question, involving the destinies of nations,

the downfall of kingdoms, and the crimes of rulers and mighty
men, the hand of fate is sometimes strangely visible, and con-

founds the wisdom of the worldly wise, by intimations and
portents above the ordinary course of things. With this pro-

viso, we make no scruple to follow the venerable chronicler in

his narration.

Now so it happened, that the Countess Frandina was seated

late at night in her chamber in the citadel of Ceuta, whict
stands on a lofty rock, overlooking the sea. She was revolv-

ing in gloomy thought the late disasters of her family when
she heard a mournful noise Hke that of the sea breeze moan-
ing about the castle walls. Raising her eyes, she beheld her

brother, the Bishop Oppas, at the entrance of the chamber.
She advanced to embrace him, but he forbade her with a

-motion of his hand, and she observed that he was ghastly

pale, and that his eyes glared as with lambent flames.
'

' Touch me not, sister, " said he, with a mournful voice,
'

' lest

thou be consumed by the fire which rages within me. Guard
well thy son, for blood-hounds are upon his track. His inno-

cence might have secured him the protection of Heaven, but
our crimes have involved him in our common ruin." He
ceased to speak and was no longer to be seen. His coming
and going were alike without noise, and the door of the cham-
ber remained fast bolted.

On the following morning a messenger arrived with tidings

that the Bishop Oppas had been made prisoner in battle by the

insurgent Christians of the Asturias, and had died in fetters in

a tower of the mountains. The same messenger brought word
that the Jlmir Alahor had put to death several of the friends of

Coimt Julian ; had obliged him to fly for his life to a castle in

Arragon, and was embarking with a formidable force for Ceuta.
The Countess Frandina, as has already been shown, was of

courageous heart, and danger made her desperate. There were
fifty Moorish soldiers in the garrison; she feared that they
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wovild prove treacherous, and take part with their country-
men. Summoning her oificers, therefore, she informed them
of their danger, and commanded them to put those Moors to

death. The guards sallied forth to obey her orders. Thirty-

five of the Moors were in the great square, unsuspicious of any
danger, when they were severally singled out by their execu-

tioners, and, at a concerted signal, killed on the spot. Tho
remaining fifteen took refuge in a tower. They saw the arma-
da of the emir at a distance, and hoped to be able to hold out

until its arrival. The soldiers of the countess saw it also, and
made extraordinary efforts to destroy these internal enemies

before they should be attacked from without. They made
repeated attempts to storm the tower, but were as often re-

pulsed with severe loss. They then undermined it, supporting

its foundations by stanchions of wood. To these they set fire

and withdrew to a distance, keeping up a constant shower of

missiles to prevent the Moors from sallyiag forth to extinguish

the flames. The stanchions were rapidly consumed, and when
they gave way the tower fell to the ground. Some of the

Moors were crushed among the ruins ; others were flimg to a

distance and dashed among the rocks; those who survived

were instantly put to the sword.

The fleet of the emir arrived at Ceuta about the hour of ves-

pers. He landed, but found the gates closed against him. The

countess herself spoke to him from a tower, and set him at

defiance. The emir immediately laid siege to the city. He

consulted the astrologer Tuza, who told him that for seven

days his star would have the ascendant over that of the youth

Alarbot, but after that time the youth would be safe from his

power, and wovild effect his ruin.

Alahor immediately ordered the city to be assailed on every

side, and at length carried it by storm. The countess took

refuge with her forces in the citadel, and made desperate de-

fence- but the walls were sapped and mined, and she saw that

all resistance would soon be unavailing. Her only thoughts

now were to conceal her child. "Surely," said she, tney

win not think of seeking him among the dead." She led him

therefore into the dark and dismal chapel. "Thou art not

afraid to be alone in this darkness, my child?" said she.

"No mother," repHed the boy; "darkness gives silence and

sleep
"' She conducted him to the tomb of Florinda. " Fearest

thou the dead, my child?" "No, mother; the dead can do no

liarm and what should I fear from my sister?"
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The countess opened the sepulchre. " Listen, my son," said

she. " There are fierce and cruel people who have come hither

to murder thee. Stay here in company with thy sister, and

be quiet as thou dost value thy life!" The boy, who was of a

courageous nature, did as ,he was bidden, and remained there

all that day, and all the night, and the next day until the

third hour.

In the meantime the walls of the citadel were sapped, the

troops of the emir poured in at the breach, and a great part

of the garrison was put to the sword. The countess was taken

prisoner and brought before the emir. She appeared in his

presence with a haughty demeanour, as if she had been a

queen receiving homage; but when he demanded her son, she

faltered and turned pale, and replied, "My son is with the

dead."

"Countess," said the emir, "lam not to be deceived; tell

me where you have concealed the boy, or tortures shall wring

from you the secret."

"Emir," replied the countess, "may the greatest torments

be my portion, both here and hereafter, if what I speak be not

the truth. My darhng child Hes buried with the dead."

The emir was confounded by the solemnity of her words;

but the withered astrologer Yuza, who stood by his side re-

garding the countess from beneath his bushed eyebrows, per-

ceived trouble in her countenance and equivocation in her

words. '

' Leave this matter to me, " whispered he to Alahor.
" I wOl produce the child."

He ordered strict search to be rhade by the soldiery, and
he obliged the countess to be always present. When they
came to the chapel, her cheek turned pale and her lip quivered.

"This," said the subtile astrologer, "is the place of conceal-

ment !"

The search throughout the chapel, however, was equally

vain, and the soldiers were about to depart, when Tuza re^

marked a slight gleam of joy in the eye of the countess. "We
are leaving our prey behind," thought he; "the countess is

exulting."

He now called to mind the words of her asseveration, that

her child was with the dead. Turning suddenly to the soldiers

he ordered thern to search the sepulchres. "If you find him
not," said he, "drag forth the bones of that wanton Cava,
that they may be burnt, and the ashes scattered to the
Avinds."
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The soldiers searched among the toznbs and found that of
Florinda partly open. Within lay the boy in the sound sleep
of childhood, and one of the sol'liers tooY him gently in his
arms to bear him to the emir.
When the coimtess beheld that her child was discovered, she

rushed into the presence of Alahor, and, forgetting all her
pride, threw herself upon her knees before him.
"Mercy! mercy!" cried she in piercing accents, "mercy on

my son—my only child! O emir! listen to a mother's prayer,
and my lips shall kiss thy feet. As thou art merciful to him,
so may the most high God have mercy upon thee, and heap
blessings on thy head."
"Bear that frantic woman hence," said the emir, "but

guard her well.

"

The countess was dragged away by the soldiery without re-

gard to her struggles and her cries, and confined in a dungeon
of the citadal.

The child was now brought to the emir. He had been
awakened by the tumult, but gazed fearlessly on the stern

countenances of the soldiers. Had the heart of the emir been
capable of pity, it would have been touched by the tender youth
and innocent beauty of the child; but his heart was as the

nether millstone, and he was bent upon the destruction of the
whole family of Julian. CaUing to him the astrologer, he gave
the child into his charge with a secret command. The withered
son of the desert took the boy by the hand, and led him up
the winding staircase of a tower. When they reached the

summit Yuza placed him on the battlements.

"Cling not to me, my child," said he; "there is no danger."

"Father, I fear not," said the undaunted boy ; "yet it is a
wondrous height !"

The child looked around with delighted eyes. The breeze

blew his curling locks from about his face, and his cheek

glowed at the boundless prospect; for the tower was reared

upon that lofty promontory on which Hercules founded one of

his piUars. The surges of the sea were heard far below, beat-

ing upon the rocks, the sea-guU screamed and wheeled about

the foundations of the tower, and the sails of lofty caraccas

were as mere specks on the bosom of the deep.
" Dost thou know yonder land beyond the blue water?" said

Yuza. .

"It IS Spain," replied the boy; " it is the land of my father

andmymotber."
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"Then stretch forth thy hands and bless it, my child, ' said

the astrologer.

The boy let go his hold of the wall, and, as he stretched forth

his hands, the aged son of Ishmael, exerting all the strength of

his withered limbs, suddenly pushed him over the battlemeilts.

He fell headlong from the top of that tall tower, and not a

bone in his tender frame but was crushed upon the rocks

beneath.

Alahor came to the foot of the winding stair.

" Is the boy safe?" cried he.

"He is safe," replied Yuza; "come and behold the truth

with thine own eyes."

The emir ascended the tower and looked over the battle-

ments, and beheld the body of the child, a shapeless mass, on
the rocks far below, and the sea-gulls hovering about ; and he

gave orders that it should be thrown into the sea, which was
done.

On the following morning, the countess was led forth from
her dungeon into the puMc square. She knew of the death of

her child, and that her own death was at hand, but she neither

wept nor supplicated. Her hair was dishevelled, her eyes were
haggard with watching, and her cheek was as the monumental
stone, but there were the remains of commanding beauty in

her countenance, and the majesty of her presence awed even
the rabble into respect.

A multitude of Christian prisoners were then brought forth

;

and Alahor cried out—"Behold the wife of Count Julian; be-

hold one of that traitorous family which has brought ruin

upon yourselves and upon your country." And he ordered
that they should stone her to death. But the Christians drew
back with horror from the deed, and said—"In the hand of

God is vengeance ; let not her blood be upon our heads. " Upon
this the emir swore with horrid imprecations that whoever of

the captives refused should himself be stoned to death. So the
cruel order was executed, and the Countess Frandina perished

by the hands of her countrymen. Having thus accompUshed
his barbarous errand, the emir embarked for Spain, and or-

dered the citadel of Ceuta to be set on fire, and crossed the
straits at night by the Kght of its towering flames.

The death of Count Julian, which took place not long after,

closed tlje tragic story of his family. How he died remains in-

volved in doubt. Some assert that the cruel Alahor pursued
him to his retreat among the mountains, and, having taken
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him prisoner, beheaded him; others that the Moors confined

him in a dungeon, and put an end to his hfe with lingering

torments; while others affirm that the tower of the castle of

Marcuello, near Huesca, in Arragon, in which he took refuge,

fell on him and crushed him to pieces. All agree that his lat-

ter end was miserable in the extreme, and his death violent.

The curse of heaven, which had thus pursued him to the grave,

was extended to the very place which had given him shelter

;

for we are told that the castle is no longer inhabited on ac-

count of the strange and horrible noises that are heard in it

;

and that visions of armed men are seen above it in the air

;

which are supposed to be the troubled spirits of the apostate

Christians who favoured the cause of the traitor.

In after-times a stone sepulchre was shown, outside of the

chapel of the castle, as the tomb of Count Julian; but the

traveller and the pilgrim avoided it, or bestowed upon it a

malediction; and the name of Julian has remained a by-word

and a scorn in the land for the warning of all generations.

Such ever be the lot of him who betrays his country.

Here end the legends of the Conquest of Spain.

Written in the AJhambra, June 10, 1829.

NOTE TO THE PEECEDESTG LEGEND.

El licenciado Ardevines (Lib. 2, c. 8) dize que dichos

Duendos caseros, o los . del aire, hazen aparacer exercitos y
peleas, como lo que se cuenta por tradicion (y aun algimos per-

sonas lo deponen como testigos de vista) de la torre y castello

de Marcuello, lugar al pie de las montanas de Aragon (aora in-

habitable, por las grandes y espantables ruidos, que en el se

oyen) donde se retraxo el Conde Don Julian, causa de la per-

dicion de Espana; sobre el qual castillo, deze se ven en el aire

ciertas visiones, como de soldados, que el vulgo dize son los

cavalleros y gente que le favorecian.

Vide "el Ente Dislucidado," por Fray Antonio de Fuentala-

peiia Capuchin. Seccion 3, Subseceion 5, Instancia 8, Num. 644.

As readers unversed in the Spanish language may wish to

know the testimony of the worthy and discreet Capuchin friar,

Antonio de Fuentalapena, we subjoin a translation of it:—

" The licentiate Ardevines (Book II., chap. 8) says, that the
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said house-fairies, (or familiar spirits,) or those of the air,

cause the apparitions of armies and battles; such as those

which are related in tradition, (and some persons even depose

to the truth of them as eye-witnesses,) of the town and castle

of Marcuello, a fortress at the foot of the mountains of Ar-
ragon, (at present uninhabitable, on account of the great and
frightful noises heard in it,) the place of retreat of Count Don
Julian, the cause of the perdition of Spain. It is said that cer-

tain apparitions of soldiers are seen in the air, which the vul-

gar say are those of the comliiers and the people who aided

him,"
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